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Every business day, a new

software program is being
developed for the MacintoshTM

Personal Computer.
Software for word pro

cessing. Spreadsheets. Business
graphics. Project management.
Database management. And
data communications,

As well as software that
enables Macintosh to do things
that have never been done on
a computer before.

Which means the world's
easiest-to-use business computer
is well on its way to becoming
the worlds most useful busi
ness computer.

Any authorized Apple
dealer will gladly demonstrate
that fact.

Just ask to see the com
puter that's software compatible.
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A UNIT-CONVERSION ALGORITHM by David L. Kahn . 151

This simple program is table-driven and can be extended to include almost
any unit of measure.

INTRODUCTION

ClARClA'S CIRCUIT CELLAR:

BUILD THE TOUCH-ToNE INTERACTIVE MESSAGE SYSTEM by Steve Ciarcia .
As a prelude to his major home-management/control system. Steve returns
to the subject of DTMF decoding.

F ACTFINDER by John Markoff.
The first text database for the Macintosh uses a window-based interface and
a MacWrite-style editor.

ARITHMETIC ON YOUR PC by Peter Rice
Overcome your pes floating-point decimal limitation with this BASIC program.

BUILD A SERIAL CARD by Robert Kong Win Gang.
You can put together an inexpensive serial card for the Sanyo MBC 550.

Two FLAT-DISPLAY TECHNOLOGIES by Richard S. Shuford . 130

Gas-plasma and electroluminescent displays may someday take the place of cathode-ray tubes.

NAVIGATION: PUTTING THE MICROCOMPUTER TO WORK AT SEA by Frederic N. Rounds .141

The BASIC program described computes a ship's geographic position
based on two successive sextant readings.

FEATURES

96 THEMES

INTRODUCTION

BUILD YOUR DREAM EDITOR by Steve McMahon
The inexpensive programming editors discussed here are powerful and highly customizable.

THE COMMODORE 64 80-COWMN TERMINAL

by John C. Field, Greg Richards, and Eric Beenfeldt
If you've got an EPROM programmer handy, build this modification for the Commodore 64.

THE KIT SOWTION by wine Stump
The 8-MHz. 16-bit Slicer is at the heart of a low-cost computer system.

PUBLIC-DOMAIN GEMS by John Markoff and Ezra Shapiro.
Bulletin-board systems and independent distributors offer a wealth of free and nearly free
software for the IBM PC and the Apple Macintosh.

AN XLISP TUTORIAL by David Belz
This public-domain language lets you experiment with artificial intelligence.

BUDGET 3·D GRAPHICS by Tom Clune
Three-dimensional plotting can be easy and inexpensive with the SURF program.

REVIEWS

INTRODUCTION.

REVIEWER'S NOTEBOOK by Glenn Hartwig
THE ALTOS 586 WITH THE XENIX DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM by Greg Corson
A low-cost. UNIX-based microcomputer.

THE NEC APC III by lohn D. Unger.
A business computer with high-resolution color graphics.
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ATARI 800XL by Ion Edwards
An old friend has a new look.

DAZZLE DRAW by Gregg Williams.
Paint with 16 colors on an Apple IIc or 118K-byte lie.

THE KOALAPAD by Donald R. Osgood
One approach to making computers easy to use.

FRIENDLVWRITER AND FRIENDLVSPELLER by Steven D. Ryals.
Inexpensive but limited word processing.

TECMAR'S IRCAPTAIN by Glenn Hartwig
A memory-expansion board for IBM's PCjr.

REVIEW FEEDBACK

Readers respond to previous reviews.

EDllORIAl. ANarHER WORLD: THE 68000 6 EVE T QUEUE 83
MICROBYTES. .9 PROGRAMMING INSIGHTS. .396.404
LETTERS. .14 ApPLICATIO NarE .412
FIXES A D UPDATES .33 BOOKS RECEIVED .418
WHAT'S EW ........ .39.435 U CLASSIFIED ADS. .493
ASK BYTE. . 48 BYTE's ONGOING Mo 110R Box.

CWBS& EWSLETTERS 58 BOMB RESULTS .494

BOOK REVIEWS .65 READER SERVICE .495

311

INTRODUCTION

COMPUTING AT CHAOS MANOR:

ON THE ROAD: HACKERCON AND COMDEX by Jerry Pournelle.
In a jam-packed column. lerry describes the highlights-including one of
the most interesting parties he's attended-of these two meetings.

CHAOS MANOR MAIL conducted by Jerry Pournelle
lerry's readers write, and he replies.

BYTE WEST COASl: UP TO DATE by lohn Markoff. Phillip Robinson, and Ezra Shapiro
A first-of-i s-kind convention for computer hackers is detailed. as well as the new
Graphics Environment Manager called "GEM" from DR.

BYTE U.K.: MULTITASKING FORTH by Dick Pountain.
These multitasking systems. recently written in Great Britain, can be implemented
on very small machines.

BYTE JAPAN: A SAMPLER by William M. Raike
Bill looks at Turbo Pascal. IBM lapan's IX. WordStar 2000, and some other new products.

MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS: MAGIC SauAREs by Robert T Kurosaka.
The method described here lets you easily construct any odd-order magic square.

CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK conducted by Steve Garcia
Steve answers project-related queries from readers.
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PERSONNEL

CHERYL A, HURD. Office Manager
PATRICIA BURKE. Personnel Coordinator

ADVERTISING SALES

J, PETER HUESTIS. Sales Manager
SANDRA FOSTER. Administrative Assistant
ADVERTISING

USA WOZMAK. Supervisor
ROBERT D. HANNINGS. senior Account Manager
MARION CARLSON

KAREN OLLEY

LYDA CLARK

MICHELE GILMORE

DENISE PROCTOR

ADVERTISING/PRODUCTION

WAI CHIU Ll. Quality Control Director
IULIE NELSON. Advertising/Production Coordinator
LINDA J. SWEENEY. Advertising/Production Coordinator

CIRCULATION

GREGORY SPITlFADEN. Director
ANDREW JACKSON. Subscrivtions Manager
CATHY A. R. DREW. Assistant Manager
LAURIE SEAMANS. Assistant Manager
SUSAN BOYD

PHIL DECHERT

MARY EMERSON

LOUISE MENEGUS

AGNES E. PERRY

IENNIFER PRICE

lAMES BINGHAM, Single-Copy Sales Manager
L!NDA TURNER, Assistant Manager
CAROL AHO

CLAUDETTE CARSWELL

KAREN DESROCHES

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT PUBLISHER

HARRY L BROWN

ASSISTANT PUBLISHER

MICHELE P, VERVILLE

PUBLISHER'S ASSISTANT

DORIS R. GAMBLE

REPRINTS AND PERMISSIONS

FAITH A KLUNTZ

ACCOUNTING

DANIEL RODRIGUES, Busif1ess Maf1agerlController
KENNETH A. KING, Assistan/ Con/roller
VICKI WESTON, Accounting Manager
LINDA SHORT. DIP Manager
EDSON WARE. Credit
MARILYN HAIGH

DIANE HENRY

VERN ROCKWELL

loANN WALTER

MARKETING COMMUNICATIONS

HORACE T. HOWLAND, Director
VICKI REYNOLDS. Marketing Associate
PRISCILLA ARNOLD, Marketing Assistant
STEPHANIE WARNESKY, Graphic Arts Supervisor
SHARON PRICE, Graphic Arts Designer
DOUG WEBSTER, Direc/or of Public Relations
WILBUR S. WATSON. Operations Manager, Exhibits
PATRICIA AKERLEY. Research Mmlager
CYNTHIA DAMATO SANDS. Reader Service Coordinator

RECEPTIONISTS

L. RYAN MCCOMBS

CHERYL CASTRO, Assistant

BUILDING SERVICES/TRAFFIC

ANTHONY BENNETT, Building services Manager
BRIAN HIGGINS

MARK MONKTON

PRODUCTION

DAVID R. ANDERSON. Production Director
DENISE CHARTRAND
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'SAHNERMRUyLMLECRCARTHY PETE HUESTIS. 603.924.6137Chief T~pographer
NAN FORNAL HORACE HOWLAND, 603-924-3424
LEN LORETTE DOUG WEBSTER, 603-924-9027
KATHY QUIST BRAD BROWNE. 603.924-6166
DONNA SWEENEY ADVERTISING. 603-924-6448
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ART

ROSSLYN A. FRICK. Art Director
NANCY RICE, Assistant Art Director

CONTRIBUTING EDITORS

DENNIS ALLISON. at large
MARK DAHMKE. video. operating systems
MARK HAAS. at large
RIK JADRNICEK. CAD. graphics. spreadsheets
MARK KLEIN. communications
ALAN MILLER. languages and engineering
JOHN C. NASH. scientific computing
DICK POUNTAIN. U.K
WILLIAM M. RAIKE. Japan
PERRY SAIDMAN. comvuters and law
ROBERT STERNE. computers and law
BRUCE WEBSTER. software

EDITOR IN CHIEF

PHILIP LEMMONS

MANAGING EDITOR

GENE SMARTE

CONSULTING EDITORS

STEVE OARCIA

fERRY POURNELLE

SENIOR TECHNICAL EDITORS

G MICHAEL VaSE. Themes
GREGG WILLIAMS

TECHNICAL EDITORS

THOMAS R (LUNE

ION R EDWARDS

RICHARD CREHAN

GLENN HARTWIG. Reviews
RICHARD KRAJEWSKI

KEN SHELDON

RICHARD S. SHUFORD

lANE MORRILL TAZELAAR

EVA WHITE

STANLEY WSZOLA

MARGARET COOK GURNEY Associate
ALAN EASTON, Drafting
WEST COAST EDITORS

EZRA SHAPIRO. Bureau Chief. San Francisco
JOHN MARKOFF. senior Technical Editor. Palo Alto
PHILLIP ROBINSON. senior Technical Editor, Palo Alto
DONNA OSGOOD. Associate Editor. San Francisco
BRENDA McLAUGHLIN, Editorial Assistant. San FranCISCO
NEW YORK EDITOR

RICHARD MALLOY. senior Technical Editor
MANAGING EDITOR.
ELECTRONIC PUBLISHING AND COMMUNICATIONS

GEORGE BOND

USER NEWS EDITOR. EAST COAST

ANTHONY J. LOCKWOOD. Wnat's New
USER NEWS EDITOR. WEST COAST

MARK WELCH. Microbytes

ASSISTANTS

PEGGY DUNHAM

MARTHA HICKS

BEVERLY JACKSON

LISA 10 STEINER

COpy EDITORS

BUD SADLER. Chief
DENNIS BARKER

ELIZABETH COOPER

ANNE L. FISCHER

NANCY HAYES

LYNNE M. NADEAU

PAULA NOONAN

JOAN VIGNEAU Roy

WARREN WILLIAMSON
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LISTINGS IN BYTE

To make listings easily accessible to BYTE readers, we try to put all
listings pertaining to an article on our bulletin board, BYTEnet
Listings, (603) 924-9820. Listings for each issue are included in the
FROMBYTE area. We may print some complete or partial listings in
the magazine when required for clarity or understanding, but these
listings also will be on BYTEnet Listings, along with public-domain
software and utilities. Log on and see what we have to offer. Please
be aware that material in the FROMBYTE area of BYTEnet Listings is
for personal. noncommercial use only.

TENTH ANNIVERSARY ISSUE

BYTE is planning a special section to be published in our tenth an
niversary (September 1985) issue, and we'd like your help if you've
been computing for several years or if you have a vintage computer
that still works. We're thinking about doing a personal history of
microcomputing that focuses on what people were doing with com
puters in a certain yei,lr; for example, "By late 1976, I had received
my Altair and was trying to learn 8080 machine language...." We'd
like a short reminiscence (under 300 words, double-spaced) that in
cludes what year it was, what equipment you had, and what you
were using it for.

Also please contact us if you have an old computer that is still in
working condition and has some sort of BASIC with it. We think it
might be interesting to run some benchmarks and compare the
results to those of newer machines.

Address all materials to either Gregg Williams or Richard Shuford
at BYTE, POB 372, Hancock, NH 03449. Thanks.

ANOTHER WORLD: THE 68000

A year and a half ago, the world of
personal computing looked as if it
were becoming more and more the
domain of a single class of computers,
the IBM PC and its compatibles, and
a single family of microprocessors,
the Intel 8088 and its relatives. The
IBM-Intel world has fostered the
development of a great variety of soft
ware but signs of intellectual stagna
tion had appeared. Almost all hard
ware manufacturers had the same
strategy: IBM compatibility. Almost all
software houses besieged the same
market: the corporate office.

When IBM reduced its prices and in-

E·D·I·T·O·R·I·A·L

troduced the PC AT at a surprisingly
low price, many manufacturers of com
patibles faltered or fell. While a num
ber of software houses tottered, IBM
introduced dozens of its own software
packages. Macintosh offered some
hope of a pluralist world in personal
computing but software was extreme
ly slow to appear, and in many cases
the Macintosh version of a program
originally developed for the IBM PC
was less capable. It was unclear
whether the Macintosh would be able
to stem the tide of IBM machines and
software.

In the past few weeks, however, an
assortment of 68000-based machines
has been announced or reported.

Atari has announced 68000-based
systems at astonishingly low prices
and with impressive software from
Digital Research. Hewlett-Packard's
68000-based Integral is a remarkable
UNIX transportable with an electro
luminescent display. 'Tandy also in
troduced a 68000-based system at
the Consumer Electronics Show. Com
modore has acquired rights to the
68000-based Amiga system. Pub
lished reports say that AT&T will
release a powerful 68000-based sys
tem. Put all these together with the
68000-based Apple machine, the Sin
clair OL, S-lOO 68000 systems, and
systems from Cromemco, Arete, Sun,
Charles River Data Systems, Stride,
Altos, IBe Plexus, Pyramid, and
several others, and you have a
remarkably rich world encompassing
everything from $300 home machines
to expensive but economical 88-user
UNIX systems.

Will 1985 be the year of the 68000?
The Motorola processors may not sur
pass the installed base of Intel pro
cessors, but 68000s will definitely be
abundant enough to inspire massive
and diverse software development ef
forts. The prospect of having a
Macintosh-like icon-based environ
ment on inexpensive Atari home
machines as well as powerful UNIX
systems is exciting, and Digital
Research's Graphics Environment
Manager (GEM) may indeed be
available across the entire range of
machines. Just as the world was get
ting dull, things are starting to get very
interesting again. IBM's long strangle
hold on the mainframe market may
not be replicated on small computers
after all.

BYTE welcomes the emergence of
an equal alternative world. We will
keep close watch on the world of the
68000.

-Phil Lemmons, Editor in Chief
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~::- Maxell Gold.
The floppy disk that

lets PC A':r'"speed ahead,
makes PC/XT'" .
X-traordinar~

and helps IBM" PC"
capitalize,

on its powers..--:>/f~ \\\
, ~ ~ ~ ~ 0 ~ ~ ~ '-"......-

For your Big Blue, only the Gold - - - - -
Standard will do. Maxell. The floppy disk
chosen by many disk drive manufac- ~a~~~~iiii.
turers to test their new equipment. 1=
Each Gold Standard is backed by a
lifetime warranty. And each ~~I.~~

is a perfect match for your IBM.
In fact, there's a Gold Standard
for virtually any computer made.
Even if it's the new IBM PC AT!

PC AT, PC/XT and PC are trademarks of IBM Corp.

Maxell Corporation of America, 60 Oxford Drive, Moonachie, N,l 07074
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Wordstare Wordprocessing andSuperCak3"/nfegratedSpreadsheet nowincluded Free with allSeequa computers.

BUY ACHAMELEON
BY8EEOUA.

an 8 bit mic.:ro=-.......~:
processor that lets you run ~~......J
any of the thousands of CPIM-80®
programs available. It comes complete with two of
the best programs around, Perfect Writer ™ and
Perfect Calc. ™ It's portable. And you can plug it in
and start computing the moment you unwrap it.

50 if you've been inter
ested in an IBM personal com
puter, now you know where you
can get one for $1595. Wherever
they sell Chameleons.

The Chameleon by

SEEQUA
COMPUTER
CORPORATION
8305 Telegraph Road
Odenton. MD 21113

Chameleon shown with optional second disk drive.
To learn more about Seequa or for the location of the Seequa dealer
nearest you. call (800) 638-6066 or (301) 672-3600.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

SEEOUA
SHOWS YOU

HOW TO
GET AN
IBM PC

FOR JUST
81595.

The Chameleon by 5eequa does everything an
IBM PC does. For about $1000 less than an IBM.

The Chameleon lets you run popular IBM soft
ware like Lotus® 1-2-3 ™ and dBase II.® It has a full
83 key keyboard just like an IBM. A disk drive like
the IBM. And a bright 80 x 25 character screen just
like an IBM.

But it's not just the
Chameleon's similarities to
the IBM that should interest
you. Its advantages should,
too. The Chameleon also has
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Staff-written highlights of late developments in the microcomputer industry.

IRS Tightens Rules on Business Use of Home Computers

Effective January I, the Internal Revenue Service added temporary regulations requiring
that a log be kept of home computer use in order to deduct the computer's business-use
costs. After a comment period, permanent regulations will go into effect in late spring or
early summer. An earlier rule, still in effect. states that home computer expenses may be
deducted only by the self-employed or those who must own a home computer to hold their
jobs.

MSX Computers Shown, Not Sold, at CES

A number of Japanese and Korea,n companies exhibited MSX home computers at a
Microsoft-sponsored MSX booth at january's Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas, but
only Yamaha has definite plans to bring an MSX computer to the U.S. (See page 435 for
details on Yamaha's CX5M Music Computer.) Because computers based on Microsoft's MSX
standard all use the same basic hardware and software configuration, MSX cartridges and
cassette software will run on any MSX computer.

Canon, Casio, Daewoo, Hitachi. Mitsubishi. Panasonic, Pioneer, Sanyo, Sony, and Toshiba
all showed MSX computers-available in japan-but declined to comment on U.s. pricing or
availability dates. Most companies said they were waiting for reaction from American
dealers and consumers. Spectravideo, the only U.S. company making an MSX computer, also
displayed its computer. Financially troubled Spectravideo was recently acquired by Bond
well, a Hong Kong computer maker.

At least 19 software companies are reportedly developing versions of popular programs
for MSX computers in japan and the U.s.. including Activision, Brctlderbund, Infocom, and
Spinnaker. However. those companies, like u.s. dealers, are hesitant to commit large
development efforts to an American MSX computer market until the Japanese commit to a
U.s. marketing effort. which they failed to do at CES.

Also at CES, Nintendo showed its Advanced Video System, a version of the FCS home
video-game system it offers in Japan and that it says holds 90 percent of the Japanese
home video-game market. An optional keyboard unit turns the system into a computer;
several other peripherals will also be available. Nintendo had not set a price for the system
but said it will be available in the U.s. in June.

Digitizer Includes Software to Modify Images

Inovion, Layton, UT, announced a $3500 image-capture system that can be used to digitize
an image from a camera or other device. Also included is "paint" software with pop-up
menus, which can be used to edit an image. Included in the Personal Graphics System are a
19-inch color monitor that displays the 512- by 480-pixel image in up to 250,000 colors,
780K bytes of graphics memory, a mouse, and composite video and RS-232C ports.

Japanese Show More Wrist Computers

Seiko and Epson both showed watches that interface with computers at CES. Seiko's
RC-IOOO is similar to its earlier UC-2000, which used a separate keyboard to enter 2K bytes
of text data for later reference. However. the RC-IOOO includes an interface to any computer
with an RS-232C serial port.

Epson's RC-20 wrist computer uses a Z80-compatible processor and features a 23-position
touchscreen. It includes 8K bytes of ROM, 2K bytes of RAM, and a 4-line by 7-character
display. Programs are included for appointment scheduling, address and phone listings, a
calculator, and standard time and alarm functions. Neither price nor availability date were
released.

(continued)
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MICROBYTES

.........~~':". g~.i~~i.~~..I?~~~~~~..l!~~~~~~~ .~~ .~.~~
For those who aren't sure if they prefer the trackball or the mouse, Wico introduced the
MouseTrac Combo; a removable cap on the three-button mouse uncovers a trackball, Wico
also sells a keyboard with a built-in trackball.

Koala now offers KAT. a touch-tablet-like pointing device, which allows you to control a
cursor by moving a finger across the tablet's surface,

Personal Peripherals Inc., Longview, TX, dropped the price of its Super Sketch graphics
pen/tablet device to $29,95.

TI Offers AI Software for IBM PC, TI Professional

Texas Instruments planned to announce Arborist. a decision-analysis tool for managers, late
last month. Arborist. an expert system that allows you to enter information in a natural
language format. sets up decision trees that can be graphically displayed. It is expected to
sell for about $500.

TI also announced that all of its artificial-intelligence software, including the Personal Con
sultant expert-system generator and its Natural Language products, would be available for
the IBM Personal Computer as well as Tl's Professional Computer.

. . . . . . . . .~.r.~~l~~..~~~~~~~~.~i.~. ~i~~~:~~~~i.~~~.
Visualtek, Santa Monica. CA. is shipping the MBOSS-l Braille Printer. a bidirectional. con
tinuous form-feed braille embosser. Based on a C. Itoh FlO-55, MBOSS-l runs at 10 cps and
produces hard copy from a computer, word processor, or refreshable braille device. It con
nects through RS-232C serial or Centronics-type parallel interfaces and uses audio status in
dicators. The list price is $3225.

Nippon Dentsu Co. Ltd, Hachioji-City, Tokyo, Japan. will ship its Ohtsuki braille printer to
the u.s. this month. The Ohtsuki produces standard text and braille simultaneously. It can
be run from a standard word-processing program.

NANOBYTES
Microsoft has upgraded its $150 COBOL compiler to meet the ANSI 74 level 2 standard. It
also released a version of its Macro Assembler that works with Intel 80186, 80286, and
80287 processors as well as the 8086, 8088, and 8087, which were supported in earlier
versions.... Micro Computer Technologies, Santa Monica, CA. unveiled an IBM PC version
of its SpeeDemon speed-up card. This card will swap the PC's 4.7-MHz 8088 with a 10-MHz
8086, but it will cost about $700. Another version of the card. priced at $295, replaces the
Apple's I-MHz 6502 processor with a 3.5-MHz 6502 .... VIP Technologies. Goleta, CA. has
announced VIP Professional. an integrated spreadsheet/database/graphics program for the
Apple lIe/llc. The $199 program uses the Apple's double-hi-res graphics mode and requires
128K bytes of RAM.... CompuSonics, Denver, CO, showed a digital-audio system at CES
that uses high-capacity 5Y4-inch floppy disks to store sound information. The company says
its $1200 DSP-IOOO recorder/player will store about 45 minutes of sound on a special
25-megabyte disk being developed by Drivetec. Most consumer digital-audio products use
read-only compact discs that store the equivalent of 550 megabytes of sound.... Thliq Cor
poration, Mountain View. CA. is selling its Opto-film Window Cells, which use liquid-crystal
technology to mask or reveal images. The window squares switch from opaque to
transparent. ... The Lisp Company. Los Gatos. CA. has released a $100 version of Logo for
Z80 computers. A $50 MSX version is also planned.... Quantum Microsystems has a
300-bps direct-connect modem for the Atari 800 family. The $150 modem includes com
munications software and all necessary hardware. Quantum also offers a $50 Atari RS-232C
serial interface.... Imaging Technology, Woburn, MA. announced ImageAction. a $995 pro
gram that works with its PCVision Frame Grabber. The software allows captured images to
be filtered, manipulated, and analyzed using a mouse and menus. The company also said
that 8-bit digitization and monochrome "pseudocolor" capabilities had been added to the
$3000 Frame Grabber. which works with an IBM PC XT.
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DPFOl2BY
This printout was not generated bv the TI 855. 2764.08© 1984 Tl

The TI 855 printer. The
printer for all major PC's.
See for yourself today.
Call 1,800,527,3500
for the dealer
nearest you.

Finally; the printer for all PC needs.

TEXAS •
INSTRUMENlS

Creating useful products
and services for you.





© 1984 Citizen Amenca Corporatlon
Citizen and the Cltlzen logo arc trademarks of Cltlzen America Corporatlon. IBM IS a fe-glscert"d trademark of !l1[nnatlonal
BUSiness Machines Corporatlon. Epson IS a regIstered trademark of Epson CorporatIon.

To become a highly
respected Gtizen, it takes
outstanding performance
and faithful pubhc service.

Introducing the tvvo newest Gtizen™ dot matrix
printers. Engineered with the same care and precision weve

built into Gtizen watches for over 50 years.
Fast? The MSP-20 and MSP-25 both

print an incredible 200 cps, or 50 cps corre
spondence-quality at the flid< of

a switch.Ouiet? You'll hardly know
they're on

And both feature proportional spacing
for hard copy so dean, you'd swear it didn't

come from a dot matrix. Plus, all Gtizen printers are
lBM®- or Epsorf-compatible. All feature our easy-to-use
push-feed paper loading system. And all come with the
industry's longest warranty-18 months on parts and

labor.Which can only mean one thing:
Gtizens of theyearare built to be Gtizens of the years.
For more information, call 1-800-556-1234, Ext. 34.

In California, 1-800- . =:CITIZEN"
441-2345, Ext. 34. Or wnte ~

GtizenAmerica Corporation, 2425 Colorado Avenue,
Santa Monica, CA 90404.
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PRAISE FOR PICK

Your technical articles on "The Pick Oper
ating System" by Rick Cook and John Bran
don (October and November 1984) were
very enlightening and should expose
many BYTE readers to a powerful rela
tional data-management structure. How
ever. several statements were made that
cloud the issue of Pick machine com
patibility that we at Cosmos would like to
clarify

Cosmos has developed a software sys
tem called Revelation. an implementation
of the Pick operating system for almost all
MS-DOS-based machines. Revelation is
functionally identical and code-com
patible with the standard Pick facilities. in
cluding the relational file structure. data
dictionaries. query language. BASIC com
piler and associated utilities. Our PC
specific enhancements include simplified
Interaction with DOS files and programs
and advanced networking capabilities. It
has been designed to run as an adjunct
to the standard operating system. With
Revelation. you can experience the Pick
op rating system as a set of programming
tools and not consider it only as a replace
m nt operating system.

The authors state. "Pick software is
highly portable. but the operating system
itself is not. Getting Pick running on a new
machine takes a lot of work:' There is no
question that code developed on any
specific Pick machine is highly portable to
other Pick-based systems. including
Revelation. With Revelation. however.
machine compatibility becomes a far less
significant issue.

The Pick operating system discussed in
the article runs only on the IBM PC Xl
and system overhead can occupy up to 2
megabytes of available disk space. (limita
tions are even more evere if you parti
tion the hard disk to allow for MS-DOS ap
plications.) Because the Pick operating
system runs only on standard XT hard
ware. you would be hard pressed to in
crease mass-storage capacity.

Revelation provides an alternative De
signed to run with PC-DOS or MS-DOS.
software applications are highly portable
to many different systems. Hard-disk and

14 BY T E • MARCH 1985
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other peripheral expansion is easily ac
complished through standard DOS facili
ties Inotably the installable device drivers).
Any DOS program or function can be
called and executed directly from Revela
tion Originally Revelation was available
only for the IBM Pc. Xl or compatibles.
but this summer Cosmos released a
"generic" Revelation. offering portability
across more than 40 MS-D05-compatible
machines. including the complete IBM PC
product line. You can even run Revelation
on the recently revamped PCjr. although
two disk drives are preferred.

Another claim is that "Pick is not a
number-crunching system. There are bet
ter operating systems for scientific and
engineering work. Pick will score poorly
on a computational benchmark such as
the Sieve of Eratosthenes." This may be
true of Pick Systems' implementation. but
Revelation from its conception was de
signed to take full advantage of the Intel
8086 microprocessor family architecture.
including use of the math coprocessor
chip Direct benchmarks against far more
expensive minicomputer systems demon
strate that Revelation can hold its own
when put to serious number-crunching
tasks. lOur software also tests to see if the
math coprocessor is resident and will
download proper emulation routines in its
absence. to ensure a high degree of
machine portability.) Revelation not only
sports more transcendental math capabil
ities and much higher precision in com
putation than a standard Pick implemen
tation. but any program can be called
directly from DOS to uppl ment the facil
ities of Revelation.

The article made only brief mention of
other Pick-based systems on the market.
and some expansion on this issue would
be of benefit to your readers. The Pick
operating system was first made available
commercially in 1973 as the proprietary
Microdata Reality system. Pick Systems
began porting its code to different
machines for other vendors in 1978. Those
vendors included the ADDS Mentor line
(with a Zilog Z8000 implementation) and
the General Automation Zebra line Iwith
one of several Motorola 68000 implemen
tationsi. Other vendors have prOVided im
plementations for IBM. DEC. Honeywell.

and other mini- and mainframe com
puters. up through the IBM 4300 Series.

In 1980 Prime Computer introduced its
Information series. a family of Pick
compatible machines developed inde
pendently of Pick Systems that exist as
Pick work-a likes: while these are viewed
by the Pick software-development com
munity as another line of compatible hard
ware. Prime has made no claim to the Pick
name.

Cosmos's Revelation. first shipped in
March of 1983. was also developed inde
pendently of Pick systems Cosmos has a
licensing agreement with Pick Systems.
and we can promote our system as a full
Pick-compatible software environment.

GARY BENNETT

OEM Product Manager
Cosmos Inc.
Seattle. WA

There is a sigh around the Pick world:
"They finally did it." The article about the
Pick operating system was well done

My conversations with the micro world
seem to go something like this:

CP/Mer: How many fields can you have in
a record?

Picker Uh. well. I suppose there is a limit.
but it's more than I have ever
wanted.

CP/Mer: Well. then how big can the fields
be?

Picker: Uh. well. I suppose there is a limit.
but I never hit it.

CP/Mer: Oh. then how many files can you
have open at one time?

Picker: Uh. well. I suppose there is a limit.
but I don't know what it is.

Icontinued)

.......................................
: LEITERS POLICY: To be considered for pub- :

licatiml. a letter must be typed double-spaced on
one side of the paper and must include your name
and address. Comments and ideas should be ex
pressed as clearly and concisely as possible.
Listings and tables may be printed along with
a letter if they are short and legible.

Because BYTE receives hundreds of letters each
month. not all of them can be published. Letters
will not be returned to authors Generally. it takes
four months from the time BYTE receives a let
ter until it is published



Portable

Back Up All the Hard Drives in Your OHice.
The MaynStream offers fully portable hard drive backup
employing the latest software technology. It is compatible with
IBM, Compaq, and NCR personal computers· and comes with
an industry-leading 1-year warranty.

Backup!
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The conversation continues on in the
same way for some time. Since Pick is the
only operating system I have used, some
times I do not understand the questions.
The first time I heard the one about the
number of files that can be open at a time,
I had to ask the meaning of the problem
so that I could understand the question.

I have made a discovery. It is a lot more
fun bugging the eyes out of a CPIMer than
a complete computer novice. The novice
thinks that a computer is magic anyway,
so nothing is impressive. The CPIMer is
really impressed

A word of caution: The road into the
world of Pick and Pick-like operating sys
tems is a one-way street. Once you have
used Pick, you will never want to go back
to the other stuff.

The migration of Pick from minis to
micros has been exciting to watch, but
there is a serious problem coming. A com
pany that spends $100,000+ for a com
puter system can live with a $30-$50/hour
system designer to create software for it.
Not so the company that spends $5000

My tool to bring costs down is an appli
cation generator (not a code generator)
called UHL (WhitHurst Corp, Box 21. Issa
quah, WA 98027) UHL extends the phi
losophy of Pick's inquiry language (Access
in the article) to entry screens, menus, and
posting processes. lust as you can type
LIST INVOICES INVOICE CUSTOMER
AMOUNT. with UHL you can type ENTER
INVOICES INVOICE CUSTOMER AMOUNT
and the proper entry screen is created.
Likewise, posting is done with POST IN
VOICES ADD AMOUNT TO BALANCE ON
CUSTOMERS FOR EACH CUSTOMER
These sentences can be stored in Procs
and hooked together with the menu pro
cessor to create a total system in about
one-tenth the time that it can be done with
BASIC Debugging and modifications are
even faster.

Asking me to create an application with
out UHL would be like asking a carpenter
to build a house without any power tools.
It could be done, but I wouldn't like it. and
you wouldn't want to pay for it.

MELVIN G. WHITE

Issaquah, WA

I'm glad to see BYTE has finally discovered
one of the most underrated products in
the computer industry: the Pick operating
system. As Business Week once commented,
Pick is "one of the best kept secrets in the
data processing world:' Pick is a lousy
marketer, but a superb programmer. His
operating system is easily the best thing

(continued)
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PETE SHEPPARD

Sandy, OR

LETTERS

I enjoyed Peter S¢rensen's article on frac
tals (September 1984, page 157). It caused
me to go out and buy Benoit B. Mandel
brot's book on the subject-and then wish
I hadn·t. S¢rensen crammed more prac
tical help for anyone who wants to pro
duce fractals into nine pages of BYTE than
Mandelbrot got into 468 pages. How can
this happen? Let me quote Mandelbrot
himself in reference to the French mathe
matician Fatou. who was one of his pre
decessors in the study of iterated trans
formations: "In many cases the purpose
is to reveal little. but to squirrel evidence
that the author had thought of everything:'
Just so: 468 squirrelous pages, less the

(continued)

ENHANCED FRACTALS

around for putting up business applica
tions fast and easily and having them work
right (almost) every time.

I should know. I've been writing business
applications on it for years. I would prefer
to use a procedural programming lan
guage. which obviously BASIC isn·t. but
Pick's BASIC has been extended in so
many valuable ways and interfaces so well
with the delimiter-oriented record struc
ture that it is easy to write very trans
parent. easily modifiable programs in it.

The weird thing is that Pick has no real
competition as an operating system. and
yet so few people take it seriously. The
only thing that comes close to it in sophis
tication is UNIX. but the operating system
is not oriented toward business and is
nowhere near as user-friendly as Pick.

The real beauty of the Pick system is that
it is idea-based and user-driven. It is the
consolidation of a whole bunch of good
ideas put into one system. The wonder is
that Pick is the only one to have done that.
Why don't other systems in that price
range have virtual memory. database man
agement built-in. delimiter-oriented
records, or hashed files? I've never under
stood that.

"User-driven" means that the changes
and improvements that have been put into
Pick over the years originated with the end
users. One thing Pick has been very good
at is listening to the end users. So if you
wonder why so many people are loyal to
Pick, it's because Pick has been loyal to
them and has given them the friendliest
and most powerful operating system in the
world for small- to medium-size busi
nesses.

Turn your ideas into viable products quickly
with the Vector Model 4617-1 expansion/
interface/prototype plugbord. This new Venor
board is completely compatible ... same size . ..
same edge contaa configuration ... has uni
versal pattern for D-subminiature or O. J" x O. J"
dual in-line conneaors ... and comes with a
bracket that accepts DB9, 15, 25, or 37 pin
I/O conneaors.

With an CM'rall pattem ofdrilled 0.042 inch
holes on a 0.10 inch grid with power and
ground buses, Veaor has made your board
development job a whole lot easier. It will
Model 4617-1 Speclneatlon, 13.25" x 4.8" x 0.062"/
FR4 Epoxy glass/2 sets or Nickel Gold plated edge con
tacts- 31 on each side on 0.1" centers (62 total) and 18
each side on 0.1 II centers f36 tora/J/Pads for mounting
o subminiature connector with up to 37 pins/Pads for
mounting a 4~in dual row 0.1 " spaced header/Univer
sal mounting b<ad<et/~plaming sheets and instruc-
tions are included.
IBM IS a registered traclemar1< of International Busirless Machines Corporation.

r j I lUI

Develop your OWN IBM®AT cards
with Vector's prototype plugbord~

accept DIP sockets (up to 108 16-pin) and
O. J" x O. J" flat ribbon headers. Veaor solder
able and wire wrappable terminals and socket
pins also make prototyping fast. Of course,
everything you need .. .from tools to terminals
... is available from Veaor.

Ask about our Model 4617-1 ... or our
IBM AT extender board Model 3690-26 ... or
our 4617-20 wrap pin socket board with
power and ground planes ... plus the Model
4617-2 for wire-wrapping applications. They're
all available through your nearby authorized
Venor Industrial Distributor or representative.
Call us for the phone number.

@ J!eeliYl&tee7fJmieermtpanlj
12460 Gladstone Ave.,
Sylmar. CA 91342-0336
Phone: (818) 365-9661 TWX: (910) 496-1539

Ad 110
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ASTmakes modems Short In Sweet

Introducing Reach! ....

Our new intelligent 1200 baud
modem fits where the old standard
can't - into a single short slot on
the IBM~PC-XT or Portable. Or any
available expansion slot on the
PC, XI' and PC-compatibles. And
its packed with advanced features.

The Reach! half-card design
is about a half a pound lighter too.

So it makes a much nicer travel
ing companion than old fashioned
external modems or heavieI; long
slot internal modems.

lapping into services such
as news from DowJones?, informa
tion from THE SOURCE'Mand
electronic mail delivery from Mel
Mail;'" and performing PC-to-PC
data transfer has never been more
convenient

ASI"s reputation is built on
quality products, quality support
and quality service. Our com-

Sweet Performance

plete documentation makes Reach!
exceptionally easy to instalIand
use, but if it's not enough we're
always here to help.

Reach! from ASf-theshortand
sweet solution to your telecom
puting needs. Call our Customer
Information Center (714) 863-1333
EXt. 5249 for more information
and dealer locations. Or write, ASf
Research, Inc.,
2121 Alton Ave.,
lrvine, CA
927141WX:
753699ASf UR

~RESEARCH INC.

Crosstalk XVI~Software:
The industry's bestasync commu
nicationssoftwareand its excel
lent documentation is included
at no extra charge.
High Noise Immunity And
Low Bit Error Rate: Insures data
integrity even at 1200 bps aver
noi.l)llow-grade phone connec
tions, eliminating the inconve
nience and cost ofretransmission
because ofnoise-induced data
errors.
On-Board Speaker: Lets you
hear all the signals, just as ifyou
were dialing the phone your
self, a convenient indication of
proper operation.
Remote Digital Loopback: Used
with a remote site, these diag
nostics provide "real world" data
transmission testing aver the
phone line.
Hayes-Compatibility: Opens
up a world ofpopular, immedi
ately available software toyou.

Thlecommunications Call Progress Monitoring:
Flexibility: Enjoy a choice of110, Provides complete knowledge of
300 or 1200 baud speeds, Bell 103, communications progress, mon-
113 and 212A compatibility, itors dial tone (important in
automatic-dial, answer offices where you must dial "9"
and speed selection, and first), ringing, busy signal and
both half- andfull- automatically disconnects
duplex communi- no answer calls.
cations.



• QulcIcIerm lennlnol (available
even when you're working in
onother p<ogrom)

• Autodialer
• Template MoIc8r (for designing

your CNIf) datobases)

• DOS seMc:es
• Rolodu Cord PrtnIer
• MoIling Lobel I'rInNr
• Della TIan* (be'-'o

doIoboses or your other
sotIINare)

• Cut anc:Il'aIle (great for putting
together on Electronic Moil
letter that combines 0 chunk of
spreadsheet. some text from 0

document. and 0 few notes)

JIOWIIIful set of tools that W111lMt you time and help
1Chedu1e. caIc:uIale and a whole lot 1TlOl9. All

... I8gCldless of the~ YOU'Ie runningl
a lIlIwoftt.e in some "desktop. products ... but nothing

the~ of Homebosel

.1nIIant~

• I'tIonlt Message Pad
• IIoIodell-
• AppoIntment Calendar
• CoIeulotor
• Nolepod
• TIme and Expense Dlory
• I'fogrommoble Ho4key (You

choose the key that gets you
to your Homebose)

• EIecIIonIc Moll (os on
automatic multi·task!)

• TableI and Pagel (for those
things you ohNays need to
look up)

• Alarm Clock (incIudlng MusIcal
Snooze Alarm)

• To-Do lilt

INISlIl~

HOW
... IN

Homebase provides )lOU inst
whole realm of databases. Just
to freeze whatever software yofI
and you're ready to find, insert or
data.

This is much more than a simple cardflle or
mini-database. You'll be able to set up your
own templates, define parameters such as the
length of a field, and do rapid key searches.
You can have thousands of records in a data
base. And numerous databases on your menu.
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CHECK THE DIFFERENCE IN VALUEI

HOMEBASE SIDEKICK POLY WINDOWS SPOTLIGHT
Notepad Notepad Notepad Notepad
Autodialer Autodialer Keyboard Macros Calendar
Appointment calen~ar Calendar Calendar DOS services
DOS 5ervIces Calculator Calculator Calculator
calculator ASCII Table Game Rolodex
Rolodex Rolodex Alarm Rle Cards
Rolodex card Printer Rle Cards
Tables and Pages

$ot9.95 $149.95Alarm Clock $ot9.95
Template Maker
Instant Databases
Data ~ansler

Cut and Paste
Programmable HotKey
Phone Message Pad

I
Time and Expense Diary
To-do List
Electronic Mall
Qulckterm Terminal
Mailing Label Printer

$ot9.95 !

YOU GETTING SO MUCH
FOR SUCH

PRICE?
A1rbel Systems makes tools for program

tneIS Including VSI-The Window Machine
we make mouse drivers. asynchronous drivers
and electronic mall packOoes for a number
of companies. Now, we've decided to use
these tools. plus some new ones that aren't
yet on the market. to produce new concepts
In sofIware. Because we make the tools our
seI\ies, our costs, and consequently yours. are
the lowest possible ... with never a compro
mise In quality.

YESI Site licenses are available for
companies ... large and small. If you would
like to order a slngle copy, now, to examine
and show around your company. its cost can
be deducted. later on. from your site license

For further Information on site licenses cal
408-996-1883.

WIth the 118a1ron1c Mailbag of Your Dreams

ELECTRONIC MAIL THAT TAKES CARE OF ITSELF ••• IN THE BACKGROUND
(While you're running WordStar, Lotus, dBase. a compiler or whatever)

~ malllhat COUld tal.- care of ....., while we were buIy on \he computer doing something .....
that thEMe was something strange about having to play postman every time a piece of electronic mail was due.
Gcc. d loading up a communlcatlons package and either waltlng for the mall or going out to fetch it.
'8fAnd you can have It. too. With HOMEBASE. Electronic mall can arrllle while you're working In another piece of
~Cln'li...d~SClgen, a signal lets you know that there's Incoming mall. You can read it as it comes in. if you

It, and your mall will automatlcally file itself ... to be read at your leisure.
QectIonIc Mall, Its just as easy. Once you've written and addressed your letter. the rest Is done for you.

)'QU'M bock working In another piece of software.

Inquiry 20

ORDER YOUR COPY OF HOMEBASE TODAYI
For VISA and MasterCard Orders call Toll Free 1-800-227-3800 ext. 986
(call anytime - lines open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week)
or fill in this ORDER FORM and enclose a check, money order or your
VISA or MasterCard number.

HOMEBASE is available for the IBM PC. Xl and true compatibles
$49.95 + $5 for shipping and handling·

________ 'NORK PHONE (

NAME -,-_--:- _

nn.e -,- _
COMPANY NAME -,- _

AODRESS -:'"

CITY STATE ZlP _

HOME PHONE (

o CHECK 0 MONEY ORDER 0 VISA 0 MASTERCARD Card tI Eocp. dote __

'callfomla residents odd 611. sales tax. Outside U.s. please odd $15. Checks must be on a U.S. bank and In U.s. dolkn Sony. no
C.O.D. OJ purchase 0IdeB.
Fat dealer and ~te license Information. 0011408 996-1883.

SENOTO:

A\~!12
AMBER SYSTEMS, INC.
1171 S. 5aJatoga-SunnyYOie Rood
San Jose, CA 95129



Figure I: Dragon curve on the Toshiba T- 300 640- by SOO-pixel graphics display

lovely illustrations ...which are produced
by a computer video display(?) of breath
taking graphic resolution one would wish
to know more about.

By altering a few lines in Mr S¢rensen's
program. one can gain minor enhance
ments. For instance, replacing his test con
dition RND(1) < .5 by RND(1) < P and
accessing the P-parameter by an INKEY?
instruction in the loop. or the equivalent.

I..A'eI)\ •
1.5 + 1 i

SC • 1.61
nros JT£R·

1001

LETTERS

so that the probability level P can be
changed during program execution. one
finds for certain fractals that the "painting
in" of portions of the curve can be great
ly speeded. In other words. the statistics
of fractal painting is influenced by the
probability mix of roots of the iterated
parabola. Zold = Aznew(1 - znew). This is not
a cure-all. but it sometimes works. As for
the accompanying "dragon" figure (figure

1). for which lambda equals 1.5 + i.
wherein the "inward spiraling" parts
(notably, near points specified by Zold =

Znew = z. which has roots Z ~ 0 and Z =

I - (IIA)) are filled in very rapidly by
choosing P = 0.1. Another trick is to plot
on the screen each calculated Znew value
not merely to diagonal quadrants. as in the
given program, but symmetrically to each
quadrant. This sometimes does graphic
wonders. with formation of seemingly re
cognizable figures, etc.-as good as any
inkblot test. and based on the same sym
metry principle.

The parabola provides a takeoff point
for generalizations. Any monotonic func
tion of Zcan be substituted for Znew in the
right-hand side of the above equation.
Choosing exp(z) and taking lambda equal
to 0 + 3.5i. for example. we get figure 2.
(Thrn it sideways to see why I entitle it "The
Marxist Mustache.") Oddly enough. the
more complicated functions seem gen
erally to lead to simpler (less ornate) frac
tal curves. In fact. this one does not look
self-replicative at all. but the smooth
curves are multiple and are "strange at
tractors" (another term for fractals) in the
sense discussed by Hofstadter and illus
trated on page 34 of Scientific American.
November 1981.

The parabola also links up with the
mathematical objects known as continued
fractions. If n is iteration number. then with
Zold = Zn and Znew = Zn+1 we can regroup
the recurrence relation as

znlA
2"+1 =

LAMBDA •
0+ 3.5 i

SC • 3
THOUS. JT£R. =
180

...
/

Figure 2: "The Marxist Mustache" on the Toshiba T-300.
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- 2n + 1

By repeated substitutions this becomes

znlA
2"+1 = -=----

I - Zn lA

1- .

I - Zn..

If the remainder term Zn+1 in the "tail" of
this expression could be set equal to zero.
this would be a classical continued frac
tion (d.). However. the latter. as conven
tionally defined. is at most single-valued,
so such a definition sacrifices the ability
to represent both roots of the original
quadratic. This eliminates the root am
biguity necessary for generation of fractals.
(Try imposing a cyclic pattern on root
selection in place of RND. It reduces the
fractal to a finite point set in the complex
plane.) So the classical definition of
"value" of a d. is useless and-as I have
argued elsewhere (in Naval Ordnance wb
oratory Technical Report 71-36. "A New Ap-
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proach to Evaluation of Infinite Processes.
March I. 1971)-can advantageously be
replaced even in classical analysis with a
two-valued conception of these second
order infinite processes. In any case. the
d. form is not a practical one for com
putation because so many arithmetical
operations soon get overwhelmed by
round-off error. A more general recursion
such as z. = AZ••1(1 - z•••) can generate
true d.-like objects with sequentially
variable partial numerators. but I cannot
vouch for their capacity to represent frac
tals. It is apparent that a rich and unex
plored field exists for "classical" mathe
matical analysis.

THOMAS E. PHIPPS JR.

Urbana,lL

UNIX VS. XENIX

I read with great enthusiasm the more
technical articles of your magazine. Those
covering C and UNIX were very interest
ing. However. I have formulated specific
questions about UNIX that I find only
vague or (apparently) contradictory
answers to. and these concern the dif
ference in meaning between "UNIX" and
"XENIX:'

I understand that UNIX is a trademark
of AT&T and XENIX is one of Microsoft.
Beyond that. the difference is treated
superficially or not at all. In the June 1981
issue dealing with operating systems. on
page 248. paragraphs 4 and 5 state:

The heart of the XENIX system is the
UNIX operating system .. And. in
addition to supporting and enhancing
the operating system proper. Micro
soft will adapt ... its BASIC inter
preter and compiler. FORTRAN.
Pascal. and COBOL ....

However. in the September. October.
and November 1983 issues. you state that
these languages are available to UNIX
license holders as added programs it they
are not included in the basic UNIX system.
Is XENIX constructed in this way?

The June 1981 article by Robert Green
berg ("The UNIX Operating System and
the XENIX Standard Operating Environ
ment:' page 248) mentions real-time capa
bilities under XENIX. Do these involve
modifications to the various (ported) UNIX
kernels. or does Microsoft use existing
kernels; i.e.. are UNIX and XENIX kernels
fundamentally different?

Is the shell ofaXENIX system either the
Bourne shell or the C-shell? Do programs

(continued)

YOUR BEST SOURCE
FOR HIGH QUALITY,
HIGH PERFORMANCE,
DATA COMMUNICATIONS
PRODUCTS

PORT NETWORKING

Star network capable of any
port-to-port connection with up
to 18 ports communicating
simultaneously.

,

PORT MULTIPLEXING

Allows up to 8 computers to use
the same data communication
line simultaneously.

PORT SWITCHING

Expands your single RS232C serial
port to 4 or 8 ports. Even more
ports by cascading.

CALL US TOLL-FREE

1·800-523·2702
Telex: 910-333·1618 (BAYTECH)
EilSyLink: 6277·1271

Inquiry 43

PORT CONTENTION

Adds terminals to your computer.
For example: 12 terminals can
contend for 6 ports on a first
come, first serve basis.

PRINTER SHARING

Enables up to 8 computers to
automatically share a single
printer.

Multiport models with 5 to 18
ports, $279 to $1,750.

BAY TECHNICAL ASSOOATES

P. O. BOX 3B7
BAY S1. LOUIS, MS 39520
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Choose from our Stand Alone, InteWgent, RS-232 units.
COMPATIBLE WITH ANY COMPUTER OR TERMINAL,

I understand the limited scope of an
article. but I would have expected to come
across answers to these questions some
where since the beginning of BYTE, par
ticularly since in recent times the
acronyms UNIX and XENIX have cropped
up so frequently. I realize that it makes
little or no sense to ask "Where does
UNIX end and XENIX begin?" but would
appreciate knowing the exact difference
between "UNIX" and "XENIX:'

DIRK u. MITTLER

Baie d·Urfe. Quebec. Canada

BYTE replies:
XENIX is an enhanced version of UNIX

licensed by Microsoft Corporation from
Western Electric. The original XENIX
license was for Bell Laboratories' UNIX
Timesharing System. Seventh Edition
(also called version 7 UNIX). but Micro
soft's current XENIX 3.0 is an enhance
ment of UNIX System 11/: XENIX 5.0. to
be available in 1985. adapts UNIX Sys
tem V Therefore, XENIX clearly is
UNIX-the name was changed for legal
and marketing reasons. XENIX is a trade
mark of Microsoft.

The only language that you receive as
a XENIX purchaser is the C language,
since the C compiler is an integral part
of UNIX/XENIX. Some vendors provide
the C compiler with only a ''software
developer's" version ofXENIX-the user
version has no compiler. You can pur
chase other language compilers to run
under UNIX/XENIX at additional
expense.

XENIX includes three shells: the
Bourne shelI, named after its author,
Stephen R. Bourne: Microsoft·s own
Visual Shell, which uses a menu-driven
command processor: and Berkeley'S C
shell. Any of these shells can be invoked
from within any other shell, but most
users choose one and stick with it. C pro
grams written to run under UNIX will also
run under XENIX, although there may be
some machine-dependent differences
(the portability of UNIX and C is another
can of worms). The directory structures
of UNIX and XENIX are identical. You can
exchange data among UNIX and XENIX
systems, and XENIX users can access
USENET.

The decision whether to buy UNIX or
XENIX is primarily a vendor decision.
Typically, you buy a computer bundled
with UNIX or XENIX from the hardware
vendor.

The enhancements to UNIX that con
stitute XENIX's advantages include

(continued)

_ Inquiry 214

the previous questions)?
In a July 1984 article ("XENIX for the

IBM PC XI" page 255), Steven H. Barry
and Randall Jacobson reviewed Sritek's
VersaCard, a hardware-software combina
tion that brings XENIX to the IBM PC XT.
They cited discrepancies between this im
plementation of XENIX and UNIX version
7. Do these discrepancies between XENIX
and UNIX systems usually not exist?

LOCICAL DEVICES, INC.
DEPT 6.l32I-E NW. 65th PLACE· IT. LAUDERDALE. FL 33309

DISTRIBUTORS INQUffiV WELCOME

written in UNIX C run under XENIX and
vice versa? Is the XENIX system directory
tree rearranged with respect to, for in
stance, that of an AT&T UNIX System V
configuration? Can TAR-format data be in
terchanged between the two? Can a
XENIX system hook into, for example,
USENET? Why would I purchase a XENIX
system if I can get UNIX and install every
thing I wish (depending on the answers to

LOGICRL

UVERASERS
ECONOMY MODEL QUV·T8/1 .... $49.95

Erases over 15 EPROMS. Plastic case.

INDUSTRIAL QUV·T8/2N $68.95
Metal case. UV indicator. tray. erases over IS
EPROMS in 15 minutes.

INDUSTRIALQUV·T8/2T.. : $97.50
With 60 minute tlmer and satety switch.

INDUSTRIAL QUV·T8/Z $l24.95
Fast Eraser. 15 EPROMS in 7 minutes. 30 EPROMS
in 15 minutes.

PRODUCTION UNIT $149.95
Model, ULTRA·LITE*. Erases 50 EPROMS In
15 minutes.

TOLLFREE 1·800·EEI·PROM
BIPOLAR. PAL Programmers ...Call! (331-7166). FLORIDA (305) 974·0967

TELEX 383 142 ---'---A-,V..:..,AILAB-=-,..."-,,LE-=-=S--=O-=FTW===ARE-=-==--=D-=RIVERS==----
llBM PC 2. APPLE U 3. lntel-MDS 4. CPM
5. TEXTRONIX8002 6. COMMODORE64 7. TRS-80 COLOR 8. FLEX

GANGPR0-8 $995.00
High throughput. Gang 8 EPROMS with the
fast Algorithm. OptionalS12K butler.
Programs ALL 24 pin & 28 pin EPROMS.
Other units to gang 24 EPROMS.

PROMPR0-8 $689.00
Powerful commands, easy communi
cations, 128/256K butler. Alpha Display.
Simulation and Keypad option. Programs
ALL EPROMS & MPU's.

PROMPRO-7 $489.00
32K RAM butler. ideal for programming
8748,8749. other Intel MPU's and l6K-I28K
EPROMS.



Introducing the Hercules™Graphics Card
for the technical user.

OK. We confess. The
Hercules Graphics Card in
the picture above isn't a
special version for the tech
nical user.

In fact, it's exactly
the same as the standard
Hercules Graphics Card
running programs like 1-2-3™
and SymphonyTM in more
than 100,000 IBM® PCs.

We just wanted to make
the point that the Hercules
Graphics Card is not only
big with business users-it's
also the most popular high
resolution graphics card for
the technical user.

Why? We run more
software than anyone else.

The Hercules Graphics
Card is supported by more
technical software than any
other hi-res graphics card.

There are word proc
essors that
can produce
publication

quality documents with
mathematical formulas.

There are programs
that enable your PC to
emulate a graphics terminal

and run mainframe graphics
software.

There are toolkits of
graphics utilities that can be
linked to popular program
ming languages.

There are CAD pro
grams that can provide
features normally associated
with $50,000 systems.

And we supply free
software with
each card to do
hi-res graphics
with the PC's

BASIC. No one else does.
Hardware that set the

high performance standard.
When we introduced the

Hercules Graphics Card in
August, 1982, it set the
standard for high resolution
graphics on the Pc.

But we didn't stop there.
In the past two years, we've
continually refined the
original design. .

'Ibday's Graphics Card
gives you two graphics
pages, each with a resolu
tion of 720h x 348v, and a
parallel printer port
standard.

A 2K static RAM buffer
elegantly eliminates scrolling
flicker. And our exclusive
safety switch helps prevent
damage to your monitor.

Convinced? Good. Now,
how about a little color?

Should you want IBM
compatible
color graphics
for your sys
tem, then the

new Hercules Color Card is
the smart way to go.

It gives you a parallel
printer port and a size small
enough to fit in one of the
XT's or Portable's short slots.

And both Hercules
cards are compatible with
the new AT™ and backed by
our two year warranty.

Call 800 255-5550 Ext.
408 for the name of the
Hercules dealer nearest you
and we'll rush you a free info
kit. See why the company
that made the first graphics
card for the IBM PC still
makes the best.

Hercules.
We're strong on graphics.

Inquiry 170

Addre..: Hercules, 2550 Ninth St., Berkeley, CA 94710 Ph: 415 540·6000 Thlex: 754063 Trademarks/Owne...: Hercules/Hercules Computer Thchnology, 1·2·3,
Symphony/Lotus Development; IBM, AT/International Business Machines
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record and file locking, semaphores,
shared memory management. and hard
ware error recovery. The version of
XENIX that you can buy depends on
your computer. XENIX 3.0 runs on the
IBM PC AT. while XENIX 2.3 runs on the
Altos, 'Tandy. and other 16-bit multiuser
computers.

THE REAL RSA ALGORITHM

Charles Kluepfel's article ("Implementing
Cryptographic Algorithms on Microcom
puters:' October 1984, page 126) is not
based on the real RSA algorithm but on
Donald Knuth's version of it. Knuth uses
the exponent 3 to encode a message, but
the full RSA allows any exponent that does
not share any prime factors with (p-l)*
(q- I). Instead of having to ensure that
messages are greater than the n-(lI3), one
can choose any encoding key s such that
2- s> nand then be sure that all messages
except 0, I. and n- I are thoroughly
encrypted.

The full RSA system also allows the de-

LETTERS

coding key to be chosen for special prop
erties and the encoding key to be de
duced from it: for instance, the decoding
key may be kept short (15 digits or so) or
close to a power of 2 for easier computa
tion when the recipient of messages has
less computing power than the sender.

I'm not sure why Knuth's version is dif
ferent: perhaps his knowledge of RSA was
based on an early version, before the
main paper was published: CACM,
volumes 21 and 22, pages 120-126 (1978).

I have tried running Kluepfel's example
on our own Big Integer BASIC interpreter
on a 3-MHz Z80-based CPIM machine,
with the following program:

100 INPUT N,D
110 INPUT MS
120 CD=MS-[Nj3 : PRINT CD
130 MT = CD-[NjD
140 IF MS = MT THEN PRINT "OK" :

PRINT: GOTO 110
150 PRINT "**ERROR**";MT

Apart from problems with a misprint in
listing 9 (a spurious "1" in "182818218" in
the first two occurrences of MS), the pro-

gram ran first time. It took a second or so
to encode and II 5 seconds to decode.
Our factorization program in BASIC took
2.5 minutes to factor BYTE's tele
phone number: 13 * 4703 * 98779 =
6039249281. No doubt the IBM PC ver
sion will be faster.

MARTIN KOCHANSKI

Speldhurst. Kent. England

Charles Kluepfel replies:
At the time I wrote the program and

article, all descriptive references that I
saw to the RSA system used the power
3, including Knuth, who in fact referenced
the same article Mr. Kochanski men
tioned. As Knuth provided an unam
biguous description, I felt that it was the
same as in the RSA reference, and I did
not seek that source. However. the Knuth
description is, indeed. based on the real
RSA algorithm, as a particular instance
of using 3 as the encoding power.

Referring now to that main paper.
wherein the power in question is de
noted by e (as opposed to s in Kochan

(continued)

It's powerful, fast and fun!

For IBM PCs and compatibles with 512K
bytes RAM using PC-DOS or MS-DOS.

i)iGii:~LI<r inC.
5200 West Century Boulevard
Los Angeles, California 90045 (213) 645-1082

Smalltalk-BO I. a trademark 01 Xerox Corporation. MS-DOS Is a trademark 01 Microsoft,
Inc. PC-DOS I. a trademark 01 IBM Corporation.
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YES! Please send me a copy of METHODS for $250.
Check...-- Money Order__ Visa.-- Mastercar~

Card # Exp. Date'-- _
Name _

Address _

City/State/Zip _

Telephone (
Signature _

California residents add 6% sales tax. Outside U.S.A add $15.00

Inquiry 116



~Iadlllosh is a tradl:mark uf Appk Computrr. 1m:. Appk b a rl:gbll'rl'd tradl:mark uf Appk Cumputn Inc.

Introducing the MacClassics, a
collection of familiar games designed
to entertain and challenge. With
Macintosh™ or afriend as an opponent,
you can enjoy such classic games
as solitaire, poker, checkers,
backgammon, roulette, etc., and they're
all more fast-paced and exciting than
ever before, with a little assistance
from Macintosh. MacClassics let you
enjoy and explore the power of your
Macintosh while you relax and have a
good time.

The MacClassics are just another
example of the kind of high-quality

Inquiry 361

products you've come to expect from
Videx. With a solid reputation for
dependable, innovative business
software and hardware, Videx is
consciously building that same degree
of excellence into its entertainment
software. Through development of
Apple® and Macintosh software, Videx
continues to provide the micro
computer industry with an ever
expanding line of exciting, reliable
products.

Call today for more information.
(503) 758-0521.

Innovation Backed by Support
Videx, Inc.. 1105 ECircle Blvd.• Corvallis. OR 97330
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en
Microsoft® Multiplan® and Microsoft Chart.

They're crackerjack programs working on their
own. But you should see this pait in action
together on the Macintosh~

The one, a spreadsheet of dazzling analytical
power and graceful simplicity

The other, a picture perfect charting program
that makes rows and columns of numbers graphi~

cally clear.
And the beauty is, they were literally made for

each other. And for Macintosh.

Multiplan accepts you as you are.
Multiplan takes full advantage of Mac's simple,

intuitive operating style. So you can work in a
way that will come natural to you.

You don't have to memorize any arcane
commands. Just point and click the mouse
to move mountains of figures and for~

mulas quickly and painlessly.
In addition, Multiplan gives you

features that make hard copies gratifv~

ingly readable. For instance, the enviable '-~ iiiiii
ability to print sideways.

So you can't run out of column room. No matter how wide your spreadsheet gets.

Chart makes people see what you mean.
Microsoft Chart gives you lots of ammunition for your arguments: Pie charts, bar

charts, line, column, area and scatter charts. Or combinations.

MICRASOFT Pick the one that best illustrates your point.
~ I® Then translate your numbers into pictures and

The High Perfonnance Software'" have them on paper in a matter of moments.
Using the mouse, it's a cinch to fine tune the graphs to get exactly what you want.

Move any section. Change its size, shape, or highlight it.
Chart can even be linked with Multiplan. So any change on your spreadsheet will

show up automatically on the charts.
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answet: 1 ·a cone USIOns.
We get the max out of Mac.

It figures that we'd be the ones to make Mac work
so well with figures. We've written more Macintosh

programs than any other software company. Includ
ing Microsoft Word, Microsoft File. And Microsoft

BASIC, Mac's first language.
That experience shows in programs which

not only exploit all of Mac's unique features,
but make it extraordinarily capable

and productive.
In addition, all of Microsoft's

Macintosh products can exchange
data with each other.

And because our
programs work alike,

if you learn one, you're

well on your way to learning the rest.
To find the name of your nearest Microsoft dealer, call (800) 426-9400.

In Washington State, Alaska, Hawaii and Canada, call (206) 828-8088.
Then check out Multiplan and Microsoft

Chart. And watch them perform some
nice little numbers.

Microsoft and Multiplan are registered trademarks and The High
Performance Software is a trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computer. Inc.
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FINALLY! MAIL ORDER SERVICE YOU CAN DEPEND ON! LETTERS

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT PLUS RELIABLE PERSONALIZED SERVICE
AND WE'LL STILL BEAT MOST PRICES IN THIS MAGAZINE!

ski's letter), the algorithm included there
for determining a pair d and e can be in
corporated into my RSA program by
modifying the SETUP function as follows:

In place of the line in listing I that says

D OUOTIENT(2*(P -)*(O - 1) + 1,3),

put the following coding:

D: NXPRIME(P + 0),
LOOP

D: NXPRIME(D + 1),
XO (P - )*(0 - 1),
X1: D,
AD: 0,
80 0,
At 0,
81: 1,
LOOP

OU OUOTIENT(XO,X1),
X2: XO-OU*X1,
A2: AO-OU*A1,
82: 80-0U*81,
XO X1,
X1: X2,
AD: A1,
80 81,
81 82,
WHEN X1 = 1,

E A8S(81), EXIT,
ENDLOOp,
WHEN E>2026, EXIT,
WHEN 2-E>N, EXIT,

ENDLOOp,

Then E and N are the public keys, and
o is the private key. Encoding is via CO:
POWERMOo(MS, E, N) and decoding via
POWERMOo(Co,o,N). As all messages
raised to the E power are larger than N,
there is no problem of a message being
too short as you pointed out.

Unfortunately, my system runs out of
space when this modification is made: it
bogs down endlessly reshuffling its atoms
and lists, as muSimp dynamically
allocates these all the time.

1 recently received and installed the
Columbia 1600-4. I have found it easy to
install and a breeze to upgrade (except for
haVing to remove the power supply and
disk assemblies to install the 8087). I im
mediately began rummaging through my
back issues of BYTE for little tidbits of pro
gramming hints to help me along. 1was
delighted to find in the BYTE Guide to the
IBM Personal Computers the program

(continued)

MAKEBAT.ASM
CORRECTIONS

LOTUS
1-2-3

5295

• SAME DAY SHIPMENT
ON MOST ORDERS

• Prompt UPS service
• Authorized purchase

orders accepted
• Dealer, institutional and

quantity discounts
available

• No surcharge for credit
card purchases

• VISA & Mastercard
accepted

• COD

TURBO
PASCAL
(C.P.)

539
MONOGRAM
Dollars and Sense (IBM) 179 149
Dollars and Sense (Mac) 149 119
OASIS
Word Plus 150 105
Punctuation and Style 150 95
PACIFIC DATA SYSTEMS
Money Track 295 219
PEACHTREE
Peachtext 5000 425 1B5
CalendarManagement 195 165
Decision Manager 625 495
Business Graphics System 295 219
Peachpak 4 395 199
PETER NORTON
Norton Utilities 100 65
PRENTlCE·HALL
Execuvision 395 299
SELECT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
Select Word Processor 295 199
SORCIM
SuperCalc 2 295 154
SuperCalc 3 395 199
SOFTWARE PRODUCTS INT'L
Open Access 695 349
TYLOG
dBase Window 249 155
WARNER SOFTWARE INC.
The Desk Organizer 195 129
WOOLF SYSTEMS
Move It 150 85

295 158

195 9B

500 299

350 195
99 79

145 99
99 79

495 248
CALL
CALL

395 184
595 319
595 319

199 135

395 240

90 65

495 239

195 149
150 109

495 299
150 119

250 139
475 319
125 99
150 50

5253539

SIOEKICK MULTIMATE
(C.P.)

HARVARD SOFTWARE
Harvard Proiect Mgr
HERITAGE
Smart Key
IUS
Easy System II
General Ledger
Accounts Payable
LEXISOFT
Spellbinder
L1FETREE
Volkswriter Deluxe
LIVING VIDEO TEXT INC.
Think Tank (IBM)
Think Tank (Mac)
MOBS
Knowledgeman
MECA
Managing Your Money
MICROPRO
WordStar
SpeliStar
CorrectStar
MailMerge
InfoStar
WordStar 2000
WordStar 2000 Plus
MICRORIM
RBase 4000
Extended Report Writer
MICROSOFT
Multiplan
Word/Mouse
Chart (Mac)
Cash Plan (IBM)
MICROSTUFF
Crosstalk

BUSINESS SOFTWARE

448 IGNACIO BLVD., STE. 332
NOVATO, CA 94947

70 45

265
363
363
169

99 79

75 45
75 45

60 45

295 179

85 85

49 40

395 267

150 99

650 249

295 199
99 84

295 179
150 98
50 38
75 65

450 297

295 159
99 58

495 399

5409

SYMPHONY

Free UPS shipping on orders over $1,000.00
CALL FOR PRODUCTS YOU DON'T SEE HERE!

CALL FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
TO ORDER CALL TOLL-FREE:

(800) 235-3020 (USA)
(800) 235-3021 (CA)

(415) 382-9085

WOROSTAR
PROPAK

5243
AID
Typequick
ALPHA SOFTWARE
Data Base Manager
ANDERSON·BELL
Abstat
ASHTON·TATE
DBase II
DBase III
Framework
Friday
ATI
Training Word Star
Training dBase II
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
Toolbox
CDEX
Advanced Lotus 1·2·3
CHANG LABS
Rags to Riches Ledger
CONDOR
Condor 3
CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
Home Accountant Plus
DIGITAL MARKETING
Writers Pak
Footnote
Datebook II
Notebook
Proofreader
Grammatik
ENERTRONICS
Energraphics W/Plot.Dpt.
FOX & GELLER
DGraph or Ouickcode
dUtil
FOX RESEARCH
10 Base
FUNK
Sideways

TERMS:
• Gall for shipping charges

and support policies
• Full guarantee against

manufacturers defects
• Allow 3 weeks for checks

to clear
• Prices may change
• Gall for availability
• No cash refunds I

Due to our low prices,
all sales final.
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Save millions of dollars
with Six-Shooters'·

Inquiry 381 for Dealers.
Inquiry 382 for End-Users.

Sweet P Su Shooter, Personal Planer and SPGI... are nademalks of Emer
Computer. Inc Lotus 1·2·3 IS a 1Jademalk of Lotus Development, Inc Tel·A·

Gral. DLsspla and ISSCOale rrademilrksof Imeoraled Softw1l1eSyslem
c.:Olpora1Lon. HPCL.lsa trademalk of Hewlen·Packard.lnc

Will exhibit at COMDEX/ANAHEIM •
Booth 1182, Also NCGA/DALLAS • Booth 506

Our toll-free telephone numbers
are: 800/227-4375, in California
call: 800/227-4371, Telex: 181740
Enter Computer Inc.
6861 Nancy Ridge Drive
San Diego, CA 92121

only $1,095
(prices subject to change)

serial and Centronics parallel
connectors. And it supports two
standard graphics languages
Sweet-P Graphics Language
(SPGU") and Hewlett-Packard
Graphics Language (HPGL™).

The Six-Shooter plots on almost
any media. Make brilliant overhead
transparencies. Plot on film, and on
plain and coated papers.

Save on wiring costs too. The Six
Shooter will "eavesdrop" on the
RS-232 cables that connect your
terminals now. (This makes it easy
for Six-Shooters to join local and
long distance networks.)

What about support? Six-Shooter
customers get fast professional help
with software, hardware and
interface questions. And warranty
and service support is quick. If we
ever have to fix your plotter, we'll
repair it in less than a week (usually
2 or 3 days).

high quality American made
precision machine. It's fast. It plots
14 inches per second. It's beautiful
for office and technical work. Plot
perfect A-size slides for business
presentations. Or big B-size block
diagrams. Every office, every Quality
and Production Manager and every
Engineer should have one.

Over 100 graphics software
packages drive the Six-Shooter
world famous packages like Lotus
1-2-3T

" and ISSCOT
", Tel-A-Grar" and

Disspla™
The Six-Shooter holds six pens.

Pens are changed automatically.
Pens are capped automatically when
not in use, so that pens last longer and
start quicker.

The Six-Shooter easily connects to
almost any computer. It has RS-232

performance and quality
costs less-up to 45% less
than other plotters in its
class

Planer

Six-Shooter Standard interlaces: parallel,
and serial with evesdropping:

00

$oulce noIes -Yankee GlOup,1be Techmcal Office. Vol 1111963
"Wt\anon School STudy. Seplembel 19111

Computer

Last year 430 million business slides were made at a cost of $3.2 billion.
Most of these slides were manually generated.*

These slides could have been made on Sweet-P®
Six-Shooter Personal Plotters™. Faster and better. With
savings of millions of $!

Save Money and Manage Better.
Use your office computer and

Six-Shooter Personal Plotter to
create and plot finished charts in 6
colors in 5 to 15 minutes. Save $5.00
to $100.00 per chart.

Save more money. Use your charts
to:

• Reduce meeting times 28%**
• Get fast favorable decisions**
• Get your report read. "One

Sweet-P picture is worth a
thousand print-outs".

Don't settle for old-fashioned,
slow plotters. With office costs
running $10.00 to $20.00/hr.,
Six-Shooter performance saves a
bundle. Best of all, Six-Shooter



What do you get when you cross
1200 baud, free on-line time,
and extra features at a price Hayes
can't match?

MAKEBATASM (pages 143-144) After
several hours of scratching my head. 1
began to see the light The problems I was
encountering had nothing to do with the
logic of the program but a nightmare
unleashed by an unsuspecting and no
doubt befuddled typesetter. I submit the
following corrections for the other novices
like myself who are perhaps a little less
intuitive and lucky.

LETTERS

TRAILL LABEL NEAR
CMP BYTE PTR ES: [01] 1- J.' .

;················ORIVE & .....
MOV AL.FCBRESDRIVE_NUMBER

;················MOVE ENTIRE FILE EXTENSION
MOV CX.(SIZE FILE_EXTENSION)
MOl SI.OFFSET FCBRESRLLEXTENSION

DANIEL C. KLINE

West Bend. WI

SORRY. WRONG NUMBER

We are very pleased with the responses
and the sales received as a result of our
full-page 1ransMIT software ad in your
December issue. Considering that we in
advertently had the wrong phone number
in our ad. the demand for our easy-to
communicate software has been over
whelming. The phone number should
have read (804) 622-5598.

We hope that we have not caused any
inconvenience to your readers and those
who called to purchase 1ransMIT.

CHELSY A. CARTER

Vice-President-Marketing
Micro Innovative Technology Inc.

Norfolk, VA

ADDING A HARD DISK

MultiModem.

Multi1~CI
The right answer every time.

Data Rate?
The MultiModem

gives you a choice
either 1200 or 300 bits
per second. So you can
go on-line with the
information utilities.
Check out bulletin
boards. Dial into corpo
rate mainframes. Swap
files with friends.

On-Line Time?
With the Multi

Modem you get
CompuServe's
DemoPak, a free two
hour demonstration of
their service, and up to
seven more free hours
if you subscribe. You
also get a $50 credit
towards NewsNet's
business newsletter
service.

Features & Price?
Of course, the

MultiModem gives you
automatic dial, answer,
and disconnect. Gives
you the Hayes
compatibility you need
to support popular
communications soft
ware programs like
Crosstalk, Data Cap
ture, our own MultiCom
PC, and dozens of
others. Gives you a
two-year warranty,
tops in the industry.

Inquiry 255

Trademarks-Mull/Modem Mull/Com
PC Multl·Tech Systems Inc -Compu·
Serve CompuServe InfounartOn SefVIces
an H & R Blocl< company-NewsNet
NewsNel, Inc -Crosstalk Mlcrosruf
Inc -Data Capture Southeastern Soft·
ware-Smarrrnodem Hayes Microcom
puter Products. Inc

But Better?
Yes. The Multi

Modem gives you fea
tures the Hayes
Smartmodem 1200 ,.
can't match. Features
like dial-tone and busy
signal detection for
more accurate dialing
and redialing. Like a
battery-backed mem
ory for six phone num
bers. All at a retail price
of just $549-com
pared to $699 for the
Smartmodem.

What do you get?
The new MultiModem,
from Multi-Tech Sys
tems. Isn't this the
answer you've been
looking for?

For the name of
your local distributor,
write Multi-Tech Sys
tems, Inc., 82 Second
Avenue S.E., New
Brighton, MN 55112.
Or call us at
(612) 631-3550.

.....
" "

c

I read with interest Roy M. Matney's "Add
ing a Hard Disk" (October 1984. page
203). I did. however. find several items I
simply must comment on. Having been
through the IBM third-party maintainer
course and having added hard disks to
many systems. I feel qualified to comment.

On the topic of power requirements. the
author implies that you should add "an
additional. external power supply:' While
this is certainly a viable alternative. there
is a better way.

Most of the basic PCs sold come with
a 63.5-watt power supply This supply is
sufficient to run a PC with a full comple
ment of RAM chips and dual disks. As the
author correctly states. it is marginal for
running a hard disk. In the XT. which
comes with a hard disk as a standard op
tion. the power supply is replaced with an
identical-looking unit that provides 130
watts. The only apparent difference in
these two units is on the data plate.

Removing and replacing an IBM power
supply is very simple. Remove the outer
case cover by removing the five y.;-inch
hex head screws on the rear apron. Dis
connect all of the power-supply cables
(two cables go to the motherboard and
one to either disk drive). Rem::we the four
M6-inch mounting screws on the rear apron
of the chassis located at the corners of the
supply. Slide the supply toward the front
of the chassis about V2 inch (loosening the
disk drives or removing the interface
cables may help in this step) and lift the
entire supply out of the unit. Replace the
supply with the same sequence of steps
in reverse.

(continued on page 428)



A review of the IBM Personal Computer Family. Vol. 2, No.1

GRAPHICALLY SPEAKING

E PIUI'ihus Unum. IBM Personal
Computet' graphics hardware covers a
lot of tetTitory, from graphics cards
and monitot's to printers and plotters.
Color monitors alone are available in
four models that can satisfy varying
levels of color graphics requirements,
from home or office to the laboratory.

Two of the most recent, for exam
ple-the IBM PC Enhanced Color
Display and the IBM PC Professional
Gt'aphics Display -offer advanced
business and technical graphics ca
pabilities. The IBM PC Enhanced
Graphics Adaptet' can also be used to

extend some of those capabilities to
the IBM PC Monochrome Display and
the IBM PC Color Display.

This growing array of hardware
products is unified by a strong IBM
Personal Computer graphics software
development strategy, one that can
dramatically improve your program
ming efficiency and broaden the ap
plication potential of your graphics
programs.
Independence. Graphics software
has traditionally been written for a
specific graphics device and couldn't
be run on a second device without
complex and time-consuming re
programming. By using the IBM
Personal Computer Graphics De
velopment Toolkit, however, you can
now develop software that is com
patible with all existing IBM PC
graphics hardware products.

This is possible because the
Toolkit contains a constant inter
face- the Virtual Device Interface
to which all applications can be writ
ten. The result is device-independent
software.

The Graphics Development Tool
kit allows you to program bit-map

graphics to a 32K x 32K addressable
point window and to combinegraphics
and text capability on a variety df
graphics devices. The device drivers
necessary for information exchange
with existing IBM PC graphics devices
are included in the Toolkit, as are a
driver for the IBM PCjr Video Sub
system and language interfaces for the
IBM BASIC, FDRTRAN, C, and Pas
cal compilers and for the IBM Macro
Assembler.
The right tools. Several products
from the IBM PC Engineering/Scien
tific Series also play an important
part in the IBM PC graphics pro
gramming strategy. All of them incor
porate the Virtual Device Interface
discussed above.

The IBM Personal Computer
Graphical Kernel System-which is
consistent with Draft ISO and ANSI
GKS Standards-gives you a common
high-level graphics language that can
help fWiher simplify your program
ming tasks. It also helps increase the
portability of applications between
computer systems.

In addition, the IBM Personal
Computer Plotting System provides a

IBM Personal Computer
Enhanced Color Display

IBM Personal Computer
Graphics Development Toolkit

IBM Personal Computer
Professional Graphics Display
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fOR PeoPL£ WHo
..,-t-fOlJ(5t-fT THey'O
NE:VfR MeeT'Hf.

PfRfEc:r 10
We've got one to knock your socks off.

The StarWriter™ Y10 from C. Itoh.
What sets this letter quality daisy

wheel apart is its fabulous figure. Priced at
only $595.

This little beauty prints 22 letter perfect
characters per second. And like the rest of
C Itoh's fine printers, the StarWriter Y10
acts without acting up.

That's because it has been thoroughly
tested and proven on the job to assure
reliability. And it comes with a full year's
warranty, backed by over 400 authorized
service centers coast to coast.

The Y10 is an awful lot of printer for very
little money. But that's not surprising when
you consider that C. Itoh's been producing
superior printers for over a decade. What's
more, it has the strong backing of our 126
year-old parent company with over $60
billion in annual sales.

And the StarWriter Y10 is compatible
with most of the popular PCs. It has a 256
byte buffer. And there is a full line of
accessories available such as a cut sheet
feeder and tractor feed.

Little wonder C. Itoh printers are No. 1
worldwide, with over 2.2 million sold annu
ally. And with the StarWriter Y10 we're aim
ing to keep it that way.

To meet your own perfect 10, just see
your local C. Itoh printer dealer. Or for more
information call 1-800-423-0300.

Or write C Itoh Digital Products, Inc.
19750 South Vermont Avenue, Suite 220,
Torrance, CA 90502.

StarWnler IS a Trademark of C Itoh DIgital Products Inc
1985 C lloh Digital Products Inc

Inquiry 54 for Dealers. Inquiry 55 for End-Users.



W·H·A·T'S N·E·W

Two New Color Computers from Atari
Integrated Software
for Ataris

Sample output produced with the PC-2500's color plotter.

§ PC-2500 9.7%

~ PC-1500A 34.2%

~ 5.3%PC-1350

----
~ 20.5%- PC-1251

-

~ PC-1250 15.0%
---

D PC1250A 15.3%

The Atari 130ST comes with GEM and color.

(continued)

10 Sharp Plaza. Paramus. NJ
07652. (201) 265-5600.
Inquiry 602.

I nfinity. an integrated soft
ware package for the

Atari's 800XL and XE series.
is made up of word-process
ing. spreadsheet. file-man
agement. graphics. and com
munications functions. It
uses pull-down menus.
icons. split screens. and
context-sensitive help. Files
can be imported or ex
ported in any of nine for
mats. one of which lets you
transfer data over a local
area network or through' an
RS-232C port.

Developed by Matrix/Sys
tems Group Corporation. In
finity will be distributed for
the 800XL and XE by Atari.
Versions are also planned
for Atari's ST series and
other systems using Digital
Research's GEM operating
environment.

Contact Atari Corp. 1265
Borregas Ave. Sunnyvale.
CA 94086. (408) 745-5224.
Inquiry 601.

the PC-2500's data storage.
The 3-pound PC-2500 will

sell for less than 5450. Con
tact Sharp Electronics Corp..

floppy-disk drive and a
5-inch monochrome monitor.
The I28K-byte 130XE will be
under 5200 The 65XEM will
be outfitted with an eight
voice music synthesizer chip.
Its pricing had not been
finalized at press time.

Contact Atari Corp.. 1265
Borregas Ave.. Sunnyvale.
CA 94086. (408) 745-5224
Inquiry 600.

five special-function keys. a
ROM cartridge slot. BASIC
in ROM. and four-voice
sound. Graphic resolution is
320 by 192 pixels Atari's II
graphics modes and Player
Missile Graphics are
provided

The Model 65XE. with 64K
bytes of RAM. will cost
5120. The 5400 portable
65XEP comes with a built-in

Sharp Computer Has Four-Color Plotter

S harp's PC-2500 portable
computer comes with a

four-pen color plotter that
draws graphs or text on
paper up to 4V2 inches wide.
The PC-2500 has 5K bytes of
battery-backed memory and
a 4-line by 24-character LCD.
Address/phone-directory soft
ware and BASIC are incor
porated in ROM.

This notebook computer
has a low-power serial port
so that it can interface to
other Sharp peripherals: an
optional adapter can convert
this signal to an RS-232C
serial interface. An 8K- or
16K-byte battery-backed
RAM-card option expands

A tari has two new color
computer lines: the

68000-based ST and the
800-compatible XE.

The ST comes with a two
button mouse and Digital
Research's GEM. a user in
terface that has pull-down
menus. icons. and overlap
ping windows. GEM is
embedded in 192K bytes of
ROM along with TOS
(Tr'amiel operating system.
named for Atari president
Jack Tramiel) and a game.
For more on GEM. see page
39 of the December 1984
BYTE.

The ST. which can handle
television. composite color.
monochrome. and RGB out
puts. produces graphic reso
lutions ranging from 640 by
400 pixels (monochrome) to
320 by 200 pixels (16-color
mode). Its 84-key keyboard
is augmented with a nu
meric keypad and 10 func
tion keys. ROM cartridge.
RS-232C serial. Centronics
parallel. and f1oppy- and
hard-disk drive interfaces are
supplied. Also. the ST car
ries a three-voice sound
chip and a MIDI port for
linking it to musical in
struments and synthesizers.

The I28K-byte Model
130ST will sell for approx
imately 5400. and the 512K
byte Model 520ST will be
about 5600. Shipments are
to begin shortly. Atari plans
to offer a 10-megabyte ST
hard-disk drive for about
5600. Both a composite
color monitor and a 3Y2-inch
disk drive will be priced in
the 5I 50 range.

Four versions of the Atari
XE computer will soon go
on sale. The basic XE com
prises a 57-key keyboard.
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WHAT'S NEW

LCS Technology Converts Monochrome CRT to Colorful Display

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ·•••••• 0 •••••••••••

32-bit Single-Board Computer Features National Chips

(continued)

The GS-32 measures 13 by
15 inches, Single-unit pricing
begins at 55500 The
manual alone is 550, UNIX
4,1 will be available Contact
Goodspeed Systems Inc.
POB 29, East Haddam, CT
06423, (800) 243-8160
Inquiry 608,

length region of interest.
Cell spacing is in the 5- to
6-micrometer range with
tolerances and uniformities
of 300 nanometers,

The 7-inch LCS display will
work with either raster or
vector displays, and it ac
commodates either magnetic
or electrostatic deflection
systems, The 7-inch LCS and
a complementary mono
chrome CRT will be sold on
a contract basis only, The
single-unit price is 5200:
volume discounts are of
fered, Write on company let
terhead to Liquid Crystal
Shutter. Tektronix Inc. POB
500, MiS 02-100, Beaverton,
OR 97077, or call (503)
627-5000
Inquiry 607

that ranges between 0.5 and
3,0 milliseconds The pi-cell
functions as a half-wave
retarder. tuned for the wave-

A power supply, drives, terminals, and tne GS-32 create a 32-bit micro,

as a Centronics port. virtual
memory access up to 16
megabytes, and from 512 K
to 2 megabytes of on-board
RAM. The floppy-disk inter
face accommodates four
drives, All data transfers to
the GS-32's SCSI interface
are performed using a
dedicated DMA channel

the applied voltage is
removed, This alignment
and thin cell spacing result
in a cell-switching speed

G oodspeed Systems of
fers original equipment

manufacturers and systems
integrators the GS-32, a fully
equipped, 32-bit single
board computer built with
National Semiconductor's
NS32000 microprocessors,
The manufacturer says that
to create a full system all
that you want is a power
supply, disk drives, and one
to four terminals because
the GS-32 has been de
signed to eliminate the need
for a card cage and mother
board,

A six-layer system, the
GS-32 comes with an
NS32082 memory-manage
ment unit. an NS32081
floating-point mathematics
processor, an NS32201 tim
ing and control device, and
a choice of 6-, 10-, or
14-MHz NS32032 central
processors, In addition, the
Zilog Z80 oversees the 1/0
subsystem,

Standard are three 16-bit
counterltimers, six RS-232C
serial channels with rates up
to 38,400 baud, a 24-bit
parallel 1/0 link configurable

Tektronix's LCS is said to nave exullent contrast in fJign-ambient lignt

T he 7-inch Liquid Crystal
Shutter (LCS) color-dis

play component from Tek
tronix provides a simple
means of converting a small
monochrome cathode-ray
tube (CRT) display into a
high-resolution color display
LCS technology uses neither
shadow-masks nor penetra
tion phosphors to achieve
what is said to be excellent
contrast in high-ambient
light. inherent convergence,
and a larger usable viewing
area, all in a small. rugged
package

The 7-inch LCS is made up
of a pi-cell liquid-crystal
switch wedged between a
pair of color polarizers and
a neutral polarizer, This is
combined with a mono
chrome CRT using a phos
phor that emits red and
green light. The polarizers
transmit polarized red and
green light along separate
axes, and the pi-cell either
passes the light with its
polarization direction
unaltered, or it rotates the
polarization direction by 90
degrees. This process is
dependent upon voltage
conditions

Color images are pro
duced by alternating cur
rents between the two color
fields so that one color,
then the next. is transmitted
in rapid-fire succession, This
switching is said to be so
rapid that your eye inte
grates the two fields into a
single image. Combinations
of the two primary colors
can be achieved by varying
the CRT's beam current.
transmitting the information
to be displayed in both
colors simultaneously, and
by adjusting the relative in
tensities of the two colors

The pi-cell accomplishes
its fast switching by organiz
ing liquid-crystal molecules
so that the necessary liquid
flow is in harmony with the
elastically induced rotation
of those molecules when
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Borlanddoesitagain:
SuperKey$69.95*

Totally memory resident at all times, gives
SuperKey the abifity to create, edit, save and even
recall new or existing macro files anytime, even while
running another program.

Pull down macro editor. Finally, a sensible way to
create, edit, change and alter existing macro definitions.
Even while using another application, a simple keystroke

instantly opens aword-processor-Iike window where
you're allowed to see, edit, delete, save and
even attach names to an individual macro

or file of macros, and much more.

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

NO

YES

\,
\

PRICE

ABILITY TO IMPORT DATA FROM SCREEN

DISPLAY-ONLY MACRO CREATION

ENTRY AND FORMAT CONTROL IN DATA FIELDS

ALL FEATURES RESIDENT IN RAM AT ALL TIMES

PULL-DOWN MENU USER INTERFACE

CONTEXT-SENSITIVE ON-LINE HELP SYSTEM

RESIDENT FILE ENCRYPTION

RESIDENT PULL-DOWN MACRO EDITOR

DISPLAY PROTECTION

PROKEY COMPATIBILITY

ProKey

SuperKey

COMMAND KEYS REDEFINABLE "ON THE FLY" ..a
I-----------{Q

Sure, ProKeyTM is a nice little program. But when the people who brought you
Turbo Pascal™ and SideKiclC'M get serious about keyboard enhancers, you can

expect the impossible ... and we deliver.
Total ProKey compatibility. Every Prokey Macro file may

be used by SuperKey without change so that you may
capitalize on all the precious time you've invested.

Now your PC can keep a secret! SuperKey in
cludes a resident file encryption system that ,uses

your password to encrypt and d~rypt files, even
while running other programs. 1iNo different en
cryption modes are offered:
1. Direct overwrite encryption (which leaves the
file size unchanged) for complete protection. At no
point is a second file that could be reconstructed by
an intruder generated. Without your secret password,
no one will ever be able to type out your confidential
leiters again!
2. COM or EXE file encryption which allows you to

encrypt abinary file into an ASCII file, transmit it through
aphone line as atext file and turn it back again into an ex

ecutable file on the target machine (only of course if your
correspondent knows the secret password!). Now, you will

even be able to secretly exchange programs through Public
Bulletin Board Systems or services such as CompuServe.

IBM is a reglS1ered trademark ollntemational8usiness Machine Corporation. ProKey is atrademanc
of RoseSott. SoperKey and SideKick are trademarks of Ekrtand Intematlonal. Inc,

Inquiry 47

Get your PC a SuperKey today!
SuperKey is available now for your IBM PC, XT, AT, jr. and truly
compatible microcomputers.

Superb software at reasonable pricesl
There is much more .to SuperKey. Maybe the best
reason to buy SuperKey is that it is a Borland
International Product. Each one of our products is
the best in its category. We only believe in
absolutely superb software at reasonable prices!

An offer you can't refuse.
Whether you are aProKey user or you've never used a
keyboard enhancer before, your boat has come in: until
June 1st 1985 you can get your copy of SuperKey at this
special introductory price.

I BORLAnD SoItwIm Newel' Direction
4113 Scons Valley Dnve

INTERN AT IONAL ~~~~/a~'~iJC;;'lforma 95066



WHAT'S NEW

Footmouse Frees Your Hands

The Footmouse doesn't need special boards or software

Multitasking, Multiuser DOS Runs with MS·DOS

V ersatron is shipping the
Footmouse. a foot

operated mouse for micro
computers. The manufac
turer notes that the primary
advantage of the Footmouse
is that it frees both your
hands for data input.

Footmouse reportedly
works with any software
package that uses a cursor.
It emulates the keyboard
cursor functions. yet it does
not interrupt normal cursor
operations. Footmouse plugs
between the keyboard and
the computer. requiring

neither special boards nor
software support.

Presently available for the
IBM PC and IBM PC-compat
ibles, versions of the Foot
mouse for the Apple lie.
Macintosh, IBM PC XT and
PC AT. Ivy, Compaq, and
RS-232C terminals will be
available shortly. The sug
gested list price is S22 5.
Contact Versatron Corp" 103
Plaza St. Healdsburg, CA
95448, (800) 443-1550: in
California, (800) 435-1550 or
(707) 433-8244.
Inquiry 609.

Methods for Smalltalk Programming

A multitasking. multiuser
operating system for

8086/8088 microcomputers
running MS-DOS has been
introduced by FORTH Inc.
Called polyFORTH II. this
operating system gives you
the ability to run multiple
terminals. unlimited tasks.
and concurrent printer oper
ations. The environment that
polyFORTH II creates is said
to be suitable for such in
teractive. real-time com
puter-control applications as
robotics. data acquisition.
image processing. and pro
cess control.

Any number of asynchron
ous processes running con
currently are supported by
polyFORTH II. A company
spokesperson reports that
polyFORTH II does not im
pose a cap on the amount
of users supported. although
this is subject to hardware
constraints. Further. the
spokesperson notes that
polyFORTH operates at rea
sonable speeds. the rate of
which is dependent on the
number of processes
running.

lasks can be assigned
private partitions. or they
may execute shared. re
entrant routines. Active tasks
require as little as 100 bytes
of memory. and context
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switches need only 14 ma
chine-language instructions.

Several configurations of
polyFORTH II. reflecting in
creased capabilities and
support services. are
available for MS-DOS com
puters. Level 3. which costs
S600. includes the operating
system. a FORTH turnkey
compiler. assembler. editor.

M ethods is a Smalltalk
program-development

system for the IBM PC and
compatibles running under
DOS versions 20. 21. or 3.0.
Fully compatible with Xerox's
Smalltalk-80 language.
Methods includes nearly 100
classes, which are program
ming tools that define the
structure and behavior of
abstract data types such as
integers and points.

Smalltalk, an extensible,
object-oriented language. is
suitable for simulation and
graphical user interfaces. For
a broader discussion of
Smalltalk, see the August
1981 BYTE.

Methods gives you access
to most of the source code
from which it is built. It has
more than 2000 routines. or
methods, that you can

mathematics library. data
base support system. utili
ties. and source code for all
but the nucleus.

Priced at S3200. poly
FORTH II level 4 comes with
all the capabilities of level 3
as well as full system source
and the Target Compiler.
which is capable of generat
ing applications that can be

browse through, put to use.
or modify. Primitive methods
can be implemented in
assembly language.

The user interface features
a character-mapped display,
pop-up menus, and exten
sive use of color (mono
chrome displays are sup
ported). Your cursor keypad
is used as if it were a
mouse. Methods also comes
with a system transcript. file
editor, and a window for
debugging.

Methods requires 512 K
bytes of RAM and a pair of
360K-byte disk drives or a
hard disk. Thro manuals are
supplied. The suggested
price is S250. Contact
Digitalk Inc.. 5200 West Cen
tury Blvd" Los Angeles. CA
90045, (213) 645-1082.
Inquiry 611.

embedded in ROM or re
compiling polyFORTH itself

All polyFORTH II disks are
compatible with MS-DOS,
and its FORTH blocks are
maintained in data files.
Contact FORTH Inc" 2309
Pacific Coast Highway, Her
mosa Beach, CA 90254,
(213) 372-8493
Inquiry 610.

Peripheral Boosts
the Mac's Versatility

M acEnhancer from
Microsoft lets you add

three different peripherals to
Apple's Macintosh. Requiring
a single Macintosh RS-422
port. MacEnhancer gives
you two RS-232C serial
ports and a parallel printer
interface.

MacEnhancer arrives with
drivers for a number of
popular dot-matrix and
daisy-wheel printers and
with terminal-emulation soft
ware for accessing informa
tion services and bulletin
boards. Its list price is S249
For further information, con
tact Microsoft Corp.. 10700
Northup Way, POB 97200.
Bellevue. WA 98009. (206)
828-7400.
Inquiry 612

(continued on page 435)



BorIand'sSideKick~

1984ProductoftheYear*

ere's SideKick in action with Lotus<!l 1-2-3 running underneath. Data
IS been imported from Lotus to SideKick's notepad, shown in the
wer portion of the screen. The notepad is afull-screen editor that lets
lU import and export data; it utilizes WordStar commands to let you
ne- and date-stamp notes and save them to disk. The SideKick
Ilculator, shown at the upper right, offers memory capability, nested
uentheses, and the ability to convert decimal to hexadecimal or
nary. It even lets you transfer resulting figures to your underlying
lplication.

The Critics' Choice What more can w, say?

"SideKlcJc'M stands in the shadows behind whatever program you are using, ready
to jump forward when you need it. The program's various functions use windows
that overlay the display you are working with and restore the screen when you are
through. The program contains a respectable word processor for note taking, a
dialer that your smart modem can use with your phone .
list, a calculator for hexadecimal/binary/decimal
arithmetic, an appointment calendar and an ASCII
table for programmers ... SideKick Is a tlm,
saving, work-sailing, frustration-saving bar
gain. Having a programmer's calculator, an
appointment calendar, and anotepad at your
beck and call, no matter what program is
running, is the first big step to making the
paper and pencil obsolete."

-Dan Robinson
of InfDWorld

And he's not the only one talking:

BORLAnD ==:01,."."
SCons Valley. Calilomia 95066INTERNATIONAL TELEX 172373

Id by InfuKtlrld as tile most Significant sofIwartproduct of tIle_

Jerry Pournel. BYTE: "Ifyou use a
PC, get SideKick. You'll soon become
dependent on it."
a.rry"'~ PC "-.k: "SideKick
deserves aplace in every PC"

dealer

call (BOO) 5~~~~,B6io(~6~) 742.
1133

dealers natl~~~d~~11 (BOO) 25
5

at better credit
Available 1i order bY

au a
nearest y' Best.

Yes, I want theSideKiCk!
ase send rne

pie tected
coPY pro

SideKiCk at $54.95

Quantity: - ted -------:-
unprotec « Check

SideKiCk at $84.95• . VISA MC sanKora 1__
Quanti~Y:- Payment. . oate:--

d.tcard~E'p",v,,-.-----:-
ere I ~ \ L-l--

Name: on card:'hiPPingAddress:~ Name ""~~5::------ ca
rd *~ .._

-------- -----____ 'lb saleS ta'·
City:~: ------ . SldenlS: add 6US banK.

~
15 cahtornlare drawnona

State:-- Borland. . US dollarspted bY able ,n
Telephone: L NOT be aC~anK draft. pay

aders WIL ayment bY
p rchase dmaKe P

00'5 and Uadd $10 an "
~utside USA.

Charles Petzold, PC Ma(Jazln,: "In
asimple, beautiful implementation of
WordStar™ sblock copy commands.
SideKick can transport all or any part
of the display screen (even an area
overlaid by the notepad display) to
the notepad. "

Inquiry 48

The telephone
autodialer/direc
tory places calls
for you via your
HayesTM-compatible
modem and locates
numbers from one
of the program's
several directories.
Here the dialer is
running on top of
WordStar.

The ASCII reIIr-
IRn table, important
enough to be in Mry
manual, is now at your
fingertips at all times.
Here the screen shows
all windows, including
an ASCII table running
lMII" Lotus.

he calendar can
icord appoint
lents, records
ld notes-yours
. those of the
ltire department
-up to the year
()99.Here the
aler is running on
Ip of Lotus.



Eye strain 55%

Back pain 43%
Hand/wrist

problems 18%



Co:mputers canonl
perfonn as as e
peoplewho use thenL

IBM is a trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

Ergo-Space:"
The system unit is one

third smaller than IBM's.
It even fits under your

desk in a special vertical rack.
So your desktop is your

own again.

Service. Not Excuses.
Ericsson wouldn't give you any

thing less than on-site or carry-in
service.

The choice is yours.
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IBM Compatible.
Many companies claim to be

compatible.
Some are. Some are stretching

the truth.
The Ericsson PC boasts the

highest compatibility rating there is.
It's operationally compatible.
You can take advantage of thou

sands of PC-compatible programs
already available.

In fact, with the best-selling
software, program and data disks
are interchangeable with those of
the IBM Pc.

3 Free Offers.
Ericsson will send you revealing

literature on ergonomics.
Also a detailed brochure on the

Ericsson Pc.
And arrange a hands-on test if

you ask for it.
Call toll-free 1-800-FOR-ERGO.

ERICSSON
Inquiry 142

It's the first of a whole range of
computers to be introduced in the
U.S.A.

The Ericsson P C.
It's Ergo-Intelligent:"

Ericsson has spent $300 million
finding ways to make computers more
ergonomically intelligent.

Here are some of the results.

Ergo-Screen:"
Aspirin gets rid of a headache.

Ergonomics gets rid of the cause.
The characters are amber on a

specially developed low-fatigue back
ground color.

Even the shape of the characters
was specially developed to allow easier
recognition of difficult to distinguish
letters like 0 and Q.

On the monochrome monitor, the
resolution is double that of IBM's,
so clarity is remarkable.

You can even have text and
graphics at the same time.

Ergo-Arm:"
A computer is
designed for the

"average" person. The aver-
age person is 5'9:' If you're

not that height, the computer
world has a simple answer.

It's your problem.
Ericsson disagrees.

Your monitor comes
with an Ergo-Arm that

lets you move and angle your screen
exactly where it suits you.

Far better than back pain,
wouldn't you agree?

Ergo-Touch:"
The keys are full-size and the

layout is ergonomically planned for
greater accuracy and speed.

Yet the keyboard is 20% more
compact and less than half the weight
of IBM's.

Even the cord is adjustable to suit
left- or right-handers.

Ergo-Color:"
Even the color of the case is

ergonomically selected to be restful
to the eye over many hours.

Eye strain 55%
Back pain 43%
Headaches 30%
Shoulder 25%
Hand/wrist 18%
Neck pain 15%
(Source: "Ergonomic
Principles in Office
Automation" Pub.
1983 by E.I.S. AB,
Sweden.)

The chart below is disturbing.
It shows the kinds of problems

computer users are having.
(Source: "Ergo

Computer-induced nomic Principles
problems(%) in Office Auto

mation!' Pub. 1983
by E.I.S. AB,
Sweden.)

Before you
dismiss them as
trivial, consider
two things:

First, more
than twenty states
are now prepar

ing legislation to protect computer
users from problems like these.

Second, it's not just a people
problem.

It's a business problem.
Because computers do what

they're told.
And if someone with a headache

or eyestrain is doing the telling, they're
likely to make mistakes.

Quite clearly, it's in everyone's
interest to solve the problem.

You are not a machine.
As you would expect, computers

are designed by engineers.
They usually know a lot about

technology but very little about people.
And even less about ergonomics.
Which is why so many com

puters are technically impressive yet
strangely unnatural to use.

Ericsson, in its very Swedish way,
has always believed that excellent
ergonomic design isn't a privilege.

It's a right.
That it isn't just a noble gesture.
That it's demonstrably good

business.
Because computers can perform

only as well as the people who
operate them.

It's an attitude that has made
Ericsson No.1 in Europe twice over:

As the giant of European tele
communications.

And as the biggest European
workstation company by far.

(You couldn't ask for a better
marriage of technology for the future.)

Here is one example of how
Ericsson got there.



A·S·K B·Y·T·E

Conducted blJ Steve Ciarcia
SEARCH AND REPLACE

Dear Steve.
In the December 1983 BYTE. Donald

Derksen requested advice in searching
sermons for specific text.

I am not certain that a program exists
to do a word search over anything near
100 megabytes. I have several word pro
cessors. and each creates a temporary file.
almost as long as the original file. when
I try to bring it up. A 150K-byte sermon
in this case will require a 300K-byte disk
to access. To get WordStar to bring up a
I 50K-byte file. I go to lunch while it gets
its stuff in order. If I accidentally ask for
a global search. I go out and buy a case
of beer.

If WordStar could handle a file in the
megabyte range on a hard disk. presum
ably the best Mr. Derksen could get would
be less than 50 megabytes on a lOG-mega
byte disk. Of course. since his workday
comes only once a week. the system could
grind away doing a global search.

I bought my computer for the sole pur
pose of working my family tree. which is
200K bytes. Can you recommend any
simple "find and replace" word processors
for this job?

MARVIN KONOPIK

APO San Francisco. CA

I compared the times to search and
replace through a 120K-byte ASCII file
produced with Volkswriter Deluxe using
three different programs on the IBM PC
These were one-word "find and replace"
operations. and the word occurred 63
times in the file. The file contained 2900
lines of text.

WordStar version 3.3. in the nondocu
ment mode. using the -QQ-QA N com
mand to repeat the findlreplace without
stopping. took 221 seconds. Using the
-QA NG to perform the same function
took 206 seconds.

Volkswriter Deluxe can handle some
what larger files. since it puts the tem
porary file on a different disk from the
main file. Volkswriter took 112 seconds
to perform the same operation on the
same file.

The real speed demon of the three is
Edlin. the line editor that comes with the

IBM PC as one of the utilities included
with PC-DOS. This program could handle
only 1200 to 1300 lines at a time but per
formed the findlreplace operation in
about 10 seconds on each of three
100o-line segments. The whole operation
of loading the file. replacing the strings.
and saving the edited file could be done
in about the time it takes WordStar or
Volkswriter to save the edited file.

Edlin file size is limited by its require
ment to make a backup on the same disk
as the original file. It may handle larger
files than WordStar but not 200K bytes
as a single file on a 320K- or 360K-byte
floppy disk.

The most efficient method of finding
the lines containing a string is the DOS
2.1 Find function. This function found and
returned the line numbers and text ofall
63 occurrences of the search string in 26
seconds. including time to read the Find
program into memory: Unfortunately. no
replace option is available.

Both WordStar and Volkswriter speeds
were limited by the disk-access speed.
since both programs keep only part of
the file in memory and transfer the over
flow to a temporary disk file. Volkswriter's
higher speed appears to be due to using
a slightly more efficient method ofusing
the temporary "spill file."-Steve

ATARI AND COMMODORE

Dear Steve.
In Yugoslavia it is hard to obtain infor

mation about Atari and Commodore com
puters. I shall be very grateful if you could
give me a few names and addresses of
Atari owners in your country so I could
exchange information.

I am also interested in names and ad
dresses of firms selling software.

ROBERT DEVCIC

zagreb. Yugoslavia

The Blue Book for the Atari Computer
and The Blue Book for the Commodore
Computer are two "where-to-find-it"
books covering software. hardware. and
accessories. These two books are avail
able for $17.95 each from H&E Compu
tronics Inc" 50 North Pascack Rd" Spring
Valley. NY 10977.

The Toronto PET Users Group offers ac
cess to hundreds of public-domain pro
grams and a monthly club magazine for
the Commodore 64. Membership for 12
months is $30 overseas and $20 in the
U.S. and Canada. A program and infor
mation catalog is available for $1 from
Toronto PET Users Group. 1912A Avenue
Rd" Suite I. Toronto. Ontario M5M 4RI.
Canada.

A number of magazines publish pro
grams for the Commodore 64 and Atari
computers. They are mostly hobbyist
magazines with emphasis on entertain
ment and programming techniques. See
ing how someone else did it can be very
helpful to one learning about computers,
and. of course, contributions are wel
come. Some of these magazines include

Analog
565 Main St.
Worcester. MA 01611

Compute! and Compute!'s Gazette
POB 5406
Greensboro, NC 27403

Run
Subscription Dept.
POB 954
Farmingdale, NY 11737

-Steve

ACOUSTIC MODEMS

Dear Steve.
I am the owner of an Atari 600XL home

computer with a 1027 printer and the 410
recorder. Is there a way to use an acoustic
modem without the aid of the Atari inter
face box?

Also. is there a way to erase programs
stored on tape?

JON PAUL PARKER

Kansas City, MO

Most acoustic modems require a serial
interface, such as that provided by the
Mari 850. For disk users, the $49.95
R-Verter from Advanced Interface
Devices Inc., POB 2188, Melbourne, FL
32902, can be used instead of the Atari
850 to connect most modems and
RS-232C serial devices.

(continued)
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WORD PROCESSORS AT THE LEADING EDGE
Ah, the great ones.
They organized their ideas, their intui

tions, their idioms. They set them down,
sorted them out, arranged them and
re-arranged them till they came out right

They used small scraps of paper to
record huge hunks of Truth; primitive
tools to produce profound prose. But
when the words finally went forth, they

made indelible marks on all who read
them.

The amazing thing is that these mon
umental processors of words, did it
without the benefit of monumental help.

Like Leading Edge Word Processing:
the easiest to use, yet most potent
piece of software ever created to take
full advantage of all the power inherent,
but until now un-tapped, in today's

most sophisticated personal computer
(Like the IBM'" PC and the even faster
and more powerful Leading Edge'· &
AT&T.)

The heart and soul of it is a 51/4"
floppy disk, elegantly logical instruction
manual and documentation ... every
thing. And what you end up with is
word processing at the leading edge.

LEADING EDGE™ WORD PROCESSING FROM $100
IBM IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORPORATION.

LEADING EDGE IS A TRADEMARK OF LEADING EDGE PRODUCTS. INCORPORATED.
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ASK BYTE

Inquiry 257

IEEE-488 Interfaces and
Bus Extenders For:

IBM. PC, PCjr
& COMPATIBLES

DEC UNIBUS, Q-BUS
& RAINBOW 100

MULTIBUS, VMEbus
STD & S-100

FuIlIEEE-488 functionality. with the most com
prehensive language and operating system CMr
age in the industry. It takes experience to make
IEEE-488 systems work with nearly 4000 devices
available from more than 500 different manufac
turers. and experience is what enables National
Instruments to take the GPIB to the
second power and beyond.

Your personal guarant.. of unsurpaased

~':~~eo:'fft?8tl':f::~~~~\o,::;c ..s
to 100 + man-Y88ra of GPIB experience.

y~!t!!~1r Auslln. TX 78727
1-800-531-5086 5121250-9119
Telex: 756737 NAT INST AUS

IBM and PCjr are trademarks of International Business Machines, MOt.n·
BUS ~ a trademal1< OIIOlel. DEC. UNIBUS. O-BUS. aod Rainbow 100 are
trademarks of DiOital Equipment Corporation,

50 BY T E • MARCH ]985

Interfacing a direct-connect modem is
easier. 7Wo units are available that plug
into joystick Port 2. The $149.95
MPP-IOOOC from Microbits Peripheral
Products, 255 West Third St., Albany, OR
97321, is a direct-connect auto-dial/auto
answer modem that comes with Smart
Terminal, a cartridge containing many
features useful for uploading and
downloading.

Volksmodem ($79.95 plus cable) from
Anchor Automation. 6913 Valjean Ave..
Van Nuys, CA 91406, is another product,
but it does not offer the auto-dial/auto
answer capability.

Erasing a program stored on a cassette
is accomplished the same way that an
audio program is erased. Position the
tape, then press Record and Play. Since
nothing is being transmitted. blank infor
mation is recorded on the tape, effective
ly erasing it. -Steve

C64 RS·232C PORT

Dear Steve,
The Commodore 64 has a built-in serial

interface. but it uses TTL (0-5-V) signal
levels instead of the ± 12-V levels needed
by EIA-compliant modems. The C64
"USER PORT' is a 24-line male edge con
nector that brings out 9 V AC as well as
the TTL signals. It would seem fairly
straightforward to rectify the 9 V AC for
EIA-Ievel supplies and use a couple of
RS-2 32C line driver/receivers like the
MCI488 and MCI489 (Radio Shack parts
276-2520 and 276-2521) to make a true
RS-232C modem interface.

PETER F. KLAMMER

Golden, CO

It is fairly straightforward to achieve
RS-232C levels on a Commodore 64. In
fact. an article on this subject appeared
in the May 1983 BYTE. "The Enhanced
VIC-20, Part 4: Connecting Serial
RS-232C Peripherals to the VIC's TTL
Port" by joel Swank describes a method
very similar to the one you suggested.
While written for the VIC-2o. the applica
tion is identical for the Commodore 64
computer. -Steve

CODE TRANSLATORS

Dear Steve,
I am looking for a program that converts

the instructions of the program (i.e. con
verts Z80 assembly-language commands
to 8088 assembly-language commands).

If you could inform me of any program
that can accomplish this task. I would be
most grateful.

CHRIS DIETRICH

Vestal, NY

Converting the instructions of one
microprocessor to another requires an
emulator program. Such programs must
not only convert machine-language in
structions but must translate the ad
dresses of any ROM routines that are
used. They must, therefore, be machine
specific. I am not aware of such a pro
gram to convert from Z80 code to 8088
code.

Hardware implementations are more
popular. Auxiliary processor boards are
available to run programs written for
other microprocessors. 7Wo such boards
are

Big Blue ($595) from
Quality Computer Services
3 Quces Dr.
Metuchen, Nj 08840
(201) 548-2135

Baby Blue CPU Plus ($600) from
Microlog Inc.
222 Rt. 59
Suffern, NY 10901
(914) 368-0353

Both units feature a Z80 processor and
will allow CP/M-80 programs to be run on
an IBM pc.-Steve

RAM FOR ROM

Dear Steve,
I bought a four-function bare board for

my Apple II that provides two serial and
two parallel ports. The board comes with
a rudimentary communications program
and no program that I can use with my
serial printer My problem is that I need
a method to develop and debug software
before burning it into a 2716 EPROM that
will reside on board.

Recently. I saw an article that said that
the 6116 is pin-compatible with the 2716.
Can the 6116 RAM be used as a direct re
placement for the 2716 EPROM, or is a
modification required? I have in mind a
modification that California Computer
Systems provides on its 771 OA asynchro
nous serial card. On that card. the firm
ware is on two 256 by 4-bit ROMs. Quoting
from the documentation. the ROMs are
"equipped with a power-down feature like
the 8304B Should you desire to develop
your own software, you may substitute

(continued)



Master Piece.
puts the powerat
your fingertips.

11'11""""""

Master Piece is the most versatile
accessory ever made for IBM Per
sonal Computers. Master Piece
combines the four most popular
IBM® accessories into one elegant
accessory offering the most con
venience and best value available.

A SWIVEL BASE
The Master Piece has a swivel so
you can adjust the viewing angle of
your monitor with just the touch of
a finger. Since the Master Piece
swivels with your monitor, its
switches and static control are in
front of you at all times.

FIVE SWITCHED OUTLETS
Stop searching for outlets to plug
in your peripherals. Master_ Piece's
five outlets put your entire system
at your fingertips. Power up with
the "Master" switch, then use the
individual switches to control your
peripherals. Touch the "Master"
switch to shut down and you'll
never accidentally leave your pe
ripherals running overnight.

SURGE SUPPRESSION
CIRCUITRY
Power surges, spikes and line noise
are responsible for 70-90% of all
PC malfunctions. They can wipe out
memory in your Pc. taking hours of
hard work with them. They can zap
your delicate chips, sending your
PC in for costly repairs. Master
Piece clips surges and spikes at a
safe level. You end up with an IBM
that's more accurate and reliable.

STATIC PROTECTION
Even you are a threat to your IBM.
During the day you build up static
charges-as much a threat to your
PC as surges and spikes. Master
Piece offers an elegant alternative
to expensive and unsightly static
mats. Just touch its nameplate be
fore you begin work and static
charges are grounded.

If you bought these accessories
separately. you could spend more
than $200. Master Piece's recom
mended retail price is under $150.
Available now from IBM dealers
everywhere.

Inquiry 199

IP'A:lI KENSINGIDN'M
I~MICROWARE

251 Park Avenue South
New York. NY 10010
(212) 475-5200 Telex467383 KML NY

Trademarks. Master Piece/Kensington Microware Ltd
IBM/International Business Machines
C 1984 KenSington Microware Ltd



NEW AMBER CRT'S ASK BYTE

BASIL JOHNSON

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

Dear Steve,
Even though your articles in BYTE are

somewhat above me. I find them in
triguing. My data-processing knowledge
makes the software concepts understand
able, but my engineering and electrical
background is lacking

1am in the process of designing a ranch
house and would like to wire the house
for as much computer control as possible.
Is it to my advantage to wire the house,
or should I look toward a BSR-controlled
house? If you suggest wiring, what type
of wire is needed? 1currently do not own
a computer but plan on purchasing one
after the house is complete. Any help that

(continued)

COMPUTERIZED HOME

RAMs (2112s) for the ROMs. If you do so.
the memory power-down feature must be
disabled and the R/W line enabled to the
RAMs. One jumper wire will do this." I
have used this card with RAMs and found
it very flexible. As 1have both my printer
and communication drivers on disk. 1can
easily download whatever is needed. But
as I expect to do more communications.
I would prefer to have both residing in
memory. The new card gives me this
capability

If the direct replacement is unworkable,
1would appreciate you outlining the modi
fication that would provide me with a
pseudo emulator.

Although I know of no commercially
available EPROM emulators for the
Apple I/. a few articles have been pub
lished on how to build your own. One re
cent one appeared in the November
1983 issue of inCider magazine. ''Apple
EPROM Emulator" by Douglass Ortman
describes the construction of an
emulator using 2K bytes of RAM to
simulate a 2716 EPROM.

Another source for instructions on
making your own EPROM emulator is the
book The Custom Apple & Other
Mysteries by Hofacker & FloegeJ. pub
lished by IjG Inc., 1953 West 11th St.,
Upland. CA 91786. This book is currently
available in many bookstores and retails
for $24.95. Chapter 5 consists of direc
tions for building an EPROM/RAM board
with four banks of2K bytes each. A com
bination of 2 716s or EPROM-compatible
RAMs (e.g" 6116s) may be used. Instruc
tions are also given for the necessary
jumpers when using RAMs.-Steve

r;:;;;tr(omes with a 30 day money bock
L:.J guarantee

~Eosily installed (comes with pre
~ mounted hardware)

Call now to order your Soft-View1M

CRT from Langley-St.Clair-$99.95
Plus $7 for pocking and UPS Shipping ($17 for Over·
seos, Pa"el Pasl, or UPS 81ue label). Add sales lox
where applilOble. Visa/Master<ard orders wel,"med.

.~.Lan3Iey-St.Clair
• Instrumentation Systems, Inc.

132 W. 24th St., New York, NY 10011
In New York call 212 989·6876

Now, you can easily upgrade yaur monitor to
exceed European standards for persistence and
color with the installation of a langley-StClair
Soft-View~ CRT! Available for the TRS-SO;"
TeleVideo;" Kaypro;" Heath;" DEC;" Zenith;"
IBM PC;" Apple 1I1~ and a wide variety of
other monitors.

0'Eliminates strobe, flicker, and eye fotigue
r;:;trMode with lead/Strontium impregnoted
~ gloss that stops X-roy emission

r;:;trAvailable in slow decoy green or medium decoy
~ "European Amber" (the standard in Europe)

r;:;trHigh·contrast double dark face
~ gloss that 0150 cuts U.Y. radiation

o Tube face is etched to stop glare

~ Ideal for word processing and programming,
~ yet fast enough for games and graphics

r;:;trWarranted for one full year against
~ manufacturing defects or tube failure

TO ORDER:
CALL 800 221-7070
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for the IBM AT • MClttTOSH • M5 DOS • CP/M-SO • ROM APPLICATIONS
IBM PCIXT • APPLE /I • CP/M-S6 • TRSDOS • CROSS DEVELOPMENT

To order or for information call:

AZTEC C65

(201) 530-7997 (NJ and outside U.S.A.). Or write: MANX
SOFTWARE SYSTEMS, P.O. Box 55. Shrewsbury, N.J.
07701.

AZTEC C80 model 3 (no floating point) $149
AZTEC C80 model 4 (full) . . . . . $199
AZTEC C8OIPRO (full for model 3 and 4) .....•..... $299

. .$199
. .. $350

AZTEC C II/PRO

AZTEC C65 (Apple DOS 3.3) .
AZTEC C65/PRO (Apple DOS + ProDas) .

(call for availability)

Mac C·tree database $149
Mac C·tree database with source $399
Lisa Kit (Pascal to AZTEC C88k object converter) .. $ 99

- for the APPLE /I
"... The AZTEC C·system Is one of the finest software
packages I hava saen... " NIBBLE review, July 1984.

The only commercial C development system available
that runs native on the APPLE 11+, IIc, and lie, the
AZTEC C85 development system Includes a 'full floating
point C compiler compatible with UNIX C and other
MANX AZTEC C compliers, a 8502 relocating assem·
bier, a linkage editor, a library utility, a SHELL develop·
ment environment, a full screen editor, UNIX I/O and
utility subroutines, simple graphics, and screen func
tions.

- for CP/M-80
The first member of the AZTEC C family was the

CP/M-BO AZTEC C compiler. It is "the standard" com
piler for development on CP/M-BO. The system Includes
the AZTEC C II C compiler, an 8080 assembler, a linkage
editor, an object librarian, a full library of UNIX 110 and
utility routines, CP/M-BO run time routines, the SMALL
library (creates modules less than 3K In size), the fast
linker for reduced development times, the ROM library,
RMAC and M80 support, library source, support for
DRI's SIDIZSID symbolic debugger, and more.

AZTEC C II/PRO . .$349
AZTEC CII/BAS $199
C-TREE Database with source. . . . . $399
C-TREE Database in AZTEC object form $149

AZTEC cao
- for TRSDOS (Radio Shack Modal III & 4)

"I've had a lot of axperlenee with different C compi/ars,
but the Aztec C80 Compiler and Professional Develop
ment System is the best I've seen." 8O-Mlcro, Decem
ber, 1984, John B. Harrell III

This sytem has most of the features of AZTEC C II for
CP/M. It Is perhaps the best soltware development
system for the Radio Shack Model III and IV.

800·221·0440

AZTEC C86/PRO·AT . . . $500
(configured for IBM AT - options for 8088/8086)

AZTEC C86/PRO-PCIXT $500
(configured for IBM PCIXT - options for 80186180286)

AZTEC C86/BAS Includes C complier (small model only),
8086 MACRO assembler, overlay linker, UNIX, MATH,
SCREEN, and GRAPHICS libraries, debugger, and
editor.

• Utility to convert AZTEC object code or libraries to
Mlcrosolt format. (Assembly + conversion takes
less than half the time as MIcrosolt's MASM to p'ro
duce MS object)

• Large memory models and sophisticated memory
management

• Support products for graphics, DB, Screen, & ...
• ROMabie code + ROM support + separate code and

data + INTEL Hex Converter
• Symbolic Debugger & Other Utilities
• Full Screen Editor (like VI)
• CROSS Compliers are available to APPLE /I, Macln·

tosh, CP/M-BO, TRSDOS, COMMODORE C64, and
ROM based 65xx, and 8080/80851Z8O

• Detailed Documentation

AZTEC C86/BAS . ...•.•.•...... $199
AZTEC C86/BAS (CP/M-86) $199
AZTEC C86/BAS (DOS + CP/M-86) ....•.•..•..... $299
UPGRADE to AZTEC C86/PRO $310
C-TREE Database with source $399
C-TREE Database (object) $149

CROSS COMPILERS
Cross Compilers for ROM, MS DOS, PC DOS, orCP/M-86
applications.

AZTEC C68K-c (commercial system) $500
AZTEC C68K-p (personal system)... . $199
AZTEC C68K-p to AZTEC C68K-c upgrade $310

AZTEC C68K
- for the Macintosh

For power, portability, and professional features
AZTEC C68K-c is the finest C soltware development
system available for the Macintosh.

The AZTEC C68K-c system Includes a 68000 macro
assembler, a linkage editor, a source editor, a mouse
based editor, a SHELL development enVironment, a
library of UNIX I/O and utility routines, full access and
support of the Macintosh TOOLBOX routines, debug
ging aides, utilities, make, diff, grep, TIV simulator with
upload & download (source supplied), a RAM disk (for
512K Mac), a resource maker, and a no royally license
agreement. Programming examples are Included. (Over
600 pages of documentation).

AZTEC C68K·c requires a 128K Macintosh,
and two disk drives (frugal developers can make
do with one drive). AZTEC C68K supports the
512K Macintosh and hard disks.

VAX - > 8086/80xxx cross. . . . . . . . . . . $5000
PDP-11->8086l8Oxxx cross $2000

Cross Compilers with PC DOS or CP/M-86 hosts are $750
for the first target and $500 for each additional target.
Targets: 65xx; CP/M-BO; C64; 8080180851Z8O; Macintosh;
TRSDOS; 8086/8088/80186/80286; APPLE /I.

PORTABLE - MANX Software Systems pro
vides r••1portability with a family of compatible
AZTEC C software development systems for PC
DOS, MS DOS, CP/M-86, Macintosh, CP/M-80,
APPLE II +, lie, and lie (NIBBLE - 4 apple rating),
TRSOOS (80·MICRO - 5 star rating), and Commo
dore C64 (the C64 system is only available as a
cross compiler . call for details). AZTEC
C86/PRO is compatible with UNIX and XENIX.

PROFESSIONAL - For professional features
AZTEC C86/PRO is unparalleled.

Full C Compiler (8088/8086 • 80186 - 80286)
Macro Assembler for 8088/8086/80186/80286
Linkage Editor with ROM support and overlays
Run Time libraries - object libraries + source
DOS 1.x; DOS 2.x; DOS 3.x; screen I/O; Graphics;
UNIX 1/0; STRING; simulated float; 8087 support;
MATH; ROM; CP/M-86
Selection of 808818086, 80186, or 80286 code genera
tion to guarantee best choice for performance and
compatibility

Why Professionals Choose Aztec C

AZTEC C compilers generate fast, compact
code. AZTEC C is a sophisticated development
system with assemblers, debuggers, linkers,
editors, utilities and extensive run time libraries.
AZTEC C Is documented in detail. AZTEC C is
the most accurate and portable implementation
of C for microcomputers. AZTEC C supports
specialized professional needs such as cross
development and ROM code development.
MANX provides qualified technical support.

POWERFUL - AZTEC C86/PRO 3.2 outper
forms Lattice 2.1 on the OHRYSTONE
benchmark 2 to 1 for speed (17.8 secs vs 37.1)
while using 65% less memory (5.8k vs 14k). The
AZTEC C86/PRO system also compiles in 10%
to 60% less time and supports fast, high volume
110.

AZTEC C86/PRO
- for the IBM AT and PCIXT

AZTEC C86/PRO provides the power, portabIli
ty, and professional features you need to
develop sophisticated software for PC DOS, MS
DOS AND CP/M-86 based microsystems. The
system also supports the generation of ROM
based software for 8088/8086, 80186, and 80286
processors. Options exist to cross develop ROM
code for 65xx, 8080, 8085, and Z80 processors.
Cross development systems are also available
that target most micro computers. Call for infor
mation on AZTEC C86/PRO support for XENIX
and TOPVIEW.

MJ~NX
SHIPPING INFORMATION . Standard U.S.
shipment is UPS ground (no fee). In the U.S.
one day shipment is $20, two days is $10.
Canadian shipment is $10. Two days ship
ment outside the U.S. is by courier and is
freight collect.

TRS 80 RADIO SHACK TRS DOS is a trademark of TANDY.
APPLE DOS MACINTOSH is a trademark of APPLE.

For Technical Support
(Bug Busters) call: 201·530-6557
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Inquiry 301 for Dealers.
Inquiry 302 for End-Users.

With the almost daily announcement
of some computerized device, it makes
sense to provide a means for installation
in the home. However. it is difficult to
know what devices will ultimately be
required.

A safe approach would be to string
twisted pairs of cables throughout the
house to enable connection of any
device. The twisting will offer a means of
noise rejection without the expense of
shielding. but shielded twisted pair is bet
ter. A 75-ohm coaxial cable. run along
with the twisted pairs. will allow for cable
television. monitors. terminals. or high
frequency devices.

As you know. I am interested in com
puterized control of the home. Beginning
in April. I will present an article using the
BSR home controllers for controlling all
the functions in a home. Watch for it!
-Steve _

ASK BYTE

RICK BUCCHI

Plainville. CT

you can give me will be greatly appre
ciated. Thank you.

(714) 751-0442
TELEX 681393

ril ROGERS LABS
2727-E So. Croddy Way, Santa Ana, CA 92704

Apple lillie Version $420
• A6 T/0 stepper controller
• 32 digital I/O available

Digital I/O accessories, power supply and higher power size 34
stepper motor system are available.

Put labels
onyour list.

Next time you shop for computer supplies, pick up a pack of
Avery's new self-adhesive labels. By putting all your address
lists on labels, you get more done in less time. Name badge
labels, shipping labels, piggybacks and new clear labels are
also available.

The labels are designed especially for micro computers.
And they're packaged to fit neatly behind your printer. Look
for them wherever you buy computer supplies.

£ Avery Label
An Avery International Company

Business Systems Division

Between Circuit Cellar Feedback. personal ques
tions. and Ask BYTE. I receive hundreds of letters
each month. As you might have noticed. at the end
of Ask BYTE I have listed my own paid staff We
answer many more letters than you see published.
and it often takes a lot of research.

If you would like to share the knowledge you have
on microcomputer hardware with other BYTE
readers. joining the Circuit Cellar/Ask BYTE staff
would give you the opportunity. We're looking for
additional researchers to answer letters and gather
Circuit Cellar project material.

If you're interested. let us hear from you. Send
a short letter describing your areas of interest and
qualifications to Steve Ciarcia. POB 582. Glaston
bury. CT 06033

. .
: IN ASK BYTE, Steve Ciarcia answers questions :
: on any area of rnicrocornpuling. The most rep- :

resentative questions received each month will be
answered and published Do you have a nag- •
ging problem? Send your inquiry to

Ask BYTE
clo Steve Ciarcia
POB 582
Glastonbury. CT 06033

Due to the high volume of inquiries. personal
replies cannot always be given. All letters and
photographs become the property of Steve Ciar
cia and cannot be returned. Be sure to include
"Ask BYTE" in the address.

The Ask BYTE staff includes manager Harv
Weiner and researchers Bill Curlew. Uirry •

• Bregoli. Dick Sawyer. and Jeannette Dojan. •.......................................
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C·L·U·B·S & N·E·W·S·L·E·T·T·E·R·S

CWBS & NEWSLETTERS is a forum for letting BYTE readers know what
is happening in the microcomputing communit!J. Emphasis is given to elec
tronic bulletin-board services, club-sponsored classes, communit!J-help projects,
field trips, and other activities outside of routine meetings. We will continue
to list new clubs and newsletters. Allow at least four months for !Jour club's
mention to appear. Send information to BYTE, Clubs & Newsletters. POB
372, Hancock, NH 03449.

• MEDICAL COMPUTING
BBS-The Minnesota
Medical Computing Consor
tium (MMCC) operates a
24-hour bulletin-board
service at (612) 434-6315,
focusing on medical com
puting issues. The consor
tium also offers shows and
tutorials. The 515 annual
membership fee includes a
subscription to the bimonth
ly newsletter. Write David De
Fontaine, 2221 Southeast
University Ave" Minneapolis,
MN 55414

• BBS STARS IN
CALIFORN lA-KAY. FOG,
affiliated with the First
Osborne Group (FOG) of
Daly City, California, is a
24-hour remote bulletin
board service (RBBS) and
RCP/M with 10 megabytes of
hard-disk storage area for
public-domain software,
Because there are no access
charges, it is open to the
general public. FOG
members can register on
line: nonmembers register
through the mail. To contact
the KAY. FOG sysop, call
Bond Shands at (415)
285-2687, For details about
FOG, contact the First
Osborne Group, POB 3474,
Daly City, CA 94015, (415)
755-4140.

• MPX-16 USERS NEWS
LETTER-Owners of the
Micromint MPX-16 single
board computer have
formed a newsletter to share
solutions to problems, It is
produced every other month
and has an annual subscrip
tion fee of 55 (510 over
seas). Send a self-addressed,
stamped envelope to
Michael Bamberg, 1059
Northwest Darnielle St"
Hillsboro, OR 97124, or call
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(503) 640-5926 in the
evening,

• COMMODORES IN BCS
Members of the Boston
Computer Society's (BCS)
Commodore Users Group
meet regularly to witness
demonstrations and produce
Sprite, a bimonthly newslet
ter. It contains reviews,
group news, and articles.
Subscription is free with
membership in BCS. Contact
Rod laFond, Commodore
Users Group, Boston Com
puter Society, One Center
Plaza, Boston, MA 02108,
(617) 367-8080,

• THE QUICK BROWN BOX
The Southern California
Digital Group Computer
Society meets at I p,m, on
the second Saturday of
even-numbered months in
the Los Angeles metro
politan area, The 57,50 an
nual dues cover the costs of
producing and mailing a
newsletter that features club
news and items of interest
for users of Digital Group
computers, Contact Fred
Sutton, 1230 South Helberta
Ave" Redondo Beach, CA
90277, (213) 316-4406,

• APPLE CART IS FIVE
The Apple Cart Special In
terest Group of American
Mensa, now in its fifth year.
produces a bimonthly
newsletter about Apple II
and Macintosh computers
and operates a software ex
change. Members of Mensa,

the American branch of the
international high-IQ society,
pay 56 in annual dues: all
others pay 58. Send a self
addressed, stamped
envelope to C. Brandon
Gresham Jr., The Apple Cart,
Bin "R"-Project 5810-1.
Pasadena, CA 91109

• FOR LAWYERS AND
VENDORS-The Lawyers
Microcomputer Users Group,
LAW MUG, holds monthly
meetings, runs a BBS at
(312) 280-8180, and pro
duces a monthly newsletter.
Vendors are invited to join.
Annual dues are 550, plus a
one-time sign-up fee of 575.
The 5125 fee includes an an
nual newsletter subscription,
Contact Paul Bernstein, Apt.
2102 B, 333 East Ontario St..
Chicago, IL 60611. (312)
782-8400,

• BRIDGE THE GAP
The Fifth Generation Group
is a forum for discussions,
projects, and presentations
of fifth-generation computer
systems, Members meet in
the Silicon Valley, Contact
Kingsley Morse Jr" Fifth
Generation Group, 1930
Park Ave, # 12, San Jose, CA
95126, (408) 296-3316,

• SANYO IN CO
The Sanyo Computer Club
of Colorado Springs, Col
orado, meets on the second
Monday of every month,
The members produce a
monthly newsletter, and
membership is open to

everyone. Annual dues are
515. Contact Don Ruokonen,
11930 Northcliff Rd, Elbert.
CO 80106, (303) 495-3815,
or Norman Martell. 6651
Metropolitan St.. Widefield,
CO 80911. (303) 392-9826.

• INVITE THE CHAMPION
The Champion Users Group
has special utilities and in
dividually written routines
that can be used in conjunc
tion with Champion. the
compiled version of the ac
counting program written in
dBASE II. Contact with other
licensed users across the
country is welcome. A sub
scription to the bimonthly
newsletter is included with
the 535 annual membership
fee. Contact Jerry Schwartz
on The Source at STA373 or
at the Champion Users
Group. POB 724921. Atlanta,
GA 30339, (404) 952-7336.

• SOCIETY FOR
ENGINEERS-The American
Society for Engineering
Management (ASEM) serves
the public interest by ad
vancing engineering man
agement in theory and prac
tice, maintaining a profes
sional standard for its
members. and promoting
the development of engi
neering management
through meetings, contacts,
reports, papers, discussions.
and publications. Annual
membership is 535. For an
additional 520, you can
receive Engineering Manage
ment Interrrational. a quarterly
publication from Elsevier
Science Publishing. To see if
you are eligible for member
ship, contact Daniel Bab
cock, American Society for
Engineering Management.
301 Harris Hall. University of

(continued)



-I(EITHLEY
Series 500

© 1984 by Keithley DAS. Boston. Massachusetts

transducers: thermocouples, strain
gauges and RIDs; pulse counting;
4-20 rnA current loop input and output;
direct switching and sensing of AC
and DC powerlines; and programma
ble excitation for transducers. All with
full software support.

A ALL THIS, BACKED
• BY KEITHLEY
QUALITY.

Behind the Series 500 is Keithley's
4O-year reputation for engineering

excellence and low-level mea
surement expertise. We

designed it to provide the
least noise, the highest
accuracy and the ~eat

est thermal stabilIty of
any PC-based data
acquisition system.

A BACKED BY
~. KEITHLEY

SUPPORT, TOO.
We haven't provided a complete

solution unless we provide com
plete support. And we do. Your Series

SOO comes with a one-year full war
ranty and 90 days' free software coun
seling. Most important, Keithley DAS
proVIdes you WIth a toll-free applica
tions hot line, for the times you need a
helping hand.

For a demonstration or more informa
tion, call us toll-free at 1-800-552-llJ5.
In Massachusetts call 617-423-7780.
Or write us at Keithley DAS,
349 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210.
For literature on the Series 500,
circle Reader Service Number 198.

Choose from 18 analog and digital I/O
modules; isolated and non-isolated
analog input; direct connection of

A ACHOICEOF
• FUNCTIONS.

With the Series 500, you can
choose from a larger library
of plug-in function cards
than any other
company
offers.

by the Macmillan
ASYST~ and Lab Note
book~ software packages.

software environment in
charge of both interfaces.
For special needs, there's
our Chem500 analytical
cheInistry software pack

age for chromatography,
-:=:~-:""~~ spectroscopy, tnermal

analysis and colorim
etry. And the Series
500 is also supported

WHY IS OUR WORI<STATION
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM

• THE COMPLETE SOLUTION?

Keithley DAS' Series 500 workstation data acquisition sys
tem is the complete solution to your control and measure
ment needs, present and future. Even a basic configuration
provides enough power and capacity for most lab and test
bench applications. As your needs become greater, you can
set it up to perform more complex or varied operations later
on. The key is: you configure it for your needs, whenever
you need to.

A ACHOICEOF
• SOFTWARE.

Our Soft500 package was written to
give beginners the accessibility and
ease of use they need to get results, yet
it also offers more experienced users
the depth and extra facilities necessary
for more complex applications. Facili
ties like high-speed sampling, data
storage, graphIcs, statistIcal analyses
and memory-mapped I/O for high
speed data transfer. Our unique inter
rupt-driven architecture allows data
acquisition in the background and
simultaneous real-time analysis, control
and display in the foreground. What's
more, with our new Plus500 interface,
you can also connect IEEE-488 instru
ments to your PC and put the same

A f\~~9l~t~eqrri~~~ sup-
~. ports the PCs most commonly
used in lab and R&D work: the IDM PC,
PC-XT and Portable PC; the Apple D+
and De; and the Compaq Portable. We
even support the 8087 coprocessor.
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sN"g~RMUI CLUBS & NEWSLETIERS

TI-lOUSANDS OF AVAIlABLE ITEMS. CAll. FOR COMPlEIE PRICING.

GET SERIOUS. STOP PAYING HIGH PRICES NOW!
organization serving users of
a variety of personal com
puters ranging from hand
helds to multiusers. It meets
the first Wednesday of odd
numbered months in the
Hewlett-Packard Sales Office
(2 Choke Cherry Rd.
Rockville, MD 20850)
Members exchange ideas
and information and witness
presentations. For more in
formation, call Bruce Baxter
at (202) 566-3252.

• ELECfRICAL UPDATES
The Electrical Industry Com
puter Users Group (EICUG)
addresses the changes in
the electrical industry
caused by microcomputers.
Members are connected
with New York City's elec
trical construction field and
are currently researching
training programs for
workers seeking further ex
pertise. Original equipment
manufacturers (OEMs) of
industry-related devices and
other interested parties can
contact Michael Higgins via
MCI Mail: on CompuServe at
73336,1545; or at EICUG,
Suite 3F. 69-16 164th St.,
Flushing, NY 11365.

• RAINBOW IN
PHILADELPHIA-The Delaware
Valley DEC Personal Computer
User Group News is a newslet
ter from the DEC PC User
Group of Philadelphia. The
club is for users of all DEC
computers, including Rain
bows and the Professional
series. Ouarterly meetings
comprise guest speakers,
business discussion, and a
question-and-answer forum.
Meeting times and locations
are announced in the
newsletter produced one
month prior to the meetings.
The membership fee is 510
a year. An exchange of
newsletters with other DEC
users groups is requested
for further organizational
prospects. Contact Tom
Deahl. Microdoc. 815 Car
penter Lane, Philadelphia,
PA 19119, (215) 848-4545 •

• CATCH CANADIAN PCS
The Saskatoon PC Users
Group (SPCUG) meets on
the second 1lJesday of each
month to hear speakers and
to discuss IBM PCs and
compatibles. Members bene
fit from a monthly newslet
ter, a public-domain soft
ware library, and a bulletin
board service at (306)
242-3134. Annual member
ship is 530 (Canadian). Con
tact the Saskatoon PC Users
Group, 65 Arts Building,
University of Saskatchewan,
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
S7N OWO, Canada.

Missouri. Rolla, MO 65401.
(314) 341-4560.

• TI PUBLIC DOMAIN AT
WORK-Owners, users, and
programmers of the TI
99/4A can market their own
software programs in a soft
ware newsletter, SPM,
devoted to expanding the
usefulness of Texas In
struments computers. Adver
tising is free for those peo
ple who subscribe for 518 a
year. For an information
package. send 52, which will
be deducted from the sub
scription fee. Contact R.
Clark, SPM, RD #4, Box
90-A. Bath, NY 14810

• DESKTOPPERS
ORGANIZE-The Hewlett
Packard Desktop Users
Group (for 9825, 9830,
9835-9845,9000 Series 200
and 500, or Series 80) is an

• NEWS AT HAND
The Pocket Computer Newsletter
contains reports on pocket
and notebook-size com
puters, including Sharp,
Radio Shack, Casio, Epson,
Hewlett-Packard, and others.
Products are presented in
hardware and software
reviews. The newsletter also
contains operating tips,
practical programs, and
technical information. For
details, write the Pocket Com
puter Newsletter, POB 232,
Seymour, Cf 06483.

WE SUPPORT THESE FINE SYSTEMS:
Apple. Complq, 18M. Ind mlny more.

MODEMS
HAYES 1200.. . .469.00
1200B. . . .3B9.00
300. . 199.00
Micromodem I Ie 219.00
ANCHOR Mark X. . 109.00
Mark XII 249.00
Volksmodem . . 59.00
NOVATION Smart Cat Plus CALL
Access 1·2·3 419.00
Apple Cat II.. . 239.00
J·Cat 99.00
PROMETHEUS Promodem 1200. ..329.00

APPLE PRODUCTS
MICRO SCI A2 drives. . 179.00
RANA ELITE ,. . .. 219.00
TEAC drive. . .lB9.00
APPLE Compatible drive 169.00
WESPER Interface. . . 69.00
8UFFEREO 16K 139.00
SYSTEMS SAVER Fan. . 69.00
MICROSOFT Premium I Ie 279.00
Softcard CPIM . . 229.00
Multiplan. . . 129.00

~a~fc ~~~~~tJ~iclnloshl . . .m:~
APRICORN Serial Card . 69.00
Z·80 Card. . 59.00
ASCII Express Professional. 89.00
MAXELL SIS. . 17.00
O/S. . .. 24.00
KOALA Touch Tablet. . . . 79.00
HAYES Mach III JoyStick. 39.00
THUNOERCLOCK 119.00
APPLEMOUSE II 129.00
VIOEX Ultraterm . . 179.00
80 COLUMN/64K Interfacel Ie only 99.00
BO COLUMN Card II + only. . 59.00

NEC 2030 . 659.00
2050 .. . 799.00
3530 .. .. 1229.00
3550. . . .. 1539.00
STAR MICRONICS Gemini lOX 259.00
Gemini 15X. .. 389.00
EPSON RX·BO FIT. . 329.00
FX·80 . . 349.00
FX·l00. . 649.00
LD1500.. .. 1299.00
OKIOATA 92A . . 389.00
93A 649.00
84A 949.00
PANASONIC 1091 . . CALL
TOSHIBA 1350'P . . 1399.00

MONITORS
AMOEX 300 129.00
300A 145.00
310A.. . 169.00
Color 1+ . .. 289.00
Color II . . 459.00
TAXAN Composite Amber 119.00
121/122. . 149.00
420 (RGB). . 439.00
415 (RGB) 489.00
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX·12 469.00
SR-12 625.00
MAX·12 lB9.00
ZENITH ZVM·122 Amber 95.00
ZVM·123 Green. . . 95.00
NEC 1201 Hi Res Green 115.00
1205 Hi Res Amber.. ..115.00
1206 Green 79.00
JC1215 Composite Color wlaudio 215.00
JC1216 Color RGB . ..329.00

SYSTEMS

TELEX 1550757/ ANSWER BACK - COMPUTERBNK UO

E Orders 0Dly

O til. SOO/332·BANC

COMPUTERBANC~
16783 Beach Blvd.,R~ Bach, CA 92647

714/841-6160

IBM PC
256K, Two 360KB Disk Drives, Color
Graphicsl Monochrome Graphics board,
Paraliel Printer Port, Monochrome Display
(Amber/Green), 005 2.1.
LIST PRICE $2950,00 - ONLY $2095.00
SUPER XT 10 Meg Upgrade $2795.00
IBM AT 11% OFF

IBM SOFTWARE
LOTUS 1-2·3 ..... . .. $2B9.00
LOTUS Symphony. . 425.00
MICROPRO Wordstar . . .. 249.00
ASCII Express For IBM. . 125.00
Wordstar Professional. . 359.00
Inlostar. . . 249.00
Multimate . . 269.00
MICROSOFT Word . . 229.00
Word WI Mouse .279.00
Multiplan. . 139.00
Project. . . 159.00
ASHTON TATE Friday. 179.00
dBASE II. . ... 280.00
dBASE III . .349.00
Framework. .359.00
LIFETREE SOFTWARE Volkswriter .119.00
Volkswriter Deluxe 169.00
FOX & GELLER Ouickcode . 139.00
dUIiI . . . 59.00
dGraph . . 149.00
MfCRORIM Rbase: 4000. . . .295.00
PFS Write. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .89.00
File. 89.00
Report. 89.00
Proof. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 79.00
Access . . . . . . . 79.00
ENERGRAPHICS . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .. 269.00

IBM HARDWARE
AST Six Pack Plus 64K 259.00
MegaPlus II . . 259.00
PC Net 1 Starter Kit. . .830.00
QUAORAM Ouadboard O·K. . ... 219.00
Duadcolor 1 or Microfazer 64K 205.00
Ouadlink. . ..... 479.00
MICROSCIENCE
10MB Winchester. .. . . 679.00
FRANKLIN TELECOM
10 Meg Harddisk 719.00
22 Meg Harddisk. . . CALL
Cartridge backup. . . . . . . . . .. . . .. CALL
HERCULES Mono Graphics. . . 329.00
Color Card. . . . .. . 199.00
ORCHID Turbo. . . CALL
PC Net Starter Kit . . . . . . . . . CALL
PLANTRONICS Colorplus . . 3B9.00
STB Rio plus 64K . . .249.00
Super Rio. . .259.00
Graphix + II NEW 309.00
AT Hardware. . CALL
TEAC 55B. . 124.00
55F. . 180.00
TANDON TM 100-2.. . .179.00

~~T(~G~~N2~~gwiTape .. .i:i;5A~
RAM 64K upgrade set 9. .35.00
MOUSE SYSTEMS Optical Mouse.... 189.00
ALSO - XCOMP, PERSYST, ORCHID.
TITAN AND OTHERS

PRINTERS
BROTHER HR-15. .. . 369.00
HR·25. . .619.00
HR·35. . .. 859.00
2024LO . . . .915.00
JUKI 6100 . .429.00
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When all else
f

Most diskettes are pretty good.
And some of the time that's good enough.
But next time you throwaway one that won't

format or you lose the cash flow analysis you've
been working on for weeks, make a mental note to
try a box of Dysan diskettes.

They're better.
So much better, in fact, that major computer

manufacturers put their names on our diskettes
and sell them as their own.

Without fear of failure.
You see, we make our diskettes better with

advanced manufacturing processes that our
competitors have yet to figure out.

And we test them.
Almost to the point of absurdity.
Dysan diskettes are inspected almost a hundred

times as they come down the line. They're tested
to performance levels way beyond industry
standards. And each one is certified to be 100
percent error free.

Then our corporate quality assurance fanatics
come along and check them all over again. For all

Dys.m is:it registered ~r.itdem2rk ofOYS2n Corporation. © 1984, Dys:m Corporation.

the same things. Plus some things only they
understand.

When we're done, you get exactly what you
wanted in the first place. Diskettes that will record
and retain all your data all the time.

We don't expect you to keep all that in your
mental note, but we would like you to remember
your last diskette failure.

And when your computer products dealer
offers you another box of pretty good diskettes,
tell him you're ready for something better.

Dysan.
Call toll free for the name of the Dysan dealer

nearest you. (800) 551-9000.
Dysan Corporation, 5201 Patrick Henry

Drive, P.o. Box 58053, Santa Clara, CA 95050,
(408) 988-3472.

Dysan·
Somebody has to be better

than everybody else.
Inquiry 132



."

You can create unbe
lievably clear graphics,
tOO. Because Pinwriter
printers produce an
amazing 240 x 240 dots
per inch in black and
white. Or in seven
crisp colors.

But that's not all.
You can print in 8
different type styles.
You can also feed forms
automatically. Because
NEC makes a wide
range of easy-to-use
forms handlers. Includ-

ing a cut sheet
/ guide, cut sheet

Pinwriter printers
come in standard
and wide carriage
models. Both come with
a forms tractor at no extra cost.

word.
processmg,

900 wpm for
correspondence and

memos, or 1800 wpm
for drafts and spread
sheets.

"

flLfPIli RITER
PRIIITERS CAN

"
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The reason most
people buy a dot
matrix printer is for
versatility.

And that's exactly
why you should buy
an NEC Pinwriter™
printer. Because a
Pinwriter lets you do
more than any other
dot matrix printer.
Pinwriters are
the final word
in versatility.
With a Pinwriter
you can print text in
3 different speeds
300 words per minute
(wpm) for important

"



,

D T ITRIX
SAYALL THIS.

I CAN PRINT PICA HIGH SPEED •

•, :: :::: ::::E::::::N::.:~lTY '~~':Io~:.r dealer for
OR ELITE CORRESPONDENCE QUALITY ~c>r all this ,,~rsCltilitJr

OR ELITE IIEaR LETTER QULITY c>th~r dc>t yc>u might ~xp~ct tc>
OR PROPORTIONALLY SPACED CORRESPONrENCE mCltrix pCly Cl bundl~ fc>r Cl
OR PROPORTIONALLY SPACBD NBAR LBTTER QUALITY print~rs, Pinwrit~r. Nc>t sc>.
OR CONDEIlSED th 'al P"

~y re sc> mwrlt~r pric~s Clre
OR ANY PROGRAMMABLE TYPBFACB much ~ClSi~r alsc> ~ClSY tc> hcm.dl~.

Pinwritersprintin 8 different typefaces at the touch ofa button. tc> us~. ~c>r mc>re infc>r-
f~~d~r cm.d Cl bidirec- Press Cl bUttC>ll cm.d ffiCltiC>ll, call 1-800-
tiC>llal trClctc>r. yc>u CClIl chClIlg~ typ~- 343-4419 (In MA call

And tc> mClk~ things fClC~S. Or sp~~ds. E"~ll 617-264-8635).
~"~ll ~ClSi~r, Pinwrit~r SPClCing
print~rs wc>rk with al- ClIld "The quick brown fox

mc>st ~"~ry PC. And pitch The quicker brown fo)(

almc>st ~"~ry pi~c~ c>f s~l~c- The '~IJickest tor'own fox

pc>pulClf Sc>ftWClre. tiC>ll. And thClt'S ThreeprintingspeedsCOlefa6yourneeds

All the controls at Cl r~fr~shing chClIlg~. And find c>ut why
your fingertips. Of cc>urs~, yc>u CClIl mc>r~ cm.d mc>r~ PC
Nc>t c>nly CClIl Pinwrit~rs dc> it through yc>ur sc>ft- c>wn~rs Clf~ SClying,
dc> much mc>re thClIl WClre, tc>c>. "NEe cm.d m~:'

With Pinwriter, you can
change spacing, type
pitch, and speed with
one finger.

NEe
MID
ME

NEe Information Systems, Inc.
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Department 1610
BoXborough, MA 01719

Pinwriter is a trademark of NEC Corp

Inquiry 258



Spell
Mailit
FILEDASE
PC File III
PO Disk

~•..... ''''.:.:''~'.''':-.~''.'..*"/( ..

~
';,;\<' ~'N'

.'_....

EpsanFJ(·80+- .. ~$180off
Epsan PJ(·8OFT . ~$100 off
Tolly Spirit 80 $254
Okidata92~ .. $125 off
Okidata93~.. $210aff
Okidata 84 .. . . . . . .. Call
Oataptaducts
8050 "loaded" $1344
Tolly 160L $589
Panasonic 1091 $298
Toshiba 1340 $707
Toshiba 1351 .•.•.. $1222

LETTER QUALITY
Juki 6100 $398
Juki 6300 $719
Silver Reed 400 $249
Silver Reed 500 $299
Silver Reed 550 $409
Silver Reed 770 $724
NEes . . . . . . . . . . . .. Call
Oaisywritet 2000 ..... $824

~244

~299

~589

Sketch
15 Gomes
WordSfar
(aIeS'ar
Easy Wrifer

MS-DOs 2.11
Color DASK
GW DASle
HAGEN-DOS
Qwikdisc
Dalemore

FREE SILVERWARE
Were rhis nor enough. each Fox comes with 'he besl free soffware bundle in the business

including:

If you didn't think your

$1397
could buy you this much computer, give us a call

and we'll rush you a brochure that will tell you how it can.

ColorFox .
PRINTERS

The Silver Fox has alwo: s run hundreds of programs originally wrinen for the IOM·pc. Now
Wifh its new comparible video board and GW Oasic if runs rhe mOst popular and powerful
software in microcomputing. including lotus 1 2.:3. dDAS£ II. Multiplan the PFS series and
even Flight Simulator. Yet you still get an incomparable combinalian of hardware and
soffwore at a price rhor invites comparison.

MORE HARDWARE
Each Silver Fox comes wiTh on 8088 CPU. 256K of RAM monochrome and color video

and a prlnrer pan all on a single board. Plus you gel more Ihon rwice The storage of a
standard Pc. 1.6 Megabytes on dual 5 1/4" floppys. and the Fox wilt read and wrile to all
popular PC formats.

Standard equipment also includes a berter keyboard. and a 12" high-resolution, green
monochrome monitor. wilh a full 25x80 column display. And although the Silver Fox doesn I
have "compatible" expansion slots you can odd serial ports. modems. planers. primers
joysticks, and 6087 co·processor. and/or a hard disk.

Decouse the Silver Fox is born on a tOlally aUTomaled line in Japan if is simply more
reliable than PC's that are assembled by hand. So we boclo. each Silver Fox with a one year
limited warranty. four rimes Ihe industry standard.

The Silver FOX™ Trots
Through Lotus like 1 ,2,3

$848

Z (602) 941-5856 B
Call 8-5 Mon.-Fri.

A.1 \_ We participaTe in arbitraTion for business and CUSfomers fhrough 'he Dener
Dusiness Dureau af Maricopa County.

SINCE 1980
TELEMARKETING ONLY: If you plan fa visiT please call first for on appointment.
Prices listed are for cosh and include a 3% discount. We sell on a Net 30 basis 10
FOrTune 1200campanies and universiTies. No C.O.O:s ar A.P.O:s. P.O:s odd 2%.
Visa. Mastercard odd 3%. Az. residenTs odd 6%. Ptices subjecT TO change.
praduCl subject to availability. Personal/company checks toke 3 weeks to clear.
All items listed are new with manufaClurers warranty. 0-20% restocking fee for
relurned merchandise. Shipping extra·praduCls are F.O.D. point of shipmenT.
Software is not warranTied for suiT'¥i:i1ity. RegisTered trademarks: Televidea·
Televidea Systems. Inc.: Silver Fox M. HAGEN-OOS-Scallsdale Systems. Ltd.:
Commuter-Visual Com uter Incar arored:·.

\ /
'&,/
-~-

/ I \

Scottsdale SystemSLtd.
617 N. Scottsdale Road, Suite D, Scottsdale, Arizona 85257

.~
Closeout

eSanyo1100's
Sonya MDC 1 tOO computers wilh two buih-in
J60k drives 12" green phospher monitor. 80
column/25 line display. plus over i2000 of
rhe beST-seiling Micropro software including
WordSlor. ColeSlar MoilMerge Spellslal
P.eportSlar. DalaSlor· CP/M and DASIC. 1'0101 a
souped up Commodore or a portable with
unknown software - but a powerful combino·
tion of hardware and software for business
use. while they lOST.

~1499

~715

TERMINALS

DIABLO LQ SALE

Diablo 630 API
Diablo 620

Ask obour our open access packoge

Ampex 210
w/ 14 emulations $434
Wyse 50 $499
Also greal prices on 01her Ampex and
Wyse terminals. as well as ADOS
Televideo. Qume. and Zenith.

PLOTTERS
HIOMP-29 $1795
HIOM~40 $745
HIOMP·41 $2340

MOOEMS
Passward $308
Prometheus $339

Compatible Drives
Teac Slimline

F054A (160K) $69
FD55D (360K) $139
FD55F (720K) . . . . $159

FOl mOnlh~ a (ampeliror has been selling Sonya 555·2'$ for a bH less rhon Scottsdale
Sysrems no more. Of course. we still include morE' free software like (1) Sketch. (2) 15 Games
(J) DalE-mote (4) Diognosrics and Uriti'ies. (5) P.e. fiter and (6) I.!I. ManogeL And now we hove
Ihe besl pnce for the 555-2. as welt as rhe other models.

Plus If you meorlon this ad when you buy your Sonya from xonsdale you can buy an RS·232
pan 01 an extra 128K of RAM 01 rhe somt> rime for a mere S69.

To paraphrose Doger I' you don"' buy your Sonya from xOlTsdole .sy..,ems you'll regre' if:

;Tloybe nor lodoy maybe nOI lomorrow but soon cnd for the fest of yOUf life

f)Sanyo 555-2'5
Now 51 Dollars Less

Columbia's
If you're looking for maXImum compolibility.
minimum pricE'S. norianwide !>ervice. you
should consider buying a Columbia from
ScofUdale Sysrem!>. Each sy!>tem comes
with MS· DOS 2.1 Oasica 2.0. Perfect Writel
Calc Speller. Filer Fosl Graphs. Home
Accountant Plus Space Commanders A11
TUfarials and T.I.M.IV dOlO bose manager.
We have The besl prices on all Columbia!>
Including the new 1600·1V Plus or VP Plus
WIth 256K. keyboard. and "ideo cord for'
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UNIX PRIMER PLUS

UNIX PRIMER PLUS
The Waite Group
Howard W. Sams & Co.
Indianapolis. IN: 1983
414 pages. $19.95

THE BUSINESS GUIDE
1D THE UNIX SYSTEM
Jean L. Yates and
Sandra Emerson
Addison-Wesley
Reading. MA: 1984
474 pages, $19.95

UNDERSTANDING UNIX:
A CONCEPTUAL GUIDE
Paul Weinberg and
James R. Groff
Que Corporation
Indianapolis. IN: 1983
240 pages. $17.95

Reviewed by
Irene Pasternack

...\ ""'"

j-.- ~, -,"-(i-r-~Jf.:_' ~ -:-;:-> ' A PRACfICAL GUIDE 1D
,'" f.~\\'\ >. ,-;--- ~ / I J,(( ~'[; ~:>, ITHE UNIX SYSTEM

.• :: ii, ~). ~-·1nhz ~ ~ .J,' Mark G. Sobell

l----O'Y '\ __ ~V"'~ ,-~:~ \. ~ I~/ 0j{ Benjamin-Cummings
~ ~~"',- ~ // ,. .•..,. \-\ ./ i? XI Menlo Park. CA: 1984
-:--:-:-7 n-..Af1 ~ .J~L _--T !.f \"\ 't~\~~ 428 pages. $21.95

I'~' ',.V ,~. ,)I./{.-)}J'c9 t _ :~/· . ... . "I THE UNIX PROGRAM
.Lirv

r V' '_ --([/~ /) .--;r/ "c, jr. MING ENVIRONMENT

I~
' .: -.:./ r';;\~!"~t:' /~~ J' >-----'--------0 Brian W. Kern.ighan

~ - \ I < v· , and Robert Pike
". ~N-,,~ \\~/'\ ~?'''''''L Prentice-Hall

l-~\\' ~\,' ~F§' II. - - ..--/ Englewood Cliffs. NJ: 1984..~/,...- ~"': ~"".o; "'-:....~ 357 pages. $19.95

\\" / \ / . .~ "';' I 351 pages. $16.95

~",~ \ \ ,~~)~,! ." I\: \V .'/ ./i-tt;; /f--._ -'- -----1/ ,.

UNIX books fall into two I \~'{~;/;;<;(."//"~__ \<~:~;~, .._~ .:1"'.1 mands discussed in the

basic categories: concep'

l
'1\1'\/£ "-~?;/~\'/<'V./ .~~\.~~!··~r;-.7f.~< chapter. The authors offer

tual guides and texts N _~. - friendly reassurances that

:~:;~dut~I~~~~t~~~~~ .', / \ .f- v"" .I '\~:.;<" .c_ -'~l ~~~I~~~~~h~r~t;~r0~~~:X
review covers one concep- _ -- - - -- --- - commands.
tual guide and five books The book is designed for
designed to walk you through UNIX. The tutorials cover users of Berkeley UNIX. It is also useful to people using
every level. from computer novice to experienced pro· ports. such as UNIPLUS and XENIX. that have some of
grammer and UNIX user. I've reviewed the books in rough the Berkeley enhancements. \=ommands unique to
order of level of difficulty. with the most introductory first Berkeley UNIX are marked as such. so a System III or V
and the ones designed for programmers last. user could use most of the book. This introductory text

is not comprehensive: it covers less than a third of the
commands available to the regular UNIX user. This is a
real advantage in a beginning-level tutorial; the reader can
actually use 50 to 60 commands when he is through. Each
command is presented from the perspective of why the
user would want to use the command. The authors take
nothing for granted, yet they are not condescending.

While reading the book. I had the feeling that a naive
user had studied it early in the manuscript stage and had
marked all the places that seemed confusing: the authors

(continued)

UNIX Primer Plus. produced by the Waite Group. is a
delightful introduction for new computer users.

hobbyists. or anyone who wants to enjoy the process of
learning UNIX. It is funny, informal. accurate. and a
pleasure to read. The illustrations are excellent. and car·
toons are used to make important points. Each chapter
ends with review questions and exercises to do at a ter
minal; these exercises give you a chance to tryout com-

ILLUSTRATED BY MACIEK ALBRECHT MARCH 1985 • BYTE 65



TERMS: Add $3.00 pOltag•. We pay balance. Ord.rs und.r $15 add 75e handling. No
C.O.D. We accept Vila and MasterCard. Texas Res. add 5-1/8% Tax. Foreign order.
(except Canada) add 20% P & H. Orders over $50 add 85¢: for InIuranee.

BOOK REVIEWS

THE BUSINESS GUIDE TO THE UNIX SYSTEM

then added phrases like "This may seem strange, but.
The book is very reassuring.

This primer includes quick references for vi and UNIX.
Both references include only simple commands, but they
are quite useful while working through the exercises in
the book. My one problem with the UNIX command ref
erence card is that it does not distinguish commands
unique to Berkeley UNIX, making it frustrating to use on
a Bell Laboratories UNIX system.

The text begins with a clear description of what UNIX
can do, including electronic-office applications and pro
grammer's tools. The description of an operating system
and discussion about why UNIX is such a pleasant one
to use is full of analogies that make it easy to comprehend

The authors cover electronic mail. files and directories.
editing. manipulating files, languages, file management.
adjusting the environment. (-shell. and information pro
cessing The tutorial is for beginners, but some of the more
difficult (and powerful) commands, such as grep and awk,
are covered.

I have handed this book to many users of our system
at work as they began to play with UNIX, and they all have
found it a delightful learning tool.

!ean L. Yates and Sandra Emerson have written Tl1e Busi
ness Guide to tl1e UNIX System for the businessperson: they

ave not tried to satisfy the endless curiosity of the pro
grammer. They preface each lesson by telling you how
many minutes it will take to complete The goal is not the
creative use of UNIX but efficient use in the business
environment.

The book begins with a section on terminology and
avoiding problems, leading to actual use of a system. The
authors do not assume any familiarity with computers: for
example, they stress that turning off your terminal does
not log you out. Lessons are grouped by function, such
as "Reviving a Stalled Terminal."

Tl1e Business Guide is entirely practical. Yates and Emer
son provide step-by-step guides to using the utilities. The
priorities of business use are reflected half of the book
describes text processing and communications utilities.
No application packages are described. This book is an
introduction to using UNIX utilities for business tasks: it
is not a guide to business applications

The one chapter that makes this book essential for a
business user is entitled "System Management and Main
tenance:' No other introductory book covers the role of
the system manager, and in small business settings. the
person in that role is not likely to be a computer or UNIX
expert. The chapter is organized by task, beginning with
what the system manager does and who does system man
agement. Yates and Emerson clearly explain the tasks of
adding new users. shutting down the system, maintaining
security, and making backups

BLANK PCB WITH 2716
CHAR. ROM, 2732 MON. ROM

SOURCE DISKETTE· ADD S10

SET OF 2 CRYSTALS - ADD $7.50

$9995 (COMPLETE KIT,
# ZRT-80 2K VIDEO RAM)

WITH 81N.
SOURCE DISK!

(CP/M COMPATIBLE)

64K S100 STATIC RAM
$159~~

NEW!

Digital Research Computers
P.O. BOX 461565 • GARLAND, TEXAS 75046 • (214) 225-2309

Call or write for a free catalog on Z-80 or 6809 Single Board
Computers, 55-50 BoardS, and otner 5-100 proaucts.

BLANK PC BOARD
WITH DOCUMENTATION

'--_---:::;;$4=9.9=5__-' FEATURES: PRICE CUT!
SUPPORT IC, + CAPS • Utel n.w 2K x 8 (TMM 2016 or HM 6116) RAMI.

$17.50 • ~~I~~.I~~~:.ortl IEEE 696 24 BIT Ext.nd.d

FULL SOCKET SET • 64K drawl only approxlmat.ly 500 MA.

$14.50 • ?~MNi01R6~~: I~:~ ::a1nO~a~dsvg:~g'~R~~~·~

FULLY SUPPORTS THE • ~~~~g:i:L~~AAT~~~~) (BOTH LOWER 32K
NEW IEEE 696 S100 AND ENTIRE BOARD).

STANDARD • 2716 EPROMI may b. inltall.d In any 01 top 48K.

(AS PROPOSED) • :;ydf:a~~:dIOt~8:rJ~~~0~n~~~1At~O~~~I;:'a~:
FOR 56K KIT $145 ~~:k ~~~~ir~~.~~~:~c" with your IYltam monitor,

ASSEMBLED AND • ~~~~~I~a~mC~~::I~:·:""t~I;~~~~~~a~dAM and
TESTED ADD S50 • BOARD may b. partlalty populated .. 56K.

LOW POWER!

150 NS ADD $10

;.:
I-

::i! BLANK PCB
a:: (WITH CP/M' 2.2
a:: PATCHES AND INSTALL
~ PROGRAM ON DISKETTE)

C $6995
w
I- (8203-1 INTEL $29.95) #LS-100 (FULL 256K KIT)

:iii I-------------------------i::::;
~ THE NEW ZRT-80

~ A LOW c~~1o!~E~Ml~~o~R~£~~RtEEDSAN
a:: ASCII KEYBOARD, POWER SUPPL Y, AND VIDEO MONITOR TO MAKE A
:> COMPLETE CRT TERMINAL. USE AS A COMPUTER CONSOLE, OR
o WITH A MODEM FOR USE WITH ANY OF THE PHONE-LINE COMPUTER
... SERVICES.
o FEATURES:
(/) * Uses a Z80A and 6845 CRT
::E Controller tor powerful videoffi capabilities.
~ 1t R';;232 at 16 BAUD Rates from 75
W '019,200.
:I: 1t 24 x 80 standard format (60 Hz).
~ 1t Optional tormats from 24 x 80
o (50 Hz) to 64 lines x 96 characters
I- (60 Hz).
~ * Higher density formats require up to

frl • ~::sd~l~n~~~K8~:06~lt~A:'~~
~ Gen. and USART combo IC.= 1t 3 Terminal Emulation Modes which
=» are Dip Switch selectable. These
l/) Include the LSI-ADM3A, the Heath
(/) H-19, and the Beehive.
~ 1t Composite or Split Video.
-< 1t Any polarity at video or sync.
(/) 1t Inverse Video Capability.
..J 1t Small Size: 6.5 x 9 Inches.

~ : ~~P:~~~~:c~~~;;:t~~~h descenders.

* Requires Par. ASCII keyboard.

256K S-100 SOLID STATE DISK SIMULATOR!.
.-: WE CALL THIS BOARD THE "LlGHT-SPEED-l00" BECAUSE IT OFFERS
::l AN ASTOUNDING INCREASE IN YOUR COMPUTER'S PERFORMANCE
:> WHEN COMPARED TO A MECHANICAL FLOPPY DISK DRIVE.
~ FEATURE~
a:: PRICE CUT! • ~5~:':;board, using + 5V 64K

Z ... Uses new Intel 8203-1 LSI Memory
o "'" Controller.
~ ,'" Requires only 4 Dip Switch

~ : ~~~~~~L~~~~~Cf:~;~~~~ ~:Cr~l~es
u together for 2 Meg. of On Line Solid

~ .... ~~~~~s~~~~ ~~~':~t~~ry back-up.
a: 11" Software to mate the LS-100 to your
... CP/M' 2.2 DOS is supplied.

... The lS·100 provides an increase in
speed of up to 7 to 10 times on Disk
Intensive Software.

.. Compare our price! You could pay
up 10 3 limes as much tor similar
boards.
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BAS:rC

1

1051 Clinton St.
Buffalo, N.Y.
14206

There's something in it tor everyone.

300 Congress Street, Boston, MA 02210

TheComputerMuseum
B 0 s TON

BASIC
Structured Programming in

The Computer Museum is a lot more than a collection of
the most famous machines in the history of information
processing, it's also a lot of fun,

For more information, or to become a Museum Member,
write The Computer Museum, or call (617) 423-6758.

ByDr.J.A.Smithand R.A.Dragushan

• self Study Course in Computer SCience
• 36 Lectures on Audio Cassettes
• For IBM PC and Compatibles
• Full Course Descrip!iion in Free Brochure
• Dealer Inquiries Welcome.

~
Waterloo Distance Education Inc.
279 Weber St. N., Unit 17
Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
N2J3H8
(519) 884-4340(continued)

BOOK REVIEWS

My one complaint to the authors is about their use of
commands from different versions of UNIX without ade
quate explanation. For example, more, a command that
displays the contents of a file in chunks, a full screen at
a time, is taught early in the hands-on section. A Berkeley
enhancement. more is not available on all systems. The
writers don't mention that this and other commands might
not be on the system the reader is using.

The appendixes reflect the introductory nature of the
book. They include a glossary of computer terms and an
incomplete directory of vendors and training companies.
As there is no command summary, it would be useful to
have a manual or pocket reference handy while working
through the exercises.

I have recommended The Business Guide to several clients.
They have all been quite satisfied with its practical and
thorough tutorial approach. I would suggest using this
book in conjunction with a manual or one of the more
comprehensive introductions.

UNDERSTANDING UNIX: A CONCEPTUAL GUIDE

A clear guide to the capabilities of UNIX and its place
in the larger picture of computers, Understanding UNIX

is not a tutorial. and it is not designed to be read while
you are using a terminal. The writers, Paul Weinberg and
James R. Groff, make no assumptions that readers know
anything about UNIX, but they apparently expect readers
to have some understanding of computer terminology.
They provide the technical and marketing perspective
useful to someone wanting an overview.

I recently taught a class called "UNIX for Managers:' and
I wish I had had this book to hand out. Unlike Kaare Chris
tian's The UNIX Operating System (New York: John Wiley and
Sons, 1983; see the review in the July 1984 BYTE, page
82). Understanding UNIX is designed for the business user.

In all their examples, Weinberg and Groff use business
related files and include excellent presentations of turnkey
processing and office support. Each chapter begins with
a one-page summary, making it feasible for the reader to
skim and pick out only what is relevant. Sections for more
advanced readers are marked as such. Examples and com
mands are taken from System V UNIX, and the descrip
tions of some new features, such as shared memory and
semaphores, are excellent.

The authors begin with the typical coverage of perspec
tive, structural overview, file system, and the shell. In the
next chapter they cover the functions and commands of
multiuser operation. Chapter 7 presents the only infor
mation on turnkey processing with UNIX I have seen. For
a prospective business user, or an applications program
mer unfamiliar with UNIX, this section explains the strong
and weak points of UNIX, including process management.
file sharing and locking, memory management. and
building a turnkey application.
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WIRED?

APPLE TURNOYER™
A "wireless file transfe(' package for the IBM PC' to Apple II and
bock, and bock again Apple turnover is a firmware board which
fits into any slot in the IBM PC' or compatible, and softwore
running under MS·DOS·. No modems, no serial links, no hassles,
no problems. APPLE TURNOVER'" will format Apple CP/M' and
Apple DOS 3.3 disks. Leave your IBM and Apple computers where
they are. Simply bring your Apple disk to work and transfer your file
to on MS·DOS disk. Allows for minor modifications to text and data
files. It's a simple, inexpensive, fast high performance alternative
to complicated serial links and mocems.

XENO.COPY PLUS™
A "wireless file transfe(' software program for your IBM PC and most
PC loak·a-likes. XENO·COPV PLUS'· copies files between IBM·PC'"
and many CP/M'" and foreign MS·DOS'" disk formats. An uncom·
plicated and inexpensive way to transfer text and data files.
XENO·COPV PLUS'" allows you to format, copy from and write to
nearly eighty different formats. Also, allows for minor modifications
to text and data files. XENO·COPY PLUS'· can be upgraded to
XENO·DISK'· for the price difference.

XENO·DISK™
The high performance model of XENO·COPY PLUS'·. XENO·DISK'·
formats, writes to, and copies from over 100 different disk formats
including 40 and 80 track 5W disks. XENO·DISK'· supports the use
of several 8" disk formats. XENO·DISK'· contains a powerful table
driven text translator, "Text·Tran." For low volume disk procuction,
XENO·DISK'· includes a track·by·track disk duplicator (which is
foster than file by file duplication). Gives you the option to input
disk format parameters which allows you to utilize uncommon
disk formats. XENO·DISK'· includes a back·up disk and one free
update.

80Mate™
A CP/M' 80 emulator for MS·DOS" computers. After programs
have been transferred onto PC/MS DOS' disks with XENO·COPV
PLUS'·, XENO·DISK'·, or APPLE TURNOVER'·, 80Mate'· iets you
simulate most CP/M" 80 systems on your MS·DOS • computer.
includes all internal CP/M" commands and many available
functions. 80Mate'· inciudesa terminal emulator for 7 predefined
terminals including APPLE CP/M"! You can also input parameters
for other terminals that need to be emulated, without additional
Apple hardware....................._.....

APPLE TURNOVER. XENO·COPV PlUS XENO-DlSK. 80Male ore regiSTered IrOdemQlks olVertex Syslems.lncOfporOled 
IBM PC & PC-DOS 1$ 0 f6gISI6fed !/Cdemark ollnlemallonol BUSiness Machines COIPOfClion.• APPLE Iso registered
trademark of Apple Comput9ls Inc _ MS-DOS Is a regiSI8fed trodemark at Microsoft Corporotion • CP/M is a registered

trademark of Digital Research Incorporaled

BOOK REVIEWS

File-processing utilities are well organized by function:
clear pictures illustrate the concepts of processing tabular
data. In the section on text processing, Weinberg and Groff
introduce the capabilities of various utilities and editors,
providing short examples of the commands necessary in
each one to produce reasonable output.

A chapter on software development includes sections
on the capabilities of the C language, the tool approach,
libraries, the Source Code Control System, and cross
development. The book explains communications facilities
of System V

Parts of this book will rapidly become dated. The sec
tion on the future of UNIX is amazingly up to date-about
as current as the major magazine articles. Projections
about AT&T's ability to become an effective computer
distributor and supporter and IBM's UNIX plans should
turn into clear reality in the next year or two.

My one frustration with this book is the authors' failure
to clearly explain that the utilities they cover are from
U IX System V Someone not knOWing U IX would ex
pect all versions to have the commands they explain, and
many are new to System V Though the various versions
are explained in the first chapter, the commands should
have been marked, and the differences between the ver
sions should have been made clear.

If your goal is to understand UNIX, and you either don't
have a system or don't want to learn the details, I would
recommend UnderstandinlJ UNIX over all the tutorials. It is
well written and comprehensive, and it provides a needed
perspective.

A PRACTICAL GUIDE TO THE UNIX SYSTEM

M ark G Sobell's A Practical Guide to the UNIX System
is a book for newcomers to UNIX. It helps to have

had some exposure to computers, and for several chapters
some familiarity with the tasks of programming is useful.
Sobell does not take much for granted here he devotes
a whole page to the concepts of filled and justified lines
in word processing. To go in 428 pages from this level
through programming the Bourne shell and using the com
plex variable arrays possible in C-shell is a challenge the
author meets well.

Sobell presents concepts and utilities in a logical order
that matches the likely questions of a newcomer to U IX.
Concepts are nicely illustrated, and there are a lot of charts
in this book. Sobell provides enough of the "why" for each
topic so that the "how" makes sense.

A Practical Guide begins with a short overview of U IX
system features that stresses the "whys" from the user's
point of view. Sobell next presents ed so that the user
can create files to work with. He discusses file structures
and the shell as command interpreter and covers word
processing with vi and nroff, the visual editor and text for
matter. The chapter on vi is comprehensive and clear. His

(continued)
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NEVADA

COBOLTM
DISKETTE & MANUAL

$29.95Nevada COBOL, based upon the
ANSI·74 standards, has all the
popular features. Powerful level 2
features Include: compound conditionals and full CALL CANCEL
This software package includes a diskette, 165·page manual, plenty
of examples and 16 complete COBOL source code programa.

NEVADA

PASCAL
DISKETTE & MANUAL

NEVADA

BASICT.
DISKETTE & MANUAL

NEVADA

FORTRANTM
DISKETTE & MANUAL

$29.95Nevada FORTRAN Is based upon
the ANSI-66 standards
(FORTRAN IV) with some
1977 level features. Advanced features Include: IF .•. THEN ... ELSE
statement; COPY (Include); CHAINing with COMMON; and TRACE
debugging. Package Includes a diskette, 214-page manual and 5
sample programs. Included also Is an 8080 assembler. Requirea 48K
RAM.

r

With the bullt·ln, full·screen l $29 95
text editor, you can easily •
develOP. programs for 1110 the cost ~
of a comparable BASIC Interpreter. What's more, Nevada BASIC has
full Matrix operations, Single- and Multl-Lins functions, and BCD
math (no round-off errors). You get a diskette and a 22O-page manual.
Requires 48K RAM.

l$29.95~

r NEVADA

PILOT.
DISKETTE & MANUAL

Advanced features Include:
14-0lglt precision; BCD math (no
round-off errors); Floating point
+63 .e4; TRACE debugging; Arrays up to 8 dimensions; 64K strings;
External procedures; and Dynamic Module loading. You get a
diskette and a 184.page manual. Requires 60K RAM and one disk
drive with at least 90K storage.

NEVADA

EDITM
DISKETTE & MANUAL

Nevada PILOT, written by Prof. l $29 95
John Starkweather, the language's • ~

creator, meets and exceeds all
PILOT-73 standards. See the review In January 1963 MICROCOMpu·
TING. This package Includes a diskette, 131-page manual, and 10
useful sample programs.

WHY WAIT? ORDER YOURS TODAYI
Satisfaction guaranteed-or your money back. If for any reaeon
you're not completely satisfied, just return the package-In good
condition-with the sealed diskette unopaned, within 15 days and
we'll refund your money.

Checks must be In U.S. Dollars
and drawn on a U.S. Bank.

California deliveries add 6% or
6.5% sales tax.

SHIPptNG AND HANDLING FEES: Add $4.00 for the first package or
manual and $2.00 each addltlonsl. OVERSEAS: Add $15.00 for the
first package or manual and $5.00 each additional. COD's: Add
$4.00.

o Kaypro Double Density (NCR)
o Mlcropolls Mod II
o NECPC8001
o North Star Double DensIty
o North Slar Single Density
o Osborne Single Density
o Ssnyo 1000, 1050
o Superbraln DD DOS 3.x

(512 byte sec)
o Televldeo
o TRS-80 Model 1(Base 0 Mappei')
o Xerox 620 Single Density

Nevada EDIT, a full-screen, l $29 95
vldeo-dlsplay text editor, Is • ~

designed specifically for computer
program text preparation. Nevada EDIT is completely ueer-change
able, can be configured to almost any terminal and takes up only
12K of disk space. This package Includes a diskette and 58-page
manual.
ALSO AVAILABLE:* EXTRA MANUALS $14.86* COBOL Application Packages, Book 1 $ 9.86
* BIG PRINT-Diskette $19.86
The CP/M Operating System, an 8060, 8085, or Z-80 (8-8It) micropro
cessor, and 32K RAM are required, unless otherwise stated above.

WHEN YOU ORDER, PLEASE SPECIFYONE OF THE
FOLLOWING DISKETTE FORMATS:
o 8" essD (Standard CP/M IBM 3740)
5V. " Diskettes for:
o AccesslActrlx
o AppleCP/M
o DECVT180
o DEC Rainbow
o EpsonQX·10
o Heath Hard sector (Z-89)
o Heath Soft sector

(Z-90, Z·100)
o IBM·PC (Raqulres Z-80,

Baby Blue II Card)

.~
(415) 753-G186
ELLIS COMPUTING, INC.
3817 Noriega SlrHt
SIIn Franclaco, CA 84122

WE WELCOME C.O.Do's

EI I IS COMPUT1NG T.
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MICIO COMPUTEI DIVISION
55722 SANTA FE TRAIL

Yucca Volley, Co. 92284

1I~liiealll andl hnl~111
Iystems

• Appointment Scheduling
• Private Patient Billing
• Third Party Claim Form Preparation
• Medical Diagnostic Records
• Word Processing
• Continuous Financial History

description of operators and the objects they act on is
the clearest of any presentation of vi I have read

The level of difficulty of the book takes a jump with a
chapter on programming with the Bourne shell. Since I
had not played much with the Bourne shell, I decided to
learn it from this book.

I was frustrated. I typed in the example from the book
once I remembered I was in (-shell and it was a Bourne
shell script. it worked. Rather than teach through
stimulating experimentation, the book presents informa
tion. There are no exercises. I prefer a book that guides
me in a little deeper and intrigues me with possibilities

I was also disappointed a few times with oversimplifica
tion that led to inaccuracy For example, while trying to
make the point that the editor accepts one sort of com
mand and the shell another, Sobell says, "You cannot run
other UNIX programs, such as passwd, while you are run
ning the editor" This is false. One of the greatest strengths
of the editors ed, vi, emacs, and ex is that it is so easy
to run UNIX commands without leaVing the editor The
point Sobell tries to make is an important one new com
puter users often have trouble understanding where they
are-shell. editor, or application-but it's misleading to
stress that UNIX commands can't work from the editor

The strengths of Sobell's A Practical Guide are its coverage
of both Bell and Berkeley UNIX, the range of topics
covered, the clear explanations, and the appendixes. His
is the only one of the introductory books useful as both
a tutorial and a reference. It will not be quickly outgrown.

Learning UNIX is a challenge, The manuals that come with
each system provide some information on each command,
but they provide little on how everything fits together and
less on how to extend the commands into your own per
sonal toolkit. 1Wo books now available, Stephen R.
Bourne's The UNIX System and Brian W Kernighan and
Robert Pike's The UNIX Programming Environment, fill these
gaps for people who know something about the (
language, computers, and UNIX.

Both books were written by original authors of Bell
Laboratories UNIX. They cover Version 7, System III. and
System V rather than the Berkeley flavors of UNIX. Neither
book says very much about applications Both are directed
at the person who really wants to use the tools built into
UNIX. I would not give either book to a complete new
comer to UNIX or to someone who likes his hand held
as he learns.

The books cover basically the same topics: fundamen
tals, file system, the shell. utilities, editing, C. system pro
gramming, document preparation, and data manipulation
Bourne's book features better appendixes listing all the
commands discussed (with options), system calls, (
subroutines, ed, vi, sh, troff, and editing macros

The approaches are different. Bourne presents the
material like he's writing a manual-comprehensive and

(continued)

Check in advance. Add 3% lorVISAlMC. No Returns.
Shipping & Handling charges will be added to each order.

For complete lechnicailiterature send $,. to:
P.O. Box 689 PHONE ORDERS ONLY:
Pulnam, CT 06260 203-928-3654

*CASH PRICEONLV*

MACTM _TM
~~D-:' .-®

No Lower Price Anywhere
We have the lowest prices for eSanyo

Greywolf MARKETING 203.928.3654 PHO~~~~DERS

Included with Each Computer
WORDSTAR MAILMERGE SPELLSTAR CALCSTAR INFOSTAR BASIC

NEW Computers with Full Sanyo Warranty
1 Year on Mother Board - 90 Days on All Other Parts

SECOND DISC DRIVE: $16600
~-.I

MBC1200
8-Bit Integrated Computer with
High-Resolution Display
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introducing the world's first
autonomous personal robot . ..

'0' ~•• i',..'
l:JCIIIIIII

THE SECOND WAVE

HARDWARE

PROPULSION
4-Wheel Drive, Two DC Motors
Three 12-Volt, 6.5 Amp-Hour Batteries

To Remote
Communications _
Computer

USER INTERFACES
Function Keys
40 x 8 LCD Display
Tape or Disk Drive
Position
Keyboard
(Detachable Cord
or Cordless)
Joystick

NAVIGATION
Head Sonars (3)
Door Edge Detect

\'1I.....----Room Beacon Detect
Motion Detect

Head Rotates 359'

Sonar Control
Head Stepper Control
Signal Conditionin\l
(Voice, Sound, Motion,
Temperature, Smoke,
Barometer, Batteries)

COMPUTERS
Propulsion
Voice 1/0 and Sound
Main
(All CMOS·65C02s
92K ROM, 74K RAM)

Your new robot will find its way around your home
and office, perform preassigned tasks, charge its own
batteries, talk to you and obey your spoken commands.

This remarkable life-sized robot is controlled by
three on-board computers, an unprecedented 92K
bytes of built-in software and a sophisticated array of
electronic sensors all integrated together to give it life
imitating artificial intelligence.

You'll know the moment you power up GEMINI
that you have a real robot. One that performs a self
check of its hardware while verbally and visually
informing you of the results. One that will keep itself
alive while always monitoring its multiple inputs for
your commands.

Ready made, easy-to-use software will allow you
to demonstrate most functions of the robot with single
keystrokes. Missions for the robot to accomplish at
future times can be asigned by anyone. No program
ming experience required. Important missions, too,
such as periodic reminders, wake-up callst_storytelling
for the kids, remote control of appliances and more.

An enhanced floating-point BASIC language will
give you complete control of the robot. Commands
like SPEAK, GOHOME, MOVETO, RANGE, etc., pro
vide you with a means to develop complex programs,
fast. Machine language level programs provide you
with many debugging tools that you would expect to
find on a real robot.

A high-level voice command language provides
voice access for up to three users. And the voice I/O
and sound computer can store up to 256 words or
phrases, and dynamically update these as you con
verse with the robot. Highly accurate text-to-speech
software and music programs with vocals are built-in.

GEMINI is ready for you now. Buy assembled or in
modular, learn-as-you-go form. Either way, don't miss
out on the chance to participate in the exciting new
world of machine intelligence.

arc:tec:fsysterns"
(301) 730-1237

Inquiry 32

ARCTEC SYSTEMSTM is a member of the ARCTEC GROUP, INC.,
United States and Canada.

See us at the WCCF Booth 935

r·····-·----·---------·----··--------···········~o Please send details on GEMINI.
o Please send dealer information.
o Interested in Club Demonstration

Mail to: ARCTEC SYSTEMS, INC.
9104 Red Branch Road
Columbia, MD 21045

Name _

Address _

City _

State Zip _
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•cros.

Micro Mart has stores across the East, call for the location nearest you.

When you can't stop by your local Micro Mart Store, call us direct.
ORDERS ONLY

1·800·241·8149

Accounting
SORCIM/IUS Complete line including windows._

BPI ACCOUNTING Complete line. _
Spreadsheets & Integrated Packages

ASHTON-TATE Framework. $345
LOTUS Symphony and Lotus._---,-__

MICROSOFT MultiPlan, w/templates._
MDBSKnowledgeMan.-:-:-_::-:-__

SORCIM SuperCalc 3, Verso 2.0__
SPI Open Acces:s. ----::-c::-::-c-:--

Enhancements & Utilities
SOFTCRAFT Fancy Font.__

FOX & GELLER Complete line
of enhancements for dBase II,

Ill&Rbase4000.
NORTON Utilities.__$65

ROSESOFT ProKey
3.0. $89

MAYNARD Complete line. _

Graphic Cards
STB Graphics Plus II, color & mono, w/par. port
& software. $369
HERCULES Mono & color graphics cards support
Lotus .-=-= ...,..-,..---,----=-:-:.,,--,....-.,......,.-
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus +, HiRes color bd.,
par. port w/software ..~ =-_...,..--=-__
TECMAR Graphics Master, HiRes color & mono
supports Lotus. $459
QUADRAM QUADCOLOR 1&11, color cards._
PARADISE SYSTEM Multi-display or Modular
Graphics Cards, color & mono, par.
port. Starting @ $299

Software

TANDON TM 100-2, DD/DS, 360K.__$169
1/2 HEIGHT DISK DRIVES From SHUGART,
TEAC. PC, XT & AT compatible. $119

Hard Discs

Dot Matrix
EPSON FX801100.__
EPSON RX801100.__
EPSON LQI500. _
EPSON JX80,colorprinrer..
OKIDATA 92 & 93, ML84,
(200 cps.), w/opt. IBM
PROMS, Pacemark 2410,
(350 cps) .----::c:-:-:-=-==

TOSHffiA P-1351 & 1340. $1295/$799
DATAPRODUCTS
P Series 8050 Color, &
8070, 132 col., 200
cps.-=-cc===--=-:::-=-=-
STAR MICRONICS
Complete line. _
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
855. $729
NEC Pinwriters, P2 & P3, 180
cps._--:-...,..-,.--_,....---:-...,..-,...-
DIABLOC-SeriesC-150. Color
ink jet, IBM color compatible.__

Letter Quality
NEC Spin writers 2050, 3550, 8850._
DIABLO 630/630ECS. CALL
C-ITOH Starwriter, (40 cps), Printmaster,
(55 cps). $899/$1299
We carry a full range of form handling options.

Floppy Disk Drives

Micro Mart carries all the major brands.
If you don't see it-ask for it.
PEACHTREE PERIPHERALS
P-lO, 20&50, auto boot, into &
ext. Start @ $795
SYSGEN 10&20Meg
w/streamer tape ..$2195/$2795
SYSGEN Image & Quickfile,
streamer tape back-up for
your IBM XT & AT.__
BERNOULLI
TECHNOLOGY Hard Disc
Subsystems. $2795
MAYNARD Complete
line of hard disc
subsystems. _

Chips
INTEL 8087 High speed
coproc. $139
64K RAMCHIPS._$29/64K
256K RAMCHIPS.---==----:
Multifunction Boards
We have a complete line of multifunction
boards compatible with the Portable, AT, XT,
&Jr.
SIX PAK 64-384K, multifunc.;:-;:- •
MEGAPLUS 64-512K, max. 8 func. ..
1/0 PLUSSer., Clk., Splr., Ramdisk, opt. 2nd
Ser., Par. & Game.-=-=-=--=-=--:-:-:7"::::- _
QUADRAM QUADBOARD, 64-384K,
multifunc. $259
TECMAR CAPTAIN, o-384K, multifunc._$l99
TALLTREEJ-RAM II, 0-512K, w/software.__
TALLTREEJ-RAM IIX, 0-512K,
w/software. $129
MICROLOG BABY BLUE II, 64-256K, Z80
coproC., + software._-,-...,..-...,..-_,.-------=-=-_
ORCHID PC Blossom, 64-384K, w/opt. PCnet
Piggy-Back. $259

I

'I 111111

1

111111111

, . ''''''''''''''',",,,,,,,,,

AT&T Personal Computer. Innovative
hardware for a wide range of business
applications.

fiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiii;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;)

128K expandable to 640K, 2-360K,
DS/DD Disk Drives, Monochrome
Display, IBM Compatible Special

introductory price.

At Micro Mart, we've got our
finger on the pulse of the microcomputer
industry. And, from our retail stores to
our telemarketing divisions, we're in
touch with the very latest developments,
the newest products and the cutting edge
of expert advice.

When you need the right product at
the right price, remember the sales,
service and support our local store
experts and national distribution center
can give you.

So if you can't drop by your local
Micro Mart Store, let us point you in the
right direction. Ask for your best price
and expert advice.

LEADING EDGE Color PC, 256K, 2-360K
DS/DD Disk Drives. Starting at $1195

Networking/Protocol
Conversion
SNA & BISYNC 3780, 5251, 3274, 3278. _
PC TURBO 186 by ORCH/D, 80186 coprocessor
board. $829
IRMA/IRMALINE Replaces 3278's
w/PC's. $899/$1099
FORTEGRAPH for IRMA, upgrades IRMA to
3278 graphics capability. ,....,..- _
IRMAPRINT Enhances IRMA graphics. _
PCnet By ORCH! D, complete line._Start @ $299
BLUE LYNX 5251 Mod 12 & 3276 Emulators by
TECHLAND.:--:=-=-=-- --=-=-=-::
SANTA CLARA PC Partner. $1595

Printers & Plotters
Thousands in stock.
HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS Plotters and
Digitizers.
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Service & Repairs
*On-Site-We have hundreds of service

locations nationally.
*Depot-Our National Service Center is

one of the fastest in the US.
*We have-A wide variety of services

available. Just call us.

©Copyright Micro Mart 1984.
Technology Corporate Campus
3159 Campus Drive
Norcross, Georgia 30071

-----
*Prices are ,ubject to chaqe without notice.

PGSMAX12, amber, 720h x 35Ov._....,....__
PGSSR-12, 69Ohx48Ov, w/dualscan cd.__
PGS HX-12, 690 Dot ROB.=:-::::-:=-::::--__
QUADRAM QUADCHROME, 690 Dot
ROB. 5439
AMDEK COLOR 300, 500, 600, 700, 710, 725,
new complete line of HiRes ROB's w/new low
prices.="7":"-:-:-"7:"::-:-:,....-__-:- _
AMDEK3OOA/300G, composite
monitors. ,---,---..,....- SI39/S129
AMDEK310A, amber w/3 yr. war.-:--:-_-:-_
WYSETerminals, 100,75,50, entire line in stock._

HAYFSSmartmodem3oo, 1200, & 12008. Best
stockintheU.S.! CALL
HIXON 1200-4800 BAUD sync. & async. models._
ANCHOR AUTOMATION Signalman Mark
XII. $259
VEN-TEL 1200 BAUD Half Card for the IBM
Portable & XT.__,---_-,-_--:--:----::---,-_
POPCOM Popcom, into and ext. w/voice & data
comrn.----:::- -;;;:;;;--:: _

Miscellaneous Hardware
& Accessories

Micro Mart has financing options
available. Ask for a Micro Mart
Blue Chip Credit Card application
today.

YOUI PIUONALIWICHIP CUD

MICRO~
MART~

123-1 567 BllO 123

GMS SYSTEMS Power-base..,.-,---_-,---__
WARNER SOFIWARE The desk organizer.__
ASHTON-TATEdBase II&lll. _
MlCROSTUF Injoscope. _
Modems

~=:~c::(4For
in

O
form

4
ation)or the store location nearest you, call

DS/DD, 7 yr. war._SI9/10
KEYTRONICS5150&5151.
Keyboards.====:-=:-_
LQ SHEEr FEEDERS Sheet feeders. _
CURTIS Accessories._....,..,..,..,......---:-:- _
HAYES Mach II & Mach III joysticks.,_----:--==,--
PENCEPT Penpad, softwareavail.__S775
TOUCHSTONE TECHNOLOGY
Touchstone I. Ten key pad w/ cursor
control. ---.,.-_-.,..._---:_
QUADRAMMICROFAZER, print buffer,
8-128K.==-c:= ~-------,---
TRIPPELITE Back up power supply
2<Xl-IOOOwatts, and ISOBAR surge
1?r~tectors, 4 & 8pl~.
Monitors & L:RT's

Inquiry 239

*Prices are similar, but may not be the same in our retail stores.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business MachinesCorporation. AT&T, Leading Edge, Mindset, Microsoft, Mouse Systems and their products. respectively. are trademarks
of AT&T Information Systems, Leading Edge Products Inc., Mindset Corporation, Microsoft Corporation and Mouse Systems Corporation. All Prices are subject to change without notice.

Ss-~-------- --- -.. _-----.~~ ...._.~~ ....~~
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Microsoft Mouse. Bus or serial
mechanical mouse, comes with Mouse
Menu software. Works with WORD and
other popular software S159

MICROSOFT Chan. ----:----:-:---
DIGITAL RESEARCH Presentation Master._

Communications
MlCROSTUF CROSSTALKXVI. S99
HAYESSMARTCOMII. _

Word Processors
MULTIMATE w/Spelling checker & tutorial.$259
SAMNAIII, wd. processor. _
MICROSOFT Word, w/orw/outmouse. _
LIFETREE Volkswriter Deluxe. _
SSI WordPerject. _
WORDMARC Wordmarc.---, _

Office & Project Planning
Call for our Tax and Tax Planning packages.
HARVARD Harvard Project Manager.__$249
IUS Easy SalesPru. _
MICROSOFT Project. _

Data Base Managers
MlCRORIM 4000 or 6000, Report Writer & Clout
options. _

PC Mouse,from Mouse Systems. Serial
optical3-button mouse with POp-UpT'"
Menus and PC Paint software.
Preconfigured for all the most popular
software. S159

CENTRAL POINT SOFIWARE
Copy II PC. $35
ATI Training. S55
SOFfSTYLE Set FX + and Printworks. Printer
control packages.,_--;- ----;::::-::
SIDEWAYS Inverts printout. $45
BORLAND Sidekick. $39
LIVING VIDEO TEXT Think Tank.-:- _

Compilers & Language Tools
LATTICE C-Compilers. $299
MICROSOFT Complete line.,---::,--- _
WORDTECH The dBase compiler ...,.- _
DIGITAL RESEARCH Complete line. _
BORLAND Turbo Pascal, Turbo Toolbox
and more. $39/each

Graphics & CAD
Micro Man carries all major CAD packages.
Zsoft PC Paint Brush, mouse driven graphics._S95
DECISION RESOURCES
ChartMaster/Sign-Master pkgs._-.,...,---_,---=_
ENERTRONICS Energraphics,graphics & CAD
package.=-=-=-=----:,--- _
MlCROPRO ChartStar. _



BOOK REVIEWS

MultiGuard is ALF's new IBM copy protection system. It's
reasonably priced, yet offers maximum protection and flexi
bility. Call the toll-free number above for our pamphlet on copy
protection systems. Inside Colorado, call 234-0871.

THE UNIX PROGRAMMING ENVIRO MENT

A book with a title like this one has one major job to
do: communicate the philosophy and power of using

U IX tools by teaching the skills necessary to use them.
Kernighan and Pike's book does an excellent job. I came
away from reading and doing the exercises feeling em
powered to create my own tools through a more in
novative use of existing ones. Before. the gap between

terse, with no exercises and short examples. I use Bourne's
text when I am stuck: it is slightly less terse than manuals,
yet I can find what I'm looking for.

Kernighan and Pike write in a friendlier style: their many
examples build on each other. topics are prefaced with
an explanation of why they are useful. and the exercises
are nicely graded from easy to quite difficult. While
reading this book, I kept going to the computer to tryout
new ways of combining utilities and making my own shell
scripts. The UNIX Programming Environment is an excellent
learning guide due to its content and, more important.
because of how well the writers convey the philosophy
of UNIX and the process of developing new tools.

THE UNIX SYSTEM

Stephen R. Bourne's The UNIX System is terse and com
prehensive. It has been around since 1982, and I have

(continued)

my level of expertise and what I imagined it would take
to make modifications beyond aliases and simple shell
scripts seemed too big to bridge. But I got a clear picture
of how U IX came to be the set of tools it is and how
simple many standard U IX tools are.

The authors discuss the capabilities of U IX that make
it such a fine programming environment. Differences be
tween U IX versions are handled clearly: Kernighan and
Pike have tried to stick with features and utilities common
to all versions but indicate when they do not. It is a book
to use and practice with, not one to read casually, unless
you are already an experienced C and shell programmer.
The exercises go from easy to very hard and are designed
to make you think. No answers are provided.

The "UNIX for Beginners" section (read "Beginners" as
UNIX beginners but experienced programmers) is not
meant to be comprehensive. However, it does pick up on
common confusions (such as identifying the two mean
ings for I) and refers readers to other introductory sources.

However. without more editing skills than the book
teaches, the exercises are impossible. In the first chapter.
the authors discuss enough about ed to enable you to
enter a short file. but they mention nothing about editing
a file or adding or changing text. The authors comment.
"By all means. use whatever editor you like best" (and
learn it somewhere else). The two chapters on using the
shell and filters stress making usable, personal. small pro
grams, such as phone and mail lists. Information on
creating more usable programs comes later.

Kernighan and Pike discuss frequently used filters: pro
grams that read input. perform a transformation, and write
the results as output. Theirs is the only presentation of
awk I've seen that includes a clear description of arrays
and associative arrays.

For their discussion on the tools available for develop
ing programs, the authors chose to develop a language
interpreter as their sample large program. Yacc, make.
and lex are included. Chapter 9 covers document prepara
tion. After a short presentation of the macros mm and
ms, which hide the naked trott, the authors demonstrate
how to actually use trott.

Kernighan and Pike present all programs in the way pro
grams are actually written. Rather than list a finished
debugged version, they start out with an idea and a sim
ple outline, play with it a bit to find the bugs. then either
fix them or suggest fixes as exercises.

The U IX Programming Environment is meant to become
a classic. It is not comprehensive-no 350-page tutorial
could be. But it is accurate, and it does the best job of
stimulating creative use of U IX of any book I've seen.

ALF Products • Denver, COALF
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Company
Creative Solutions
Media Cybernetics
PHACT ASSOCiates

Greenleaf Software
SoftCraft

Mark Williams Company
1430 W. Wrightwood Ave.
Chicago, IL 60614

The C Programming System
from Mark Williams now supports

the following libraries:
Library
Windows for C
Halo
PHACT
The Greenleaf Functions
Btrleve

The C Programming System
from Mark Williams

The C Programming System from
Mark Williams delivers not only the
best C compiler for the 8086 but also
the only C source level debugger. That's
why it does for C programming what C
did for programming. The Mark Wil
liams C Programming System gives the
programmer the MWC86 C compiler
and the csd C Source Debugger for
only $495. Order today by calling
1-800-MWC-1700. Major credit cards
accepted.

Technical support for The Mark Wil
liams C Programming System is pro
vided free of charge by the team that
developed it.

ing the program under test; and evalu
ation, source, program and history

indows.
csd eases the most difficult part of

development - debugging. Because
csd debugs in C, not assembler, a pro
grammer no longer has to rely on old
fashioned assembler tools, but can
work as if using a C interpreter - in
real time.

•MSCI

1.51

LMWC86 DRI

SIEVE
Time in Seconds
• larae ModeJ
• Small ModeJ
Size in Bytes
o large Model

Small ModeJ
1.29

not content to
write the best C compiler on the mar
ket. To advance the state of the art in
software development, Mark Williams
wrote csd.

csd C Source Debugger serves as a
microscope on the program. Any C
expressiori can'be entered and evalu
ated. With csd a programmer can set
tracepoints on variables and expressions
with full history capability and can
single step a pro,gram to find bugs. The
debugger does not affect either code
size or execution time. csd features
online help instructions; the ability to
walk through the stack; the debugging
of graphics programs without disturb-

t Cdid for Programming
s has done for CProgramming

"Ofall the compilers reviewed, MWC86
would be my first choice for product
development. It compiles quickly, pro

MWC86 gets yo r duces superior error messages, and
ning faster and use·~r;~:;II;~:T'.! enerates quick, compact object
than any other comp library is small and fast a
Then csd, Mark Willia the industry st
C Source Debugger, help
faster. That's The C Progra
tern from Mark Williams Compa..."".... r,"",

MWC86

MWC86 is the most highly optimized
C compiler available anywhere for the
DOS and 8086 environment. The bench
marks prove it! They show MWC86 is
unmatched in speed and code density.

MWC86 supports large and small
models of compilation, the 8087 math
coprocessor and DOS 2.0 pathnames.
The compiler features common code
elimination, peephole optimization and
register variables. It includes the most
complete libraries. Unlike its competi
tion, MWC86 supports the full C lan
guage including recent extensions such
as the Berkeley structure rules, voids,
enumerated data types, UNIX· I/O calls
and structure assignments.

Quality is why Intel, DEC and Wang
chose to distribute MWC86. These in
dustry leaders looked and compared
and found Mark Williams to be best.

User Friendly
MWC86 is the easiest to use of all

compilers. One command runs all
phases from pre-processor to assembler
and linker. MWC86 eliminates the need
to search for error messages in the back
of a manual. All error messages appear
on the screen in English.

A recent review of MWC86 in
PC H6rld, June, 1984, summed it up:

·Unix is a Trademark of Bell Laboratories.
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Superassemblers
piUS the world's

largest selection of
cross assemblers!

Z·80
Macroassembler
Power for larger programs! This
2500AD macroassembler includes:
• Zilog Z-80 Macroassembler (with

the same powerful features as all
our assemblers)

• powerful linker that will link up to
128 files. Com files may start at
any address

• Intel 8080 to Zilog Z-80 Source
Code Converter (to convert all
your Intel source to Zilog Syntax
in one simple step)

• COM to Hex Converter (to convert
your object files to Hex for PROM
creation, etc.)

• 52 page User Manual

8086/88 Assembler
with Translator
Available for MSDOS, PCDOS, or
CPM/86! This fully relocatable macro
assembler will assemble and link code
for MSDOS (PCDOS) AND CPM/86
on either a CPM/86 or MSDOS
machine. This package also includes:
• An 8080 to 8086 source code

translator (no limit on program
size to translate)

• A Z-80 to 8086 translator
• 64 page user manual
• 4 linkers included:

- MSDOS produces. EXE file
-CPM/86 produces .CMD file
- Pure object code generation
-Object code and address

information only
Linker features:
• Links up to 128 files
• Submit mode invocation
• Code, Data Stack and extra

segments
• Handles complex overlays
• Written in assembly language for

fast assemblies.

Z·8000 Cross Development
Package
Instant Z-8000 Software! This
package allows development and
conversion of software for the
Z8001, 8002, 8003 and 8004 based
machines on a Z-80, Z-8000 or 8086
machine. This powerful package
includes:
• a Z-80/8080 to Z-8000 Assembly

Language Source Code Translator
• Z-8000 Macro Cross Assembler

and Linker
The Translators provide Z-8000
source code from Intel 8080 or Zilog
Z-80 source code. The Z-8000
source code used by these
packages are the unique 2500AD
syntax using Zilog mnemonics,
designed to make the transition
from Z-80 code writing to Z-8000
easy.

All 2500 AD Assemblers and
Cross Assemblers support the
following features:

Relocatable Code - the
packages include a versatile Linker
that will link up to 128 files together,
or just be used for external
reference resolution. Supports
separate Code and Data space.
The Linker allows Submit Mode or
Command Invocation.
Large File Handling Capacity
-the Assembler will process files
as large as the disk storage device.
All buffers including the symbol table
buffer overflow to disk.
Powerful Macro Section
handles string comparisons during
parameter substitutions. Recursion
and nesting limited only by the
amount of disk storage available.
Conditional Assembly-allows
up to 248 levels of nesting.

Assembly Time Calculator
will perform calculations with up to
16 pending operands, using 16
or 32 Bit arithmetic (32 Bit only for
16 Bit products). The algebraic
hierarchy may be changed through
the use of parentheses.
Include files supported
Listing Control-allows listing
of sections on the program with
convenient assembly error detec
tion overrides, along with assembly
run time commands that may be
used to dynamically change the
listing mode during assembly.
Hex File Converter, included
-for those who have special
requirements, and need to generate
object code in this format.

Cross reference table
generated-
Plain English Error
Messages-

System requirements for all pro
grams: Z-80 CP/M 2.2 System with
54k TPA and at least a 96 column
printer is recommended. Or
8086/88 256k CPIM-86 or MSDOS
(PCDOS).
Cross AssemblerSpecial Features
Z·8-Userdefined registers
names, standard Zilog and Z-80
style support. Tec Hex output option.
8748-standard Intel and Z-80
style syntax supported.
8051-512 User defined register
or addressable bit names.
6800 Family-absolute or
relocatable modes, all addressing
modes supported. Motorola syntax
compatible. Intel Hex or S-Record
format output.
6502-Standard syntax or Z-80
type syntax supported, all
addressing modes supported.
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Total $ _
Shipping UPS Blue
Label no charge,
$15.00 International
per unit $ _

TO ORDER. Simply circle the product or
products you want In the price columns, and add
up your order.

··-REI~

Check one:
D 8" Single
D Osborne
D IBM PC
D Cartridge tape
DApple (Softcard)
D Kaypro DSDD Total Order $ _
other formats available, please call!

Signature _

ZILOG OLIVETTI
Z80 SYSTEM 8000 IBM PC IBMPC M-20

CP/M® UNIX MSDOS CP/M 86 PCOS

Z8000™ $299.50 $750.00 $299.50 $299.50 $299.50
Z80 99.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
Z8 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
8086/88 199.50 750.00 99.50 99.50 199.50
80186 199.50 750.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
8748 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
8044/51 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
8080 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
8085 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
8096 199.50 500:00 199.50 199.50 199.50
68020 399.50 750.00 399.50 399.50 399.50
68000,08,10 299.50 750.00 299.50 299.50 299.50
6800,02,08 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
6801,03 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
6804 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
6805 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
6809 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
32000 399.50 750.00 399.50 399.50 399.50
COPS400 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
NSC800 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
6301 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
6501/11 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
6502 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
65C02 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
1802 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
F8/3870 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
NEC7500 199.50 500.00 199.50 199.50 199.50
NCR/32 399.50 750.00 399.50 399.50 399.50

Subtotal $ $ $ $ $

Name _
Company _
Address _

City State Zip _
Phone _

Make and model of computer
system _

D COD (2500AD pays COD charges)
D VISA or MasterCard

Number _
Expiration Date _
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SPERRY PERSONAL COMPUTER
SPECIFICATIONS

OPERATING KEYBOARD
SYSTEM 84 keys, 6 ft. cord
MS DOS Version AUXILIARY
2.11 with MEMORY
G. W. BASIC Up to two internal
MICRO· 514': diskettes
PROCESSOR 10MB internal
16·bit 8088 fixed disk when
DISPLAY configured with
SCREENS single diskette.
High Definition USER MEMORY
monochrome Standard 128K
display IBM com· bytes, expandable
patible graphics. to 640K
COMMUNI- DIAGNOSTICS
CATIONS Power-on self test
Built-in
Asynchronous



Stand alones shouldn't. Not in an
office environment.

Alone, PC's are simply under
utilized. But join them in the right
kind of network, and their value
as business tools increases expo
nentially. Your PC's can share fewer
printers, share common data files,
function independently or collec
tively. Just like people.

The question, then, is which
system to choose.

Ours is not the only such system.
But it may well be the most
intelligently conceived.

It will accept any IBM-eompatible
PC's you already own. Eagle,
Corona, Columbia, Compaq and so
on. Even a Sperry.

Usernet begins with as few as
four PC's, linked in a common bus

Inquiry 327

with the industry-standard "twisted
pair" wiring. Simple and economical
to install, service or expand. And
expand you can, to as many as 64
PC's, merely by adding them on,
without disrupting or replacing any
part of the system.

As your Usernet grows, you'll
appreciate a security system
Stanford University rates as the
best in the industry. It keeps your
business yours.

But ultimately, any system such
as Usernet stands or falls on speed.
An information path, like a highway,
can choke on its own traffic. So,
the faster information moves, the
less chance of developing a nasty
form of gridlock.

It may surprise you to learn that
Usernet speeds information along.

In many cases, faster by a factor of
10 than our competition. Or yours.

For a demonstration at a Sperry
Productivity Center near you,
telephone 1-800-547-8362, or write:
Sperry Corporation, P.O. Box 500,
Blue Bell, PA 19424-0024.

<0 Sperry Corporation 1984
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Innovative Backup and Hard Disk Drive Systems
For Your IBM PC, XT and AT

The Standard of Excellence in Backup Software
Revolutionary Everex Backup systems give you
the backup/retrieve flexibility you want while
saving you hours of time. You can backup your
hard disk drive in minutes with a fast "mirror
image:' then retrieve this information either file
by-file or the entire hard disk image.
High speed backup/retrieve-up to 5MB
per minute.
Menu Driven software includes the largest
selection of file selectable options-choose
from name, date, time interval, global, qualifier
and more.
Advanced installation program automatically
configures the optimal backup/retrieve speed
with your hard disk drive.

The Leader in External Expansion Systems
All external systems are available with any com
bination of Everex Backup and Hard Disk
Drive systems.
Slimline systems include one short and three
long expansion slots for adding more acces
sory boards.
Half-Size system includes three long expan
sion slots.

Retrieve Option Full-Size system (looks like your PC) includes
eight long expansion slots.
External systems include one high quality,
round shielded cable.

The Total Solution For Backup That Plugs Right
Into Your Computer

A wide selection of backup solutions with the
price and performance to meet your needs:
The EXCEL 4500, 45 and 60 MB high per
formance Y4 - inch Streaming Tape systems,
the EXCEL 200,20 MB Cassette system
and the EXCEL 10 MB Floppy Tape system.
Space-saving half height units with single
board controller.
Combine with Everex hard disk drives for
lower cost and higher performance.
Unique "piggyback" power supplies ensure
dependable operation and save space.

Visit your local Everex dealer today and ask
to see Everex products in action. For the name
of your nearest Everex dealer, please call
(415) 967-1111 .

Imagineering Ultimo, Australia TLX: 74349 IMAGIN AA
Microage Distribution ltd. London, England TLX:881 3241 WONGS G
Feeder Paris, France TLX: 4413241 FEEDER
Automated Office Systems Hout Bay, South Africa 2721-70-8091

IBM, PC. Xl and AT are registered trademarks of International Business
Machines Corporation.
EXCEL is a trademark of Everex Systems Inc.

Dealer Hotline (800) 821-0806 • In CA (800) 821-0807

~~EVEREJE-
891 Maude Avenue, Mountain View, California 94043
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IF YOU WANT !dour organization's public activities listed in BYTE's Event
Queue, we need to know about them at least four months in advance. Send
information about computer conferences, seminars, workshops, and courses
to BYTE, Event Queue, POB ~72, Hancock, NH 03449

March 1985

• DESIGN SHOW
The 1985 National Design
Engineering Show, McCor
mick Place, Chicago, IL.
More than 600 CAD/CAM
system and electronic com
ponent companies will ex
hibit products, Contact the
Show Manager, National
Design Engineering Show,
999 Summer St., Stamford,
CT 06905, (203) 964-0000
March 11-14

• CAD COURSE
Computer-aided Drafting
and Design (CADD),
Mechanical Engineering
Graphics Lab, University of
Texas, Austin, A short course
for those work wish to work
on CADD systems using only
systems manuals. Hands-on
practice with IBM CADAM
and HP/Holquin systems.
Contact College of Engineer
ing, University of Texas,
Austin, TX 78712, (512)
471-3506. March 11-15

• DATACOMM FROM ALL
ANGLES-Data Communica
tions: Technology, Tech
niques, and Applications,
'Tarrytown Hilton, 'Tarrytown,
NY. This seminar covers
existing and emerging
technologies and data com
pression techniques and ap
plications, The fee is $150,
Contact Glasgal Communica
tions Inc.. 207 Washington
St.. Northvale, Nj 07647,
(201) 768-8082 March 12

• ACM COMPUTER CON
FERENCE-The Thirteenth
Annual ACM Computer
Science Conference: CSC
'85, New Orleans Marriott.
LA. An employment register,
social events, technical
programs, award presenta
tions, and exhibits are high
lights of this show Contact

E·V·E·N·T

Della T. Bonnette, Con
ference Chair, Computing
and Information Services,
University of Southwestern
Louisiana, Lafayette, LA
70504, (318) 231-6306.
March 12-14

• HUSKER FAIR
The Eleventh Annual Com
puter Fair, University of
Washington, Seattle. More
than 100 vendors will ex
hibit. Seminars and exhibits
are free, Contact Dr. Thomas
Bennett. Academic Com
puting Center, University of
Washington, 3737 Brooklyn
Ave. NE, Seattle, WA 98105,
(206) 543-5728 March 13-14

• EDUCATIONAL CON
FERENCE-The 1985
Microcomputers in Educa
tion Conference, Arizona
State University, Tempe. The
theme for this conference is
"Tomorrow's 1echnology:'
Emphasis will be placed on
integrating computer tech
nology and languages into
the educational environ
ment. Exhibits will be fea
tured, Contact Donna
Craighead, Payne B4 7,
Arizona State University,
College of Education,
Tempe, AZ 85287, (602)
965-7363. March 13-15

• SIMULATION IN SUN
SHINE-The Eighteenth An
nual Simulation Symposium,
Bay Harbor Inn, 'Tampa, FL.
For information, contact
Alexander Kran, IBM Corp"
East Fishkill Facility,
B/300-40E, Hopewell Junc
tion, NY 12533, (914)
894-7142, March 13-15

Q·U·E·U·E

• PERSONNEL SYSTEMS
SEMINAR-HRSP 101
Introduction to Human
Resource Information Sys
tems, Allgauers Fireside
Hotel. Chicago, IL. The prin
ciples of personnel systems
will be explored. Contact
Susan G. Goldenberg,
Association of Human
Resource Systems Profes
sionals Inc.. POB 8040-A202,
Walnut Creek, CA 94596,
(415) 945-8428. March 14-15

• INTERFACING WORK
SHOP-Personal Computer
and STD Computer Interfac
ing for Scientific Instrument
Automation, Virginia 1ech,
Blacksburg. A hands-on
workshop with participants
wiring and testing interfaces.
The fee is $450. Contact Dr.
Linda Leffel. CEL Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and
State University, Blacksburg,
VA 2406\. (703) 961-4848.
March 14-16

• SHOW IN DELAWARE
The Seventh Annual
Delaware Computer Faire,
Delaware State College,
Dover. Current technology
for school. office, and home
will be displayed. Work
shops, demonstrations, and
sessions on the use of com
puters in the classroom are
planned. Contact Dr. William
1. Geppert. State Supervisor,
Mathematics, Department of
Public Instruction, Townsend
Building, POB 1402, Dover,
DE 19903, (302) 736-4885.
March 16

• EXPOSING THE MYTH
OF MICROS-Public Aware-

ness Seminars, Hyatt Regen
cy, Los Angeles, CA. A
seminar that shows nontech
nical businesspeople how a
microcomputer could be
used to increase productivi
ty, Contact International
Microcomputer Industries
Association, Suite 175, 21
'Tamal Vista Blvd.. Corte
Madera, CA 94925, (415)
924-1194. March 18-19

• WAYS TO USE MICROS
IN SCHOOL-Instructional
Strategies for Integrating the
Microcomputer into the
Classroom, University of
Wisconsin, Madison. Hands
on sessions, Contact Dr.
Judith Rodenstein or Dr.
Roger Lambert. 964 Educa
tional Sciences Building,
University of Wisconsin,
1025 West Johnson St..
Madison, WI 53706, (608)
263-4367 or (608) 263-2704.
March 18-19

• COMPUTER, TELE
COMMUNICATIONS CON
FERENCE-COMTEL '85:
International Computer and
Telecommunications Con
ference, Infomart. Dallas, TX.
For information, contact
COMTEL '85, Suite 600,
13740 Midway Rd .. Dallas,
TX 75244, (214) 458-7011.
March 18-20

• TECHNOLOGY AND
EDUCATION-The First An
nual Conference on Tech
nologies in Education,
University of Arizona, Tuc
son, This conference will
focus on the effective im
plementation of research in
educational technology. Con
tact Steve Louie, NACClS,
Suite 125, 2200 East River
Rd, Tucson, AZ 85718, (602)
323-6144 March 18-20

(continued)
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High performance to cost ratio...

Programming Chips?
Projects develop profib..bly with developmmt hardware lsoftware from GTEK.

EVENT QUEUE

ACCESSORIES

GTEK. PALASM, CPM. MSDOS. PCDOS. ISIS. and TRSDOS
are all registered trademarks.

• DECISION SUPPORT
SYSTEMS-Decision Support
Systems for Practical Appli
cations, Los Angeles. CA.
The fee is $795. Contact
Digital Consulting Associates
Inc.. 6 Windsor St.. Andover.
MA 01810. (617) 470-3870.
March 27-29

Annual Conference on Op
tical Storage of Documents
and Images. Shoreham
Hotel. Washington. DC Con
tact Technology Opportunity
Conference. POB 14817. San
Francisco, CA 94114-0817.
(415) 626-1133 March 25-27

• INTEGRATION. COMMU
NICATIONS. COMPUTERS
IEEE INFOCOM '85,
Washington, DC Papers will
address such issues as ar
chitecture protocols, gate
ways. and support. Contact
Tom Stack, IEEE INFOCOM
'85. POB 639. Silver Spring.
MD 20901. (301) 589-8142
March 25-28

• MICROS FOR EDUCA
TION-The 'TWenty-Sixth In
ternational Conference of
the Association for the
Development of Computer
based Instructional Systems.
Adams Mark Hotel. Philadel
phia. PA. General sessions
will cover major issues in
computer-based instruction
for educators at all levels.
Contact Gordon Hayes.
Western Washington Univer
sity. 409 Miller Hall.
Bellingham. WA 98225.
March 25-28

• DBM AND FOURTH
GEN ERATION-Database
Management Systems and
Fourth Generation lan
guages for Personal Com
puters. Denver. Co. Topics
include approaches to
managing data. operational
considerations. and manage
ment issues. The fee is
$795. Contact Software In
stitute of America Inc.. 8
Windsor St.. Andover. MA
01810, (617) 470-3880
March 27-29

• OPTICAL STORAGE
TECHNIQUES-The Third

• WINTER COMDEX
COMDEX/Winter. Convention
Center. Anaheim, CA. One
of the largest shows in the
microcomputer industry.
Contact The Interface Group,
300 First Ave, Needham.
MA 02194, (800) 325-3330:
in Massachusetts, (617)
449-6600. March 21-24

• ELEMENTARY COMPUT
ING-University of Delaware
Second National Con
ference: Computers and
Young Children. University
of Delaware. Newark. The
emphasis is on programs for
children 4 to 8 years of age.
Contact Dr. Richard B.
Fischer. Division of Continu
ing Education, University of
Delaware. Newark. DE
19716. (302) 451-8838
March 21-22

• EDUCATION AND COM
PUTING-Educational Com
puting Today. Westin Hotel.
Renaissance Center. Detroit.
MI. Kindergarten. elemen
tary. high school. and col
lege educators will share
educational computing expe
riences. Contact Michigan
Association for Computer
Users in Learning. MACUL!
ICCE Conference, POB 628,
Westland, MI 48185, (313)
595-2493 March 21-22

• DATABASE SYMPOSIUM
The Fourth Annual ACM
SIGACT/SIGMOD Symposium
on Principles of Database
Systems. Portland. OR.
Theoretical and practical
aspects of database systems.
Topics include the applica
tion of artificial-intelligence
techniques to database
systems, data models. and
data structures for physical
database implementation.
Contact David Maier.
Department of Computer
Science. Oregon Grad
Center. 19600 Northwest
Walker Rd .. Beaverton. OR
97006. March 25-27

•MODEL 7228 - $599
This model has all the features

of Model 7128, plus Intelligent
Programming Algorithims. It
supports the newest devices
available through 512Kbits; pro
grams 6x as fast as standard
algorithims. Programs the 2764 in
one minute! Supports Intel 2764A
& 27128A chips. Supports
Tektronics, Intel, Motorola and
other formats.

XASM (for MSDOS) $250.
UN Eraser DE-4 $ 80.
RS232 Cables $ 30.
8751 Adapter $174.
8755 Adapter $135.
48 Family Adapter $ 98.
68705 Programmer $299.

Development Hardware/Software
P.O. Box 289, Waveland, MS 39576
601/467-8048
, INC.

by GTEK's EPROM Programmers
NMOS NMOS CMOS EEPROM MPU'S

2758 2764A 2508 68764 27C16 5213 12816A 8748 8741H
2716 27128 2516 8755 27C16H 5213H 12817A 8748H 8744
2732 27128A 2532 5133 27C32H 52B13 8749H 8751
2732A 27256 2564 5143 27C64 X2816 8741 68705
2764 27512 68766 27C256 48016 8742H

MODEL 7956 .
(with RS232 option) $1099.

MODEL 7956 (stand alone) $ 979.
GTEK's outstanding Gan~ Pro

grammer with intellIgent
algorithm can copy 8 EPROMS at
a time! This unit is used in a pro
duction environment when pro
~amminga large number of chips
IS required. It will program all
popular chips on the market
through the 27512 EPROMS. It
also supports the Intel 2764A &
27128A chips. It will also program
single chip processors.

Model 7128-Ll. L2. L2A . . . .. . .....
IOEM Quantity) $259.

Model 7128-24 . . .. $329.
Cross Assemblers .... $200.

PGX Utilities. Call for pricing
PALX Call for pricing

GTEK

GTEK's PGX Utility Package. will allow you to specify a range of addresses to
send to the programmer. verify erasure andlor set the EPROM type. The PGX Utili·
ty Package includes GHEX, a utility used to generate an Intel HEX file.

PALX Utility Package - for use with GTEK's Pal Programmers - allows
transfer of PALASM'" source file or ASCII HEX object code file.

Both utility packages are available for CPM," MSDOS.'" PCDOS." ISIS'" and
TRSDOS'" operating systems. Call for pricing.

UTILITY PACKAGES

EPROM & PAL

PROGRAMMERS
-These features are standard from GTEK-

~bbIewith all RS232 serial intaface pats • Auto saIoct be.ud moo • With er without hand
shaking. BidirectiCIlal XcrIXoff • C1'S'IYI'R '"'IJP'rtild • Read '"" ca'lpIlbble ROMS • No plI'
sooaIity rooduIee • Intel. MotcroIa. MCS86 Hex fcrmats • Split facility fer 16 lIt date pslJ1s •
Rmd, Jr(lgt1Ul1, fmnattei list<Xnllllllrds. Inlanlpt drivm - (r<WIIIll and V9'ify reo! time while
SIIX!ing date • Program single byte, block, er whole EPROM. Intelligmt diagrnltXs di>urn be.d
aIXlIer..-asable EPROM· Veify....,.,... and canpsre <Xnllllllrds • Busy light • CanpIete with
TextooI ZB'O inoertioo fcrce socket and integmllID VAC _ 1240 VA050Hz avai1ablel •

These assemblers are available to handle the 8748.8751, za. 6502. 68X and other
micr0r.rocessors. They are available for CPM and MSDOS computers. When order
ing. p ease specify processor and computer types.

AVOCET CROSS ASSEMBLERS

MODEL 7324 - $1199 MODEL 7128 - $429
This unit has a built-in compiler. This model has the highest

The Model 7324 programs all performance-to-price-ratio of any
MMI. National and TI 20 and 24 unit. This is GTEK's most populor
pin PALs. Has non-volatile unit! It supports the newest
memory. It operates stand alone devices available through
or via RS232. 256Kbits.

MODEL 7316 Pal Programmer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . $ 599
Programs Series 20 PALs. Built-in PALASM compiler.

DEVICES SUPPORTED
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EVENT QUEUE

• JOINT CONFERENCE IN
MINNESOTA-Updata '85
The Seventh Annual Min
nesota Joint Computer Con
ference, Radisson South
Hotel, Bloomington, MN, A
conference for data-process
ing professionals, The theme
is "Meeting Tomorrow's
Challenge Today!" Contact
Mick Williams, Standard
Iron, 4990 North County Rd.
18, New Hope, MN 55428,
(612) 533-1110
March 28-29

• WESTERN EDUCATORS
MEET-Western Educational
Computing Workshops,
University of California,
Santa Cruz. A series of
workshops and demonstra
tions that give educators
hands-on experience with
computer application pack
ages and computer hard
ware. Contact Hal Roach,
Computer Services, Mount
San Antonio College, 1100
North Grand Ave" Walnut.
CA 94542 March 28-29

• WEST COAST FAIRE
The Tenth Annual West
Coast Computer Faire,
Moscone Center. San Fran
cisco, CA. This is one of the
largest computers shows.
Contact Computer Faire Inc..
Suite 201. 181 Wells Ave..
Newton Falls, MA 02159,
(800) 826-2680; in Massa
chusetts, (617) 965-8350
March 30-April 2

• COMPUTERFEST
The 1985 Greater Baltimore
Hamboree and Computer
fest. Maryland State Fair
grounds, Timonium. Exhibits,
flea markets, and forums
highlight this annual event.
Admission is $4, and the
gates open at 8 a.m. Con
tact Baltimore Amateur
Radio Club Inc.. POB 95,
Timonium, MD 21903-0095,
(301) 561-1282 March 3\

• FOCUS ON SOFTWARE
Softcon, Georgia World
Congress Center, Atlanta.
The Spring and Fall Softcons

have been merged into this
event. Nearly 3000 software
vendors are expected to
participate. More than 200
seminars, panel discussions,
forums, and workshops are
planned. Registration is
$35 for exhibits-only admis
sion or $ 19 5 for a four-day
conference and exhibits
badge. For more informa
tion, contact Softcon,
Northeast Expositions, 822
Boylston St.. Chestnut Hill,
MA 02167, (617) 739-2000.
March 3I-April 3

• TELECONFERENCING
SEMINAR-Teleconferencing
in the Marketplace, Interna
tional Conference Centre
RAL Amsterdam, The
Netherlands. A seminar for
users and suppliers of tele
conferencing services and
facilities. Contact Interna
tional Congress and Conven
tion Association, POB 5343,
1007 AH Amsterdam, The
Netherlands.
March 3J-April 3

• MICROPROCESSOR IDEA
EXCHANGE-The 1985 IEEE
Microprocessor Forum,
Bally's Park Place Casino
Hotel, Atlantic City, Nj
Thtorials, forums, and ex
hibits will be held. A contest
challenging robots to
navigate a complicated
maze in the fastest time will
be held. Contact IEEE Com
puter Society, POB 639,
Silver Spring, MD 20901,
(301) 589-8142
March 3 I-April 4

April 1985

• GULF COAST SHOW
The Second Annual Gulf
Computer & Office Show,
Rivergate Convention Center,
New Orleans, LA. Seminars,
workshops, and product dis
plays. Contact Gulf Com
puter & Office Show Man
agement. c/o 119 Avant
Garde, Kenner. LA 70065,
(504) 467-9949. April 2-4

(continued)

100% FLAWLESS
COPIES ...
. . . FAST!

No need to tie up your valuable computer to duplicate
diskettes ... when VICTORY can provide you with a
duplicator that will do the job flawlessly, and much
faster, One button operation automatically formats,
duplicates and verifies up to 8 diskette copies at the
same time,

VICTORY can supply you with literally dozens of
standardized formats to match the protocol of virtually
any current computer, In addi
tion, built-in utilities enable
you to read or devise any for
mat you may require, If that's
not enough, VICTORY can
help you with unusual or
unique formatting, serializing
or copy-protecting problems.

VICTORY duplicators are
designed to be reliable, Each
of the copy drives has a
separate controller to increase
copying throughput and
ensure maximum uptime,
VICTORY Duplicators use
industry proven drives com
bined with 100% digital tech
nology , , , there are no
analog circuits to slowly drift
out of tolerance,

Let us help free you from
your disk-duplicating bottle
neck at a surprisingly
attractive price, Write or call:
VICTORY ENTERPRISES
TECHNOLOGY, INC., 8910
Research Blvd" Suite B2,
Austin, Texas 78758
(512) 450-0801.

.. VICTORY
'WENTERPRISES

Technology, Inc.
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YOU CAN'T
FIGHT STATIC

SITTING DOWN.

• ACQUIRING EXPERT
KNOWLEDGE-Knowledge
Acquisition for Expert
Systems: An Applications
Perspective on Planning and
Developing the Prototype.
Washington. DC A workshop

(continued)

Introduction to Human
Resource Information Sys
tems, Marriott Hotel-North
west. Atlanta, GA. See
March 14-15 for details.
April 11-12

• COMMUNICATIONS
TECHNOLOGY FOR THE
NONVERBAL-The Fourth
Annual Conference on Com
munication Technology:
Technology and Nonspeak
ing Children, Joseph Stokes
Auditorium, Children's
Hospital of Philadelphia. PA.
The use of technology with
nonverbal children will be
presented. Concurrent ses
sions will address ongoing
research, computers, and
treatment strategies. The
registration fee is 595. Con
tact Joan Bruno. Children's
Seashore House. 4100 Atlan
tic Ave. POB 4111. Atlantic
City, Nj 08404, (609) 345
5191. ext 278 April 12-13

• GRAPHICS
Computer Graphics '85.
Dallas, TX. Thtorials and
technical sessions on ar
chitectural and engineering
computer graphics. artificial
intelligence. business
graphics, and CAD/CAM.
Contact ational Computer
Graphics Association. Suite
601. 8401 Arlington Blvd ..
Fairfax. VA 22031, (703)
698-9600. April 14-18

• TELECOMMUNICATIONS
EVENT-Intelexpo '85.
Washington. DC A con
ference and exhibition for
the telecommunications in
dustry. Contact United States
Telecommunications Sup
pliers Association, Suite
1618, 333 North Michigan
Ave, Chicago. IL 60601.
(312) 782-8597 April 15-18

• PERSON NEL SYSTEMS
SEMINAR-HRSP 101

• SYSTEMS DEVELOP
MENT AND FOURTH GEN
ERAT10N-Structu red
Techniques Using Fourth
Generation Languages.
Chicago. IL. This seminar
explains how to use fourth
generation languages in a
structured systems-develop
ment environment Contact
Digital Consulting Associates
Inc. 6 Windsor St.. Andover.
MA 01810, (6171 470-3870
April 10-12

• MODULA-2 ENGINEER
iNG-Software Engineering
with Modula-2. Atlanta, GA.
A course emphasizing
methods for building large
scale software systems in
Modula-2. Prerequisite:
knowledge of Ada or Pascal.
The fee is 5495. Contact
Elaine Hadden icholas.
Department of Continuing
Education. Georgia Institute
of Technology. Atlanta. GA
30332-0385, (404) 894-2547.
April 3-5

• UNIX EXPO
UNIX Systems Exposition
'85, Paris, France. An exhibi
tion covering UNIX hard
ware and software. A con
ference program is planned.
Contact Network Events
Ltd .. Printers Mews, Market
Hill. Buckingham. MKI8 IjX.
England: tel (0280) 81 5226:
in France. Gin Piau, 272 rue
de Faubourg, Saint Honore.
75008 Paris, France: tel: (I)
776 7506. April 2-4

• MEET SOME NETWORKS
Introduction to Network Ar
chitectures. Atlanta, GA. This
course provides an under
standing of the role of net
work architectures and ex
plains their many forms. The
fee is 5795 Contact Elaine
Hadden Nicholas, Depart
ment of Continuing Educa
tion. Georgia Institute of
Technology. Atlanta. GA
30332-0385. (404)
894-2547 April 2-4

EVENT QUEUE

We offer no static
to our customers.

Static electricity exists everywhere in an office
environment-it's not just confined to a few square
feet around a CRT. And when you consider that some
one casually walking past a terminal can generate
enough charges to trigger a major malfunction,
it's clear that a small anti-static mat is hopelessly
ineffective in protecting sensitive computers.

The solution is Staticide®. Unlike bulky mats,
which can be unwelcome in a smartly-decorated
office setting, Staticide provides an invisible barrier
against static-a shield that remains in effect for up to
six months with a single application. And while mats
can cost hundreds, a quart of Staticide is only a few
dollars. What's more, now you could wipe out static
and dust attraction on CRT screens and keyboards
with new Staticide®. Wi pes TM.

Staticide from ACL. When
you compare it against anti
static mats, the results will
floor you.

II. 1960 East Devon Ave.
Elk Grove Village, IL 60007
(312) 981-9212, TELEX: 4330251

!tatll:Tde
by ACL Incorporated
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,
Borland'sTurbo

The Industry standard. With more than 250,000 users worldwide Turbo Pascal is the industry's de facto standard.
Turbo Pascal is praised by more engineers, hobbyists, students and professionai programmers than any other development

environment in the t'istory of microcomputing. And yet, Turbo Pascal is simple and fun to use!

Jeff Ounle",.,n, PC~Ine: "!.JJnllualle deal of the century . .. Turbo Pascal: It introduces anew
prollramminll environment and runs jlaJ mallie."

Ottve GIIrlend, PDpuier Computln,: "Most Pascal compilers barely fit on adisk. but Turbo Pascal packs an editor, compiler, IinlaJr,
and run-time lilrary into just 29K bytes ofrandom-access memory"

JIIff'I PDume/1e, BYTE: "What f think the computer industry is headed for: well documented, standard, plenty of llood filatures,
and areasonable price'

Portability. Turbo Pascal is available today for most computers running PC DOS, MS DDS, CP/M 80 or CPIM 86. AXENIX verison of Turbo
Pascal will soon be announced, and before the end of the year, Turbo Pascal will be running on most 68000 based microcomputers.

High resolution monochrome graphics for the IBM PC and the lBnith 100 computers
Dazzlln, ,raphlcs and palnlell windows. The Turbo Graphix Toolbox wiD give even a beginning programmer
the expert's edge. It's acomplete library of Pascal procedures that include:

-Full graphics window management.
-Tools that will allow you to draw and hatch pie charts, bar charts, circles, rectangles and afull range of geometric shapes.

-Procedures that will save and restore graphic images to and from disk.
-Functions that will allow you to precisely plot curves.

-Tools that will allow you to create animation or solve those difficult curve fitting problems.
and mucl1, much more ....

No IWBBt and no royalties. You may incorporate part, or all of these tools in your programs,
and yet, we won't charge you any royalties. Best of all, these functions and procedures come complete
with commented source code on disk ready to compile!

Searching and sorting made simple

The perfect complement to 1lJrbo Pascal. It contains: llIrbo-kc_, apowerful implementation of the state-of-the-art B+tree ISAM
technique; llIr1H1-SlJlt, asuper efficient implementation of the fastest data sorting algll'ithm, "Quicksort on disk". And much more.

34.95

Jerry Pournelle, BYTE: ''The tools include aB+tree search and asorting system; I've seen stuff like this, but not
as well thought out, sell for hundreds of dollars."

Get slBrted rl,ht away: free dllt1lbase/lncluded on awry Toolbox disk is the source code to aworking
data base which demonstrates how powerful and easy to use the Turbo-Access system really is.

Modify it to suit your individual needs or just compile it and run.

Remember, no royaltlesl

BORlAnD
INTERNATIONAl.

inquiry 49

From SlBrt to Rnlsh In 300 P.S. Turbo Tutor
is for everyone, from novice to expert. Ewn if you've never
programmed before, Turbo Tutor will get you started right away.
If you' already have some experience with Pascal or another
programming language, Turbo Tutor will take you step by step
through topics like data structures and pointers. If you're an expert,
you'll lave the sections detailing subjects such as "how to use assem-

bly language routines with your Turbo Pascal programs."

A must. You'll find the source code fo< all
the examples in the book on the accompanying
disk ready to compile. Turbo Tutor might be

the only reference on Pascal and pro
gramming you'll ever need.



A black border may appear around rhe Palette slide image,
which will be imperceptible when projected.



Nowlastminutepresentations
canbemaoe from .

yourpersonalcomputer:
Incolor. Inhouse. Inminutes.

Introducing Polaroid Palette.
Whether your presentation is in 30

minutes or 30 days, the new Polaroid
Palette Computer Image Recorder will
make it easier. Priced at under $1800'; it
lets you make Polaroid instant 35mm
slides or prints from personal
computer-generated data. Right at your
desk. So now you can create a presen
tation in minutes. Without sending out
for processing, paying premiums for
rush service or risking the security of
your confidential information.

Works with the graphics
packages of the IBM PC or XT,

DEC Rainbow or PRO, Apple lIe
or II+ and AT&T 6300.

The Polaroid Palette is designed to
work with many graphics software
packages. In fact, when using such
popular programs as Graphwriter,
Chart-Master, Sign-Master, DR Draw
and DR Graph, Palette can virtually
double both the horizontal and vertical
resolution of your monitor. Plus, a

Inquiry 282

"backfill" feature reduces raster lines
for a smoother, more finished appear
ance. The result-presentation quality
slides. On-the-spot.
Color 35mm slides, even from a

black and white CRt
Think of it as an artist's palette. Be

cause Palette "paints" your graphs,
charts and text. You're choosing from
up to 72 colors. Ifyou don't want red,
press a few keys- it's green. And if
you're not the artistic-type, Polaroid
has developed a menu of color sets:
combinations of colors that have been
specially coordinated to complement
your presentations. And all of this is
yours, even ifyou have a black and
white monitor.

Lets you make last minute
changes or add

up-to-the-minute information.
The Polaroid Palette is the fast, con

venient, low-cost way to prepare slides
for your presentation. And perhaps

even more important, Palette allows
you to keep confidential information
confidential. You won't have to send
your work out to anyone again.

So why wait until the last minute to
find out about Polaroid Palette? Call
this toll-free number or return this
coupon. Because with Palette you'll
make your deadlines, in no time.
r----------------,

For a demonstration, call toll·free, or mail the I
coupon to Polaroid Corp., E.!. Marketing, Dept. I
604, 575 Technology Sq., Cambridge, MA 02139.

CALL 1-800-225-1618 :
o Send information. 0 Have representative call. I

I
Name Tille 1

Company I
IAddress J

Cily Stale__ Zip__ I

Telephone ( I
PC make and model I

I

I, • Polaroid i
L ~.~5_ J

·Suggested list price. Polaroid-
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- - -- --
~-.5= =¥:: PC/XTTHE 10P OF THE LINE IBM COMPATIBLE COMPUTER

DEALER lNQlflRIES WELCOME. - NOm paXT HIlS AWLAlJLE

COMPUTRADE COMPANY (in Koll Commercial Center)
780 'Irimble Road, Suite 605, San Jose, CA 95131

Thl. (408) 946·2442, Thlex: 171605
Hours: Mon-Fri 9:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m.

• COMPUTER FESTIVAL
The Tenth Annual Trenton
Computer Festival. Trenton
State College. Trenton, j.
Talks. tutorials, user-group
activities. exhibits. computer
graphics theater. games, and
a 50-acre outdoor elec
tronics flea market are some
of the highlights of this an
nual event. Contact Ms.
Marilyn Hughes, Trenton
State College, Hillwood
lakes C 550. Trenton.
08625, (609) 771-2487.
April 20-2\

• PATIENT CARE AND
COMPUTERS-The Second
Annual Physicians and Com
puters: Applications in Pa
tient Care, las Vegas Hilton,
NV. This conference ad
dresses the concerns of
doctors. nurses, dietitians.
pharmacists, administrators.
and medical-record adminis
trators. Contact Beverly J
Johnson. University of
Southern California School
of Medicine, Postgraduate
Division. 2025 Zonal Ave.
KAM 318, Los Angeles, CA
90033. (213) 224-7051.
April 19-2\

Place, Boston, MA Diag
nostic and test instruments
will be among the products
displayed Contact Louise
Myerow. CW/Conference
Management Group, 375
Cochituate Rd, POB 880,
Framingham. MA 01701.
(800) 225-4698: in Massa
chusetts. (617) 879-0700
April 18-19

• EDUCATIONAL AIDS
AEDS/ECOO '85 The
1\.venty-Third Annual Conven
tion of the Association for
Educational Data Systems
(AEDS). Hilton Harbour Cas
tle, Toronto, Ontario. A
forum for educators. The
theme is "Computing Knows

o Borders:' Co-hosted by
the Educational Computing
Organization of Ontario
(ECOO) Contact AEDS/
ECOO '85, c/o OISE. 252

(continued)

• TRAINING AND TECH
NOLOGY-The Third Annual
Technology in Training and
Education (TITE) Conference,
Antler'S Hotel. Colorado
Springs, CO Contact Lt. Col
onel McCann, TITE Con
ference. USAFA/DFSR, USAF
Academy. Colorado Springs,
CO 80840-5751. (303)
472-4195. April 16-19

EVENT QUEUE

offering an approach to
knowledge acquisition for
building expert systems. The
fee is 51950 Contact
Expert-Knowledge Systems
Inc.. 6313 Old Chesterbrook
Rd. Mclean. VA 22101.
(703) 734-6966 April 15-19

• INDUSTRIAL SOFTWARE
EXPO-The Second
(IMCOM: Industrial Software
Conference & Exposition,
Disneyland Hotel. Anaheim,
CA Contact Computer and
Automated Systems Associa
tion of the Society of
Manufacturing Engineers.
One SME Dr.. POB 930.
Dearborn. MI 48121. (313)
271-1500. April \6-18

• OFFICE. DP EQUIPMENT
CeBIT '85. Hannover. West
Germany. More than 1300
exhibitors from more than
25 countries will display of
fice equipment and data
processing technology. Held
in conjunction with the Han
nover Fair. Contact Han
nover Fairs Information
Center. Route 22 E, POB
338, Whitehouse. J 08888.
(800) 526-5978: in ew
Jersey, (201) 534-9044
April 17-24

• DBM AND FOURTH
GENERATION-Database
Management Systems and
Fourth Generation lan
guages for Personal Com
puters, Atlanta. GA See
March 27-29 for details
April 17-19

• NETWORK CONTROL
AND MANAGEMENT- et
work Management/Technical
Control. Marriott Copley

HARDWARE
The Bcst Quality 130W Fbwer Supply

$150.00
(l10/220V) Same Dimension as IBM Fbwer

Multifunction Canl $195.00
Case.. . .. $90.00
Hitec Keyboanl , . . .. $130.00
Color Graphic Carn . .. $170.00
Herculcs Compatible Mono

Chrome Carn . . , , , .... $195.00
Floppy Disk Controller Carn

w/Cable , , $120.00

STREAM TAPE
10/20 MB Stream Tape for Backup '" CALL

MONITOR
Amdek 300 Color Monitor.. "'" ,$245.00
Amdek 310" , ""'" $143.00
Amdek 31OA, , . ""'" $147.00
Amdek RGB 600 Color Monitor, .. $445.00
Amdek RGB 700 Color Monitor CALL

': ~ -tN f~;~
~.' ~ ~?~~jt

,,-

,

New64KSBC
Only

$375.

64K SBC includes: • Source Code and Drivers
• 6MHz Z80B@ included
• Video Controller • CP/M@ 2.2
• 2 Serial Ports Call our Toronto
• 4 Parallel Ports office today.
• I/O Expansion (416) 745·7214

Or write: Megatel
~bd~~~,':~,'sle,ed 1051 Clinton St.,
~8&~~'~~~~fs(,~7~~C Buffalo, N.Y.
Irademmk 01 Zilog Inc. 14206

Substantial OEM Discounts Available

4'x{i'
• Requires no terminal. Includes

Video Controller and CP/M® 2.2

• Runs any size floppy drive.
• Other models include Hard

Disk Controller, CP/M® 3.0,
128K or 256K RAM, and 8088

NOVA PC SYSTEM $1595.00
I Hitec Keyboarn, I 130W Fbwer Supply,
'" 1 AST 6 Pack Compatible Multifunction
Board, I Monitor, 4 Drive Controller.

UPGRADE KITS FOR AT
41,2 8K RAM.. .. $20.00
80287 Co·Processor . . , $145.00

NOVA XT SYSTEM $2345.00
I 130W Fbwer Supply, I Hitec Keyboarn, I
Monitor, '" lAST 6 Pack Compatible
Multifunction Board, 1 360K Floppy Disk
Drive, 4 Drive Controller, 110MB Hard
Disk, D1'C Harn Disk Controller Carn, I
Color Graphic Boarn.

NOVA 64K BASIC SYSTEM $750.00
1 64K Nova Mother Boarn, Dr. Controller, I
Hitec Keyboarn, 1 130W Fbwer Supply
(110/220V), I Case.

REMARK:
'" I Serial Rm, I Parallel Ebn, I Game
£bIt, Clock, Memory can be expansion up
to 348K, Spool, RAMDISK.

NOVA PaXT BARE BOARD wlMANUAL ... $79.00

DISK DRIVE
Shugan SA455 'h Drive.. . ... $110.00
Shugan SA712 10 MB

Harn Disk Drive $475.00
TEAC 55B 'h Floppy Drive. . $115.00
Miniscribe 10MB H.D. w/Controlier

& Cable. . . . $650.00
Miniscrlbe 20MB Harn Disk Drive .. $695.00
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.....or wllIldnIwIIIlll.,y _ without notice MIdis not_liable wltll Hard Disk Sr. Partner. **O"..."",r limited wamtnty,
~~POi~~ or maIJ.ln Mnlice. Sr. Pal1ner Is a trademark 01 Matsushita Electric Industrlal Company Ltd; WordStar is tile trademark of
.' ; VIslCalc Is tile regilllared trademark of YislCorp; pfs:Grsph, File, Report are tile registered trademarks 01 Software

PulIllahlng CorponItlon; GW BASIC, MS-DOS are tile trademarks 01 Microsoft Corporation.
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IBM PC W/DRIVE
$1339.95

OKIDATA92
$349.95

COMMODORE 64
$154.95

JUKI6100 TELEVIDEO
$349.95

EVENT QUEUE

Some 'terns rellect cast' dIscount For yOU! prolect,on WI' chpck tor Slnl"" l"'pcl,l Ciua"

• INTRO TO UNIX
Introduction to the UNIX
System, Atlanta, GA. The
pros and cons of UNIX will
be covered, Contact Digital
Consulting Associates Inc" 6
Windsor St., Andover, MA
01810, (617) 470-3870
April 29-30

• C FOR ENGINEERS
C Programming for
Engineers, University of
Michigan, Dearborn. A short
course and workshop, Con
tact Professor R, E, Little,
University of Michigan, 4901
Evergreen Rd" Dearborn, MI
48128, (313) 593-5241
April 29-May 3

• VIRGINIA COMPUTING
The Fourth Annual Virginia
Computer Show and Soft
ware Exposition, Pavilion,
Virginia Beach, VA. Contact
Ann KatceL CompuShows,
POB 3315, Annapolis, MD
21403, (800) 368-2066: in
Annapolis, (301) 263-8044:
in Baltimore, (301) 269-7694:
in the District of Columbia,
(202) 261-1047 April 25-28

• EQUIPMENT SALE
Produx 2000: Wholesale
Expo '85, Civic Center.
Philadelphia, PA. Six hun
dred booths of computers,
communications devices,
and business equipment for
sale, Contact The Vertical
Marketing Corp" POB 557,
Bala Cynwyd, PA 19004,
(215) 457-2303, April 26-28

• MICROS IN EMPIRE
STATE-The Fourth Annual
New York Computer Show
and Software Exposition,
Nassau County Coliseum,
Uniondale, NY Contact Ann
KatceL CompuShows, POB
3315, Annapolis, MD 21403,
(800) 368-2066: in Anna
polis, (301) 263-8044: in
Baltimore, (301) 269-7694: in
the District of Columbia,
(202) 261-1047. April 25-28

Bonchev St" BL 12, Bulgaria:
tel: 72-46-98: Telex: 22836
ITKR BG, April 23-26

• TRADE SHOW, CON
FERENCE-Electro/85 and
Mini/Micro Northeast-85,
New York City, Areas to be
covered include artificial in
telligence, communications
and networks, high-density
data storage, and personal
computing, Contact Elec
tronic Conventions Manage
ment. 8110 Airport Blvd"
Los Angeles, CA 90045,
(213) 772-2965, April 23-25

• PUBLIC NETWORK
OPERATIONS-X,25 and
Packet Switching Networks,
Atlanta, GA. This course
covers the internal opera
tions of a packet-switching
network and its implementa
tion, International standards
are also covered, The fee is
$795 Contact Elaine Had
den Nicholas, Department of
Continuing Education,
Georgia Institute of Tech
nology, Atlanta, GA 30332
0385, (404) 894-2547
April 23-25

• SPEECH IN FOCUS
Speech Tech '85, Vista Inter
national Hotel. World Trade
Center, New York City,
Speakers and exhibitors will
focus on voice synthesis and
recognition, Registration is
$19 5, Contact Media Dimen
sions Inc" POB 1121 Gracie
Station, New York, NY
10028, (212) 772-7068 or
(212) 680-6451 April 22-24

• COMPUTER APPLICA
TIONS EXPLORED
PERSCOMP '85, Sofia,
Bulgaria, A conference on
the applications of personal
computers and the prob
lems encountered in using
them, Contact Dr. Marcel
Israel. Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences, Institute of In
dustrial Cybernetics and
Robotics, 113 Sofia, Acad, G,

Bloor St. W. Toronto, Ontario
M5S IV6, Canada: in the
United States, AEDS/ECOO
'85, 1201 16th St. NW.
Washington, DC 20036
April 21-27

MONITORS
Amdek 300 Green 114
Amdek 300 Amber 124
310Amber 139
Color 300 229
Color 500 324
Color 600 384
Color 700 489
Color 710 529
Zenith Green 74
T3xan210 209
Princton HX12 449
Tallan 122A 139
Takan 420 389

MODEMS
Hayes 1200 435
Haye<; 12008 382
Hayes 300 187
M,~romOdem 2E 212
Acce'i'3123 364
Novallon J'Cal 89

ZENITH
lenomPC2150 163'
ZI'[',!fl PC 15152 2076
Zen,th pC161·52 2299

Qk,male 10 130
Olympia fO 314
PanasonlC KXP 1091 259
Panasonlc KXP 1090 174
Panasonlc KXP 1092 387
PanasonlC KXP 1093 567
PanasontcKXP)151 450
Fowertype 289
Quadlel 720
RadiX 10 481
RadiX 15 567
Alleman Blue + 279
Silver Reed E.. p 550 378
Silver Reed EKP 500 286
Sliver Reed Ellp 770 715
Toshiba 1340 678
Toshiba 135\ 1206

IBM
PC wlDflVe 1339
PC Xl 3074
PC POrlable wlDnve 1549
PCJr 459
Tecmar Jr CaDlam 299
AST SI .. Pack 229
Taltgrass 20 Meg 2399
Quad Board 224
Paradise GraphiCS 254
KeylrOntCS 159
Hercules Color 159
Hercules Monochrome 319
Pers.,st Color Card 148
Persyst Monocar(\ 162
PlantronlCS 409
STBGraphl.. 234
PC wll0 M(!g Hard Or 2399
Bernouh Box 2099
10 Meq Drive 699

Epson FX 100. 584
Epson LO 1500 1029
Gemtnt lOX 227
Gemini 15X 329
HP Laser Jet 3049
Jukl6HXl rr>lf"v'dl'q 34q
Juk16300 749
Mannesman Splrlt8D 199
Mannesman 160L 544
Mannesman lSOL 742
NEe 2050 659
N EC 3550 1325
NEe 7730 1659
NEe 8850 1709
Oktdata 92 349
Ok.daTa 93 564
Qkldata 84 660

800·441·1144

"PRINTER SPECIALS"

659
974
639

99

1034
349
58'
799
129
329
'66

2409
759
32'44.
699
3'9
29'
226
39'
36'

SANYO
55005
55505
5555.5
CRT 30

AnadeK
Brother HA15 XL
BrOther HR 25
B~oHler HA 35
Brother Keyboard
Citizen MSP 10
Clllzen MSP 15
Corona Laser
Dalsy",mter
Delta 10
Delta 15
Diablo 620 API
Oynall OX 15 Xl
EDson RX 80 FT +
EDson RX 80
EDson RX 100
EDsen fX 80

COMMODORE
Commodore 64 154
1541 Disk Dflve 18g
1702 Monllor 208
MPS801 Prmler 179
MSP RO? P,,,,,,,, t Q ,!

1526Prlnler 215

APPLE
2E w/Olsk Drive 879
MaClnlOsh 1689
Apple 2C 887
Imagewrller 486
Addl Drives 'rom 114

ATARI
800 Xl 107
1027 Prinler 219
1050 Drlve 159
Indus. Drive 279
1025 Pnnter 169

Touchdown ,. Key Overlay Kits redeline keytop commands lor clarilicalion and compatibility with software pro
grams to improve operator accuracy and eniciency. Hooleon Key Overlays are !lQ! ordinary slick-on labels, but
quality die-cut transparent or opaque overlays 01 durable non·glare material similar to original keytops. Com·
mands are prinled on the inside lor durability. Kils available lor mosl keyboards. We can produce Custom Key

overlays 10 your exact specifications. Touchdown ,. Keytop Expanders also
available to cover and enlarge the size of the small command keys

P. D. Box 201, Dept. B, Cornville, AZ 86325

I CUSTOM KEY OVERLAYS can be produced 10 your exact speci!i-
COIVPANY cations, and they're much less expensive than engraving the keys.----------------..• KEYTOP EXPANDERS 0 Blk 0 Grey I Qty. Price'

I Qty. Price· __Compaq, Columbia (10 keys) $21.95 •
__IBM PC, PC/XT, PC Port (12 keys) $2195 __Corona, Eagle Spirit, Qubie,

I-_IBM 5291 DISplay Station (13 keys) 21 95 Keylronic (10 keys) 2195 •

1
KEY OVERLAYS __Do·it-yoursell Kit (200 + pieces) $29.95.
__5250/5251 (48 keylops/lronts) $21.95 __MulliMate (44 keytops) 29.95

1__5520 (101 keytops) 29.95 __Visicalc 24.95.
__DisplayWrite 2 (40 keytops) 21 95 ~_EasyWriter II (29 kylp/lronls/Handy Card) 29.95

•
__Dvorak (43 keytops) 26 95 ~_Lotus 1-2-3 (24 keytops/Handy Card) 29.95.
_~Wordstar (29 keylops) 2695 __WordPerfect (32 keylops/Handy Card) 29.95

I

-_Control Key English (5 keylops) 6 95 ~_Volkswriler (18 keylops/Handy Card) 29.95.
__Blank Overlays (99 keylops) 21 95 ~_AppleWriter II

•
0 Visa 0 MasterCard Exp Date ·AII prices Include poslage TOTAL $ •
Card # Arizona residenls add 5% tax _

1Visa or Me orders phone 602-634·7517 TOTAL ENCLOSED $---.•
Company Name Custom Overlay, Other Sollware Kits

1 Write for mlormallOn,.
Address _

• Clly Stale Zlp_•.._---------------
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EVENT QUEUE

.1l101D\YCOM!'Ul(1I
S.l'.'ac"on(l~ ~,"

'.,.."" .....' *.",,"
,~~:,-:.:.,c::.;,~~::.:1~'~

COf<lOl~~~ ..7~~'~pe..

FRIENDLY SERVICE AT A FRIENDLY PRICE

Friell(lly Computer CClltCf, Ill( . I11III
l1Hl( '1,1 drtjA""'IJ' H' ~. I'J.,',i ,.1',1

Inquiry 383 for Dealers. Inquiry 384 for End-Users.

Powerful Single Board Computer
Includes CP/M Plus'· on Disk

.589
..... 1039

Newttem.:
° MSDOS Coproce~SOf
o68ClOOCoproc~SOf

° aoX24 LCD Drwer
°H.YcllRAMDIsk
·)I7·SngIe~a

FX 100 ...
La 1500 ..

Mountsln Side Oomputer

Southern P",cl'lc Limited

.... I ~.

ARTISOFT Inc

Two RUnc Ports
MSCoiCO communicates with prrnters. modems. plot·
ler~. and other standard RS232C deVICes through lIS
two senal poru. These poru are independe11tly pl"e>
grammaO!e for baud rates. Stop OrtS. data formal and
parity. Synchronous communicatIon on Pon A is
jumperselecr:able

Cent,onlcs p.,.nel Port
A, standard Centronics parallel port allows MSC-K:O 10
communicate with printers and other parallel devices

P.,."., Key~,dPort
MSC·tCO connects to any ASOI paraUel keyboard of
positive or'negative polarity with a negative strobe. A
type-ahead buffer and pl"ogrammable functiOn keys are
prOVided by MSC·ICO's CUstom BIOS.

16 Btl TTL 110 Port
This port allows you 10 access prlnter~, relays. LEO·s.
OACs. AOCs. switches. EPROM programmers and
many other devices

Clock C.lend.,
The battery baclCed up clock calendar pl"ovldes tIme and
date Informat:iOn to CP/M for file stamping. The clock
can also be accessed from applications programs.

lE.t.,-n.IBus
MSC·/CO·s 50 pIn bus connector provides expansiOn for
a hard dIsk contloller. RAM disk. grapnICs or a 68000
system. Please call or write for more InformatiOn on
thes.eoptlOfls

MSC·ICO SIIves Time .nd Mone)'
With MSC·ICO"s tow cost and quality worksmanshlp.
wny spend lJme. energy and money 10 design. debug
and ley your own system. Whether you require single
units or large volume quanmies we can ~t your
needS Order your evaluation unit today!

[NJ§@""a@@
Video. 1Z8Kb. CP/M PIUI™. _nd more

$599
~Te'St~

Inc;ludn CP/M 3.0 on chi<

MODEMS

Z80CPU
MSC·tCO uses the mo~t popular microprocessor. the
Z80. a~ its main CPU. MSC·tCO run~ at 4 MHZ wrthout
any walt yates. The whole ~ystem Is rncorpofitted imoa
high quality IOYr layer PC board meawring only 145mm
X 250mm Ito" I( 61- The ~ystem requires only t.2 Amps
al + SVoltS arKl 0,1 Amps al ± 12 VailS.

Banked CPIM Plullncluded
CP/M Plus 1).0 banked) is incluoed on dis!< with all
manuals. CPIM Plus is upwardly compatible wrth CP/M
2.2 and includes the SD oet>ugger. the MAC arKl RMAC
macro assemblers arKl the UNK-80 loader. MSC·ICO·s
custom BIOS provides suppon for multiple disk formats
and 110 device control, System specific software for disk
formatting. dIsk copying. defln.ng function keys and
mod.fylfIQ scree'rl attributes is also Included.

12.KbRAM
One 64K bani< of rT'K"ffiOfy is devoted to CPIM arKl its
di~k cache blOCks. While the other 64K bank is devoted
10 applicatiOns programs. This arrangement not only
pl"ovides more memory lor programs. but It Slgmficantly
Increase~ the speed 01 dIsk UO

Inte,n.1 Ffopp)' DI.k Cont,olle,
MS(·ICO tlanclles Shugart/ANSI standard floppy drs!<
dflves In a variety of si~esand formalS

• S·· SUD. 24JKb0." DSDD.l.2Mb
° S'1/4" DSDD. J20Kb
° 5·114" D5OD. eoDKb
° 5·114" OHD. 1.2Mb

Up to foyr drives of any denSity or si~e can be con
nected to MSC·ICO, 80lh 5 1/4 and a inch connectors are
on-board to make disk drive connectiOns easy.

High Speed CRT Controlle,
MSC·ICO conla.ns an 80 I( 24 line memory mapped CRT
conlrolter. Video output IS composi'le or separate to
match any monilor. Attributes wen as Ins.en and delet("
line. reverse vtdeo; and semigraptllcs are SUpporied
Cursor escape sequences are an eXlension of OECs
VTS2 and can be easily reprogrammed to emulate most
standard termnlals

NEW APPLE DUODISC DRIVE
w/EXTENDED 80 COLUMN CARD
APPLE TILT MONITDR IN STOCK

MACINTDSH.. CALL
NEW APPLE lie. . . .895 IBM" HARD DISK SYSTEM

IBM" PC 256K
DISK DRIVES-FOR IBM Hayes 1200B IBM .379.00 ·10 MEG W/l DS FLOPPY
Teae 'k hI. DS/OO 149 Hayes 1200 RS232 . 459.00 IBM MONO CARD & MONITOR

Rana 2000 IBM 149 ~i~~~~:nR~~ ~:: $3249 complete

ADD ON BOARDS ~eA:~Sa:i:"e .2~~~ MONITORS
FDR IBM Raeal-Vadie 1200 EXT-RS- Poncoton HX·12 Graphics ... 459.00

~~~d;;:"pa~~:'I~J~4Kouad~~;~~ 232 349.00 ~:: ~~~:: g~:~; ~Uil~.Hi~~9.oo
w/64K 259.00 Raca:-Vadic Internal wi George RGB. . .. 499.00
Hercules Graphics Board. 319.00 Soltware .349.00 Amdek 31M. 175.00
Hercules Color Card w/Paraliel Compuserve Starter Kit. 24.90 Comrex 5650 Hires 12-
Po,t . . . . . . . .. .. .. .. .... 179DO The Source Starter Kd . . CALL Green.. .. 99.00
~ooa~:eS~:~e~;YJ~~;~':i~b9~~ Grappler Buffered Plus 16K Gorilla 12' Green 89.00
w/P.C. Paint and Menue. 159.00 wJcable. . 149.00 Sakata 13' Color Monitor 249.00

Hayden Saragon III Chess. 3490 LmER QUALITY PRINTERS PRINTERS
Microsoft Flight Simulator 1137.90 ONE TIME SPECIAL Juki-6100 .. . .. 379.00
Hayden Safagan Ullor Mac 39.90 LIMITED QUANTITY Juki-6300 .. . CAlL
De Base III . . 349.00 C.JTOH - Leading Edge 25 cps Juki-Traclor 6100 98.00
Framework. . 319,00 15" Daisy Wheel \ '(l"'~ New Toshiba 1340 788.00
SYMPHONY. .. CALL $449 ." " Toshiba 1351 1295.00

FOR MAIL ORDERS: Send Money Order, Certified Check, Mastercard. VISA gladly accepted. .Add estimated price lor shipping,
handling and insurance. WE WILL SHIP ORDERS AT THE ADVERTISED PRteES GUARANTEED UNTIL Mlfth 30th, 1115.

ApploIII I reglatered Ir'demlrk of Apple Computer, Inc. II.. la I regl.lltfed Irldlmlr1( ollntltfntlllOfl.lI BUllnnl M.chlnn.

APPLE

Rxeo ... .. .. .... ... 229.00
NEW RX-80 ft Plus. . 289
FX 80 Plus. .379
JX 80 color. .. 589
RX 100 389
Titan 2 Board for ax·l0 .. 489

""',"",~" (~OO). ~~~.-5805: (718)"25'2'-9737
~ Friendly Computer Center, Inc. 0

1)81 (: r 1'11<; 1 1 A, • B ". "' .... y .' ':' I

• PC DISPLAYS
PC Expo. Convention Cen
tre, Montreal. Ouebec,
Canada. Contact PC Expo,
20 Butterick Rd .. Toronto,
Ontario M8W 3Z8, Canada.
(416) 252-7791. May 8-10

• NETWORK SCHEMES
Local Area Networks, Atlan
ta, GA. This course covers
the many approaches on
which local-area networks
are based. Fee: 5795.
Contact Elaine Hadden
Nicholas, Georgia Institute
of Technology, Atlanta, GA
30332-0385, (404) 894-2547
May 7-9

• MEDICAL GRAPHICS
Computer Graphics in
Medicine and Surgery,
Virginia Mason Medical
Center, Seattle. WA. Contact
Linda Orgel. Virginia Mason
Medical Center, 1100 9th
Ave.. Seattle, WA 98111.
(206) 223-6898. May 10

• COMPUTERS AND
WRITING-UCLA Con
ference on Computers and
Writing: New Directions in
Teaching and Research.
University of California, Los
Angeles. Contact Dr. Lisa
Gerrard, UCLA Writing Pro
grams, 371 Kinsey Hall.
UCLA. Los Angeles, CA
90024, (213) 206-1145
May 4-5

Professional Development.
1920 Association Dr,
Reston. VA 22091. (703)
620-3660, ext. 261. May 2-3

• GRAPHICS FOR ENGI
NEERING, DRAFTING
Computer Graphics for
Engineering/Drafting Practice
and Computer Graphics
Workshop, University of
Texas. Austin. These short
courses stress learning the
principles of computer
graphics and seek to
develop the ability to
prescribe computer graphics
equipment for engineering
applications Contact Col-

(continued)

• COMMERCIAL AI. HIGH
TECH CONFERENCE-AI
'85: Artificial Intelligence
and Advanced Computer
Technology Conference/Ex
hibition, Convention Center.
Long Beach, CA. More than
20 technical sessions as well
as panel discussions and
product displays are
planned. Contact Tower Con
ference Management Co..
331 West Wesley St,
Wheaton, IL 60187, (312)
668-8100 April 30-May 2

• MEETING ON LINE
National Online Meeting,
Sheraton Centre Hotel. New
York City. On the docket are
formal paper presentations,
product review sessions, ex
hibits, and special work
shops and seminars trans
mitted via satellite. Contact
Thomas Hogan, National
Online Meeting, Learned In
formation Inc.. 143 Old
Marlton Pike, Medford, Nj
08055, (609) 654-6266
April 30-May 2

May 1985

• SCIENTIFIC COMPUTING
AND AUTOMATION-The
First Scientific Computing
and Automation Conference
and Exposition, Convention
Center, Atlantic City, Nj. For
practitioners and managers
in' analytic chemistry, bio
technology/biomedical
research. clinical chemistry,
and engineering. Product
displays. Contact Expocon
Management Associates
Inc.. 3695 Post Rd .. South
port. CT 06490. May 1-3

• SPECIAL EDUCATION
SOFTWARE-National Con
ference on Special Educa
tion Software. Radisson
Mark Plaza, Alexandria, VA.
The theme is "DISCover the
Possibilities." Product
displays and demonstra
tions. Registration: 550.
Contact Elsa Glassman, The
Council for Exceptional
Children, Department of
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QUALITY PARTS AT DISCOUNT PRICESI

Association for Medical
Systems and Informatics.
Suite 402. 4405 East-West
Highway. Bethesda. MD
20814. (301) 657-4142.
May 20-22

• COMPUTER GRAPHICS
FOR PRODUCTIVITY-The
1985 Trends and Applica
tions Conference. Sheraton
Northwest Washington. Silver
Spring. MD. Using computer
graphics for greater produc
tivity. Contact Trends and
Applications '85. IEEE Com
puter Society. POB 639.
Silver Spring. MD 20901.
May 21-22

• COMPUTER INTER
FACING-Personal Computer
and STD Computer Interfac
ing for Scientific Instrument
Automation. Virginia Tech.
Blacksburg See March
14-16 for details
May 30-June I •

• SOFfWARE AND
HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
Computer Software and
Human Development Con
ference. Royal York Hotel.
Toronto. Ontario. Canada.
Held in conjunction with the
Third Annual Software
Panorama. this conference
will examine the impact of
software development on
business. education. health.
and agriculture. Contact
Reuben Lando. The Software
Developers Association.
Suite 500. 185 Bloor St. E.
Toronto. Ontario M4W IC8.
Canada. (416) 922-1153
May 22-24

• MANAGE PROGRAMS
Configuration Management
of Software Programs.
Washington. DC. Methods
for controlling the costs of
development. maintenance.
and operation of software.
Contact Stod Cortelyou.
Continuing Engineering
Education. George Washing
ton University. Washington.
DC 20052. (800) 424-9773:
in the District of Columbia.
(202) 676-8520. May 29-31

• OFFICE ENVIRONMENT
Workspace '85. Moscone
Convention Center. San
Francisco. CA. The theme is
"Space as Function: Space
as Image." Program areas
include telecommunications.
ergonomics legislation. and
management policies and
office design. Contact
Charles Yourd. Technology
Conference Group. 5th
Floor. 44 Montgomery St..
San Francisco. CA 94104.
(415) 931-8255 May 14-15

EVENT QUEUE

lege of Engineering. Univer
sity of Texas. Austin. TX
78712. (512) 471-3506.
May 13-14 and May 1'5-17

• TEST. MEASUREMENT
EXPO-The 1985 Test and
Measurement World Expo.
Convention Center. San
Jose. CA. Conferences and
exhibits. Contact Meg
Bowen. Test and Measure
ment World Expo. 2 I 5
Brighton Ave .. Boston. MA
02134. (617) 254-1445.
May 14-16

• MODULA-2 ENGINEER
ING-Software Engineering
with Modula-2. Atlanta. GA.
See April 3-5 for details.
May 15-17

• OK SHOW
The Eighth Annual Show &
Tell Microcomputer Con
ference. University of
Oklahoma. Norman. Micro
computer fans of all ages
and levels of expertise
come together to share
ideas and demonstrate ap
plications and hardware.
Contact Richard V. Andree.
Show & Tell Computer Con
ference. Mathematics De
partment. University of
Oklahoma. 601 Elm. Nor
man. OK 73019.
May 18

• COMPUTERS AND
MEDICINE-AAMSI Con
gress 1985. Hilton Hotel.
San Francisco. CA. Papers.
sessions. and demonstra
tions. Contact American

EDGE
CONNECTORS

~'J!!;:;:::::::;:!;~

5 STATION
NON-INTERLOCKING
SAME AS ABOVE. EXCEPT
EACH SWITCH OPERATES

INDEPENDENTLY
$2.50 EACH

22/44 22144 GOLD PLATED
CONTACTS

156 CDNTACT SPACING

$2.00 EACH 10 fOR $18 00

MINIATURE TOGGLE
SWITCHES

ALL ARE RATED 5 AMPS @ 125
S.P.D.T. S.P.D.T. VA'il.II(///.:-:":::~

(on-on) ~(on-on)
PC STYLE. ~~~~~:A~~G
NON-THREADED $1.00 EACH
BUSHING nt.. 10 FOR $900
~~CF~~Cs~00 t.t.~" 100 FOR $80

~
120V INDICATOR 5 STATION

S P D T S.P.D.T. "" INTERLOCKING
. . . . ~ (on-on) .~ ""-9G;;; ::::=-

(on-all-on) PC LUGS. NEON INDICATOR MADE BY ALPS _
NON-THREADED THREADED ~ RATED l~O V 1/3 w 3· 2PDT AND
BUSHING BUSHING ,=,="w MOUNTS IN 5/16" HOLE 2· 6POT

~5~ ES:';~E ,ro/ ~~'~O~AS~~ 7St E~~~R~~~lENS ~~~;L~K~N~F~~~~MBlY
~'0~ro~"~S~'l:liOO~~,,::'00~ro~"~S::::80~OO~=,,=~='00:::.:;.:FO=":.:65i:.::OO:=-:=-4 3'.t~ BETWEEN

ICTRonlG CORI MOU~;'~g ~:~~ERS

RATED
CQNTROl- '2. R-l Rvt'C
lOAD-120VAC 2 AMPS

TTL COMPATIBLE
SIZE l.j;, ~ -'1 . I" HIGH
$3.50 EACH 10 fOR $32 00

SOLID STATE
RELAYS

2AMP

FREE' FREE! FREE!
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fBI PBOPISSIONAI:S CROICI
Lotus
1-2-3

$299

Lotus
Symphony

$419
dBase III

$339
FrameWork

$339
MultiMate

'289

WordStar
2000+

$319

Software Database Systems Graphics/Statistics Display Boards PrinterS/Plotters
ALPHA DATA BAlI ABITAT WI ABT MONOGRAPH PLUI 'CII AMPLOTII ....

Word Processing Editors MANAGER II .,n AUTOCAD ICII DEREX G_CI C.ITOH ICII
CLOUTYU ". _auIINE.. EDGE 141. COMWRITER II 'CIIEABYWRITER II CONDOR III I2tt GRAPHICI I22t HERCULEI GRAPHICI COIIWRITER 420 'CIIInTEM 121. DBASE II PIt CHARTMABTER PH CARD I32t DIABLO 120lI3O 'CIIFANCY FONT ". DBMEIII PH CHARTITAR I2tIt HERCULEI COLOR EPSON Fll·1.- 'CIIFINAL WORD .,. INFOITAR- $31. DR DRAW "" CARD "71 EPSON La-11OO 'CIIMICROSOFT WORD - KNOWLEDGEMAN PIt ENERGRAPHICI WI PARADlIE MODULAR EPSON JX-IO 'CIIMICROSOFT WORD PFI: FILElPFI: PLOTTER WI GRAPHICI CARD .2M JUKI11. 141.

W/MOUIE san REPORT •,11 EXECUYIIION •• PARADIIE NEC.., ....
MULTIMATE $21' POWERBAIE .21. GRAPHWRITER MULTIDIIPLAY CARD 1211 NEC 2lIIIO $7"
PFI:WRlTE 'IS QUICKCODEIII ". COMBO $311 PERI'lIT 'CII NEC35S0 "381IAMNAWORDIII 'CII RBME_ sa. MICHART "11 PLANTRONICI OKIDATAlI4I' $7.
YOLKIWRITER OYERHEAD COLORPLUS 141. OKIDATA_ .,.

DELUXE "51 Languages/Utilities EXPREII ". PRINCETON ICAN QUME SPRINT "11
.,_

YOLKIWRITER CONCURRENT DOl "11 PC DRAW •• DOUBLER 'CII TOIHlBA pt., "271ICIENTIFIC I30t CIa C COMPILER I2tt PC PAINTBRUIH '" ITS GRAPHICI lWEETPlPEN
THE WORD PLUI DIGITAL REIEARCH PFI:GRAPH •• PLUI .. I30t PLOTTER ....
bOAI~ "01 CCOMPILER :=" IIGNMAITER "71 TECMAIl GRAPHICI

W RD RFECT 12.' DR FORTRAN 77 " ITATPRO 'CII MAlTER $411 Emulation Boards
WORDPLUI W/BO.. $31.

LATTICE C COMPILER 'c.II ITATPAK·NWA I32t TECMARYIDEO.YAN AITPCOX .....
WORDITAR "" MICROIOFTC ITATPAC-WALONICK I2tt GOGH .21. AST3710 ....WORDITAR_ PIt COMPILER I30t Accounting Modules TSENG ULTRA PAK 144. MTSNA ....
WORDITAR 2000+ $31.

MI BAIIC COMPILER 12.' AlTBSC ••WORDSTAR
MIFORTRAN 123. BPI PH Displays BLUE LYNX ICIIPROFE..IONAL PH NORTON UTILlnEI- GREAT PLAINS 14n AMDEK 3OOGI3ODA .'3t1'•• CXI327111 'CIIXYWRITEII- I22t NEW 'CII

IUS EABYBUSlNEII I30t AMDEK310A .17. IRMA ...
TURBO PASCAL $45 MBA ... AMDEK COLOR II - 1458 IRIIAUNE ....

Spreadsheets/ OPEN IYSTEMS $HI PRINCETON HX·12 .... IRMAPRINT 'CII
Integrated Packages PEACHTREE I2tt PRINCETON MAX-12 .,71 QUAD 3271 ....

ELECTRIC DESK I2tIt
Project REAL WORLD .... PRINCETON SR-12 ICII

ENABLE .... Management STATE OF THE ART $311 QUADRAM Input Devices
FRAMEWORK PH HARYARD PROJECT STAR ACCOUNTING AMBERCHROME '17' KEYTRONIC 5151 ""LOTtJI 1·2·3 I2tt MANAGER 521. PARTNER '24' ZENITH 124 AMBER ',41 MICROSOFT

MULTIPLAN '135 HARYARD TOTAL STAR ACCOUNTING ZENITH 135 COLOR 'CII MOUSE .,.
OPEN ACCEII I2tt PROJECT MANAGER I2tt PARTNER II 1511 PC MOUSE WIPAINT .,.
SMART IYlTEM ... MICROSOFT Modems

Mass StorageSPREADSHEET PROJECT .,5. Barclware'" An REACH 1200 'CII
AUDITOR .71 ICITOR PROJECT HAYES 120D $45' ALLOY PC-BACKUP

SUPERCALC3 ""
_ W/GRAPHICS san

Multifunction Boards
HAYES ,_ $HI 20MB .,....

SYMPHONY 141. HAYEI_ 'CII ALLOY PC-DISC
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IN CIARCIAS CIRCUIT CELLAR this month. Steve starts a project that sparked
his interest way back in 1981. Now that hardware costs have descended to
an acceptable level. he can put together a complete home-management/con
trol system. Beginning with a cost-effective DTMF (dual-tone. multiple
frequency) decoder. Steve combines some commercial products to produce
a truly personalized electronic mailbox. the first step in this multipart con
struction project.

John Markoff. senior technical editor in our Palo Alto office. gives us a Prod
uct Description of Factfinder. the first free-form text database for the Macin
tosh. Factfinder uses the Mac's windows and a "MacWrite-style" editor. It also
has some Mac-imposed limitations. We are planning on a full review of Fact
finder in a subsequent issue.

Comparing longhand calculation results with those obtained on a microcom
puter can cause some head scratching. When you exceed the allocated in
teger storage space. floating-point decimals can cause rounding-off errors.
Peter Rice describes a BASIC program that gets around this problem in
"Arithmetic on Your PC

$100 for a serial card for a bargain computer? In keeping with this month's
theme. Bob Kong Win Chang shows us how to build a serial card for the Sanyo
MBC 550 for about $15. All you need are three ICs and a few more inexpen
sive components.

This month. Richard Shuford, BYTE's special-projects editor. takes a look
at "'IWo Flat-Display Technologies": gas-plasma panels and electroluminescent
displays. Though the conventional glass CRT might appear to be an easy target
for replacement the current crop of leOs have their own drawbacks in spite
of their widespread use in portables. The two technologies he discusses show
promise of replacing the CRT in several workaday instances.

The cost of satellite-based navigation equipment is high. but you can use
your microcomputer to help you across the seven seas. Frederic Rounds's
article describes the principles of navigation. and his Sunfix navigation pro
gram is available via BYTEnet Listings.

Even though there are many fundamentally simple approaches to convert
ing between different units of measurement David Kahn has developed what
he considers a rather unique algorithm on which he bases his Convert pro
gram. which also is available on BYTEnet Listings. With it you can have an
electronic conversion system on your microcomputer to convert number bases
or other measurement units.

-Gene Smarte, Managing Editor
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C·I·A·R·C·I·A'S C·E·L·L·A·R

BUILD THE TOUCH~ONE

INTERACTIVE
MESSAGE SYSTEM

BY STEVE CIARCIA

An autodialer, DTMF decoder, and speech synthesizer
in an answering machine

~
In December 1981 I
published my first article
on DTMF (dual-tone. mul-

~
tiple-frequency) decoding
and conceptualized many
of the essential ingre-
dients of an integrated

control-and-messaging system for your
home. My original words were

I have always wanted to be able to tele
phone the computerized home-control
system in my house from anywhere in the
country. to find out what the conditions
are like in and around the house. be in
formed of problems or messages. and
remotely control lights and thermostat
settings.

This idea is neither new nor something
found only in science fiction. Any com
puter presently equipped with an auto
answer modem could conduct such a
dialogue with a remote user terminal.
transmitting and receiving ASCII (Ameri
can Standard Code for Information Inter
change) characters.

But I really don't want to carry an ASCII
terminal with me. For the simple functions
. .. the keypad on a Touch Tone tele
phone receiver is a readily available. con
venient means of transmitting data ...
My first step was to decode the DTMF
tones. As the title of this article indicates
IBuild a Touch Tone Decoder for Remote
Controll. I didn't get much further.

COPYRIGHT © 1985 STEVEN A. CIARCIA ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.

In retrospect. I was biting off a lot trying
to create a totally integrated home-control
and voice-message system at that time.
While many of the pieces seemed available.
they were elementary in function and ex
pensive to implement. Thrning concept into
reality had to wait for some cost-effective
hardware evolution. Now that that has hap
pened. I am ready to present working proj
ects that demonstrate these concepts.

Over the next few months. I will describe
how to build a complete home-manage
ment/control system and an electronic
messaging system. I start this month by
describing how to build a cost-effective
DTMF decoder. Combined with some com
mercially availaple components. I will then
construct the auto-answer DTMF commu
nication system that I alluded to in 1981.
The end result will be a truly personalized
electronic-messaging system. But first. some
DTMF encoding and decoding basics.

PRINCIPLES OF DTMF
The next time you pick up the handset of
a Touch-ione (only telephone instruments

(continued)

Steve Ciarcia (pronounced "see-ARE-see-ali") is an elec
tronics engineer and computer consultant witli experience
in process control, digital design. nuclear instrumenta
tion. and product development. He is tlie autlior of
several books about electronics. You can write to liim
at POB 582. Glastonbury. CT 06033.
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Column 0 Column 1 Column 2 Column 3
1209 Hz 1336 Hz 1477 Hz 1633 Hz

Table I: Tfle scfleme of tfle DTMF-signaling system.

High Group

Row 0,697 Hz CD @ @ ®
Row 1, 770 Hz @ ® ® @

Low
Group Row 2, 852 Hz (]) ® ® ©

Row 3,941 Hz 0 @ ® ©

from AT&T are properly called Touch
Tone-the generic term used by other
telephone manufacturers is DTMF
signaling) or other DTMF-signaling
telephone receiver. press one of the
keys and listen. The sound you hear
is not a single-frequency sine wave
but a combination of two frequencies.
The 12 keys are arranged in four rows
and three columns, as shown in table
I. All the keys in a given row or col-

umn have one tone in common. For
example, pressing the digit "9" (row
2 and column 2) produces an 852-Hz
and a 1477-Hz tone simultaneously.
Similarly. pressing "6" (row 1and col
umn 2) produces 770- and 1477-Hz
tones simultaneously.

The full DTMF encoding standard
defines four rows and four columns,
for a total of 16 two-tone combina
tions. Standard telephones use only

12 of these combinations. For the pur
poses of this discussion, however. we
shall consider all 16. Depending upon
your application. these extra codes
may be useful.

The eight frequencies associated
with the rows and columns are sepa
rated into two groups. The low group.
containing row information. has a
range of 697 Hz to 941 Hz. The high
group, containing column informa
tion. covers 1209 Hz to 1633 Hz.

A variety of methods are employed
to generate and decode these tone
combinations. Generally. the level of
sophistication employed in these cir
cuits is governed by the application.
Telephone companies strive for
reliability and aren't particularly con
cerned with the size and weight of the
result. Their primary concern is that
the system should still work 20 years
from now. Except in the very latest
equipment. discrete LC-tuned circuits
are usually found in telephone-com
pany equipment. (LC means induc-

Rl R2 R3 R4 +V

DIA
CONVERTER

SINE
WAVE
COUNTER

KEYBOARD LOGIC

1-~ ~ ~ ~R;-------.J~--------------------,

RR +~ :

I
I
I
I

VKB~MUTEOUT

-

OSC 7
IN--;--.--.....

ROW I
COUNTE:R j4-

COLUMN
COUNTER ~

SINE
WAVE
COUNTER

+V

-V

Figure I: Block diagram of tfle Mostek MK5087 DTMF-signal encoder
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram of a DTMF-encoding circuit.

tance-capacitance.)
Commercial users of DTMF signal

ing take a different approach. Instead
of LC-tuned circuits. they generally
prefer crystakontrolled. integrated
circuit-based systems. One system is
not necessarily better than the other.
but the LC probably has a longer
mean time between failures. In com
puter-control applications. it is better
to follow the commercial designers.
using large-scale ICs (integrated cir
cuits) where possible. In the case of
encoding and decoding the row and
column signals. specialized ICs greatly
simplify the task.

DTMF ENCODING
Telephone companies have tradi
tionally used transistor LC oscillators
to encode the DTMF tone pairs. The
practical alternative for the rest of us
is to use an integrated tone-encoder
component. such as the MK5087
from Mostek. Referred to as an in
tegrated tone-dialer circuit. this chip
divides a 3.579545-MHz reference
frequency into the eight DTMF fre
quencies. The frequency combina
tions are selected by a 12- or 16-key
matrix keypad connected directly to
the chip. The output is a stair-step D/A
(digital-to-analog) approximation of
the mixture of the high- and low
group tones. No frequency adjust
ment is necessary to meet standard
DTMF specifications. and the average
circuit configuration requires little
more than the keypad. a crystal. and
the Ie Figure 1shows a block diagram
of the MK5087. and figure 2 demon
strates a typical DTMF-encoder circuit.

If you don't want to assemble a
DTMF encoder. Radio Shack sells an
encoder complete with a 12-key
keypad.

DTMF DECODING
DTMF decoding is considerably more
complicated than DTMF encoding.
Only recently has the advent of the
single-chip decoder/receiver. such as
the Silicon Systems SSI 204. made
reliable DTMF decoding easy to
achieve. Figure 3 is a block diagram
of the SSI 204. which is a 14-pin 5-volt
(V) chip that detects all 16 DTMF tone
pairs. It uses an inexpensive 3.58-MHz
color-burst crystal and requires no
front-end prefiltering The SSI 204 in
corporates switched-capacitor filter
ing to separate the high- and low
frequency bands as well as to detect

the individual tones. The output.
shown in table 2. is 4-bit CMOS (com
plementary metal-OXide semiconduc
tor) tristate logic with a data-available
strobe.

Figure 4 and photo I show a gen
eral-purpose DTMF decoder board.
Containing the SSI 204 and three ad
ditional chips. the decoder board has
both 4-bit and l-of-16 outputs. Four
LEDs (light-emitting diodes) are in
cluded to show the code of any in
coming signal

When a signal is received. the par
ticular code for that tone pair (row
column) is presented on the DI
through D8lines (D8 is the MSB Imost
significant bitJ). and the data-available
(DV) line goes high. The DV line stays
high until the input signal is released.
With /pI in the momentary position
(as shown). one of the normally low
output lines SO through SI5 goes
high. If the tone pair for a "7" were
detected. for example. S7 would go
high for the duration of the tone in
put. (With no input signal present. the
SO output is high.)

When JPI is in the latch position.
any output is held until the next in
put is detected. If a "4" is received.
S4 goes high It stays high even with
no input until another DTMF tone pair
is received.

While implemented in this article as
an electronic-messaging system. I de
signed the DTMF decoder board to
serve more general applications.
Some of those applications might be
better satisfied with latched rather
than momentary outputs. The exam
ple shown in figure 5 combines the

COLI

COL 2

COL 3

9
COL 4

14
ROW 1

13 ROW 2

12
ROW 3

Jl
ROW 4

4-BY-4 MATRIX
KEYPAD

DTMF decoder board with a remote
ly located encoder chip. Together.
they form a simple 2-wire 16-function
remote-control system. Further en
hancement could be provided by sub
stituting an infrared transmitter/
receiver pair for the wire (see the
references).

INTERACTIVE MESSAGE SYSTEM
Now that we have the essential com
ponent developed. we can continue
discussion of the DTMF communica
tion system I started telling you about.
For illustrative purposes. I will call it
TIMS. for Touch-Tone Interactive Mes
sage System. It works without an
ASCII terminal and is designed to

(continued)

Table 2: SSI 204 output codes.

OUTPUT CODE

Digit D8 D4 D2 D1

1 0 0 0 1
2 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 1 1
4 0 1 0 0
5 0 1 0 1
6 0 1 1 0
7 0 1 1 1
8 1 0 0 0
9 1 0 0 1
0 1 0 1 0. 1 0 1 1
# 1 1 0 0
A 1 1 0 1
B 1 1 1 0
C 1 1 1 1
D 0 0 0 0

+9V

v+ OSC IN 7

= 3.579545 MHz
CRYSTAL

OSC OUT

MK5087

TONE OUT .-:1;:..6---.--c::> ~6~: OUTPUT

v-
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The speech synthesizer
may be virtually any
one on the market.

enhance the functions of standard
telephone-answering machines. The
Circuit Cellar TIMS is not computer
specific and can be attached to any
parallel I/O (input/output) port. I chose
to demonstrate it 6n the IBM PC
because it has more memory and
faster disk I/O.

The TIMS functions as follows:
When someone calls your tele

phone, it rings a prescribed number
of times and then is automatically
answered by a telephone-answering
machine. The prerecorded message
states that you aren't home and that
at the tone the caller should either
leave a message for you or enter a
special access code via the Touch
Tone pad for a personal message that
you may have left for them.

At the tone, the caller presses a 3
or 4-digit sequence. The computer
switches on line (the recorder can be
selectively switched off or left run
ning) and searches for any files cor
responding to that entry code. When
the computer finds the file, it turns on
a voice synthesizer that speaks the file
contents to the caller, "Hi Bob. I had
to go to BYTE. You can reach me at
(603) 924-9281. Ask for Peggy if you
need to find me. I'll be back tomor
row.

If there was no message, the synthe-

sizer would simply say so or, if the en
try code was invalid, state that as well.

Besides personalized messages, the
TIMS could provide instant message
transferral. In addition to giving your
message, the TIMS could ask specific
questions and register those answers
via DTMF tones as well. Perhaps you
are on the move and constantly
changing locations but need to talk to
a particular person. You periodically
call TIMS and enter a call-forward
telephone number where you can be
reached. When the person calls TIMS
and enters his or her code, the mes
sage says that you want to contact
them immediately about a meeting
on Friday. At the verbal prompt. the
caller enters the telephone number
where they are and an additional en
try to signify concurrence or rejection
of the meeting time (you might have
said enter a I for date okay or a 0 for
no). The TIMS computer records this
information and, after the caller hangs
up, telephones you at the number you
have previously left to give you the
caller's number and the message.
(While most expensive answering ma
chines allow you to remotely listen to
telephone messages, none to my
knowledge call-forward selectively or
offer specialized messages.)

INSIDE THE TlMS
The level of sophistication of the TIMS
is solely dependent on the applica
tion software. Searching the directory
for a 3-digit code and outputting it to
a communications port (attached to
the synthesizer) is a relatively simple
task. Registering responses and call-

forwarding is another matter entirely.
The TIMS hardware configuration,

shown in figure 6, is virtually the same
for all situations. Five basic ingre
dients are included in the electronic
messaging system I have described:
standard telephone-answering ma
chine, DTMF decoder, speech synthe
sizer, computer interface, and a data
access-arrangement (DAA) connec
tion to the telephone line.

The answering machine may be any
one of a number of available ma
chines and is employed here only to
inform your caller of the existence of
the TIMS functions; it must have an
earphone output if it is to be used,
however. The speech synthesizer may
be virtually any synthesizer on the
market. such as those from Votrax,
Micromint. Sweet Micro Systems, or
Street Electronics. (I refer you to the
references at the end of the article for
a listing of the various synthesizers
I've designed and presented.)

The primary considerations in the
choice of a particular synthesizer are
that it have text-to-speech capability
and be easy to use. While my Sweet
Thlker II and Lis'ner 1000 synthesizer
designs are easy to use, they use too
much computer memory for my pur
poses, and they are computer
specific. So I chose my Microvox
speech synthesizer. The stand-alone
Microvox has its own processor that
runs an on-board text-to-speech algo
rithm. It can be connected to the com
puter through either a serial or
parallel port. On the IBM Pc. sending
speech through the TIMS is accom-

(continued)
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Figure 5: DTMF encoder/decoder remote-control circuit.
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Figure 7: Modified Microvox output circuit. This schematic appeared in its original form in the September 1982 BYTE.
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plished simply by executing an
LPRIt--JT command in BASIC. !
modified the Microvox's output slight
ly so that it connects directly to the
DAA and avoids any noise introduced
by the output amplifier. Figure 7
shows the new output circuit.

TELEPHONE AND COMPUTER
INTERFACE CONNECTIONS
The recorder, DTMF decoder. and
speech synthesizer constitute the
TIMS. Using it. however, requires con
necting it to the computer and the
telephone lines.

The TIMS requires 2 output and 6
input bits. (An additional port. serial
or parallel. is required for the speech
synthesizer) When I first thought
about using the IBM Pc. I figured I
could easily use the standard serial
and parallel printer ports to control
the TIMS. According to the technical

manual. 5 input bits are available on
a parallel port. When I experimented
with it. however, I could find only 3
bits that I could seem to receive data
on. I concluded that something else
in my system was interfering.

The only alternative was to build a
separate parallel port. A schematic for
such an interface addressed at loca
tion 260 hexadecimal is shown in
figure 8. It's easy to build, but I had
mixed success. I built the circuit.
plugged it in, and it didn't work. I
changed the address to location 160
hexadecimal and it still didn't work.
Finally, after a day of scratching my
head and staring at a scope, I
switched computers and it worked!
The logic may be fine and the com
puter might have been at fault. but
this isn't an article on parallel interfac
ing, so I didn't pursue it. I just traded
computers. If you build the circuit. you

might have to experiment with the
addresses.

Connection to the telephone lines
is something else, For many years,
telecommunication articles published
for experimenters have mentioned
the requirement that connection to
the telephone line be done through
an FCC-registered DAA. Unfortunate
ly, neither a source of DAAs nor an
explanation of a DAAs use is in
cluded. While the authors may have
covered themselves legally by men
tioning the requirement. they fully ex
pect that most of the dozen or so
project builders will merely use a
600-ohm coupling transformer and
dispense with signal-level and protec
tion circuitry. TIMS requires a DAA
both functionally and legally. With the
potential of hundreds of the Circuit
Cellar TIMS being built. I'd rather be

(continued)
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Figure 8: Parallel port for the IBM Pc.
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Registered DAAs are
available from various
sources, includin"g the

telephone company
itself. A popular one is
the Cermetek CH1810.

remembered for creative inspiration
than for the demise of the telephone
system through unprotected connec
tions.

A registered DAA is more than a
600-ohm transformer. Among its func
tions are ring detection. on/off-hook
control circuitry. modem control logic.
and analog transmit/receive logic. The
telephone is attached to the tip-and
ring side of the DAA. and anything

you build is attached to the other side.
The DAA serves to protect your cir
cuitry from line transients and the
telephone line from your circuit.

Registered DAAs are available from
various sources. including the tele
phone company itself. One of the
more popular commercial DAAs is the
Cermetek CH1810. A block diagram is
shown in figure 9.

THE CH1810
The Cermetek CHI810 DCPH (direct
connect protective hybrid). shown in
photo 2. is a module that provides a
complete DAA function. It is regis
tered under part 68 of the FCC rules
and regulations for direct connection
to the telephone line. FCC recertifica
tion is not required when integrated
into systems. providing that the in
cluded label is externally attached
listing the registration number and
ringer equivalence.

The DCPH can be mounted direct
lyon the PC board. and telephone-

line connection is made via an exter
nal cable with an RJ IIC or equivalent
mating plug. As illustrated in figure 9.
the CH 181 0 includes many signal-pro
cessing features. The major functional
blocks include

1. XMIT Squelch
2. XMIT Attenuator
3. Excessive-Power Detector
4. Biliing-De'lay Timer
5. Analog Loop-Back Control
6. 2- to 4Wire Converter
7. DC Loop Control
8. Ringing Detector
9. MIC Monitor

The device is powered from + 12
and -12-Y supplies. but logic-control
inputs and all status outputs are
CMOS-level-compatible (0 to + 5 V).

TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING
DATA OR VOICE
Audio that is destined for the tele
phone line is called XMIT (transmit)
audio. This audio can be the voice
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Figure 9: Block diagram of ti1e CH 181 0 direct connect protective i1ybrid telepi1one-line interface.
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Photo 3: Prototype of the Touch-Tone Interactive Message System. The connectors
from left to right are the power supply. answering-machine connector. telephone-line
input. Microvox speech-synthesizer output. parallel I/O interface to computer. and the
answering-machine earphone output.

USING THE T1MS
As previously mentioned. the DAA.
recorder. synthesizer. and DTMF
decoder board are combined to
gether. as shown in figure 6 and photo
3. and interfaced to the computer to
form the TIMS. The parallel port is at
tached to the DAA and the DTMF
decoder board. As configured in
figure 8. the port address is location
260 hexadecimal (608 decimal). and
the three ports and mode register oc
cupy four sequential addresses (608
through 611). The value loaded into
the mode register configures the

(continued)

originate data call. The definitions of
all the CH 181 O's pins are given in the
text box "CH1810 Pin Descriptions."

Photo 2: Cermetek CH 1810 DAA.

hook. the DCPH starts a 2-second
timer that squelches the transmit
audio path during this interval.

The third function is ringing detec
tion. Circuitry is included to assure
elimination of false transients on the
RT (ring indication) line due to pulse
dialing and other transient signals.

The MIC Monitor (unused in my ap
plication) is the last control function.
It simply converts a contact closure
between MI and MIC to a logic level
at SH. Contact closures usually
emanate from a local dataphone. On
such a dataphone. the exclusion key
or equivalent-data key controls the
state of the MI/MIC contact. External
circuits typically monitor the DCPH's
SH line for a voice-to-data exclusion
key transition to begin a modem

Photo I: Prototype of the DTMF
receiver board. '

from a recorder or the FSK (frequen
cy-shift keying) tone outputs from a
modem. It is applied at the CH 181 O's
TRXCAR signal input. Low-voltage
signals may be directly connected.
but best protection is afforded by
coupling the input through a 0.1
microfarad (JLF) capacitor.

After the XMIT audio passes
through the attenuator stage. it is ap
plied to the telephone line by a 2- to
4Wire Converter. This block performs
three functions: partial separation of
receive (RCV) from XMIT audio on the
2-wire telephone line. a 600-ohm AC
impedance termination. and a con
version of the single-ended audio to
a balanced audio pair at tip and ring.

After passing through the 2- to
4Wire Converter. RCV is then passed
to the Analog Loop-Back switching
block. When ALEN is a high logic
level. this audio is asserted at the RCV
audio-output pin. RCVCAR. When
ALEN is low. however. the audio pres
ent on TRXCAR is looped back and
asserted at RCVCAR. This function is
important for use in half-duplex
modem applications.

TELEPHONE-LINE CONTROL
Four major telephone-line control
functions are implemented by the
CH1810.

The first is telephone-line loop
current control. When your telephone
handset is on the cradle. it is con
sidered to be on hook. and no DC
loop current exists between your tele
phone and the telephone-company
switching station. When you lift up the
handset. the telephone is off hook.
closing a low-current DC circuit at the
switching station that indicates a call
is being initiated or answered. The DC
Loop-Control block. at input pin OH.
controls a relay on the DCPH that
switches the unit from on-hook to off
hook modes. Since this is a relatively
high quality. fast relay. it is also
suitable for pulse dialing. Once the
OH line has established an off-hook
condition. the OH line can be pulsed
for automatic dialing.

OH also controls a second tele
phone-line control function. the
Billing-Delay Timer. FCC part 68 re
quires that the first 2 seconds after a
telephone connection be kept silent.
This allows central offices to exchange
billing information such as the caller
and called telephone numbers. On
the transition of OH from on to off
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CH1810 PIN DESCRIPTIONS

three ports as input or output and
designates handshaking if required.
The value \39 (8B hexadecimal)
loaded into the mode register (611)
assigns A as output. Band C as input.
and no handshaking. (Refer to the ref
erences list for a more in-depth ex
planation of 8255 programming.) This
configuration is easily accomplished
in BASIC with OUT 611,139. A port is
read by performing an INP at that ad
dress (OUT 608,x to output to port
A and INP (609) to read port B).

The telephone line is attached to 1I.
It is also attached to the tip and ring
inputs of the DAA and also through
a normally closed relay contact to 12
The telephone-answering machine is
plugged into )2 and its earphone out
put attached through a normally
closed relay to the OTMF decoder
board. (While my prototype picture
shows two relays, they are both SPOT
Isingle-pole, double-throwl and

TRXCAR: Transmit audio input.

RCVCAR: Receive audio output.

TIP/RING: Direct telephone-line
connections.

PR/PC: External program resistor in
puts. In a programmable telephone
connection, the various resistive com
binations set the DCPH XMIT attenua
tion from 0 to -12 decibels (dB).

OH: On-hook input. When asserted
low, telephone-line loop current is
broken. Pulse dialing may be done
through this input.

RI: Ringing indication output. It is
asserted low during the typical
2-second telephone-ringing period.

TIM: Billing-delay timer squelch output.
When OH is low (on hook) and for
nominally 2 seconds after a transition
to the off-hook state, TIM is asserted
high. While TIM is high, XMIT audio is
squelched.

ccr: Coupler connected through out
put. CCT indicates the status of the
excessive-power detector. When CCT is
high, the XMIT path is squelched due
to audio levels at TRXCAR in excess of
o dBY.

ALEN: Analog-loop enable input.
When asserted low, TRXCAR is looped
to RCVCAR. This is internally pulled up.
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operate in parallel. A DPOT Idouble
pole, doubie-throwl relay should be
used. These were chosen for size.)

With the relay unenergized, both
the recorder and the DAA receive the
incoming call. When the telephone
rings, the RI signal to the com
puter (port address 609, bit 6) goes
low. Unless you wish to intercede and
go off hook on the DAA. the recorder
continues to count incoming rings.
When it gets to the preselected quan
tity (usually selected by a dial on the
side of the machine), it automatically
answers (goes off hook) and speaks
its message.

When it concludes and gives the
caller the beep to start recording, the
recorder enables its earphone output.
If the caller enters a OTMF tone, the
DV line (port 609, bit 7) goes high and
the 4-bit DTMF code is present on bits
o through 4 of port 609 (port B). It is
up to the application program at this

ATEN: Attenuator enable input. When
asserted low, the XMIT attenuator is
replaced by a O-dB path When held
high, the XMIT attenuator is enabled.
This input is internally pulled up.

MI/MIC: MI/MIC inputs. These two pins
connect through the telephone cable
and jack to the dataphone voice/data
mode contacts.

SH: Switch-hook output. Reflects the
state of the MI/MIC contact inputs. If
there is a contact closure between MI
and MIC SH is asserted high.

TIMSTR: Time start input. When strap
S2 is inserted, this input is connected
to the OH input. A Iow-to-high transi
tion causes the 2-second billing-delay
timer to begin its timing.

SQ: Squelch input. This input. when
asserted high, squelches or breaks the
transmit audio path. If asserted low or
left unconnected, it has no effect on
transmit-path squelch.

+ 12V: Positive-supply input. This sup
ply is 12.0 V DC ±10 percent at 60
milliamperes (rnA).

-12V: Negative-supply input. This
supply is -12.0 V DC ±10 percent at
30 mA.

point to determine whether the code
is valid. (The OTMF decoder cannot
be directly connected to the tele
phone line and must go through
either the CH 1810 or the DAA in the
recorder. For it to receive data
through the CH 181 0, however. the
CH 18\0 must go off hook. Such a con
dition would stop the recorder from
automatically answering.)

If the code is valid, the computer
has two options. It can go off hook
with the recorder still on or shut off
the recorder (by breaking the line to
it as though the caller had hung up)
and continue the call only through the
DAA. lWo outputs are provided:
SWITCH and ON HOOK. With IPI in
the opposite position as shown, the
relay and the DAA are separately con
trolled. A logic 0 on the SWITCH input
energizes the relay, and a logic I to
ON HOOK causes the DAA to go off
hook. Life is simplified by tying the
DAA OH line to the relay (with /PI)
and operating them synchronously.

If the codes received by the com
puter are okay and a message is to be
transmitted, a logic I is sent on port
608, bit I (ON HOOK). This causes the
DAA to go off hook, the recorder will
shut off, and the input to the OTMF
decoder instead comes from the
RCVCAR output of the DAA. At this
time (after a 2-second billing-timer
delay-the DAA doesn't know that the
call was already answered), any audio
signal input on TRXCAR is heard by
the caller. The TRXCAR line is in turn
attached to the Microvox speech syn
thesizer. The computer merely ex
ecutes an LPRINT to send ASCII data
to the Microvox and speak to the
caller.

The call is terminated by receiving
an appropriate OTMF entry from the
caller ("enter an asterisk when you
wish to terminate the call") or timing
out after sending the synthesized
message. These options as well as
automatic dialing are under program
control. I could have incorporated
busy-signal and dial-tone reception,
but it would have increased cost and
complexity.

Listing I is a simple BASIC program
that demonstrates automatic answer
ing, caller OTMF inputs, and voice
response. IEditor's note: This program is
available for downloading via BYTEnet
Listings. The telephone number is (603)
924-9820.1 You'll note that it takes
relatively little software to use the



TIMS. A more involved messaging sys
tem, such as the one described at the
start of this article, remains to be
written.

IN CONCWSION
It's taken a few years and some major
cost-effective advances in hardware
design to make life this simple, but my
TIMS is a reality. Inexpensive DTMF
decoding is the key, and the SSI 204
has the right price/performance ratio.
The DTMF decoder board easily inter
faces to practically any computer.

I consider software the limiting fac
tor. A well-thought-out electronic-mes
saging-system program could estab
lish the standard by which others are
compared. Given the limited time be
tween projects and the level of effort
involved in the home-management/
control system coming up, I will have
little time to continue improving on
it. True fame is therefore left to the
reader who implements this system
with some profoundly significant ap
plication software. Keep me in mind
if you are giving away copies of your
program. I don't want to wait another
four years to schedule an update to
my system.

Listing I: TIMS demonstration program.

100 OUT 611,139 :REM SET PORT A OUT AND PORTS BAND C AS INPUT
110 OUT 608,0 REM SET ON HOOK
120 GOSUB 280 :REM READ DAA RI INPUT SIGNAL
130 IF RING>O THEN GOTO 120 REM CHECK FOR RING INDICATOR
140 IF RING=O THEN GOSUB 280 IF RING=O THEN 140 REM WAIT FOR

RING TO STOP
150 IF RING = 0 THEN GOTO 140 ELSE OUT 608,2 REM AUTO ANSWER AND

GO OFF HOOK
160 PRINT"ANSWERING"
170 LPRINT".. . "REM WAIT FOR 2-SECOND BILLING DELAY
180 LPRINT" .. THANK YOU FOR CALLING ..... PLEASE HELP ME TEST YOUR

PHONE.
190 LPRINT"PRESS A NUMBER BUnON AND I WILL GUESS IT.
200 LPRINT"OR .. PRESS THE ASTERISK TO END THIS CALL"
210 GOSUB 280
220 IF DTMF = 11 THEN LPRINT"THANK YOU GOOD BYE":GOSUB

300PRINT"ON HOOK":GOTO 110
230 IF DTMF>O THEN LPRINT"YOU PRESSED A";DTMF
240 IF STROBE = 128 THEN GOSUB 280 GOTO 240
250 GOTO 210
260 REM
270 REM
280 A=INP(609)DTMF=A AND 15STROBE=A AND 128:RING=A AND 64
290 RETURN
300 REM 5-SECOND DELAY
310 FOR T = 0 TO 3000 NEXT T :RETURN

CIRCUIT CELLAR FEEDBACK
This month's feedback begins on
page 390.

NEXT MONTH
Build the Circuit Cellar home-manage
ment/control computer system. _

Diagrams specific to the CH 1810 are
reprinted courtesy of Cermetek Inc.

Diagrams and data specific to the SSI 204
are reprinted courtesy of Silicon Systems
Inc.

The CH 1810 data-access arrangement is
available through authorized distributors
or from

CERMETEK MICROELECTRONICS

1308 Borregas Ave.
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
(408) 734-8150

The following items are available from
ThE MICROMINT INC.

561 Willow Ave.
Cedarhurst. NY II 516
(800) 645-3479 for orders
(203) 871-6170 for information

I. DTMF decoder board as described in
figure 4. Complete kit. including all parts.
. . . . . . . . . . . .. DTOI. $59

2. Microvox text-to-speech synthesizer.
assembled and tested..... MVOI. $349
3. Microvox text-to-speech synthesizer,
complete kit. . . MV02, $269

DTMF boards and chips are available in
OEM quantities.

Please include $4 for shipping and han
dling in the continental United States, $10
elsewhere. New York residents please in
clude 8 percent sales tax. Connecticut
residents please include 7.5 percent sales
tax.

Editor's Note: Steve often refers to previous
Circuit Cellar articles. Most of these past ar
ticles are available in reprint books from
BYTE Books, ~cGraw-Hili Book Company,
POB 400, Hightstown, NI 08250.

Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar, Volume I covers articles
that appeared in BYTE from september 1977
through November 1978. Volume II covers
December 1978 through June 1980. Volume
III covers July 1980 through December 1981.
Volume IV covers January 1982 through June
1983.

To receive a complete list of Ciarcia's Cir
cuit Cellar project kits, circle 100 on the
reader-service inquiry card at the back of
the magazine.
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"Desllite the recent IIress notices,
mUltiuser microcomlluters aren't

anvthing new!"

Inquiry 331

Formerly Sage Computer

For more information on Stride or
the location of the nearest Stride
Dealer call or write us today.
We'll also send you a free copy of
our 32 page product catalog.

Corporate Offices:
4905 Energy Way
Reno, NY 89502
(702) 322-6868

Regional Offices:
Boston: (617) 229-6868
Dallas: (214) 392-7070

states. That gives us a 25% in
crease over the Sage models.
And, we have a 12 MHz pro
cessor as an option. Let me add
that speed isn't the only way to
judge performance. I think it is
also measured in our flexibility.
We support a dozen different
operating systems, not just one.
And our systems service a wide
variety of applications from the
garage software developer to the
corporate consumer running high
volume business applications."
0: Isn't that the same thing all
manufacturers say in their ads?
RC: .'Sure it is. But to use another
over used-term, 'shop around'.
We like to think of our systems as
'full service 68000 supermicro
computers.' Take a look at every
one else's literature and then
compare. When you examine
cost, performance, flexibility, and
utility, we don't think there's any
one else in the
race. Maybe
that's why we've
shipped and
installed more
multiuser 68000
systems than
anyone else."

"The marketing pressure
to be compatible

Instead of being better,
has blinded the industrv. "

think the YMEbus is the only de
sign that meets both criteria and
thus have made it a standard fea
ture of every Stride 400 Series
machine."
0: What are some of the other
unique features of the 400 Series?

RC: "A surprising feature is com
patibility. Everybody talks about
it, but nobody does anything
about it. Our systems are com
pletely compatible with each other
from the 420 model starting at
$2900, through the440,on to the
powerful 460 which tops out near
$60,000. Each system can talk to
the others via the standard built- in
local area network. Go ahead and
compare this with others in the in
dustry. You'll find their little ma
chines don't talk to their big ones,
or that the networking and multi
user are incompatible, or that they
have different processors or
operating systems, and so on."
0: When you were still known as
Sage Computer, you had a reputa
tion for performance, is that still
the case with the new Stride 400
Series?
RC: "Certainly, that's our calling
card: 'Performance By Design.'
Our new systems are actually fas
ter; our standard processor is a IO
MHz 68000 running with no wait

were clearly inferior from a tech
nical point of view. This phenom
enon leads me to believe that they
will soon rewrite the old proverb:
'Build a better mousetrap and the
world will beat a path to your
door,' but only if they can find the
way through the marketing fog."
0: Are things changing now?
RC: "Yes and no. With the busi
ness world starting to take more
and more interest in microcompu
ter solutions, the advantages of a
solid multiuser system couldn't be
kept hidden forever; companies
like ours and a few others were
beginning to make a dent. Instead
of taking a fresh approach, some
of the newest multiuser offerings
will probably only give the tech
nology an undeserved black eye!
Multiuser is far more than the
ability to plug in more terminals.
It involves things like machine
compatibility, fast processors,
adequate memory, large storage
capacities, backup features, net
working, and operating system
flexibility."
0: Is this what makes the new
Stride 400 Series different?
RC: "Exactly. That sounds self
serving, but it's true. Today a
number of companies are intro
ducing their first multiuser sys
tem. We've been building and
shipping multiuser machines for
almost three years. We know the
pitfalls, we've fallen into some of
them. But we have learned from
our mistakes."
0: Give me some examples.
RC: A hard disk is almost manda
tory for any large multiuser in
stallation. Yet, backing up a hard
disk can be a nightmare if you
only have floppies to work with.
That's why we've added a tape
backup option to all the larger
Stride 400 Series machines. It's
irresponsible for a manufacturer
to market a multiuser system
without such backup. Another
good lesson was bus design. We
started with one of our own de
signs, but learned lhat it's impor
tant not only to find a bus that is
powerful, but also one that has
good support and a strong future
to serve tomorrow's needs. We

"A surprising feature is
compatibilitv. Evervbodv
talks about it, but nobodv
does anvthing about it."

meeting high performance and
multiuser design requirements in
1980. Instead of this trend taking
off, most energy was spent pro
moting 8088/8086 products that
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0: Why do you say that?
RC: "The technology to build a
high performance multiuser sys
tem has been around for five
years. And while some of the
leaders in this industry have been
pretending that micro multiuser
didn't exist, we've been shipping
complete systems for nearly three
years. The benefits of multiuser
are undeniable; it is more cost ef
fective, and offers greater flexibil
ity and utility. But until just re
cently, the marketing pressure to
be compatible instead of being
better, has blinded the industry."

0: What do you mean?
RC: "Well, for example, the
Motorola 68000 processor intro
duced 16/32-bit technology to the
personal computer world a long
time ago. It was fully capable of

This is the first in aseries of
discussions with Rod Coleman,
President of Stride Micro
(formerlv Sage Computer) on
the 68000 mUltiuser mal1cet
and its current environment.



Figure I: Factflnder's text-entry screen, similar to
Macwrite, features an "elevator bar" on the right.
and "browse" and "zoom" buttons on the bottom.
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FACTFINDER
Editor's note: The following is a BYTE product description. It is not a review.

We provide an advance look at this new product because we feel it is significant.
A complete review will follow in a subsequent issue.

•
actfinder is the first free-form text database to
be introduced for Apple Computer's Macintosh.
It was designed by independent software devel
oper Rudi Diezmann and marketed by Fore
thought Inc. of Mountain View. California. and
it uses the Macintosh window-based interface

and a simple MacWrite-style editor to provide a variety of
database operations. For more information on text databases.
see "Text Databases" by Ezra Shapiro. October 1984 BYTE.

P~7thl ~:~tfinder. each individual A flexible, text--oriented database
database is a "stack" and a record
is a "factsheet:· Currently. stacks are limited in size to I mega
byte-an arbitrary limit imposed by the use of 16-bit pointers
within the database. According to Diezmann. when hard disks
are widely available for the Macintosh. it will be easy to
recompile the program with 32-bit pointers yielding stack
sizes that may be dramatically larger. On the 128K-byte
Macintosh. individual factsheets are restricted to approxi
mately 11 K bytes-a limit imposed by available system
memory. When Factfinder runs on a Macintosh with 512 K
bytes of RAM (random-access read/write memory). fact-

, • File Edll Stetk Fetlsheet Keys Utility' sheets can be as large as 30K
bytes-the limit in this case im
posed by the Macintosh system
software.

At present. Factfinder's perfor
mance is I/O (input/output) bound;
the speed and capacity are signif~

icantly improved on hard-disk ver
sus floppy-disk-based systems.
Also. performance has been im
proved on the 512 K-byte versus
the 128K-byte Macintosh (continued)

John Markoff is a senior technical editor at
BYTE. He can be reached at 1000 Elwell
Court. Palo Alto. CA 94303 .

•
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because program segments do not have to be
swapped into and out of memory.

Factfinder is intended for storage and
retrieval of text information that cannot be
organized easily into highly structured
categories. Typical Factfinder applications
might include creating abstracts from

r • File Edit Stack Factsheet Keys Utility

Los Rngeles Police Departme
Sb: "'BBS PROBLEMS FOR US Find in October 1984

IB-Jun-84 22:08:49
F6ctsheets cont6ining:

TA DA! TRUMPET FAN -nHONE PHREAK-
Names Found r

STUFF....THE I
GREAT L.A. BBS DISPU

14 F6ctsheets in St6ck
1 Factsheet found =~ Keys for Los Rngele~

VERY
Created on 10/16/84

FAVORABLE TERMS. T
Modified on 10/16/84
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ACCEPTED MV ARGUME ~
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Figure 2: Factfinder
responds to
queries that you
enter in the Find
window (top right)
with a list of
factsheets that
contain the
keywords (middle),
the first such
factsheet (left), and
aU the keywords
for that particular
factsheet (bottom
right).
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magazine and journal articles, downloading in
formation from on-line databases and news
services. organizing and saving random notes
or journal entries, or indexing legal notes and
trial material.

Rather than using a "forms-oriented"
metaphor for data entry that is typical of struc
tured databases, Factfinder uses a "computer
paper" metaphor; information is entered into
a scrolling document that you can move back
ward and forward under a window on the
screen display. Thus, in practice. using Fact
finder is much like using a text editor. How
ever, with the addition of a flexible keyword
function, Factfinder allows you to create an ex
tensive retrieval scheme that stretches far
beyond the individual document title.

BASIC FACTFINDER OPERATIONS
When you first open Factfinder to begin enter
ing data, you are presented with a Text Editing
window and several smaller windows that pro
vide for attaching keywords. developing
queries, and displaying lists of factsheets found
on any particular search. To designate words
as keywords in each factsheet you point at
them with the mouse and then press a com
mand-key sequence (Command-M) or draw
down a selection from the Factfinder menu bar
and then click the mouse.

Within each factsheet you can also designate
key phrases and individual words by using the
mouse to move the cursor and extend a selec
tion. Additionally. a keyword window permits
you to append keywords and phrases to each
factsheet. even though they do not appear in
its text.

A file menu provides the option to open.

close. print. or create new stacks. You can also
lock a stack to protect it; when a stack is locked
the stack's icon cannot be removed from the
Macintosh desktop by throwing it in the trash
can icon.

FACTFINDER WINDOWS
Factfinder corresponds closely to the Macin
tosh user interface, with several extensions. For
example, if you are familiar with the MacWrite
word processor. you will already know how to
use the Factfinder text editor (see figure I). a
simple editor with a single font and no margin
adjustment. spacing control. or right justifica
tion. It does. however. provide automatic word
wrap, mouse-oriented cursor control and
editing. and an insert mode. An "elevator but
ton" on the right side of the Text Editor win
dow allows you to page and scroll through text.
The scroll bar at the bottom of the window has
two "browse" buttons and a "zoom" button.
The browse buttons allow you to scan through
factsheets one at a time (only one factsheet
can be loaded into RAM at a time), while the
zoom button enlarges the Text Editing window
to full screen size or shrinks it.

Factfinder has four smaller windows. Figure
2 shows the Find window, for preparing
queries; Names Found window. which displays
the names of factsheets selected by a par
ticular query; and the Keys window, for entry
and display of an alphabetical list of keywords
and phrases for each factsheet. The Index win
dow (figure 3) provides an alphabetical index
of all the keys, factsheet titles. and creation
and modification dates in a given Factfinder
stack.

FACTFINDER KEYWORDS
AND SEARCHING
To search through a Factfinder stack. you first
have to prepare a query. either by entering the
desired words or phrases directly into the
Query window or by pointing at them in the
Keyword Index window and selecting them
with the mouse. which causes them to be
copied to the Query window A series of
logical operators such as "and:' "or:' and "to"
also appear at the bottom of the Index win
dow and can be selected in the same fashion.
Other operators include "all." "0" to indicate
precedence. "?" as a wild-card suffix, and
"found:' which allows you to narrow searches
to include only those factsheets that were
located on the previous search. This function
will be familiar to those who have used larger'
on-line databases such as Lockheed's Dialog
and Mead's Nexus.

Factfinder lets you draw keywords from
within the text or attach them separately to
each factsheet. You can even make keywords
out of individual words within the factsheet
title by selecting them and typing Command
M while entering the title. Any keyword (or fact-



tosh's Scrapbook, and from there to other
applications.

Wed, Oct 17, 1984 3:2'

Figure 3: You can
build queries either
by entering them
directly into the
Find window, or by
double-clicking on
a keyword or
phrase In a stack's
Index, which
automatically
copies the phrase
to the Find window.
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SPECIAL USES
Factfinder designer Diezmann stresses that the
program should not be viewed as a traditional
database manager. For example, he notes that
Factfinder does not include a report generator.
Factfinder can, however, store and print mail
ing labels if you enter address information in
a systematic fashion. The first release of Fact
finder also includes an undocumented Sort
command that you can use in the Ouery win
dow. This command is fully functional but
won't be demonstrated to users until Fore
thought releases a more extensive version of
the program.

The Factfinder program disk comes with a
series of special stacks, including examples,
hints, and a Help stack. This stack installs itself
as a special Help menu. When you remove the

COpy PROTECTION
The designers of Factfinder have come up with
a novel copy-protection scheme that lets you
copy Factfinder to other disks freely. These
copies of Factfinder, however, are crippled: a
stack may hold no more than 15 factsheets. A
full-function backup copy is sent to all users
who fill out and return registration cards.

If you have a hard disk, you can use a special
function in the Factfinder utility menu to in
stall the program. Once you have copied the
program to the hard disk, you can run it with
out inserting the master disk each time. The
special installation program will work "several"
times, in case the hard disk needs to be refor
matted. Forethought has tested the hard disk
installation feature on the Davong, Corvus, and
Tecmar hard disks, as well as on the Lisa.

Help stack from the disk, the Help function
disappears from the program.

Factfinder is available for $150 from Fore
thought Inc" 1973 Landings Dr., Mountain
View, CA 94043, (415) 961-4720.•

,. • File Edit Stllclc FlIctsheet

IndeN of October 1984

sheet) can be deleted later.
While Factfinder is nominally an "unstruc

tured" database (that is, it doesn't use
predefined fields or records), each factsheet
does contain two "hidden" fields: "creation"
date and "modification" date. You can use
these dates in a variety of ways, such as to ar
chive all factsheets created before a certain
date or to select all factsheets that were
modified between two dates.

Factfinder also provides an auto-key option.
From the Keys menu option, you select an
Automatic Keys window. Keywords that you
add to this window are thereafter attached to
each new factsheet. You can turn this special
group of keywords on or off from the Keys
menu. This feature might be useful when you
are entering a series of article abstracts from
a single magazine and need to add the same
keywords to the entire group.

Once you have composed a query, you ini
tiate a search by pressing the Enter key on the
Macintosh keyboard. After Factfinder finishes
its search, it displays the factsheets that match
the query in a Names Found window and
places the first factsheet located in the 'Text
Edit window. You can then browse through the
selected factsheets using the browse buttons.

LOADING AND UNLOADING TEXT
One of the most intriguing aspects of Fact
finder is that it permits easy loading and
unloading of simple ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information Interchange) text files. If
you select a single factsheet or series of fact
sheets and then select the Unload to Text op
tion from the menu bar, Factfinder will create
a file on disk in MacWrite text-only format
(straight ASCII) with appropriate header infor
mation and field delimiters.

Even more interesting is Factfinder's ability
to read a text file from disk and load it into
an individual factsheet or series of factsheets.
In this case the process is slightly more com
plicated: you have to precede the text with the
phrase FACTFINDER TEXT FILE, insert a field
delimiter (of your choice) and add the name
of the factsheet. creation and modification
dates, keywords (separated by carriage
returns), and delimiters before and after the
text block. This procedure allows you to enter
information into Factfinder from a variety of
sources including word processors and on-line
databases. After including the information in
a Factfinder factsheet you can index it further.

The Factfinder Upload function was designed
to directly read the text portion of a document
that you have downloaded via a Macintosh ter
minal. Thus, you can unload a portion of a
stack from one Macintosh and then send it
directly by modem to another system.

You can also use the standard Macintosh cut.
copy, and paste features to transfer portions
of factsheets from Factfinder to the Macin-
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interact 1Iritha Genius

SUPER XT SYSTEM PLUS@
Ultra-High resolution color card.
Ultra-High (72Ox400) resolution color monitor.
Gives excellent text resolution.
1Ox16 character cell.

SUPER XT OFFICE SYSTEM PLUS@
m monochrome monitor.
Gives you easy-on-the-eyes viewing.
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SUPER XT COLOR SYSTEM PLUS@
High resolution color card and color monitor (640x200).
16 colors.

SUPER XT STARTER SYSTEM PLUS@
Composite monochrome monitor.
Includes color graphics card.
Gives you flexibility to run color and monochrome
software.

Inquiry 385 for Dealers. Inquiry 386 for End-Users.



••• and feel the P01R1er!
SUPERPOWER 135
Hard Disk ready +12V at
4.5A max +5V atl5A max
Same dimension and plug
compatible W/lBM PCIXT.
3 Power outputs for 2
Hoppies and a Hard Disk

nYBOARD
IBM PC; XT Plug
compatible
Corrected (left) ..shift ..
key
Color compatible
W/lBM case

SUPER
MOTHERBOARD
Single layer double
sided board
Same dimensions as IBM
motherboard
Up to 256K Ram on-board
memory
8110 slots

MULTIFUNCTION
CJUU)
Serial, Parallel, Game ports
and Oock/Calendar
W/memory expansion of
added384K
RAM disk and print spooler
software included

"DlXAN 555·
COLORCJUU)
IOxl6 character cell to give
the besttexl resolution in
color (72Ox400)
Graphic resolution
(640x200)
Operates 1axan 440·
monitor

SUPER
CONTROlLER
Controls up to 4 Hoppy
drives Comes W/Cables
for 2 Drives

SUPERDISR
+1/0
Disk Controller Parallel &
Serial ports
Saves a slot in
Motherboard

SUPERSEVEN +
Disk Controller and cable.
Oock/calendar Parallel,
Serial and Game ports.
RAM Disk emulator.
Super Spooler software

SUPERBUFPER +
Does not use User's
memory. Can be used as
regular printer port W/0
64K bulfer memory
installed.
Second parallel port
included. Configurable as
LPTI or LPT2. Use
Computer and print

.... ... at the same time

SUPERCOLOR
CJUU)
16 Colors on medium
resolution
16K display memory
Composite output
W/RGB

SUPERBOX
Fully BUS compatible
Adds 10 slots. 135 W Power
supply for Hard Disk and
Add-ons
External color same as IBM

BARDDISR
CONTROlLER
Controls up to 2hard disks
Configurable for 5. 10. 20
and 33 Mb hard disks

BARDDISR
ASSEMBlY
10 Mb forrnalled Fixed disk
5 Mb or 10 Mb forrnalled
removable cartridge
Unlimited storage
Bootable from either fixed
or removable hard disk

DPEBACRUP
Backs up 10 Mb within 3
minutes
Uses regular floppy
controller

SUPERMONO
CJUU)
720x348 resolution
moutput
Printer port

The Ultimate in PC/XT® compatibles and peripheralsI
The Super XT Plus Series· computer offers
the maximum alternatives in the PCIXT
compatible market. Alternatives which
exceed current PCIXT configurations.
Standard featara OD lIII Super XT Plus
Series computers IDdude: Full Compatibility
with IBM PC!Xf& machines, 256K
expandable to 640K bytes of parity checked
memory, Eight (8) Slots, lWo (2) Half-Height
Hoppy disk drives, 10 Mb Hard Disk,

Parallel, Serial, Game port and Oock/
Calendar. OpIlou lDc:Iade: 5 Mb Remo
vable Hard Disk, 10 Mb Removable, "Jape
Backup System, Memory upgrade to 640K.
With years of experience in manufactUring
and distribution throughout the world
Super Computer gives you the buyer
exceptional quality, reliability, and price on
all Systems and Peripheral products_ Super
Computer warrants all Systems and

Products for a period of one year.
The Super XT Plus Series computers and
Peripherals expand to your requirements
long after purchase. With features like this
you are assured that the right choice is
Super Computer. And the right choice is the
Super XT Plus Series.

The Super XT Plus Series.
Interact with the Genius of Super Computer.

SUPER COMPUTER
MaDufac:turer/Dlatrtbator
17813 South Main St. Suite 123, Gardena, CA 90248
213/532-2133

e 1985 Super Computer,Inc.

DEALER AND OEM INQumES INVITED

PAX 213/532-6342
TELEX 3719484 SUPER

IBM PC/XT is a registered trademark of lntemational Business Machines. Corp. Taxan is a registered trademark ofTaxan Corp.
Super Xl System Plus: Color System Plus: 08ke System Plus; and Starter
System ,Plus are: registered trademarks ofSuper Computer, Inc.

Inquiry 398 for Dealers. Inquiry 399 for End-Users.
SEE US AT COMDEX-LOS ANGELES
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~ 1705 Junction Court
Building #160
San Jose, CA 95131

~ I:.iirntron

(408) 727-1510

Enhancer Card, 80286 AT Card,
8088 Multi-Processor Card, 80186
Speed Enhancer Card, 68000
Card, and related software.

For more information about Kim
tron's Multi-User Solution, or
general video data terminals for
other mini or micro multi-user
systems, call your local computer
dealers, distributors or Kimtron
Corporation Today!

Inquiry 201

NOTE: IBM pc, XT, AT, PC DOS, MS DOS, UNIX, XENIX, CPM 86, Multi-Link, Concurrent PC DOS are
registered trademarks of IBM Corporation, Microsoft Corp., Bell Labs., Digital Research Inc., Software Link Inc.
respectively.

Compare t
The Multi-User Solution of th:~~:I~::~:~:~::~~~~=:;~~~~~Jfuture is now available. and Multi-Processor implementa-
Convert your IBM PC, XT, AT or tion under PC DOS, MS DOS,
Compatibles to a true multi-user UNIX, XENIX, CPM 86, Multilink,
system while maintaining display, Concurrent PC DOS, and other
keyboard and software compati- compatible multi-user operating
bility. systems.

Since the KT-7/PC display is the Kimtron's multi-user solution may
same as your PC monochrome be tailored for cost effectiveness;
monitor, with its look-alike as low as $1095 for an additional
keyboard, operators will feel user, and for speeds more than ten
they're using an IBM PC and can times faster than LAN. You can add
also use the same software manual. one or as many as 31 additional
Kimtron's multi-user solution in- users per PC. Kimtron delivers the
eludes file and record locking, future now by allowing an ever
shared data access, and commun- widening network of multi-user
ication between users. It is the PC's.
intelligent alternative. The KT-7/PC may be comple
The KT-7/PC supports Time mented with one (or more) I/O
Sharing, Enhanced Time Sharing Card, Memory Card, 8086 Speed



BY PETER RICE

ARITHMETIC
ON YOUR PC

Use strings and arrays
to perform operations
on 2aa--digit numbers

A sk some bright 10-year-olds
to square your Social Securi
ty number and. after a bit of

pencil chewing. they'lI give you the
answer. Ask your computer to do the
same. and you will receive something
like this:

302.325.855 x 302.325.855 =

9.140092260148103 D+16

Note that the correct answer is
91.400.922.601.481.025. The reason
for the slight inaccuracy is that all
computers-including the IBM Per
sonal Computer (PC). on which I made
this calculation-assign a specific
amount of space for storing integers.
Any number that requires more than
the allocated space is converted to a
floating-point decimal. In the case
above. the last digit was lost and the
answer was rounded off. In the IBM
PC an integer must fall between
-32.768 and +32.767; if a calculation
exceeds this range. the IBM PC con
verts the result to a double-precision
real number. accurately represented
to 16 digits.

Who cares? Anyone who is keeping
books for a company that deals in
large-number transactions will de
mand software that can calculate ac
curately to the penny.

Another application involving large
number arithmetic is the prime-num
ber security code. which is based on
the computer's ability to verify that a
large number (50 to 100 digits) has no
factors. Using such a code involves
manipulating large numbers in
software.

The four algorithms for large-num
ber arithmetic operations have been
well known for a long time. Everyone
is taught to add. subtract. multiply.
and divide integers. In his book The
Art of Computer Programming. Volume 2:
Seminumerical Algorithms (Addison
Wesley. 1969). Donald Knuth agrees
that the old algorithms are the best
algorithms to use. but applying them
to a computer is not as easy as it
sounds.

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION
In this article I'll describe a BASIC pro
gram for all four of the arithmetic al
gorithms that lets you circumvent the
floating-point decimal limitation of the
IBM PC If you use Microsoft BASIC
the program in listing I will run with
out change. For other microcom
puters. the program is relatively easy
to translate.

The program takes 12 seconds to
multiply two 20-digit numbers and 3
minutes. 55 seconds to divide a
16o-digit number by a 4o-digit number.

A number is a string of digits; addi
tion and subtraction are performed
digit by digit. by carrying and borrow
ing. (Knuth explains that a digit can
be relative to any base. making it
possible to create programs designed
to take advantage of the architecture
of a specific computer. I chose a sim
ple example using base 10. so a digit
is a number between 0 and 9.) Multi
plication. the way we learned it. with
partial products running down the
page. is not the easiest way to get the
job done on a computer. but it is not
far from the best method. !..Dng divi
sion is just as complicated when done
by computer as it is on paper. You (or
the computer) have to do some
guessing (tryout a quotient and
change it if it is too big). A couple of
programming tricks shorten the work.
but little is changed from the old
paper-and-pencil method.

If you check listing I. line 1040. you
will see that a number is read into a
string variable. with each digit re
corded as a character. Because arith-

(continued)

Peter Rice (386 Milledge Circle. Athens. GA
30606) is a professor of mathematics at the
University of Georgia and editor of the local
IBM PC user-group newsletter.
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metic can't be done with characters
directly. the string is converted to an
array in which the zeroth value is the
units digit. the first value is the tens
digit. the second value is the hun
dreds digit. etc. Using notation. X(7)
is the digit in the seventh place (the
I in 10.000.000). The last
element of the array is the largest
place value in your number. (This in
formation makes it possible to run
FOR ... NEXT loops only as long as
they have nonzero values to work
with. a great savings in time.) For ex
ample. the number 44.098 would be
represented as X(0)=8. X(I)=9. X(2)
=0. X(3)=4. X(4)=4. and X(200)=4
All other array values are O.

To add two numbers. add the digits
by columns. as in the follOWing:

34.456
83.509
117.965

The first sum is 6 + 9 = 15. The 5 is
recorded (put into the zeroth place).
and the I is carried to the next sum:
5 + 0 + 1 = 6. The 6 is put away in
the first place. and a 0 is carried to
the next sum. The process is repeated
from right to left until the end of both
numbers is reached. The program
starts by finding the number of digits
in the larger number (line 10010). In
the example. it's 83.509 (five digits;
four place values). The loop in lines
10020 to 10050 calculates and carries.
Line 10060 checks to see if a 1 was
carried on the last addition (as it was
in the example) and. if so. sets the
length of the answer.

Subtraction is almost as simple for
the program. When a subtraction
results in a negative value. a 1 is bor
rowed from the next place. (Borrow
ing is the reverse of carrying. A 1 is
subtracted from the next place in
stead of being added to it.) Only one
problem can occur: subtraction can
result in a negative number. The pro
gram checks to see if the result is
negative by looking at the borrow on
the last subtraction. If there was one.
that digit is negative and tells the pro
gram that the result is negative. This
is done by lines 11020 to 11060. The

(continued)
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ARITHMETIC

Listing I: Four aritl1metic operations in BASIC

1000 ' initialization
1010 DEFINT A-Z
1020 DIM X%(200),Y%(200),Z%(200)
1030 PRINT "ENTER A NUMBER, UP TO 200 DIGITS"
1040 INPUT XX$
1050 WHILE LEFT$(XX$, 1) = "O":XX$ = RIGHT$(XX$,LEN(XX$) -1)

WEND
1060 PRINT "ENTER AN OPERATION: + - • I
1070 INPUT OP$
1080 PRINT "ENTER A SECOND NUMBER, UP TO 100 DIGITS"
1090 INPUT YY$
1100 WHILE LEFT$(YY$, 1) = "O"YY$ = RIGHT$(YY$,LEN(YY$) -1)

WEND
1110 XL = LEN(XX$)
1120 FOR I= 1 TO XL
1130 X%(XL-I)=VAL(MID$(XX$,1,1))
1140 NEXT IX%(200) = XL - 1
1150 YL = LEN(YY$)
1160 FOR I = 1 TO YL
1170 Y%(YL -I) = VAL(MID$(YY$,I, 1))
1180 NEXT I:Y%(1 00) = YL-1
1190 OPERATION = ASC(OP$)
1200 IF OPERATION = 43 THEN GOSUB 10000:GOTO 1260 '

addition
1210 IF OPERATION =45 THEN GOSUB 11000:GOTO 1260 '

subtraction
1220 IF OPERATION =42 THEN GOSUB 12000:GOTO 1260'

multiplication
1230 IF OPERATION =47 THEN GOSUB 13000:GOTO 1260 '

division
1240 PRINT "DON'T UNDERSTAND OPERATION"
1250 GOTO 1610
1260 IF OPERATION =43 THEN GOTO 1300
1270 IF OPERATION =45 THEN GOTO 1360
1280 IF OPERATION = 42 THEN GOTO 1450
1290 IF OPERATION =47 THEN GOTO 1510
1300 ZZ$=""
1310 FOR 1=0 TO Z%(200)
1320 ZZ$ = CHR$(Z%(I) + 48) + ZZ$
1330 NEXT I
1340 PRINT "THE SUM IS":PRINT ZZ$
1350 GOTO 1610
1360 IF Z%(Z%(200))<0 THEN GOTO 1430
1370 ZZ$=" "
1380 FOR I= 0 TO Z%(200)
1390 ZZ$ = CHR$(Z%(I) + 48) + ZZ$
1400 NEXT I
1410 PRINT "THE DIFFERENCE IS":PRINT ZZ$
1420 GOTO 1610
1430 PRINT "THE DIFFERENCE IS NEGATIVE"
1440 GOTO 1610
1450 ZZ$=" "
1460 FOR I= 0 TO Z%(200)
1470 ZZ$ = CHR$(Z%(I) + 48) + ZZ$
1480 NEXT I
1490 PRINT "THE PRODUCT IS":PRINT ZZ$
1500 GOTO 1610
1510 XX$=" "
1520 FOR I= 0 TO X%(200)
1530 XX$ = CHR$(X%(I) + 48) + XX$



BASF QUALIMETRIC~ FLEXYDISKS:
A GUARANTEED LIFETIMEOF
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks feature a unique lifetime warran~* firm
assurance that the vital information you enteronBASF FlexyDisks today
will be secure and unchanged tomorrow. Key to this extraordinary
warranted performance is the BASF Qualimetric standard...
a totally newset ofcriteria against which all other
magnetic media will be judged.

You can countonBASFFlexyDisks because theQualimetric
standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to
perfection in magnetic media. One example is the
unique two-piece liner in our FlexyDiskjacket. This
BASF feature traps damaging debris away from
the disk's surface and creates extra space in the
head access area for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
lifetime ofoutstanding performance.

For information security that
bridges the gap between today
and tomorrow, look for the
distinctive BASFpackage with
the Qualimetric seal. Call
800-343-4600 for the name
ofyour nearest supplier.

Inquiry 42

*Contact BASF for warranty details.



next line strips leading zeros from the
difference.

MULTIPLICATION
The multiplication algorithm involves
multiplying digits and putting the
results in the right place. (The place
of the result is the sum of the place
values of the numbers being multi
plied.) For example. multiply 78 and
105. The first step is 5 x 8 = 40.
which belongs in the zeroth place
because 5 and 8 are each in the
zeroth place in their respective
numbers. 0 + 0 = 0: followed by 5 x
7 = 35. which belongs in the first
place because 5 is in the zeroth place
and 7 is in the first place. 0 + 1 = I:
then I x 8 = 8 goes in the second
place. and 1 x 7 = 7 goes in the third
place. The other products are O. When
two numbers go into the same place.
they are added: therefore. the prod
uct above is 7. 8. 35. 40 with the
places separated by commas. Of
course. we don't write 783540 since
the 35 and 40 are bigger than 10.
Rather. the tens digit of each of these
numbers is carried into the next
place: 7. 8+3.5+4.0 = 7.11. 9. 0 =

7+ 1. 1. 9. 0 = 8190. (Carrying occurs
when a product is greater than 10: the
tens digit is carried to the next place.)
The loop in lines 12010 to 12080 per
forms this: it takes pairs of digits. finds
the product. adds that to the digit
already in the answer at the proper
place and. if the result is greater than
10. divides by 10 and puts the re
mainder back into the result. and car
ries the quotient to the next higher
place. (Reverse slash. .. \ ". in
Microsoft BASIC is the integer divide
function. It gives the integer quotient
only. dropping the fractional part.
MOD is the function that calculates
only the fractional part. i.e.. the re
mainder.) This algorithm differs from
the manual method only in that. in
stead of writing down partial products
and adding at the end. you keep a
running total.

LONG DIVISION
The division algorithm requires a
preface. Calculating on paper. you

(continued)
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ARITHMETIC

1540 NEXT I
1550 ZZ$=" "
1560 FOR I = 0 TO Z%(200)
1570 ZZ$ = CHR$(Z%(I) + 48) + ZZ$
1580 NEXT I
1590 PRINT "THE QUOTIENT IS"PRINT ZZ$
1600 PRINT "THE REMAINDER IS"PRINT XX$
1610 FOR 1=0 TO 200
1620 X%(I) = O:Z%(I) = 0
1630 NEXT I
1640 FOR I = 0 TO 100
1650 Y%(I) = 0
1660 NEXT I
1670 GOTO 1030
10000 . addition
10010 IF X%(200) >Y%(1 00) THEN Z%(200)=X%(200) ELSE

Z%(200) = Y%(1 00)
10020 FOR I= 0 TO Z%(200)
10030 Z%(I) = Z%(I) + X%(I) + Y%(I)
10040 IF Z%(I» = 10 THEN Z%(I + 1)=Z%(1 + 1)+ 1:

Z%(I)=Z%(I)-10
10050 NEXT I
10060 IF Z%(Z%(200) + 1»0 THEN Z%(200) = Z%(200) + 1
10070 RETURN
11000 . subtraction
11010 IF X%(200»Y%(100) THEN N=X%(200) ELSE N=Y%(100)
11020 FOR I= 0 TO N
11030 Z%(I) = Z%(I) + X%(I) - Y%(I)
11040 IF Z%(I)<O THEN Z%(I) = Z%(I) + 10Z%(I+ 1)=-1
11050 NEXT I
11060 IF Z%(N+1)<0 THEN N=N+1
11070 WHILE Z%(N) = ON = N -1 WEND
11080 Z%(200) = N
11090 RETURN
12000 . multiplication
12010 FOR 1=0 TO X%(200)
12020 FOR J = 0 TO Y%(100)
12030 Z%(I + J) = X%(I)· Y%(J) + Z%(I + J)
12040 A= Z%(I + J)\10
12050 Z%(I + J) = Z%(I + J) MOD 10
12060 Z%(I + J + 1) = Z%(I + J + 1) + A
12070 NEXT J
12080 NEXT I
12090 INDEX = X%(200) + Y%(1 00) + 1
12100 IF Z%(INDEX) >0 THEN Z%(200) = INDEX ELSE

Z%(200) = INDEX-1
12110 RETURN
13000 ' division
13010 IF X%(200)< =Y%(100) THEN AL=Y%(100) ELSE

AL = X%(200) .
13020 IF X%(AL»Y%(AL) THEN GOTO 13140
13030 GOSU B 11000
13040 IF Z%(Z%(200))> =0 THEN GOTO 13090
13050 FOR 1=0 TO 200
13060 Z%(I) = 0
13070 NEXT I
13080 RETURN
13090 FOR I= 0 TO 200
13100 X%(I)=Z%(I):Z%(I)=O
13110 NEXT I
13120 Z%(O) = 1
13130 RETURN
13140 D= 10\(Y%(Y%(1 00)) + 1)
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13380
13390
13400
13410
13420
13430
13440
13450
13460
13470
13480
13490
13500
13510
13520
13530
13540
13550

ARITHMETIC

13150 IF 0=1 THEN GOTO 13340
13160 FOR 1=0 TO X%(200)
13170 X%(I)=o"X%(I)
13180 NEXT I
13190 FOR I =0 TO X%(200)
13200 W = X%(I)
13210 X%(I)=W MOD 10
13220 X%(I + 1)=X%(1 + 1)+ W\10
13230 NEXT I
13240 IF X%(X%(200) + 1»0 THEN X%(200) = X%(200) + 1
13250 FOR 1=0 TO Y%(100)
13260 Y%(I) = 0" Y%(I)
13270 NEXT I
13280 FOR 1=0 TO Y%(100)
13290 W = Y%(I)
13300 Y%(I) = W MOD 10
13310 Y%(1 + 1) = Y%(1 + 1) + W\10
13320 NEXT I
13330 IF Y%(Y%(100) + 1»0 THEN Y%(100) = Y%(100) + 1
13340 FOR K = X%(200) TO Y%(100) STEP - 1
13350 IF X%(K+ 1)=Y%(Y%(100)) THEN C=9:GOTO 13370
13360 C = (X%(K + 1)"10 + X%(K))\Y%(Y%(1 00))
13370 IF C"Y%(Y%(100)-1)< = (X%(K + 1)"10+ X%(K) - C"Y%

(Y%(100n)"10+X%(K'1) THEN GOTO 13400
C=C'1
GOTO 13370
M = K- Y%(100)
FOR 1=0 TO Y%(100)

X%(M + I) = X%(M + I) - C" Y%(I)
NEXT I
FOR 1=0 TO Y%(100)

IF X%(M + I) > = 0 THEN GOTO 13480
X%(M + I + 1) = X%(M + I + 1) + X%(M + 1)\10 - 1
X%(M + I)=X%(M + 1)+(1 - X%(M + 1)\10)"10
W=X%(M+I)
X%(M+I)=W MOD 10
X%(M + I + 1) = X%(M + I + 1) + W\10

NEXT I
IF X%(K+ 1» =0 THEN GOTO 13580
FOR 1=0 TO Y%(100)

X%(M + I) = X%(M + I) + Y%(I)
IF X%(M + 1»9 THEN X%(M + I + 1) = X%
(M + I + 1) + 1:X%(M + I) = X%(M + I) - 10

13560 NEXT I
13570 C=C-1
13580 Z%(M) = C
13590 NEXT K
13600 AL = X%(200) - Y%(1 00)
13610 IF Z%(AL)>0 THEN Z%(200)=AL ELSE Z%(200)=AL-1
13620 8X = Y%(1 00)
13630 WHILE X%(8X)=0
13640 8X = 8X - 1
13650 IF 8X=0 THEN GOTO 13670
13660 WEND
13670 X%(200) = 8X
13680 FOR 1= X%(200) TO 1 STEP - 1
13690 W = X%(I)
13700 X%(I) = W\o
13710 X%(1-1)=X%(1-1)+10"(W MOD D)
13720 NEXT I
13730 X%(O) = X%(O)\O
13740 RETURN
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divide the divisor into the first few
digits of the dividend, arriving at a
single-digit result. Then you multiply
the divisor by this digit and subtract
from the dividend (in the right place).
Choosing this digit requires some
care. Looking at the first digits of the
divisor and dividend is some help, but
usually you try it out. decrease the in
teger by one. and try again. Knuth
proves a theorem that says that. in
certain circumstances, the result of
dividing the first one or two digits of
the dividend by the first digit of the
divisor is never more than two units
too big. These circumstances can be
manufactured by multiplying the
divisor and dividend by the right
number. The calculation of this
number 0 and the multiplication by
it take place in lines 13140 to 13330.

C. the digit in the quotient. is
calculated in line 13360 (or 13350).
Another refinement is used in line
13370 C is checked to see if it is too
large when considered as the quo
tient of the first three digits of the divi
dend by the first two digits of the
divisor. If it passes this test. then you
can be sure that it is not more than
one unit too big. If it does not pass
this test. decrease it (line 13380) and
try again.

The actual division-multiplication
by C and subtraction-takes place in
lines 13400 to 13510. When that is
finished, you check to see if C was
one unit too large (line 13520) and
correct C and the dividend (lines
13530 to 13570). The final steps are
to set the length of the quotient
(13610) and the length of the re
mainder (13620 to 13660) and divide
the remainder by D. It is not necessary
to divide the quotient by 0 because
if XIY = 0 with remainder R, then X
= OY + R. Multiply by 0: OX =
OOY + DR. so OX/OY = 0 with re
mainder DR.

[Editor's note: The 8088 assembly
language source code listings of these four algo
rithms and a BASIC program that can call
them are available for downloading via
BYTEnet Listings. The telephone number is
(603) 924-9820. The filenames are LDNG
MATH ASM, LDNGMATH ,BAS, and
LDNGMATHTXT (an explanatory file).j _







INTRODUCING THE STANDARD
BYWHICH EVERY OTHER PC

WILL BE MEASURED:
THE DATA GENERAL/One™

PORTABLE.

It has two built-in diskette drives and runs thousands of IBM-PC programs.

720 KB diskette drives, giving you twice the storage
capacity of the leading Pc. And memory is ex
pandable up to 512 KB.

Finally, it's the only
portable to offer

the benefits of
integrated office

automation-by
connecting with
Data General's

CEO® system.
Options include

a built-in modem,
a portable printer,

an 8-hour battery pack, Connects with Data General's
an external 5.25-inch CEO office automation system.

diskette drive, and an external
1200-baud modem.

The DATA GENERAL/One.
It gives you what the lead
ing PC gives you. And
something the leading

PC doesn't.
Your freedom.

Find out more about
the DATA GENERAL/One

portable by contacting your
Data General salesperson or nearest
authorized dealer.

Call 1-800-DATAGEN.

from Lotus'~ Wordstar~ dBase Il~ Multiplan~

pfs~ file, and Flight Simulator II.
It's the only portable with two built-in

Free yourself
from the

confinement of
,your deskbound

computer, with the
first full-function
business system
that lets you work

Fits in a briefcase. anywhere.
The DATA GENERAL/One portable offers

the capability of the leading PC: two built-in
diskette drives, a full-size screen and full-size
characters, even the same programs.

In a size small enough to fit in a
briefcase: 11.7 x 13.7 x 2.8 inches, and
less than 11 pounds.

It's the only portable with a full
size 80-column by 25-line screen.

It's compatible with IBM~-PC soft
ware, so you can run the programs
available to PC users. Software like
1-2-3'M and Symphony'M

4.DataGeneral
aGenerationahead.

IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. 1·2·3, Lotus and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus Development Corp. It' 1983. dBase II is a registered trademark of
Ashton-Tale. pfs is a registered trademark of Software Publishing. Wordstar is a U.S. registered trademark of Micro Pro Inl'l. Multiplan is a U.S. registered trademark of Microsoft Corp. CEO is a

rej;lislered trademark, and DATA GENERAL/One is a trademark of Data General Corp. C 1984 Data General Corporation, Westboro, MA
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FIND
THE THREE PRINTERS

IN THISAD
ANDTHEY'RE YOURS
FOR UNDER $1,000.

Here's a hint. The Toshiba P1340 is actually three printers in one. Because it gives you the
best of everything.

Letter-quality printing.
Perfect graphics.
And speed.
The competition may offer one or the other. Or the other. But only Toshiba makes the

3-in-One'· printer. The P1340 is the IBM®-compatible 24-pin dot matrix printer that you can
depend on to do it all. All for less than $1,000. And the only place to find it is at Toshiba dealers.
To find your nearest Toshiba dealer call 1-800-457-7777, Operator 32.
IBM IS a registered trademark 01
International BUSiness Machines Corporation
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In Touch with Tomorrow

TOSHIBA
TOSHIBA AMERICA. INC, Information Systems D,v,s,on
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BY ROBERT KONG WIN CHANG

BUILDA
SERIALCARD
You'll save $85 by doing it yourself

Thble \: The parts list.I
believe the Sanyo MBC 550 is a good. inexpensive
computer. Unfortunately. some of its options are ex
pensive. For example. Sanyo's serial card costs about

$\00. but you can build your own for about S\5.
Figure \ shows my serial-card design. The card plugs

into the Sanyo's serial-interface connector on the mother
board and works exactly like Sanyo's version. 'Table \ is
a list of parts I used in this project.

I hope that this small project and others like it will help
keep inexpensive computers inexpensive. _

Robert Kong Win Chang. a research assistant at Brandeis University
(Ford Hall. Waltham. MA 02254). is currently involwd in the design
of a Pral~g compiler.

Part
IC1 ..

IC2, ..
IC3
IC4
CN1 ...
CN2

Description
· 8251 USART (universal synchronous/

asynchronous receiver/transmitter)
· MC1488 quad line driver

... MC1489 quad line receiver
.. 74LS32 quad OR gates

. .. ribbon header socket (type IDS20)
· RS-232C female connector

Four 0.01 pF decoupling capacitors
Short piece of 20-strand ribbon cable
Perf-board (4.3 by 7.0 centimeters)

CN2
RS-232C
FEMALE CONNECTOR

20

+12V

r~c;--~..t
I MCU88 ~h

OTR 2. 91 8 I 'if,
I 10 c

RTS 23 I
I
I I
1

b'3~ --o

+5V

rl-J;J ~~
'J; -12V 1- I._ j

DSR .-=2:.::,2 --.,;---::8:« c I-=I~O----::.....--___<l 8

I I
CTS 1"1:.:..7 ....;I:........:.;:oc- ~--:.I---_ 5

I I
RaO ...3~ ~1--:::3« a ~---.:I---':--___<l 3

I I
1 IC3 I
L MCI.e9 J
-X-

IC I
8251A

27 00

28 01

>-------------~I02
>- ,203

>- ""i5 O.

>--------...,.-----lI.f05>- -'-f7 06

>- .!48 07

CNl

> ---=2~0 CLK

lles
13 RO

10 Wi!
> ----:2:..:..t1 RESET

> ----:1~2 C/O

>- .-......::2~5 RiC
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Figure \: The serial-card schematic for the Sanyo MBC 550.
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TWO FLA~DISPLAY

TECHNOLOGIES

Gas-plasma panels
.................................

and electroluminescent.................................
displays
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N
oone likes the bulk and
fragility that arise from the
classical cathode-ray tube's

(CRT's) bulbous vacuum-tube/electron
gun structure. Yet in cost. versatility.
and quality of display, the technology
of the CRT has proved hard to beat.

PHOIDGRAPHED BY MICHAEL HICKEY

At present. there are three leading
alternatives to CR1S: the liquid-crystal
display (LCD), the gas-plasma-dis
charge panel. and the electrolumines
cent display (ELD). All of these are flat
screens, and the display modules are
a couple of inches thick at most. Cur
rently, each excels in certain applica
tions; none has yet attained the
general-purpose utility of the CRT. but
efforts to improve all three are
continuing.

The LCD has become familiar
through its use in wristwatches, cal
culators, and most of the current
generation of briefcase-size portable
computers. It is the most common
flat-screen alternative to the CRT to
day. The LCD's frugal power require
ments are especially valued. (See ref
erences 1 and 2.)

But the liquid-crystal display has its
limitations. Not emitting light. it must
scatter or absorb light supplied by
other sources. Furthermore, the con
straints of pixel (picture element)
decay times and scanning rates cause
problems in the larger sizes preferred
for computer work, notably lack of
contrast. and adjustment of the view
ing angle is usually critical. Also, cur
rent LCD technology can produce
only a poor gray scale.

The other two display technologies,
though less familiar, show promise of
eventually supplanting the CRT in
several workaday contexts. In this ar
ticle I will focus on gas-plasma and

Photo I:
The IBM 3295
Plasma Display
Terminal attached
to a 3270/PC.



BY RICHARD S. SHUFORD........................................................................................................

electroluminescent displays-their
principles of operation, their good
and bad points, and what improve
ments are currently being worked on.

FUNDAMENTAL
CONSIDERATIONS
In designing a practical computer
display you have to decide whether
to confine its contents to distinct
characters (alphanumeric or symbolic)
or to allow arbitrary graphic displays.
It's somewhat easier to design a flat
display screen limited to characters.
But a screen that can be used for a
wider variety of applications, includ
ing complex graphic displays, is
desirable for use in a computer. The
greatest versatility is found in a screen
in which pixels cover the entire sur
face and can be turned on and off in
arbitrary combinations and sequence.

If the screen is to be flat each pixel
location must contain some active
mechanism that emits light or
modifies incident light: for practicali
ty, the mechanism is activated by ap
plication of an electric voltage or cur
rent. In principle, it would be possi
ble to control each pixel with a
separate driver transistor, but the pros
pect becomes forbidding when you
contemplate wiring a large display
that could contain 10,000 elements
(except in one proposed scheme
where a transistor would be physical
ly built into each pixel). If. however,
the pixels are addressed by rows and
columns, with each pixel connected
to a column conductor and a row con
ductor. the number of drivers is
drastically reduced. A display panel
with each pixel thus wired in two
dimensions is called a bit- or pixel
addressable matrix.

However. matrix addressing intro
duces a constraint on the active
material used to make the pixels: the
material must have an activity or switch-

inf} threshold-a definite level of elec
trical current or potential below which
there is no effect: only when the
threshold is reached does emission or
modification of light begin. When a
pixel is to be activated, part of the
potential intended for the addressed
pixel can be applied through the row
connection and part through the col
umn connection. The other pixels that
share either a row or column address
with the desired pixel see only part
of the potential. a part that falls below
the activity threshold. Only the ad
dressed pixel changes state.

While a switching threshold is a pre
requisite characteristic. another trait
that is highly desirable in a practical
flat-display technology is bistable mem
ory. If a display's pixels can be set
either on or off and they will stay in
that state until explicitly told other
wise, the display needs no external
memory for refreshing the image.
(This is especially valuable in light of
the current cost structure of flat
display panels: around 65 percent of
a typical panel's cost goes for the
electronic circuitry to drive it.)

One reason it's somewhat easier to

Photo 2:
Tlie Grid Compass
II00 €Ompltter,
€Ontalnlng
tlie 8Mrp AC
tliln·fllm
electrolltmlnes€ent
dlsplafl.

design a flat screen limited to charac
ters instead of arbitrary graphics is
that characters are confined into
distinct lines. The interstices between
the lines then contain no active pixels.
These dead areas can contain some
of the panel's supplementary parts
physical spacers, driver transistors, or
interconnections, making fabrication
of the display potentially easier and
cheaper. But development seems to
be currently concentrated on the
more general-purpose type.

GAS-PLASMA DISPLAYS
Gas"plasma displays are divided into
two varieties, according to whether
the pixels are activated by an AC or
DC voltage. As shown in figure I, both
kinds of plasma display consist in
essence of a glass envelope filled with
a gas (usually neon or a neon/argon
mix) at low pressure. When the gas is
subjected to a sufficiently high elec
trical voltage, electrons are dis
sociated from the atoms by the elec-

(continued)

Richard S. Shuford is BYTE's special-projects
editor He can be contacted at POB 372,
Hancock, NH 03449.
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Figure I: In both kinds of gas-plasma-discharge display. a glass envelope is filled with
a gas (usually neon or a neon/argon mix) at low pressure. Electrons are dissociated from
the atoms by the electric field of a high electrical voltage. When the electrons return to
a lower energy state. photons are released. and the gas glows a bright orange-red. So
that every pixel may be easily addressed. the voltage is developed at intersections
between column and row electrodes arranged in a matrix. The AC panel. shown in Ia.
requires somewhat more complex drive circuitry but has inherent memory for the image.
The DC type. shown in Ib. is of simpler construction.

tric field. and the plasma that gives
this technology its name is formed.
When the electrons recombine with
atoms. energy is released in the form
of photons. and the gas glows with a
bright orange-red hue. In a pixel
addressable design. the potential is
developed at intersections between
column and row electrodes arranged
in a matrix. and current flows through
the plasma at the intersections when
a pixel is active. (The electrodes are
usually made at least partially from a
transparent material to allow the
emitted light to escape more easily)

The AC type. shown in figure la.
places a dielectric layer between the
neon and the electrodes; an AC signal
is required to excite the neon because
the only coupling from the electrodes
to the gas is capacitive. The DC type.
shown in figure 1b. is of simpler
construction-omitting the dielectric
layer and dividing the envelope into
separate chambers for each pixel
and requires less complex drive cir
cuitry. But the DC type shows less
promise for use in general-purpose
computer displays because it requires
that the image be constantly re
freshed from an external source. Con
sidering the need to avoid flicker. the

FLAT DISPLAYS

DC type is limited in practice to dis
plays of no more than about 40 alpha
numeric columns.

Even with the greater complexity of
the circuitry needed to drive the dis
play. the AC plasma technology is
preferred for large screen sizes
because most implementations need
no image refreshing. Once the gas
plasma in the region of a given pixel
has been stimulated to emit light by
the application of a signal that ex
ceeds the threshold voltage (by the
combined potential at the intersection
of the currently addressed row and
column electrodes). the emission of
light can be continued by maintaining
an AC keep-alive voltage on the elec
trodes. The capacitive coupling allows
enough voltage through to maintain
the activity of currently conducting
electrode intersections while not
presenting enough potential to non
conducting areas to turn them on.
(The display drivers must explicitly
turn off any pixels that should be
darkened by bringing the voltage at
the appropriate intersection below
the keep-alive point.)

The most widely known example of
AC plasma technology is the IBM 581
Plasma Display This 17.2-inch-
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~~~ ~~~~
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TRANSPARENT ANODES

diagonal. 3-inch-thick module con
tains 960 rows and 768 columns. for
a total of 737.280 pixels The contents
of four conventional 25-line by
80-column screens can be displayed
simultaneously with room left over. A
demonstration of the 581 drew a
crowd at the 1983 National Computer
Conference (NCC). where it displayed
images transmitted from an IBM Per
sonal Computer (PC). But don't expect
to see great numbers of IBM PC users
switch to using the plasma screen; at
over $2500 in small quantities it costs
more than an entire IBM PC system
The IBM plasma displays are usually
sold to VARs (value-added resellers)
as components to be built into
special-purpose equipment. IBM also
builds a few finished products of its
own. such as the model 3295 display
(shown in photo I). which sells at retail
for $3695.

Researchers at the Burroughs Cor
poration have developed a promising
hybrid ACiDC plasma display that
combines the better characteristics of
each: the drive simplicity of the DC
type and the image memory of the
AC units. Shown in figure 2. the
scheme employs DC electrodes to
"prime" the gas and make it more
easily ionized. plus a separate set of
AC electrodes to control the image.
This technology is being brought to
market by Plasma Graphics Corpora
tion. a manufacturing firm associated
with Burroughs Corporation.

Other notable manufacturers of
plasma displays include NEC (Nippon
Electric Company). Beckman Instru
ments. Electro Plasma. ESSCO in
dustries. Interstate Electronics.
General Digital. FUjitsu. Photonics
Technology. Thomson Components.
SAi Technology. and Norden Systems.

AC plasma displays have already
been successful enough to shoulder
aside the CRT in applications where
extremely large displays are required.
such as in a document-processing sta
tion where several entire pages must
be shown side by side or in military
battlefield displays But plasma dis
plays remain expensive for several
reasons. As mentioned earlier. the
cost of the drive electronics is the
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FLAT DISPLAYS

to establish a beachhead in that
market. the plasma panel would have
to compete against other flat-screen
technologies that are already ashore,
including one that has been called the
solid-state equivalent of the plasma
display. which we shall now consider

ELECTROWMINESCENT
DISPLAYS
If the IBM 58\ plasma panel was
popular at the \983 NCe then the ap
pearance of the Grid Compass com
puter at the \982 Office Automation
Conference had been a sensation.
The sleek black portable machine
seemed to be the realization of every
computer aficionado's dream: a 16-bit
processor, a bubble memory, a built
in modem and telephone, a magne
sium case, and more. But the most
visually attractive feature of the Com
pass was its bright yellow display
screen. Thus did the computer in
dustry at large become aware of
electroluminescent-display tech
nology.

Oddly enough, ELDs have been
around almost as long as computers.
The idea had been tried during the

(continued)
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Figure 2: Tlie liybrid ACIDC gas-plasma display developed by Burrouglis Corporation
to combine tlie virtues of tlie two types. An AC section serves as tlie display's memory,
wliile tlie DC section is used for scanning tlie matrix.
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size, the proportion of pixels turned
on at a given instant. the efficiency of
the driver circuitry. and other factors.
A 25 by 80 screen would probably
draw at least 30 watts.

The cost of a plasma panel. like so
many other technological advances,
will likely come down as advances in
design are made and as economies
of scale in manufacture are achieved.
It's possible that within a few years
plasma units could be available in
large quantities for a few hundred
dollars, but the development of
satisfactory low-cost integrated sup
port circuits will be a determining
factor

Research continues on enhance
ments to plasma's basic operating
principles. Japanese efforts may even
tually achieve a good gray scale, bet
ter power efficiency. and perhaps
even a practical full-color system, with
tricolor phosphors supplementing the
orange glow of the neon discharge. At
present. plasma displays are suitable
for use in certain kinds of fixed
location equipment. but their relative
ly high power consumption is keep
ing them out of one major flat-screen
application: portable computers. And

largest factor. The voltages that must
be used to excite the gas-plasma are
high, compared to digital-signal levels,
and are not easily generated by inte
grated circuits. Until recently, driver
components have been partially inte
grated hybrids, but semiconductor
companies have been working on the
problem and better solutions are
beginning to appear

Although the glass panels are a
smaller part of the cost. their fabrica
tion is not without its own complica
tions. Because the gas can be readily
ionized into a plasma only 'at low
pressures, the glass envelope must be
able to withstand the considerable
force from the outside atmosphere:
the total pressure differential on the
panels of the IBM 58l is about 1 ton.
Furthermore, the amount of panel
bending that can be tolerated is small:
the proper distance must be kept be
tween electrodes (typically 0.08-mm
imillimeteri spacing with a tolerance
of 0.008 mm either direction). Most
designers cope with this problem by
inserting physical spacers between
the glass layers.

But these spacers create a new
problem: there are small areas that in
terfere with the intended image in
many ways-by remaining dark, by
spuriously reflecting light from near
by discharges, by interfering with the
discharges, or by perturbing the
placement of the electrode conduc
tors. The spacers in the IBM 58l are
specially treated to reduce undesir
able effects, which adds to the cost.
and they are sized to avoid the elec
trodes. But even with these precau
tions the 58 I's spacers may be
observed by close inspection when
the panel is operating. Other makers,
such as NEe have tinkered with other
design parameters to avoid using
spacers altogether in panels of
moderate size.

The level of light generated by a
plasma panel ranges from about 40
foot-lumens (fL) to a few hundred fL.
with most falling in the low end of the
range. The power consumption for the
panel and its support circuitry is like
ly to run between 15 and 100 watts:
this figure is dependent on the panel's
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(continued)

stances are sometimes used. A matrix
structure of row and column elec
trodes surrounds the phosphoric
layer. In the AC type. layers of dielec
tric material insulate the ZnS from
direct electrode contact. and the
coupling from the electrodes to the
phosphoric material is capacitive. The
resulting sandwich has five layers.

The addressing of a picture element
resembles that of the plasma display.
The phosphoric material will emit
light when a sufficient voltage is
placed across it. Part of the voltage
is placed on a row electrode and part
on a column electrode. so that only
at the intersection of the two does the
potential become great enough to ex
ceed the threshold and excite the
electrons associated with the atoms
of manganese (or other dopant
material). When an excited electron
returns to a lower energy state. it
emits a photon. When manganese is
the dopant. the photon is given an
amount of energy that causes the
emitted light to be a pleasant yellow
amber color.

About half as bright as a plasma
panel. the amount of light generated
by an ELD ranges from about 20 to
30 fL. The power consumption for
ELD panels and support circuitry is
generally considered to be about half
that of an equivalent plasma display;
it can be as low as 13 watts for a 25
by 80 screen. although it ranges
higher. Designers of battery-powered
portable computers are eagerly hop
ing for further decreases in the cur
rent drain. and there is some possibili
ty that a scheme to recapture the
capacitive charge lost during the
display's refresh cycle may help. A
typical price for an ELD panel is $700.
which Sharp now charges for a 6-inch
diagonal 40-column unit.

Although the current can be com
paratively low (compared to other
kinds of displays that make their own
light). the voltages required for
phosphoric excitation are rather high:
at least 80 volts and often as much
as 200 volts. On this one fact hang all
the problems that occur with the ACT
FEL technology.

DIELECTRIC

TRANSPARENT ELECTRODES

or ACTFEL. display. The ELD used in
the Grid Compass is an ACTFEL unit
built by Sharp Corporation.

Sharp demonstrated ACTFEL feasi
bility in J974 with a prototype that
operated successfully for 10.000
hours. Most other significant research
in the field has been conducted or
sponsored by the United States Army.
with efforts centered at the Elec
tronics Research and Development
Command (ERADCOM) at Fort Mon
mouth. New Jersey. With the military
establishment intent on obtaining a
reliable flat scrt;en. refinement of
ACTFEL technology has been swift.

Commercial makers of ELDs cur
rently include Sharp. Finlux/Lohja.
Planar Systems. General Telephone
and Electronics (GTE). Hycom.
Kollsman Instrument. Sigmatron

ova. and Aero)et Electrosystems.
The basic structure of an elec

troluminescent panel. shown in figure
3. is fairly simple. The heart of the
ELD is a phosphoric layer usually con
sisting of zinc sulfide (ZnS) doped
with manganese. although other sub-

.:t::======3:::>---GLASS SUBSTRATE

~~~~~~---=--METALLIC ELECTRODES

BLACK LAYER
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.........................................
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late 1950s. but nagging flaws had kept
ELDs from becoming practicaL The
brightness. contrast. and lifetime were
just not acceptable for serious use.
However. by the early 1970s. the
researchers' disappointment had
worn off and work began anew on
electroluminescent flat screens.

Four major variants of ELD tech
nology have so far appeared. but all
are based on the common motif of
causing a phosphorescent substance
to emit light by placing it in an elec
tric field. As with gas-plasma-display
technology. it is possible to address
an electroluminescent screen with
either AC or DC current. Furthermore.
the phosphorescent substance may
take the form of either a macroscopi
cally deposited powder (a thick film)
or a thin film formed by various
means from molecular-scale particles.
The roster of ELD possibilities con
sists of the four combinations of these
choices.

Of the four. the variant that is cur
rently most useful in computer dis
plays is the AC thin-film electroluminescent.

Figure 3: Cross-section of an ACTFEL display panel. The phosphoric layer glows in
response to voltage applied through the matrix of electrodes. Substituting other materials
for the manganese dopant changes the color of light given off.
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Now Showing
In Black And White

•I fyou own an IBM-PC
or PC work-alike,

Roland's new MB-142
monitor lets you show off
your text and graphics in
today's hottest colors
black and white. That's
right! The MB-142 gives
you black characters on a
paper-white background
just like people have been
reading for centuries. You
can also have white char
acters on a black back
ground with just the touch
ofa button.

Both of these black and
white display formats are
easier on the eyes and
less fatiguing than the green
or amber phosphor used in
standard monochrome
monitors. The MB-142's
large 14-inch screen, com
bined with its ultra-high
720 x350 resolution,
can display characters
that are larger and
more legible than what
you can get with ordi
nary monochrome
monitors. Another
great plus is that the
MB-142 plugs directly
into the monochrome
board of your IBM or com
patible-just like your pres
ent monochrome monitor,
with nothing more to buy.

Because of the MB-142's
advanced electronic cir
cuitry, you even have the
ability to mix graphics and
text on the same display
when using graphics and text
boards from leading manu
facturers such as Persyst,
STB, Paradise, Hercules, AST
and many others. What makes
it all possible? The same
sophisticated technology
used in color monitors.

Inquiry 303
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MB-142

P usha
button for

instant reverse
screen

t heMB-142
supports /.60P';~

all the
winning
cards

f or business,
black and

white makes
more sense
than green
and black

t he big difference is
that the MB-142

monitor does the job for
significantly less money.
The MB-142 is designed

to interface economically,
too. Imagine seeing your

favorite business graphics
or CAD/CAM packages,

such as Lotus 1-2-3, Ener
graphics, Chart-Master,

AutoCAD, CADDraft and
VersaCAD, in ultra-high

resolution black and
white. Also, take full

advantage of your pro
gram's windowing

capability using the large
14-inch screen.

Take a good look at the
differences that set the

MB-142 apart from the rest.
No other monochrome
monitor gives you the
fatigue-free black and

white viewing, text and
graphics capabilities

and easy interface.
Naturally enough,

the MB-142 is from
Roland DG-the

new computer
peripherals company

that's pointing the way
to the future. Look for
this and other Roland
products at fine com-

puter dealers
everywhere.

For more information,
contact: Roland DG,

7200 Dominion Circle, Los
Angeles, CA 90040.

(213) 685-5141.

The software programs listed are trademarks
of the (ollowing companies: AutoCAD,

AUTODESK, Inc.; CADDraft, Personal CAD
Systems, Inc.; Chart·Master, Decision

Resources, Inc.; Energraphics, Enertronic
Research, Inc.; Lotus 1-2-3, Lotus Develop
ment Corp.; VersaCAD. T&W Systems, Inc.
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Will the ELD's

price drop rapidly
and make the
CRT a

museum piece?
Generating a sufficiently high poten

tial and distributing it with the proper
timing to all the electrodes in a large
matrix is no small task. To begin with,
the electrode conductors should con
duct electricity well and yet pose no
obstacle to the light coming out of the
display-not a likely combination of
traits. But the greater problem lies in
the driver circuits. They must be able
to handle the multihundred-volt
potentials with some margin for safe
ty and reassurance. They must also be
able to drive relatively large
capacitances: the long rows and col
umns of pixels present a considerable
capacitive load. And yet the drive cir
cuits must not be too large or the ad
vantage of screen flatness would be
lost As we shall see, there has been
some encouraging progress in this
area.

Making an ELD that will work and
keep working is something of a prob
lem. The useful lifetime of a display
panel goes down as greater bright
ness is demanded of it Also, the thin
material (0.8 micron typical) films that
enable the display to work so well are
susceptible to defects that can render
parts of the display useless. For in
stance, if a stray dust particle falls in
to the phosphoric layer during
manufacture, it will cause a concen
tration of the electric field when the
device is operated With the high
voltages involved, the dielectric can
then break down, with subsequent
punch-through and short-circuiting of
the pixel. Thus, for acceptable
reliability, the fabrication of the
device's layers must be done with ex
treme precision and care. If the manu
facturing precision is only slightly off,
the panel will fail the initial tests and
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must be thrown away. Thus far, these
kinds of difficulties are keeping the
prices of ELDs high.

On the plus side, the ELD is in
herently rugged because there is no
cavity-it's entirely solid. And the
glass doesn't have to be as thick as
in a plasma display, reducing weight
Good gray scales are possible
because the luminescence becomes
increasingly bright as the drive
voltage and frequency are increased.
And if the impurity problems can be
licked, it seems that ELDs could be
manufactured at a cost less than
plasma or other competing technolo
gies because of their relatively sim
ple solid-state, thin-film construction.

There are hints that someday a full
color ELD is possible. Use of different
phosphoric materials changes the
color of the emitted light. but there
are large differences in the electrical
efficiency of the phosphors for dif
ferent colors and the research has a
long way to go. However, two-color
ELDs are likely to become available
within the next two years.

TECHNOLOGY'S
CONTINUING ADVANCE
Both electroluminescent and plasma
displays were given a big boost when
semiconductor companies recently
began to produce integrated circuits
that can drive many capacitively
loaded lines with high voltages. 'Texas
Instruments, Supertex, and Sharp
were the first to succeed in this field,
with Telmos and Siliconix recently
joining. Supertex currently holds the
technological lead, with chips that
provide 64 drive channels, while the
most advanced chips from other ven
dors provide 32. This density of pack
aging, achieved by various mixtures
of DMOS (double-diffused metal
oxide semiconductor), CMOS (com
plementary metal-oxide semiconduc
tor), and bipolar logic, allows a system
designer to keep the control circuitry
to a size compatible with the flat
screen.

Then, too, electroluminescence and
plasma discharge are not the only
phenomena around which a flat
screen display may be built Other

technologies are under investigation,
some tried and true (like vacuum-flu
orescence), others exotic and unlikely
(like electrochrominance, electro
phoresis, and gas-electron phos
phors). Even arrays of light-emitting
diodes are being considered.

Many questions still remain. Will the
electroluminescent display's price
drop rapidly and make the CRT a
museum piece? Or will the plasma
display achieve such heights of resolu
tion and screen size that new applica
tions for computers become possi
ble? Will a practical means of building
a fulkolor display appear for any f1at
screen technology? Will electro
phoresis suddenly experience a
change in its (so far disappointing) for
tune and take the display world by
storm? Or will LeDs overcome their
problems and cause abandonment of
all the light-emissive technologies?

Even the experts can't agree on a
prediction of the successes of the new
flat-screen displays. In a field driven
so closely by the pace of technologi
cal advancement. we'll all read the an
nouncement of success together, and
we'll probably read it on a CRT.
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NAVI
BY FREDERIC N. ROUNDS

PUTTING THE
MICROCOMPUTER
10 WORK AT SEA

A number of years ago. I had

the opportunity to do some navigating for

the u.s. Navy. At that time. I had to use a

variety of instruments and consult several

books of tables to chart my course. Now.

with a portable microcomputer and a few

navigation instruments you can find your

way across any ocean.

Not long ago. only large ships could

carry computers with the precision to

navigate. Now. navigators of the smallest

sailing craft have precise. low~power micro~

computer systems available. (continued)

Frederic N. Rounds (894 Persimmon Ave.. Sunnyvale. CA
94087) is a telecommunications engineer with NASA Ames
Research Center in Mountain View. California. He has a
B.s. degree from Ohio State University and an M.S. degree
from California State University at Hayward. both in
mathematics. He learned navigation in the u.s. Navy and his
interests include amateur radio. backpacking. and sailing.
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OCEAN NAVIGATION

y ou can determine a ship's geographic
position in degrees of longitude and

latitude by calculating your distance and
direction from the sun's image projected
on the earth at a particular point in time.
The ship's location, after you complete
your calculations, is called a fix.

At sea, distance and time are measured
using certain accepted standards. Distance
is given in nautical miles (6000 feet are
equal to I nautical mile). This convention
works well because I degree of angular
distance measured along a great-circle
route equals 60 nautical miles. Therefore,
I minute of angle equals I nautical mile.

You always measure distance using great
circle arcs between points: therefore, the
conversion from angular to linear measure
is direct. Since most of the navigation pro
cess uses spherical triangles, angular
measure simplifies the calculations.

The standard for time, called Greenwich
mean time (GMT). is based on a 24-hour
clock in Greenwich, England. You must
keep an accurate clock showing GMT.

You begin solar navigation by first
measuring the angular distance between
the sun and yourself with a device called
a sextant. It measures the altitude (Ho),
which is the angle between the horizon

and the celestial body The angular
distance between you and the celestial
body'S image is called the zenith distance
and is determined by subtracting the sex
tant reading from 90 degrees (see figure
A). When you take your sextant reading,
you must also note the current GMT.

You have to keep track of your course
and speed. Course is measured clockwise
from geographic north, from 0 to 360
degrees. (If you use magnetic north Ifrom
a compassl you must apply a correction
to get to true north. This correction is
found on most nautical charts showing
whatever section of ocean you are sailing.)

POLE LHA

RADIUS, 90-Ho

SUN

~U
DISTANCE

Figure A: The zenith distance is the angular
distance on the earth's surface between you and
the sun's image.

Figure B: Using the sun's position, your
position, and the LHA. you can solve for He
and Z using site-reduction tables, or formulas
from spherical trigonometry.

Figure C: In this case 90- Ho is greater
than 90- He. Your actual position lies on an
arc (LOP) of a circle of center 0 and radius
90-Ho

LONGITUDE

LOP

TO SUN POSITION

-------------"~--_+---------LATITUDE

TH IS DISTANCE EQUALS
THE ABSOLUTE VALUE
OF He-Ho.
LOP IS PERPENDICULAR.

Figure D: Your assumed longitude and latitude form a coordinate system that contains the lower
right corner of the triangle in figure B. The corner is formed by 90- He and your longitude. The
LOP is a line drawn perpendicular to the radius of length 90- Ho. This drawing is hypothetical
in that it assumes 90- Ho is greater than 90- He.
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Hc = sin- t

(sin(your latitude) x
sin(declination) +
cos(your latitude) x
cos(declination) x
cos(LHA))

Z = sin- t

(cos(declination) x
sin(LHA)/cos(Hc))

the triangle with the following formulas:

where He is the altitude you would
measure if your ship were actually located
at the assumed position (AP) and Z is the
azimuth angle, which you will use later.

There are now two versions of the
altitude, Hc and Ho. If Ho is less than He,
then your true position lies somewhere to
the right of the AP; if He is greater than
Ho, then it is to the left.

For example, let's suppose Ho is less
than He (as in figure C). Since Ho does not
equal He, your AP is probably off in both
longitude and latitude. Your true position
lies on an arc called the line of position
(LOP). You must make two assumptions
here for short distances (100 miles or less):
first. you must treat the earth's surface as
if it were a plane, and second, you must
be sure the AP is within this 100-mile
tolerance. This allows you to use plane
geometry to calculate your position.

Figure D shows the lower right corner
of the triangle in figure B. The corner is
drawn within a coordinate system made
with the longitude and latitude of your AP
as axes. The corner is formed by using
your AP's longitude and a side of 90- He.
The LOP is shown as a line drawn perpen
dicular to the radius of length 90-Ho.

Now you need to wait for an hour or
more. Of course, during this wait both you
and the sun will move. After this time, take
another sextant reading and plot a new
LOP using the same AP you used earlier.

Since your boat has been moving on a
certain course and speed, you need to ad
just the old LOP to account for the boat's
motion. We call this adjustment advanc
ing or retiring the LOP. The LOP is kept
parallel while it is moved along the LOP's
perpendicular. The distance of the move
is equal to the cosine of the angle formed
by the course segment and the perpen
dicular (angle A in figure E).

You should plot the advanced (or
retired) LOP and the new LOP on the same
coordinate system, and they should in
tersect at your true fix (see figure F).
Without plotting, the intersection can be
determined by using analytic geometry
and solving a set of two simultaneous
equations in two unknowns. The Sunfix
program takes the second approach.

NEW LOP

COURSE SEGMENT
=SPEED x TIME
SINCE FIRST
SEXTANT READING

ADVANCED
LOP POSITION

PERPENDICULAR =
COURSE SEGMENT
x COS(A).

OLD LOP ADVANCED
POSITION LOP POSITION

dar year. The GHA (Greenwich hour angle)
and the declination mark the position of
the sun's image on the earth's surface.

Using the information obtained so far.
you can construct the spherical triangle
shown in figure B. The angle at the top of
the sphere is the local hour angle (LHA),
and it is the il1cluded angle in the naviga
tional triangle, Before the existence of pro
grammable calculators, navigators had to
consult a large group of books called HO
229 (see reference 2) to find solutions to
the triangle. These books hold solutions
to all the possible spherical triangles you
might encounter. However. you can solve

LONGITUDE

YOUR AP

Figure E: Adval1cil1g or retiril1g the LOP is dOl1e by movil1g the Iil1e alol1g a perpel1dicular to
itself. a distal1ce equal to the course segmel1t X Cos(a). The course segmel1t equals your speed
multiplied by the time elapsed sil1ce the last sextal1t readil1g.

------------$---------+-..."L:....--- LATITUDE

Figure F: The poil1t at which the adval1ced, or retired, LOP il1tersects with the l1ew LOP is
your l1ew fix. The poil1t of il1tersectiol1 cal1 be solved usil1g al1alytic geometry al1d by solvil1g a set
of two simultal1eous equatiol1s il1 two ul1kl1owl1s.

LONGITUDE

Speed is in nautical miles per hour (knots).
If you plot previous fixes, you can track
your course by moving your position
ahead a distance equal to your speed
times the amount of time since you last
calculated your position. This process is
called dead reckoning (DR), and your
estimated position is called the DR plot.

Since the sun is your fixed reference, you
must also determine the sun's location for
the particular time and date. Every year
the Naval Observatory publishes the
Nautical Almal1ac (see reference 4). In it
you'll find a table giving the sun's position
for any date and time during the calen-
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GLOSSARY

In this article, I'll describe the
general navigation process My BASIC
program called SUNFIX.DOC com
putes a ship's geographic position
based on two successive sextant
readings of the sun. You don't need
to be a sailor to use the program, and
you can apply its results anywhere in
the world-on land or on sea. IEditor's
note: The Sunfix program is available for
downloading via BYTEnet Listings. The

ASSUMED POSITION (AP): Your estimate
of where you are, based on course,
speed, and previous known positions
your last dead reckoning position at
the time of your sextant reading. The
AP is given in degrees longitude and
latitude. It is only a temporary means
for determining an accurate fix.

AZIMUTH ANGLE (Z): The angle between
your longitude line and the line be
tween you and the celestial body's
image imposed on the surface of the
earth.

DEAD RECKONING (DR): The act of
determining an estimated position
based on previous positions, course,
and speed.

DECLINATION: The angular distance of
a celestial object measured north and
south of the equator.

DR PLOT: Maintaining a drawing on a
nautical chart of your successive posi
tions determined during DR.

FIx: Your calculated position.

GREENWICH HOUR ANGLE (GHA): The
angular distance of a celestial body
measured in degrees west (0 to 360)
of Greenwich, England. If GHA is less
than or equal to 180 degrees, then
GHA and west longitude are equiva
lent. If GHA is greater than 180
degrees. then east longitude equals
360-GHA.

GREENWICH MEAN SIDERIAL TIME
(GMST): The time measured on a
24-hour clock located at the first point
of Aries (the sun's location on the first
day of spring).

GREENWICH MEAN TIME (GMT): The
time measured on a 24-hour clock
located at Greenwich, England.
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telephone number is (603) 924-9820. The
program is currently set up to display all
prompts and responses on a printer. If you
want the displays to appear on the screen, you
must replace all LPRINT statements with
PRINT statements.j

THE GENERAL NAVIGATION
PROCESS
Ocean navigation is the method of
determining a ship's relationship to a

GREENWICH MERIDIAN: The longitude
line that passes through Greenwich,
England (0 degrees longitude).

He: Computed altitude. This is the
measurement that a sextant would
read if you really were at the AP.

Ho: Observed altitude. This is the ac
tual sextant reading with all corrections
made.

KNOT: A measure of speed. One knot
equals 6000 feet per hour, or I nautical
mile per hour.

LINE OF POSITION (LOP): The line on
which you are positioned. It is deter
mined by constructing a circle of radius
90-Ho, with the center equal to the
position of the celestial body.

loCAL HOUR ANGLE (LHA): The angular
distance between your meridian
(longitude line) and the sun's meridian.
It is measured in degrees west of your
meridian.

NAVIGATIONAL TRIANGLE: Side A equals
90 minus the sun's declination, B
equals 90 minus your latitude. 1\vo
sides and an included angle (LHA) are
sufficient for solving the third side and
the other angles.

RIGHT ASCENSION: An astronomical
measure used as a longitudinal coor
dinate of a celestial body. It is mea
sured in degrees east of the first point
of Aries.

SEXTANT: A device for measuring
altitudes of celestial bodies. The
altitude is measured from the horizon
to the body.

ZENITH DISTANCE: The angular distance
between you and the celestial body's
image. It equals 90-Ho.

fixed reference point, such as a light
house, shoreline prominence, or the
image of a celestial body on the
earth's surface. We use the sun's
image as a reference point. There are
some advantages in doing this: the
sun is visible most of the time, it is
easy to find, and its apparent motion
can be predicted accurately for many
years into the future with mathe
matical models.

My program provides accurate solar
positions for the next 300 years (see
reference I). For more details on the
navigation process, please see the
text box "Ocean Navigation" on page
142. For definitions of the navigation
terms I use in this article, please con
sult the Glossary at left.

THE COMPUTER SOWTION
Sunfix computes the exact geo
graphic position of the sun for any
date and time of the year. It does this
by applying a curve-fitting algorithm
to the sun's motion. The expected ac
curacy is within I minute of arc for the
next 300 years. You supply Sunfix
with easily obtainable data: time of
day, barometric pressure, tempera
ture, assumed longitude and latitude,
and two sextant readings spaced a
few hours apart. In less than I minute
Sunfix returns a geographic position
in degrees and minutes of longitude
and latitude.

Sunfix could replace your almanacs.
However, you still need a sextant and
a chronometer. And, to compute the
corrections necessary because of at
mospheric refraction during the sex
tant reading, you also need a barom
eter and a Celsius thermometer.

Sunfix has four main capabilities. It
keeps your current GMT (Greenwich
mean time) and date using the com
puter's clock. It maintains your DR
(dead reckoning) position automati
cally. It computes the GHA (Green
wich hour angle) and the declination
of the sun for any particular date and
GMT. And it computes your fix, or
location.

Time is kept by the BASIC TIME
function. I wrote the program in
TRS-80 Model III BASIC but I used as

(continued)
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much generic BASIC as possible Al
though there may be some variances
with other computers, I think the
Sunfix program can be converted to
almost any modern portable micro
computer.

The DR position calculations require
a special form of the Julian Calendar.
Sunfix begins counting days at noon,
January I. 4713 B.C; hence, the day
counts are very large. This is the date
keeping convention used in most
astronomy calculations.

To compute the sun's GHA and de
clination, you must use astronomy.
Astronomers locate celestial bodies
differently than navigators do, so you
have to make some conversions. You
have to convert GMT to a standard
called Greenwich mean siderial time
(GMST). Siderial time is based on the
sun's position on the first day of
spring (the Vernal Equinox)-called
the first point of Aries because the
sun's position on that day is in the
constellation of Aries. In astronomy,
the positions of celestial bodies are
measured to the east of the first point
of Aries-called right ascension.
Therefore, if you're going to use
astronomy to navigate, you will have
to convert from right ascension to
GHA (see reference 3, pages B3-84)

Now you are ready to calculate the
right ascension and the declination of
the sun. The algorithm used is a sine
cosine series that produces a best fit
to the periodic motion of the sun (see
reference 5). (The arguments and co
efficients in this series require par-

NAVIGATION

ticularly high accuracy, so double
precision variables are used in all the
formulas.) This algorithm also pro
vides the earth-to-sun distance for any
date and time-a number that be
comes important when you are mak
ing the necessary corrections in the
sextant reading. Once Sunfix has cal
culated the right ascension, it converts
the result to GHA.

In addition to accepting your set
tings as inputs, the main function of
Sunfix is to compute your fix. You
begin navigating with a sextant read
ing, and you must correct it because
of the following factors (see also ref
erence 3, pages BI3-BI6):

• Dip: This correction is required
when the sextant reading is taken at
some height above sea level.
• Index Correction: The built-in
mechanical error of the sextant re
quires correction. You must determine
this correction experimentally.
• Refraction: The earth's atmosphere
causes light to bend, which distorts
the celestial position. Refraction
varies with temperature and pressure
so the formula I used in Sunfix is ac
curate for sextant readings greater
than 15 degrees (More precise for
mulas are available in reference 3.)
• Semidiameter: The sextant mea
sures from the horizon up to the bot
tom edge of the sun. You must add
the solar radius to the sextant reading
because the radius varies during the
sun's transit.

After you complete the first sextant

reading, the program waits for a sec
ond one. The time between the first
and second reading is usually several
hours. Therefore, you need sufficient
power to keep your computer going
while the program is running. lINo
points: course and speed changes are
allowable during dead reckoning; dur
ing a fix process, however, you must
keep your course and speed constant.

CONCWSION
It's now simple to do a lot of naviga
tion with a portable microcomputer.
Of course you still need some basic
instruments for environmental read
ings but you no longer have to spend
hours studying almanacs and working
on formulas to figure out where you
are. After your basic readings have
been taken, Sunfix calculates your
geographic position in less than I
minute. This leaves you more time to
enjoy the sea. _
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The Ven-Te11200 PLUS offers high speed,
reliable telecommunications for your per
sonal computer or terminal. Whether you
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from computer to computer, the Ven-Tel 1200
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The<e·s .. 3""" '" I
I COfYoy-laPOlnteCreOIC...d

IUChases Mll'"lITUnlfllllal CITY STATE It 815 lIP

L ':"chase~_M~T~2~~f~I~P~nd2~3'



Inquiry 95 for IBM Peripherals. Inquiry 96 for Apple. Inquiry 97 for all others.

*
225

~= * ComX
495m EconoRAMT. 384K BOARD

m $350
625 With FaslJak'· RAM Oisk EnUatO' ;nj SpooI!J _
195 ftjyr.oo..,.tible.l YgliTitedWiwr.r1tybyC<JnX
~: Wori<sooOOS1.1.2.00'2.1:rol __Ptices_'_inl_a_V3t_'Iabi_'li_Iy_SliJjec_'_t_to_cI1a"ge__. CaI_I.__1
185 * * FOR YOUR PC.JR * *

LIST OUR
4~ KEYTRONIC. KB5151 Jr. Keyboa<I $ 2551195

385 ~~~;~~.I~fO'Jr ~:~ 1~~
7~ MICROSOFT, 128K Boost.. w/Mw;e $ 495 329

279 QU~~~.(I28K-512K.P/CCI~ mm
lkJadi". EJcparoionCllassis $ 695 540

TECMAR. Jr. Gaptain $ 395 345

LIST OUR

$ B9 79
$ 199 169 .....,$495 395
$265 205 * ~Kil*
$499 399 $35$ 30 27
$ 95 79
$ 59 49
$ 49 43
$ 122 99
$422 357

CIIlIor lMIO'$1595 150
$ 195 139

o-yrrtc.
$ 395 275
$ 625 450
$ 295 169
$ 395 285
$ 95 69

$ 559 p95 Cl1983$ 559 395 Comoy-LaPointe. Inc.

$ 295
$ 395
$ 675
$ 795
$295
$395
$ 595
$ 325
$550
$ 895
$295
$ 275
$ 345
$ 795
$ 650
$ 2SO
$1195
S2295
$1995
$495
$ 4S
$995
$ 400

$ 50
$ 40
$ 25
$' 50
$175
$295
$ 180
$ 245
$ 45
$ 245
$499
$395
$ 140
$ 50
$255
$209
$ 100
$ 200
$ 150
$ 15

DISK DRIVES OlliER HARDWARE

leWlClea PC.
256K. 2 3601( llisl< Drives. 8088 Chip

~Zl50.
2S6K. 2 320K llisl< Drives.

MS OOS 2.1. 8088 Chip. 2 SIP

• SANYO 555-2.
2S6K. 2 320K llisl< Drives

Dis~68~ves •by CDC -- SMI__=:;==-;-;-::-==~~__I
90 Day OlliER HARDWARE

limited WilmIIlly AST, SixPakPk.o.64K.S/PfCC+S/W $ 395
By Us SixPald'lto. 2S6K. S/PfCC+SlW $ 695

SixPatPl"'. 384K. S/PfCC+SlW $ 895
G<wne Pon 10' S~Pat $ 50
_. Go'3phics ConI will"". 64K $ 399

CDl11f.1AJl PaM_ Admtage'·. Mlitif. Bd fO' AT $ 595

256K. 2 360K Disk ll!ives CALL :~g ~~ ::: ~~~~G ~ ~
I/O PI", II. 2S/PfCC'G $ 315
M<mGraphPk.o'"P/CC(f<Jlotus) $ 495

CALL ~:: ~:';~~~1 r:
CorrtIoPk.o Pro<i.<:ts IN STOCK
MegaPfus _,N STOCK

CURTIS. UNI-I. MoritO'tih/__
CALL 3-9 fOOl Keyb<ml ExtIrlSion Cable

V....icaI CPU "System Stln!"
MonocIYome Exton Cable Pair

HAUPPAGE (HC). 8087 Chip
8087 Math Pat (Chip &Sottw)
BOB7501twaePat

CALL BOB7 Maao Pak
-------;-~=====;_----IHAYES. Mach II Joystd<

HARD DISKS HERCULES. Cotor ConI will""-
----======----1 MonoGo'3phicsConl

~ "':, =tefrncl~lWtItoDi%':C::-~~S~~/?~ ~~~~N,Ext:=-S<4JPIy
InstNetions. LIST OUR PC Sa..".'· Ure Coot w/FiltEr
KAMERMAN. Extemall0megkit $1295 t1i5 KEYTRONIC. KB5151. Std. keyboa<l

Megaflight 100. Intemall0 meg kit $ 895 795 KB5150. Std. keyboa<l
Mastertlight. 20 meg. tape. SUfye prot. $1595 150 KOAlA, Speed Key Syslem

MAYNARD. 10 meg kit. Int. Speed Key Tablesw/soltwa'e
w/S3lls.... ConI, $1595 $1150 KoaJa Pad'· w/PC lJesiiI'1

QUAORAM. Ouaddisks Int. w/controller. PtoiJ;mnlJ's Glide
Fulflfle CAU

RANA. Extemall0 meg w/controler $1495 $1095
Intemall0 meg w/control... $ 995 $ 795

COMPUTER
LIST OUR

____--"s~Y~S=TE==M=S=----ICOC.lmlo:! 30 day~: Gall fO'quantity IJices MAYNARD, SAND STAR SERIES
FtJ HI, 320/3601(. DS/DD $ 5291169 MUtifu1ction (6) ConI- Call to, Detaits - Hal Ht. 320/3601(. DS/DD $ 395 149 MenDy ConI no RAM

-- - -. Hal HI, Dual Drive tnstiilation Kn $ 30 16 MenDyConl256K
256K J: ~~'f~ - PC MAYNARD. Control... ConI will"" pm $:m 185 AoppyCont. ConI (WS1XIor 3 rood)

Con_ConIw/SlJialpm $ 310 195 H_",d/FMolUe
_ContConl(~3mociAes) $ 265 205 Ha1lIJi9<CabIe

PERFECTDATA, HeadClerilgKit $ 16 12 S<riaIPonMolUe
P:ra 0' Ckld< Gal. MolUe.....
G<wne~t.. MolUe
MenDy MolUe. OK

245 =~~&ContConl
~: MICROSOFT, Mw;e to' PC

39 ~~:~:r~mMOUSE SYSTEMS. PC Mw;e &Paint
150 PARADISE. _Go'3phicsConl
185 Pa-allel 0' Serial Pon.""
215 PLANTRONICS•
175 Cotor Bd &Colom'egic. 16 roIor w/P:ra
795 Cotor Bd &Drattsnm. 16 roIor w/P:ra
365 QUAORAM.

CALl 1lua<Ixml. no RAM. e>cp;nl to 384K
CALl 1lua<Ixml64K. to 384K. SlPfCC

39 1lua<Ixml2S6K. to 384K. SlPfCC
30 1lua<Ixml. 384K. SlPfCC/G
19 1lua<Ixml1l. no RAM. to 2S6K
35 1lua<Ixml1l. 64K. to 256K. 2S1CC

149 ="1'64~i~~
235 1).al512 + 2S6K w/Slrial pm
~= 1).al512 + 512K w/SlJial pm

29
I).alroIorI.boad.4ro1ors

169 lJi>IJadel).alrolorltoll~t

329 =....boadMcrit~ii':,~Cotor
~ iltJad:I'rome II MoriIO'. 14" RGB Cotor

39 _MoritO'.12"_
195 1).al3278
159 QuametVI

63 ='X
139 TG PRODUCTS. Joystd<
~: TITAN. _to' PC (8086+ 128K)

WlCO. _ Keyb<ml

LOWPRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE IT!

FOR YOUR ~E~.~·PC,XT, AT or JR

SOFTWARE FOR YOUR rB~.~·PC,XT, AT or JR
BUSINESS BUSINESS BUSINESS UTIUTIES

~: RECREAnONAL
135 BLUECHIP, Milliona••. Barron. Tycoon. ea. $ 60 139
395 HAYDEN. Sargon III (Ches1;1 $ 50 34
225 MICROSOFT. Flight 5mJIatO' (PC 0' Jr) $ 50 33
495 ORIGIN. Ultima III (PC 0' Jr) $ 60 39
1~~ PROFESSIONAL. TnVlil Fev.. (PC 0' Jr) $ 40 25

40 PLUS: A'-\ Brodorbund, Eledronlc A.... Epyx.
99 Intocom, 1.-,Splnnaker; Sub Ulglc

295
129

105 SOFTWARE PUBL.. PFS:Report $ 125 79 MICROSOFT. Macro AsserrI>Ie< $ 100 69
309 FS:Fi~ $ 140 89 BASIC C<Jrl>i'" $ 395 259
485 PFS:Write $ t40 89 Busiress BASIC C<Jrl>i1er $ 600 300
300 PFS:Gr.lpI1 $ 140 89 CC<Jrl>i1er $ 395 259
125 PFS:PI"" $ 140 89 COBOL C<Jrl>i'" $ 700 459
189 PFS:"'ooI 0' PFS:Access. _ $ 95 59 FORTRAN Cofrl><'" $ 350 229
115 SORClM.5<4l'ICatclll $395 245 PASCAlC<Jrl>i'" $300 199
295 STONEWARE. Advanced DB Mast.. $ 595 395 MOUSE SYSTEMS. PC Pamt $ 99 69
325 SUMMA. Trader's Forecasl $ 250 159 NORTON, Uti~lies 2.0 (141Jf1l1T"'1lS1 $ 80 54
395 Trader's Data Manager $ 200 129 OPEN SYSTEMS. BASIC Interpret.. $ 195 145
265 Trader's _ant $ 350 219 ROSESOFT, ProI<ey $ 130 79

54 Con1JIet. System $ 700 445 WESTERN UNON. f<lsy lri< Mal MlV $ 95 65
105 THORN/EMI. Pa1ect Writ.. (PC) $ 349 179
315 Pa1ectCorrtlo(Writ.. &5l'eI"')(PC) $ 399 1991_-;-===-;;:-;;==-=-=-::-::;==-:-::-=-__1
2~ VI~~~~~(:,"te/SpelIIThesaus ~ ~~ 1:: HOME & EDUCAllONAL

95 WARNER. Desk Organz.. (PC 0' Jr) $ 195 125 ARMONK. ExecutIVe Soil. $ 40 127
125 CONTINENTAL, HOIl'e Aa:oU1t""t(Jrl $ 75 59

32 UllUllES HOIl'eAaxulta<1tf'fus(PC) $ 150 90
125 KOAlA, Gr.ljncs EJdibitO' (Jr) $ 40 25
159 BORLAND.Sidekid«PCO'Jr) $ 55135 MONOGRAM,DoIars&sensewltorecast $ t65 110
235 Sidekid< (CopiabIe) (PC 0' Jr) $ 85 55 SCARBOROUGH. Mast..Type(PC 0' Jr) $ 50 32
289 Tl>1lo Pas<:;; (PC 0' Jrl $ 55 35 SIMON. SCHUSTER. Typing Tutootll $ 50 33

~~ c~~~ll~hINT.~IIPC ~ ~ ~~ PLUS: BPI,CBS.Com~D..ldoon,
429 COMX. Fastrak'·. RAM/Disk ...-.JatO' &point.. spooler. Dow J",- H~rt, PBL Corp.
175 FO'm~G~1~~~: ~p~M86~1~~frivon ~ 1~
295 CBASIC 86'· (CP/M-861 $ 200
295 CBASIC C<Jrl>iIer(CP/M-86 0' PCDOS....) $ 600

12 Conwrent CP/M·86·· w/WWldows $ 835
12 Pl/l (PC DOS) $ 750
15 Speed "'OIl· Pf<g. (CP/M-86) $ 200

185 DR lOGO-86 (CPfM-86) $ 100
235 FUNK SOFTWARE. SIdeways $ 60

49 HAYES. 5mar1cont II (Data Corrrn I $ 149
269 UFEBOAT, latticeC $ 500
395 MICROSTUF. 0ussraI< XVI (PC 0' Jrl $ 195

$ 195
$495
$695
$500
$ 195
$ 350

lEW $ 195
$495
$595
$695
$495
$ 99
$ 195
$595
$ 145
$495
$ 150
$ 195
$ 50
$ t95
$250
$ 375
$ 475
$ 180
$495
$ 695
$ 295
$ 395
$395
$ 395
$395
$ 15
$ 15
$ 20
$295
$495
$ 69
$ 399
$695

249 UVING VIDEOTEXT, Tlri Tn
349 LOTUS. 1-2-3
369 SympI'ooy
289 MOBS. Knowledgeman
119 MECA, MiV1a!lingYoo-Money

50 MICROPRO. WordSl",·· (PC)
495 WordSI"'- (Jr)
375 WordSlar2OllO

50 WordSt", 2OllO PI",
45 WordSt'" Professional PI",

125 WordSt", Professional. 4 Pak
45 MailMerge. SpeftS.... 0' Starlndex. ea.
75 ProOplioos Pak (MM/SS/SI)

295 ImoSI'" Pk.o (+ Startllntl
99 CorrectS....

159 MICRORIM. RBase 5eries 4000
219 Extendo:l Report Writ..
219 RBaseCtout

65 MICROSOFT. Spell
165 Mtitiplarl (PC 0' Jr)
315 CharI 0' Project. each
239 Word
125 Word with Mouse

30 MONOGRAM. Dol"'" &_ w/Forecast
195 MULTIMATE. M~timate
170 OPEN SYS. Gl.AR.AP.PR.INV 0' PD.ea.

32 PEACHTREE. Back to Basics Gl
119 Peach Pak
159 Peach Text 5000
159 QUADRAM. Tax Strategy
159 Investment Strategy
250 QUE, Using '-2-3
125 1-2-310' Busiress
375 USing SympI'ooy
995 SAMNA, Word Pk.o

59 SATELLITE, WordPa1ect (PC)
159 WordPa1ect (Jr)
105 SOFTW ARTS. TK SoIver(speal DOS)

SOFTWARE INT'L, Open Acass

APPUED SOFTWARE. V<naF<J1ll $ 3B9
ASHTON-TATE. Fran-ewori< $ 695

dBase11l $ 695
dBase II. (req. PC-DOS &128K) $ 495
dBase 1110 III !W'ilde $ 200

An. Training f'!tVams-l<¥ge InventO'Y $ 75
BPI. Job Cost Aaxulling $ 795

Gen1 Acct9. AR. AP 0' PRo each $ 595
BRODERBUND. Bri SI, Wriler(PC 0' Jr) $ 80
COE)(, Tr.lining f'!tVams-L..-ge InventO'Y $ 70
CONTINENTAL, Ultralile (PC) $ 195

Tax Advantage (PC 0' Jr) $ 70
FCM (Filing. Calaloging. Mailing)(PC) $ 125
"'opa1y Management (PC) $ 495

DOW JONES. Investment EvaJuator $ 139
Mnet~ $:m
MnetAr-.ato{lTS $ 350
Mnet Microscope $ 350

FOX.GEUER.dUtil(DOSO'CPfM86) $ 99
(lJdcodeO'dGr.lph._ $295

HARVARD, Toral Project~ $ 495
HafVlWtI Project Manager $ 395

HAYDEN. Pie Wril.. $ 200
Pie Spef'" $ 50

HOWARDSOFT. Tax "'.p;nf",·84 $ 295
R51 Esrate Analyz.. $ 250

HUMAN EDGE. Mind "'oller (PC '" Jr) $ 50
CormUlicatioos Edge (PC) $ 195
sales Edge $ 250
Management Edge $ 250
Negotiation Edge $ 250

IUS, EasyW!it.. II Syslem $ 350
EasySpef... 1I $ 85
Gl. AR. AP. OE 0' INV. each $ 595
~ SystfJTl : Gl+AR+AP $1495

KENSlNGTON,Easy link Ma~ Manage- $ 95
UFETREE. Volkswnt.. 1lekD<l! $ 395

VobMiter $ 195

OUR REFERENCES:
We have been in computers and "'ectronics
since 1958. a computer dealer since 1978 and in
computer mail order since 1980. Banks: atlnter
state Bank, (503) 643·4678. We be'ong 10 the
Chamber of Commerce (503) 2289411. and Direct
Marketing Association. or call Dunn and Brad
street if you are a subecriber.

B3~

~1~Znl
NO SALES TAX

ll:""1lIllITOLL FREE~I Foreogn
(800) 547-1289 Pon&~
OREGON ONLY (800) 451-5151 (SOJ)620-9Bn

HOT LINE IORDER DESK HOURS
InlOOTl3tlClllJ1)fOl1Q'dlJ "'Frt-U•• 8PII PIT

(503J 620-9178 '*"'t-fOAMIo 4PIl m
WEEKDAYS ONLY (6AM here lS9AM in New Yortl)



ACCOUNTANTS TO
roo KEEPERS NEED
DATABASE APPLICATIONS.
HOW CAN I SPEAK
THEIR LANGUAGE?

HERE'S HOW:
dBASE firM SOFTWARE

Whether you're keeping track
ofaccruals or zebras, dBASE III™
will easily create specialized
applications which speak your
customers' language.

You can quickly write
applications for your customers
because dBASE III contains a
high-level language ofplain
English commands that's power
ful and easy to use. And, because
we understand that your cus
tomers' needs often change, we
made it easy to modify the struc
ture ofyour database.

Let's say you've set up a data
base application for a zoo keeper.
After using the application for six
months, he discovers that he
needs to specify the sex ofall his
animals, an item he forgot to ask
for when you created the applica-

tion.You've got1,397 records
entered, but you have to change
the structure ofthe database.
These commands:

I USE ANIMALS I
Selects the database.

I MODIFY STRUCTURE I
Move the cursor to the place
where you want to insert the new
field.
r;;Jlr:ll Adds the new
g b:dI field.
The new field will be inserted
above the cursor position.

~E]E][!]E]
Specifies that the new field is
titled "SEX", has the default

value ofa character field, and is
one column wide.

a~ ends your input.

Q confirms that you're satis
bdI fied with what you've done.
Now, your customer is ready to
identify his zebras as boys or girls
using the program you created
for him.

dBASE III makes your program
ming effort quick and productive
because it's an English-language
exercise whether your customer
is keeping track ofcash flow or
feeding schedules.

For a dealer near you call
(800) 437-4329, ext. 232.
In Colorado •
(303) 799-4900, d~:~~Lk>
ext. 232. ~~:_~~t~9as.

AJlrightsreserved.

Software from
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We'll putyou in control.

Inquiry 35



BY DAVID L. KAHN

A
UNIT,.CONVERSION
ALGORITHM

A unique

algorithm for

problem solving

U nit conversion is a concep
tually simple. easily pro
grammable process. How

ever. the algorithm you choose to per
form the conversion has a significant
impact on both the complexity of the
program and the efficiency of its use.

I developed an algorithm for unit
conversion that is rather unique in
that I developed it specifically for this
problem. As a result. it is a simple.
versatile tool that is easy to use and
runs efficiently in a 16K-byte com
puter. While this type of memory
limitation is no longer a major con
cern for most software writers. there
is always a need for efficiency.

In developing this algorithm. I con
sidered several factors imperative. The
algorithm had to be clear and concise.
It had to fit the structure of the prob
lem. It had to be both simple to use
and implement. It had to be easy to
stretch to fit supersets of the problem.
The knowledge base supporting the
algorithm had to be both clear and
concise and fit the structure of the
problem. The algorithm's progress in
debugging and analysis had to be
easy to monitor. And. finally. the
algorithm had to fit the tool used for
implementation.

The measurement-conversion pro-

gram. Convert (see listing I). pro
cesses each word independently.
Because the program is table-driven.
it can be easily extended to include
almost any unit of measure. The listing
includes about 80 basic units and 16
prefixes. I originally wrote this pro
gram in BASIC for a TRS-80 Model I
Level" but have since converted it to
run under Microsoft BASIC. This lat
ter version is the one I included in this
article. [Editor's note: The Convert program
is available for downloading via BYTEnet
Listings. The telephone number is (603)
924-9820.1 The text box "Number
Base Conversion" on page 152 ex
pands the algorithm's application to
include conversions between
numbers with different bases.

WHAT ARE UNITS?
Units of measure are the result of
people trying to quantify the world
around them. Some units. such as
"day:' occur naturally and are under
stood universally. Distance. on the
other hand. has no obvious standard.
One early unit used to measure
distance was the "pace:' but this
measure varied from person to per
son. In some countries. kings declared
standard units of length: for example.
the length of a "foot" was determined
this way. Of course. it was the length
of the king's foot that set the stan
dard. Some industries. such as ship
ping. defined their own units. for ex
ample. knot or fathom.

In time. standards did develop. but
they rarely extended beyond linguistic
and geographic boundaries. Poor

communications contributed to the
confusion. Individual countries could
not easily coordinate unit standards
with each other-even when they
wanted to. The problem of how to
convert units among countries
reached a head when countries at
tempted to draft trade agreements. It
became possible for a country with a
quantity of Xs to trade with others for
a quantity of Ys. and it became im
portant to know how many Xs were
equal to how many Ys.

Once global communications be
came easier. countries were able to
tell each other the size of their respec
tive units. but they were still faced
with a laborious and confusing con
version problem. To solve this. peo
ple tried to create "rational" stan
dards (such as the metric system).
which take measurements from
natural phenomena instead of vari
ables. such as the area a man with a
single horse could turn over with a
plow during one day (an acre). How
ever. for political and financial reasons
(not to mention stubbornness). the
metric system has not been accepted
worldwide: regional differences and
peculiarities continue to exist.

Today. as always. people have to
convert units frequently. and not just

(continued)

David L. Kahn. manager of decision-support
systems for Wang !..£lboratories in Lowell. Mas
sachusetts. has degrees in computer science and
management from MIT. His outside interests
include classical piano and recreational math
ematics. and he can be contacted at 14 Charle
mont St" Newton Highlands. MA 02161.
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CONVERSION

NUMBER...BASE CONVERSION

38 (correct quantity for 46,)
x 8
304 + 1

= 305 (correct quantity for 461,)
x 8

2440 + 3 = 2443 (answer)

Figure A: Given the number 4613 8 • determine the quantity it represents in
base 10. Note that the result after each addition would be the correct answer if
the number ended after that numeral. The process could continue for as many
numerals as are present.

Figure B: Given the quantity 2443. determine the number that represents it in
base 8. The example shows a hypothetical formula being reduced one level after
each numeral is extracted. but in pr.Actice one would not know how many levels
in the formula to start with. Processing should continue until the result after a
subtraction is zero.

remaining alphabet can be used in
ascending sequence. The numeral C
then refers to 12 in base 16.

Note that this standard is arbitrary.
For instance. A through Z could be
used to refer to the quantities from I
to 26. In this case. the quantity 38
would be represented as CH.

There are a number of ways to con
vert a number into a quantity using a
given number base. To understand the
method I used in listing A. look at for
mulas F and G below.

F: ar3 + br2 + cr + d
G: ((ar + b)r + e)r + d

Formula F interprets a number in
base r. Formula G factors out individual
r terms wherever possible and is used
in the program. With this formula you
don't need to know in advance how
many numerals are in the number.
Each numeral can be processed iden
tically. in turn. from left to right. This
sequential processing is illustrated with
an example in figure A.

Note that all the arithmetic opera
tions are done on quantities. not
numbers. The results do not depend
on the internal representation. This
operation is the same as that for a ref
erence unit in a unit-conversion
scheme. except that here it is better
defined. There is a significant distinc
tion between a quantity (an amount of
something) and a number (a string of
numerals). In the program the numbers
are even stored as string variables.

In converting a quantity into a
number. you can use the reverse of the
G formula. and sequential processing
can also be applied. Sequential pro
cessing is even more important here.
since it isn't obvious how many
numerals will be required.

The G formula can be thought of as
xr + d. where the x refers to ((ar + b)r
+ e). The total count of preceding
numerals in x is irrelevant. If the quan
tity of interest is divided by r. the re
mainder would be d. no matter how
complicated the x term was. This is the
modulo function of integer arithmetic.
If one then subtracts d from the quan
tity and divides the result by r. the
result is the quantity represented by x.
The process can then be repeated.

number in a given base represents a
quantity.

DESCRIPTION
In symboliC terms. the number abed,
refers to ar3 + br2 + cr + d. One fact
that should be obvious from this is
that. in base r. there must be a numeral
for every quantity between 0 and r-I.
If this is not the case. then not every
quantity can be represented. The
quantity 12 cannot be represented in
base 16 with only the digits 0 through
9. The traditional solution is to use A
to mean one more than 9. From A. the

((ar + b)r + e)r + d = 2443
2443 MOD 8 = 3

(ar + b)r + e = (2443 - 3) / 8
= 305

305 MOD 8 = 1
ar + b = (305 - 1) / 8

= 38
38 MOD 8 = 6

a = (38 - 6) / 8
= 4

4 MOD 8 = 4
= (4 - 4) / 8
= 0

Answer = 4613

((ar + b) r + e)r + d
4

x 8
32 + 6

A simple number-base conversion
algorithm has much in common

with the single multiplicative factor
(SMF) unit-conversion algorithm. I will
illustrate one such number method
here.

By illustrating the SMF approach in
a simpler but related application. I
hope to demonstrate many of the
subtleties of the SMF program.

In this example it is necessary to
distinguish between a quantitlJ and a
number. A quantity is an amount that
may be represented as a number. A
number is a string of numerals. A
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CONVERSION

L \.

Listing A: The l1umber-base col1versiol1· program.

10 INPUT "CONVERT NUMBER ";A$'
20 INPUT "FROM BASE ";R1 :IF R1 <2 OR R1 >36 THEN PRINT "1 TO 36

ONLY":GOTO 20 .
30 INPUT "TO BASE ";R2:IF R2 < 2 OR R2 > 36 THEN PRINT "1 TO 3e

ONLY":GOTO 30
40 T#-O
50 FOR C = 1 TO LEN(A$)
60 V= ASC(MID$(A$,C))
70 IF V>47 AND V<58 THEN V2.V-48
80 IF V>64 AND V<91 THEN V2.V-55
90 IF V>96 AND V<123 THEN V2.V-85

100 IF V2 > .. R1 THEN PRINT "NUMERAL TOO HIGH IN NUMBER":GOTO 10
110 T#=T#*R1 +V2
120 NEXT C
130 B$=""
140 WHILE T# < > 0
150 V2=T# - INT(T#/R2)*R2:REM V2 • 11 MOD R2
160 T# = (T# - V2)/R2
170 IF V2 < 10 THEN V.V2+48
180 IF V2 > 9 THEN V.V2+55
190 B$=CHR$(V)+B$
200 WEND
210 PRINT "THE ANSWER IS: ";B$:PRINT
220 GOTO 10

'. ..
'.

Listing B: A sample session demoJlStrating the program.

CONVERT NUMBER? 1425
FROM BASE ? 10
TO BASE? 16
THE ANSWER IS: 591

CONVERT NUMBER? 58F
FROM BASE? 16
TO BASE? 10
THE ANSWER IS: 1423

CONVERT NUMBER? 1001101110110
FROM BASE? 2
TO BASE? 16
THE ANSWER IS: 1376

CONVERT NUMBER? 5231
FROM BASE? 10
TO BASE? 36
THE ANSWER IS: 41B

CONVERT NUMBER?

generating numerals fro'm right to left
. .This process is illustrated in figure B.

THE PROGRAM
The prograJTl shown in listing A will
perform conversions between numbers
in bases from 2 to 36. A sample script
is Shown in listing B.
. Lines 10 to 30 request the inputs and·
do initial error checking. Lines 40 to
120 translate the number in A$ to a
quantity in n. Lines 130 to 200
translate the quantity in TN into a
number B$ in the desired base. Line
210 prints the result

The formula used in line 150 is eqUiv
alent to the MOP operator in the com
ment at the end of the line. The MOD
function in my initial implementation
limited the use to absolute numbers
less than 32.768.

The program was written in Microsoft
BASIC under MS-DOS and should run

. on most computers. The only problem
you are likely to have is with the
WHILEIWEND. in lines 140 and 200.
which I used for clarity. If you do not
have. these statements, use

140 11= TN • 0 THEN GOTO 210
200 GOTO 140

The heart of the algorithm is in lines
110 and 160. which areinverses of each
other. Each is executed once for each
numeral. line 110 for the input and line
160 for the output This is similar to line
1120 of the unit conversion in the Con-

. vert program. The major difference is
• that the unit-eonversion formula is in

vertible, requiring only one program
section.

SUMMAtn'
As can be seen from these two ex
amples, the concept of reference (ab
solute meaning) where differing repre
sentations exist is useful. In starting
from this assumption, deriving an al
gorithm that is both general and sim
ple to implement is straightforward.

The number-base conversion algo
rithm usefully and simply illustrates this
approach in a known domain. The SMF
algorithmfor unit conversion is a more
significant application of the approach
to an otherwise difficult problem.
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Inquiry 78

TOP QUALITY
COLOR DISKETTES

SUPER LOW PRICES

LIFETIME WARRANTY

CONVERSION

55-00 0500

9210 ...0----- 96 TPI---- 9249

GENERIC COLORED DISKETTES

Definitely color-coded diskettes are the
most effective method for organizing your
diskette files. Available In Red. Blue. Green.
Yellow and Orange. Bulk poly-bagged with
protective Tyvek sleeves. Labes are Included.

These disks are made by a leading manufac
turer of magnetic media under the strictest
Industry standards. In fact. 163% of the
Industry standards. And then certified 100%
error-free and backed by LIFETIME
WARRANTY.

Order 50 diskettes and get a
1O-pack Library Case for only
$1.50. The Library Case IS of
high quality. and with all
functional features to
organize your color-coded

<- disk files. A great buy at
---~ $1.501!

$995-::-
"A SUPER BUY

Epson MX-70, 80 $3.55 ea.
Epson MX-100 $5.95 ea.
Okldata Microline 83 $1 .45 ea.
Okidata Microline 84 $3.65 ea.

(PLUS 25~ SHIPPING)

HEADCLEANING KITS

3M Headcleanlng Kit
has everything you need .. $1 795
for 30 applications.

-::- [PLUS $1.50 SHIPPING]

PRICE PROMISE

We will better any lower delivered price on
the same product and quantities advertised
nationally
TERMS: FREE USE OF VISA & MASTER
CARD Add $3.00 per 100 diskettes or
fraction thereof. COO orders only add $3.00
handling charges. Utah residents only-add
5 3/4% sales tax. MInimum order: $25.00.

TOLL FREE OROER LINE:

1 -BOO-233-2477
[1 -BOO-AFFAIRS)

INFORMATION ANO INQUIRIES:

1 -B01 -942-671 7
HOURS: gAM - 6PM M-F (MT. STATE TIME)

S1 2028 E FT UNION Bl va 10')
omputer SALT LAKE CITV UTAH t:I-1Ul

ffairs.inc. CAll 1 800 AFFAIRS
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Listing I: The Convert program written in Microsoft BASIC.

10 PRINT CHR$(12);
15 READ NO, NP, NU
20 DIM PR$(20), PR(20), PR%(20), UN$(100), UN(100), UN%(100,10)
30 DIM DE$(10), 01%(10)

100 FOR X = 0 TO NP:READ PR$(X), PR(X), PR%(X)
105 NEXT X
110 FOR X=O TO ND:READ DE$(X):NEXT X
120 FOR X=O TO NU:READ UN$(X), UN(X)
125 FOR Y = 0 TO ND:READ UN%(X,y):NEXT Y,X
130 PRINT CHR$(12);
195 PRINT "UNIT CONVERSION-COPYRIGHT 1984 DAVID KAHN"
197 PRINT
200 PRINT "TYPE HELP FOR INSTRUCTIONS"
205 PRINT "NOTE: ONLY UPPERCASE LEITERS SHOULD 8E USED IN THIS

PROGRAM."
210 FOR X=O TO ND:DI%(X)=O:NEXT X
215 PRINT:I$='''':INPUT "INPUT";I$:IF I$="HELP" THEN 4000
220 IF LEFT$(I$,1) = "?" THEN 1$ = MID$(I$,2) ELSE 300
230 10 = 1:GOSUB 1000
240 FL=O:FOR X=O TO ND:IF DI%(X) > 1 THEN PRINT

DE$(X)"-"MID$(STR$(DI%(X)),2)" "; ELSE IF DI%(X)= 1 THEN PRINT
DE$(X)" ";ELSE IF DI%(X) < 0 THEN FL=1

245 NEXT X
250 IF FL=O THEN PRINT:GOTO 210 ELSE PRINT "PER ";:FOR X=O TO ND:IF

DI%(X)< -1 THEN PRINT DE$(X)" - "MID$(STR$( - DI%(X)),2)" "; ELSE IF
DI%(X) = -1 THEN PRINT DE$(X)" ";

255 NEXT X:PRINT:GOTO 210
300 N = VAL(I$):IF N = 0 THEN PRINT "YOU MUST GIVE AN INPUT

NUM8ER":GOTO 210 ELSE X= 1
310 IF MID$(I$,X,1) =" " OR X + LEN(I$) THEN 320 ELSE X = X+ 1:GOTO 310
320 X = X + 1:1$ = MID$(I$,X):IO = 1:GOSU8 1000
3301$= "":INPUT "CONVERT TO";I$:IO= -1 :GOSU8 1000
340 FL=O:FOR X=O TO ND:IF DI%(X)< >0 THEN PRINT DE$(X)" DIMENSION

INCOMPATIBILlTY":FL = 1
350 NEXT X:IF FL = 1 THEN 210
360 PRINT "ANSWER = ";:LO = INT(LOG(N)/LOG(1 0)) + 1
370 IF LO< =5 AND LO> =0 THEN PRINT USING "#" + STRING$(LO,"#") +

"." +STRING$(5- LO,"#");NGOTO 210
375 IF LO = -1 THEN PRINT USING "#.######";N:GOTO 210
380 IF LO = - 2 THEN PRINT USING "#.#######";N:GOTO 210
390 PRINT USING "##.####-";N:GOTO 210

1000 ON = 1
1010 IF LEFT$(I$,1) = " "THEN 1$=MID$(I$,2):GOTO 1010
1020 IF 1$="" THEN RETURN
1030 FOR X=1 TO LEN(I$)IF MID$(I$,X,1)=" "THEN 1040 ELSE NEXT X
1040 T$ = LEFT$(I$,X -1):1$= MID$(I$,X):T = 1:P = 1
1045 IF T$="PER" THEN DN= -1:GOTO 1010
1050 FOR X=1 TO LEN(T$):IF MID$(T$,X,1)="-" THEN 1060 ELSE NEXT X
1060 IF X>LEN(T$) THEN 1100
1070 P= VAL(MID$(T$,X + 1))
1080 IF P=O THEN PRINT "POWER ERROR IN TERM "'T$'" ":GOTO 210
1090 T$ = LEFT$(T$,X - 1)
1100 IF RIGHT$(T$,4) = "CHES" THEN T$ = LEFT$(T$,LEN(T$) - 2)
1102 IF RIGHT$(T$,3) = "IES" THEN T$ = LEFT$(T$,LEN(T$) - 3) + "Y"
1104 IF RIGHT$(T$,1)="S" AND RIGHT$(T$,2)<>"SS" THEN T$=LEFT$

(T$,LEN(T$) -1)
1110 FOR X=O TO NU:IF T$=UN$(X) THEN 1120 ELSE NEXT X:GOTO 1140
1120 N = N/«UN(X)!T) - (p. ON ·10))
1130 FOR Y=O TO ND:DI%(Y) = DI%(Y) + P·DN·IO·UN%(X,y):NEXT Y:GOTO

1010
1140 FOR X = 0 TO NP:IF LEFT$(T$,PR%(X)) = PR$(X) THEN 1150 ELSE NEXT

X:GOTO 1170
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FREE SILVERWARE

~pell
Mailit
FILEBASE
PC tile III
PO rusk

eould buy you this much computer.
give us a call at

and we'll rush you a broch ure that will
tell you how it can.

Tile SUyer I'••T" Tr.t.
tllr.....Lotus like ~,2,~

The Silver Fox has always run hundreds
o(plograms originally written for the IBM
IPC. Now with its new compatible video
bo~ and GW Basic it runs the most popular
aDd powerful software in microcomputing,
iacluding Lotus 1,2,3, dBASE II, Multiplan,
th. PFS series, and even Flight Simulator.
Yetyou still Betan incomparablecombination
of hardware and software at a price that
iantes comparison.

MORE HARDWARE

Each Silver Fox comes with an 8088 CPU,
lI68J( ofRAM, monochrome and color video,
_4 a printer port all on a single board. Plus
JIOU ,et more than twice the storage of a
.tandard PC, 1.6 Megabytes on dual 5 1/4"
tlQJIPYs, and the Fox will read and write to all
PClIIuIar PC formats.

lhandard equipment also includes a better
bo.lrd, and a 12" high-resolution, green

lIliDochrome monitor, with a full 25x80
cohamn display. And although the Silver Fox
doesn't have "compatible" expansion slots
,)lou can add serial ports, modems, plotters,

~
' joysticks, and 8087 co-processor,

M a hard disk.
ause the Silver Fox is born on a totally

_tomated line in Japan it is simply more
~ble than PC~s that are assembled by
halld. So we back each Silver Fox with a oneY"limited warranty, four times the industry
Randard.

Were this not enough, each Fox comes
th the best free software bundle in the

"-iDese including:_nos 2.11 Sketch
Color BASIC 15 Games
GW BASIC WordStar

•

-DOS CalcStar
°lJC Easy Writer

mate

If you didn't think your

(continued)

CONVERSION

11501$= MID$(T$,PR%(X) + 1):T = T*PR(X):GOTO 1110
1170 PRINT "UNDEFINED UNIT OR PREFIX IN ' "1$" , ":GOTO 210
4000 PRINT CHR$(12);"THIS PROGRAM CONVERTS NUMBERS BETWEEN UNIT

SYSTEMS SUCH AS"
4010 PRINT "METRIC AND ENGLISH. IT WILL ALSO EXPLAIN THE

DIMENSIONALITY"
4015 PRINT "OF A UNIT OR COMBINATION IF DESIRED. THIS PROGRAM

UNDERSTANDS"
4020 PRINT "A LARGE NUMBER OF UNITS AND PREFIXES THAT .ARE LISTED

ON THE"
4025 PRINT "SECOND PAGE OF THIS HELP DOCUMENTATION. THE THIRD

PAGE INCLUDES"
4030 PRINT "SEVERAL EXAMPLES."
4035 PRINT "IF THE INPUT GIVEN IS '? <UNITS>', THE DIMENSIONALITY OF"
4040 PRINT "<UNITS> WILL BE PRINTED. IF '<NUMBER> <UNITS>' IS

GIVEN,"
4045 PRINT "YOU WILL BE ASKED 'CONVERT TO?' AND THE RESULT OF THE

CONVERSION"
4050 PRINT "WILL BE PRINTED."
4055 PRINT "THE < UNITS> INPUTS CONSIST OF AN OPTIONAL SEQUENCE

OF UNIT"
4060 PRINT "SPECIFIERS, FOLLOWED BY AN OPTIONAL 'PER', FOLLOWED BY

MORE"
4065 PRINT "OPTIONAL UNIT SPECIFIERS. SPACES MUST SEPARATE UNIT

SPECS BUT"
4070 PRINT "MAY NOT APPEAR INSIDE THEM. A UNIT SPEC IS AN OPTIONAL

SET OF"
4075 PRINT "PREFIXES, A UNIT, AND AN OPTIONAL POWER TERM,"
4099 INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE";I$
4100 PRINT "VALID UNITS ARE:"
4110 FOR X=O TO NU:O$=UN$(X):GOSUB 4900:NEXT X
4120 PRINT:PRINT "VALID PREFIXES ARE:"
4130 FOR X= 0 TO NP:O$ = PR$(X):GOSUB 4900:NEXT X
4199 PRINT INPUT "PRESS ENTER TO CONTINUE";I$
4200 PRINT "A TYPICAL UNIT SPEC IS 'CENTIMETEW2', NOTE THAT MORE

THAN"
4205 PRINT "ONE PREFIX IS PERMITIED IN A UNIT SPEC TYPICAL

<UNITS>"
4210 PRINT "SEQUENCES ARE 'MILES PER HOUR' AND 'KILOGRAMS PER

FOOr2'"
4215 PRINT "EXAMPLES: (INPUTS AT LEFT, RESPONSE INDENTED)"
4220 PRINT "?MILES PER HOUR"
4225 PRINT "DISTANCE PER TIME"
4230 PRINT "?WATIS"
4235 PRINT "DISTANCE-2 MASS PER TIME-3"
4240 PRINT "8000 BTU PER HOUR"
4245 PRINT "CONVERT TO: WATIS"
4250 PRINT "ANSWER = 2343.9"
4255 PRINT "1 ATMOSPHERE"
4260 PRINT "CONVERT TO POUNDFORCE PER FOOr 2"
4265 PRINT "ANSWER = 2116.2"
4300 GOTO 210
4900 IF POS(O) + LEN(O$) > 63 THEN PRINT:PRINT 0$; ELSE PRINT 0$;
4910 IF POS(O»O THEN PRINT" "
4920 RETURN
5000 DATA 5, 13,84
5010 DATA TERA,1E12,4
5020 DATA GIGA,1E9,4
5030 DATA MEGA,1E6,4
5040 DATA KILO,1E3,4
5050 DATA HECTO,1E2,5
5060 DATA DECA,10,4
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Inquiry 372

New
gra{?hics system

otters Wide
open

architecture
to the

designee
+Open architecture.
+lndusrry standard buses.
+Adapts to thousands of tasks.
+Expandable with modules from

us and many others.
+Obsolescence proof.
+Color or monochrome.

Our new Perigraf 1 is built around a
standard Q-bus with slots for many extra
cards to expand or customize your system.

Peritek offers cards for color or
monochrome, for dot graphics or alpha
numerics, for low to high resolution, and
for one or more display channels.

You can choose a single unified bus
or a bus split for two microprocessors.
Choose a standard single-wide enclosure
or a double-wide enclosure for super
micros.

You get a hard disk and two floppies
on a single plug-in module that you can
replace in one minute.

You can link up ro six Perigrafs for
parallel data transfer by DMA at 250,000
byte;/sec.-or link any number for local
area networking by Ethernet.

Complete development software is
included. Image editor. Vector de-jagging.
System diagnostics. GKS-compatible
software. All supported by popular
operating systems.

Basic $14.500 price includes IV?3
CPU, 512 Kb RAM, 2 RX50 type floppies,
36 Mb hard disk. 4 port serial Vo. RT
clock. and graphics interface.

Contact Peritek Corporation, 5550
Redwood Road, Oakland, CA 94619
(415) 531-6500. Eastern Regional Sales
Office(516)93H664 TWX 910-366-2029.

Peritek
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CONVERSION

5070 DATA DECI,.1,4
5080 DATA CENTI,1E-2,5
5090 DATA MILLI,1 E - 3,5
5100 DATA MICRO,1E-6,5
5110 DATA NANO,1E-9,4
5120 DATA PICO,1E-12,4
5130 DATA FEMTO,1E-15,5
5140 DATA ATIO,1E-18,4
6010 DATA DISTANCE,MASS,TIME,ANGLE,SOLIDANGLE,QUANTITY
7100 DATA METER,1.0000,1,0,0,0,O,O
7110 DATA INCH,39.370078,1 ,0,0,0,0,0
7120 DATA FOOT,3.2808398,1,O,O,O,0,0
7130 DATA FEET,3.2808398,1,O,O,O,O,0
7140 DATA YARD,1.0936132,1,O,O,O,0,0
7150 DATA MILE,6.2137119E -4,1,0,0,0,0,0
7160 DATA MICRON,1E6,1,0,O,O,O,O
7170 DATA ANGSTROM,1E10,1,0,0,O,O,O
7180 DATA MIL,3.9370078E4,1,O,0,O,O,0
7190 DATA L1GHTYEAR, 1.0562667E - 16,1,0,0,0,0,0
7200 DATA PARSEC,3.2454E - 17,1,0,0,0,0,0
7210 DATA FURLONG,4.9709695E - 3, 1,0,0,0,0,0
7220 DATA FATHOM ,.54680664, 1,0,0,0,0,0
7230 DATA ROD,.19883878,1,O,O,O,O,0
7240 DATA LEAGUE, 1.775E -4,1,0,0,0,0,0
7250 DATA ACRE,2.4710536,2,0,0,0,0,0
7260 DATA BARN,1 E28,2,O,O,O,O,0
7270 DATA CIRCULARMILL,1.974E9,2,O,O,O,O,0
7280 DATA L1TER,1000,3,O,0,O,O,O
7290 DATA GALLON,264.17205,3,0,0,O,O,0
7300 DATA QUART,1 056.6882,3,0,0,0,0,0
7310 DATA PINT,2113.3764,3,O,O,O,O,O
7320 DATA CUP,4226.7528,3,0,0,0,0,0
7330 DATA FLUIDOUNCE,3.3814022E4,3,O,O,O,O,O
7340 DATA TABLESPOON,6.7628045E4,3,O,O,O,O,O
7350 DATA TEASPOON,2.0288413E5,3,O,O,O,O,O
7360 DATA BARREL,6.2898107,3,O,0,O,O,O
7370 DATA HOGSHEAD,4.1932071 ,3,0,0,0,0,0
7380 DATA GRAM,1000,O,1,O,O,0,0
7390 DATA SLUG,6.852E - 2,0,1,0,0,0,0
7400 DATA AMU,6.024E26,O,1 ,0,0,0,0
7410 DATA TON,1.1023113E-3,O,1,O,O,O,O
7420 DATA POUND,2.2046226,O,1 ,0,0,0,0
7430 DATA OUNCE,35.273961,O,1,O,O,O,O
7435 DATA GRAIN,15432.357,O,1,0,O,O,O
7440 DATA TROYOUNCE,32.150745,O,1,O,0,0,0
7450 DATA SECOND,1,O,0,1,0,0,0
7460 DATA MINUTE,1.6666667E - 2,0,0,1,0,0,0
7470 DATA HOUR,2.7777778E - 4,0,0,1 ,0,0,0
7480 DATA DAY,1.1574074E-5,O,0,1,O,O,0
7490 DATA WEEK,1.6534391E-6,O,O,1,O,O,0
7500 DATA MONTH,3.8580246E - 7,0,0,1,0,0,0
7510 DATA FORTNIGHT,8.2671957E - 7,0,0,1,0,0,0
7520 DATA DECADE,3.1688E - 9,0,0,1,0,0,0
7530 DATA CENTURY,3.1688E - 10,0,0,1,0,0,0
7540 DATA MILLENIUM,3.1688E-11,O,O,1,O,O,0
7550 DATA YEAR,3.1688E-8,O,O,1,O,O,O
7560 DATA EON,3.1688E-17,O,O,1,O,O,O
7570 DATA RADIAN,1,O,O,0, 1,0,0
7580 DATA DEGREE,57.295779,O,O,O,1 ,0,0
7590 DATA ARCMINUTE,3437.7467,0,O,O,1,O,0
7600 DATA ARCSECOND,206264.8,O,O,0,1 ,0,0
7610 DATA GRAD,63.661977,0,O,O,1,O,0
7620 DATA REVOLUTION,.1591549,O,O,O,1,0,0
7630 DATA STERADIAN,1,O,O,O,0,1,O (continued)



CONVERSION

7640 DATA SPHERE,7.95774E - 2,0,0,0,0,1,0
7650 DATA COULOMB,1 ,0,0,0,0,0,1
7660 DATA MOLE, 1.0364E - 5,0,0,0,0,0,1
7670 DATA UNIT,6.24E18,0,0,0,0,0,1
7680 DATA FARADAY, 1.0364E - 5,0,0,0,0,0,1
7690 DATA KNOT, 1.944,1,0, - 1,0,0,0
7700 DATA NEWTON,1,1,1,-2,0,0,0
7710 DATA DYNE,1E5,1,1,-2,0,0,0
7720 DATA POUNDFORCE,.2248,1,1, -2,0,0,0
7730 DATA POUNDAL,7.233,1, 1, - 2,0,0,0
7740 DATA GRAMFORCE, 102,1,1, - 2,0,0,0
7750 DATA ATMOSPHERE,9.869E - 6, - 1,1, - 2,0,0,0
7760 DATA BAR,1E-5,-1,1,-2,0,0,0
7770 DATA BTU,9.481E-4,2,1,-2,0,0,0
7780 DATA ERG,1 E7,2, 1, - 2,0,0,0
7790 DATA JOULE,1,2,1,-2,0,0,0
7800 DATA CALORIE,.2389,2,1, - 2,0,0,0
7810 DATA ELECTRONVOLT,6.242E18,2, 1, - 2,0,0,0
7820 DATA WATI,1,2,1,-3,0,0,0
7830 DATA HORSEPOWER,1.341E-3,2,1,-3,0,0,0
7840 DATA AMPERE,1,0,0,-1,0,0,1
7850 DATA VOLT,1,2,1,-2,0,0,-1
7860 DATA OHM,1 ,2,1, -1 ,0,0, - 2
7870 DATA GAUSS,1 E4,0, 1, - 1,0,0, - 1
7880 DATA GAMMA,1 E9,0, 1, -1 ,0,0,-1
7890 DATA TESLA,1 ,0,1, - 1,0,0, - 1
7900 DATA FARAD,1, - 2, -1 ,2,0,0,2
7910 DATA HENRY,1 ,2,1,0,0,0, - 2
7920 DATA WEBER,1 ,2,1, - 1,0,0, - 1
7930 DATA HERTZ,.1591549,0,0, -1,1,0,0

across national boundaries. Within an
individual system of weights and
measures there are different ways of
expressing the same things. Trying to
make sense out of the differences.
similarities. and equivalences can be
frustrating. Is a I Y2-pound jar larger or
smaller than a 23-ounce jar? How
manys Btus (British thermal units) of
air-conditioning are needed to com
pensate for 600 watts of light bulbs?

MAGNITUDE AND
DIMENSIONALITY
If you look closely at a unit of
measure. you will see that it has two
parts: magnitude and dimensionality.
Magnitude is the quantity or extent
of a particular unit (how much). Di
mensionality refers to the qualitative
aspects of the unit (the "what''). It is
impossible to convert between units
of differing dimensionality. (See the
Glossary on page 164 for definitions
of the terms I use in this article.) A dif
ference in magnitude might be the dif
ference between a foot and a yard.
while a difference in dimensionality

might be the difference between a
foot and a gallon.

The dimensionality of a unit can be
expressed in terms of a power of each
of the primary dimensions. Primary
dimensions such as distance. time.
mass. and angle cannot be further
broken down. The English names for
the first. second. and third powers of
distance are length. area, and volume.
respectively. For example. a yard is the
first power of distance, an acre is the
second power. and a tablespoon is
the third. Compound dimensions such as
velocity (knots. miles per hour) are
made up of powers of more than one
primary dimension. Velocity is the first
power of distance times the -1 power
of time. Conversion can be performed
between any two units whose dimen
sionality (i.e.. the powers of all primary
dimensions) are identicaL

EXISTING
CONVERSION TECHNOLOGY
There are two methods of conversion
in use today. The simplest is the con-

(continued)

Back,
by popular
demand.

Just a few years ago, illegal hunting
and encroaching civilization had all but
destroyed the alligator population in the
south. They were added to the official
list of endangered species in the United
States.

Now alligators have made a
comeback.

Conservationists
intent on preserving t/:1is
legendary reptile helped the
alligator get back on its feet.
Once again some southern
swamps and marshes are
teeming with alligators.

With wise
conservation policies.
other endangered
species have also made
comebacks ... the
cougar, gray whale,
Pacific walrus, wood
duck, to name a few.

If you want to help
save our endangered
species, join the National
Wildlife Federation,
Department 106, 1412

e16th Street, NW,
Washington. DC

=,,-~<-~ 20036.
" .
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CONVERSION

Thble 4: The inch standard conversion table.

Thble 3: The meter standard conversion table. To convert from meters to other
units, divide by the factor in the right-hand colunm.

Thble 2: The conversion matrix. To convert from a unit at the left side of the
matrix to a unit at the top, multiply by the number at the intersection.

Thble 1: The conversion table. To convert from a unit in the column at left to a
unit in the same row of the column at right, multiply by the corresponding
number in the center column.

THE SMF
CONVERSION METHOD
The conversion method I used in the
Convert program is the single multipli
cative factor (SMF) method. This method
is easy for a computer to use, but dif
ficult for people to use.

'Table 3 illustrates the simplest form
of the SMF method. It shows a single
factor next to each unit. This number
relates the size of that unit to a refer
ence unit. a meter in this case. Note
that this is the fourth column of table
2. The reference unit in this table is
the meter, but the choice of reference
is irrelevant. 'Table 4 shows the same
table with an inch as the reference
unit.

Given table 3 or 4, it is easy to con
vert both to and from the reference
unit. Divide to convert to the refer
ence; multiply to convert from the ref
erence. When converting n feet to
yards, divide n by the foot factor and
multiply the result by the yard factor.
The reference unit you choose has no
effect as long as you use it
consistently.

What is the effect of a prefix such
as milli- in the unit millimeter? The
value of milli- is 10-3 (as shown in table
5). The millimeter factor can be found
by dividing the meter factor by the
milli- factor. The result is the number
of millimeters in the reference unit
(1000 with the meter reference). In this
manner, conversion can proceed the
way I described previously. using the
constructed factors. Note that con
secutive prefixes can be easily

(continued)

to convert a wide variety of measure
ments, the resulting table will be ex
tremely cumbersome.

A more flexible alternative is shown
in the conversion matrix in table 2. To
convert from the unit at left to the unit
on top, use the multiplicative factor
at the intersection. 'Table 2 is a con
version matrix for units of distance.
Note that a separate matrix is needed
for each simple or compound dimen
sion. For many units of the same
dimensionality, the conversion matrix
is more concise than the linear table
and it can also be used more easily.

1.58x 10-'
1.89x10-4

5.68x10-4

6.21 x10- 4

1

Meter Mile

0254
.3048
.9144
1
1609

sion instead of multiplication.
This conversion method works par

ticularly well for specific conversions.
One succrssful application of this
method is illustrated by the conver
sion calculators that are currently on
the market. Unfortunately, if you need

Yard

00277
0.3333
1
1.094
1760

Foot

00833
1
3
3.28
5280

Inch

1
12
36
39.37
63,360

Inch
Foot
Yard
Meter
Mile

Multiply By To get

feet 12 inches
yards 3 feet
miles 5280 feet
square miles 640 acres
inches 2.54 centimeters
gallons 4 quarts
hours 60 minutes
days 24 hours

inch 39.37
foot 3.28
yard 1.094
meter 1
mile 6.21 x10-4

inch 1
foot 0.0833
yard 0.0277
meter 0.0254
mile 1.58x10-'

version table (an example is shown in
table 1). If you know the measure of
a unit in the column on the left and
you want to convert it into a unit in
the column at right. multiply by the
number in the middle. The inverse
conversion can be performed by divi-
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$7995.00 suggested list with 40 Mb hard disk

Personal Computing, 12/84

I i
CompuPro 10 PLUS

" ... a coherent, relatively easy to
use [multi-user] system with an
impressive amount of power for
the money and good support ...
alternative to stand alone-or
even networked-computers, the
CompuPro 10 has a lot going for
it. "

Inquiry 358

Think CompuPro.

CompuPro 286
A faster version of our multi-user
Model C, of which a recent review
states " ... hardware is high quality
... large software base... hundreds
of serious business programs...
versatility and adaptability to
future hardware and software
developments are unmatched... "

Business Computer Systems, 9/84
$9995.00 suggested list with 40Mb hard disk and cartridge tape

To arrange a demonstration, call 1-800-367-7816 (in California, 1-415-786-0909).

"Viasyn 1985 Viasyn Corporation, 3506 Breakwater Court, Hayward, CA 94545



CONVERSION

SMF Conversion Table

Table 5: Common prefixes and their values. These prefixes are all metric-based.
but they may be used with any unit in the Convert program. While not
commonplace. the term "microgallon" is not ambiguous.

Table 6: A portion of the SMF conversion table that enables conversion between
both simple and compound units. The dimensions columns refer to distance, mass.
time, angle, solid angle. and quantity, respectively. The complete table is included
in the DATA statements of the program listing.

Dimensions
Unit Factor D M T A S Q

meter 1.0000 1
foot 3.2808398 1
acre 2.4710536x10-4 2
gallon 264.17205 3
gram 1000
ton 11023113x10-'
second 1.0000
minute 1.6666667x 10-2

radian 1.0000
degree 57.295779
steradian 10000
coulomb 1.0000
knot 1944 1 -1
newton 1.0000 1 -2
calorie 0.2389 2 -2
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BUILDING A TABLE
A conversion table should include
both the dimensions and magnitude
factors for each unit. Choose a stan
dard in each primary dimension.
Meter. gram, second, radian. stera
dian, and coulomb are the standards
used in table 6. Any compound
dimension can be constructed with
these; for example. the reference for
velocity will be meters per second.

For each simple unit (knot. tea
spoon. etc.). compute the conversion
factor to the reference (meters per
second, meters3

. etc.) and enter the
factor in the table. Obviously. either
the multiplicative factor or its inverse
can be used as long as it is consistent
and the program handles it correctly.
Then, for each simple unit. indicate its
dimensionality in powers of each of
the basic dimensions.

THE CONVERT PROGRAM
The Convert program interprets user
input. Thble 7 shows the program
variables and their meanings. Three
types of input are accepted. If you
type HELP on the input line, three
screens of documentation will be
displayed with a pause at the end of
each screen. Press the Enter key to
continue after each screen. The first
screen is the overall documentation,
the second shows all units and pre
fixes. and the third shows several
examples.

If the first character you type is a
question mark, the program will
describe the dimensions of the unit
(simple or compound) that follows. If
you type ?KNOTS, the computer will
respond DISTANCE PER TIME. This
feature can help you understand the
meaning of units such as Btu or watt.

If you type a number followed by a
unit (such as 5 MILES). the program
will ask CONVERT TO ? Any re
sponse of a unit of the correct dimen
sionality (such as FEET) will produce
an answer. If you request any conver
sion that is impossible because of

(continued)

convert between units of differing
dimensionality will produce meaning
less answers.

more terms (possibly with prefixes or
powers) are combined. Amazingly. the
desired factor is merely the product
of the individual factors. This is a
more general case of the way powers
are handled. Also. any term after a
"per" (such as in miles per hour) has
an implicit -1 power term included.

The SMF conversion method will
always work where the dimensionali
ty of the "to" unit is the same as that
of the "from" unit. Any attempt to

Prefix Value

tera 10"
giga 10'
mega 10'
kilo 10'
heclo 102

deca 10
deci 10-1

cenli 10-2

milli 10-'
micro 10-'
nano 10-'
pico 10-"
femlo 10-15

atto 10-18

handled by taking each prefix in turn.
Powers of units are also easy to ac

commodate. For example. in a conver
sion from A to B, where u is the unit
factor. p is the prefix factor. and n is
the power of the unit. compute (u / p)"
for each. The ratio of these results is
the conversion factor from A to B.

Another extension of the SMF con
version method allows you to convert
compound units such as foot-pounds
and miles per hour. where two or



SuperSoft Languages
When Performance Counts

A programmer's most
important software tool is
the language compiler or
interpreter he uses. He has
to depend on it to work
and work well.

At SuperSoft, we believe it.
That's why we offer three
excellent compilers:
SuperSoft FORTRAN,
SuperSoft C, and SuperSoft
BASIC. They answer the
programmer's need for
rock solid, dependable
performance on
microcomputers.

SuperSoft
FORTRAN

With large code and data.
SuperSoft FORTRAN version 2.0
with large code and data space
is now available under MS DOS
and PC DOS. It gives you the
power to compile extremely large
FORTRAN programs on micros.
It allows double precision and
complex numbers, full IEEE float
ing point, and a full range of other
important features for the serious
FORTRAN programmer. Both
8087 support and a RATFOR pre
processor are optionally available.
FORTRAN (CP/M-80 & 86, MS

DOS, PC DOS): $325
0087 support: $50 RATFOR: $1 00

SuperSoft A
A true Ada* subset
SuperSoft A is a completely standard
subset of the Ada language, incor
porating approximately 63% of the
standard Ada syntax and including
such important features as packages
and separate compilation. For CP/
M- 80 microcomputers: $300.

SuperSoft C
SuperSoft C is a high-powered, full
featured C compiler designed for
serious C applications. It is fast 
both in compilation and execution,
and it is packed with more than 135
library functions (all delivered in
source code form). SuperSoft C
produces optimized assembly code,
and object code can be ROMed.

SuperSoft C (for CP/M-BO, CP/M-86,
MS DOS, PC DOS): $350

SuperSoft
BASIC

The SuperSoft BASIC compiler lets
you get serious with business and
financial programs. It uses BCD
math to give you highly accurate
results. for demanding applications.
SuperSoft BASIC is a true native
code compiler that is generally
compatible with Microsoft's BASIC
interpreter. And an additional
bonus - no run time license fee is
required.

SuperSoft BASIC Compiler (for
MS DOS, PC DOS, and CP/M-86):
$300

Also available for programmers:

Star-Edit, a full-featured
programmer's text editor: $225.00

Disk-Edit, an invaluable
programmer's disk data editor:
$100.00

To order call: 800-762-6629
In lIIinois call 21 7-359-2112 Su ft
In conjunction with SuperSoft. Supersoft FOR1RAN was developed by Small Systems Services.
Urbana, IL. a leader in FOR1RAN development.

Japanese Disbibutor: ASR Corporation International. TBl Building, 7th Floor. 1,19·9 Toranornon,
Minato-Ku. Tokyo 105, Japan Tel. 03-5025550. Telex 222·5650 ASRTYO J.

•Ada is a trademark of the Department of Defense
PC OOS is a trademark of International Business Machines.
I>'\S OOS is a trademark of Microsoft.
CP/M·eo and CP/M·86 are trademarks of Digital Research, Inc.
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SuperSoft, Inc., 1713 S. Neil St.,
P.O. Box 1628, Champaign, IL 61820
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Variable Meaning

CONVERSION

Table 7: A list of the variables and their meanings as used in listing 1.

that the correct number of digits are
used, which avoids many rounding
problems.

Lines 1000 to 1170 contain the guts
of the conversion program. As each
term is processed, the power of the
unit is removed and its value is stored
in the variable P. If there is no such
term, P remains I. The unit table is
checked for a match before the prefix
table is checked to sort out confusing
units such as "micron:' Any term with
a valid prefix will not match the unit
table. If no match is found in either
table, the computer will display an
error message. After any prefix terms
have been combined in the T variable
and the unit match is found, the core
of the conversion program is reached
(in lines 1120 and 1130)

Line 1120 calculates the eventual
answer-N, while line 1130 provides
the dimensionality check. In both
lines, the behavior of the expression
is controlled by the flags ON and 10
ON indicates whether a PER conver
sion has occurred during the parse,
and 10 indicates whether input (from)
or output (to) is being parsed. The

(continued)

maximum dimension subscript
maximum prefix subscript
maximum unit subscript
prefix name array
prefix factor array
prefix name length array
unit name array
unit magnitude conversion factor array
unit dimensionality array
dimension name array
working storage for conversion dimensionality
local loop variable
local loop variable
input string
flag, +1 if processing input, -1 if processing output
flag, used while scanning 01% array
number at beginning of input, calculated upon to produce answer
length of output - digits to left of decimal (loglON + 1)
flag, +1 to left of PER, -1 to right in intput/output processing
next word being processed
prefix conversion factor
power term of current unit

NO
NP
NU
PR$( )
PR()
PR%()
UN$()
UN()
UN%()
OE$()
Ol%()
X
y

1$
10
FL
N
LO
ON
T$

T
P

dimensionality differences, the com
puter will deliver a message indicating
that the dimensions are not
compatible.

When you start the Convert pro
gram, the screen clears for about 3
seconds as the program initializes its
internal tables and clears the 01% ar
ray. The program then asks for input.
and based on this input passes con
trol to the Convert. Describe, or Help
routines. Both Convert and Describe
use a common subroutine for input
string parsing and calculation. Each of
these routines then displays the
results as requested. The answer dis
play for the Convert routine ensures

Both the Convert and
Describe routines use
a common subroutine
for input string parsing
and calculation.

Peace Corps
The toughest job

you'll ever love.

Ifth~ycan
lllake it here,
they'lllllake
it anywhere.

',.~.'

~ \~

"'"A Public Service of ThiS Publication~~

When's the last time you saw
"digging a well" on someone's
resume? Working in the
Peace Corps is not your average
everyday job.

Whatever it takes to be
Peace Corps volunteers, it's
a way of working that develops
a resourcefulness and a degree
of self-reliance that volunteers
use long after they've. come
home. Anyplace they work.
On any job they're given.

Hire a former Peace Corps
volunteer, and put that
experience to work on your
"toughest job:' Call Peace Corps
toll-free, 800-424-8580
(ext. 76) to tell them about
job possibilities for returned
volunteers. Or if you know of
those who might like to
volunteer, use the same phone
number (ext. 93) to put their
experience to work where
it can do a world of good.
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How many long unproductive hours
have you spent "in line" for your simula
tion? Well, no more. MICROCAP and
MICROLOGIC can put you on line by
turning your PC into a productive and
cost-effective engineering workstation.

Both of these sophisticated engineering
tools provide you with quick and efficient
solutions to your simulation problems.
And here's how.

MICROCAP:
Your Analog Solution

MICROCAP is an interactive analog
circuit drawing and simulation system.
It allows you to sketch a circuit diagram
right on the CRT screen, then run an AC,
DC, or Transient analysis. While pro
viding you with libraries for defined
models of bipolar and MOS devices,
Opamps, transformers, diodes, and much
more, MICROCAP also includes features
not even found in SPICE.

MICROCAP II lets you be even more
productive. As an advanced version, it
employs sparse matrix techniques for
faster simulation speed and larger net-

"Typical MICROCAP Transient Analysis"

works. In addition, you get even more
advanced device models, worst case capa
bilities, temperature stepping, Fourier
analysis, and macro capability.

MICROLOGIC:
Your Digital Solution

MICROLOGIC provides you with a
similar interactive drawing and analysis
environment for digital work. Using
standard PC hardware, you can create
logic diagrams of up to 9 pages with each
containing up to 200 gates. The system
automatically creates the netlist required
for a timing simulation and will handle
networks of up to 1800 gates. It provides
you with libraries for 36 user-defined
basic gate types, 36 data channels of 256
bits each, 10 user-defined clock wave
forms, and up to 50 macros in each net
work. MICROLOGIC produces
high-resolution timing diagrams showing
selected waveforms and associated
delays, glitches, and spikes-just like the
real thing.

"Typical MICROLOGIC Diagram"

Reviewers Love
These Solutions

Regarding MICROCAP ... "A highly
recommended analog design program"
(PC Tech]ournal 3/84). "A valuable tool
for circuit designers" (Personal Software
Magazine 11/83).

Regarding MICROLOGIC ... "An effi
cient design system that does what it is
supposed to do at a reasonable price"
(Byte 4/84).

MICROCAP and MICROLOGIC are
available for the Apple II (64k), IBM PC
(128k), and HP-150 computers and priced
at .475 and .450 respectively. Demo
versions are available for '75.

MICROCAP II is available for the
Macintosh, IBM PC (256k), and HP-150
systems and is priced at '895. Demo
versions are available for • 100.

Demo prices are credited to the
purchase price of the actual system.

Now, to get on line, call or write today!

Spectrum Software
1021 S. Wolfe Road, Dept. B
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 738-4387
Inquiry 326
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\\1iy WAiT FOR
~SWERS FROM YOUR

ibM rx;/AT/xr
NOW THERE'S

MEGA-MATH''''

CONVERSION

GLOSSARY

Engineers, scientists and statisticians
are discovering the time saving
capability of Mega Math. A library of
over 40 assembly language sub
routines for fast numeric calculations,
up to 8 times faster!

Routines use the 8087 or 80287
coprocessor for optimum
performance.

Mega Math library includes:

Matrix Operations

Vector Operations
Vector Scalar Operations

Statistical Operations

Fast Fourier Transform

Convolution
Solution of Linear Equations

Transcendental Functions

Get Mega Math capability
for

$9900

--- ---------- -----------
==== ---- -- - ----- ----== =--------- ==== --===-=---==
ELECTRONICS LTD.

(403) 250-1437
Bay 1, 4001 A - 19 Street N.E.
Calgary, Alberta Canada T2E 6X8
TM -MEGA MATH IS ATRADEMARK OF

MICRAY ELECTRONICS LTD.
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CONVERSION: Given a quantity 01 and
unit U1 (e.g.. 5 gallons). and another
unit of the same dimensionality U2
(quarts). conversion is the process of
determining the quantity 02 such that
01 of UI is equivalent to 02 of U2

DIMENSIONALITY: The shape of a unit
in powers of the primary dimensions
is its dimensionality. Primary dimen
sions include distance. time. mass. and
angle. Compound dimensions include
velocity (distance per time). volume
(distance J ). and force (distance mass
per time2).

MAGNITUDE: Magnitude is the size of
a unit. Relative magnitudes of units are
the conversion factors. such as the 4
to I difference between quarts and
gallons. Absolute magnitudes are the
size of a single occurrence of a unit.

following example should illustrate
how this works.

In converting 2 miles into feet. you
would divide 2 by the mile factor (pro
ducing a meters equivalent) and then
multiply by the feet factor to produce
the answer. Otherwise. the table look
up and parsing are the same. Unfor
tunately. it is awkward in BASIC to
have an operation that has to choose
between multiplication and division.
The alternative is to add a power term
that is either + I or -I and always
multiply (or divide) If each factor is
always divided into the number. but
the power is varied. both multiplica
tion and division can be accom
plished easily.

Since there is already a -I power
factor after a PER flag in the input
string. the combined factors produce
a + I after the PER in the output
parsing.

At the same time. these flags con
trol whether the dimensionality is
added or subtracted from the DI% ar
ray. The actions on either side of a
PER will be opposites. while the IN
PUT and CONVERT TO will also be
opposites. If both INPUT and OUT
PUT are of the same dimensionality.

POWER: A power is used with a simple
unit or dimension to indicate multipli
cation by a factor. In the term meter2•

the 2 means that the dimensionality is
distance2 instead of distance.

PREFIX: A prefix is used in front of a
simple unit to indicate a change in
magnitude An example is the prefix
micro-. which refers to one millionth of
the unit.

UNIT: A Unit of measure. such as meter
or quart. gives meaning to a number
(quantity) such as 5. For example. 5
quarts of milk has a specific meaning.
while 5 milks does not. A unit has two
parts. dimensionality and magnitude
A simple unit is a single word. such as
gallon or watt. A compound unit con
sists of several words (e.g.. miles per
hOUr).

then the DI% array will contain zeros
at the end.

CONCWSION
I have described a simple and elegant
way to perform unit conversions that
can be implemented on any current
personal computer. New units can be
added to the program if desired.

This program will not convert tem
perature units. Fahrenheit and Celsius
degrees have a 9/5 multiplicative fac
tor in addition to an additive factor.
Celsius and Kelvin degrees differ only
by an additive factor. Generally. if zero
X is not equal to zero Y. then X and
Y cannot be converted with the pro
gram even if they are of the same
dimensionality. Also. units that are
logarithmic. such as decibels. or are
otherwise nonlinear cannot be con
verted using this method.

If you would like a copy of the Con
vert program but don't have a modem
with which to download it from BYTE
net. send me $12. and I will mail you
a copy in Microsoft BASIC on disk in
MS-DOS format (specify 160K-. 180K-.
320K-. or 360K-byte format) Convert
is also available on cassette for a
TRS-80 Model I Level II for $10.•



THE FORTH SOURCE™

MVP·FORTH
Stable - Transportable - Public Domain - Tools
You need two primary features in a software development package ... a
stable operating system and the ability to move programs easily and
quickly to a variety of computers. MVP-FORlH gives you both these
features and many extras. This public domain product includes an editor,
FORTH assembler, tools, utilities and the vocabulary for the best selling
book "Starting FORTH". The Programmer's Kit provides a complete
FORTH for a variety of computers. Other MVP-FORTH products will
simplify the development of your applications.

$15

$15

$25

$15

$15

$25

$100

$100

$100

$100

$200

o FORTH-83 Standard

o FORTH-79 Standard

Key to vendors:
HW Hawg Wild Software
LM Laboratory Microsystems
MM MicroMolion
MMS Miller Microcomputer services
PNS Pink Noise Studio
PS ParSec

o Installation Manual for flg-FORTH

o Source Listings of flg-FORTH, Specify CPU

FORTH DISKS

Ordering Information: Check, Money Order (payable to MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS,
INC.). VISA. MasterCard, American Express. COO's $5 extra. Minimum order $15.
No billing or unpaid PO's. California residents add sales tax. Shipping costs in US
included in price. Foreign orders. pay in US funds on US bank. include for handling
and shipping by Air: $5 for each item under $25, $10 for each item between $25 and
$99 and $20 for each item over $100. All prices and products subject to change or
withdrawal without notice. Single system and/or single user license agreement
reQuired on some products.

FORTH with editor, assembler, and manual.

o APPLE by MM, 83 $100 0 68000 by LM, 83 $250
o ATARI0 valFORTH $60 0 VIC FORTH by HES,
o CPIM by MM, 83 $100 VIC20 cartridge ...# $20
o HP-85 by Lange $90 0 C64 by HES Commodore
o HP-75 by Cassady $150 64 cartridge $40
o IBM-PC by LM, 83 $100 0 Timex bv HW, cassette
o Z80 b LM 83 $100 0 T/S 1000/ZX-81 $25

y , 0 2068 ...'<-~$30
o 8086188 by LM, 83 $100

Enhanced FORTH with: F-Floating Point, G-Graphics, T- Tutorial,
S-Stand Alone, M-Math Chip Support, MT-MUlti-Tasking, X-Other
Extras, 79-FORTH-79, 83-FORTH-83.
o APPLE by MM, 0 C64 by PS.MVP, F,

F, G, & 83 $180 G & X $96
o ATARI by PNS, F,G, & X. $90 0 Extensions for LM Specify
o CPIM by MM F & 83 $140 IBM, Z80, or 8086
o TRS-80/1 ill b MMS 0 Software Floating

or y POint
F, X, & 79 $130 0 8087 Support

(IBM-PC or 8086)
o 9511 Support

(Z80 or 8086)
o Color Graphics

(IBM-PC)
o Data Base

Management

FORTH MANUALS, GUIDES 6. DOCUMENTS
,tl> 0 Thinking FORTH by Leo 0 68000 fig-Forth With

...f(; Brodie, author of best selling assembler
"Starting FORTH" $16 0 FORML Proceedings

o ALL ABOUT FORTH by 0 1980 0 1981 Vol 1
Haydon. MVP Glossary $25 01981 Vol 2 ~~

o FORTH Encyclopedia by 0 1982 0 1983 e~ch $25
Derick & Baker $25 0 1981 Rochester

o FYS FORTH from the Proceedings
...'<-~ Netherlands 0 1981 0 1982 0 1983

o User Manual $25 0 1984 ...'<-~ each $25
o Source Listing $25 0 Bibliography of FORTH $17

o The Complete FORTH 0 The Journal of FORTH
by Winfield $16 Application & Research

o Understanding FORTH 0 Vol. 1/1 oVol. 1/2
by Reymann $3 0 Vol. 2/1 ...'<-~ each $17

o FORTH Fundamentals, 0 METAFORTH by
o Vol. I by McCabe $16 Cassady $30
o Vol. II Glossary $14 0 Threaded Interpretive
Mastering FORTH by Languages
Anderson & Tracy $18 0 Systems Guide to fig-
Beginning FORTH by FORTH by Ting $25
Chirlian $17 o Inside F83 Manual by ,tl>

o FORTH Encyclopedia Ting ...f(; $30
Pocket Guide $7 0 FORTH Notebook by

o And So FORTH by Huang. A Ting ...'<-~ $25
college level text. $25 0 Invitation to FORTH $20

o FORTH Programming by 0 PDP-11 User Man. $20
Scanlon $17

o Starting FORTH by Brodie.
Best instructional manual
available. (soft cover) $19

MVP Books - A Series
o Volume 1, All about FORTH by Haydon. MVP-FORTH

glossary with cross references to fig-FORTH,
Starting FORTH, and FORTH-79 Standard. 2nd Ed. $25

o Volume 2, MVP-FORTH Assembly Source Code. Includes
CP/M~ , IBM-PC'" , and APPLE'" listing for kernel $20

o Volume 3, F/oating Point Glossary by Springer $10

o Volume 4, Expert System with source code by Park $15

o Volume 5, File Management System with interrupt security
by Moreton $25

Volume 6, Expert Tutorial lor Volume 4 by M & L Derick $15~~o

'" MVP-FORTH Software - A Transportable FORTH
o MVP-FORTH Programmer's Kit including disk, documentation,

Volumes 1 & 2 of MVP-FORTH Series (All About FORTH, 2nd Ed.
& Assembly Source Code), and Starting FORTH. 0 CP/M,
o CP/M 86, 0 APPLE, 0 STM PC, 0 IBM PC/XT/AT,
o PC/MS-DOS, 0 Osborne, 0 Kaypro, 0 H89/Z89, 0 Z100,
o TI-PC, 0 MicroDecisions, 0 Northstar, 0 Compupro,
o Cromenco, 0 DEC Rainbow, 0 NEC 8201, 0 TRS-80/100,

...'<-~ 0 HP 110, 0 HP 150 $150
o MVP-FORTH PADS (Professional Application Development

System) for IBM PC/XT/AT or PCjr or Apple II, II + or lie. An
integrated system for customizing your FORTH programs and
applications. The editor includes a bi-<Jirectional string search
and is a word processor specially designed for fast develop
ment. PADS has almost triple the compile speed of most
FORTH's and provides fast debugging techniques. Minimum
size target systems are easy with or without heads. Virtual
overlays can be compiled in object code. PADS is a true
professional development system. Specify Computer. $500

MVP-FORTH EXPERT-2 System for learning and developing
knowledge based programs. Both IF-THEN procedures and,
analytical subroutines are available. Source code is provided.
Specify 0 Apple, 0 IBM, or 0 CP/M. Includes MVP-FORTH
Series, Volumes 4 and 6, Expert Systems by Park. $100

o FORTH-Writer, A Word Processor for the IBM PC/XT/AT with
. 256K. MVP-FORTH compatible kernal with Files, Edit and Print

...'<-~ systems. Includes Disk and Calculator systems and ability to
compile additional FORTH words. $150

o MVp·FORTH Enhancement Package for IBM-PC/XT/AT Pro-
...'<-~ grammer's Kit. Includes full screen editor, MS-DOS file interface,

disk, display and assembler operators. $110

o MVP-FORTH Cross Complier for CP/M Programmer's Kit. Gen-
erates headerless code for ROM or target CPU $300

o MVP-FORTH Meta Complier for CP/M Programmer's kit. Use for
applicatons on CP/M based computer. Includes public domain
source $150

o MVP-FORTH Fast Floating Point Includes 9511 math chip on
board with disks, documentation and enhanced virtual MVP
FORTH for Apple II, 11+, and lie. $450

o MVP-FORTH Programming Aids for CP/M, IBM or APPLE Pro
grammer's Kit. Extremely useful tool for decompiling, callfinding,
translating, and debugging. $200

o MVP-FORTH Floating Point & Matrix Math for IBM PC/XT/AT
with 8087 or Apple with Applesoft on Programmer's Kit or
PADS $85

o MVP-FORTH Graphics Extension for IBM PC/XT/AT or
Apple on Programmer's Kit or PADS $65

o MVP-FORTH Ms-DOS file interface for IBM PC PADS $80

MOUNTAIN VIEW PRESS, INC.
PO BOX 4656 MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 (415) 961-4103
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Bargain
Computing
THOUGH WE OFTEN lose sight of the fact. the personal computer has repre
sented an incredible bargain throughout the course of its short history. Im
agine shrinking a roomful of computing machinery and placing it on a desktop.
in the hands of an individual user! Thken in that light. almost any microcom
puter product would qualify for inclusion in this issue.

The selection of articles that we've presented this month merely scratches
the surface of "Bargain Computing:' Our writers have looked at a number
of ways you can extend the power of your system without spending a for
tune. but the list of topics is far from complete.

Modern programming editors may be one of the best-kept secrets of the
commercial software industry. These text editors lack most of the sophisticated
formatting and printing options that characterize traditional word-processing
software and as a result are sold at bargain prices. However. in "Build Your
Dream Editor;' author Steve McMahon explains how you can use built-in macro
commands to create customized text-handling tools that might come closer
to your personal ideal than you ever thought possible.

XLISP. an experimental. object-oriented programming language available
in source code and compiled versions for most major microprocessors. follows
in the public-domain tradition of BASIC-E. Small C. and FORTH. David Betz
takes you on a guided tour of his creation in 'An XLISP 1l.ltorial.··

Kit computers have always provided an exciting alternative to ready-made
systems. Laine Stump built the Slicer 80186 single-board computer kit in order
to add speed and processing power to his patchwork system. In ''The Kit Solu
tion." he outlines the benefits-and the pitfalls-of this approach.

Purists tend to sneer at the so-called "home" computers. but even the low
ly Commodore 64 is a powerful machine with great potential if you let your
imagination soar. John C. Field, Greg Richards, and Eric Beenfeldt of the
University of Maine used the C64 as the nucleus of an 80-column terminal.
Their article. "The Commodore 64 80-Column Terminal." tells how.

Public-domain software, which exploded during the glory days of CP/M-80,
has taken some interesting twists since then. In "Public-Domain Gems;' BYTE
technical editor John Markoff and I provide a sampling of free and nearly free
software for two machines with newer operating systems. the IBM PC and the
Macintosh.

While the SURF 3-D plotting program that BYTE technical editor Tom Clune
looks at in "Budget 3-D Graphics" isn't free, he feels the $35 price tag is a
bargain for this versatile package.

Are there other bargains? Of course. Thousands of them. If a particular com
puter or piece of software doubles your productivity and halves your labor,
isn't it a bargain? That's the philosophy that inspired this issue, and it's one
that you can take with you. bearing in mind one simple rule-something is
only a bargain if it works.

-Ezra Shapiro. West Coast Bureau Chief
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Your Gateway to Artificial Intelligence

GoLDEN
COMMON

Ilsp

ffiM
Personal

Computer

Gold Hill Computers brings the language of
Artificial Intelligence to Your Personal Computer:
You know you want to do more with
Artificial Intelligence. Two problems
have held you back: the expense of
the hardware and the scarcity of LISP
programmers. But no longer. GOLDEN
COMMON Llsp® makes it possible for
you to learn and use LISP on your per
sonal computer. You will know the ex
citement of expert systems, intelligent
data access, and smart programs.

COMMON LISP is the new LISP stan
dard developed by researchers from
universities and corporations such as
CMU, MIT, Stanford, UC Berkeley,
Digital, LMI, Symbolics, and Texas
Instruments. GOLDEN COMMON LISP is
the right Lisp for you because it is
based on COMMON LISP. Programs you
develop using GOLDEN COMMON LISP
on your personal computer will run
in the COMMON LISP environments of
larger, more expensive machines.

With GOLDEN COMMO LISP, every
programmer becomes a LISP pro
grammer. GOLDEN COMMON Lisp comes
with the Lisp Explorer,'" an interactive
instructional system developed by
Patrick H. Winston and San Marco
Associates. The San Marco LISP
Explorer guides you through the steps
of LISP programming and makes the
full range of Lisp's power accessible to
both novices and experienced pro
grammers. The new second edition of
the classic LISP textbook by Winston
and Horn is also included.

GOLDEN COMMON LISP comes com
plete with the intelligent GMACS

editor (based on EMACS), on-line
documentation of all LISP and GMACS
functions, a comprehensive user
manual, and. ptogram debugging
tools. In short, GOLDEN COMMON LISP
comes with everything you need to
program in LISP. Features of GOLDEN
COMMON LISP for advanced users
include co-routines for multitasking,
macros for code clarity, streams for
I/O, closures for object-centered
programming, and multiple-value
returning functions for effiCiency.
GOWEN COMMON Lisp-the intelligent
path to Artificial Intelligence.

GOLDEN COMMON LISP (GCLISP'")
requires an IBM PC, PC XT, or IBM PC
compatible running PC-DOS 2.0.
512K bytes of memory are recom
mended for program development
A version of GCLIsp for the DEC
Rainbow is also available. The
package includes:
• an intelligent GMACS editor
• program development tools
• the San Marco LISP Explorer
• the new 2nd edition of LISP by

Winston and Horn
• the COMMON LISP Reference

Manual by Guy Steele
• on-line documentation of all

GCLISP and GMACS functions
• the GOLDEN COMMON LISP Users'

Guide and Reference Manual

(617) 492-2071

ORDER GCLISP TODAY using
the coupon below. Or call our
Customer Service Department at:

sR

/ /

Expiration Date

Today·s Dale

ETup

Address

Name

Phone

Card *

Organization

Type of computer
o Enclosed is a check to Gold Hill

Computers for GCLlSP.
o Please bill my 0 MasterCard 0 VISA card.

/ /

I I
GOLDEN ICOMMON $495.00

LISP

Subtotal
MA residents add 5% Sales Tax

Total Amount

IGoid Hill Computers - - - BlO-84l
I Customer ServICe I

163 Harvard Street
Cambridge, MA 02139 I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Signature I
QU3nrily Description Unit Price Total Price I

I
I
I
I
I
I

University purchasers should Inqutre about
our educational discount. We pay shipping
on all credit card and pre·paid orders
within the United States.
o Please send me more information

L about GCLISP. J
----------

M
~
LeOLHDLoG

163 Harvard Street, Cambridge, Massachusetts 02139
GOLDEN COMMON LISP is a registered trademark of Gold Hill Computers. GCLlsP is a trademark of Gold Hill Computers. The LISP Explorer is a trademark of Sa
Marco Associates. Lisp is copyrighted by Addison-Wesley Publishing Company, Inc. The COMMON LISP Reference Manual is copyrighted by Digital Equipmet

Corporation. Rainbow is a trademark of Digital Equipment Corporation. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines.
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B·A·R·G·A· I·N C·O·M·P·U·T·I·N·G

BUILD YOUR
DREAM EDITOR

BY STEVE McMAHON

Some inexpensive programming editors are quite powerful
and highly customizable

IMAGINE THE POWER of a program
ming language combined with the
speed. responsiveness. and ease of
text manipulation available in a word
processor Add to this a high degree
of customizability and you have the
explicit project of several sets of soft
ware developers working on hybrid
text editors.

This article looks at a few such pro
gramming editors currently available
for the IBM PC and compatibles:
VEDIT. PMATE. P-Edit and BRIEF
Each has some sort of text-manipula
tion language or macro-processing
capability. along with powerful search
and replace facilities. scratch buffers.
and memory-mapped video. Each is
also highly customizable and. perhaps
best of all. has a list price of 522 5 or
less. (Three other editors are dis
cussed in two text boxes.)

Given a little programming skill. you
can build your own dream editor
one that does exactly what you want
it to-onto the sturdy and powerful
skeletons some of these editors
provide.

DUAL MODES
A principle design choice when incor
porating the power of a text-manip-

ulation language into a fast screen
editor is how smoothly the two capa
bilities should be integrated. VEDIT's
and PMATE's dual-mode schemes
represent one approach. in which
relatively little integration is at
tempted. Large text-manipulation
functions are kept relatively separate
from screen-editing functions by giv
ing the editor distinct modes of
operation.

In their command modes. VEDIT
and PMATE are language interpreters.
executing the kind of global com
mands common among the old line
oriented editors; in screen-editing
mode they behave as fast microcom
puter full-screen editors. Users of
UNIX's vi. which has a mode allowing
access to the powerful search and
replace features of its companion
editor ex. will recognize the scheme.

The simplest purpose to which the
command mode might be put is to set

Steve McMahon (POB 3262. Berkeley. CA
94703) is an independent software developer
and freelance writer. His company. SuliIlipe
Publishing Systems. produces and markets
software for small newspapers. He is a
graduate student of sociology at the Univer
sity of California at Berkeley

up a global search and replace. For
example. the VEDIT command

B#@S \ Smythe \ Smith \

would cause VEDIT to start at the
beginning of its text buffer (B) and
substitute (the command @S \ ) the
word "Smith" for "Smythe" an in
definite number of times (the symbol
# indicates the substitution should be
repeated indefinitely. and the back
slashes delimit search and replace
strings).

MACRO LANGUAGES
The real advantage these editors of
fer over conventional word processors
is that simple command strings like
the one above may be combined into
small programs. Both PMATE and
VEDIT let you draft lists of commands.
store those lists in buffers. and execute
them. Further. the editors make avail
able iteration commands that function
like BASIC's FOR ... NEXT structures
and integer variables with limited
math capabilities. Also included in the
languages are the abilities to read and
write files. manipulate scratch buffers.
print text. and insert variables into
text. Macro programs can also chain

(continued)
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DREAM EDITOR

IN BRIEF

Name
VEDIT Customizable Full
Screen Editor 1.16d

Company
CompuView Products Inc.
1955 Pauline Blvd., Suite 200
POB 1349
Ann Arbor, MI 48106
(313) 996-1299

Computer System
Systems running CP/M-80,
CP/M-86, MP/M, MP/M-86,
Z-DOS, TurboDOS, or MS-DOS;
versions with memory-mapped
video are available for several
computers, including the IBM
PC

Documentation
215-page bound manual with
index

Price
$150

Options
VEDIT PLUS enhanced version

of VEDIT: $225
Z80 to 8086 Translator Macros

for use with VEDIT
PLUS: $50

VPRINT print formatter: $120
VSPELL spelling

corrector: $125
VEDIT PLUS, VPRINT, and

VSPELL package: $395
VEDIT PLUS and VPRINT

package: $295

Name
PMATE 3.3

Company
Phoenix Computer Products

Corporation
1416 Providence Highway
Suite 220
Norwood, MA 02062
(800) 344-7200
in Massachusetts,

(617) 769-7020

Computer System
MS-DOS, CP/M-86, and
CP/M-80 (Z80 only) systems;
custom versions are available
for the IBM PC, TI Professional,
and Wang Professional

Documentation
235-page manual in a three
ring binder

Price
$225
CP/M-86 version: $195

Name
P-Edit 2.3

Company
Satellite Software International
288 West Center
Orem, UT 84057
(801) 224-4000

Computer System
IBM PC and compatibles
running MS-DOS or PC-DOS
version 1.1 or later

Documentation
97-page spiral-bound manual
with index; keyboard overlay
included

Price
$95

Name
BRIEF: The Programmer's
Editor (prerelease version 0.99i)

Company
Solution Systems
335 Washington SI.
Norwell, MA 02061
(617) 659-1571

Computer System
IBM PC and compatibles,
Tandy 2000 running PC-DOS or
MS-DOS 2.0 or later versions,
192K bytes of RAM required

Documentation
130-page manual in a three-ring
binder, reference card, several
BRIEF macro source-code
programs and examples
included on disk (release
version includes help files on
disk and a tutorial in the
manual)

Price
$195

to other macro programs.
This macro-processing power po

tentially has a variety of uses; restyl
ing documents, reorganizing statistical
data sets, or any other task that in
volves repetitive search and replace
operations.

One particularly potent use of
macro processing is the translation of
code from one programming lan
guage to another. PMATE was re
portedly used to translate its own
source code from its CP/M-80 version
to 16-bit versions. And CompuYiew,
the creator of YEOIT, markets YEOIT
PWS (an enhanced version of YEOIT)
and a package of YEOIT PWS macros
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designed to translate Z80 assembly
language source code to 8086 source
code.

PMATE's macro facility seemed to
me far more extensive than YEOIT's.
PMATE provides full integer arith
metic facilities (addition, subtraction,
division, and multiplication) in
variable radix (handy for hexadecimal
work), while YEOIT's arithmetic
powers are limited to addition and
subtraction. Both macro languages of
fer 10 integer variables, but PMATE in
cludes a stack facility that expands
the available number of variables
(though macro writing would be com
plicated). PMATE also offers condi-

tional execution structures equivalent
to BASIC's IF. . .THEN and IF. ..
THEN . .. ELSE constructs and a
branching command equivalent to a
GOTO A full set of logical operators
is supported. A trace mode for macro
execution and provision for com
ments greatly aids drafting more com
plicated PMATE macros.

PMATE also can do a lot more with
its variables since it makes available
language-level access to information
like the current cursor position's col
umn and line number, the value of the
byte pointed to by the cursor, and the
value of the response given from the
keyboard to an inquiry made from



within the macro. (See listing I for an
example of the kind of simple pro
gram that PMATE can handle that I
could find no way to duplicate in
VEDIT) VEDIT on the other hand, in
cludes a more extensive pattern
matching capability in its search facili
ty. which makes it more serviceable
for translation-type macros.

PMATE's INSTANT MACROS
The PMATE macro language's supe
rior facilities for access to information
about keyboard input. the cursor loca
tion, and the characters or text at that
position improve the integration of
editor and macro processor by mak
ing it possible to create entirely new
commands that go beyond lists of
search and replace commands. The
PMATE manual includes sample

DREAM EDITOR

macros to alphabetize lists, customize
cursor motion, center a screen line,
and even create an on-screen invoice
form with embedded math. All can be
made a permanent part of the editor
if desired.

Macro programs can also be linked
to single keystrokes in PMATE, so that
each of the PC's 10 function keys can
cause a macro to run.

BRIEF's MACROS
BRIEF (Basic Reconfigurable Interac
tive Editing Facility) is even more
customizable than PMATE-not only
may wholly new commands be
created, but they may be assigned to
any key, replacing even basic function
keys like cursor-control keys or the
return key.

Rather than building a macro-Ian-

guage interpreting mode onto an
editor, the BRIEF authors chose to
provide a macro-language compiler,
whose products can be loaded into
the editor. The compiler accepts struc
tured code using declarations and
operators highly reminiscent of the C
programming language (though it's
syntactically more similar to certain
variants of LISP). Thus, the difference
between using the macro languages
of PMATE or VEDIT from that of
BRIEF is a lot like the difference be
tween programming in interpretive
BASIC and programming in C or
Pascal. For examples of the different
forms of VEDIT PMATE, and BRIEF
programs that perform similar tasks,
see listing 2.

BRIEF's approach yields a lower
(continued)

Thble I: A comparison of program-editor features. WordStar "non-document mode" specifications are included for comparison.

VEDIT PMATE BRIEF P-Edit CSE TED SPF/edit WS-NonDoc
Memory Required (kb) 64 64 192 48 64 128 256 64
Program Size (kb) Req/optional* 17/6 25 73/+ 27/3 29 32/18 160 91
Memory-Mapped Video yes yes yes yes no yes yes yes
Files Larger than Memory yes(1) yes yes yes yes no no yes
Largest File in Memory (kb) (11) 47 57 63(2) 63 54 362 210 23
Edit Multiple Files no no(3) many(4) 2 no no 2 no
Windows no no many(4) no no no 2 no
Scratch Buffers 10 10(5) 1 1(6) no no no no
Keystroke Macros no yes yes yes no yes no no
Macro Language yes yes yes no yes no no no
Macro Variables 10 10 many(4) n/a no n/a n/a no
Reconfigure Keyboard yes yes(7) yes(7) no yes(8) no no no
Auto-Indent yes yes yes no no no no no
Wrap Mode Available yes yes(9) yes no no no no yes
DOS 2+ Paths Supported no yes yes yes no yes yes no
Max. Line Length 258 251 144 64k 80 75 255 no limit
Directory Available in Ed. yes yes yes(10) yes no yes no yes
Deletion Undo no yes yes no no no no no
On-Line Help yes no yes yes no yes no yes
Position Markers 10 no no no no 1 no 10

* Required program size includes only those modules necessary for operation.
Optional size is additional space for modules such as help screens that can be loaded or not as you choose.

(1) Not automatic under certain circumstances. CompuView says fixed
in later version.

(2) Per buffer edited.
(3) Any of 10 text buffers can be edited, but they may not be associated with files.
(4) Number limited only by memory for files and variables, screen size for windows.
(5) All scratch buffers may be edited directly.
(6) Limited to 255 characters.
(7) Macros may be assigned to single keystrokes.
(8) Requires recompilation.
(9) PMATE's wrap mode embeds non-ASCII characters.
(10) By running DOS functions while in editor.
(11) While running PC-DOS 2.1 with no extra device drivers present on a computer

with 512K-byte RAM.
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Listing 2b: A PMATE macro to create the benchmark text. Here also, the
dollar sign should be taken as indicating where the escape key would be pressed
PMATE, unlike VEDIT, does allow comments, so this program will run "as is."

Listing I: A PMATE macro program to change the indentation of a block of
code. You must mark the block by setting a tag at the top line of the block and
the cursor at the bottom line. When the macro program is invoked, it may be
passed an argument. which is substituted into the place of "@A' when the
program is run. Note that the program could be set up as a permanent PMATE
macro.

;insert "end" and a return

;get the current line number, store in variable 1
;exchange cursor and tag
;now, subtract new line number from old to get
;the number of iterations necessary
;begin iteration
;detab line, move back up to it
;if argument is greater than 0, add that many
;spaces-else, delete that many
;move to next line, end iteration

;insert a return
;increment variable one

;end the 40-times iteration

;set variable one equal to 1
;iterate 40 times

;for all following type commands, typed text
;should go to text buffer.
;set variable one to value 1 (escape marks end of command)
;iterate the following 40 times
;type the value of variable one.

;insert the word "end" and a return.

;insert an end of paragraph extra line.
;add 1 to variable one.
;end 40-times iteration

Listing 2a: A VEDIT macro program to create a 4000-word benchmark text.
Note that VEDIT does not actually allow comments-the ones above are added
to elucidate the program. These comments would have to be deleted before the
program would actually run. Also, please note that dollar signs appear in places
where the escape key would be pressed.

YI

@LV1
0#
@1-@L

[
YF-L
@A>O[@A[I $]][-@AD]

L]

1XS1$
40[
:XT
I.
$ ;insert a period and a return.
10[1 One two three four five six seven eight nine ten.
$] ;insert the test line 10 times
I
$
1XA1

1
lend
$

1V1$
40[
@1\1.
$ ;insert the value of variable one, followed by a period, cr

;insert the following line 10 times
10[1 One two three four five six seven eight nine ten.
$J
I
$
VA1
]
lend
$

degree of editor and macro-language
integration if BRIEF is judged by the
criterion of spontaneity; since com
pilation of a macro takes time, and
structured code takes greater plan
ning to write. one is a lot less likely to
create a spur-of-the-moment macro to
solve a one-time problem. However. if
the criterion is the degree to which the
design approach aids in customizing
the editor, BRIEF has to be judged an
impressive accomplishment.

A BRIEF macro program, like a C or
Pascal program, can and should be
modular. It should be made up of
discrete subprograms doing particular
tasks in isolation from the rest of the
program. Variables must be declared;
string and integer types are available
and may have either global or local
scope. The language provides a rich
set of predefined functions oriented
toward manipulation of text and
screen. Arithmetic and logical primi
tives, type conversion, buffer and win
dow control. search and translate,
keyboard input and macro loading,
unloading, and execution functions are
available. There is even a DOS (disk
operating system) function built in that
allows you to temporarily exit from the
editor to run a DOS command line. A
single macro program's source code
may be as long as 30K bytes.

Much of BRIEF was written in the
BRIEF macro language, and the
source of these macros is included
with the editor. Using this source, it's
possible to customize even sophisti
cated functions of the editor such as
the way the auto-indent. word wrap,
or context-sensitive pop-up help
menus operate. This code also pro
vides good examples of how to imple
ment new features. (For another look
at this approach, see the text box on
the C Screen Editor on page 176.)

A BRIEF DEVELOPMENT TOOL
An excellent example of the kind of
customization BRIEF makes possible
is provided by a set of macros in
cluded with the editor that make
BRIEF a powerful development tool.
These macros effectively integrate
BRIEF with any of four compilers
three C compilers (Computer Innova-
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SUPER
SPECIALS

SEE *

(= line_count (+ line_count 1)) ;increment line count

(= paragraph_count (+ paragraph_count 1)) ;increment paragraph count

;insert the test line
(insert" One two three four five six seven eight nine ten. \ n')

;put the paragraph count
;value into a string also
;containing a period & new line

(sprintf outpuLstring "%d. \ n" paragraph_count)

PRINTERS e PLOTTERS List 5.1.
Epson Cell
Enter
Sweet-P 6 Pen Plotter ................... $1095 S7311
In'orunner (Epson Exact)

'Aiteman Blue Mac & Cable 140CPS
(Macintosh) . $549 S383
Riteman Blue Plus 14QCPS (IBM)
(Epson Exact) . 499 272

'Riteman Plus 120CPS (Epson Exact) .. 399 2211
Rileman 15 BK Buf1er 160CPS
(FX100 Exact) 799 4110
Rileman II BK Buffer 160CPS (FXBO Exact) . 549 3311
Riteman L.Q. 12CPS (Letter Quality) . 299 2111
Juki

'6100 Letter Quality Daisywheel . Cell
6300 L.O. Daisywheel 40CPS. Call
Legend (Square Dot Printing)

Cell1080 l00CPS . $339
1380160 CPS-ART (IBM-Epson) . 359 C.II
1385160 CPS-ART (15" wide) (IBM-Epson) 449 C.II
1800 1aoCPS 74 Color (15" wide) IBM-Epson . 1195 C.II
Silver Reed
EXP400 P or S . $399 Call

•EXP500 P or S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 499 21111
EXP550 P or S (1aOCPS) .. 649 Call
EXP770 P or S (33CPSl . 1295 7 till

MODEMS e MONITORS a DRIVES
Anchor Automation
Mark XII 300/1200 . $399 S235
Express 300/1200 (Hayes Exact) . 439 272
Hayes

CallSmartmodem 1200 . $699
Smartmodem 1200B (IBM) .... 539 Call
Novation (Hayes compatible)

StllI5Smart Cat Plus 2400PC (IBM. MAC) . $795
'Smart Cat Plus 1200 w/Mite (MAC, IBM) . 499 21111
Practical Peripherals

·DES 2000 (Data Encryption System) . $459 Cell
Zoom (Hayes compatible) .. Cell
Amdek
Princeton Graphic. Cell
Taxan
116 Amber. $179 S115
122 Amber (IBM) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . 229 131

·420 RGB (IBM) HI-RES w/cable . 579 385
425 RGB/Green (IBM) . 609 402
Kodak - Drives

·3.3 MEG 5'1. Disk (IBM) Internal 1103. $945 StllI8
10 MEG Hard Disk (IBMllnternaI111O .. 1295 1185
Shugart (Macintosh)

S2115·MAC 3.5" Micro Floppy Ext. (100% Apple). $399

CALL TOLL FREE
1·800·428·7979
MACINTOSH SOURCE

;first, declare variables

;initialize the paragraph count

;while paragraph count < = 40 do

;insert that string into text
;initialize line count
;while line count < = 10 do

;add a new line to separate paragraph

(insert outpuLstring)
(= line_count 1)
(while «= line_count 10)

(

)
(insert " \ n')

(while « = paragraph_count 40)
(

(= paragraph_count 1)

(int paragraph_count line_count)
(string outpuLstring)

(macro byte_bench
(

)
(insert "end \ n')

Listing 2c: A BRIEF macro-language program to create the benchmark text.
Of particular interest might be the way insertion of an integer variable into the
text is handled. The variable must first be written into a string using a function
modeled on the C language's printf. Then, the string may be inserted into the
text.

$695 Call
Cell

$695 S352

$350 S172
495 S235
495 245
595 2110

S1811
till

Cell

C.II

* WE BUY * I ISURPLUS GOODS VISA

tions, Wizard, and Lattice) and BRIEF's
macro compiler.

When BRIEF is ordered to execute
the macro compile_it the file on
screen is automatically saved and one
of four macros is selected on the basis
of the filename extension. For exam
ple, the extension .M will cause the
BRIEF macro compiler to be selected.
The DOS function is then called to ex
ecute a command line invoking the
appropriate compiler and redirecting
DOS standard error output into a file.
When compilation ends and control
returns to BRIEF. an error macro
parses the contents of the newly
created error file, putting the cursor
on the source-eode error location and
flashing the compiler's error message
on the screen.

Similar schemes could presumably
be implemented for other languages.
Other development aids possible with
BRIEF include simple syntax checks
and "smart" automatic indentation or
interactive pretty-printing of struc
tured code-a C curly brace checker
and smart-indentation macro package
is already included.

MACROS WITHOUT A LANGUAGE
If spontaneity and ease of use are
paramount then the macro facility
provided in Satellite Software Interna
tional's P-Edit rates high. P-Edit pro
vides not a macro language but a key
stroke macro facility with conditional
execution. A keystroke macro facility
is a system for recording keystrokes as

(continued)

COMPUTERS e CARDS
NEC (Computers) .................•. C.II
~~h. C~

Paradise
Modular Graphics Card. $395 '289
MGC .. A & B Module . 725 499
Fivepack . 229 155

SOFTWARE e DISKETTES
·Enable.
Lotus 1-2-3.
CPA+ (For Lotus 1-2-3) GL, AP, AR. PR .

·Micropro
WS(IBM).
WS Pro (IBM). . ......•.•..•••
WS 2000 ...................•.
WS 2000'.
Practicorp (IBM)
Practiword/BaselCalc III (IBM) Integrated .
Above each separate.

Maxell
(Diskelles-Oty. 100) IBM, MAC. HP .

Fuji
(Diskeltes-Oty. 100) IBM, MAC. HP .

SOFTWARE NON-RETURNABLE

MINORITY HI·TECH INDUSTRIES
5021 N. 20th Street, #10261

Phoenix, Arizona 85064

Other Information: (602) 890·0596

rEB
Prices reflect 3-5% Cash Discount. Shipping on most items
$3.00. Prices and availability subject to change without
notice. Send cashier's check or money order All
other checks delay shipping 2 weeks. ADD #185
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A DIFFERENT ROAD TO CUSTOMIZATION

SOURCE CODE INCLUDED

they are made, then playing them
back. This facility is also implemented
in a variety of other editors including
BRIEF and XyWrite II, and by key
board enhancement programs such
as RoseSoft's ProKey and Heritage
Software's SmartKey.

Like some keyboard enhancers, P
Edit's keystroke macros may invoke
other keystroke macros. Unlike such
programs, though, a P-Edit macro may
chain to one macro or another de
pending on the outcome of a text
search. p-Edit's keyboard macros may
also be attached to function keys or
stored by name. For example, the
macro stripit might remove certain

IN BRIEF

Name
C Screen Editor (CSE)

Company
Solution Systems
335 Washington St.
Norwell, MA 02061
(617) 659-1571

Computer System
Systems running CP/M-80
2.2 or later, CP/M-86,
MP/M-86, MS-DOS, or PC
DOS operating system
(CP/M-80 version requires at
least 56K bytes of RAM,
16-bit versions require at
least 64K)

Documentation
75-page bound manual;
portable C source code for
editor is included on disk
Computer Innovations C86
and Software Toolworks C/80
will immediately compile the
16- and 8-bit versions,
respectively

Price
$75
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control characters from a file. It would
be run by giving the invoke macro
command and typing in the macro
name. Macros may be of indefinite
length and are stored on disk. Tem
porary macros are deleted at the end
of an editing session.

While easy to use, this macro facili
ty is of comparatively limited power.
Using keystrokes to define a macro
may be intuitively reasonable, but the
lack of a formal language restricts the
practical extent and complexity of
macros-as does the lack of any facili
ty for editing a macro. Also, the stor
ing of macros on disk, from whence
they must be reclaimed each time

T he C Screen Editor provides tremendous
opportunities for customization for pro

grammers with at least a little expertise. Included
on disk with CSE is the C-Ianguage source code
for both the editor and its installation program.

CSE is not the most full-featured editor on the
market; it has no word wrap, auto-indent. or
memory-mapped video. But it does offer com
mand and screen-editing modes and includes a
limited macro facility with provisions for iterating
commands. This language can handle simple
macros like

B#(F'dogs'5d)

which orders the editor to start at the top of the
text buffer, find the next occurrence of "dogs"
and delete the five following characters, continu
ing until the text buffer is exhausted.

The inclusion of source code, though, gives
CSE the power to be something completely
different-it could even be embedded into other
programs. Also, reading CSE's source while at
tempting modifications would provide a good
advanced introduction to the C language.

The authors of CSE have taken some pains to
make the program reasonably portable. Despite
this, the versions for different operating systems
necessarily vary somewhat and the source code
also would have to be modified to compile with
different C compilers than those used to develop
it. 'The problem is not too great. though, thanks
to the portability of C and the efforts of the
authors to isolate system-dependent modules.
Computer Innovations' C86 and Software Tool
works' Cl80 should compile without modification
the 16-bit and 8-bit versions, respectively.

they are to be invoked, makes macro
execution hideously slow. Using
random-access memory to simulate a
disk drive and temporarily storing
macros there can improve macro ex
ecution times considerably. however.

STARTUP MACROS
BRIEF. PMATE, VEDIT. and P-Edit can
each be set up to run a macro pro
gram immediately whenever the
editor is invoked. Such "startup"
macros can be used to set up tab
stops, read in files, or operate on files.
They could even be used to make the
text editor into a filter program, tak
ing the file specified on the command
line, manipulating it in a specified way.
and storing it back to disk.

BRIEF. in addition, can be installed
to automatically execute a macro pro
gram whenever files with certain ex
tensions are edited. BRIEF can, for ex
ample, automatically run its word-pro
cessing macro whenever a file with a
.DOC filename extension is edited or
start the auto-indent macro whenever
the extension is .PAS, .c. or .M. This
can allow the editor to change per
sonality automatically, depending on
the type of file being edited.

PATTERN-MATCHING SEARCHES
Part of the power of the old genera
tion of line-oriented editors was their
ability to do sophisticated searches
for character patterns. Sets like "all
strings of text in this file enclosed by
'(*' and '*)' delimiters" or "every iden
tifier without a '.' in it" or "everything
in quotes" are defined by recogniz
able patterns but can't be reasonably
specified by a simple string or a finite
set of character strings. VEDIT and
BRIEF include such pattern-matching
capabilities within their search
facilities. A simple example of what
this kind of capability is good for is
a VEDIT macro to delete all com
ments (which are delimited by "(*"
and "*)" or "{" and "}" pairs) from
a Pascal source file:

B#@S\(*:M*)\ \$B#@S\ {:M} \ \

This command starts the action at the
beginning of the text buffer (B),

(continued)



Why people choose an IBM PC in the first place
is why people want IBM service...in the first place.
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Blue chip service from ::5:':::::§~§:

And for those customers who prefer it, we
offer IBM on-site service, where a service repre
sentative comes when you call.

No matter which you choose for your PC,
an IBM maintenance agreement offers you fast,
effective service.

Quality. Speed. Commitment. That's why
an IBM maintenance agreement means blue
chip service. To find out more about the
specific service offerings available for your PC,
call 1800 IBM-2468, Ext. 104
and ask for PC Maintenance.

After all, who knows your IBM Personal
Computer better than we do?

That's why we offer an IBM maintenance
agreement for every member of the Personal
Computer family. It's just another example
of blue.chip service from IBM.

An IBM maintenance agreement for your
PC components comes with the choice of service
plan that's best for you-at the price that's
best for you.

Many customers enjoy the convenience and
low cost of our carry-in service. That's where
we exchange a PC display, for example, at any
.of our Service/Exchange Centers.
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Two SPF Loo~ALIKES

W hile most of the editors discussed
in this article provide some fea

tures usually available only on mainframe
editors. at least two companies have taken
a more direct route to mainframe editing
power by producing microcomputer
editors that closely imitate a popular
mainframe programming editor.

Phaser Systems' SPF/editor and Morgan
Computing's TED should both provide a
familiar environment for anyone ex
perienced with IBM's Structured Program
ming Facility (SPF). Both editors can han
dle very large files in memory. feature
separate file and line command modes.
and make it easy to merge multiple files
into one file or segment a single file into
several. Each is also much more strongly
oriented to lines than are most current

IN BRIEF

Name
TED: A Programmer's Text Editor 2.0

Company
Morgan Computing Co. Inc.
10400 North Central Expressway
Suite 210
Dallas, TX 75231
(214) 739-5895

Computer System
IBM PC, XT, or AT and
100%-compatibles running PC-DOS 2.0
or later, 128K bytes of RAM

Documentation
85-page, 8V2- by 7-inch three-ring
binder; index and reference card
included

Price
$95
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microcomputer editors; most of the
powerful commands available act on
blocks of lines specified by line number.
And both take some advantage of a micro
computer's strengths by offering fast.
memory-mapped video and rapid key
board response for small changes.

SPF/editor emulates the IBM SPF "panel
for panel:' according to a Phaser
spokesperson (I have no experience with
IBM's SPF-SPF users are advised to test
the quality of the emulation for them
selves). while TED's designers appear to
have taken a few more liberties in adapt
ing the editor to the IBM PC environment.

Both these editors display line numbers
on the left of the screen. program lines
to the right. Character-oriented changes
in text may be made by moving the cur-

Name
SPF/editor 1.0

Company
Phaser Systems Inc.
353 Sacramento SI.
San Francisco, CA 94111
(415) 434-3990

Computer System
IBM PC, Xl or AT and compatibles running
PC-DOS 2.0 or later; 256K bytes of
memory required, 320K recommended

Documentetion
194-page manual in a three-ring binder
with index

Price
$100
(a mainframe/micro file-transfer facility is
now included with SPF/editor at no
additional charge)

Options
micro/SPF, version 3.0 (runs on Wang
Professional and TI Professional as well as
the above systems), includes SPF/editor
with additional browse mode, function-key
redefinition, utilities, library facility, main
frame/micro file-transfer facility, true split
screen, and on-line tutorial: $450

sor to a desired point and making inser
tions or deletions. or overstriking existing
text. Line-oriented changes show off the
distinctive power of these editors; groups
of lines are modified by placing a
character or characters inside the line
number field to mark them. then issuing
a command affecting the lines.

For example. a block of text may be
moved by typing mm in the line number
field of the first and last of the lines to be
moved. then finding the destination line
and placing a b for "before" or an a for
"after" in its line field. (Unlike most micro
editors. there is no way to mark a block
of characters rather than lines.) Similar
procedures can copy lines or blocks of
lines. delete them. or replicate them.
When line-oriented commands are used
in conjunction with the file-command
mode. specified groups of lines may be
copied to other files or lines from other
files may be merged into the current file.

SPF/editor lias two line-oriented sets of
commands particularly useful for struc
tured programming work. Data right " "
and data left" " commands increase or
decrease the indentation of specified lines
of code. a feature very useful for maintain
ing proper indentation when changing a
control structure. Also. SPF/editor can "ex
clude" lines from the display-revealing
them again when a show command is
issued. This exclude feature provides a
nice way to hide the bodies of procedures
and functions. showing only their declara
tions (photo A).

The Phaser product includes a split
screen editing mode that allows the
editing of two files on the same screen.
Also. the editor can be placed in a mode
to display a hexadecimal representation.
in either ASCII or EBCDIC. of each line of
code.

The TED adaptation of SPF includes a
few nice adaptations to the IBM PC
environment-screen indicators show the
status of the Num Lock and Caps Lock
keys; the cursor changes size to indicate
insert and overstrike modes; all the func
tion keys may be set up as keystroke
macros; and several alternate and control
character commands are implemented
(one of which will show the screen a



Photo A: With the SPF/editor's
show/exr;lude feature, you can compress
text display to show just vital function
and procedure declarations (top). then
expand it as need be to allow work on
a particular module (bottom).

previously marked line is on while a con
trol key is depressed). TED also provides
automatic version numbering and date
and time stamping for specially labeled
lines within the text. Availability of DOS
directory information from inside the
editor complements the file-merging and
segmentation capabilities of the editor.

The primary audience for both these
editors obviously comprises programmers
already accustomed to the SPF environ
ment. Persons with most of their program
ming experience on character-oriented
microcomputer editors are likely to find
the line orientation of both editors a bit
of a straitjacket. One use to which both
seem well adapted is the management of
large data sets for statistical work. Here
the line orientation, ability to handle large
files in memory, and merge/segment facil
ities could be invaluable.

DREAM EDITOR

searches for zero, one, or more char
acters ": M" between "(*" and "*)" and
replaces the string (including the "(*"
and "*n with nothing, "\ \ ", continu
ing until the buffer is exhausted. The
escape key has been pressed (in
dicated here by a dollar sign) to mark
off the end of this command from the
beginning of a similar command to do
the same thing for characters
delimited by curly braces.

VEDIT pattern recognition extends
to white space, new lines, any upper
case letter, any numeric digit. any con
trol character, anything other than a
certain character. and any combina
tion of these specifications.

BRIEF's pattern-recognition capa
bility is even greater because it is
more general. BRIEF can search for
patterns defined by regular expres
sions of the sort recognized by UNIX's
grep (globally find regular expres
sions and print) and other such
utilities. The greater power of the
regular-expression design can be
shown in a comparison of the way
VEDIT and BRIEF can be told to look
for a numeric digit. VEDITs notation
is more concise: :0 matches any
numeric digit. However, BRIEF's nota
tion is more general: [0-9] matches
any numeric digit. while [a-z] matches
anything in the alphabet: [aeiou] will
match any vowel and [- aeiou] will
match any character that's not a
vowel.

Not only does BRIEF make use of
this marvelously general regular
expression notation in its search facili
ty, but its pattern-recognition capabili
ty extends to its replacement (or
translation) facility. Requesting the re
placement of if{*}then by if (\ 0)
where \ 0 stands for the first group
delimited by curly brackets in the
search string-will cause the transla
tion of a Pascal-type if ... then con
struction to a C-type if ( ... )
construction.

The usefulness of this facility for
programmers, who deal constantly
with the regular expressions of formal
languages, is obvious, but such a
facility is likewise of use to anyone
who works within the formal strait
jackets of multiple, varying style

books. Regular expression-translation
power within a fast microcomputer
editor could take much of the work
out of translating bibliographical in
formation, for example, from one for
mat to another-while allOWing de
tailed attention to those parts of the
translation that just can't be narrowed
down to translations of regular
expressions.

Regular-expression searches are
also a valuable part of the BRIEF
macro language. I was able to use a
command to search backward for the
most recent pattern of white space
followed by characters as part of a
macro turning BRIEF's tab key into an
automatic-alignment command.

FLEXIBLE KEYBOARDS
VEDIT. PMATE, and BRIEF each allow
complete reconfiguration of the rela
tion between the keyboard and the
particular editor's command set. This
means that the user can map nearly
any editor command to almost any
key (including function, numeric key
pad, alternate, and control keys). So,
if the user wants the home key to do
the same thing in one of these editors
that it does in another application
program or just doesn't like the
default choice, the key's function may
be changed.

Reconfigurations of VEDIT and
PMATE are accomplished through in
stallation programs that allow simple
customization of key assignments and
a variety of other features. Starting
modes (insert. overstrike, or com
mand). cursor-movement pattern
(should the cursor be allowed to move
into dead areas of the screen). and
even, in the case of VEDIT. cursor
shape and blink rate, may be ad
justed. BRIEF's far more extensive, but
more difficult to use, reconfiguration
capabilities are available through its
macro language.

One use for such customization
capacities might escape immediate
notice: These editors may be custom
ized to be simpler and have fewer
commands than most text and word
processors. Both PMATE and VEDIT
easily could be stripped down to bare

(continued)
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Table 2: Benchmark results showing the times required by
each editor to execute basic functions used in text processing
and macro programming. The Save File. Load File. and
Search times are all based on a 4000-word text file. Save
File is the number of seconds necessary to save the file to
disk: Load File. the time necessary to retrieve the same
document. Search is the time required by the editor to find
the last word of the test file. starting at the top of the file:
Run Macro is the time necessary to execute a macro

PMATE VEDIT BRIEF P-Edit

Save File 84 11.1 184 12.8
Load File 5.2 10.7 28 2.2
Search 18 19 4.0 5.2
Run Macro 24 23 51.1

program creating the benchmark file. Only PMATE.
VEDIT. and BRIEF had macro languages sufficiently
powerful to accomplish this task. A BASIC time for the
Run Macro test and WordStar non-document mode times
for Save File. Load File. and Search tests are included for
the sake of comparison with readily available programs.

All benchmark tests were run on a Compaq running PC
DOS 2.1 on floppy disks with 512 K bytes of memory and
no extra buffers or DOS devices installed.

CSE TED

12.0 10.8
183 10.2
3.3 1.7

Photo I: A BRIEF screen shot showing windowing.
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A BONA FIDE UNDO
There is more than one word pro
cessor on the market today in which
an undelete command. which re
covers whatever text was most recent
ly deleted. masquerades as an undo
command. People experienced with
some mainframe editors like UNIX's
vi know better An undo command
doesn't just recover accidental dele
tions. it undoes accidents-whether
the accident is hitting the top-of-file

command when you meant to move
the cursor one line. erroneously in
serting 100 lines of text from the
wrong document. or deleting the
wrong line.

The problem with implementing an
undo command in a microcomputer
editor comes from the large storage
demands the stack of undo informa
tion can require and the functional
slowness that can result from having
to save all that information.

BRIEF implements a true undo
facility. by default allowing command
by-command recovery from the last

Line: 1 Col: 1

30 undoable commands (commands
like write-to-disk are not undoable).
The number of commands you want
to be able to undo can be changed
To the credit of BRIEF's authors. the
editor is usually not perceptibly
slowed by the housekeeping require
ments of the command (certainly not
so much that I would ever be willing
to give up the feature). The undo
feature was principally responsible, I
suspect. for the comparatively slow
time I recorded when benchmarking
BRIEF's macro-execution capabilities
(table 2) Only with BRIEF. though. was
it possible to undo a macro that pro
duced 4000 words of text with a
single keystroke.

Another side effect of BRIEF's undo
feature is that the editor is what the
impolite would term "a real memory
hog:' With undo housekeeping. lots of
macro programs in memory. and
several buffers open for editing. this
editor will eat up all the memory you
can install and have you wishing for
more. To counterbalance this effect.
BRIEF does allow some control over
memory utilization-in the way text
buffer and undo-stack memory re
quirements are balanced. for
example.

MULTIPLE BUFFERS,
FILES, WINDOWS
Multiple text buffers can be put to a
variety of uses in these editors. VEDIT
and PMATE both make available 10
text buffers that can be used as scrap
bins or receptacles for macro pro-
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Create Your Own Characters
Hundreds of fonts are available in our font library, and furthermore, you
can create any new characters or logos you like, up to 1 inch by 1 inch. A
database of over 1500 characters is included that makes it possible to print
foreign languages and mathematical notations. .

The Brand NEW
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in sizes from 6 to 72 pointsj styles include Roman, Bold, ItalichScriptlopld
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New Features Now Available in Version 2
The latest version of 9~ 9rynj takes advantage of the phenomenal
resolution of the Epson FX and RX printers to achieve laser printer
quality. High resolution versions for the Toshiba 1350, 1351, 1340 and the
Epson LQ-I500 will soon be available.

This version boasts a greatly expanded set of formatting commands,
including word-wrap. Special typesetting features such as kerning and
automatic ligature formation are provided by an optional utility.

As part of our library of fonts and utilities we have packages that make
9~ 9rynj directly compatible with Microsoft Word, Wordstar and
Valdocsj if you know how to use any of these word processors then you
already know how to use 9CJ/TU:Af 9~. Alternatively, you can still use
almost any word processor to create a text file to be printed with 9CJ/TU:Af
9rynj.

Numerous Applications
9~ 9rynj customel'l5 are constantly discovering new applications.
• Business and personal letters • Custom Letterheads
• Mailing labels from databases • Narne tags, badges
• Custom forms, invoices, signs • Articles for publication
• Foreign Languages • Newsletters, brochures
• Mathematical Notation, Greek • Complete manuals
• Super- and Sub-scripts • Advertisements
• View Graphs • Resumes, invitations

grams (both have command? to ex
ecute a buffer) PMATE expands on
this by allowing each buffer to be
edited-in fact. the only difference
between the main and auxiliary buf
fers is that disk buffering when
memory is exhausted is only auto
matic in the main text buffer. PMATE
also allows the buffers to be used as
string variables in macro programs.

P-Edit and BRIEF allow true multi
ple-file editing. with full automatic
disk buffering. While P-Edit allows
only two files to be edited at once.
BRIEF's multiple-file editing capabili
ties are limited only by available
memory With both editors you can
jump from one file to another with a
single keystroke and no disk activity.

BRIEF can also split the screen ver
tically or horizontally into as many
windows as will fit on a screen (photo
I). Such windows are called "tiled"
because they abut one another with
out overlap. Different windows may
contain the same or different portions
of one or several files. The BRIEF
macro language and keystroke com
mands provide complete control over
windows and text buffers. Moving the
cursor from one window to another
is a single-keystroke operation. Within
the macro language. it is accom
plished with the aid of functions like
change_window (direction required)
and inq_window_size.

DREAM EDITOR

FUTURE PLANS
While a PC-DOS version of VEDIT
PLUS wasn't available in time for
discussion in this article. CompuView
was preparing to release this product.
an enhanced version of VEDIT that of
fers many of the features of PMATE.
Extensions beyond VEDIT include
multiple-buffer editing. a full set of
arithmetic and logical operators.
17-bit integer variables. string vari
ables. IF...THEN ... ELSE- and
GOTO-type control structures. and ex
tensions to the VEDIT pattern-match
ing capability. "Instant macros" are
not included in the extensions.

CompuView is also planning to
market a ZBO-to-B086 assembly-lan
guage source-code translation pack
age for use with VEDIT PLUS.•
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MORE BOARD. LESS BUCK.
CompuPro
Products

Cat. No. Description Sug. List
AOn 512 Kb MDrive®/H for SIOO bus' $ 695.00
A348 2 Mb MDrive/H for SIOO bus' 2450.00
A036 1 Mb MDrive/H for CompuPro®

System 816/10 1350.00
A037 4 Mb MDrive/H for CompuPro

System 816/10 4500.00

NOW RAM SPEED AT DISK COST
D-RAMs are coming down in cost Once again
VIASYN'" takes the lead, passing the savings on to you.

of RAM. Why stop your 286 to run an 8 bit task
when you can run both 8 and 16 bit tasks simul
taneously with the SPU-Z'"?

FULL80286PERFO~CE

AT 8086 PRICE
No extra wait states or kludgey fixes for B-step
bugs! CPU 286'" includes Intel's latest C-Step of the
80286. For real number crunching capability, add the
optional 80287 math processor chip.

If you want to run 8 bit code, simply add the
optional 8 MHz Z80H'" slave processor with 64 Kb

Cat. No. Description
A494 CPU 286 for S100 bus'
A435 80287 option
A344 SPU-Z/64K for SIOO bus'

Sug. List
$ 995.00

375.00
395.00

Cat. No. Description
A356 PC Video Board for SIOO bus'
A294 Net 100 Board for SIOO bus'
A293 Net 10 Board for CompuPro

System 816/10

Sug. List
$ 495.00

395.00

395.00

FAST GRAPHICS AND ARCNET®

PC Video Board delivers bit-mapped, monochrome
and RGB graphics. Operates with Digital Research's
PC compatibility module and GSX'" software.

Network options interconnect two or more computers,
and operate with DRl's DR/NET.

One year limited warranty standard. 'CSC versions of these boards, with two year limited warranty and direct exchange program,
available at extra cost.

For More Information On These And Other CompuPro Products, Contact Your Nearest VIASYN Full-Service System
Center, OEM Or Dealer.
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V/ASYJl
The CompuPro People

3506 Breakwater Court
Hayward, California 94545

(415) 786-0909 Prices and specifications subject 10 change.

Inquiry 357
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THE
COMMODORE 64

80~COLUMN TERMINAL
BY JOHN C. FIELD, GREG RICHARDS, AND ERIC BEENFELDT

If you've got an EPROM programmer handy,
build this modification for the Commodore 64

THE MarlVATION for this project was
the 10 Motorola 68000-based Educa
tional Computer boards we have here
at the University of Maine at Orono.
Although we had the boards, we had
no terminals to use with them. We
didn't want to buy expensive new ter
minals, so we looked at alternatives,
including building Steve Ciarcia's
Term-Mite ST. However, we thought
modified Commodore 64s looked like
the best alternative because we can
use them for microcomputer experi
ments when we're not using them as
terminals.

We modified the Commodore 64s
by building an RS-232C converter
card for the Commodore's expansion
port and a video card for its user port.
Both of the cards are shown in photo
I. The video card contains a 2K-byte
block of screen memory on a 6116
chip; a 6845 cathode-ray tube con
troller (CRTC); various timing, logic.
and mixing circuits; a character
EPROM (erasable programmable
read-only memory), and a program
EPROM. The RS-232C converter card
brings the Commodore's TTL (tran
sistor-transistor logic) voltage-level ex-

pansion port up to RS-232C voltage
levels.

CARD OPERATION
As seen in the block diagram of figure
I, the CRTC generates both screen
memory addresses on lines MAO
MA I0 and row addresses on lines
RAO-RA3. The screen memory ad
dresses contain ASCII (American
Standard Code for Information Inter
change) characters, while the row ad
dresses indicate which row of the
character is to be output at the pres
ent time.

The CRTC begins by sequentially
generating the addresses for the first

Greg Richards is a student at the University
of Maine-Orono, where he is studying for his
master's degree in electrical engineering. Eric
Beenfeldt is both a student and a lecturer at
UMo. He enjoys home remodeling, elec
tronics, and computers. John C. Field, an
associate professor at UMO holds a Ph.D.
in electronics engineering and is a consultant
in the area of microprocessor applications.

You can write to the authors at 201 Bar
rows Hall, University of Maine, Orono, ME
04469.

80 screen memory locations. During
this time the row address lines are
held at 0 to indicate that row 0 of the
first 80 characters is to be displayed.
After a horizontal retrace, the CRTC
generates the same first 80 memory
addresses, but this time with the row
address lines at I to indicate that row
I of each character is to be displayed.
This ~ontinues until all eight rows of
the first 80 characters are displayed.
Then the next block of 80 addresses
is generated with the row address
lines set to 0 again. This procedure
continues until an entire screen is dis
played. The process is repeated after
the vertical retrace.

As each screen memory location is
accessed, its contents are latched at
the address lines of the character
generator ROM (read-only memory).
The row addresses from the CRTC are
also applied to the address lines of
the ROM. The combination of the
ASCII code and the row address
forms the address of the location in
the ROM of the dot pattern for the
row of the character being displayed.

After the dot pattern appears on the
(continued)
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Photo I: The 80-column board and the RS-2 32C interface board.

output data lines of the ROM, it is
parallel-loaded into a shift register
that serially shifts it out to the video
mixer. The video mixer then outputs
the composite video to the monitor.

Figure I also shows the interface be
tween the card and the Commodore
64 Both devices must have access to
the 2K-byte block of screen memory
in the middle. The 6510 writes the
ASCII representation of a character
into it. and the 6845 accesses it for
display In the Commodore 64, the 2K
bytes of screen memory are mapped
between addresses 9800 and 9FFF
(hexadecimal) Contention for the
memory is arbitrated using a multi
plexer controlled by the 6510. During
a write to the screen memory, the
6510 brings up the proper address on
the bus, which causes Y3 (RAM) of
the l-of-8 decoder to be negated. This
signal enables the bus transceiver and
selects the 6510 inputs on the address
multiplexer. When the 6510 is access-

80-COLUMN TERMINAL

ing the screen memory, the multi
plexer also selects the R/W signal
from the 6510 and applies it to the
R/w of the memory. When the 6510
is not using the memory, the 6845 ad
dresses are selected and the multi
plexer selects a + 5-volt (V) signal to
be applied to the screen memory
R/w. This means the screen memory
is held in a constant read state while
the 6845 is accessing it.

The program EPROM provides the
6510 with the instructions necessary
to implement the 80-column features
and to communicate through the
RS-232C port.

The timing-signals generator shown
in figure 2 is the heart of the video
circuit. This circuit controls all data
transfers. The 16-MHz crystal. three
7404 inverters, and two 620-ohm
resistors comprise the DOT clock
generator. The Dar signal is a 16-MHz
rectangular wave. It is used with a
74161 counter, a 74174 hexadecimal

The character clock
synchronizes the
CRTC with the rest
of the system.
o flip-flop, and inverters to produce
the system timing signals SiC CC and
cc. When S/[ is high, the shift register
clocks out data to the video mixer:
when S/[ is low, new data is parallel
loaded into the shift register and a
new ASCII character is loaded into the
two 74174s. The CC signal is the char
acter clock, which is produced every
nine cycles, of the Dar clock. The
character clock synchronizes the
CRTC with the rest of the system. Its
duration represents the amount of
time necessary to shift out one scan
line of one character. The CC signal
is simply the inverted version of the
character clock.

In the character-generator part of
the circuit. two 74174s are used as
latches to hold the data from the
screen memory at the address lines
of the character ROM. After the fail
ing edge of the character clock, the
address lines, MAO-MAIO, become
valid. However. before the data at the
output of the screen memory can
change, the rising edge of the S/[
signal latches the old data into the
two 7417 4s. This same rising edge
allows the 74165 shift register to begin
shifting out the video data from the
previous character. The shifting of
data from the screen memory to the
character generator to the shift
register causes a delay of two char
acter-clock cycles from the time a
screen memory address is applied to
the time when the corresponding
data starts to be clocked out of the
shift register.

In the video-mixer part of the cir
cuit. the signals VIDEO, CURSOR,
DISPEN, SiC HSYNC and VSYNC are
mixed together to produce the
composite-video signal. The mixed
signal is matched to the 75-ohm

(continued)
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Fact: The experts network
withOMMNET

Fact: The facts have made us #1.

CORVUS pioneered local area net
working for microcomputers, and
we've never stopped working on ways
to improve it.

Just give us a ring
at 800-4-CORVUS
to find out more.

Because while
calling ourselves the
best is a matter ofopinion, telling you
tllat 3 out ofevery 5 locally networked
micros work on a CORVUS network
is something else

It's a matter of fact.

*I
CORVUS
The N~tworkingCompany

Over 30 of the major computer com
panies have licensed OMNlNET for
networking their micros. So you don't
have to worry about support tomor
row for the system you pick today.

And OMNlNETalready has the most
software options around - over 500
programs to choose from, according
to your people's needs. Not their
network's limitations.

Fact: OMNINET
Networks offer

unmatched
compatibility.

That's why an
OMNINET et

work uses simple,
telephone-type

line. Even relocating
the system to a whole
new building is just
a move. Instead of a

construction project.

Whether you have 2 microcompu
ters or 200,you bought them to
handle information. If each micro
has to handle it separately, both your
equipment and your people are
working inefficiently.

Because they could network with
OMNINET. Sharing information
as well as the printing and data
storage equipment that really
puts information to work.

Add CORVUS' SNA Gateway, and
you can link your entire network
directly to your mainframe.

From Apples to Zeniths,
OMNINET handles more
varieties of computers

than any other network.
So keep the DEC's in Data Pro

cessing and the PC's in Purchasing.
The price?At under $500 per OMNINETwill keep them all on

hookup, OMNINET is the most cost- speaking terms.
effective network you ,.....,..--.,..--~~:rr".;;.,..--,.,..."......

can install. Or expand.

Fact: This network
was designedfor
microcomputers.

Micros get moved.
Businesses expand.

Your network should
be able to grow and
change just as fast as
your business does.

Fact: You cant buy smarter
than an OMMNET""Network.

. 59'X, ofall locally-networked micros opeidlC in a CORVUS nerwork, according to InjoCorp. CORVUS,TIlE NETWORKiNG COMPANY, OMNINFf, OMNIDRJVE and CORVUS BANK are tradernarl<s ofCORVUS ~YSl'EMS.INC

IBM PC is a trademark ofintemationaJ Business Machines. Aj)PI.E is a trademark ofAPPLE COMPUTER INC. DEC is a trademark ofDIGITAl EQUIPMENTCORPORKnON. Zenith is a trademark ofZenith Corporation.
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The composite--video
signal consists of
HSYNC, VSYNC, and
the brightness signal.
monitor input impedance using an
emitter follower.

The CURSOR and DISPEN signals
from the CRTC are delayed by two
character-clock cycles using the two
74174s. This is to compensate for the
two-character delay referred to earlier.
The 74174 is clocked with the inverted
version of the character clock because

80~COLUMN TERMINAL

its outputs change on the rising edge
of the character clock, as opposed to
the CRTC. whose outputs change on
the falling edge,

After the delay, these two signals,
along with SiC are combined with
VIDEO to produce a signal that con
trols the instantaneous brightness of
the trace. Delays between these
signals and VIDEO cause some jitter,
which is masked by the D flip-flop
after the 7404 inverter.

This brightness signal is then mixed
with HSYNC and VSYNC via the
2N3638 transistor to produce the
composite-video signal. The 2N2222
emitter follower matches this signal to
the 75-ohm input impedance of the
monitor.

In the memory-accessing circuitry,
the three 741 57 Ouad I-of-2 Line Data
Selectors make up the address multi
plexer. Lines A II-A 15 of the 6510 are
used with a 74LSl38 l-of-8 Line De
coder to generate the signal RAM.
When the machine wants to access
screen memory, this signal is low,
causing the A inputs of the 7415 7s to
be gated to the outputs. When RAM
is high, the machine is not accessing
screen memory and the B inputs are
selected, applying MAO through
MA I0 to the screen memory address
lines.

RAM is also applied to the 74LS24 5
bus transceiver so that when the
machine is accessing screen memory,

(continued)

CARTRIDGE I
EXPANSION BUS
CONNECTOR
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Figure I: A block diagram of the 80-column video board.
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(continued)

Figure 2: A schematic of the 80-column video board.
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(continued)

Figure 2 continued.
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Figure 2 continued.

The Commodore 64
can power the
RS-232C interface,
but it cannot supply
the power needed by
the 80-column card.

its data bus is connected to that of the
screen RAM (random-access read/
write memory), When the machine is
not accessing screen memory, this
device is 3-stated, thus isolating the
6510 bus from the RAM bus to pre
vent interference with CRTC opera
tions,

The schematic of the RS-232C inter
face is shown in figure 3. The 9-V AC
outputs from the Commodore 64 are
used to produce the plus and minus
supplies necessary for RS-232C trans
mission. While the configuration
shown is useful for most equipment.
there will be instances in which more
handshaking is required and therefore
more signals must be used. The con
figuration presented here makes use
of the 3-line mode of the Commodore
64's serial interface. However, you can
use the X-line mode instead if neces
sary

Although the Commodore 64 can
power the RS-232C interface, it can
not supply the power needed by the
80-column card. An external 5-v' I-A
(amp) regulated power supply is need
ed. (See the January 1985 "Ciarcia's
Circuit Cellar" for an article on
bUilding your own linear power
supply.)

CONSTRUCTION
Wire-wrap construction is probably
the best method to use since it is
relatively inexpensive, reliable, and
makes circuit corrections much easier.
Note, however, that you should keep
wire lengths as short as possible to
avoid introducing excess noise in the

(continued)
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Figure 3: A schematic of the RS-232C interface.

SUBROUTINES

check each connection for continuity
and accuracy before you insert any
devices in their sockets. After that's
done, you can install the components
and connect the board to the Com
modore. Program EPROM must have
a fast access time. We have had
reliable operation with a Motorola
MCM2716-35 (360 nanoseconds) and
Intel's 2732A (250 nanoseconds)

SOFTWARE
The Commodore 64 has no resident
software for the 80-column board. In
fact. any software written to control
the Commodore 64's own 40-column
CRTC will not work on the 80-column
board. So we had to write our own,
in assembly language, to permit
higher data rates than those we could
obtain with a BASIC program. The
program resides in the 2716 program
EPROM that is part of the video
board. The complete program is avail
able for downloading from BYTEnet
Listings at (603) 924-9820. (See the
February 1985 "Ciarcia's Circuit
Cellar" for information on how to
build your own EPROM programmer.)

Upon power-up, the Commodore 64
looks for the characters CBM80 in the
program cartridge ROM. If it finds
them, it knows that a cartridge is in
place and transfers control to the car
tridge. Accordingly. the first few bytes
of our listing contain these characters
in PET ASCII.

The rest of the program is outlined
in figure 4. The first block in the flow
chart initializes all I/O (input/output)
devices and begins in the listing at the
label START. The first four routines,
IOINIT, RAMTAS, RESTOR, and
CINT, initialize the required Com
modore 64 peripherals. The following
CLI instruction enables the Com
modore 64 interrupt-driven routine to
periodically scan the keyboard for in
put. At the beginning of the next sec
tion is a table of initialization data for
the CRTC. The routine following the
table sequentially places the values in
the CRTC registers starting with RO.
The next two sections use the Com
modore 64 OPEN routine to initialize
the RS-232C channel and keyboard,

(continued)

connector and used the extra lines as
grounds. To reduce coupling, these
ground lines were alternated with the
data and address lines where pos
sible. Once the wiring is completed,

is placed in the screen memory. If it is
a carriage return, Iinefeed, or back
space, the appropriate function is per
formed. If it is none of these it is
ignored.

COPCSR is called after every screen
manipulation to update the CRTC cur
sor registers, Rl4 and R15. It also
checks to see if the cursor address has
exceeded the screen memory range. If
the address is out of range, it is set to
the address corresponding to the
upper left-hand corner of the screen.

L1NCLR clears the bottom line of the
screen when scrolling. It loads the next
80 screen memory locations to be writ
ten to with the ASCII code for a space.

CHRPRT handles the display of ASCII
characters. The character to be printed
should be in the accumulator when this
routine is called. A printable character

T he following is a summary of the
subroutines in the listing, includ

ing the parameters passed, altered,
and returned:

XBREAK causes a break by bringing
the transmit data line of the R5-232C
interface low for a period of time and
then returning it to high.

CLRSCR clears the screen by setting
all screen memory locations to ASCII
for a space and then returns the cur
sor to the upper left-hand corner of the
screen.

circuit. It is important that there be a
solid ground connection between the
80-column board and the connector
to the Commodore's user port. For ex
ample, we used a 50-pin ribbon cable
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NO

tions such as transmitting a null.
See the text box on page 190 for a

summary of the subroutines in the
listing, along with the parameters
passed, altered, and returned.

Is IT ALL WORTH IT?
You can put the RS-232C card and the
video card together for about $65 if
you shop around. Of course, you must
also have an EPROM programmer
and a power supply to build these
add-ons. But the high quality and low
price of the equipment make it worth
the effort. _

POWER UP
Once the components are inserted,
the wiring is checked, and a monitor
is connected to the video output. you
can power up the board. It's a good
idea to initially leave out the program
EPROM so that on power-up the
Commodore 64's operating system is
entered. This means that the monitor
or television must be connected to
the Commodore 64's video output.
Use the BASIC initialize program
(available on BYTEnet Listings, (603)
924-9820) after power-up.

The initialize program takes the list
of values in the DATA statements and
places them sequentially in the CRTC
registers RO through R15. If the circuit
is operating properly, the monitor
should display 80 columns by 24 lines
of random characters. It should be
possible to change characters on the
$<:r~~h by ~ht~r1hg VCllu~sihtd th~

screen memory with the POKE com
mand. If the characters are there but
the display is distorted, try changing
the values in the CRTC registers using
the above program or individual
POKEs. If the screen is rolling or
slanted, check registers R4 or RO
because these affect the vertical and
horizontal hold, respectively. If the
screen is completely unintelligible,
check the wiring connections. Once
the board is operating properly, you
can install the EPROM, but be sure to
turn the power off before you install it.

When this board is first connected
to a monitor, you may have to adjust
the monitor's brightness, contrast.
vertical hold, and horizontal hold.

local echo is on, keyboard data is also
sent to the screen memory.

There are eight function keys on the
Commodore 64, fl to f8. This pro
gram uses six of them as follows:

f I: Backspace
f2: Set local echo on/off
f3: Transmit BREAK
f4: Switch to uppercase letters only
f 5: Clear screen
f6: Switch to mixed-case mode

You can also use f7 and f8 for func-

DECODE FUNCTION

SET UP DEFAULT CONDITIONS

PROCESS INCOMING CHARACTER
OR PERFORM SCREEN OPERATION
(CR,LF, BS)

INITIALIZE ALL I/O DEVICES

SCAN RS-232 BUFFER

respectively. The last initialization
block sets the look-up revector for
converting Commodore 64 characters
to ASCII, turns the local echo off. and
turns on the automatic repeat flag.

As shown in the rest of the flow
chart. the program takes in characters
from the Commodore 64's RS-232C
receive buffer and prints them on the
screen, while at the same time taking
characters entered from the keyboard
and sending them to the Commodore
64's RS-232C transmit buffer. If the

Figure 4: A flowchart of the program in the EPROM.
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Wherever there's a computer, there's a need
for NEe monitors and printers.

Whetheryou own a business computer, or
simply own your own personal computer;
owning an NEC monitor and printer makes
all the difference in the world.

With a full line of high quality, reliable
monitors and printers to choose from, you're
sure to findjust the right companion foryour
computer. And they're friendly withjust
about any computeryou can think of. From
our very own NEC personal computers to

IBM Apple, TI, Commodore, Franklin and
Atari - PCs, NEC has monitors and printers
to make their output look even better.

NECs complete line of 12-, 13- and
J4-inch monitors include RGB, mono
chrome, color composite and switchable
models. Refer to the compatibility chart
below for the model that fits your needs.

See your nearest NEC dealer for a demon
stration today.

Resolution
Horizontal
800 lines lat center)
\l\ertlcal
230 lines

Video Bandwidth
18mHz I±3dB/

Display Character Area
80 characters with 25 lines
8x8dots

Audio Output Power
1.0 watts

NEC MONnoR COMPATIBILITY CHART

COMPlITER JB-127OMA JB-1275MA JB-1211ODA/ CT-1305A JB-120IMA JB-1205MA JB-126OMA JC-1216A JC-I_ JC-141OP2A JC-1215AJB-1285DA

IBM Pc. PCAT &
COMPATIBl£S SBiRCA SBiRCA CJ SBiCG91 SBiRCA SBiRCA SBiRCA SBiCG91 SBiCG91 SBiCG91 SBiRCA

IBMPCJ•• RCA RCA CG91 RCA RCA RCA CG91 CG91 RCA

APPLE liE RCA RCA SBiCG91 RCA RCA RCA SBiCG91 SBiCG91 RCA

APPLE III RCA RCA sc RCA RCA RCA SC SC

APPLEIIC RCA RCA 51 RCA RCA RCA 51 51 RCA

VIC 20 CG10l64 CGlOI64 CG10l64 CG10l64 CGlOI64 CGlOI64

COMMODORE 64 CGlOI64 CGlOI64 CG10l64 CGlOI64 CG10l64 CGlOI64

ATARI600 CGlOI64 CGlOI64 CG10l64 CG10l64 CGlOI64 CGlOI64

ATARI_11200 CG10l64 CG10l64 CG10l64 CGlOI64 CG10l64 CGlOI64

COLECO ADI'M CGCA

TI99/4 RCA RCA RCA RCA RCA RCA

FRANKUNACE RCA RCA RCA RCA RCA SBiCG91 SBiCG91 RCA

NECPC_IA CI CI CG92 CI CI CI CG92 CG92 CG91

NECPC..20IA

STARLET IPC_IAj '/CG92 '/CG92 '/CG91

IICA NEED RCA 10 RCt\ CABLE SOLD CG9, NEED NEe CG-91 CABLE CG20164 NEED NEe CG-2CW64·5P CABlE COCA NEED NEe CGCNJC·l]15 Cl\81E
AT "NY ELECTRONIC STORE

Ie NEED SPECIAL CABlE SOLO CG9. NEED NEe CG-92 CABlE NEED NEe PC-8441,A,CRTIOISK A(Y..P1ClR.. NEED SPECIAL BQ&..RD SOLD BY "NOTHER VENOOR " NEED NEe PC-82411\ CRT INTERFKE
BY "NOTHER VENDOR Sf NEED SPECIAlINTERF,A,(E SOLD

CO C.....8lE INCWDED BY ANOTHER VENDOR

The JB-1201MA..
with its classic NEC
J2" screen, is our
renowned best
seller. It's popularity
stems from its J.O
watts of audio out
put power; and
compatibility and
versatility for almost
any computer
application.

$179.00



NEe's full line of qualityprlnten
Includes the Impressive PC-PR103A
Letter-Perfect and PC-8027A
'D'ansportable printers.

NEe

Using an innovative Impact Line-Dot type
Printhead, the PC-PR103A givesyou
printouts that are practically indistinguishable
from letter-quality printers. It also gives you
the advantage of printing three times faster;
and provides two additional printing modes
graphics and draft quality It even eliminates
"ghosting" with single-pass printing.

$499.00

Printing Method

Print Speed

BufferSbe

Paper Feed Method Stanct.rd

Interface

Impaa Dot Matrix

High Speed Pica 92CPS
High Density Pica 46CPS
Elite 1l0CPS
Condensed 7SCPS

4K "Sit Image" type

FnmonandT~aor~

Centronics. S-bit pa~IIel

'lAkighing only J4Ibs., the PC-8027A is the
perfect companion foryour transportable
computer. It has an attached paper bin, and a
convenient carrying handle so you can take it
anywhere for quick printouts of both text and
graphics. $499.00

Printing Method Impaa Dot Matnx
Logic Seeking

Speed 105 CPS

Paper Feed Method Stanct.rd Friaion and Pin~

Interface Centronics. S-bit pa~IIel

Buffer Sbe 2K

Both the PC-PR103A and the PC-B027A give
you all the capabilities you'd normally expect
from larger printers. And best of all, they cost
less than most of the rest.

For softwa~ installation. choose the PC-BOnA or any teletype-like
printer. These choices will work with some softwa~ prog~ms. All
reatu~sof the pnnter may not be supported. Please conraa the soft
wa~ vendor for additional information.

""'.:",c_~__ '''':'Il''''''



Ifyou're looking for
a midsize color
monitor, but are
concerned about
cost consider the
JC-1216DFA./t
offers the most in
a 12" RGB high
resolution color
monitor at an afford
able price.

5599.00

Make your IBM
look better.

Dramatically improve
the image ofyour
IBM computer with
NECsnew
JB-1280DA. It's
IBM-PC and IBM-PC
AT plug-compatible,
weighs only 14 Ibs.,
and features a 12"
non-glare Phosphor
P31 (green) screen.
The JB-1280DA 
intelligently designed
to provide excellent
performance, reliable
service and high
resolution at a very
affordable price.

Resolution
Horizontal
640 dots
\l\!rtlal
240 lines

Video Bandwidth
10mHz

Display Character Area
80 charaaers with 25 Iines
8x8dots

Resolution
Horizontal
720 dots
\l\!rtlcal
350 lines

Video Bandwidth
20mHz

Display Character Area
80 charaaers with 25 lines 
8x8dots

NEC Home ElectronIcs ,w.AJ Inc.
Personal Computer DivIsIon
1401 Estes Avenue
Elk Grove Village. IL 6CXXJ7
(312) 228-5900

NEC Corporation
Tokyo. Japan
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THE KIT
SOLUTION

BY LAINE STUMP

The 8--MHz 16--bit Slicer

THREE YEARS AGO. my idea of "fast"
computing was being able to run my
college programming assignments on
the resident mainframe without hav
ing to trudge across campus at mid
night and wait in line for a terminal.
To achieve this goal. I searched
through ads in the computer maga
zines and found a terminal to put in
my dorm room. It was a Hazeltine
1000. circa 1974. and it cost me $150.
I rented a 300-bps (bits per second)
modem for $5 a month. set the thing
up on my desk. and called it high
technology. all 12 display lines. 1bday.
I am using the same old terminal (or
what is left of it). and I am still cling
ing to my penny-pinching ways. but
now I have a computer system that
rivals machines in the forefront of (af
fordable) 16-bit computer technology.

The computer at the heart of my
system is a Slicer single-board com
puter. sold in kit form or as a total
system by Slicer Computers Inc. of
Minneapolis. Minnesota. The board
measures only about 6 by 12 inches.
but that small space contains an ex
tremely impressive list of features. in
cluding an Intel 80186 micropro
cessor. 256K bytes of RAM (random
access read/write memory). two serial

RS-232C communication ports. a disk
controller for both 8- and 5!t.I-inch
floppy disks. and an SASI (Shugart As
sociates' Standard Interface) port for
connecting a Winchester disk drive.
The computer board. in kit form. sells
for $815.

The Slicer kit is not for everyone. It
takes slightly more expertise to bring
up a Slicer than a standard ready-to
run system. but for those who have
the expertise (or a desire to get it) and
want a high-performance system for
developing CP/M-86 and MS-DOS
software. the Slicer and all the add
on boards and operating systems
available for it are definitely worth a
look.

WHAT'S IN A KIT?
This kit includes the printed-circuit
board and all the integrated circuits
(ICs). resistors. connectors. and other
parts that are on the circuit board
itself-nothing more. To have a com
plete system you also need a power
supply. a serial data terminal. disk

wine Stump is a senior in computer science
at Montana State University in Bozeman.
Montana. He can be reached at 96 Southfork
Rd.. Cody. WY 82414.

drives. a cabinet. cables. and possibly
a printer. all of which will raise the
price of the total system to anywhere
from $1800 if you buy surplus parts
to $4000 or more if you get a Win
chester disk. a fancy terminal. and the
like. This selling/buying/building strat
egy is similar to that of the legendary
Big Board computer. which has had
a dedicated following for the last few
years (yes. I own a Big Board. too)

BUILDING THE KIT
The Slicer kit is not intended for the
casual user. You must be comfortable
with soldering IC sockets and mount
ing things into cabinets. It is easier to
build than most kit computers.
though. mainly because the main pro
cessor board has just 67 ICs (com
pared to I 18 on the Big. Board)

The manual includes step-by-step
assembly instructions that can be
followed by anyone who knows where .
to find pin 1bn an IC The instructions ;,,;::
stop at periodic checkpoints to per- .
form tests that tell whether or not you
have made a mistake in the assembly
so far. For example. a special memory
test monitor allows you to test the
machine gefore you install the RAM

(continued)
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Photo I: The Slicer board has an 80186 microprocessor, two serial ports, a floppy
disk controlter for up to four drives, 256K bytes of dynamic RAM, and an SASI
interface. Note that the RAM chips (lower left) are piggybacked

(random-access read/write memory)
chips. You can test it again after install
ing the first 128K bytes of RAM. By
testing in steps, you can more easily
discover where you went wrong and
get the system running sooner.

I was lucky enough to build my
Slicer during a computer convention.
Both the hardware and software de
signers of the system, Dean Klein and
Earl Hinrichs, were looking over my
shoulder and the shoulders of 12
other builders, but even without their
guidance I probably could have as
sembled the board in two evenings (it
took three hours with their help). Of
course, after the board was assem
bled, it still took my brother and me
two full days of building brackets and
drilling holes to make the thing into
a respectable "system" (you know, the
kind of computer that doesn't have PC
boards and wires strewn across the
workbench). For those of you who still
balk at wielding a soldering iron,
Slicer offers the option of buying the
board fully assembled for an extra
$200.

The fact that the Slicer is sold in kit
form is what turns most prospective
buyers away. Because of this, Slicer
recently began offering a complete
system based on the Slicer board. It
sells for $2995 and includes the Slicer,
a cabinet. a terminal. two 800K-byte,
5!I4-inch disk drives, and the CP/M-86

THE SLICER KIT

operating system (MS-DOS is avail
able as an option, and Concurrent
CP/M will soon be available). You can
also buy the system sans terminal for
a reduction in price and without
drives for even less.

HISTORY OF A KWDGE
Most of us just don't have the time to
solder sockets, build cabinets, and
search through magazine ads for in
expensive disk drives. I didn't have the
time, either, but neither did I have the
money to buy an integrated system
like the IBM Pc. That's why I built the
Slicer (and the rest of my system) from
kits and odds and ends.

My entire computer system grew
out of the old Hazeltine terminal.
After I had been using the terminal for
about a year. 1decided that 12 lines
of display was just not enough I
discussed many alternatives with my
brother Cecil (the family hardware
guru), and we finally decided that the
most practical solution to the problem
was to purchase a Big Board com
puter with a built-in 24 by 80 screen
and replace the logic board of the ter
minaL We ordered the Big Board and
installed it in the Hazeltine after literal
ly ripping out the terminal's insides
and rearranging all the wiring.

I could now display 24 lines of text
on my screen at one time, but without
a disk 'drive I could run only on the

modem and experiment with small
machine-language programs. This,
again, was fine for a while, but within
two months 1broke down and bought
a surplus 8-inch disk drive

I spent the following summer in
Spokane, Washington, with my
brother. We decided to go to a con
vention of Big Board users put on by
Micro Cornucopia magazine of Bend,
Oregon. That's where 1was first intro
duced to the Slicer. That summer I
also acquired, for a very reasonable
price, an old Alpha Micro cabinet that
had space for two 8-inch drives and
a circuit board or two. It was a solid
cabinet with a lot of room, and it
already had a power supply. Toward
the end of the summer. my brother
and 1started working on a software
project. During the winter we had de
cided that we should move the whole
thing over to a 16-bit system, since
most of the newer machines are
16-bit. This, and my frustration with
the sluggishness of my Big Board,
started me thinking seriously about
the Slicer.

After another year of school. 1spent
the summer in Oregon working at
Micro Cornucopia as an intern. It was
there that I finally got a Slicer. I also
purchased a Seagate ST-506 5-mega
byte Winchester drive from the sur
plus market for $100

My system is currently housed in
the Alpha Micro cabinet. which holds
the Slicer, a single 8-inch Siemens
drive on loan from Micro Cornucopia,
and my wondrous ST-506 Winchester
drive. I am still having problems get
ting the right Winchester controller
from Western Digital. though, so the
Winchester sits idle for the moment.
Due to short finances, 1 am using
some equipment for dual purposes;
the Big Board/Hazeltine combination
acts as a terminal to the Slicer, and the
two floppy-disk drives that are hooked
to the Big Board must sometimes be
hooked to the Slicer for copying be
tween two floppy disks.

THE SLICER
The Slicer (see photo I) seems to have
been designed to be fast and com-

(continued)
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$795

$150
$575
$750
$395
$225

$95
$550
$400
$600
$200
$125
$245

IN BRIEF

Name
Slicer

Manufacturer
Slicer Computer Inc.
2543 Marshall St. NE
Minneapolis, MN 55418
(612) 788-9481

Components
Processor: Intel 80186 (8 MHz)
Memory: 256K bytes of RAM; up to 32K
bytes of ROM
Interfaces: Two RS-232C ports with
independently programmable data rates up
to 38.4K bps; 1797 controller and an FDC
9229B data separator permit use of 8-inch
and 51f4-inch disks, double-density and
double-sided; SASI interface allows
connection of Winchester controller; 90-line
expansion interface provides buffered data,
address and control buses

Operating Systems
CP/M-86 bundled with kits; MS-DOS ($175)
runs with PC expansion board; CCP/M
($85)

Optional Hardware
Slicer Expansion Board: up to 256K
additional RAM, two additional serial ports,
real-time clock with battery backup, and a
Centronics-type parallel printer port
Slicer PC Expansion Board: IBM
compatible monochrome monitor, two
IBM-type card slots, and an IBM-type
keyboard port

Documentation
Slicer assembly guide (90 pages) with
sections on hardware debugging and
testing procedures; Intel data and
application sheets

Prices
SHcer full kit $815

easy kit (only hard-to-find-parts): $470
assembled and tested: $1015
bareboard (includes documentation

and EPROMs):
Expansion Board full kit

assembled and tested:
memory-board kit
three-port kit
bareboard:

PC expansion-board kit:
easy kit
assembled and tested:
bareboard:

Enclosure:
with power supply:
with two 51/4-inch 96-tpi

(tracks per inch) drives:
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patible (though not necessarily IBM
compatible) The 80186 micropro
cessor accomplishes this rather nice
ly The clock speed of 8 MHz, along
with more efficient microcoding of the
instruction set. gives the 80186 an ef
fective execution speed about twice
that of the 8088. The 80186 uses the
same machine language as the 8088
and 8086, too, so it can run MS-DOS,
CP/M-86, and many of the applica
tions programs written to run under
these operating systems. The 80186
is also an excellent development en
vironment for new programs for the
PC and compatibles market.

A side effect of using highly inte
grated parts, like the 80186 micropro
cessor, is that the system can be im
plemented with relatively few ICs. The
80186 itself eliminates several parts.
In addition to the normal functions of
a microprocessor, it contains the
clock generator, two high-speed DMA
(direct memory access) channels,
three programmable 16-bit timers,
and programmable memory and chip
select logic. eliminating the need for
several peripheral chips.

The 80186 is high on performance
as well as integration. It has a true
16-bit external data bus, which means
that the microprocessor can fetch 2
bytes from memory with each mem
ory access. The 80186 takes advan
tage of this by putting the extra bytes
it retrieves during instruction decod
ing into an instruction queue along
with as many other instruction bytes
as it can get when the bus is idle.
Since most instructions are executed
in the sequence in which they are
stored in memory, this can save a lot
of time. The 8088 processor. used on
the IBM and most compatibles, also
has an instruction queue, but it does
not hold as many instructions as the
queue in the 80186. There are further
improvements in execution speed
over the 8088. The queuing scheme
is also used for other memory ac
cesses, and the microcoding for many
of the instructions in the 80186 has
been redone to make the instructions
execute in fewer clock cycles.

The Signetics 2681 DUART (dual
universal asynchronous receiver/trans-

mitter), used for the two RS-232C
communication ports on the Slicer. is
another example of a highly inte
grated chip In addition to two serial
ports, it contains the data-rate
generators for both channels (pro
grammable 50 to 38,400 bps), a 16-bit
counter/timer, and an 8-bit output and
a 7-bit input port for system control
functions.

The floppy-disk controller is a
Western Digital 1797, which has all the
features of the popular 1793 con
troller chip while adding a disk side
select output. This family of chips (the
179x series) has several years of field
experience behind it. allowing the
developers to spend their time writing
the software for it rather than debug
ging a new chip (this was a problem
with the early 80186). The floppy-disk
controller section also uses an
FDC9229 data separator. This, again,
is a standard part that needs no fur
ther description here.

The system monitor is contained in
two 2732A EPROMs (erasable pro
grammable read-only memories). You
can replace these two chips with
2764s or 27128s if you want a more
elaborate monitor.

Aside from these six chips, the only
other "large" IC on the board is the
TMS4500 dynamic RAM controller.
This chip takes care of memory
refreshing, chip selection, and miscel
laneous tasks. It was designed
specifically to control up to 256K
bytes of 4164 dynamic RAM chips.
The rest of the chips on the board are
TTL (transistor-transistor logic) and
the RS-232C drivers for the two serial
ports.

There are several connectors on the
board. The floppy-disk section has
two: a 34-pin connector for 5V4-inch
drives and a 50-pin connector for
8-inch drives. The SASI port uses
another 50-pin connector, and each
serial port uses a 26-pin connector.
Two more connectors on the board
are used as an expansion bus. These
two connectors are basically an exten
sion of all the data, address, and con
trol lines from the microprocessor.
This expansion bus is used for the
Slicer Expansion Board (see photo 2)



Photo 2: The Slicer expansion board (laS an additional 256K dynamic RAM. a real
time clock/calender with battery backup. a parallel port. and four serial ports.

and the PC board (described below)
You can also use the expansion inter
face to connect any hardware add-on
projects that you might want to build
yourself.

The Slicer's power needs are + 5
volts (V) 3 amps. + 12 V 60 milliamps.
and -12 V 50 milliamps The power
supplies hook to the board through
a little plug-in connector. so the board
is easy to remove. The only chips that
need + 12 and -12 V are the four
RS-232C driver chips for the serial
ports; the rest just need + 5 V

You must buy separately any other
hardware that you want or need for
the system. so things like disk drives.
printers. and terminals will vary great
ly in performance. specifications. and
price from machine to machine. Due
to the system software of the Slicer.
however. you can use nearly any disk
drive. printer. or terminal on the
market.

For instance. the Slicer recognizes
8-inch single- and double-sided drives
(13 megabytes maximum on double
sided double-density 8-inch disks).
and it recognizes 5Y4-inch single- and
double-sided. double- and quad
density (800K bytes maximum on
double-sided quad-density 5Y4-inch
disks) It will also automatically
recognize most brands of the new
3Y2-inch disk drives (because most of
these drives have been designed to
look like either an 8-inch or a 5Y4-inch
drive)

When you decide that you want to
add a Winchester disk. the Slicer
already has the software to handle it;
you just need to buy the drive. the
Winchester controller. and a beefier
power supply. and plug them all in.
The controller is necessary because
the Slicer implements only the "host
adapter" portion of the Winchester in
terface. as do all other computers. The
software on the Slicer is set up for the
industry-standard Xebec 1410 con
troller or the Western Digital
1002-SHD. The Western Digital board
has been available lately for about
5245 and seems to be a solid unit.
Make sure to specify the "SHD" por
tion of the part number if you happen
to order the 1002; there are several
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models. and this is the only one that
works with the Slicer.

SOFTWARE
The only software included in the
581 5 price of the Slicer is a disk con
taining utility programs written to run
under CP/M-86. a BIOS (basic input/
output system) for CP/M-86. source
code to all these. and the assembly
language source code to the debug
monitor and system software con
tained in the monitor EPROMs. The
disk is available in either 8-inch single
sided single-density or 5Y4-inch single
sided IBM format.

The debug monitor is another of the
Slicer's strong points. It is contained
in the monitor EPROMs. so even if
you cannot boot up a disk. you can
still look around at memory. read and
write to the disk. output values to I/O
ports. enter small machine-language
programs, and so on. The value of this
becomes apparent when you're de
bugging a new program that crashes;
if you were running under CP/M's DDT
debugger, you would have to reboot
the machine and, in the process, write
over the very program you were try
ing to examine. With the ROM-based
debugger, you merely hit the reset
button and you are immediately at
the debugger prompt. You can now
look at the contents of memory to
discover what went wrong, modify

parts of memory, and even restart ex
ecution of the program if you like.

One other interesting use of the
Slicer debugger is to trace the opera
tion of CP/M-86. By booting up CP/M,
hitting the reset button, and telling the
debugger to set breakpoints at appro
priate locations and restart execution
at the BIOS warm-boot location, you
can trace every time a certain section
of CP/M or the BIOS is executed. This
is not possible with a disk-based
debugger like DDT, since the debug
ger would be overwritten as soon as
you returned to CP/M.

The utilities on the disk include
SETUP, a program to change various
system parameters like the amount of
memory allocated to RAM disk and
the printer data rate; SLIFORM, a disk
formatter program for several 8-inch
and 5Y<i-inch formats; and HFORM, a
Winchester disk formatter.

The CP/M BIOS is one of the Slicer's
more amazing parts. It is set up to
recognize automatically not only the
density but also the size of each drive.
This means that you can hook up two
5Y4-inch drives as A and B and two
8-inch drives as C and D today, then
reverse the drives tomorrow, and the
system will, still understand. It will boot
from the 5Y4- or 8;inch floppy or the
Winchester disk. About the only
things that the system doesn't auto-

(continued)
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Table I; Tfle Bencflmark programs were written and compiled witfl Thrbo Pascal
version 2.0. Tfle listings for tflese programs are available for downloading on
BYTEnet Listings. (603) 924-9820. as STUMPI tflrougfl 4. Tfle times for
disk access sflow flow long it takes to write and read a 64K-byte sequential text
file to a blank floppy disk. Tfle Sieve times record flow long it takes to run one
iteration of tfle Sieve of Eratostflenes prime-number bencflmark. Tfle Calculations
times sflow flow long it takes to do 10.000 multiplication and division operations
using single-precision numbers. Tfle tests were run on a Big Board (Z80A at 4
MHz. 64K bytes of RAM. two 8-incfl single-sided single-density drives. and
CP/M-80) and tfle Slicer (80186 at 8 MHz. 256K. two 8-incfl single-sided
single- or double-density drives. and CP/M-86). All times are in seconds.

CP!M-86
Slicer Computers Inc. sells CP/M-86
already configured for the Slicer. You
can also buy CP/M-86 for the IBM PC
and install it yourself if you like. This
will save you $1 5 to $30 and takes
about 15 minutes if you have another
system already running CPIM (-80 or
-86); complete instructions are in
cluded in the Slicer documentation.

CP/M-86 is very similar to good old
CP/M-80 (nearly identical. actually).
This makes it the preferred (or. shall
I say. more comfortable) operating
system for many people who. like
myself. are coming to the Slicer from
a strong 8080 and Z80 background.

matically recognize are the printer
data rate and the size of the Win
chester drive; you can set these up in
a few seconds with the SETUP pro
gram. All this means that you will very
infrequently. if ever. have to reassem
ble the BIOS; almost any hardware
configuration of the Slicer will run just
fine with the BIOS the way it is.

Another great thing about the BIOS
on the Slicer is that it reads the disk
a full track at a time. rather than on
a sector-by-sector basis. All requests
for a sector from the same track of the
disk can then be processed without
going back to the disk. This speeds
up disk activity quite a bit. as evi
denced by the disk readlwrite bench
marks (see table I).

This was the first operating system
made available for the Slicer. and until
recently it was the only one.

(XIOS version 0.4). and there was a
note from Earl Hinrichs. who wrote
most of the Slicer software; "The win
dow programs supplied by DRI IDigi
tal Researchj are very IBM dependent.
I did not use any DRI stuff. Ignore DRI
window documentation."

I was originally skeptical about the
practicality of windows on a serial
terminal-waiting for the screen to
paint at 9600 bps with just one job
is bad enough; four would surely
make it unbearable. I was mildly sur
prised when I tried it; it is passable
at 9600 bps and very nice at 19;200
bps. It would probably be bordering
on the speed of memory-mapped
windows with a 38.400-bps terminal.
if I could just find an affordable ter
minal that could keep up at that
speed.

You can access the window func
tions from the keyboard by typing the
Window Command key followed by
the function you want to execute. You
can modify the size and position of
the windows on the screen in real
time. without exiting from any of the
jobs that are currently running. You
can switch to another window. change
the windowing mode. display a status
line for the current window. or enter
the window manager. where you can
alter the windows.

There are several different modes of
operating in a virtual-terminal environ
ment. The Slicer implementation
allows you to change three main pa
rameters affecting the operation of
the virtual consoles. The first choice
is between dynamic and disk-buffered
mode. In dynamic mode. all the con
soles are updated as new output is
sent to them from their respective
programs; in disk-buffered mode. the
output of each job is saved on disk
until you switch to that job with the
windowing commands. then all of the
saved output is sent past the screen
at once.

You also have a choice between
line- and screen-buffered modes. In
line-buffered mode. the last 2000
characters output to a job are saved
in its buffer in memory; in screen
buffered mode. the CCPIM XIOS (ex-

(continued)

Slicer
Double-density

15.4
136

MS-DOS
Slicer now also sells MS-DOS version
2.11. which opens up another large
market of programs to Slicer owners.
The performance figures of the Slicer
under MS-DOS should be very similar.
if not identical. to those of a Slicer
running CP/M-86.

CONCURRENT CP!M-86
The programmers at Slicer are just
finishing up an implementation of
CCP/M. a descendant of the IBM ver
sion. but with massive changes to get
rid of the dependence of the software
on a specific configuration. In the pro
cess. much of the system has been en
hanced. One nice feature of the ver
sion for the Slicer is that. unlike the
IBM PC version. it allows you to
change the number of physical con
soles. so you can actually make the
Slicer into a multiuser system.

The most incredible thing about
CCPIM is that it does windowing on
a serial terminal; all other implemen
tations that I have heard of require
memory mapping to work (the Slicer
version will do memory mapping as
well). It was not trivial to make win
dowing work over a serial line. either.
The copy of CCPIM that I received
was. of course. a preliminary version

Slicer
Si ngle-density

199
17.8
33.1

0.6

Big Board

29.2
25.4
498
25

Disk write
Disk read
Calculations
Sieve
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Other daisy wheel printers still make you choose.

interfaces for easy installation, and
friction, tractor and cut sheet feeders
to handle all your office forms. All
these great features also are available
in the DaisyMax 320, offering print
speeds up to 48 cps.

And of course both printers feature
rugged reliability-a hallmark of
Fujitsu products earned from over 30
years as a technology leader and equip
ment supplier to companies worldwide.
Reliability backed by TRW service
nationwide.

Contact your nearest distributor for
your local dealer.
Inquiry 155

At 80 characters per second, the D· M 320T-& 830T

-

DaisyMax 830 is one of the fastest alSY ax
letter-quality, daisy wheel printers
you can buy.

And that means you no longer have
to sacrifice image quality to increase
productivity!

Speed and superb quality are but
two of a long list of benefits you get
with the DaisyMax 830.

Multiple users can share the
DaisyMax 830 since it is designed for
heavy volume word processing envi
ronments. Plus, you get standard



Authorized
Fujitsu

Distributors
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AIgoram Computer Products (415) 969
4533, (714) 535-3630, (206) 453-1136, (916)
481-3466; Allen Edwards Associates
Inc. (213) 328-9770; Four Comers Tech
nology (602) 998-4440, (505) 345-5651;
Gentry Associates Inc. (305) 859-7450,
(305) 791-8405, (813) 886-0720, (404) 998
2828, (504) 367-3975, (205) 534-9771,
(919) 227-3639, (803) 772-6786, (901) 683
8072, (615) 584-0281; Inland Associates,
Inc. (913) 764-7977, (612) 343-3123, (314)
391-6901; Logon Inc. (201) 646-9222,
(212) 594-8202, (516) 487-4949; Lowry
Computer Products, Inc. (313) 229-7200,
(216) 398-9200, (614) 451-7494, (513) 435
7684, (616) 363-9839, (412) 922-5110,
(502) 561-5629; MESA Technology Corp.
(215) 644-3100, (301) 948-4350, (804) 872
0974; NACO Electronics Corp. (315)
699-2651, (518) 899-6246, (716) 223-4490;
Peak Distributors, Inc. (An affiliate
of DyteciCentral) (312) 394-3380, (414)
784-9686, (317) 247-1316, (319) 363-9377;
R2 Distributing, Inc. (801) 595-0631;
R2 Distributing of Colorado, Inc. (303)
455-5360; Robec Distributors (215) 368
9300, (216) 757-0727, (703) 471-0995;
S&S Electronics (617) 458-4100, (802)
658-0000, (203) 878-6800, (800) 243-2776;
The Computer Center (907) 456-2281,
(907) 561-2134, (907) 789-5411; USDATA
(214) 680-9700, (512) 454-3579, (713) 681
0200, (918) 622-8740. In Canada, Micos
Computer Systems, Inc. (416) 624-0320,
(613) 230-4290, (514) 332-1930, (204) 943
3813; SGV Marketing, Inc. (416) 673
2323, (1-800) 387-3860 (outside Ontario);
Systerm Inc. (514) 332-5581.

Additional Ribbon Distributors
AItel Data (403) 259-7814; EKM Associ
ates, Inc. (416) 497-0605; Metropolitan
Ribbon & Carbon (703) 451-9072, (800)
368-4041; The Very Last Word (415) 552
0900, (800) 652-1532 CA, (800) 227-3993
USA. In Canada, Tri-Media, Inc. (514)
731-6815.

Fujitsu Printers
Maximum Quality. Maximum Value.

FUJITSU
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tended input/output system) keeps an
exact copy of the contents of the
screen for each job. A lot of overhead
is involved in screen-buffered mode,
since the XIOS must interpret all cur
sor-control and clearing commands
sent to the screen, Line-buffered
mode will not work properly with win
dowing, however, so both modes are
necessary.

In line-buffered mode, application
programs can use the special escape
commands of the terminal hooked to
the Slicer; in screen-buffered mode,
they must use standard IBM PC
escape commands. Any of the com
mands not implemented on your ter
minal are simulated in software. In
order for this to work, you must use
the SU program described below to
tell CCP/M your terminal's commands
for positioning the cursor and clear
ing the screen.

The third choice of modes is, of
course, between using windowing and
simply haVing the currently active job
fill the entire screen. You may think
that you will always want to use win
dows, but many times you will want
to see the full screen of a job, and it's
nice to be able to just type a key and
have it that way. Also, since the non
Windowing method can use line
buffered mode, output to the screen
can be more efficient.

Besides the operating system itself.
the CCP/M disk contains all the stan
dard CCP/M utilities (PIP. SUBMIT.
GENCCPM, etc.). It also includes W. a
program that can save the current
window parameters and restore them
at a later time, and SU, a setup pro
gram that virtually eliminates the
need for GENCCPM.

SU lets you define the location, data
rate, terminal type, and windowing
parameters of up to 10 physical con
soles, as well as the location, type,
and capacity of on-line disk drives
(which disk is the system disk. what
I/O ports the printers are on, etc). This
can all be done interactively or from
a file that contains all the information
in a readable form. Just as you will
probably never have to reassemble
the CP/M-86 BIOS. you probably will
never have to reassemble the

One strange thing

about CCP/M is that
you have wgo back

w normal CP/M w
format a new disk.
CCP/M-86 XIOS; any changes in hard
ware that are not automatically
detected can be changed with SUo

One strange thing about CCP/M is
that. since the Slicer disk formatter
uses direct disk access, you have to
go back to normal CP/M to format a
new disk; the same applies to making
a new system disk. I am not sure if this
is due to the way the Slicer formatter
program is written or if it is a restric
tion of the operating system itself, but
it would be nice to be able to operate
entirely under CCP/M. As it stands,
you must have regular CP/M to install
Concurrent on your system. Also, the
PC-DOS emulation module hasn't
been included in this version. When
I asked the people at Slicer about this,
they gave a noncommittal reply about
possibly putting this feature in some
time in the future; for now you will
have to boot up MS-DOS to run MS
DOS programs. A year ago this was
normal; now it is a slight annoyance.

The last complaint that I have about
CCP/M is that the characters used to
separate the different windows on the
screen are normal text characters;
they sometimes get lost in the text. It
would be nice if the SU program
could redefine these characters to
allow the use of the graphics charac
ters available on some terminals. The
display might then appear less con
fusing.

ADDING MEMORY
Another sad note about CCP/M is that
it is ineffective when you have only
256K bytes of RAM. With four virtual
consoles, I did not even have enough
memory left over to compile a 30K
byte Thrbo Pascal program, even

(continued)
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Photo 3: The video expansion board supports an IBM-compatible 80 by 24
monochrome display, 640 by 200 bit-mapped graphics, and has two IBM PC slots
and a connector for an IBM replacement keyboard.

when the other three jobs were sitting
idle. This is not really the fault of the
Slicer people; complex operating sys
tems take a lot of memory. and the
only solution is to buy more memory.
Unfortunately. the 256K bytes on the
Slicer is the maximum that can be put
on the main board, one of the
reasons why Slicer designed the Slicer
Expansion Board.

The Slicer Expansion Board and
CCP/M go together nicely. The Expan
sion Board has the extra memory you
need for the larger operating system
and the extra terminal ports you need
to connect multiple physical consoles.
The Expansion Board has the same
dimensions as the Slicer. 256K bytes
of RAM, four more serial ports, a real
time clock, and a Centronics-type
parallel printer port. It is sold in kit
form or assembled, just as the Slicer
is, and plugs into the expansion bus
on the Slicer. It sells for 5575 as a
complete kit or 5395 as just a mem
ory board. You can install multiple ex
pansion boards on the same Slicer, to
a limit of 896K bytes.

COMPATIBILITY
The inability of the Slicer to run many
16-bit application programs for the

THE SLICER KIT

IBM was a major stumbling block in
the past; the designers have produced
a solution. A soon-to-be-released "PC
board" will allow the Slicer to run pro
grams specifically on and for the Pc.
The first questions asked about the
Slicer, "Is it compatible with the PC?"
and "Will it run LDtus?" will now have
the answers "Kind of" and "Yes, with
extra hardware."

Several things are necessary to run
programs written for the PC; video,
for example, must be memory
mapped, and video memory must be
at a certain location in the I-megabyte
address space. The PC board (see
photo 3) has a built-in monochrome
video controller that has the memory
in the right place. If you prefer. you
can also install an IBM monochrome
or color video card. You can plug
many of the other IBM expansion
cards into the PC board, too. The only
cards that can't be used are IBM
memory-expansion cards and cards
that use IBM's DMA (e.g., disk
controllers).

The most impressive thing about
the PC board is that it has the proper
firmware (ROM chips) to support IBM
ROM (read-only memory) calls. This
means that with the PC board, you

will be able to run LDtus on the Slicer
(or so I've been told). The real test will
be Microsoft's Flight Simulator pro
gram, but for most people the abili
ty to run 1-2-3 is the compatibility
they require.

Even without the PC board, you can
still run a lot of stock programs. On
the software development side, Com
puView sells versions of VEDIT that
will run on any CP/M-86 or Ms.-DOS
system, and nearly any compiler for
MS-DOS or CP/M-86 will run on the
unadulterated Slicer. I use CP/M-86
Thrbo Pascal daily and will soon have
Thrbo for Ms.-DOS (a generic Ms.-DOS
version is available as well as the ver
sion that works only on compatibles).
Quite a few C compilers are available
for both Ms.-DOS and CP/M-86 (Manx
C. for instance). and there are several
FORTRAN compilers, too (although,
strangely, only for Ms.-DOS; could the
fact that Microsoft wrote the most
popular FORTRAN compiler have
something to do with this?).

LDtus will not run on the Slicer
without the PC board, but dBASE II
runs with no problems. Versions of
WordStar that do not use the PC
memory-mapped video are also avail
able, so they should run as well. Prob
ably the best way to find out if a pro
gram runs on the Slicer is to borrow
a copy from a friend and try it.

If you get 5Y4-inch drives for the
Slicer, you can directly read and write
IBM PC single-sided and double-sided
disks. You won't have to worry about
getting your software purchases trans
ferred to a special format.

Another good source of programs
for the Slicer is the public domain.
The SIG/M Users Group has several
disks of CP/M-86 software, and Micro
Cornucopia has disks of public-domain
software specifically configured for
the Slicer. Thrbo Pascal and the CP/M
utilities are the only programs I use
on my Slicer that are not in the public
domain.

DOCUMENTATION
Whether you buy the Slicer as a bare
board or as part of an integrated sys
tem, you will receive a 90-page
manual that contains hardware and
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WHY WOULD ANY SANE PERSON
SPEND $199 FOR ABenerBASIC
SYSTEM WHEN DOS's IS FREE?

HERE ARE 10 REASONS:
TEST YOUR SANITY

1. Full support for 640K memory 2. Structured language with BASIC syntax

3. Separately compiled program modules 4. Speed: FAST 5. Extensibility

(Make your own BASIC.) 6. User-defined procedures and functions

7. Built-in windows support 8. Interactive programming language based

on an incremental compiler 9. 8087 math support

10. Runs on IBM PC, IBM PC/XT and compatibles

Summit Software SANE
Technology, Inc.™ NOW AVAILABLE FOR PROGRAMMERS

P.O. Box 99 THE TANDY 2000 & 1200 ORDER
Babson Pork BetterBASIC NOW

Wellesley, MA 02157

~c
Price: $199

1·800-225·5800 8087 Moth Module: $99

BelterBAS1C IS 0 trademark 01
Runtime System: $250

Summil Software Technology, Inc. Sample Disk: $10
IBM PC. IBM PC/Xl and Pc/DOS
ore trademarks allnternational MasterCard, VISA, P.O. Checks,
Business Machines Corp. MS-DOS Money Orders, and

is 0 trademark of Microsoft Corp. c.O.D.occepted.

software documentation. The hard
ware documentation includes a step
by-step assembly guide with sections
on hardware debugging and testing
procedures. There is also a theory of
operation and schematics for all sec
tions of the board with diagrams
showing pinouts of all the connectors.
Most of this is detailed enough to
make it easy to install peripherals and
find hardware problems. A data book
on the Signetics 2681 DUART is in
cluded. as well as a data book and ap
plication notes on the 80186. Unfor
tunately. there is no data sheet on the
TMS4500 RAM controller or the 1797
disk controller chip; apparently. it was
decided that most people would
never need to do anything with these
two chips anyway. but some of us do
like to know.

The software documentation has in
structions for installing the Slicer BIOS
into standard IBM CP/M-86. for run
ning the utilities included on the Slicer
disk. and a very detailed description
of the contents of the monitor
EPROMs. You are not only told about
the commands available in the debug
ger. you are also told how to write
software that accesses the monitor
routines for doing such things as
printing messages. reading and writ
ing on the disk. and so on.

The manual seems to contain
enough information for a person who
has some experience to find his way
around. Some of the information is
sketchy. though. I was not overly im
pressed with the amount of informa
tion included on hooking up a Win
chester drive. Also. the manual seems
not to be organized in any special
order. The first section deals with
CP/M-86 and the utility programs.
then it hops right into kit assembly.
followed by the theory of operation.
then hardware debugging. then the
monitor. and finally back to the con
nector pinouts and schematics. Hard
ware and software are not separated;
they seem to be shoved together in
whatever order they happened to be
in when the manual was stapled
together.

In addition. you also receive the
standard manuals that the software

THE SLICER KIT

firms prepared on the operating
systems.

CONCWSION
Overall. the Slicer is an inexpensive
(for the performance). solid machine
that can be the base of an efficient
software-development system. It can
also be used as a multiuser system in
a small business environment.

I bought the system with the idea
of using it for software development.
and it seems perfectly suited to the
task. I wanted a system that was
reliable. fast. and mildly compatible
with the IBM. The Slicer has remained
totally solid since it was first assem
bled; it is the most reliable piece of
hardware I have ever owned. The
benchmarks comparing the Slicer to
my Big Board speak for themselves;
it is fast. The unmodified Slicer has
problems running some software writ
ten for the IBM. but all software writ-

Inquiry 332

The Slicer is a
solid machine;
it is the most reliable

piece of hardware

I have ever owned.
ten on the Slicer will run on the IBM.
If you must have a true IBM-com
patible. then you should probably
wait for the PC board to be released
or look elsewhere.

The support from Slicer is refresh
ing. too. There is always someone
available to help solve problems
when I call. The Slicer had some prob
lems at first. but most of them have
been solved because the company
actually responds to user requests.•
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~
122 Amber $89.99
123 Green $84.99
124-IBM Amber $149.00
131 Color $309.00
133 RGB . .. $429.00
135-RGB/Color $459.00
136-RGB/Color 629.00

~
ZT-l. . $339.00
ZT-I0 $309.00
ZT-ll $369.00

INovationl1ll
Smart Cat Plus.. .. $329.00
J-Cat... .. $99.99
Smart Cat 103.. .. $179.00
Smart Cat 103/212 $399 .00
AutoCat $219.00
212 AutoCat.. . $549.00
Apple Cat II.. '249.00
212 Apple Cat 449.00
Apple Cat 212 Upgrade. .. 259.00

ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM
ZVM

A ••L. II CALL
AJ'.U IIc CALL
.acIJr'rO CALL

SAKATA
SC-I00 Color... . $249.00
SG-I000 Green.. .. $129.00
SA-I000 Amber $139.00.'IaXAl\I
115 12" Green Mono..... .. Sl39.00
116 12" Amber Mono 149.00
121 Green TTL 149.00
122 Amber TTL Sl89.00
210 Color RGB $239.00
400 Med-Res RGB.. .. ..$319.00
415 Hi-Res RGB.. .. $439.00
420 Hi-Res RGB (IBM) $469.00
440 Ultra Hi-Res RGB $549.00

QUADRAM
8400 Quadchrome $489.00
8410 Quadchrome II $479.00
5420 Amberchrome. .Sl99.00

MODEMS

MONITORS

APPLE

........$69.99

PC COMPATIBLES
~ o SANYO

MBC 880 $699.00
MBC 880-2 $749.00
IIBO 888••••••.••••••••••••.•••949.00
JlBO 888-8 1099.00
IIBO 778 Poriab1 CALL

OOBOBA
D••ktop CALL
Portables CALL

300 Green.. .. ...$129.00
300 Amber.. .. ..$149.00
300 Color/Audio $259.00
310 Amber IBM-Plug $169.00
Color 500 Composite/RGBIVCR1359.00
Color 600 Hi-Res (640 ~ 240).'439.00
Color 700 Hi-Res (720 x 240).'499.00
Color 710 Long Phosphor .......579.00

BMC
1201 Plus (12" Green Hi-Res).$88.99
9191U Color.. .. $209.00
9191 Color Plus.. .. $229.00

NAP
12" Amber ....

NEe
JB 1206 Green 109.00
JB 1201 Green 139.00
JB 1205 Amber .$L49.00
JB 1215 Color.. .. $239.00
JC 1216 RGB $379.00
JC 1460 Color $269.00

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
MAX-12 Amber $199.00
HX-12 RGB.... .$489.00
SR-12 RGB $629.00

A ••La II•••OJ'•••IOBAL .ACII:
64K Apple lIe, DuaJ DiBk Drlve 8<
Controller, Extended 80 Column Card,
Monitor II 8< DOS 3.3 CALL

Desktop CALL

Port.bl CALL

COLUIIBIA

D••ktop OALL
portabl.s CAIiL

S.I

......................... $105.00
MICROSOfT.

MIC.OSTUI'

SOFTWARE

Hayes pC·180

Please (Data Base) $269.00 PC-ISO

LOTUS
Symphony $449.00
1-2-3 $309.00

••AC.T....O~WA..
Peachtext 5000 .'169.00
PeachPack (GLIAP/AR) 219.00

.11 Mle",,,",

WordStar 2000 $299.00
MICROMIM

R:Base 4000 $279.00
MULTIMATa I.T.

Multi Mate 289.00

Crosstalk

VlsiCalc IV Sl59.00

AST

DISK DRIVES

Starting as low as

$1599

IT ALL ADDS YP
IBM SYSTEMS

2S6K, 1-DS/DD DRIVE
KEYBOARD

MULTIFUNCTION
CARDS

IDEA
IDEAmax - ZPR, 64K, C, 5, P$229.00
IDEA mini - YPR, C, 5, P $189.00
IDEAminimax - MPR 128K $229.00
IDEAshare Software $219.00

PARADISE
Five Pack - C. S, P 5189.00

MultiPlan. .. $139.00
ASHTON·TATE

Framework $349.00
dBASE II.. ..upgrade $139.00
~A9II $~9~0

TECMAR dBASE III. .. $389.00
Fridayl '179.00

Captain - 84 $249.00 IUS
Captain Jr. 128K $339.00 EasyWrlter II 249.00

EasySpeller $119.00
EasyFiler $229.00

CONTINENTAL SOFTWARE
1st Class Mail/Form Letter $79.99
Home Accounting Plus $88.99

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
PC Plus/The Boss $269.00

ST.A.Sa
FUe M~ager.. . ........$59.99

I'OX II< GaLLa.
dGraph $139.00
Quick Code.. .. $139.00
dUtil $49.99
Grafox .. .. $139.00

ALPHA SOFTWARE
Electronic Desk.. .. ...... $219.00

BORLAND
Turbo Pascal $49.00

VISICO••

QUADRAM
Quadboard.. .. $229.00
Quadboard II $229.00
Expanded Quadboard.. .. $239.00
Quad 512 + $249.00
Quad 2 Meg.. .. $879.00
Memory Board.. .. $229.00
QuadJr Exp. Chassis $539.00
QuadJr Exp. Memory $219.00
~uadMemJr $229.00

Six Pack Plus $239.00
Mega Plus II.. .. $259.00
I/O Plus II.. .. $ 139.00
Memory MBII.. .. $249.00
A~~~~~~AU

VIDEO CARDS
Amdek - MAl.. $249.00
AST - Monograph Plus $409.00

Graph Pak CALL
Hercules - Graphics $349.00

Color 199.00
Paradise - Modular Graphlcs.$319.00

Multi-Dlsplay $299.00
Eagle - Color $199.00
Quadram - Quadcolor 1.. $219.00

Quadgraph $379.00

MAINFRAME
AST 5251/11.. CALL

5251....... .$579.00
3780 '639.00
BSC.. .. $499.00

DCA IRMA 3270 $899.00

MEMORY CHIPS
4164 RAM Chips (set of 9) .....$29.99

ACCESSORIES
Quadram - Chronograph $89.99

Parallel Card $69.99
Keytronlcs Keyboards 5160, 5151,

6161 Jr, 6149 Jr....CALL

Open Access 339.00 ~
HARVARD SOFTWARE INC. Volksmodem $59.99

Harvard Project Manager $229.00 Mark IL Serial.. $79.99
PI'S Mark VII (AUto Ans/Auto Dial)$99.99

IBM/APPLE Mark XII (1200 BaUd)... .. ..$259.00
Write... .. $89.99 Mark TRS-80.. .. $99.99
Graph $89.99 9 Volt Power Supply $9.99
Report $79.99 (DLI<s-
File $89.99 ._~

Plan.... . $89.99 Smartmodem 300 '199.00
aL.OT.OBIC A.TS Smartmodem 1200 $449.00

Get Organized $139.00 Smartmoderh 1200B... ...$399.00
HUMAN EDGE SOFTWARE Smartmodem 2400.. .. ........$699.00

Communication Edge $129.00 Micromodem lIe... ..$269.00
Management Edge.. . .. $165.00 Micromodem 100.. .. ..$299.00

IDEAdisk 5 to 45 MB .. from $1299.00 Negotiation Edge.. .. $195.00 Smart Com II.. .. $75.99
Tandon 5'(." 320K Floppy. $169.00 Sales Edge.. .. $165.00 Chronograph.. .. $199.00

ce:@OA%~M1ffg~.~o~ @~@fg~
~~~~~~~~E 1-800-233-8950 CANADIAN ORDERS

In PA Call: (717) 327-9575 Ontario/Quebec: 1-800-268-3974
WEST EAST Other Provinces: 1-800-268-4559

P.O. Box 6689, Dept. A103 477 E. 3rd St., Dept. A103 In Toronto: (416) 828-0866 Telex: 06-218960
S~atel!ne, NV 89449 Williamsport, PA 17701 2505 Dunwin Drive, Unit 3

Order Status Number: (717) 327-9576 Customer Service Number: (717) 327-1450 MissiBsauga, Ontario, Canada L5L1Tl

Open purchase orders accepted with net 30 days terms, subject to credit approval. Next day shipping on all stock items. No risk, no deposit
on C.O.D. orders and no waiting period for certified checks or money orders. Add 3% (minimum $5) sIllppmg ana handling on an orders.
Larger shipments may require additional charges. NV and PA residents add sales tax. All items subject to availability and price change.
Call today for our catalog.
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DISK DRIVES
Indus GT Drive (At..ri) $279.00
Rlm.....-J.000.................. . 239~G
Trak AT-D2 389.oo
TraIt AT-D4 '839.00

.OD'"
Micro Bite MB-lloo 129.99

IlfTERJ'XCES
Mlcrobits MB-1150.. . ....$79.99

CX30Paddle...... .. $11.99
CX40 Joy.tlck 7.99
<1:011 Star R..iders. .. $12. 9
4022 Pac M..n. .. $16.99
4025 Defender $32.99
8026 Dig Dug $32.99
8031 Donkey Kong $32.99
8034 Pole Position . . . $32 9
8040 Donkey Kong Jr 32.99
8043 M. Pa.cman 32.99
8044 Jou.t 32.99
6046 Pengo 16.99
6062 Moon F..t""I". .. . ..32.99
4003 Assembler $34.99
8126 Microsoft Basic I or II $64.99

...$14.99

CALL WHILE SUPPLIES LA_S_T_--I
1

800XL ~ 800XL

........$239.00

:TA1U

HOlVIE COlVIPUTERS

VJlRRATIllil

BIB
5 1/4" Disk Head Cleaner..

5'1," SSIDD $21.99
5 'I," DSIOD $29.99

5V,"

Full View 80..

SHARP
PC-1350 159.99
PO-1881 189.99
PO-18.0 109.99
PO-1800A 188.~9

PO-1880A '88.99
CE-125 Printer/Cassette ......... $128.>J9
CE·150 Color Printer C..ssette$171.99
CE-151 4K RAM $29.99
CE-155 8K RAM.. .. $49.99
CE·161 16K RAM $134.99

, -'CE-·500 ROM Library ea $29.99

1340.. . $769.00

-~-----I or Jl 11-1:: ...8....... $129900

VISA'

2000 $94900

PBI.or.as ...,.:or
A][IO. f"£~

AT-l00 Ata.rI Interfllll8 Printerl169.oo 2010116/30 719.00 650 Interf..ce................. ..'109.00
AT-550 Atari Bldirectlon..1.. 269.oo 2060 IBM 639.oo 1010 Recorder '49.99
GP- 00 Parallel Interface $189.00 3610/16/30 $1299.00 1020 Color Printer.. .. ..$79.99
GP-700 Atarl Color Prlnter $489.00 3550 IBM 1399.00 1025 Dot Matrix Printer $199.99
GP-550 Parallel Prlnter $269.00 8810/15/30 1699.00 1027 Letter Quality Printer .$269.99

BllIlC 8650 IBM 1749.00 1030 Direct Connect Modem $59.99
401 L tte Q alit $58900 8027.. .. 339.00 1050 Disk Drive $179.99

e I' u y.................. . ~ 'Ibuc T..ble/Softwar8 $64.99
~i:~~D~~M~~~;.xb:::::::::::::::~:.:~:~ 62. 63. 84. 92. 93, 11360.·-24~l,.."O,.,..'=C"'"A~L~L...--:LI'C'g'·h":t· Penl8oftwa.re 72.99

C.rTCIH Oklm&te-64 $l99.oo cxaa Trao1t B..11 39.99
P Write 7600 '26900 Oklm..te· Ata.rI 199.00 7097 Ata.rI Logo 74.99

ro I' OLYII»U 4016 Pilot (Home) 67.99
~rowrlter 6~;g; ::~.gg Compaot 2.. n >."., 469.00 405 P-ilot (Educ.).......... .'99.99
Srowrr:r .. A10P' ·$479·00 Comp..ct RO $499.00 8035 Atari Wrlter $49.99

H
on DO tMarwrlter CA'LL Needlepoint Dot MatrIx $329.00 5049 VisiC..lc $59.99
ot ot atrlx........................... PANASOIIriC

FIO-40P Starwrlter $949.oo 1090.. .. $219.00 MEMORY BOARDS
FlO-55 Prlntmaster $1099.00 1091 $309.00 Axlon 32K.. . $44.99

CO.JUI][--~---1092 449.00 Axlo 81'< 59.99
ComWriterlI Letter Qua.JIty ..'449.00 1093 649.00 Axlon 128K 269.99

DUIILO QVADIlAJI loUcroblte 64K (600) 109.00
620 Letter Qu..Uty , 749.oo QuadJet 749.oo 8WJP
630 API Letter Qu..llty $l649.oo 8111.,B OOBO.A ATR-8000-16K Z60 CPI'M 349.00

DAISYWRITIIR TP-I000 $449.00 ATR-8000-6'lK" Z80 CPlM $'l99.00
Tractor Feed $119.00 BIT 3

JIPSON SILVIIR RJlED
RX-80, RX-80FT +, RX-100 CALL 400 Letter Quality... .. $279.00
FX-80 +, FX-I00 + CALL 500 Letter Quality $349.00 COMMODORE
LQ 1500, X80 eolor CAI>b 550 ette Quality_....... • $459.oo-..0=;;o;80==-----.:;~.~.~S;;:.~0~0;-:.8;.;][;.=E;:.~~=:-~--~.,~..ft••O..O.-11

JUBI '770 Letter Quallty '799.oo •• _1t1e.....................
6100 449.00 nAB CBM 6096 669.00 00 040 1 00
6300 749.00 Gemini 10X 269.OO CBM 9000 999.00 0•• 1" $1•••00

Gemini 16X 3'79.00 B126-60 99.99 C1541 Disk Drive 249.oo
MA__A. 'l'ALL,y..--_RadU< 10... .. 649.0 032 to 9000 Upgrad .. '499. CI530 Datasette $49-:99

160L.. ..$589.00 R..dlx 15.. . $649.00 2031 LP Disk Drlve $299.00 C1520 Color PrlnteriPlotter $129.00
180L.. . .. $749.00 Powertype $329.00 8050 Disk Drive $999.00 104-801 Dot M..trlx Printer $219.00
Spirit 80... .. $259.00 TOSHIBA 8250 Disk Drlve $1249.00 C1528 Dot M..trix/Seri..I. $299.00

4023 Printer $329.00 CI702 Color MonItor... .. $249.00
8023 Printer $589.00 C1600 VIC Modem $59.99
6'lOCrllitilr 1349.oo C1660 u em 1l9. 9
Z-RAM 299.00 Simon. Basic '29 99

.1UL0.,IOAL .BBUBDALI 0..-•• 1II0BO Silicon Offlce 499.oo .MCS 803 Dot Y:&trlx ).79.00
Gr..phC&rd '84.99 Grappler CD (C84) 99.99 rhe M..nager 199.00 DPS 1101 Da.tsy Printer 469.00

Berlal1 C..rd......... .. 109.00 Grappler + (Apple ·· 1109.00 OAJl9II!!S~NClUleD,------------"U!3l..._--~-__-1I
Microbuffer II + $179.00 Grappler 16K + (Apple) $189.00 FUe (64)... . $59.99
Microbuffer 32K.. .. $199.00 QUADRAllil P..perCllp wlSpell Pack.. .. $84.99 Report (64) $59.99

Mlcrof..zer _ . from $139.00 The Consultant DBMS $69.99 PRIICISION SOFTWARE
Ef..zer (Epson).. ..from $79.99 Bus C..rd II.. .. $149.00 Superbase 64 $59.99

We carry lnterfaces and cables for most computers on the market today. Call to determine 80 Col Display.. . $149.00 PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
your"""qu""'ln.n~.. ..,rr lJ:.-:ii= Wor Pro 2 Plus. .• . ..$159.QQ

r'f£.... _. --- Word Pro 3 Plus 189.oo
.0 01 .0na1t1e CO"'Pll,.rt.II•.00 BD! Disk Drive '299.00 Word Pro 4 Plusl6 Plus ea.ch.'1l39.00(h.eJ HEWLETT PC-8231 Disk Drlve 619.00 BD2 Disk Drive. .. 529.00 Info Pro.. . 1'79.00

--"""'''''=' PACKA=R=D=-__-pPg:~~~~~ T~~~mR~C~:~;~I'8::~i~~:~'-...I-n-d-U-S-G~'I1~1C~J~I?P:~-$27900 fOWldmeeet;nSlsystratemtor:I.... · ""'~$$3~5999'~9~
PC-8201-06 8K RAM Chlps ....$105.oo PERSONAL PERIPHERALS
PC-8206A 32K RAM Cartridge$329.00 Super Sketch Graphics P..d .....$39.99

TOLL FREE I~I
ORDER LINE CANADIAN ORDERS

In PA Call: (717) 327-9575 Ontario/Quebec: 1-800-268-3974
WEST EAST Other Provinces: 1-800-268-4559

P.O. Box 6689. Dept. A103 477 E. 3rd St., Dept. A103 In Toronto. (416) 828=0866 Telex. 6-218960
Stateline, NV 89449 W1l11amsport, PA 17701 2506 Dunwin Drive, Un1t '3

Order Status Number: (717) 327-9676 Customer Servloe Number: (717) 327-1450 M1BS1Bsauga. Ontario, Canada L5LITl

CANADIAN ORDERS: All pr1ces are subJeot to sh1 in tax and ourrency fluotuations. Call for exact I!r1cing in Canada. INTERNATIONA
ORDERS: All orders placed with U.S. offices for delivery outSide the Continental United States must be pre-paid by certified check only.
Include 3% (minimum $5) shipping and handling. EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS: Additional discounts are available to qualified Educa
tional Institutions. APO Ill! FPO: Add 3% (minimum $5) shipping and handling.
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FOR U IV
SUCCESS

FORMULA IV™ailows you to create a multi..user environment by
adding terminals to your IBM PC-at a fraction of the cost of
networks and hardware modification. Advanced record locking
capabilities enable users to run several FORMULA lyTapplica..
tions at once while ensuring data integrity In addition, with
FORMULA lyTM you will be able to run word processing and
ASCOM:

M
the versatile communication software, multi..user.

For more information contact:

~
WE SPEAI YlUllA-.®

DYNAMIC MICROPROCESSOR ASSOCIATES, INC.
545 FIFTH AVENUE, N~ NY 10017 212-687-7115 TELEX 4940954
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B·A·R·G·A·I·N C·O·M·P·U·T·I·N·G

PUBLIC~DOMAIN

GEMS
BY JOHN MARKOFF AND EZRA SHAPIRO

A selection of free and nearly free software
for the IBM PC and the Macintosh

ALTHOUGH RECENT YEARS have
witnessed the widespread distribution
of commercial software, it wasn't
always this way. In fact. many of the
original microcomputers were home
built machines running home-built
programs. You were lucky if any soft
ware existed for your machine: most
programmers wrote their own. As
computers grew cheaper and more
powerful. they began to spread, but
the market for utilities, programmers'
tools, character-based games for
video-display terminals, and similar
programs was not large enough to
warrant commercial exploitation.
Small computers designed as busi
ness and development systems
became the targets for creative pro
grammers working at more mundane
tasks, as had the mainframe com
puters before them. These hackers
traded programs with each other, and
public-domain software was born.

The real mushrooming of public
domain software in the microcom
puter arena can probably be traced
to two phenomena. First was the
emergence of the CP/M-80 operating
system, which provided a common
ground for software development.
and second was the work of Ward

Christensen, a programmer who de
signed a simple protocol for the suc
cessful transmission of compiled pro
gram files from one computer to an
other. His XMODEM protocol. often
called the Christensen protocol. is still
the basis for most personal computer
telecommunications. XMODEM served
as the kernel for a series of terminal
emulation programs that are still
evolving, and it spurred the spread of
microcomputer-based bulletin-board
systems (BBSs). With the addition of
error-free file-transfer capabilities,
these electronic message centers
soon became an ideal distribution
system for programs as well as ideas.
Today, there are hundreds-if not
thousands-of BBSs in operation
around the world.

The advent of the IBM PC in 1981
changed the nature of the personal
computer, and it has changed the
nature of public-domain software as
well. Once IBM adopted it. the per-

Ezra Shapiro is the West Coast bureau chief.
You can reach him at BYTE, 425 Battery
St.. San Francisco, CA 94111. John Markoff
is a senior technical editor for BYTE. Write
to him at McGraw-Hill, 1000 Elwell Court.
Palo Alto, CA 94303.

sonal computer was no longer a
curiosity. As significant as the explo
sion of independently developed
commercial software has been to the
success of the IBM Personal Com
puter. public-domain software and
"Freeware" (user-supported software)
have played an equally vital role.

FREEWARE
The concept of Freeware was de
veloped by Andrew Fluegelman.
(Because he has trademarked the
term, this kind of software is referred
to generically as "user-supported"
software.) This is software for which
you pay only if you believe the pro
gram has value to you. The first pro
gram to be developed and sold as
Freeware was PC-Thlk, a communica
tions program for the IBM PC au
thored by Fluegelman. Since then,
dozens of programs have appeared as
Freeware or under similar, related
schemes. Freeware programs can be
freely copied and distributed, thus
providing this type of software with
a grass-roots channel of distribution.
The programs usually come with a
message suggesting a donation rang
ing from $10 to $50. Underlying the

(continued)
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concept of "user-supported" software
is the idea that the copying of pro
grams should be encouraged rather
than restricted, as is currently the
practice in the commercial software
sector. Coupled with this are the ideas
that the value of a program is best
assessed by the user and that the per
sonal computer community should
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have an interest in supporting the
development of useful software.

The programs listed in this article
are only a small sampling of what is
available. BBSs around the country
permit the downloading of free soft
ware for every type of popular per
sonal computer. In some instances
system operators (sysops) who main-

Inquiry 13

tain the BBSs charge the user a fee to
subscribe to their systems, but in most
cases software can be downloaded
for the cost of a phone call. Locating
a local BBS with software available for
downloading to your computer can
be tricky. Bulletin-board systems are
often run by computer hobbyists and
come and go at the whim of the
owners. To find a current list. it is best
to check either a well-established sys
tem in your community or a commer
cial on-line service such as The
Source, CompuServe, or NewsNet;
each maintains relatively current lists
in various databases. Also, several of
the books mentioned in the bibliog
raphy at the end of this article include
comprehensive lists of BBS phone
numbers. IEditor's note: As a service to our
readers, BYTE maintains the BYTEnet
Listings bulletin-board system, which contains
public-domain software and listings tram some
of the articles appearing in the magazine. The
number is (603) 924-9820.1

Tracing the development of public
domain software can be an engross
ing activity. Frequently, programs are
made available in both object- and
source-code form, permitting others
to modify·them-and to fix bugs Thus
public-domain programs tend to
evolve even when they aren't sup
ported by the original authors.

The following programs were
chosen because of their popularity or
because they have become our favor
ites. We've included distributors' ad
dresses where possible. The pro
grams are generally available on
bulletin-board systems, in computer
club software libraries. and. in some
cases, in CompuServe Special Interest
Croup (SIC) databases.

SOFTWARE FOR THE IBM PC
Much of the public-domain software
for the IBM PC traces its roots back
to the world of CPIM hackers. After all.
PC-DOS (or MS-DOS) is merely an
evolutionary step from CPIM using a
newer microprocessor, and many of
the familiar programmers and pro
grams have made the jump to 16 bits.
In fact. many of the "standard" fea
tures of MS-DOS as distributed by

(wlttiltuedj
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<3!iJ/!.f!2.'lB
A subsidiary of Zitel Corporation

2446 Verna Court
San Leandro, CA 94577
14151895·0798 TELEX: 704521
Houston, TX 17131680-1944

Multiuser Cmtcurreltl DOS is a trademark 0/ Gifford
Computer Systems. Concurrem DOS is a rrademark of DiR/"tal
Research. Inc. A RCNET is a trademark 0/ Doropoim
CorplJration. IBM PC-XTis a registered trademark of IBM
Corp()rolion. CompuPro is a registered trademark 0/
CampI/Pro Corporation. Lows 1-2-3 is a trademark 0/ Lotus
Development Corp. Virtual Terminals is a (rademark of
Cr//ort! Computer Systems.

Gifford nets a big one:
Simplicity.

If you've gone through the ordeal of
typing as many as seven commands
just to get on and off a network,

Gifford has your number.
A single, menu
driven network
command
handles all your

I
!!!!i::~ network options.

Everything you
need is right in

front of you. The net
effect is simplicity-and sanity.

If you'd like to see how Gifford's
Multiuser Concurrent DOS can

solve your networking problems, or
if you'd like to know about Gifford's

~~~~~=-IIIIIJ~ie~t!" selection of multiuser systems and
software options, call (415) 895-0798.

Or write us at the address below.
We'll send you a free networking
brochure and give you the name of
the nearest dealer.

by offering full
screen concurrency;
you can run up to four

programs simultaneously from one
physical terminal.

The safety net.
Multiple users
can mean
multiple security
problems. Gifford's

securityen
hancements

include

reminder messages, message of the
day, automatic startup and shut
down procedures, and easily prepared
files for initializing terminals, printers,
and network nodes.

Gifford's Virtual Terminals~
increase productivity

login
account
names and
encrypted

passwords
to control

access to the system. Users
can be further restricted
to specified

~

I

I
,.,

Gifford adds to your
net worth.

Our enhancements of Concurrent
DOS make it possible to get more and
better work done in less time. Network
wide features include electronic mail,
event calendar, inter-terminal
communication, user time
accounting and usage report ""',...~..-

generation, telecommunications, ~~:::::::::::~:==Iuser expandable HELP facility, I

Gifford's
Multiuser Concurrent DOS:

The net that "'orbI

Gifford has the network solution. It's
simple, fast, secure, complete, and it
works. Multiuser Concurrent DOS is
based on Digital Research's Concurrent
DOS, the only major microcomputer
operating system specifically
designed for networking.

Users can share disks and
printers transparently, and can
also take advantage of true mul
tiuser features like file and
record lockout. And Gifford
has added a bundle of features
that makes Multiuser Concurrent
DOS easy to install and use. It lets you
get right to work.

Our net is ARCNEr.~(
Multiuser Concurrent
DOS utilizes Datapoint's
ARCNE'f, the most popu
lar network hardware in
the industry. It's reliable,
economical, and fast - so
you can add users
without overload
ing the network.

You can net-
work up to 255
single and multi
user systems. You
can connect single or
multiuser Gifford or CompuPro~
systems as well as IBM PC-XTs~Dual
processor Gifford and CompuPro
systems can run thousands of 8 or 16 bit
CP/M or MP/ M applications. PC-XTs
can run 16 bit CP/M and MP/M
programs as well as most popular
MS-DOS applications, such as
Lotus 1-2-J:"
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A SUBSID fA RY OF DUCOMMUN fNCORPORA TED

3 speeds and graphics, too.
Dataproducts SOlO-under $550 at MTI.
Whether you buy, lease or rent, you'll find MTI is the one source
for all the computer and data communications equipment, applica
tions expertise and service you'll ever need. At great prices. Call us.

• 180 cps dataprocessing printing
.90 cps text quality printing
.30 cps letter quality printing
• Dot addressable graphics
• Bit image or raster graphics
• 10, 12, 13.3 and 17.1 cpi allows

for up to 136 char. on 8 in. line
• IBM compatibility
• Serial and Parallel interfaces
• Bi-directional tractors
• Multipart forms handling

transfer protocol that permits binary
file transfer. There is now a compiled
version of PC-Thlk III available that
runs on an IBM PC with only 128K
bytes of RAM (random-access read/
write memory). There are even
patches available for the basic pro
gram that permit it to display split
screens and to operate at 450 bps
(bits per second) using a 300-bps
modem. The suggested donation is
$35. (The Headlands Press Inc. POB
862, Tiburon. CA 94920.)
ONE RINGY DINGY (I RD): Written by
lim Button, author of PC-File and
other user-supported programs, 1RD
features a command language with
auto-log-on capability and data rates
as high as 9600 bps. It also supports
the Christensen XMODEM protocol.
Suggested donation: $25. (Button
ware, POB 5786, Bellevue, WA 98006.)
OTHERS: Kermit is a file-transfer pro-

(continued)

Computer & Data Communications Equipment
Sales / Leasing / Service / Systems Integration
Digital, Intel, Texas Instruments, Hewlett-Packard, Dataproducts, Diablo,
Lear Siegler, Esprit, Link, C,ltoh, Racal-Vadic, MICOM, Yen-Tel, Develcon,
PCI, U.S.Design, Digital Engrg" MicroPro, Microsoft, Polygon & Select,

New York: Outside N.Y.: New Jersey: Ohio: Kentucky:
516/621-6200 800/645-6530 201/227-5552 216/464-6688 502/426-1497
718/767-0677 Pennsylvania: 800/521-0167 California:
518/449-5959 412/931-9351 513/891-7050 818/883-7633

pes Caps LDck and Num LDck keys on
the screen.

COMMUNICATIONS PROGRAMS
PC-TALK III: The Apple Macintosh has
been criticized for its current lack of
commercial software, but the same
situation characterized the IBM PC
when it was first introduced in mid
1981. Initially, no professional com
munications software was available
for the PC To fill the gap, Andrew
Fluegelman wrote PCThlk in inter
preted Microsoft BASIC The program
caught on because it could be freely
copied and because IBM users were
receptive to the idea that they paid
for the program only after they had
a chance to use it and discover for
themselves whether or not it was a
good value. PCThlk permitted users to
automatically dial remote computers
and send and receive files. Eventual
ly it supported the XMODEM file-

Microsoft are direct descendants of
CP/M public-domain programs. Also,
higher-level languages such as C have
smoothed out the transition from one
operating system to another. While a
few of the operating-system
dependent programs, such as Ward
Christensen's marvelous disk
editor/debugger DU (Disk Utility), have
only made the jump to CP/M-86, more
and more programs are appearing
every week in MS-DOS versions.

As a result. quite a few of the
"smaller"' utilities greatly resemble
their CP/M ancestors. There are
modem programs, sorted directory
programs, file utilities, languages, and
the like that are merely good rewriting
jobs. (In many cases. though, the
source code has been optimized to
make use of the larger memory
capacity and improved graphics capa
bility of the IBM PC) Even the names
of these cloned programs are often
identical to those of the original CP/M ,-- _
versions.

Some of the best of these clones
are programs developed as adjuncts
to the tedious business of file transfer.
The modem programs are the ob
vious example. but a great deal of
thought has gone into devising ways
to cut down on long-distance tele
phone bills. There are a number of
programs that can compress and de
compress files, often by as much as
40 percent. Most have names like
Squeeze and Unsqueeze. There is also
an important archiving program
called LU (Library Utility). Originally
written by Gary Novosileski for CP/M.
an MS-DOS version by Tom Jennings
is now making the rounds. LU can
create a "library" of frles with its own
internal directory and storage system.
You can take a collection of seldom
used files that are cluttering up your
directory and reduce them to a con
venient package that exists as a single
directory entry.

There are also a good number of
programs that perform functions
peculiar to MS-DOS. These include
volume labelers, RAM-disk programs,
and copying programs. Of particular
interest are programs such as KEY
STAT. which displays the status of the
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Fido takes the

concept of the BBS

a step further.

tocol and terminal-communications
program that makes it easier for per
sonal computers to interact with
mainframes and minicomputers. De
veloped at Columbia University, Ker
mit is available in the public domain
for a variety of computers including
the IBM PC and the Macintosh. MEX
is a rather powerful and complex ter
minal program that can be found in
the databases of a number of the
CompuServe SICs. It. too, can be con
figured for most popular systems.
Finally, the ubiquitous descendants of
Ward Christensen's original MODEM
program (MODEM795 seems to be
the latest revision making the rounds)
shouldn't be overlooked. The user
interface may be a bit clunky. but the
programs are time-tested, functional.
and you certainly can't beat the
price.

BULLETIN-BoARD SYSTEMS
RBBS-PC: The most widely available
BBS program for the IBM PC is similar
in design to CP/M's RBBS and CBBS
systems. It permits sending messages,
downloading files via XMODEM, and
posting bulletins. It is designed to run
on the IBM PC or XT and requires
128K bytes and at least two floppy
disk drives. The current incarnation,
RBBS-PC version CPCI21. includes a
provision for recording and storing in
formation on users. A recent beta-test
version we've seen claims to support
full conferencing, and it should be
widely available within the next few
months
FIDO: Written by programmer Tom
Jennings, Fido takes the concept of
the BBS a step further (see the
October 1984 BYTE West Coast. page
357) In addition to supporting mes
saging, Fido provides XMODEM and
a series of other communications pro
tocols that permit batch file transfers.
Fido also contains FidoNet. a simple
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electronic-mail system that permits in
dividual unattended Fido systems to
transfer messages to each other auto
matically.

WORD PROCESSORS
AND TEXT EDITORS
PC-WRITE: Written by former Microsoft
programmer Bob Wallace, PCWrite is
one of the most ambitious attempts
at making a success of the user
support concept. PCWrite is a fast in
memory editor with a separate for
matting program. It provides for split
screen editing, permits user-definable
keyboards, supports PC-DOS 2.0,
allows for recording and playback of
keyboard sequences, and permits
block moves and a variety of other
commands. PCWrite is marketed
under an arrangement that Wallace
refers to as "Shareware," a variant of
Fluegelman's original Freeware idea;
PC-Write is freely copyable. The pro
gram comes with documentation on
the disk in a compressed form.
Wallace will sell the program and
documentation on a disk for $10;
however, he also encourages users to
register for $75. Registration entitles
users to a printed copy of the manual.
a free upgrade of the next major pro
gram release, a Pascal and assembly
language source disk, and a $25 com
mission when someone else registers
from a copy of your registered disk.
(Quicksoft. 219 First N. #224, Seattle,
WA 98109)
FULL SCREEN EDITOR: D. W. Daetwyler
wrote this program. In his documen
tation he refers to it as a TPLR. (The
Price Is ... Reasonable?) product and
asks for a contribution of $35, which
entitles the user to future updates of
the program. Full Screen Editor offers
features similar to those of IBM's Per
sonal Editor program. It is designed
primarily as a program-development
tool. particularly for Pascal or FOR
TRAN programmers. The program is
available widely on BBSs around the
country.

DATABASES
PC-FILE: Written by Jim Button and
distributed by his company, Button
ware, PC-File is one of the classic user-

supported programs. It is a simple file
manager (not based on a relational
model) that supports a maximum of
10,000 records and 41 fields per data
base. Data can be imported and ex
ported to other programs such as
Multiplan, VisiCalc, and MailMerge.
PC-File has excellent sorting capabili
ties. Most of the program functions
are available by pressing one of the
PC special-function keys from the
Master Menu Screen. PC-File version
III. introduced at the start of 1984,
added data encryption, calculated
report fields, and support for floating
point notation. Requested donation:
$45. (Buttonware, POB 5786, Bellevue,
WA 98006)

GAMES, UTILITIES,
AND PROGRAMMING TOOLS
CORE WAR: An IBM PC implementa
tion of the Core War game was
described by A. K. Dewdney in his
"Computer Recreations" column in
the May 1984 issue of Scientific Ameri
can. 'TWo player-written assembly-lan
guage programs (the assembler is a
simple nine-instruction language)
operate concurrently within the same
segment of memory. A program
"loses" when it hits an instruction that
it cannot execute. The game is writ
ten in Small C by Kevin Bjorke.
SMALL C: This language, written by
Ron Cain, is a compact subset of the
C language model developed by Ker
nighan and Ritchie. It exists for almost
every major operating system and is
a boon for those who wish to ensure
source-code portability for their
programs.
MVP FORTH: This is a public-domain
version of the Mountain View Press
implementation of the FORTH lan
guage. Available either as a compiled
program or as assembly-language
source code, it is a full working
FORTH easily equivalent to commer
cial programs. The source code can
also be used as an excellent reference
for those who wish to build their own
threaded interpretive languages.
LADYBUG: Originally derived from
Logo, this is a graphics-oriented pro
gramming language. It contains many

(continued)
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-DISKETTES-

ZENITH
Z-122 (12" ambe,) $139
Z-123 (12"9,een) 109

NEC
JB-1201 (12" 9,eenl .$155
JB-1205 112· ambe" 155
JC-1212112· co'o". . . .339
JC-1216112" AGBI . . . . . .439

AMDEK
300 G 112" 9,.enl 135
300 A 112" ambo,) 145
310A(lBMPC) 165
600 , 449

BMC

TELEVIDEO
910
914 .
924 .........•.
925 .
950 865
970/50 .

QUME
102 GR. or Amb $549
108 Gr. or Amb 719

-MODEMS-

ZENITH
Z-29 .
ZT·l0 ..
ZT-ll

ESPRIT SYSTEMS
Esprit $485
Esprit II11De1achabie KeyboardJ. .. 649

N.Y. residenlS. add appropriate sales tax. We ac
cept VISA and Master Card. Personal and company
checks. allow 2 weeks to clear. C.O.D.·s require a
25% deposit. All prices and offers may be with
drawn without notice.

New!
Televideo Personal Terminal
PersonalTerminal. $399
Personal Terminal. . . . 529
w/300 band modem

Personal Terminal. .
w/1 200 band modem

HAYES
Smartmodem 300 $189
Smartmodem 1200 479
Smartmodem 1200B 429
Micromodem II-E 219

NOVATION
D-Cat $149
J-Cat 99
Apple Cat II 249
103 Smart Cat. 179
Smart Cat'+ 339
103/212 Smart Cat 399
212AutoCat 549
Access 1-2-3 . . . . . . . .. 399
SIGNALMAN
Mk XII 279 Volksmodem .59
MkVII l29 MkIL .....$75

U.S, ROBOTICS
300 Baud Password $ 149
1200 Baud Password 339
PC 1200 Baud Modem 329
S 100 1200 Baud Modem 329

WYSE
50 . 549
300 Colo< 1089

MORROW
NEW Pivot Call
2 droves. 256K. Modem. LCD

MD-3 $1927
2 drives. Prnt. MDT-70 Terminal

ALTOS Call

-SYSTEMS-

IBM PC BOARDS
AST Sixpak plus 64k 299
AST Megaplus 256k 569
Microsoft 256k RAM Board 299
Plantronics Color + Board .399
Ouadram New Ouadboard. . .Call
Ouadram Ouadlink Board Call
Tecmar 1st MATE Board 229
Tecmar Graphics Master Board. 569
PC Peacock Graphics Board 299
64k Chip Kit 19 Chips). . Call

SOFTWARE
Discount Prices on

Most Popular
Manufacturers!

COLUMBIA
VP Portable Call
MPC 1600-1 Call
MPC 1600-4 Call

CROMEMCO .........•... Call

IBM Call

NEC
PC-8201 Portable Call
PC-8800 Small BusIness System 1669
PC-8800 16·B;1 System 1999
PC-8aOa Syslem w/B-in, Drives 2299

NORTHSTAR
Advantage Call

SANYO
MBC li&G-2 Cell
MBC &&6-1 1139
MBC &&6-2 Cell

APPLE
Apple II-e wll d"ve. 22BX$1035

TELEVIDEO
Tel.PC , Cell
Tel.XT Cell
lPC·II Portable Cell
ZENITH
151-22w/2Drives $2495
151-22 w/Hard Disk 3995
161-22 Portable Call

... $7912 AU 112" green) •...

PANASONIC
12" Green Monochrome $169
12" Amber Monochrome 179
13" RGB.... . 379

PRINCETON
SR-12 ............•........... 625
Scan Doubler 205

SAKATA
50·1000 12"G'een $105
SG-loo12"CoI0< 269
SG-ZOO 12"RGB 539

TAXAN
KG 12N(12'g,eenl $129
210 113" colo,) ... . ..299
400 (13" AGB colo< 1• • ••• 299
410 (13" AGB colo'i 379

Maxell
5'/4" MDl $22.95
5'/4" MD2 . . 32.95

3M/Scotch
5'/4"SSDD .......•.... $21.95
5'/4" DSDD 30.95

Educator
Lifetime Warranty
5'/4" SSDD '.' $16.95
5'/4" DSDD 21.95
Flip 'n' File/hold,500;,'" 17.95

-HARD DISKS
CORVUS
20Mg. (IBM or Apple). $3315

TALLGRASS
TECHNOLOGIES
20MB Hardfile Disk
for IBM-PC . . . . . . ..2695
GreatIek Call
T_ CaIi
TIJIt)o.10 Yo height Call

ANADEX
DP-9501B $1049
DP-9620B. . . . . . . . . .. . .1099
DP-9625B 1199
DP-6500 2299

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
TI855 wlTract. . . . . . .. . $849
TI 810RO Package. . . . Call

C.ITOH
Prowriter 8510A Par. . . $315
Prowriter 851 OA Ser 415
Prowriter II Par. . . 499
Prowriter II Ser. . .. 549

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini lOX. . . $259
Gemini 15X 389
Radix 15 Call

.. $299
............ 599

Adverused prices reflect a cash discount on prepaid
orders only. Most ilems are In stock for immediatt'
dehvery In factory sealed cartons With full factory
warrantees.

.... $879
... 1705

MANNESMAN TALLEY
MT-1601 . . $529
MT-160L 579
MT-180 L 829

PANASONIC
KX·Pl090 $279
KX-Pl091 329

NEC NEWNEC 2050 979

IBM 2050. $479 3530 $1490
3510.. 1219
3550 .... 1499 8023 .... 279

QUME
Sprint 11/40 $1299
Sprint 11/55 1499
Sprint 11/90 Call

RITE MAN Infofunner $299

OKIDATA
ML-82A 0'" ...Call
ML-83A . . f OlJf . .Call
ML-92 Par... . fO. \..O~ Call
ML-92 Ser Na"" . I ..Call
,\IlL 92SA (APPLE) 'CaS, .. Call
ML-93 Par pfl Call
Pacemark 2350 Par Call



Slicer Computers, Inc.
2543 Marshall St. N.E., Minneapolis, MN 55418
612/788-9481 • Telex 501357 SLICER UD

of the graphics commands. proce
dure-making commands. and control
commands found in the Apple II im
plementation of Logo developed by
Terrapin Inc. It also has a library of
procedures. a full-screen editor. and
support for two displays and sound.
Requested donation: $35. (David N.
Smith. 44 Ole Musket Lane. Danbury.
CT 06810.)
CHASM (CHEAP ASSEMBLER): Written
by David Whitman. CHASM is an
8086 assembler. It is not a macro
assembler. but it will perform many of
the functions that the IBM Macro
Assembler does. CHASM produces
directly executable code and does not
require a linker. CHASM also supports
two methods of getting assembly-lan
guage subroutines into Microsoft
BASIC Requested donation $30
(David Whitman. 136 Wellington Ter
race. Lansdale. PA 19446)
EPISTAT: This is a collection of pro-

SLICER-THE
SYSTEM THAT
GROWS TO FIT
YOUR NEEDS

PUBLIC DOMAIN

grams written in BASICA for statistical
analysis of relatively small data
samples. There are 21 different pro
grams that can perform 34 common
statistical tests or functions. Results
can be printed. graphed. or saved to
disk. Requested contribution: $25
(1facy L. Gustafson. M. D.. 1705 Gat
tis School Rd.. Round Rock. TX
78664)
NEWKEV: This user-supported ProKey
style program allows redefinition of
just about any key on the IBM PC key
board. Keyboard-definition files can
be saved. loaded. or merged
UN-WORDSTAR: One of our favorite
(and most useful) utilities was written
as an assembly-language demonstra
tion by Gene Plantz. UnWordStar
quickly strips the high-order bits out
of WordStar files. converting them to
straight ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information Interchange)
text. Plantz's version is not the only

THE SLICER
Real 16 Bit Power on a Single Board
Featuring the Intel 80186
• Complete 8 MHz 16-bit micro-

processor on a 6" x 12" board
• 256K RAM, plus up to 64K EPROM
• SASI port for hard disk controller
• Two full function RS232C serial ports

with individually programmed
transmission rates -50 to 38.4K baud

• Software co"mpatibility with the 8086
and 8088.

• 8K of EPROM contains drivers for
peripherals, commands for hardware
checkout and software testing

• Software supports most types and
sizes of disk drives

• Source for monitor included on disk
• Bios supports Xebec 1410 and

Western Digital WD 1002 SHD
controller for hard disks

Fully assembled and tested only $995
Also available in several kit forms

THE SLICER SYSTEM
EXPANSION BOARD
For expanded memory, additional ports,
and real time clock
• Up to 256K additional dynamic RAM
• 2 RS232C asychronous ports

with baud rates to 38.4K for
serial communication

SLICER"

one: this is a wheel that seems to be
reinvented by every assembly-lan
guage programmer. In fact. we're now
beginning to see programs that go the
other way. converting ASCII files to
WordStar.
MORERAM: This program has been
adapted by DanielO'Brien from ar
ticles in several personal computer
magazines. It permits an IBM PC to
use more memory than is allowed via
the motherboard memory switches.
Of course this involves violating
regions of memory that IBM has
designated "reserved:' Moreram also
has the beneficial side effect of allow
ing faster power-up sequences by
making the motherboard memory
switch settings appear to be set to
64K bytes
SCREENSAVE: This is another handy
utility. It blanks your screen if you
leave your keyboard for any extended

(continued)

• 2 additional serial ports for
asynchronous RS232C or
synchronous communication (Zilog
8530 SCC)

• Real Time Clock with battery backup
for continuous timekeeping

• Centronics type parallel printer port
Fully assembled and tested only $800

Available in several kit forms also

THE SLICER PC EXPANSION BOARD
Gives your Slicer high performance
video capability
• IBM compatible monochrome video
• Video memory provides 8 pages of

text or special graphics capability
• 2 IBM type card slots for color video,

I/O expansion. etc.

• IBM type keyboard port
Fully assembled and tested only $600

Available in several kit forms also

Also available: The Slicer 80188 system.
5 1/4" form factor. Call or write for
more information.

Operating systems are CP/M 86 by
Digital Research. Inc. ($85), and MS DOS
by Microsoft Corporation ($175).

MasterCard, Visa. Check, Money Order,
or C.OD. Allow four weeks for delivery.
Prices subject to change without notice.
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TEK2213AJ2215AJ2235
DUAL TRACE OSCILLOSCOPES

THE ANSWER
BY ANY MEASURE

Now! Tek quality and expert advice
are just a free phone call away!

100 MHz dual
time base scope.
Easy-to-read CRT;
bright, full-sized
8x10 cm; 14 kv
accelerating
potential complete
with BEAM FIND.
separate AlB
dual intensity
controls, FOCUS
and TRACE
ROTATION.

Wide range verti
cal sensitivity.
Choose from
2 mV/div (1x
probe) to 50 V/div
(10x probe);
color-keyed for 1x
and 10x probes;
variable control
increases scale
factor by 2.5 to 1.

Two 100 MHz,
high sensitivity
channels. 3.5 ns
risetime; dc to :;;.
100 MHz band
width from 5 V/div
to 5 mV/div;
extended sen
sitivity of 2 mV/div
at:;;. 90 MHz.

AlB sweep selec
tion. Calibrated
A sweeps from
50 ns/div to
0.5 s/div; B sweeps
from 50 ns/div
to 50 ms/div; vari
able control fat up
to 2.5 to 1 reduc
tion and 10x
magnification for
sweeps to
5 ns/div.

Dual time base
measurements.
Select either A or
B sweeps, or both
alternately with A
intensified by B.

B trigger slope
and level. Use B
trigger level to
select B-triggered
or run-alter-delay
modes; use B
TRIGGER SLOPE
to select transitions.

Our direct order line gets
you the industry's leading
price/performance portables . ..
and fast answers from experts!
The 60 MHz single time base delay
2213A, the 60 MHz dual time base
2215A and the 100 MHz dual time
base 2235 offer unprecedented
reliability and affordability, plus the
industry's first 3-year warranty*
on labor and parts, CRT included.

The cost: just $1200 for the
2213A, $1450 for the 2215A,
$1650 for the 2235.t Even at
these low prices, there's no
scrimping on performance. You

have the bandwidth for digital
and analog circuits. The sensitivity
for low signal measurements. The
sweep speeds for fast logic fami
lies. And delayed sweep for fast,
accurate timing measurements.
All scopes are UL Listed and CSA
approved.

You can order, or obtain
literature, through the Tek
National Marketing Center. Tech
nical personnel, expert in scope
applications, will answer your
questions and expedite delivery.
Direct orders include comprehen
sive 3-year warranty*, operator's

manual, two 10X probes, 15-day
return policy and worldwide ser
vice backup.

Order toll free:
1-800-426-2200,
Ask for Rick.
In Oregon, call collect
(503) 627-9000.
Or write Tektronix, Inc.
P.o. Box 500, Delivery Station Y6-088
Beaverton, OR 97077

COMMITTED TO EXCElLEI'IoCE

Copyright © t984, Tektronix. Inc. All rights reserved #TIA-439-1 tPrice F.O.B. Beaverton, OR '3-year warranty includes CRT



Extended Batch
Language (EBL) is a
programmer's delight.

length of time. saving wear on the
phosphor. To bring the screen display
back. simply press any key.
EXTENDED BATCH LANGUAGE: EBL is a
programmer's delight. It is a relative
ly simple command programming lan
guage that can be used to generate
powerful DOS batch files. It operates
with versions of PC-DOS from 1.1
through 2.X. In programming applica
tions it permits the chaining of a long
sequence of tasks between linkers.
compilers. debuggers. and editors
with an intelligent link between all of
them. It is offered as user-supported
software by the Seaware Corporation.
Suggested contribution: $30. (Sea
ware Corporation. POB 1656. Delray
Beach. FL 33444.)
HEX COM: This program converts
COM and EXE format files to hexa
decimal form and vice versa. Written
in assembly language. it will convert
an 80K-byte hexadecimal file and
download it to a floppy disk in about
15 seconds. It is used extensively for
exchanging binary file information be
tween systems that do not share the
Christensen XMODEM protocoL It
was written by Martin Smith and is
available from the IBM PC SIG on
CompuServe.
ULTRA-ZAP, ULTRA-FoRMAT, ULTRA
FILE: These are a series of utility pro
grams similar to The Norton Utilities.
Ultra-zap displays and modifies sec
tors on a disk. searches for character
sequences in disk or file sectors. fills
or zeros disk sectors. and interrogates
disks to display their protection tech
niques. Ultra-Format formats standard
or copy-protected disk tracks and also
repairs files containing "flaky" sectors
by placing a fresh format on a track
without erasing prior data. Ultra-File
displays all the directory information
about a disk file. assigns and removes
system or hidden status of a file.
builds files. and resurrects erased files.
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PUBLIC DOMAIN

(FreeSoft Ultra-Utilities. POB 27608,
St. Louis, MO 63146.)

PUBLIC-DOMAIN SOFTWARE
FOR THE MACINTOSH
Public-domain and user-supported
software for the Macintosh is bur
geoning. It has been limited to date
because of the absence of BBS soft
ware for the Macintosh. Though there
are currently several BBS systems that
support the Macintosh, they are.
ironically. on IBM or Apple II com
puters. As a result. the undisputed
best spot to hunt for Macintosh soft
ware is the Macintosh section of the
CompuServe Micro-Networked Apple
Users Group (MAUG) SIG. This SIG
has become one of the busiest sec
tions on CompuServe and now in
cludes a special section for devel
opers that is being supported by
Apple Computer's technical staff (on
their own time!). It is also a lively
discussion forum for program devel
opers and both novice and experi
enced Mac users.

When the Macintosh was first intro
duced. there was no communications
software available for the new com
puter. To fill the gap, Dennis Brothers.
a Massachusetts-based programmer.
wrote Madep (Macintosh Terminal
Emulator Program) in Microsoft
BASIC. permitting Macintosh users to
get on line and transfer files. Since
then, a number of other public
domain and user-supported commu
nications programs have been written
for the Macintosh. Maderminal from
Apple and a number of other com
mercial packages are also available
now.

The list that follows is a sampling of
some of the best of today's programs
from the Macintosh section of the
MAUG SIG. Many of these programs
are also available on disk from local
Macintosh computer clubs.

Because the Macintosh is such a
new computer and so unlike most
other systems on the market. be
warned that acquiring Mac public
domain software is not without its
risks; quite a few of the programs kick
ing around are programmers' experi
ments designed to provide experi-

ence in working with the user inter
face-for the programmers. not for
you. You may encounter major flaws
that will never be corrected. On the
other hand. this phenomenon pro
vides some delightful surprises; there
are some very impressive names
generating interesting programs as
these programmers work on perfect
ing the skills necessary for generating
more commercial products.

There are currently several hundred
programs available for the Mac; we
expect a veritable explosion of soft
ware now that the 512 K-byte Macin
tosh is readily available as a low-cost
development machine. The emer
gence of new languages over the next
few months will also spur the develop
ment of public-domain and user-sup
ported software. as will the increasing
number of commercial programs
(look for templates and all sorts of
conversion utilities). There's a final en
couraging sign: As the Mac continues
to attract the attention of graphic de
signers, we can expect to see quite a
few more programs that reflect their.
needs.
MAdEP V. 187: The Macintosh Ter
minal Emulator Program written by
Dennis Brothers is probably the most
celebrated example of Macintosh
public-domain software. Madep per
mits the Macintosh user to do the
telecommunications basics. It is writ
ten in Microsoft BASIC and includes
provisions for setting parameters and
uploading and downloading files.
Brothers is currently working on an
improved version.
RED RYDER 3.0: This communications
program for the Macinto$h is written
by Scott Watson and marketed under
the user-supported concept. Red
Ryder is currently written in Microsoft
BASIC and makes extensive use of
overlays on the 128K Macintosh. It in
cludes auto-log-on and many other
features.
DESK ACCESSORY MOVER: CE Software
markets this user-supported utility
program under the "MacHonor" sys
tem (that is. the company trusts you
to pay the suggested donation if you
find the program useful). Desk Acces-

(wntinued)



Gould. . . lnnCNation and Quality in Hard Copy Color Graphics

You need a plotter
thatS compatible with
yourha~ software
and, especially, you.
Moreand morecompanies arediscovering that color
graphics help them communicate faster and more
persuasively.
When you make this discovery, you'll want a Color
writer™ pen plotter from Gould. Because CoIorwriters
are easy to use, and can meet all of your business
and technical graphic needs. They'll work with vir
tually any computer and the most popular software
packages available.
Whetheryou want simple barcharts orcomplicated
CAD/CAM drawings in 8112" X 11 " or 11 " x 17" formats,

Gould
CoIorwritet:.
The compatible
plotters.

we'vegotaplottertosuityourneedsand yourbudget.
Plus, we've got a unique automatic chart advance
option for volume graphics applications.
When you buy a Gould Colorwriter plotter you're
getting 45 years of proven experience in hard copy
graphicstechnology. That's why you alsoget one of
the best warranties in the business.
For more information and the nameoftheColorwriter
dealer ·nearest you, call toll free 800-447-4700,
operator99. OrwriteGould Inc., Recording Systems
Division,3631 PerkinsAve. ,Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

-> GOULD
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DeSmet
C

PUBLIC DOMAIN

8086/8088
Development
Package

FULL DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE
• Full K&R C Compiler
• Assembler, Linker & Librarian
• Full-Screen Editor
• Execution Profiler

Complete STOW Library (>120 Func)

Automatic DOS 1.XJ2.X SUPPORT
BOTH 8087 AND S/W FLOATING POINT
OVERLAYS
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE

First and Second in AUG '83 BYTE
benchmarks

SYMBOLIC DEBUGGER

Examine & change variables by
name using C expressions
Flip between debug and display
screen
Display C source during execution
Set multiple breakpoints by function
or line number

DOS LINK SUPPORT

Uses DOS .OBJ Format
LINKs with DOS ASM
Uses Lattice® naming conventions

Check: 0 Dev. Pkg (109)
o Debugger (50)
o DOS Link Supt (35)

SHIP TO: _

_________ ZIP _

C~R~R~I~
P.O. BOX C

Sunnyvale, CA 94087
(408) 720-9696

All orders shipped UPS surface on IBM format disks.
Shipping included in price California residents add
sales tax. Canada shipping add $5. elsewhere add
$15. Checks must be on US Bank and in US Dollars.
Call 9 a.rn - 1 p.rn to CHARGE by VISNMC/AMEX
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sory Mover allows users to add and
delete desk accessories from the
Macintosh desktop. A number of desk
accessories are also available. includ
ing the famous-or infamous.....:·bug:·
a tiny six-legged creature that crawls
around (as a background task) on the
screen. even if you've crashed the
system. (CE Software. 801 73rd St..
Des Moines. IA 50312. (515)
224-1995.)
BINHEX VERSION 2: This assembly-lan
guage hexadecimal conversion pro
gram was written by Yves Lempereur
as a demonstration of the Mainstay
MacASM Editor/Assembler. The new
est version converts compressed files.
The program runs many times faster
than an early BASIC version written
by William B. Davis )r. and others. It
has special knowledge of the Macin
tosh program file structure.
MENUEDIT: Andy Hertzfeld. a
member of the Macintosh design
team, wrote this menu editor. It per
mits adding, deleting, and altering
menu titles and makes it possible to
add command-key shortcuts for each
menu item.
OSAKA FONT: One of the reasons that
the Macintosh has achieved such
wide acceptance is its bit-mapped
graphics. Many users are now using
font editors to create their own fonts.
Osaka is a micro-miniaturized font
that offers a compression of screen
space of almost 30: I compared to
New York 12-point. Whole paragraphs
shrink to a small line of unreadable
bars, but they can be zoomed up to
be legible by selecting a larger font
size with the mouse. Osaka Font was
designed by R. W. Zehr.
SCHEMATIC FONT: This is a special font
for creating electronics schematics in
MacPaint or MacDraw. It includes
ANDs. ORs, NORs, transistors, and
resistors. Designed by Paul Dobbs.
LIFE: Apple programmer Bill Atkinson
has created an excellent mouse
driven graphics-oriented version of
the classic game of Life. Atkinson has
also placed a simple card-file data
base program in the public domain.
REVERSI: This version of the game
Othello was written by Robert J.
Woodhead, of Wizardry-game fame.

He asks users to make a donation to
a fund for the blind.
DALEKS: This simple game for the
Macintosh was programmed by
Johann Strandberg while he was at
Apple.

MAC BBS
As this article was being completed
we discovered that the first low-cost
Macintosh BBS program had been an
nounced by Connick and Associates
Inc.. 2329 Old Trail Dr.. Reston. VA
22901. This program was scheduled
to be shipped in November and was
being priced at $50.

SUMMARY
This. article has touched on only a
small fraction of the free or nearly free
software available for the IBM PC and
the Apple Macintosh. Many other
computers and operating systems.
especially CP/M-80 systems and mem
bers of the Apple II family. also have
a great deal of user support. Finding
user-supported software for your
favorite computer will require a little
detective work on your part. But if you
look. you're certain to find your own
public-domain gems. _
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Give US a call at 1-800-NITEOWL
(in Wisconsin, call 414-563-4013)

Crosstalk XVI is a trademark of Microstuf, Inc., Atlanta, GA
MEX·PC is a trademark of NightOwl Software, Inc., Rt. 1, Box 7, Fon Atkinson, WI S3538

Last year, the NightOwl
del ivered MEX, the
Modem EXecutive that
tamed the 8-bit com
munications frontier.

This year, he's doubled
his byte with MEX-PC
the supercharged 16-bit
communications pack
age for the IBM-PC
and he's looking to take
on the big boys, feature
for feature.

$59.95
(includes MEX-PC software and com
plete manual)

•

Supports all popular modems. Pro
grammable for unattended
operation. Extensive HELP
overlay. Auto-dial and redial
• Alternate long distance dialing
(ALD) • "List" dialing with auto
matic baud switching • Instant de
fining of IBM-PC function keys •
Fast creation of custom "smart"
phone directories • All popular
protocols - extended Christensen
XMODEM (Checksum and CRe) Com
pu5erve A. ASCII (X-on. X-off) odd
even-none bit parity • A CLONE
routine for unlimited creation of cus
tomized versions. Full access to
your own operating system and soft
ware while logged onto a host
system • Delay-adjustable Break
key. DOS-compatible commands

• Supports all monitors. port
switching. named directories. on-line
printing. IBM-PC-XT-AT - all DOS
levels. 110 to 9.6fXJ baud.
Source code for any overlay available
free upon request

"Individually, each of these fea
tures enhances the experience
of telecomputing, but together
they add up to enormous
power and flexibility. . . one
of the most innovative and so
phisticated communications
packages available. . . MEX has
been greeted with universal ac
claim."
That's how Link-Up magazine
described the 8080 version of
MEX last September. Now,
there's MEX-PC!

You've struggled with over
priced, so-called smart termi
nal software long enough.

Now, experience the genius,
the economy, the power! of
MEX-PC.
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Which electronicmail
seIVice delivers much more

thanmai1?

CCBY03

Please send me more details about The Source.

o 0 I own a personal computer.
yes no
Mail to: Source Telecomputing Corp.

1616 Anderson Road
Mclean, VA 22102

SourceMailSM

Electronic Mail
Mailgram® Message

Service
PARTICIPATETM

Computer Conferencing
CHAT Interactive

Communications
News Bulletins
UPI News Service
Associated Press
Scripps-Howard News

Service
Accu-Weather™
The Washington Post

Electronic Edition
Sports
BYLINES Feature

News
Portfolio Management
Real-Time Stock Quotes
Delayed Stock Quotes
Spear Securities Online

Trading
Media General

STOCK VUE
Donoghue Investmel1l

Newsletter
INVESTEXT Research

Reports (1st Qtr. 1985)
Management Contents

Publication Abstracts
Employment Services
UNISTOX Market

Reports
Commodity World

News
BIZDATE Business

Magazine
MICROSEARCHTM

Hardware, Software
Reviews

Member Directory
POST Bulletin Board

Classifieds
Member Publications
Official Airline Guide®
A-Z Worldwide Hotel

Guide
Travel, Hotel

Reservations &
Ticketing

Restaurant Guides
Travel Tips, Tours,

Discounts
Movie Reviews
CompuStore Electronic

Shopping
Games,Educational

Quizzes

Telephone #

State Zip

Name

City

Address

TheSOtiIre,"
The mostpowerful resource

anypersonalcanputercan~.

The Source is a service mark of Source Tclccompuling
Corporation. a suhsidiary of The Reader's Digest AssociC1lion.
Inc. The source services <:Ire offered in participation
with Control O•.IIa Corporali~. Source Telecompulin~

Corporation. 1985. MCI Mail M i~~service mark of MCI
Communications Corp. EasyLink is a service mark of
Weslern Union.
·111 Virginia or outside the continenwl U.S. call 00]) 734·7500.

plus reasonable hourly
usage fees.

Call 800-336-3366*
and you can have the
power of The Source
working for you in a mat
ter of minutes.

Or for more informa
tion, visit your nearest
computer dealer or mail
the coupon below.

Everyone of these
electronic mail services
does a very good job of
delivering the mail.

But only one delivers
so many more online ser
vices with equal expertise.

The Source.
With The Source, you

can have the daily news
delivered along with your
daily mail. Make airline
reservations. Trade stocks.
Hold a computer confer
ence. Communicate with
thousands of people who
share your interests.

Even get the latest
word on new hardware
and software products, in
seconds.

All this, and more,
along with the electronic
mail service called "the
most powerful available
anywhere."

And all for just $49.95,
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B·A·R·G·A·I·N C·O·M·P·U·T·I·N·G

AN XLISP
TUTORIAL

BY DAVID BETZ

This public--domain language lets you experiment
with artificial intelligence

XLISP IS AN EXPERIMENTAL programming language
based on LISP with extensions to support object-oriented
programming. I designed it to give users of inexpensive
personal computers the chance to experiment with con
cepts from the field of artificial intelligence and the
discipline of object-oriented programming. I wrote XLiSP
in a straightforward dialect of C to allow maximum por
tability. It will run with little modification on almost every
small computer system for which a C compiler exists. I
have placed XLiSP in the public domain, and it is available
in both source and compiled form from many computer
users groups. You may also obtain XLiSP by downloading
it from one of the many public-access bulletin-board
systems around the country that support file transfer.
1Editor's note: XLiSP is also available for downloading via BYTEnet
Listings. Tfie number is (603) 924-98201

BACKGROUND
In his book Artificial Intelligence (reference 4). Patrick Henry
Winston defines that field as "the study of ideas that
enable computers to be intelligent:' He goes on to say
that the central goals of artificial-intelligence research are
"to make computers more useful" and "to understand the
principles that make intelligence possible:' This field has
been receiving increasing attention recently, and under
standing its basics is becoming important. The LISP pro
gramming language is frequently used for developing proj
ects in the area of artificial intelligence, and it served as
the basis for much of the philosophy and syntax of XLISP

Since the appearance of the August 1981 BYTE, the com
puter community has also given increasing attention to
object-oriented programming. That issue was devoted to

a language called Smalltalk-80, the first language to be
based entirely on the concept that all data within a pro
gram should be represented by a collection of objects and
all manipulation of data should take place through the
sending of messages. Many of the articles were written
by people from the Xerox Learning Research Group, who
had been doing research into object-oriented program
ming for many years. Daniel Ingalls, in an article called
"Design Principles Behind Smalltalk" (reference 3), wrote
that "Computing should be viewed as an intrinsic capabili
ty of objects that can be uniformly invoked by sending
messages." However, Smalltalk-80 is much more than just
a programming language; it is an entire programming en
vironment built around an object-oriented language.

XLiSP provides the essential mechanisms required to
experiment with object-oriented programming. It is a sub
set of LISP and is adequate for learning the basics of the
LISP language. It is not a full implementation of LISP, nor
is it an alternative to Smalltalk-80. Its advantages over
more complete implementations of LISP are that it is avail
able free of charge and comes with complete source code
in a high-level language. It has been ported to many dif
ferent machines and operating systems, and users have
found it easy to extend to fill their own special needs.
XLISP is a framework within which to tryout new ideas.

I consider myself a hobbyist in the field of artificial in
(continued)

David Betz (114 Davenport Ave" Mancfiester, NH 03103) is tfie
inventor of XLiSP and various applications based on tfie principle
of artificial intelligence. He is a senior software engineer for Hastecfi
Inc., developing text-composition software for tfie newspaper industry.
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telligence, not an expert. I have been intrigued by attempts
to produce intelligent machines and was anxious to learn
more about the techniques used to approximate intel
ligent behavior. I invented XLiSP because I wanted to ex
perimentwith some of those techniques at home. I could
have used the big mainframe machines at work, but I
wanted to learn about artificial intelligence and object
oriented programming on my own personal computer.

When I first started developing XLlSP, my home system
was a Digital Equipment Corporation PDT-I III 50 running
the RT-II operating system. This machine contains an
LSI-II processor with 60K bytes of memory and two
single-sided, single-density floppy-disk drives.

I chose C as the development language for XLiSP for
several reasons. The most immediate was that a public
domain compiler for C was available from the Digital
Equipment Computer Users Society (DECUS) and an RT-II
version of the compiler was available that would run on
my PDT. The only other language to which I had easy ac
cess was MACRO-II. the assembly language for the PDP-II
processors. I wanted XLiSP to be portable to other pro
cessors and operating systems. Buying the PDT was a good
way to get into home computing. but I knew that I would
eventually own a machine that would run a more popular
operating system. I wanted to be able to continue using
any software that I developed for the PDT on any new com
puter that I might acquire.

I also wanted to be able to share my work with users
who had goals similar to my own. In order to share soft
ware with others who have different processors and dif
ferent operating systems, I needed to write XLiSP in a lan
guage common among the systems involved. Implemen
tations of C were springing up for every imaginable pro
cessor. so it seemed like the logical choice.

The decision to use C instead of assembly language was
not without trade-offs. The code produced by typical
microcomputer C compilers tends to be both slower and
more space-intensive than hand-coded assembly lan
guage. Most microcomputer LISP interpreters have been
written in assembly language. so XLiSP was bound to be
slower than other interpreters on similar machines. How
ever. since XLiSP was to 'be a language for experimenta
tion, I decided that Cs advantages of portability and ease
of extension outweighed the speed and size problems.

The ease with which XLiSP could be ported to other
systems became apparent early in its development cycle.
A friend wanted to experiment with XLiSP. He had a
CP/M-80 system and a copy of the Aztec C compiler. In
only a few hours of editing. he was able to get my PDP-II
version of XLiSP running on his Z80 system. Eventually.
I made XLiSP even more portable by adding conditionals
to control the compilation process and tailor the system
to other compilers and operating systems. You can now
compile the same source code for XLlSP-without any
editing-on the PDP-II under RT-ll. RSX. and UNIX; on
the VAX under VMS and Berkeley UNIX; on the 8080 or
Z80 under CP/M-80; on the 8088 or 8086 under CP/M-86
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or MS-DOS; and with several other compilers and oper
ating systems. This ease of portability has allowed many
users to contribute to the development of subsequent ver
sions of the interpreter.

PROGRAMMING IN XLiSP
XLiSP is a conversational language: When you invoke it.
it responds with a prompt. Interaction with XLiSP consists
of a three-step process:

I. The user types an expression in response to a prompt.
2. XLiSP computes the value of the expression.
3. XLiSP prints the value of the expression

This process is repeated for as long as XLiSP is running.
It is called the "read-eval-print" loop. The XLiSP prompt
is the "greater-than" symbol (». The appearance of this
character at the beginning of a line indicates that XLiSP
is waiting for you to type an expression to be evaluated.
Like LISP. XLiSP expressions use parentheses to indicate
function calls. XLiSP responds to a function call by
evaluating an expression of the form

(function arg I arg2 . . . argn)

The left parenthesis is followed by the function name. the
arguments to the function, and a closing right parenthesis.
Here is an example of an expression to add two numbers.
followed by XLlSP's response:

>( + 23)
5

This example illustrates how I will show interactions with
XLiSP in this article: the XLiSP prompt. followed by your
input. followed-on a line without a prompt-by the
response XLiSP generates in response to that input. This
is exactly the way real interactions with XLiSP take place.

XLiSP also uses a second type of prompt. which con
sists of a number followed by a greater-than symbol. XLiSP
uses this type of prompt when the expression that you
typed in response to the previous prompt contained at
least one unmatched left parenthesis. The number pre
ceding the greater-than symbol indicates the number of
unmatched left parentheses'in the preceding expression.
as in the follOWing example

>(+ 2
1>(*34))

14

The line you entered in response to the first prompt con
tained one unmatched left parenthesis. This fact is in
dicated by the digit 1 preceding the prompt on the sec
ond line. The number of parentheses is balanced at the
end of the second line, so XLiSP computes the value of
the expression and prints it.

Let's step back a bit and look at the kinds of expres
sions that XLiSP can recognize. Since the structure of

(continued)
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XLISP is largely based on LISP, it breaks expressions down
into the same basic categories. As such. it has really only
two different types of expressions: atoms and lists. Atoms
are symbols. numbers, character strings, files. and objects.
Here are some examples of atoms:

132

"a string"

my-function

The first is a number, the second is a character string, and
the third is a symbol.

Lists are ordered collections of atoms or other lists. Here
are some examples of lists:

(red orange yellow)

o
(+ 2 (* 3 4))

The first list contains three elements, each of which is a
symbol. The second list contains no elements and is called
the "empty list" or "nil:' The third list contains three
elements, the last of which is itself a list containing three
elements.

Atoms and lists taken together are called symbolic ex
pressions or "s-expressions:' The last list in the example
above illustrates one of the most important and powerful
concepts of XLISP (and LISP): Data and programs are rep
resented identically. Thus. we can talk about the expres
sion (+ 2 (* 3 4)) as a piece of data to be manipulated
by a program. Or we can pass this expression to the XLISP
evaluator to obtain its value as an executable expression.
Because XLISP programs are themselves composed of
XLISP expressions. we can write a program that constructs
other programs.

Another capability that goes along with the ability to
construct programs is being able to execute a program
after it has been constructed. This capability is provided
by XLISP in the function eval. When eval is given an ex
pression. it returns the result of evaluating the expression.
For example. if we associate the expression (+ 2 (* 3 4))
with the symbol x (using the function setq. explained
below). XLISP will return the expression when we enter x:

>x

(+ 2 (* 3 4))

If. however. we use the eval function. XLISP evaluates x:

> (eval x)

14

In the following example, notice that there is a single
quote character immediately preceding the argument to
be evaluated. Here and elsewhere, this quote tells XLISP
to treat the expression following it as a constant rather
than an expression whose value is to be computed. This
constant expression is passed to eva!. which responds by
returning the value of the expression:
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> (eval 'x)
(+ 2 (* 3 4))

All of the examples so far have used numbers and
arithmetic operators. XLISP is also capable of processing
lists. Three basic functions provide the most primitive
manipulations of lists. The first is car. When you apply
the function car to a list. XLISP responds with the first
element of the list:

>(car '(my dog has fleas))

my

The second function is cdr. When you apply the function
cdr to a list. XLISP responds with the remainder of the
list after removing the first element:

>(cdr '(my dog has fleas))

(dog has fleas)

These two functions let you take lists apart. A corre
sponding function, cons, allows you to construct new lists.
When you apply the cons function to two arguments.
XLISP returns a new list with the first argument as the first
element of the list and the second argument as the rest
of its elements:

>(cons 'all '(musicians like bach))

(all musicians like bach)

You can also combine these functions to do more com
plicated things:

> (car (cdr '(mozart (is a) composer)))

(is a)

The evaluation of this expression begins with the applica
tion of function cdr to the argument (mozart (is a) com
poser). This results in the expression ((is a) composer),
which is given to the car function. The car function then
returns the first element of this list. (is a). This construct
extracts the second element of a list.

Now let's define a single function to extract the second
element of a list. This requires the use of a function called
defun, which associates a function definition with a
symbol.

>(defun second (x) (car (cdr x)))

second

The function defun returns the name of the function just
defined as its value. Notice that I have not supplied any
single-quote characters before the arguments to defun:
defun is a "special form:' which means that it takes its
arguments unevaluated. After this function definition has
been entered. you can use the function second to extract
the second element of a list:

> (second '(mozart (is a) composer))

(is a)
(continued)
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> x
(mozart (is a) composer)

And in conjunction with the preceding function definition
for second:

>(second x)

(is a)

If no value has been associated with the symbol. an error
is reported.

Several XLiSP functions test whether a condition is true.
They are called predicate functions. One predicate func
tion is null. which takes one argument and returns t if the
argument is an empty list and nil otherwise:

> (null '())

t

> (null '(a b c))

nil

Another predicate function is eq, which takes two
arguments and returns t if the arguments are identical and
nil otherwise. XLiSP uses the value t to represent "true"
just as it uses the value nil to represent "false:' (Actually,
any value other than nil is interpreted as "true." XLiSP uses
the value t when there is no other more meaningful value
to use instead.) Here are some examples of eq:

>(eq 'a 'a)

t

>(eq 'a 'b)

nil

Another of XLlSP's special forms is cond, used to con
ditionally evaluate expressions. It is often used in conjunc
tion with the predicate functions to control the execution
of a program. A conditional expression has the form

(cond

(condition-I action-I-! action-I-2 action-I-n)

(condition-2 action-2-1 action-2-2 ... action-2-n)

You can also associate values with symbols, using the
special form setq, which evaluates its second argument
and associates this value with its first argument. which
must be a symbol. For example:

> (setq x '(mozart (is a) composer))

(mozart (is a) composer)

The special form setq returns the new value of the sym
bol. Thereafter, when the XLiSP evaluator encounters a
symbol. it returns the value associated with the symbol:

(condition-m action-m-I action-m-2 ... action-m-n))
(continued)
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By packaging the definition of an

object with the definition of the

procedures that manipulate it, you

can change the implementation just

by changing the definitions.

XLiSP evaluates this expression by evaluating each of the
conditions, in order. until it finds one that is true. If XLiSP
finds a true condition, it executes the actions associated
with that condition, and the value of the expression is the
value of the last action for that condition. If none of the
conditions is true. the value of the expression is nil. Here
is an example of cond:

>(setq a 0)

°> (cond ((eq a 0) (setq a 1))

1 > (t (setq a 0)))

1

First. you set the value of the variable a to 0. The condi
tional expression then says that if the value of a is 0. set
the value of a to I and return 1. If the value of a is not
equal to 0, then XLiSP evaluates the second condition (t).
finds it to be true. sets the value of a to 0, and returns° Since. in this case, the value of a is 0, XLiSP sets the
value of a to I and returns 1. Checking the value of the
variable a confirms that this has happened:

>a

If you had set a equal to any number other than 0, the
expression would have returned 0.

OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING IN XLiSP
XLiSP also provides a simple facility for experimenting
with object-oriented programming. An object-oriented
program consists of classes. which contain objects. Each ob
ject in a class is an instance of that class and has the same
structure as every other instance of that class. For exam
ple, to borrow from the article "The Smalltalk-80 System"
(reference 6), we can define a class called Point. (By con
vention, a class name always begins with a capital letter.)
The instances of the class called Point are points in a two
dimensional field. each of which has data in the form (x,y).
The x and yare the instance variables of the class Point. Each
instance of Point has a set of values for these variables.
A class also has class variables. which refer to data that
is common among all instances of the class.

The information contained within the structure of an ob-
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ject can be accessed only by the procedures defined
within the object's class. These procedures are called
methods and they are invoked by sending messages. A
message is a request to an object to perform some
manipulation of its internal data by executing a method.
For each message that an instance can answer, there is
a corresponding method that contains the code to com
pute the answer to the message.

One advantage of packaging the definition of the struc
ture of an object with the definition of procedures that
manipulate it is that you can change the implementation
of an object just by changing this package of definitions.
Any code that interacts with an object does so only by
passing messages and is not dependent on the internal
structure of the object. It is only dependent on the
message protocol used to manipulate the object.

Each class contains a dictionary that associates message
selectors with methods. When a message is sent to an ob
ject. XLiSP determines the class of the object. looks up
the message selector in the message dictionary of the
class. and evaluates the code within the method
associated with the message.

In XLiSP. you send a message to an object by evaluating
an expression of the form

(object selector argl arg2 ... argn)

For example, to create a new class, you enter the
expression

> (Class 'new)

< Object: #159B>

In this expression. the object is Class and the selector is
new. There are no arguments. Although this may seem
confusing, the object Class is an instance of the class
Class-it is the only object in XLiSP that is an instance
of itself. Objects that are instances of Class respond to
the message new by creating a new instance of that class.
XLiSP responds by returning the new object's location in
memory. However. it isn't very useful to create a class
unless you can refer to it again. To do this. you associate
the new object with a name, as shown below.

For the purpose of illustration, we will define a class of
objects that represent simple dictionaries. Each instance
of this class will be a dictionary capable of storing entries
that consist of a name and a value. You will be able to
create new dictionaries. add entries to an existing dic
tionary. and find previously stored entries. To create the
dictionary class, type

> (setq Dictionary (Class 'new))

< Object: #194F>

This expression creates a new class and assigns the result
to the symbol Dictionary.

To store information in a dictionary. you must provide
each instance of the Dictionary class with an instance
variable to refer to this information:

(continued)
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> (Dictionary 'ivars '(entries))

<Object: #194F>

The message ivars defines the set of instance variable
names used by each instance of a class. In this case, we
need only one instance variable, entries. It will refer to
an association list of names and values representing the
entries in the dictionary.

You must also initialize new instances of the Dictionary
class. You do this by defining a method for XLlSP's isnew
message. Whenever you create a new object by sending
the message new to a class object. XLiSP automatically
sends the newly created object the message isnew, which
allows the new object to initialize its instance variables.

To define a method for isnew you use the function
answer. A class object responds to the message answer
by entering a new selector-method pair into its message
dictionary. The arguments to answer are the name of the
selector. the formal argument list. and a list of expressions
representing the method for answering the message. In
the case of a dictionary object. all you need do is define
a method that initially sets the list of entries to nil

> (Dictionary 'answer 'isnew '0
1 > '((setq entries nil)

2 > self))

< Object: #194F>

This illustrates another feature of message sending in
XLiSP Whenever the XLiSP evaluator sends a message
to an object. it first associates the symbol self with the
object to which it is sending the message. This allows code
within the method to refer to the receiver of the message.
Because isnew is called immediately after an object is
created and the result of sending the isnew message is
also the result of the original new message, it is impor
tant for the isnew method to return the value of the sym
bol self. This value will be the new object.

Now we'll define the messages that will be used to
manipulate the dictionary objects The first will be called
add and will add a new entry to the dictionary

> (Dictionary 'answer 'add '(name value)

1 > '((setq entries

3 > (cons (cons name value) entries))

2> value))

< Object: #194F>

Now it's time to create a dictionary and add some
entries:

>(setq d (Dictionary 'new))

< Object: #166D>

>(d 'add 'mozart 'composer)

composer

>(d 'add 'winston 'computer-scientist)

computer-scientist
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'The first expression above creates a new instance of the
Dictionary class. The second expression adds an entry for
mozart with the value composer. The third expression
adds an entry for winston with the value computer
scientist.

It's no good having a dictionary unless it's possible to
find words that have been entered into it. We'll define a
method for a message called find that will let you find en
tries previously added to the dictionary by add.

>(Dictionary 'answer 'find '(name &aux entry)

1> '((cond ((setq entry (assoc name entries))

4> (cdr entry))

3> (t

4> nil))))

< Object: #194F>

This expression defines find as the message that returns
an entry on the condition that the entry exists. The defini
tion also points out two more features of XLiSP The first
feature allows you to introduce local variables in a user
defined function or method by including their names in
the formal argument list preceded by &aux. These
variables will be initialized to nil before the code in the
function or method is executed. The second feature, a
function called assoc looks through a list of name-value
pairs for a particular name. If it finds a name. XLiSP returns
the pair. If not. it returns nil.

Now that the find message has been defined, you can
retrieve entries from the dictionary:

>(d 'find 'mozart)

composer

>(d 'find 'winston)

computer-scientist

>(d 'find 'bozo)

nil

If we try to find a name that has previously been added,
we get the value associated with that name. If we try to
find a name that is not in the dictionary, we get nil back
as the value.

Our definition of the Dictionary class is now complete
You can create new dictionaries, add new entries to a dic
tionary, and find previously added entries,

HIERARCHIES
XLiSP also provides a hierarchical class structure. Every
class is a subclass of some other class. The root of this
hierarchy tree is the class called Object This is the only
class that is not a subclass of another class. A class in
herits all of the instance variables, class variables, and
message dictionaries from all of its superclasses (the
superclass of any class is the class of which it is a subclass).
This inheritance mechanism lets you define classes that
are specializations of other classes. An example might be

(continued)
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5.8" x 3.8" x I"
Push-Ta-Select Switch

Property List Functions

(get <sym> <prop» GET THE VALUE OF A PROPERTY
(putprop < sym > < value> < prop» PUT A PROPERTY ONTO A PROPERTY

LIST
(remprop < prop> < sym » REMOVE A PROPERTY

Destructive List Functions

List Functions

Table I: The built-in functions of XLiSP version 1.2.

Evaluation Functions

(car <expr» RETURN THE CAR OF A LIST NODE
(cdr <expr» RETURN THE CDR OF A LIST NODE
(caar <expr» = = (car (car <expr>))
(cadr <expr» = = (car (cdr <expr»)
(cdar <expr» = = (cdr (car <expr»)
(cddr <expr» = = (cdr (cdr <expr>))
(cons < exprl > < expr2 » CONSTRUCT A NEW LIST NODE
(list <expr> ... ) CREATE A LIST OF VALUES
(append <expr> ... ) APPEND LISTS
(reverse < expr » REVERSE A LIST
(last < list» RETURN THE LAST LIST NODE OF A LIST
(member <expr> <list» FIND AN EXPRESSION IN A LIST
(memq <expr> <list» FIND AN EXPRESSION IN A LIST
(assoc <expr> <alist» FIND AN EXPRESSION IN AN ASSOCIATION LIST
(assq <expr> <alist» FIND AN EXPRESSION IN AN ASSOCIATION LIST
(length <expr» FIND THE LENGTH OF A LIST
(nth <n> <list» RETURN THE NTH ELEMENT OF A LIST
(nthcdr < n> < list» RETURN THE NTH CDR OF A LIST
(mapcar <fen> <Iistl> <Iistn» APPLY FUNCTION TO SUCCESSIVE CARS
(maplist < fen> < listl > < listn » APPLY FUNCTION TO SUCCESSIVE CDRS
(subst <to> <from> <expr» SUBSTITUTE ONE EXPRESSION FOR ANOTHER
(sublis <alist> <expr» SUBSTITUTE USING AN ASSOCIATION LIST

(eval <expr» EVALUATE AN XLiSP EXPRESSION
(apply <fun> <args» APPLY A FUNCTION TO A LIST OF ARGUMENTS
(funcall <fun> <arg> ... ) CALL A FUNCTION WITH ARGUMENTS
(quote <expr» RETURN AN EXPRESSION UNEVALUATED

Symbol Functions

(set <sym> <expr» SET THE VALUE OF A SYMBOL
(setq <sym> <expr» SET THE VALUE OF A SYMBOL
(defun <sym> <fargs> <expr> ... ) DEFINE A FUNCTION WITH EVALLJATED

ARGS
(ndefun <sym> <fargs> <expr> ... ) DEFINE A FUNCTION WITH

UNEVALUATED ARGS
(gensym <tag» GENERATE A SYMBOL
(intern < sym » INTERN A SYMBOL ON THE OBLIST
(symbol-name <sym» GET THE PRINT NAME OF A SYMBOL
(symbol-plist <sym» GET THE PROPERTY LIST OF A SYMBOL

Data Switch-Parallel IOSPJ$4900* CentronICs-compatible
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interface with Printers or Ploners. Switch
instantly from letter-quality to dot matrix at
the touch of a button.

X Switch-Parallel IXSPJ$6900* Two computers share
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----.....

~
PRINTER

CPU ====
_PR_'N_T_ER _

Data Switch-Serial IOSSJ$4200* For RS232 applications
(CCITTV24!. Permits

switching between any two serial devices.
Data transparent. Commonly called an
AS Switch.

X Switch-Serial IXSSJ
$5500* Two serial computers

can now share 2 serial
devices. RS232 applications.

.------.
I-.....-..J-~ ~R~~:E~

PLOTTER
TERMINAL

CPU I---f:.-~---l ~~RK

(rplaca <list> <expr» REPLACE THE CAR OF A LIST NODE
(rplacd <list> <expr» REPLACE THE CDR OF A LIST NODE
(nconc <list> ... ) DESTRUCTIVELY CONCATENATE LISTS
(delete <expr> <list» DELETE OCCURANCES OF AN EXPRESSION FROM A

LIST
(delq <expr> <list» DELETE OCCURANCES OF AN EXPRESSION FROM A

LIST

Cable Connector Adapter
$ 1500* 25 PIN RS232-Male to Male

each Male to Female
Female to Female

·Shlpped heIgh' colleCl Add \3.00 per producl for P()S,-pald
delivery Checks. Visa and Master(a,d accepled Ouamll)'
dIscounts ava,l, AZ. Res add 7%

~i__: iF~ i i: i ;~==_
'The Interface Company"

534 North Stone Ave.. Tucson. Arizona 85705
To ordef by phone call:

. (602J 623-5716

Predicate Functions

(atom <expr» IS THIS AN ATOM?
(symbolp <expr» IS THIS A SYMBOL? (continued)
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(numberp <expr» IS THIS A NUMBER?
(null <expr» IS THIS AN EMPTY LIST?
(not <expr» IS THIS FALSE?
(Iistp <expr» IS THIS A LIST?
(consp <expr» IS THIS A NON-EMPTY LIST?
(boundp <sym» IS THIS A BOUND SYMBOL?
(eq <expr1 > <expr2» ARE THE EXPRESSIONS IDENTICAL?
(equal < expr1 > < expr2 » ARE THE EXPRESSIONS EQUAL?

Control Functions

(cond < pair> ) EVALUATE CONDITIONALLY
(let «binding> ) <expr> ... ) BIND SYMBOLS AND EVALUATE

EXPRESSIONS
(and <expr> ... ) THE LOGICAL AND OF A LIST OF EXPRESSIONS
(or <expr> .) THE LOGICAL OR OF A LIST OF EXPRESSIONS
(if <texpr> <expr1> [<expr2>]) EXECUTE EXPRESSIONS CONDITIONALLY
(progn <expr> .. ) EXECUTE EXPRESSIONS SEQUENTIALLY
(while <texpr> <expr> .. ) ITERATE WHILE AN EXPRESSION IS TRUE
(repeat <iexpr> <expr> ... ) ITERATE USING A REPEAT COUNT

Arithmetic Functions

(+ <expr> .. ) ADD A LIST OF NUMBERS
(- <expr> ) SUBTRACT A LIST OF NUMBERS
(* <expr> ) MULTIPLY A LIST OF NUMBERS
(I <expr> ) DIVIDE A LIST OF NUMBERS
(1 + <expr» ADD ONE TO A NUMBER
(1 - <expr» SUBTRACT ONE FROM A NUMBER
(rem <expr> ... ) REMAINDER OF A LIST OF NUMBERS
(minus <expr» NEGATE A NUMBER
(min <expr> ) THE SMALLEST OF A LIST OF NUMBERS
(max <expr> ) THE LARGEST OF A L1ST OF NUMBERS
(abs <expr» THE ABSOLUTE VALUE OF A NUMBER

Bitwise Logical Functions

(bit-and <expr> ... ) THE BITWISE AND OF A LIST OF NUMBERS
(bit-ior <expr> .. ) THE BITWISE INCLUSIVE OR OF A LIST OF NUMBERS
(bit-xor <expr> ... ) THE BITWISE EXCLUSIVE OR OF A LIST OF NUMBERS
(bit-not <expr» THE BITWISE NOT OF A NUMBER

Relational Functions

« <e1> <e2» TEST FOR LESS THAN
« = < e1 > < e2 » TEST FOR LESS THAN OR EQUAL TO
(= <e1> <e2» TEST FOR EQUAL TO
(I = < e1 > < e2 » TEST FOR NOT EQUAL TO
(> = < e1 > < e2 » TEST FOR GREATER THAN OR EQUAL TO
(> <e1> <e2» TEST FOR GREATER THAN

String Functions

(strcat <expr> ... ) CONCATENATE STRINGS
(strlen <expr» COMPUTE THE LENGTH OF A STRING
(substr <expr> <sexpr> [<Iexpr>]) EXTRACT A SUBSTRING
(ascii <expr» NUMERIC VALUE OF CHARACTER
(chr <expr» CHARACTER EQUIVALENT OF ASCII VALUE
(atoi <expr» CONVERT AN ASCII STRING TO AN INTEGER
(itoa <expr» CONVERT AN INTEGER TO AN ASCII STRING

Input/Output Functions

(read [< source> [< eob]]) READ AN XLiSP EXPRESSION
(print <expr> [<sink>]) PRINT A LIST OF VALUES ON A NEW LINE
(prin1 <expr> [<sink>]) PRINT A LIST OF VALUES
(prine <expr> [<sink>]) PRINT A LIST OF VALUES WITHOUT QUOTING

(continued)
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(terpri [< sink>]) TERMINATE THE CURRENT PRINT LINE
(flatsize <expr» LENGTH OF PRINTED REPRESENTATION USING PRIN1
(flatc <expr» LENGTH OF PRINTED REPRESENTATION USING PRINC
(explode <expr» CHARACTERS IN PRINTED REPRESENTATION USING PRIN1
(explodec <expr» CHARACTERS IN PRINTED REPRESENTATION USING

PRINC
(maknam <list» BUILD AN UNINTERNED SYMBOL FROM A LIST OF

CHARACTERS
(implode <list» BUILD AN INTERNED SYMBOL FROM A LIST OF

CHARACTERS

File 1/0 Functions

(openi < fname » OPEN AN INPUT FILE
(openo < fname » OPEN AN OUTPUT FILE
(close <fp» CLOSE A FILE
(read-char [<source>]) READ A CHARACTER FROM A FILE OR STREAM
(peek-char [<flag> [<source>]]) PEEK AT THE NEXT CHARACTER
(write-char < ch > [< sink>]) WRITE A CHARACTER TO A FILE OR STREAM
(readline [< source>]) READ A LINE FROM A FILE OR STREAM

System Functions

(load < fname » LOAD AN XLiSP SOURCE FILE
(gc) FORCE GARBAGE COLLECTION
(expand < num » EXPAND MEMORY BY ADDING SEGMENTS
(alloc <num» CHANGE NUMBER OF NODES TO ALLOCATE IN EACH

SEGMENT
(mem) SHOW MEMORY ALLOCATION STATISTICS
(type < expr » RETURNS THE TYPE OF THE EXPRESSION
(exit) EXIT XLiSP

a subclass of our Dictionary class that maintains a count
of the number of entries in the dictionary and responds
to a message to return that count.

CONCWSIONS
I have learned quite a bit from experimenting with XLiSP
I. J. the original version donated to the public domain.
Some of this learning came from answering questions from
XLiSP users. The most frequent questions related to my
naming XLiSP functions after their C equivalents. This
made it difficult to use a textbook on LISP as a guide to
learning about XLiSP I had assumed that XLiSP users
would be familiar with C. This turned out to be a bad
assumption: a large percentage of the XLiSP users with
whom I have spoken knew nothing about C and just
wanted to use XLiSP to experiment with LISP Version 1.2
of XLiSP. the version described in this article. renames all
of the functions that had C-style names to be compatible
with normal LISP usage.

In this new version, you can also read s-expressions from
and write s-expressions to files. Some functions have been
replaced by ones more idiomatic to LISP (See table I for
a complete list of functions) The foreach function has
been replaced by mapcar. Destructive list operations are
supported: rplaca, rplacd, nconc, and delete/delq. More
nondestructive list functions are available: member/memq,
assoc/assq, nthcdr, and last. Property lists have been im
plemented. The evaluator functions apply, and function
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calls (funcall) are supported. You can also define functions
with arbitrary numbers of arguments and functions that
take their arguments unevaluated. The evaluator now
detects references to unbound variables and reports an
error.

As you might guess, 1.2 is not the final version of XLiSP
either. Version 1.4, now in the works, will be a subset of
Common LISP with extensions to support object-oriented
programming. Basing version 1.4 on Common LISP means
that you will be able to use the second edition of the
Winston and Horne LISP book as a reference for learning
about XLiSP 1.4 (or use XLiSP 1.4 as a teaching tool for
learning about the basics of Common LISP). It also means
that programs written in XLiSP will be compatible with
versions of Common LISP on other machines. _
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draft and NLQ,
just $449.

SR-1S includes 16Kmemory
for spreadsheets, $799.

200 Park Avenue, New York, NY 10166
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Irvine, CA (714) 586-8850
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THE POWER BEHIND THE PRINTED WORD®

READY FOR
ANY SOFTWARE

In most cases, hooking up is no more .
complicated than putting a square peg in a
square hole. But it's a lot more rewarding.

The new "s" series
printers make printing
as easy as 1-2 -3~

Which is just one
example of the many
spreadsheet programs
they'reready for.

The new Stars can work
with word processing programs
like WordStar.@ Educational software
like Dr. Logo~ And even the new integrated
formats like FrameworkT

" and Symphony.'"
So Star printers match hardware to software

without disk-driving you crazy.
They handle many functions faster. They're

more compatible. Less expensive. More reli
able. And have a full year warranty. "S" series
printers have been designed with so many of
your needs in mind, it's as if you'd done it
yourself.

And what a great job you did.
For a free demonstration, visit your local

Star dealer.

NLQIS10F2
rJr, Stephen
1 "t2 Centst" a. Ct::u.u16$
San F"rflnCJ;~~d ;!~ad
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finish 6 pages in the time it
used to take to print 5. And even though we've
upped our speed, we've kept up our quality.

In fact, on three of our new models, both
draft and near-letter-quality are standard (no
extra charge). A fourth model, the SB-10, prints
draft and letter-quality standard (again, not
extra).

So now, with just one printer, you're ready
for data processing and word processing.
That's like owning two printers for the price
of just one.

The new Star "S" series
printers are fully compatible
with even the most fickle of
personal computers.

And they're especially
friendly with IBM~PC,Apple~

::;ommodore~and all compatibles.

=--~!""0 printer could be more appeal ing
than one you design yourself.

And, in effect, that's what you've done.
The new "S" series printers from Star

Micronics have been designed not to our spec
ifications, but to yours. With values that con
found our accountants but will make great
sense to you.

These printers are faster than ever. More
compatible and reliable. With more added in
and fewer add-ons.

And yet they cost less.
Don't try to figure it out. Just enjoy.

GET ON LINE BY
JUST PLUGGING IN
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BUDGET 3~D

GRAPHICS
BY TOM CLUNE

P lotting three-dimensional surfaces on a computer
can be valuable to a mathematician or scientist.
It can also produce visually pleasing geometric

forms. Unfortunately, it is not easy to write a program to
generate such plots, especially if you want to include such
niceties as hidden-line removal anCi the ability to rotate
your plot around the three axes. However. Bridge Soft
ware (31 Champa St., Newton Upper Falls. MA 02164, (617)
244-2306) markets a rather versatile program to make
generating 3-D plots easy. The program is called SURF.
and it runs under PC-DOS 2.0 or higher on an IBM PC or
PCjr with 128K bytes of RAM (random-access read-write
memory) and a color monitor. SURF will also plot the sur
fac~s in high resolution on an Epson printer equipped with
Graftrax, if you have 256K bytes of RAM. The package
includes two versions of the program-one that supports
the 8087 NDP (numerical data processor) chip and one
that does not. Best of all. SURF (with its 16-page user
manual) is available for $35 plus $1. 50 shipping and
handling.

To use SURF. you just enter the equation of the surface
that you want to plot. If there are any singularities in the
plot. you also enter them. In most cases. you can then
let the package automatically set the parameters neces
sary to draw the plot by selecting the "auto-graph" feature
from the menu. You can rotate the figure around any axis
by selecting the appropriate menu item and specifying the
number of degrees to rotate (rotation is not done in real
time). You can alter the viewpoint or the position of the
projection plane as well. In addition, you can stretch the
2-D picture in the horizontal or vertical direction (thus
distorting the plot), or you can change the scale of the
X-, y-, or z-axis to accentuate a gradual change in one of
these directiohs.

SURF is also sold in a package with two other plotting
programs for $90 plus $1.50 shipping and handling. The
CURVES program plots one or two 2-D curves in polar,
rectangular, or parametric coordinates with up to four
parameters and features a movable "magnifying window"
that allows you to repeatedly enlarge part of the plot to
graphically solve simultaneous equations. The DIFFS pro
gram plots any ordinary first-order differential equation
as a tangent field. _
............................................................
Tom Clune is a BYTE technical editor. He can be contacted at POB
372, Hancock, NH 03449.
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Photo I: The SURF main menu.
In th is photo. the "f" option

(enter function) has been selected
and the formula used in photo 2

entered.

Photo 4: Z = 1 / ((x + 1) * (x + 1) + (y + 1) * (y + 1)
+ 1) - (1.5) / ((x - 1) * (x - 1) + (y - 1) * z)y - 1) + 1).
The viewpoint has been changed from the default 10000.0.0

to 800.0.0 and the figure was rotated 30 degrees
around the z-axis and - 30 degrees around the !I-axis.

Photo 7: Z = cos(x + y) •cos(3 * x - y) + cos(x - y)
* sin (x + 3 * y) + 5 * exp(( - x * x - y * y) / 8).

The clipped peak in the back of the plot illustrates
the kind of problem that can arise from auto-graphing

complex functions. You can eliminate this b!l adjusting the
scaling factors after viewing the pial.



Photo 2: The plot generated
by sin (x * x + 2 * Y * y) * exp( - x * x - y * y)

after rotating - 5 degrees around the y-axis
and changing the x and y scales.

The colors are the default high-resolution colors.

Photo 5: Z = exp (sin(x * V)).
plotted with the default settings.

Photo 8:
Z = (sin(x) + cos(y)) I (exp(sin(y) - cos(x))).

Photo 3: The plot of
z = x * y * (x * x - y * y) I (x * x + y * v).

The border has been eliminated and cross-halLhing added
in tftis plot. Usillg red all blue instead of tfte default colors
requires ollly the use of the estimate-scales selection instead

of the auto-graph routine.

Photo 6: A plot of the same ~gure

as photo 5 after a
45-degree rotation around the y-axis.

Photo 9: The prillt parameters screen
for photo 8. All values

were generated by the program.
This information is useful

in fine-tuning a plot.
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UNIX HAS THE REPUTATION of giving experienced users great freedom in
system development while giving novices the back of its hand. Machines
designed to operate in this environment have a similar reputation for com
bining high performance with an unforgiving nature. Our first review this month
is Greg Corson's evaluation of just such a UNIX-type development system
(XENIX) and just such a machine, the Altos 586, While the merits of the com
bination are enough to evoke considerable enthusiasm, Mr. Corson is equal
ly cognizant of the bugs and inadequacies you ought to know about.

Nippon Electric Company (NEC) is making a lot of claims for its APC (Ad
vanced Personal Computer) III through television and print advertisements.
John Unger gives us the benefit of his experience with the APC III; it turns
out that a lot of NEe's bragging is more than just idle boasts. Mr. Unger reports
that in some ways, especially in its graphics, the NEC APC III is a superior
machine. On the other hand, it looks like it may be more than just normally
limited in its compatibility with the IBM PC and its attractive universe of
available software,

How much of a bargain (this month's theme) is the Atari 800XL? Sure, by
now you may be able to pick one up at fire-sale prices, but how do you know
you're not the one who's going to be burned? Was Atari's decision to pull
the plug on this one purely a marketing move, or are there serious bugs lurk
ing under this calm, earth-tone exterior? Jon Edwards, a BYTE technical editor,
has long been an Atari-watcher and has lined up the 800XLs most salient
features for scrutiny and comment.

Dazzle Draw is a new Br¢derbund Software drawing program for the Apple
IIc or 128K-byte lie. Similar to MacPaint. it gives you the familiar drawing
tools-but adds color. In addition, you can use your favorite input device, and
printed output can be either black and white or color, Gregg Williams, BYTE
senior technical editor, really had fun with this one.

The next review relates to a paint program like Dazzle Draw. Donald Osgood
writes that the KoalaPad location-sensing input device is the successor to non
keyboard data-entry devices, including everything from joysticks to trackballs
to light pens, As such, it's a natural for applications such as painting; but what
else can it do, and how well?

Steven Ryals gives us a look at an alternative to the ultra-expensive word
processors that generally grab so much attention. What if you don't need all
that power or don't have that much money? Can you get something even
marginally useful without paying an arm and a leg? Well. yes and no. Accord
ing to Ryals's evaluation, FriendlyWriter is definitely a friendly program for
novices, but you pay for that friendliness with less functionality.

Last. we look at an expansion board for the IBM PCjr. This review mentions
some things to consider if you've got a jr and want to try doing your own
upgrade.
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THE 8087 AND 80287ARE IN STOCKl
I

Micro
WaX_™ _
8087Support

... 155
. ... 150

87MACRO, 87FFT, and MATRIXPAK.
For real time or multi-user applica
tions we offer RTOS'" - our implement
ation of Intel's iRMX executive. Our
new products include a professional
debugger with 8087 support, support
for Lotus 1-2-3, and a translator that
converts object modules into readable
assembly language files. If you have a
question about which computer, lang
uage, compiler, operating system or ap
plication package is best suited to your
problem, we can answer it. Just call:

617-746-7341

APL
STSC APL*PLUS/PC 475

Pocket APL . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85

'Requires RTOS or iRMX-86. All Intel compiler
names and iRMX-86 TM Intel Corp.

Intel Fortran, or Microsoft Fortrart
Software reviewers consistently cite
MicroWay software as the best in the
industry! Our customers frequently
write to thank us for recommending
the correct software and hardware to
meet their specific needs. They also
thank us for our same day shipping! In
addition to our own products which
support the 8087 and 80287, we stock
the largest supply of specialized soft
ware available anywhere These include
three FORTRANs, three PASCALs,
APL, Intel's ASM-86 and PL/M-86,
several Cs, 87BASIC/INLlNE,

For the IBM PC, PC XT, PC AT and Compatibles.

RTOS - REAL TIME OPERATING SYSTEM HARDWARE AND LANGUAGES
RTOS is a mult~user, mult~tasking realtime oper- 8087 3 5 h $149
ating system. It includes a configured version of - m z .
Inters iRMX-86, 1INK-86, LOC-86, 1I&86, OH-86, Including DIAGNOSTICS and 180-day warranty
and MicroWays 87DEBUG. Runs on the IBM-PC, For IBM PC and compatibles.
XT,PC-ATandCOMPAQ.... . 400 808728 h $275
INTEL COMPILERS' - m z .
FORTRAN-86 750 For Wang, AT&T, DeskPro, NEC, Leading Edge

~t;Sr5_~~-86 :::::.:::::::::.:::~ 80287-35mhz $275
87C (LATIICE/MICROWAy) ..... 750 For the IBM PC AT

~~M~:SIC/IN"LI'NE;"' ~~~~~'~~t~~'~u;~~~ 64
25

K
K
RAM Sset $22

the IBM Basic Compiler into optimized 8087 6 RAM et. . . $1 35
inline code which executes up to seven times 128K RAM Set PC AT .$195
faster than 87BASIG. Supports separately com-
piled inline subroutines which are located in their NUMBER SMASHER™ .. 1350
own segments and can contain up t064 K bytes of
code. This allows programs greater than 128K! 9.5mhz 8087 coprocessor board for the IBM PC
Requires the IBM Basic Compiler and Macro LOTUS 1-2-3'" 8087 Support.... CALL
Assembler. Includes 87BASIC. . .... $200 FORTRAN and UTILITIES
87MACRO'" - our complete 8087 software Microsoft Fortran 3.2 229
development package. It contains a "Pre- IBM Professional Fortran... . 595
processor," source code for a set of 8087 macros., Intel Fortran-86, . 750
and an object library of numeric functions includ- FORlIB+.......... . 65
ing transcendentals., trigonometrics., hyperbolics., STRINGS and THINGS 65
encoding, decoding and conversions. Forthe IBM C and UTILITIES
Macro Assembler, Version 1.0 or 2.0 $150 Lattice C . .. 299
OBJ -ASM'" - a multipass object module Microsoft C. . .. . .. 329
translator and disassembler. Produces assembly C86. . . . .. . 299
language listings which include public symbols., C TOOLS. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . 85
external symbols., and labels commented with C Trigs and Trans. .. . . . . . . . 150
cross referenccs. Ideal for understanding and
patching object modules and libraries for which BASIC and UTI L1TI ES
source is not available $200 IBM Basic Compiler 270
87DEBUG'" . a professional debugger with 87BASIC/INlINE.............. . 200

Summit BetterBASIC~. . . . . . . .. 175
8087 support, a sophisticated screen-oriented Summit 8087 Module 87
macro command processor, and trace features
which include the ability to skip tracing through MACRO ASSEMBLERS
branches to calls and software and hardware IBM Assembler with Librarian
interrupts. Breakpoints can be set in code or on 87MACRO .
guarded addresses in RAM $150 PASCAL

Microsoft Pascal 3.2...... . .. 199
Borland Turbo Pascal.. . . . . . . . . . .. . 35

Turbo with 8087 Support. . . .. 85

SCIENTIFIC SOFTWARE

87FFT'" performs Forward and Inverse FFTs
on real and complex arrays which occupy up to
512 K bytes of RAM. Also does convolutions., auto
correlations., hamming, complex vector multiplica
tion, and complex to radial conversions. Callable
from MS Fortran or 87BASIC/INlINE. .... $150

87 FFT-2'" performs two-dimensional FFTs.
Ideal for image processing. Requires87FFT...$75

MATRIXPAK'" manages a MEGABYTE!
Written in assembly language, our runtime
pack<lge accurately manipulates large matrices
at very fast speeds. Includes matrix inversion and
the solution of simultaneous linear equations.
Callable from MS Fortran 3.2, 87MACRO,
87BASIC/INlINE, and RTOS each $150

DATA ACQUISITION PACKAGE
Interactive, user-oriented language which allows
the acquisition and analysis of large data
streams . . . . . . . . . . . . CALL

GRAPHICS PACKAGES
Energraphics (stand alone) 295
Grafmatic for MS Fortran or Pascal .. 125
Plotmatic for Grafmatic . 125
Halo for Basic, C or Fortran . each 150

OTHER TOOLS
Alpha Software ESP....... . .. 595
Borland Sidekick, Toolbox, or Graphics 35
COSMOS Revelation.. . 850
PSI MATHPAK . 75
smARTWORK . . . . . . . . . . .. •...•...•.... . .. 895
SPSS/PC. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . .. . ... 695

DFixer
A disk utility which thoroughly checks PC or AT
hard disks for bad sectors and updates the MS
DOS file allocation table accordingly 149

MicroWay is the world's leading retail
er of 8087s and high performance PC
upgrades. We stock a complete selec
tion of 8087s that run at 5 and 8mhz.
All of our coprocessors are shipped
with a diagnostic disk and the best
warranty in the business - 180 days!
We also offer daughterboards for sock
etless computers such as the NEC PC
and PCjr, and a board which increases
the clock speed of the 80287 in the PC
AT. Our new NUMBER SMASHER'"
will run the IBM PC at clock speeds up
to 9.5mhz and achieves a throughput
of.1 megaflops with 87BASIC/INLlNE,

1-2-3 and Lotus are trademarks of Lotus
Development Corporation.
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W e seem to have run into some
thing of an upswing in IBM

peripherals lately. All of a sudden we
got handed an IBM Wheelprinter and
a Ouietwriter. Also.just delivered was
a new Professional Graphics display
and interface board, but we've barely
gotten that box open so there's not
much I can say about it.

Along with a swift move to new,
temporary quarters, this and other
equipment has given us some inter
esting moments. One of the more
curious aspects was getting the Ouiet
writer in house with no extra ROM
cartridges for optional typefaces. The
ability to change the typeface by plug
ging in a new ROM box is, presum
ably, one of the features that adds to
this printer's utility and, to my mind,
distinguishes it from others that are
similar in quality and operate quietly.
At any rate, the company eventually
delivered the accessory ROM packs
and pinwheel-feed mechanism during
the height of our move. We've got it
up and running now and we're look
ing forward to giving it a close look
in the next few weeks.

The Wheelprinter looked more
promising at first. It's large and well
insulated against sound and runs
about four characters per second
faster than the Juki 6100 it temporar
ily replaced. But then we found that
it costs about three times as much as
the Juki. Beyond that it had a curious
tendency to print one line with a
strange, rising angle so that the end
of the line was noticeably above the
beginning of the line. Next was a line
with an equally curious descending
angle. The result was a divergent set
of lines and not at all what you'd ex
pect for almost $1800.

I suppose I could see buying one of
these if I were an office manager with
a lot of IBM equipment already in
stalled and wanted decent character

formation, relatively quiet operation,
and a product that my service repre
sentative would be obliged to fix if it
ever died. That really is a legitimate
consideration for a lot of people, so
I'm sure there's a place for this printer.
It's just that I kept looking at its price
and expecting it to be so much more.

T T&T Corp" Hampton, New Hamp
shire, recently announced an Ada

subset compiler called New Hamp
shire Ada, or NH-Ada. Like RR Soft
ware's JanUS/Ada compiler. NH-Ada is
intended mostly as an educationai
tool for learning the basic syntax and
structure of the Ada programming
language. However, NH-Ada version
1.0 lacks a lot.

It compiles source programs into a
pseudocode, which is then inter
preted. This generally results in slower
code than that generated by a com
piler, which generates machine code
that is directly executed by a com
puter. In NH-Ada's case, however, the
speed difference is something to
behold. The Sieve of Eratosthenes
that Janus/Ada executes in 29 seconds
takes NH-Ada over 5V2 hours l At
20,400 seconds, this may be the all
time slowest compiler in BYTE exper
ience. NH-Ada's compilation speed
looks better: the Sieve compiled to
pseudocode in 71.3 seconds under
NH-Ada: JanUS/Ada took 184.7 sec
onds to compile the Sieve program to
machine code.

Speed isn't the only problem.
Janus/Ada, for example, includes most
Ada features that are Pascal-like, and
the version reviewed in the February
BYTE (see page 295) includes a
number of more advanced Ada
features. NH-Ada, on the other hand,
doesn't include floating-point
arithmetic. generics, or tasking. NH
Ada also fails to include RECORD
types, which are essential to the struc-

ture of Ada and high-level languages.
It doesn't permit variables to be in
itialized during declaration. It doesn't
permit compilation of a package: they
have to be embedded within a
procedure.

As for documentation, TT&T in
cludes a copy of Ada for Programmers by
Eric W. Olsen and Stephen B. Whitehill
(Reston, VA: Reston Publishing Co"
1983) with the compiler. Unfortunate
ly, nowhere is there a list of which Ada
features NH-Ada does not include. For
something that costs over $200, we
expected its utility to be higher.

True, this is a first effort. TT&T says
it plans to enhance the compiler and
add features as quickly as possible,
with the goal of submitting it for full
validation.

W e've also taken a look at
Rightwriter, which bills itself as

an "automatic document proofreader
and writing style analyzer" Rightwriter
takes any text file you have created
and, with a single command, pro
duces a new, marked-up text file that
includes a line-by-line critique of the
original and a summary of its
readability, stylistic strength, and use
of adjectives, adverbs, and jargon.

The program seems handy enough
for ordinary correspondence and
reports: it will catch many of the more
glaring errors (but then, so would
many people. We would be careful.
however, in using the program to
analyze serious literature. We fed the
Gettysburg Address into Rightwriter:
it found Lincoln's historic oration to
be stylistically "very weak:' "wordy."
and "complex and difficult to read."
Shakespeare didn't do much better.
with Hamlet similarly panned. So if
Rightwriter doesn't think much of you,
you're in good company.

-Glenn Hartwig, Technical Editor, Reviews
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Would you hire an entire band when
all you need is one instrument? Of
course not.

So why use a whole orchestra of
computers when all you need is one
to develop software for virtually any
type of micro-processor?

The secret? Avocet's family of
cross-assemblers. With Avocet
cross-assemblers you can develop
software for practically every kind of
processor - without hauing to
switch to another deuelopment
system along the way!

Cross-Assemblers to Beat the Band!

HEXTRAN Universal HEX File Con
verter - Convert assembler output to
other formats for downloading to de
velopment systems and target boards.
Also useful for examining object file,
changing load addresses, extracting parts
of files. Converts to and from Intel,
Motorola, MOS, RCA, Fairchild, Tek
tronix, TI, Binary and HEX/ASCII Dump
formats. For CP/M, CP/M-86, MSDOS,
PCDOS $250

Ask about UNIX.

Model 7956 and 7956-SA Gang Pro
grammers - Similar features to 7228,
5ut program as many as 8 EPROMS at
once. 7956-SA stand·alone version copies
from a master EPROM. 7956 lab version
has all features of stand-alone plus RS
232 interface.
EPROM: 2758, 2716, 2732, 2732A, 2764, 2764A,
27128, 27128A, 27256, 2508, 2516, 2532, 2564, 68764,
68766,5133,5143. CMOS: 27C16, 27C32, 27C64,
MC6716. EEPROM: 5213, X2816A, 48016, 12816A,
5213H. MPU (w/adaptor): 8748, 8748H, 8749,
8749H, 8741, 8742, 8751, 8755

7228 Advanced Programmer $ 549
7128 Standard Programmer 429
7956 Laboratory Gang Programmer 1099
7956-SAStand-A1one Gang Programmer 879
GDX Driver Software 95
481 8748 Family Socket Adaptor 98
511 8751 Socket Adaptor 174
755 8755 Socket Adaptor 135
CABLE RS-232 Cable (specify gender) 30

(in the U.S. Except Alaska and Hawaii)

CP/M-86
IBM PC, MSDOS**

$ 250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
250.00
500.00
250.00
300.00
300.00
250.00
250.00
595.00
595.00

CP/M-80
$ 250.00

200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
200.00
500.00
250.00
300.00
300.00
200.00
250.00
595.00
595.00

AVOCET~
SYSTEMS INC.

Sales and Development:
10 Summer Street
P.O. Box 490. Dept. 385-B
Rockport. Maine 04856
(207) 236-9055 Telex: 467210 AVOCET CI

Corporate Offices:
804 South State Street
Dover. Delaware 19901

68000 CROSS·ASSEMBLER - With
exhaustive field testing completed, our
68000 assembler is available for imme
diate shipment. XMAC68K supports
Motorola standard assembly language for
the 68000 and 68010. Macros, cross
reference, structured assembly statements,
instruction optimization and more. Linker
and librarian included. Comprehensive,
well-written manual.

To find out more, call us toll-free.

1-800-448-8500
VISA dnd MdSll'f(drd accl'p1l'd. All IXJpul<H disc fOT1l1dlS now dV<lilclbll'

pll-'dSl' srwufy. Pricl'sdo not II1dud(' ~hlPPlny ,.lI1d hdndbng l"<.\11 for ('Xd(l

qUOIt'S. OEM INQUIRIES INVITED

*Trt.ldl't1l.lrk of Digl1dll~l'se,ln:h **Trcldemolrk of MlCroso!l

Target
Microprocessor

6804
6805
6809
1802/1805
8048/8041
8051
6502/65C02
6800/01,6301
NEC 7500
8085
COP400
F8/3870
Z8
Z80
68200
68000/68010

Avocet
Cross-assembler

XASM04 NEW
XASM05
XASM09
XASM18
XASM48
XASM51
XASM65
XASM68
XASM75
XASM85
XASM400
XASMF8
XASMZ8
XASMZ80
XMAC682 NEW
XMAC68K NEW

Development Tools That Work
Avocet cross-assemblers are fast, reliable
and user-proven in over 4 years of actual
use. Ask NASA, IBM, Xerox or the
hundreds of other organizations that use
them. Every time you see a new micro
processor·based product, there's a good
chance it was developed with Avocet
cross-assemblers.
Avocet cross-assemblers are easy to use.
They run on almost any personal com
puter and process assembly language for
the most popular microprocessor families.

Your Computer Can Be A
Complete Development System
Avocet has the tools you need to enter
and assemble your soft-ware and finally
cast it in EPROM:

VEDIT Text Editor makes source code
entry a snap. Full- screen editing plus a
TECO-like command mode for advanced
tasks. Easy installation - INSTALL pro
gram supports over 40 terminals and
personal computers. Customizable
keyboard layout. CP/M-80, CP/M-86,
MSDOS, PCDOS $150

EPROM Programmers let you pro
gram, verify, compare, read, display
EPROMS but cost less because they
communicate through your personal
computer or terminal. No personality
modules! On-board intelligence provides
menu-based setup for 34 different
EPROMS, EEPROMS and MPUs (40-pin
devices require socket adaptors). Self
contained unit with internal power supply,
RS-232 interface, Textool ZIF socket.
Driver software (sold separately) gives
you access to all programmer features
through your computer, lets you down
load cross-assembler output files, copy
EPROM to disk.

Model 7228 Advanced Programmer
-Supports all PROM types listed. Super
fast "adaptive" programming algorithm
programs 2764 in 1.1 minutes.

Model 7128 Standard Programmer
Lower-cost version of 7228. Supports all
PROM types except "A" versions of 2764
and 27128. Standard programming algo
rithm programs 2764 in 6.8 minutes.
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The Altos 586 with the
XENIX Development System

S·Y·S·T·E·M R·E·Y·I·E·W

Despite
some bugs,
it's a good

product

BY GREG CORSON

Greg Corson is an independent
consultant specializing in putting

together computer systems and
software for unusual applications.
He has written software to run a

large multiple-line bulletin board on
his Altos 586. which you can call

at (219) 277-5743 at 300 or
1200 bits per second.

O ne of the "new breed" of low
cost. high-performance, UNIX
based microcomputers, the Altos

586 can free you from the restrictions of a
computer system at a large university or
corporation. With a starting price of 58990
(which includes one terminal), the 586 is ap
propriate for small businesses, software de
velopers, research centers, and laboratories.

The 586 uses a 10-MHz Intel 8086 to run
XENIX, a version of the UNIX operating
system produced by Microsoft and based
on UNIX Version 7. The 586 cabinet also
contains a double-sided quad-density
floppy-disk drive, a hard-disk drive, an Intel
8089 microprocessor, 512 K bytes of mem
ory, six serial ports, a Zilog Z80 micropro
cessor, and a high-speed RS-422 port for
local-area networking. Altos also sells a sec
ond version of the 586, which it calls the
986, that differs from the 586 only in that
it has four additional serial ports and \
megabyte of main memory. An Altos 586
can be dealer-upgraded to a 986 by adding
a 512 K-byte memory card and a serial port
board.

One thing you should keep in mind: al
though the price of this computer includes
the XENIX run-time operating system, you
can't do any useful work on the 586 unless
you buy additional software. The XENIX
run-time system contains only those utilities
necessary to maintain the system and run
prepackaged applications programs. Busi
ness users will need to purchase word
processing, accounting, and other types of
software from Altos or another company.
People who want all the standard UNIX text
processors, editors, compilers, and general
purpose utilities will have to purchase the
XENIX Development System from Altos for
an additional 5I000.

I bought a 586 to develop a multiuser
public bulletin-board system. The 586 has
been operating 24 hours a day for over two
years and has logged over \4,000 hours of
use in 38,000 telephone calls. In all this time
I haven't had a single hardware failure.

Overall, the 586 is a good computer. and
Altos is a good company, but there are, as
always, a number of points a potential buyer
should be aware of. They include bugs in
the operating system, technical-support
problems, and the Altos practice of quoting
"unformatted" disk size rather than "for
matted" (usable) size.

One welcome feature of the Altos 586 is
its strong, attractive, and easy-to-carry case.
Although the 586 weighs about 33 pounds,
the shape of the case makes it easy to lift.
I have no trouble getting a grip on the
wedge-~haped sides when 1need to move
the computer.

Although it's unlikely you will ever have
to open the 586's case, if you ever do
(possibly to change the jumpers of a serial
port for modem use) you will appreciate the
design. Simply remove the four screws on
the back of the system unit. then lift off the
top of the case for access to the power
supply, 5Y:i-inch floppy-disk drive, and hard
disk drive. The really ingenious part is that
the entire top half of the computer tilts for
ward on a built-in hinge to allow access to
the main-processor board and disk
controller.

Altos has made one blunder in the 586's
packaging, placing a large unprotected reset
button right on the front of the machine.
Since resetting a running XENlX system can
damage the hard disk and lose data, most
manufacturers locate the reset button inside
a pencil-size hole where it can't be pressed
by accident. Altos should at least have
located this hazardous button on the back
of the case rather than where it can be
bumped by a passerby or tapped by a
curious finger. If you plan to install a 586
in a busy office, safeguard the reset button
by covering it with the cap from a small
aerosol can.

COOLING-SYSTEM PROBLEMS
All the ventilation slots on the 586 are
toward the bottom of the machine, where

(continued)
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they are sheltered by the overhanging
case. This makes it unlikely that a
spilled drink or stray paper clip will
find its way into the computer. Unfor
tunately. Altos chose to cool the 586
with a fan that sucks air out of the
case. drawing in cool air through the
slots. The problem is that the fan pulls
dust. smoke, and other contaminants
through the ventilation slots and,
worse yet. through the door of the
floppy-disk drive. The sight of a com
puter pulling a stream of cigarette
smoke into its disk drive is enough to
make any computer user cringe, and
the trouble a spilled ashtray might
cause is something I'd rather not think
about. You could outlaw smoking
near the computer. but that doesn't
solve the problem of dust and dirt.
Many times I have pulled a floppy disk
out of the computer after a day's work
and found it covered with a thin layer
of dust. It would make a lot more
sense to have the fan force air into the
case through a dust filter and allow
the air to exit through the slots. This
would cut down considerably on dust.
dirt. and smoke contamination; as an
added plus, the filter would muffle the
fan noise.

The noise of the fan and the hard
disk drive is another thing you should
consider if you plan to install the 586
in an office. Although it probably
wouldn't be noticed in a room where
copiers and electric typewriters are
constantly being used, the noise
could be objectionable in a quiet
environment.

INSIDE THE COMPUTER
The Altos 586 is a true multiprocessor
system, having three different micro
processor chips. The processor that
runs all the user programs is a
10-MHz Intel 8086, a faster 16-bit ver
sion of the processor in the IBM Per
sonal Computer (PC). An Intel 8089
I/O (input/output) chip controls the in
terfaces for the disk and cartridge
tape drives and Altos-Net. A Zilog Z80
handles the six serial ports used for
ten:ninals and printers. The 586 also
contains a battery-backed clock, so
you needn't set the time of day every
time you turn on the machine.
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There are two possible avenues for
expansion inside the 586. ext to the
bank of 64K-byte RAM (random
access read/write memory) chips is a
connector. This is where you plug in
the memory card that expands the
586's capacity to a full megabyte, the
maximum an 8086 can handle. The
Altos has another expansion connec
tor. where a four-port serial card can
be plugged in for a total of 10 serial
ports. Notably lacking is an Intel 8087
numeric data processor. It's a shame
Altos doesn't offer an 8087 option; it
would increase the number-crunching
speed of the 586 by a considerable
amount and make it much more use
ful for mathematical applications.

One of the more misleading things
about the advertising for the 586 con
cerns the matter of disk space. Altos
ads for the 586-40 say it contains an
800K-byte-capacity floppy disk and a
40-megabyte hard disk. Actually, the
floppy disk holds only 737K bytes and
the hard disk around 33 megabytes.
The reason for this is that Altos
quotes the unformatted capacity of
the disks rather than the formatted
(usable) capacity. To be fair. Altos
should quote either the formatted
disk capacity or both the formatted
and unformatted capacity on its
specification sheets.

HOOKING UP PERIPHERALS
The back of the 586 is covered with
connectors for terminals and expan
sion hardware. To the right of the fan
are connectors for a second hard-disk
drive, cartridge-tape drive, Ethernet.
and Altos-Net. Along the bottom are
the DB-25 connectors for the six
RS-232C ports. To the left of the fan
is a removable panel where the four
additional serial-port connectors go
on a 986.

The transmission rate of each serial
port may be set by software to any of
the standard speeds from 110 to
19,200 bits per second (bps). All the
ports support handshaking through
RS-232C pin number 20 (Data Ter
minal Ready) or by sending XON/
XOFF characters to start and stop
transmission from the computer. The
only other R5-232C handshaking lines

the 586 supports are Request to Send
(used to detect carrier from a modem)
and Data Set Ready (which indicates
to a terminal that the 586 is turned
on).

The 586 has no Centronics-type
parallel printer interface; it supports
only serial printers. If you already
have a parallel printer, you will have
to purchase a serial-to-parallel printer
buffer of some kind. Since the serial
ports on the 586 can operate at up
to 19,200 bps, you should have no
trouble driving even the fastest of
printers at full speed. The only time
the serial interface might slow things
down is when you try to print high
resolution bit-mapped graphics.

SOFTWARE AND
DOCUMENTATION
Standard equipment with the Altos in
cludes two pieces of software and
three manuals. The software consists
of the run-time version of the Micro
soft XENIX operating system and the
Altos Diagnostic Executive (ADX for
short). The documentation includes
the Altos 586 operator's guide, an
80-page book entitled Introduction to
XENIX, and the ADX Diagnostics
Manual.

Most of the documentation is de
signed for people who have at least
some experience with multiuser com
puter systems. If you have never
worked with a UNIX or XENIX system
before, try buying some kind of UNIX
tutorial to familiarize yourself with
operating and maintaining your
system.

Of the three, the ADX manual is the
hardest to follow. Although most of
the sections are fairly clear (but often
highly technical), the order in which
they are presented is terrible. Some
sections neglect important things until
it's too late. For example, the instruc
tions for the f1oppy-disk-eopy program
don't mention until halfway through
the copying process that you have to
format the blank disk. Thankfully, the
manual for the XENIX run-time sys
tem contains step-by-step instructions
on most of the important system
maintenance jobs. Installing the run-

(continued)



AT A GLANCE

The Altos 586 system unit, showing a single floppy-disk drive.

2000
(K BYTES)
1200 16001000800600

MEMORY S.IZE
o 200

Expansion Capability
The 586 may be expanded to
a 986 by adding a 512K
memory board and four
additional serial ports; both
the 586 and the 986 can
support a second hard-disk
drive and a cartridge-tape
drive

Components
Size: 17 by 18 by 6 inches
Processors: 1D-MHz 8086
main processor, 8089
intelligent disk controller,
Z80 serial-port controller
Memory: 512K bytes
(1 megabyte on 986)
Mass storage: 737K 51f4-inch
floppy-disk drive (formatted),
20- or 40-megabyte hard-disk
drive (unformatted) (see text)
1/0 interfaces: 6 RS-232C
serial ports (10 ports on 986),
RS-422 Altos-Net port

Name
Altos 586

Manufacturer
Altos Computer Systems
2641 Orchard Park Way
San Jose, CA 95134
(408) 946-6700

Software
Microsoft XENIX run-time
system, Altos Diagnostic
Executive; XENIX
Development System ($1000)
optional

Documentation
ADX Diagnostics Manual;
operator's guide; Introduction
to XENIX

BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES
o 2 4 6 10 10

Price (includes one Altos II
terminal)
586-20 (20-megabyte hard

disk) $8990
586-40 (40-megabyte hard

disk) $10,990
986-40 (40-megabyte hard

disk) ·$12,990

_ ALTOS 586 [{;{;] IBM PC ~ APPLE nE

The Memory Size graph shows the standard
and optional memory that is available for the
computers under comparison. The graph of
Disk Storage shows the highest capacity of
each system's floppy disks. The Bundled Soft
ware Packages graph shows the number of
software packages included with each system.

The Price graph shows the list price of a system
with a monochrome monitor, a printer port and
a serial port, and the standard operating system
for each system; the Altos 586 has one hard
disk drive and one floppy-disk drive, while the
IBM and Apple offerings have two floppy-disk
drives.
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A rear view of the system unit. Removing four screws provides
access to the computer's electronics.

The upper board (with disk drives) attaches at the hinges along
the top of the board. The units swing apart for access.

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (SEC)
100 r---------------------,

BASIC PERFORMANCE (SEC)
250 r--'-------===-:c:-:-::-----------,

50

o

200f-----

100f-----

150f-----o L-_-,-,N",,/Ao..-_

WRITE

o L-_",N/""A,--_

50f-----

50 f-----

100 r---------------------,

READ SIEVE CALCULATIONS

RECALCULATELOAD
o

5

15 f---------f/

10 f-----------f

20 f-------------------v:

SPREADSHEET (SEC)

25

40K FILE COPY

45

101---

o l..----"N.:..:/A.:..:

20 f------I/

SYSTEM UTILITIES (SEC)

50 r---------------------,

40 f----------------¥;0

30 f------------------f

ALTOS 586

FLOPPY DISK

_ HARD DISK

IBM PC

b',;,',}J FLOPPY DISK

~ PC/XT
~

APPLE n E

~ FLOPPY DISK

~ PROFILE HARD DISK

The Disk Access in BASIC graph shows how long it takes to write
a 64K-byte sequential text file to a blank floppy disk and then read
it. (For the program listings see the June 1984 BYTE, page 327, and
October 1984, page 33.) The Sieve column shows how long it takes
to run one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes prime-number bench
mark. The Calculations column shows how long it takes to do 10,000
multiplication and division operations using single-precision numbers.

On the System Utilities graph, the 40K Format/Disk Copy column
is not applicable to hard-disk systems. The 40K File Copy column
records how long it takes for a disk to copy a file to itself. The Spread
sheet graph shows how long the computers take to load and
recalculate a 25- by 25-cell spreadsheet where each cell equals 1.001
times the cell to its left. The spreadsheet program used was Micro
soft's Multiplan.
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time system on the 586 takes about
30 minutes, most of which are spent
waiting while the computer does the
work, All you do is insert and remove
two floppy disks and type about six
commands. At times, messages ap
pear that look like errors but aren't.
Luckily, the documentation does a
good job of describing which mes
sages to heed and which to ignore. If
you are good with step-by-step direc
tions you can probably get through
the installation without too many
problems. After XENIX is installed,
you still have a lot of work to do in
stalling the applications software, put
ting passwords on the system ac
counts, creating accounts for people
who will use the computer, and other
tasks. I would advise novice XENIX
users to have their dealers install
XENIX and the applications software.

The run-time version of XENIX con
tains virtually none of the standard
UNIX utilities. Only the programs ab
solutely necessary to maintain ac
counts, make backups, configure
serial ports, and do other essential
functions are included. In short, the
XENIX run-time system includes
everything you need to maintain and
operate a XENIX system, but it has no
applications software at all.

One useful program the run-time
system includes is called the Business
Shell. This program maintains a set of
menus that gUide inexperienced
XENIX users through the applications
programs. It also helps the system
manager install applications software,
make backup disks, create accounts,
configure serial ports, and handle
other important functions. The Busi
ness Shell works fairly well in day-to
day use, but it contains menus only
for software distributed by Altos. Not
all third-party software companies in
clude applicable menus with their
products. The programs needed to
create and change these menus are
not included with the XENIX run-time
system. If you want to make all the ap
plications on your system available
through the Business Shell, be sure
that any package you buy includes a
set of appropriate menus. Your dealer
may be able to make new ones for
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you. The software to create these
menus comes only with the XENIX
Development System: your dealer
may not have a copy.

PROBLEMS WITH
THE RUN-TIME SYSTEM
Altos could easily fix several prob
lems with the XENIX run-time system.
The most annoying problem is that
Altos forgot to supply a list of oper
ating-system error messages with its
manuals. Whenever XENIX detects a
serious problem, the system instant
ly crashes and types "PANIC TRAP"
on the screen, followed by a series of
error numbers. A "panic" can be as
simple a.s a memory parity error or as
potentially harmful as a hardware
failure. Since Altos documentation
never mentions panic traps, this mes
sage is unnerving the first time it pops
up. It's the kind of message that
makes you wonder if it is safe to bring
the system up again. I have had three
panic traps on my 586 in the past
year: each time the cause was a mem
ory parity error. The first time I got
one of these messages I had to call
Altos to find out what it meant.

Every release of XENIX I've gotten
has had problems supporting
modems. In the past year there have
been at least six major releases of
XENIX, and every version has prob
lems of one kind or another. One
other communications-related prob
lem is the inability of some of the
586's serial ports to handle sustained
high-speed input (from another com
puter, for example). This probably
won't bother you if you have nothing
but terminals connected to your sys
tem. They will never send characters
faster than you can type. However, if
you plan to use any serial ports to
communicate with another computer,
you should be aware of the 586's
limitations. Of the six ports on the
586, only two of them can handle
continuous input at 9600 bps: the rest
can't handle sustained input at speeds
greater than 2400 bps (even bursts as
short as 60 to 100 characters). Altos
says the speed restriction is caused by
the way the I/O buffers are allocated
in the XENIX kernel. (The ports that

can handle high-speed input simply
have been provided with larger buf
fers than the rest.) I would assume this
means that the rest of the ports could
be made capable to accept con
tinuous 9600-bps input. Unfortunate
ly. Altos doesn't give you the utilities
you need to make the changes.

Last. one small complaint. You can't
set up the 586 to automatically re
boot itself after a power failure. The
system starts the boot process when
power returns but soon stops to ask
if you want to check the hard disk for
file-structure damage. If you aren't
around to answer this question, the
system does nothing. Unfortunately,
this part of the bootup process is
embedded in a compiled program
rather than in a XENIX command file.
It can't be changed.

THE OPTIONAL XENIX
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
If you want to develop software on the
586 or just need a complete copy of
the XENIX utilities, you must buy
what Altos calls the XENIX Develop
ment System. The system comes on
11 floppy disks and contains nearly all
the standard UNIX utilities plus many
of Berkeley UNIX. Some of the major
programs this package includes are
the C-Ianguage compiler, Microsoft
MS-FORTRAN, C-shell, vi screen
editor, uucp file-transfer program, and
UNIX source-code control system.
You also receive a stack of XEN IX
manuals that stands about nine
inches high.

Almost all the content of the
manuals is from the standard AT&T
UNIX Version 7 documentation, with
some additional material from
Berkeley, Altos, and Microsoft thrown
in. While these documents are fine for
an experienced UNIX user, they are
terrible for a novice. Altos and Micro
soft have tacked on a myriad of ap
pendixes and addenda to cover the
material not in the original AT&T
documents. There is no comprehen
sive index for all this material, which
makes it difficult to find the things you
are looking for. The manuals look like
they have been amended too many

(continued)
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times. Tutorials are included on many
subjects, but they won't help novices
much since most of them are aimed
at users with above-average computer
experience. If you have never pro
grammed in C on a UNIX system, you
will definitely need to buy some in
troductory books on both subjects.

There are several errors and omis
sions in the XENIX Development Sys
tem-some in the manuals and some
in the programs themselves. A
number of XENIX utilities are docu
mented but do not work. Other utili
ties are included but not documented.
And still other programs are docu
mented but not included. Thankfully,
most of the omissions problems are
small ones. Only two have caused me
any real inconvenience. First. the C
profiler, a utility that records the
amount of time a program spends in
its various subroutines, is docu
mented but does not work. Second,
there's a problem with the uucp file
transfer utility for moving files be
tween UNIX systems through serial
ports or modems. This program is
supposed to queue any number of
files for transfer at a predetermined
time. It is normally very powerful and
is supposed to enable large UNIX
based networks to trade electronic
mail and programs. Altos's version of
uucp has a documented bug that
prevents it from queuing more than
five files. The bug renders uucp
almost totally useless as a networking
tool.

CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Altos's general policy is that all ques
tions must be passed through the
dealer. Support personnel at the com
pany won't normally talk to end users.
This policy is fine for most customers
since most of them run the relatively
simple packaged programs familiar to
most dealers. Altos has provided a
toll-free number for dealers to use
when they run into a question they
can't answer. The company even
keeps a file of phone messages and
dealer names and numbers so that all
the information about that dealer is
handy This system is good for han
dling day-to-day problems and for
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making sure dealers get fairly prompt
answers to queries.

Altos's customer-service system
does not work so well if you are writ
ing software on the XENIX Develop
ment System and have a problem
your dealer doesn't understand. You
need to talk to the company yourself
or be present when your dealer
phones the company so you can
speak with the technicians. I have had
to call or write Altos on a variety of
matters, most often having to do with
software bugs, software updates, and
missing documentation. More than
half the time I had to call them again,
and Altos lost several of my letters.
Those that got through prompted
phone calls from executives who
guaranteed that my problems would
be fixed soon. Many of those troubles
remain unfixed.

Since Altos charges a great deal for
the XENIX Development System, it
has a responsibility to provide good
technical support. Altos should
recognize that very few of its dealers
can answer the kinds of question a
user of the development system might
ask.

Altos doesn't notify customers
when an update is available; it notifies
only its dealers. The company claims
to be able to ship a software update
within 24 hours. The best it has done
for me is nine days (not including ship
ping time). More often the delay has
been from two to four weeks, and
several times Altos accidentally left
things out of the shipment.

PERFORMANCE
The 586 truly is a high-performance
computer. The graphs on the "At a
Glance" pages are somewhat mislead
ing since, for some reason, XENIX
MBASIC does poorly when running
the BYTE benchmark programs (only
1.5 to 3.5 times faster than IBM PC
BASIC). This is surprising. The 586's
10-MHz 8086 is supposed to run pro
grams at least three times faster than
the IBM PC's 8088. To get a better
comparison I tried a version of the
Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmark
written in C This time the 586 fared
much better, delivering speeds more

than five times faster than the IBM PC
If you compare the C version of the
Sieve to the BASIC version, you'll
understand the reason for this dis
crepancy. On the IBM PC the BASIC
benchmark ran 90 times slower than
the C benchmark; on the Altos, BASIC
ran 174 times slower than C Obvious
ly. the reason for the slower BASIC
benchmarks on the Altos is that
MBASIC simply is not as efficient as
IBM BASIC If high speed is your ob
jective, write all your programs in C
You will have the pleasure of watch
ing them zip along at speeds 174
times faster than BASIC

Multiuser performance on the Altos
586 is very good. I routinely have five
users on my system simultaneously
and notice no degradation. The only
noticeable slowdown occurs when
there is not enough RAM to hold all
the programs running. Then, the oper
ating system begins a process called
"swapping." During a swap, the oper
ating system moves programs be
tween RAM and a special disk area,
so each program gets its chance to
run in RAM.

CONCWSION
I have only two major reservations
about recommending the Altos 586.
First. I can't recommend it to people
who plan to call into the computer via
a modem. The bugs in the modem
support software make using
modems on the 586 very difficult.
Second, I can't recommend the Altos
586 to people who want to develop
software. The errors and omissions in
the XENIX Development System and
in its patchwork documentation make
software development much harder
than on an average UNIX system.

Overall. the Altos 586 hardware is
well executed, fast. and reliable. Very
few UNIX or XENIX computers can
provide all the features of the 586 for
$8990. Due to its small size and low
cost. it is particularly suitable as a
multiuser business computer. My
dealer tells me that many third-party
software vendors are making their
products available on the Altos 586,
which should make it fairly easy to
find applications programs. _
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MPC 4220 (256K. 2 Drives) . SCali
PROFESSIONAL (10 MB, w/tape backup) . SCali
VP 2220 (Portable w/256K) SCali
COMPUPRO 10 (10 MB, Multi-user) SCali

ADVANCED DIGITAL Multi User Bd (8086) SCali
AST RESEARCH INC.
ADVANTAGE" IMuiti Ftn Bd lor AT) SCali
MEGA PLUS II (64K, Ser & Clk) S279
SIX PACK PLUS (64K, Ser/Par. Clk) S259
MONO GRAPH PLUS Card SCali

QUAD RAM
EXPANDED OUAOBOARD (S. P. Clock, Game)
64K S259 384K S429
OUAD 512- (Sellal Port. Maximum 512K)
64K S229 256K S349
OUADCDlOR I (Video Board) SI99

HERCULES Graphics Board (720,384) S339
Color Card (RGB. Composite. Parallel) S169
INTEl 8087180287 Math Co·Processor. SCali
KEYTRONIC Oelu,e IBM Keyboard (5151). SI99
MA SYSTEMS PC Peacock (RGB & Composite,

Parallel Pori) S209
MICROLOG Baby Blue II (Z80B, 64K, Parallel &

Serial Ports. Clock/Calendar) S529
ORCHID PC Turbo (801B6 CPU, 8 MHz) SCali
PANASONIC JA 551-2 (DSDD ThlOline Drive) S149
MRADISE SYSTEMS Multi·Display Card. .5295
Modular Graph~ Card 5279

Module A/B. SCali
PLANTRONICS ColorPlus SCali
S18 SYSTEMS Graph" Plus II S319

Super R,o w/64K S289
TANDON TM 100-2 (DSDD Disk Drive) 5159
TEAC FD-55B (DSDD Thinline Drive). .5139
TECMAR Graphics Master (640,400 RGB). S489

The Capta,n (w/ OK) S239
1st Mate (w/ OK) S219

TSENG LABS Ultra Pak S489

CORONA PC-22 (256K. 2 Drives)
Portable PC-22 (256K. MS-DOS 2.0) .

FUJITSU MICRO 16s (8086/Z80A)
MORROW OESIGNS Pivot. MD2. MD3,

MD5. MOll .
NEC
PC-8801A (Z80A, 64K. 2 Drives. 12" Monitor.

WordStar, MailMerge. Multiplan. NBASIC). S1149
APC-1I1 Specials w/ printer & Sol1ware . SCali
SANYO
MBC 550-2 (8088, 128K. I OSDD Drive (320K).

WordSlar. CalcStar, EasyWriter) SCali
MBC 555-2 (550-2 Plus I Add. Drive.

Mailmerge. Spellstar & Infostar) .
SEEQUA Chameleon/ Plus (8088/ Z80)
SWP Micro Computer Products
Co-Power-8B Board (8088 w/ 256K. 1MB)

For KAYPRO 2, 4& 10 . .. .... SCali
TElEVIOEO
l605fTpc·1I (8088, 256K) . SCali
LEADING EDGE PC . . SCali
ZENITH Z-151-52 (8088, 2 Dr. 320K RAM) SCali

ZW 151-5211 Dr, 10 MB Hard Disk) SCali
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How to turn "wait time"
into "work time"

The vast majority of
programming time is
spent waiting, and the
biggest slowdown is most
often with compilers.

And if you leave an undefined variable or data type,
the editor detects the mistake and gives you the option
of on-line "help" to correct it. No other programming
text editor offers you so much innovation at any price.

Our compiler turns
wait time to work time
with a new innovation
that lets you compile
in the "background."

With background
compilation, your program is automatically compiled
into object code line by line as you work, every minute
you spend writing or editing a Modula-2 program!

When you're finished editing, all that's left for the
compiler is a quick mopping up job that generates
optimized native code in a single pass.

How quick is "quick"?
Thanks to background compilation and the fact that

the compiler itself is so fast, Interface Technologies'
compiler turns 100 lines of typical Modula-2 text
into optimized machine code in under five seconds.

Plus the Interface compiler produces compact code
with execution speed superior to that produced by any
other Modula-2 compiler on the market.

It not only has a faster compiler, it also
sa yes time by compiling while you edit.

How to do two things at once
Along with the background compiler and syntax

directed editor, which can save you hours every day and
make you more productive, Interface Technologies'
Software Development System gives your monitor

INTRODUCING
Interface Technologies' Modula-2

Software Development System
The computer press is hailing Modula-2 as "the next

standard in programming languages." Modula-2
combines the strengths of Pascal with the features
that made C so popular, like independent ~_----__..,....,.."'"
compilation and direct hardware control.

But until today, no company offered a
Modula-2 system that made the development
of software fast, easy and efficient. Now,
though, there's a new tool at your disposal.

The fast, powerful tool
for programmers

The breakthrough is here: Interface Technologies'
new Modula-2 Software Development System for
the IBM® PC, XT, AT and compatible
computers to give programmers the same
quantum leap in productivity spreadsheets
and word processors gave to end-users. It
can reduce monotonous wait time, will
dramatically increase speed, help stop
thoughtless mistakes, and free you to become more
creative in virtually all of your programming efforts.

How to speed input and
eliminate 30% of errors

Thirty percent of programming mistakes are syntax
errors and simple typos in the program structure. Our
"syntax-directed" Modula-2 editor does away with
these time-consuming headaches once and for all.

It speeds input by
cutting manual typing
as much as 90%, letting
you enter statements
with a single keystroke.
For example, if you type
a capital "I" to begin a

line, the editor completes
the logical "IF THEN"

statement automatically, so
you can concentrate on what you

Enter complete statements want to program, rather than con-
with one keystroke. centrate on what you're typing.

The editor locks out errors, finishing statements and
procedures in perfect accord with the standardized
rules of Modula-2. It also indents and formats your
text automatically, making programs easy to read and
maintain, an important feature on big projects.
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windows so you can refer to one file while you edit
another simultaneously, saving you even
more time.

Concurrent editing of two
or more file~ is especially use
ful when doing programming
work that's intended for
separate compilation, and
Interface Technologies has
the only Modula-2 system
on the market that provides - ..;..L
you with this helpful benefit
for developing software. Work with multiple files

faster, easier in windows.

How preprogrammed modules
speed development

One of the advantages of Modula-2 is that it lets you
build large, reliable programs quickly, by linking
together many smaller "building-block" modules.

The development system's toolkit of precompiled
program modules includes the standard Modula-2
library, and adds exclusive link-and-run modules for
direct calls to the operating system, sound, and color

You can use it on any IBM® PC, XT, AT or
compatible computer with two double-sided, double
density floppy drives and 320K RAM diskette.

You get a thoroughly indexed, comprehensive user's
manual and free telephone support from Interface
Technologies. But the most important thing you get is
the future, and the programming language ofthe future
is Modula-2, and now it's easier than ever.

For more information, or to order the Modula-2
Software Development System, call 1-800-922-9049
today. In Texas, call (713) 523-8422.

You can also order or
request further in
formation by
mail. Just fill
out the cou
pon below
and send it
in. Act today
and receive
your system
soon.

1 1ij(Q)[D)lUJUa~ SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT SYSTEML .J

r- - - - - - - - - - - - - ,.~

1 NAME 1~
ADDRESS <5

1CITY STATE__ ZIP U
1PHONE I~

PLEASE CHECKONE:a1DAMERICAN EXPRESS DVISA DMASTERCARD I~
D CHECK ENCLOSED §1CHARGE ACCOUNT NUMBER U

IDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDDlj

1EXPIRATION DATE SIGNATURE I!
1PLEASE SEND ME__COPIES @ $249 EACH. 111

INTERFACE TECHNOLOGIES CORPORATION ~.~1 3336 RICHMOND, SUITE 200, HOUSTON, TX 77098 1~
Texas residents, add 6.125% Sales Tax. BT-3 .~

1 I~

1
1
1
1
1

graphics support.
MC.'I"AII InOut Plus you get low-
LN~ cost updates from

l:::::s~:::::::~SjF~l the Interface
I"... .ntl f1eS Technologies
~... fast-growing

library of new

~~~",~~:= programming modules.
... The Modula-2 development system's toolkit of

ready-made modules turns big programs into smaJler projects.

Increase productivity for $249
Interface Technologies' Software Development

System is fast, powerful and unlimited. It works so well
that it's the same tool Interface Technologies is using to
write business and consumer applications in Modula-2.

For $249, you get the syntax-directed editor and
compiler, linker, module library and tutorial that will
have even modestly experienced programmers writing
in Modula-2 in days. And you have full rights to your
work; there's no license fee for programs you develop
with the Interface Technologies system.
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S·Y·S·T·E·M

The NEC APC III
A business

computer
with MS--DOS

and color
graphics

BY JOHN D. UNGER

John D. Unger (POB 95.
Hamilton. VA 22068) is a sdentist

working for tFie u.s. government. He
has a B.S. and an M.S. from MIT
and a PhD. from Dartmouth. His

interests include running. skiing. and
keeping up Fiis Victorian Fiouse.
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T he NEC APC III has an 8-MHz 8086
processor. high-resolution color
graphics (640 by 400 pixels). and

MS-DOS and 5~-inch disk drives for poten
tial software compatibility with the IBM Per
sonal Computer (PC). After using this micro
computer for six weeks. I have found it to
be fast. sophisticated. and well designed.
However. there are serious limitations to the
APC Ill's degree of compatibility with the
IBM Pc.

The excellent high-resolution graphics and
the software currently available for the com
puter suggest that NEC is targeting
sophisticated business users as its primary
audience. For business applications. the
APC III is superior to similar products cur
rently available. including the IBM Pc.

I review a system with dual floppy-disk
drives. an extra 256K bytes of RAM
(random-access read/write memory). a
color-graphics board. and a color monitor;
the suggested list price is $ 3595

HARDWARE
The set-up procedures for the APC III are
straightforward and clearly covered in the
documentation. The system hardware (see
photo I) is organized into the familiar three
piece configuration: the processor/disk
drive unit. monitor (with a tilting and swivel
ing base). and detached QWERTY keyboard
The monitor's power cord plugs into a
switched. I IO-volt socket in the rear of the
main case.

The recessed power switch is conveniently
on the right side. and a green LED (light
emitting diode) leaves no doubt that power
is on. Unfortunately. the APC Ill's cooling
fan is loud and seems to emit a high
frequency noise. I called NEC about this.
and the company's response indicated that
the fan on my test machine was faulty. I did
not have an opportunity to use another
APC III to see if the fan was a problem only
with my review computer. The monitor also
has its own cooling fan. which is significantly
quieter.

Dominating the front panel are two Teac
double-sided double-density half-height
disk drives. The optional IO-megabyte half
height hard-disk drive would take the place
of one of the floppy-disk drives. In the
bottom-left corner. tucked away to prevent
accidental pokes and prods. is the button
used to reboot the system.

MONITOR AND DISPLAY
Like the IBM PC and other microcomputers
using the MS-DOS operating system. the
APC III supports different screen-display
modes. The highest-resolution graphics
modes are not normally available on the
IBM PC and compatibles.

The character display in the text mode is
perhaps the best I have seen. The charac
ters are well formed and are easy to read
(see photo 2). Normal text display is 80
columns by 25 rows and in monochrome
mode includes normal. reverse video. blink
ing. and underline attributes. A utility sup
plied with MS-DOS can change the text
display from the normal white on black to
green on black on a color monitor.

The APC III can display graphics in up to
eight colors and in three screen formats
(320 by 200. 640 by 200. and 640 by 400
pixels). NEC uses two 7220 graphics-display
controller chips to control text and graph
ics: one controls the standard text-display
modes and the second controls the graph
ics modes. The APC III uses memory-map
ping for exceptionally fast character or
graphics video display. In addition to the
memory available to the operating system.
the user. and the applications programs
running on the machine. the computer
reserves a specific section of the memory
addressable by the 8086 to hold screen
related data.

The main processor writes to video mem
ory at the same time that the display con
troller reads the data and sends it to the
screen. Therefore. as soon as a character
(when in text mode) or pixel (when in graph
ics mode) is changed in memory. the screen



also changes. The standard video RAM is
8K bytes for text and 64K bytes for graph
ics. adequate for all the monochrome
graphics and color text modes. The optional
color-graphics board (list price of $200).
which includes an additional 128K bytes of
video RAM. is required to use the graphics
modes with color.

Since the display screen is directly bit
mapped into the video-display memory.
each pixel on the screen corresponds to I
bit of RAM in memory. Every 640- by
400-pixel color-graphics screen has three
overlapping planes. each corresponding to
the red. green. and blue attributes. There
fore. the system uses 640 by 400 by 3 or
768.000 bits (96K bytes) of RAM to hold all
the color-graphics information required for
one display screen. Actually. the APC III has
available a total of 192K bytes of video
RAM. enough to keep two complete pages
or screens of information in memory at the
same time.

The graphics modes can display text. but
these characters are formed from a graphics
character set with a density of 8 by 16
pixels: they are not quite as classy looking
as the characters in the text modes.

The color monitor performed flawlessly.
Resolution is more than adequate to display
the highest-resolution color graphics (see
photo 3).

KEYBOARD
The APC Ill's keyboard is one of the best
I have used. The main section of the key
board (see photo 4) resembles the popu
lar layout of the IBM Selectric typewriter.
The NEC literature consistently refers to the
\02 keys. Try as 1 may. I count only 10l;
nonetheless. it has a layout that's compat
ible with ASCII (American Standard Code
for Information Interchange) keyboards.

NEC supplies an MS-DOS utility to switch
the "key click" into a chirp or beep sound.
It provides good audio feedback. a help
when typing quickly. but the sound can get
on your nerves. There is no way to change

the tone or volume.
Across the top of the keyboard are 12

unlabeled programmable function keys.
Each can be used alone or in conjunction
with the FNC. Shift. CTRL. and ALT keys. giv
ing you potentially 60 different function-key
combinations. A utility supplied by NEC lets
you program these and all the other keys.
Directly above the 12 function keys is a
removable template for recording the func
tion of each key.

NEC has written a character device driver
for MS-DOS 2.11. ANSI.SYS. The character
device driver replaces the standard console
device with one that is compatible with
ANSI (American National Standards In
stitute) terminal control sequences. These
control sequences allow the movement of

(continued)

Photo I: The NEC APC III microcomputer.
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REVIEW: NEC APC III

Photo 2: Screen display in the 80 by 25 text mode.

Photo 3: Screen display in the 640 by 400 color-graphics mode.

MEMORY
The main board of the computer
comes with 128K bytes of dynamic
RAM. Optional plug-in memory cards
come with 128K bytes of RAM plus
empty IC (integrated circuit) sockets
for 64K-byte RAM chips. providing a
total of 256K bytes for a full card. lWo
memory-expansion cards, loaded to
capacity. would bring the APC III to
its maximum of 640K bytes. It's easy
to add the memory-expansion boards
to the computer; four slots for
memory boards or other expansion
cards are accessible through in
dividual protective covers on the rear
panel of the computer (see the photo
in the ''At a Glance" section). The APC
III apparently uses parity checking to
test the RAM because nine 64K-byte
by I-bit chips are required for each
64K bytes of memory. The computer
performs a memory check every time
it boots the system. but the process
takes only a few seconds with 384K
bytes installed.

A small amount of CMOS (comple
mentary metal-oxide semiconductor)
RAM is used as nonvolatile. battery
backed memory to store certain
system parameters when the com-

(continued)

compatibility in cursor and screen I/O
(input/output).

INTEGRAL PERIPHERALS
The two floppy-disk drives have a
nominal storage capacity of 360K
bytes each. Disks formatted by M5
DOS 2.11 included with the APC III
can be read by other M5-DOS and PC
DOS machines. An eight-track format
option enables the disks to run on
computers using the older MS-DOS
and PC-DOS I.xx versions. but stor
age is reduced to 320K bytes per
drive. The specifications for the disk
drives show a head-settling time of 50
milliseconds (ms). a track-to-track time
of 5 ms. and a data-transfer rate of
31.2 5K bytes per second. all of which
adds up to fast disk I/o. The drives are
rather noisy. especially when moving
from track to track. They are signifi
cantly louder than the single-sided
Teac drives on my Sanyo MBC 555.

them and takes appropriate action
Because of the differences in the
ROM BIOS (basic input/output system)
between the APC III and other M5
DOS microcomputers. use of ANSI
special control sequences is the only
way that it is possible for you to get

applications between computers and
terminals. and they are used to con
trol the cursor and display screen.
When the ANSI character device
driver sees a special sequence of
characters (for example. ESC 121.
which erases the screen). it interprets
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Multilingual Windows

You can order The Window Machine
with the language interface of your choice:
C, Pascal, Compiled Basic, Fortran, Cobol,
or PLl. We've even recently completed

AMBER SYSTEMS
1171 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road
San /nse.CA 95129

Available for lhe IBM PC. XT. AT. IBM Compatibles,
and the Wan~. T.I .. HP ISO, and Tandy 2000,

Card, E,p, Dal. _
'Calirornia residents: lax included. Orders outside lhe USA: please add $5
for shippin,ll and handHnl(.

The Window Machine Includes:

Address _

Name _

Th. Wi,dow ModIi,," S59,95 Shipping and handling included
LANGUAGE INTERFACE:

oLattice CORealia Cobol DMicrosofl Basil: Compiler 0 Microsoft Fortran
oPLI OMicrosoft Pascal OTurbo Pascallfull featured true windowingj
COMPUTER _

Cily Stale_ZipCod. _

[; Check OMoney Order DVISA DMaslerCard 0 American Express

figured if you wanted ribbons and bows
you could always add them yourself.)

And by offering you the product our
selves, we were able to cut out all the
middlemen and save you a tremendous
amount of money.

'.SIThe Window
,. l Machzne™

an interface for Turbo Pascal*, so that
now true, full-featured windowing can be
utilized with this fine compiler. (Turbo's
own built-in "windowing" procedure is
extremely limited).

Windows That Won't Break You

We decided to save you a lot of money.
So, we left behind fancy binders, mono
grammed slip cases and plastic pre
sentation boxes. Instead, you'll find an
extremely powerful tool and a 200 page
manual written with an eye toward
simplicity, clarity and completeness. (We
·Turbo Pasco I is a Trademark of Borland International

Why did Simon &
Schuster,3COM,
Tymshare, and
Revlon choose
VSI- The Window
Machl·ne? fi~~~~~~· ·M:~~;leW~7r~~~S

Screens (up to 255)
• Choice of Borders
(including floshing borders)

( dh ·Support for 011 Color andan ow come Monochrome Video Attributes
(no graphics card required)

you can buy l
It faT ·Built-in Diagnostics

• And much, much more

ORDER YOUR COPY OF

h I '?) VSI-THE WINDOW MACHINE TODAY

SUC a AWPTICe For Visa, MasterCard and
• American Express orders call toll free:

1-800-227-3800 ext. 986

These are
coders'
windows...
C:lesigned to be
built into the
programs you
are writing.
They can
overlap, move
anywhere on
the screen,
grow, shrink,
vanish or blink.
They can be
bordered in
anything from
a simple line to
flashing
asterisks... or
even no border
at all. And
you can have
up to 255 of
them at a timel
Color or
monochrome
...of coursel

Windows Bigger
Than Your Screen?

Here's where the
VSI part of our name
fits in. VSI means
Virtual Screen Inter
face. Behind each
window, there's a
much bigger picture.
VSI defines virtual
screens rather than just windows. The
window itself shows whatever portion of
its virtual screen you wish to exhibit at
any given point in your program. Each
screen can be up to 128 x 255 (columns x
rows, or rows x columns). And there are
more than 100 screen primitives at your
command.

Windows WIth A View
Toward The Future

The Window
Machine'· occupies
only 12K! Written in
tight, fast Assembler,
it performs like a
racing engine ... with
more power than
you'll probably ever
need. Yet, it's an
engine designed to fit
in the vehicle of
your choice ... from a
"stripped-down"
128K IBM PC to a
fully loaded AT. The
programs you write
today will run on
the broadest range of
machines possible ...
now, and in the
future.

AMBER SYSTEMS. INC. 1171 S. Saratoga-Sunnyvale Road. San Jose CA 95129 FOR DEALER I~QLIRIES CALL Ol R800 ~LMBER
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Photo 4: The APC III keyboard. Note the 12 unlabeled programmable function
keys and the template for recording the functions.

puter is off. This portion of memory
is not directly available to the user.
However, NEC utility programs sup
plied with the computer can access
data in the CMOS memory to con
figure the RS-232C and printer ports
and to change RAM-disk parameters,
the time, and default display colors
for text.

The amount of system RAM does
not give a full picture of the total
memory used by a powerful graphics
machine like the APC III. For example,
32K bytes of ROM (read-only mem
ory) contain the bootstrap loader. a
self-test program, and BIOS routines.
A color-graphics board would add
200K bytes of RAM for the storage of
text and graphics data. which are then
directly accessible to the video
display. Combined with the 640K
bytes of system RAM. that would
bring the total amount of memory
used by the APC III to about 872K
bytes. just 128K bytes shy of the
I-megabyte maximum addressable by
the 8086 processor.

PORTS
The standard system has two interface
ports. A supplied utility program can
configure the serial port for all stan
dard data-transmission rates up to
9600 bps (bits per second) and for
other data-transfer parameters like
word length, stop bits, parity. and
XON/XOFF protocol. The printer port
is Centronics-compatible; NEC refers
to it as IBM-compatible, though I'm

REVIEW: NEC APC III

not sure what that means here. A utili
ty program allows you to designate
your type of printer. There are no
hardware options to install additional
parallel or serial ports to the com
puter, but there is an optional expan
sion card to provide an IEEE-488 in
terface. Another optional card pro
vides ports for two standard joysticks;
the same card expands the APC Ill's
sound capabilities.

OPTIONS
I've discussed most of the hardware
options for the APC III except the
10-megabyte internal and external
hard-disk drives. An APC III con
figured with this option ($1999). a PC
UX expansion board ($299), and the
PC-UX operating-system software
($700) gives you a UNIX operating
system. These options make the APC
III a machine that's totally different
from the one I have been discussing.
Since I have not seen the computer
in this configuration, I can only
speculate that there would be nothing
in the hardware components to pre
vent the APC III from running UNIX
as well as or better than any other
8086 or 8088 microcomputer. Al
though the NEC literature does not
mention the conspicuously empty
socket on the right of the mother
board next to the 8086 chip, it is
almost certainly for an 8087 co
processor chip. The programmer's
manual does refer to some possible
uses of an 8087 chip, but there is as

• i.' ,

I'T . .-. -
llJ r-,

MS.-DOS 2.11 supplied
with the APC III

appears well integrated
with the 8.-MHz 8086:

I've seen no evidence of
the OS degrading the
hardware performance.
yet no software designed for this
capability.

SOFTWARE
MS-DOS 2.11 supplied with the APC
III appears to be well integrated with
the 8-MHz 8086; I haven't seen any
evidence of the operating system de
grading the performance of the hard
ware. In addition to the utilities
routinely available with MS-DOS sys
tems, NEC supplies some useful pro
grams written specifically for the APC
III. several of which I mentioned
earlier. Another utility is the RAM
DISK program, which lets you
designate 128K-byte blocks of RAM
as the E: drive. The parameters for
this utility are kept in nonvolatile
CMOS memory; you need only set up
the RAM disk once. Nonetheless, you
have to disable the RAM disk with the
utility program when you want to use
the RAM as normal memory.

The BASIC interpreter bundled with
the APC III is version 2.01 of Microsoft
GW-BASIC It is the most powerful and
versatile BASIC interpreter I have
used; it gives you command over all
of the machine's high-resolution
graphics in sophisticated and in
novative ways. Because GWBASIC ap
pears to be a superset of the old stan
dard MBASIC programs written in
MBASIC should be transportable to
GW-BASIC for use on the NEC How
ever. compatibility between IBM's
BASICA and GWBASIC is more com
plicated owing to the new color and

(wntinued)
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Graphics Master .. 544.
126K Dynamic Memory . . S22•
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BOARDS
AST Six Pack Plus ..

Paradise
Modular Graphic Q6.1 527•
Five Pak . .. 51.11

MONITORS
Amdek All Monitors C.II

Princeton Graphic HX·12 .. 547•

Sanyo
CAT·30 .
CAT·36. . ..
CAT·50 .
CAT-70 .

Taxan
121 Green ..........512•
122 Amber .. .. .5134
420AGB 53.11
425AGB/Green. . .. 5410
Zenith
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ZVM·124. . 51211
ZVM-130 C8Il
ZVM-133 Color/AGB 5410
ZVM·135 Color/AGB W/Audio. . .. 54••

I K DRIVES
Ip a Omega Turbo 10

Iomega
Bernoulli Box for IBM
10 Megabyte .
20 Megabyte .

Rana
Elite 1
Elitell .
Elite III .
Elite 10H/Apple .
Controller (W/Drive Only)
1000 W/DOS for Atari .
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2222 E. Indian School Rd.
Phoenix, Arizona 85016

NEC
PC-820l Computer .
PC41201A·90 Banery Pack
PC41206A 32K Aam
PC-8271A-Ql AC Adapter .
PC-8271A-Q2 AC Adapter .
PC-8281A Recorder .

Northstar
All Computer Models.

Sanyo MBC-775 Portable.
MBC·550 System ..
M BC·555 System .
MBC·5S()..2 System
MBC·555·2 System
MBC·885

Televideo
803 .
804 .
16050 .
1605C.
1605H.
l605CH .
TPC-1 .
TPC-2 Single Drive .
TPC-2 Dual Drive .

Visual Commuler.

Zenith
Z-l50 Single Drive.
Z·l50 Dual Drive .
Z-150W/10 Megabyte.
Z·l60 Single Drive.
Z·l60 Dual Drive.

COMPUTERS
Altos All CompUter Models .

Columbia .

Corona
PC-22 Dual Drive .
PC·HD2 Hard Disk
PPC·2 Portable/Dual Drive .
Ppc·HD2 Portable/Hard Disk.

...56"

. . 54S11
.. SHII

.... S4611
.S51111

.C811

.54611
.. .. 54611

PRICED TOO LOW
TO PRINT

Call for Prices.

........C.II
.. S2311

... S1225
.S 11711
.S 425
.S 5511

.. S 4411
S755

.S 6311
.S 6"

......... S 5"

Store Hours: Mon-Fri 10-5:30 Saturday 9-1
Order Line Hours: Mon-Fri 8:30-5:30 S~turday 9-1

... S31111
..... 54111
.. .. SS16

.................. 5850
.......... S4411

...... S5111

COLUMBIACOMPUTERS
All systems include fifteen software packages

with a $3,200 value.

MPC4210 MPC4220
MPC4610 MPC4620 Columbia VP

1·800·528·1054
*SPECIALS OF THE MONTH*

Prices reflect 3% to 5% cash discount. Product shipped in factorY cartons with manufacturer's warranty. Please add
$8.00 per order for UPS shipping. Prices & availability subject to change without notice. Send cashier's check or
money order ... all other checks will delay shipping two weeks.

VIDEO TERMINALS
ADDS
A·2Green.
A-3.. .. .

Altos
Smart II ..

Qume
QVT 102 Green .
QVT 102 Amber.
QVT 103 Green
OVT 103 Amber.
OVT 108 Green
OVT 108 Amber.

Televideo
800 .
BOOA.
910.
910+
921 .
922
924
925
925E

Wyse
50 .
75

Zenith Z·22
Z·29.
Z-49 .

MODEMS
Anchor Automation
Anchor Express ..
MarkXU .

Hayes
Smartmodem 300 Baud .. S 1S5
Smartmodem 1200 Baud. . .. S44S
Smartmodem 1200B Baud (IBM) 53711
Micromodem liE (Apple) 520ft

Novation Smart Ca' Plus S315
Prometheus All models C8•

Racal-VadicAIiModels C811

US Robotics Password 1200 S2111

. C811

.C.II
.S385
. S61111

.S245

S10S11
S1315

... S275
.S4311

.. S7011

.. S 375
.C.II

..C.II

S6311
.. S6611
.S1215

. S13511
.. S16611
.S17711
..... C.II

....C.II

.... S7S0

.S4711
Seoll

.S10411
.S315

... S3S11
.S4511

..S335

.. S11211

..S20311
.S22511

. S235
.... S2S11

..S3"

. SII811

.. S244
.......54"

.. S21111

. S 355
.. .... S 365

.S6411
. .. SS75

.. S 6711
...... S11"

.... S6M
.S141111
.S16611

.. .. S16611
...S11311
.. S26411

.S5211
...... S7511

.. SS311
......... S16311

.... S17111
.... SII"
.......C.II

CALL TOLL FREE

_GEMINI_
10Xor10XPC

with
Cable & Paper
Super Price

CALL

PLOTTERS
Enter
Sweet-P600

Tally
Spirit 80 .

Toshiba
Pl340 Parallel or Serial.
P1351 Parallel or Serial

PRINTERS
Anadex
9625B.
WP6000 ..
0P6500 .

Brother
DX-15.
OX-15XL.
HA-25.
HA-35

C-Itoh
A-le-30.
F·' 0 Parallel or Serial
55 CPS Serial or Parallel
8510 Parallel (Prowriter).
8510SP
8510SCP.
8510 BPI

Comrex
CA-2E
CA-4.
420.

Datasouth
OS180.
OS220.

Diablo
620.
630 API .
630ECS .
630 ECS/IBM .
Series 36 .
80IF .
P12CQI.
P32CQI.
S32CQI.
P38 .
S38 ..
CI50.

Epson All Prin'er Models.

Inforunner
Aiteman wfTractor ..
Riteman 15 ..
Riteman Blue wfTraclor

Juki
5500.
6100
6300 .

NEC
2010. 2015.2030 .
2050.
3510.3515.3530.
3550 ..
8810.8815.8830
8850 .
P2. P3.

Okidata All Pdn'., Models.

Panasonic
1091.
1092
1093.

Silver Reed
EXP4QQ .
EXPSOO Parallel or Serial
EXP550 Parallel or Serial
EXP770 Parallel or Serial

Star Micronics
All Printer Models.



REVIEW: NEC APC III

Table I: Word-processing benchmarks with WordStar (times in seconds). Tests for
the NEC APC III used tlW 360K-byte disk drives and 384K bytes of memory.
The IBM PC had tlW 360K-byte disk drives and 512K bytes of memory. The
Apple II used the Microsoft Z80 Softcard. All three systems had a monochrome
display. The loading and saving tests measure the time required to load and save
the standard 4000-lWrd document. Search measures the time required to find the
last IWrd in the standard document. Scroll measures the time required to scroll
manually through the document.

that the DeSmet C compiler ran the
programs an order of magnitude
faster than GWBASIC: with the RAM
disk, it took a mere 5 seconds to com
pile and link the C source for the Sieve
program.

NEC supplied WordStar 3.30 and its
companion programs MailMerge and
SpellStar with the test system. I have
used WordStar over the past three
years on four computers, and I find
that the implementation on the APC
III is the best (see the word-processing
benchmarks in table I). The speed of
the processor and disk I/O is one
reason. The text scrolls smoothly and
rapidly; there is little delay scrolling
down through the text when the pro
gram loads more of the file from disk
into memory. Also, there is only a
short delay when overlay programs
are read from the disk. Putting the
WordStar programs and the file you
want to edit onto the RAM disk gives
you virtually instant access to all the
overlay files as well as extremely fast
save and read times for the text file.

The cursor position on the screen
and the cursor-eontrol keys are always
in sync; you are where you think you
are when moving through the text.
Other microcomputers I have used
with WordStar have had at least some
degree of "cursor inertia:' The cursor
continues to move along when you
release the key, or, when deleting, it
continues to delete. This doesn't hap
pen with WordStar on the APC III.

NEC sent Microsoft's Multiplan,
which I used for the spreadsheet

graphics commands, especially those
associated with the APC Ill's 640 by
400 color-graphics modes. The GW
BASIC manual contains a section
detailing the differences. As is usually
the case, BASIC programs saved in
ASCII format can be transported be
tween the IBM PC and APC III and
then tested on the foreign interpreter.
I found it strange that GWBASIC like
IBM BASIC allows only 64K bytes of
total memory for the interpreter and
any programs. This version of GW
BASIC gives you 27K bytes for your
BASIC programs. By contrast. Sanyo
BASIC's program area expands with
the amount of RAM available, a con
venient feature. GWBASIC for the
APC III includes 173 separate com
mands and functions (not including
normal arithmetic and logical
operators) presented in alphabetic
order on 249 contiguous pages. The
language would be much less in
timidating to use if the documentation
were organized into sections (for ex
ample, graphics, file I/O. and mathe
matical functions).

The benchmark results for GW
BASIC and the APC III (see the graphs
in the "At a Glance" section) show im
pressive improvements over the IBM
PC in all areas except random-access
disk read and write, where the two
computers are about even. The im
provements in the calculations and
Sieve benchmarks are most likely
caused by the differences in pro
cessor speed (8 MHz for the APC III
versus 4.77 MHz for the IBM). Note

Test
Document load
Document save
Search
Scroll
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APC III
10.3
23.0

9.1
29.0

IBM PC
9.9

24.2
10.5
41.2

Apple II
10.3
32.3

6.6
46.4

benchmarks. Multiplan ran more
easily and quickly than CalcStar, the
only other spreadsheet with which I
have played. NEC also sent BPS Busi
ness Graphics, a well-designed piece
of software for graphics displays of
many kinds of data. (For a review of
the package. see "Three Generations
of Charts for the IBM PC' by Jack
Bishop, in the November 1983 BYTE,
page 352.) Like the rest of the soft
ware I received with the APC III. BPS
Business Graphics was completely
configured for the system, and it takes
advantage of the high-resolution
graphics of the NEC The program
takes pairs of data points and gives
you the option of setting parameters
and plotting the points in a variety of
graphical displays. One especially
valuable feature is that the software
accepts data in almost any format and
then lets you edit or reformat it the
way you want. The input data can
come from spreadsheet programs,
from sorted data files that originated
in a database program, from data
created by BASIC or other language
programs, or from data typed directly
from the keyboard. It is a slick pack
age, and if it is representative of the
business software written for the APC
III. the computer will be a first-rate
business tool. I did not get to plot the
graphical output on a printer.

COMPATIBILITY
The things compatible between the
APC III and the IBM PC or other M5
DOS microcomputers are the operat
ing system, the disk format. the ANSI
standard terminal control sequences,
the BASIC interpreters (to some
degree). and the assembly language
used to program their processors
(8088 and 8086 microprocessors use
the same mnemonics for assembly
language programming). The APC
stores its video-display RAM in dif
ferent memory locations, uses dif
ferent vector calls for its ROM BIOS
routines (although the register values
used in the BIOS routines and the
structure of the BIOS routines are very
similar), and has different key codes
for some keyboard functions, in both

(continued)
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20001600
DISK STORAGE (K BYTES)
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1000
MEMORY SIZE (K BYTES)
o 200 400 600 800

BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES
o 2 4 6

Manuflleturer
NEC Information Systems Inc.
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(617) 264-8000

Software
MS-DOS 2.11, Microsoft
GW-BASIC

Expansion capability
Four card slots (NEC bus)
accessible from outside; one
internal slot for optional color
graphics card

Name
NEC APC III

Components
Processor: 16-bit 8-MHz
8086-Z
Memory: 128K dynamic RAM
(standard) expandable in
128K increments to 640K;
32K ROM (bootstrap and self
test); 1K CMOS RAM with
battery backup (for system
use); 8K text video RAM; 64K
graphics video RAM
(standard); 192K with color
graphics (optional)
Mass storage: one (standard)
or two 360K double-sided
double-density 51f4-inch drives
(Teac 55B); 10-megabyte hard
disks optional
Monitor: Monochrome:
14-inch diagonal, high
persistence white phosphor,
640- by 400-pixel resolution.
Color: 14-inch diagonal RGB,
eight-color, 640- by 400-pixel
resolution
Keyboard: QWERTY with 101
keys including 12 function
keys (shiftable five ways),
numeric keypad, and cursor
keys

AT A GLANCE

Documentation
MS-DOS user's guide,
MS-DOS programmer's
reference manual, MS-DOS
macro assembler manual,
GW-BASIC manual

NEC APC ill !:::'{{{=IIBM PC ~ APPLE TIE

Price
APC-H101M (single 360K

drive, monochrome
monitor) $1995

APC-H101C (single drive,
color monitor) $2495

The Memory Size graph shows the standard
and optional memory available for the com
puters under comparison. The Disk Storage
graph shows the highest capacity of a single
floppy-disk drive for each system. The Bundled
Software Packages graph shows the number
of software packages included with each

system. The Price graph shows the list price
of a system with two high-capacity disk drives,
a monochrome monitor, graphics and color
display capability, a printer port and a serial
port, 256K bytes of memory, (64K bytes for 8-bit
systems), and the standard operating system
and BASIC interpreter for each system.
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The rear panel of the APC III. Note that the four card slots are
accessible from the outside.

The top view of the main system unit.

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (SEC)
250

BASIC PERFORMANCE (SEC)

250 r----------===-::-:-::--------------,

200 1------------------------1

150 I----------------------j

100 1------------------------1

501-----

OL---

2001------

1501-----

1001---~~

501----

OL--~

WRITE READ SIEVE CALCULATIONS

RECALCULATELOAD
0'----

22

51---

20 1----------------4'i.
18

15 1--------1/

10 I-----,.....,---{;

SPREADSHEET (SEC)

25 r-----------------------,

40K FILE COPY40K FORMAT/DISK COpy
0'-------

40 I-----------------V

20 1-------+

30 1----------------4-

SYSTEM UTILITIES (SEC)

50

101-----

_ NEC APC ill [{{:';J IBM PC ~ APPLE llE

The graphs for Disk Access in BASIC show how long it takes to write
a 64K-byte sequential text file to a blank floppy disk and how long
it takes to read this file. (For the program listings see the June 1984
BYTE, page 327, and October, page 32.) The Sieve graph shows
how long it takes to run one iteration of the Sieve of Eratosthenes
prime-number benchmark. The Calculations graph shows how long
it takes to do 10,000 multiplication and division operations using
single-precision numbers. The System Utilities graph shows how long

it takes to format and copy a disk (adjusted time for 40K bytes of
disk data) and to transfer a 4OK-byte file using the system utilities.
The Spreadsheet graph shows how long the computers take to load
and recalculate a 25- by 25-cell spreadsheet where each cell equals
1.001 times the cell to its left. Microsoft Multiplan was the spread
sheet program used. The tests for the NEC APC III used MS-DOS
2.11 and GW-BASIC 2.01. Tests for the Apple were done with the
ProDOS operating system. The IBM PC was tested with PC-DOS 2.0.
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SOFTWARE

Inquiry 221_.......

DISK DRIVES

AST SIX PAC PLUS (64K) 1 MP MINI.. ..259/NEW
EVEREX GRAPHICS EDGE 399
HERCULES GRAPHICS CARD 335
IRMA 3278 EMULATOR BEST PRICE
MICROTEK NEW PRODUCTS CALL
ORANGE MICRO ALL BOARDS CALL
ORCHID PC BLOSSOM & TURBO CALL
PROFIT SYSTEMS MULTIGRAPH CALL
PERSYST BOARDS & CARDS SAVE
QUADRAM QUADBOARD 1 MAXPAQ 259/CALL
STB GRAPHIX PLUS II CALL
TECMAR GRAPHICS MASTER/JR CAPT 469/325
TITAN ACCELERATORS FOR IBM OR APPLE ..CALL

HAYES SMART MODEM 300/1200 212/499
NOVATION SMART CAT PLUS W/MITE 359
VEN-TEL HALF CARD 1200 BAUD 425
U.S.D1GITAL.. ...... 395 MAXWELL. SAVE

MODEMS

MONITORS

FULL HEIGHTS (FOR IBM) FROM 110
HALF HEIGHTS (FOR IBM) FROM 125
ALPHA OMEGA TURBO 10 (FASTER THAN XT)800
EVEREX 10 MEG INTERNAL HARD DiSK 750

20 MEG INTERNAL HARD DiSK 1139
112 HT 1/4" TAPE STREAMER 960

IOMEGA BERNOULLI BOX (20 MEG) 2795
MICRO SCI (FOR APPLE) FROM 199
PCjr 2ND DISK DRIVE BY QUADRAM 495
PEACHTREE PERIPHERALS CALL
QUADDISK 6 MEG REMOVABLE 1725
QUENTIN (FOR APPLE & IBM) SAVE
SEAGATE 25MEG FOR AT 795
SUPER 5 (FOR APPLE) 179
TALLGRASS HARD DISK WITH BACKUP CALL
TANDON TM100-2....189 10 MEG HARD CALL

AMDEK 300A or 300G 154/144
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX12/SR12 469/CALL
OUADRAMQUADCHROMEI AMBERCHROME CALL
SUPER 5 ....... CALL TAXAN ALL MODELSCALL

BROTHER HR-15, HR-25, HR-35............. LL
C. ITOH LEITER QUALlTY CALL
EPSON FX. RX CALL FUJITSU SAVE
NEC SPINWRITER, P2 & P3 CALL
OKIDMA ALL MODELS BEST PRICES
PANASONIC ........ SAVE . QUME.. CALL
STAR MICRONICS GEMINI10X/15X 269/379
TEXAS INSTRUMENTS CALL
TOSHIBA P1351 & P1340 12491795

COPY II PC SAVE D-BASE 111... .......399
FRAMEWORK 399 WORDPERFECT .CALL
LOTUS 1-2-3 309 MULTIMME.. ......279
SyMPHONy 475 WORDSTAR 2000CALL

programs. The programmer's refer
ence manual provides clear descrip
tions of the ROM BIOS routines and
DOS functions and a good section on
the organization of video RAM and
the memory structure of the APC III.

A product of NEC Information Sys
tems Inc.. the APC III represents
NEe's second serious attempt to
market a personal computer in the
U.S. The division's main office. in Box
borough. Massachusetts, has pro
vided good support by answering all
my questions about the computer.
but it appears the company prefers
that users go through local dealers.

CONCWSION
Compared with the IBM Pc. the NEC
APC III is the superior microcom
puter. but the availability of software
could haunt you. NEC has enlisted
some of the biggest names in the soft
ware industry to modify programs for
the machine. but it is unlikely that
much new software will be written ex
plicitly for the APC III. Currently avail
able are Multiplan, SuperCalc. Word
Star. the PFS series. dBASE II. Friday!.
GraphPlan. DR Graph. DR Draw, BPS
Business Graphics, the BPI series,
Financial Manager. Dow jones Market
Analyzer. Dow jones Investment
Evaluator. and Dow jones Link.

If you are looking for a sophisti
cated, fast microcomputer for busi
ness applications, NEC supplies the
necessary software. Like many busi
nessmen, I don't want or need access
to those "10.000 programs" written
for the IBM or Apple; what I require
is a computer that will run a few
specific programs (language com
pilers and editors. for example) very
well. Compatibility becomes impor
tant when I consider that programs I
write must run on some other com
puter. While reviewing the APC III. I
have used it as a tool for writing and
debugging C programs to run on IBM
type machines. The high-resolution
color-graphics capabilities are not
used with programs designed for
other systems; but for business ap
plications and other programs de
signed specifically for the APC III.
they are a pleasure to have. _

written for the IBM PC

or its close clones will

run on the APC III.

Programs written for

generic MS..DOS

microcomputers should

fare hetter.
unshifted and shifted states. There
fore. very few software programs writ
ten for the IBM PC or its close clones
will run on the APC III. Programs writ
ten for generic M&-DOS microcom
puters should fare better. but unless
they use ANSI-standard codes for
screen I/O. they will not be able to do
anything more sophisticated than
write sequentially to the display. I had
no problems on the APC III using the
DeSmet C compiler (which is written
for M&-DOS microcomputers). except
that none of the library functions writ
ten to do screen I/O using the BIOS
interrupts would work. IEditor's note:
In an upcoming article. Herbert Stein will
discuss an operating system patch that re
shuffles interrupt locations to give the
NEC APC III 90 percent IBM PC compati
bilitY·1

DOCUMENTATION AND SUPPORT
Five 8- by 9-inch loose-leaf binders
containing information on the oper
ating system and GW-BASIC are in
cluded with the standard software.
Microsoft has written the two volumes
on the macro assembler. library man
ager. and cross-reference utilities and
about 85 percent of the M&-DOS
user's guide. Much of the material is
applicable to M&-DOS operating sys
tems in general and is not specifically
for the APC III. NEe's section in the
user's gUide for the APC III is very
clear and easy to understand; it in
cludes descriptions of special utility

Very few programs
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We Set the Standard in Prices!
For IBM PC Add-On Products.
Superior quality products and services at lowest prices.

Look at what we
have to offer, before
you buy any add-on
products for your
IBM PC.

QlC-Ql. 10 MB internal
hard disk subsystem

at:sHk - 1:0~~Je'
Our half-height 10 MB hard disk comes
complete with controller, cables,
Microscience drive and easy to follow
instructions. It fits inside one of your
floppy slots and draws same amount
of current as a floppy. It is compatible
with DOS 2.0, 2.1 and 3.0 without any
patches. In fact, you can simply boot
up from the hard disk. This is the same
hard disk system you see advertised for
hundreds of dollars more.

20 MB half-height internal
hard disk $1095.
20 MB drive for PC AT $895.
40 MB full height with
controller $1995.

QlC-02. Streaming
cassette tape back-up
subsystem. $777.
Now, you can back-up your 20 MB of
hard disk in less than 10 minutes. This
half-height cassette tape system fits
inside your IBM PC and is very easy to
install. It comes with a controller card,
cables, cassette drive, one cassette
tape and all necessary software. You
can perform image back-up as well as
file by file back-up and restore.

20-60 MB Cartridge tape
SUbsystem $995.
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QlC-03. 300/1200 baud
internal modem. $275.

This auto dial/auto answer plug-in
modem lets your PC talk to the world
with reliable and easy operation. It is
FCC certified, Bell 103/212 compatible
as well as fully Hayes compatible. You
can run all the popular
communication programs as well as
our superior QIC Com software
program.

Our QIC-Com software programprovides
phone list management as well as
powerful file transfer capabilities. You
can even run any DOS programs such as
WordStar concurrently without havingto
disconnect your line. Priced at $45.00, it is
an offer you don't want to miss.

QlC-04. Half-height
floppy drive. $129.

This half-height floppy is the quietest
drive on the market. It draws the least
amount of current and is compatible
with your PC's floppy controller card.
It's double sided, double density.

CALL US TODAY AT
408-942-8086

QlC-05. Five function
card. $199. (64 K RAM
Set $33.00).

Our five function card includes
memory expansion from 0 to 384K, one
serial port, one parallel port, one
game port and one battery back-up
clock calendar. RAM disk, print spooler
and clock utilities are also included.

Expansion box with 10 MB
hard disk $1495.
Expansion box with 20 MB
hard disk $1995.

One Year Guarant..
No Risk. All our prodUcts are
guaranteed for one year. And
remember, if for any reason, you are
not completely satisfied within 30 days,
you can return it for a full refund.
Check out our competition and find
out which is best. We know better.

RESEARCH
INCORPORATED

528 Valley Way
Milpitas, CA 95035

Inquiry 293



Atari 800XL

S·Y·S·T·E·M R·E·V·I·E·W

A new look
for an old

friend

BY JON EDWARDS

/0" Eilwards is a tech"ical editor for
BYTE. He ca" be CO"tacted at

POB 372. Ha"cock. NH 03449.

I
t is uncertain where Atari's future lies.
but Jack lramiel. former Commodore
chief and now the head of AtarL has

announced his intention to introduce a new
range of computers. including the new XEs
and a GEM-based 68000 computer. The
future of the XL line is unclear. but the quali
ty of the old machine. its current low price.
and the enormous amount of available soft
ware certainly make it an attractive purchase.

Atari computers have reputations as
game machines. an image reinforced by
their excellent graphics and sound capa
bilities. The 800XL is a superb game com
puter. with the addition of four more graph
ics modes obtainable directly from BASIC.
The total number of modes is now 16. from
a 24- by 4D-pixel text mode to 192 by 320
pixels for graphics; most graphics modes
also have options for 4D-column text win
dows (see table I for a summary of avail
able graphics modes).

You can still place up to 256 colors at
once on the screen. alter the display list for
customized graphics. change all or part of
the character set. define up to five sprites
(called players and missiles). produce har
monies on four sound channels. use vertical
blank interrupts. call on the real-time clock.
and add page flipping and fine and coarse
scrolling (see photo I for a sample screen
display). Of course. these capabilities are
useful for more than games.

RESTYLING
The 800XL is brown and beige. with silver
function keys. It measures 15 by 8~ by 2
inches and. although it weighs 5 pounds 5
ounces. it has a solid. substantial feel. The
XL has a revised Antic chip for the screen
display. which offers improved color
saturation.

The biggest change. however. is a parallel
bus with a 50-pin connector; the bus gives
direct access to the 6502 l6-bit address and
8-bit data buses. The only presently avail
able devices to take advantage of the
parallel bus are 64K-byte memory expan-

sions for the Atari 600XL. Potentially avail
able are similar expansions to 128K bytes
for the 800XL. as well as an 80-eolumn
board and real-time system control. For
more extensive expansion. hackers have the
ATR8000 (see "The ATR8000" by Dave
Small and Sandy Small. December 1983
BYTE. page 329). which lets the Atari run
CP/M-80. CP/M-86. and MS-DOS.

The built-in. 62-key keyboard has a com
fortable feel (see photo 2). Features include
automatic key repeat. inverse video. and
specifically designated keys to move the
cursor. insert. delete. clear and set tabs. and
clear the screen. A new Help key joins the
Start. Select. and Option function keys. The
Reset key has a hard spring to minimize ac
cidents. More important. the Reset key pro
vides a true hardware reset. not the pseudo
reset that did not always resurrect the
system from crashes.

The inverse-video key is now better placed
on the outside rather than the inside of the
right Shift key. Only the higher-than-normal
position of the Return key remains a prob
lem. You can even eliminate the keyboard
click since the sound is routed through the
television or monitor speaker and not
through the internal speaker. The character
graphics available in conjunction with the
Control key are not marked on the keys. but .
stick-on labels are available. A wide range
of peripherals. including a numeric keypad.
four different graphics tablets. light pens.
joysticks. paddles. and trackballs are also
available.

Unlike the Atari 800. the 800XL has a
single cartridge slot. electrically identical to
those in the 400/800. Atari never marketed
cartridges for the second cartridge slot on
the 800. and a single slot on the XL ap
parently lessens the game-eomputer image.
Only a few products. including program
ming aids and a screen-dump utility. used
the second cartridge slot. but you might
miss its potential. Perhaps for similar
reasons. Atari provided only two joystick

(co"ti"ued)
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Photo 1: Screen display from Electronic Arts' Murder on the Zinderneuf. The Atari
800XL allows customized graphics displays and character sets.

Thble I: Summary of text and graphics modes directly available in Atari BASIC
(reproduced from Atari BASIC Reference Guide. page 9).
Screen Format

Graphics Mode Columns Rows- Rows- Number RAM
Mode Type Split Full of Required (bytes)

Screen Screen Colors Split Full

0 Text 40 - 24 1.5 992
1 Text 20 20 24 5 674 672
2 Text 20 10 12 5 424 420
3 Graphics 40 20 24 4 434 432
4 Graphics 80 40 48 2 694 696
5 Graphics 80 40 48 4 1174 1176
6 Graphics 160 80 96 2 2174 2184
7 Graphics 160 80 96 4 4190 4200
8 Graphics 320 160 192 5 8112 8138
9 Graphics 80 - 192 1.5 8138

10 Graphics 80 - 192 9 8138
11 Graphics 80 - 192 16 8138
12 Graphics 40 20 24 5 1154 1152
13 Graphics 40 10 12 5 664 660
14 Graphics 160 160 192 2 4270 4296
15 Graphics 160 160 192 4 8112 8138

ports. a policy that will undoubtedly
disappoint aficionados of four-player
games.

Other changes include the addition
of memory. keyboard. and sound tests
that use about 2K bytes of ROM
(read-only memory) but add very lit
tle in the way of diagnostics. The

REVIEW: ATARI 800XL

audio-visual test doesn't identify
which colors you ought to see. and
the keyboard displayed on screen
closely resembles the one on the
1200XL and not the 800XL. A new
foreign-eharacter set takes up another
1K bytes of memory. Many users
probably would prefer full English er-

ror messages in BASIC The POKEY
(sound generator and controller
ports) and the PIA (peripheral inter
face adapter) remain unchanged. save
that the second PIA interface. used on
the 800 to monitor the third and
fourth joystick ports. enables and
disables a resident BASIC (starting at
address AOOO hexadecimal) on the
800XL. 1b boot programs that do not
require BASIC press the Option key
when turning on the computer.

BASIC
The built-in BASIC. revision B. corrects
problems with the original BASIC car
tridge. especially the annoying com
puter lock-ups during heavy editing.
but it unfortunately introduces new
problems. Repeatedly saving a pro
gram under development uses up
available memory. Atari includes in
structions to recover the unused
variable name and program space.
which accumulates during successive
save/load operations. A better solu
tion is to buy revision C for $1 5 from
Atari Customer Service. Even bug
free. the BASIC could be improved.

However. a number of important
features make Atari BASIC attractive
to beginners and experienced users.
Many will appreciate automatic syn
tax checking. full on-screen editing.
access to sound and graphics without
learning specific memory locations.
allowance for long variable names. an
option in the USR statement to pass
several variables to machine-language
subroutines. and well-spaced read
able code. String arrays can be simu
lated but not directly implemented.
Unfortunately. error messages appear
only as cryptic numbers; users should
keep their manuals handy. (The origi
nal designers of Atari BASIC Opti
mized System Software 10SSI. have
released BASIC XL. an improved
BASIC for serious users; see the text
box "BASIC XL." page 271.)

Though advertised as having 64K
bytes of RAM (random-access read/
write memory). the 800XL actually
has 20 bytes less free RAM in BASIC
The additional 16K bytes added to the
computers memory is bank-selected

(continued)
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AT A GLANCE

Name
Atari 800XL

[,',:,:?H IBM PC

10

20001600

~ APPLE II E

PRICE ($ 1000)
o 2

DISK STORAGE (K BYTES)
o .00 800 1200

10

1000

ATARI 800XL

, ; 'r j lI' • : • I. .l. '"::" ~ __•

~,. D _ • .. ,. " , "" .. III ,. __

_ .. • n ; 0 .J ..... ~ ~ ._.

- ".. "" '" 0 ... ..... < • ~ _ ..,

BUNDLED SOFTWARE PACKAGES
o 2 • 6

J MEMORY SIZE (K BYTES)
o 200 '00 600 800

Options
Wide variety of peripherals.
including disk drives.
interfaces with parallel and
serial ports. printers. graphics
pads. light pens. joysticks.
CPIM and MS-DOS capability
with the ATR8000.

Software
Resident Atari BASIC. DOS 3.0
supplied with the Atari 1050
disk drive

Components
Memory:
64K bytes bank-selected
Processor:
Modified 6502C. 1.79 MHz
Special integrated circuits:
GTIA (graphics display).
POKEY (sound generator and
controller ports), and Antic
(screen control)
Keyboard:
Full-stroke design; 62 keys.
including Start, Option, Select.
and Help keys; international
character set; 29 graphics
characters
Display:
TV or video monitor output,
16 text/graphics modes. 256
colors displayable at once,
maximum 320- by 192-pixel
resolution, 40 by 24 maximum
text display
Sound:
Four independent sound
channels, 3'I2-octave range
JlO interfaces:
Cartridge slot. serial 1/0 for
disk drives. external parallel
bus for future peripherals

Manufacturer
Atari Corp.
1312 Crossman Ave.
POB 61657
Sunnyvale. CA 94086
(408) 745-2109

Documentation
Short BASIC and owners
guides

Price
64K bytes. two disk drives.
monitor. parallel and serial
ports $1240

The Memory Size graph shows the standard
and optional memory for the computers under
comparison. The Disk Storage graph shows the
capacity of one and two floppy-disk drives for
each system. The Bundled Software Packages
graph shows the software packages included

with each system. The Price graph shows the
list price of a system with two disk drives, a
monochrome monitor, graphics and color:
display capability. a printer port and a serial
port. and the standard operati?g system and
BASIC Interpreter for each system.
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The back panel of the 800XL. Note the parallel bus, the XL:s
most important new feature.

Inside the XL. From lower left, the single board contains the
Antic chip, GTIA, 6502C, PIA, and then up toward POKEY (on
the right side) the 16K-byte OS ROM, and the 8K-byte BASIC.

RECALCULATE

CALCULATIONS

LOAD40K FILE COPY40K FORMAT/DISK COPY

o L--__..L-_

DISK ACCESS IN BASIC (SEC) BASIC PERFORMANCE (SEC)
250

382
250

200 200

150 150

100 100

50 50

0 0
WRITE READ SIEVE

SYSTEM UTILITIES (SEC) SPREADSHEET (SEC)

50
90 200

25
59 38

40 20

30 15

20 10

10 5

c:::J ATARI 800XL 1;://::1 IBM PC ~ APPLE II E

The graphs for Disk Access in BASIC show how long it takes to
write and to read a 64K-byte sequential text file to a floppy disk. (For
program listings see ''The Chameleon Plus" by Rich Krajewski, June
1984 BYTE, page 327, and Fixes and Updates. October 1984. page
33.) A modified Sieve graph shows how long it takes to calculate
1000 primes off the Sieve of Eratosthenes prime-number benchmark.
The Calculations graph shows how long it takes to do 10,000
multiplication and division operations using single-precision numbers.

The System Utilities graphs show how long it takes to format and
copy a disk (adjusted time for 40K bytes of disk data) and to transfer
a 40K-byte file. The Spreadsheet graphs show how long it takes to
load and recalculate a·25- by 25-cell spreadsheet where each cell
equals 1.001 times the cell to its left. The Apple used Microsoft
Multiplan. The Alari and IBM used VisiCalc. The tests for the Atari
used DOS 2.0 with two Atari 810 disk drives. Tests for the Apple were
done with ProDOS. The IBM PC was tested with PC-DOS 2.0.
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BASIC XL

Photo 2: The keyboard of the 800XL. Note the better placement of the inverse-video
key in the lower right corner.

and available only to machine-lan
guage programs and subroutines. in
cluding those called by BASIC. A new
option that lets developers and users
switch operating systems involves new
pointers that use up the additional 20
bytes; to date. only Atari provides
software that installs a different oper
ating system. This translator disk,
released well after the machine's in
troduction. lets users run third-party
software written for the Atari 800 by
installing that operating system in the
Atari 800XL.

COMPATIBILITY
In creating the 800XL operating sys
tem (OS). Atari preserved the entry
points to the principle ROM routines.
Unfortunately. in a quest for copy pro
tection and additional speed. many
third-party software houses bypassed
these entry points. As a result. a
substantial amount of non-Atari soft
ware cannot function on the 800XL.
Only two Atari products. States and
Capitals and Graph IT. have trouble on
the XL.

The translator disk. available from
Atari Customer service and the many
users groups for a small fee. does an
excellent job of providing compatibili
ty with older software. When booted.
the translator disk switches off the
resident ROM and loads a choice of
Atari 800 operating systems into
lower RAM. One side of the translator
disk provides OS version A. installed
in pre-1982 Atari computers; the
other side contains version B. It also
demonstrates on screen the fabulous
graphics capabilities of the new GTIA
graphics modes.

The translator should run all the
third-party software using what Atari
originally called "illegal" entry points.
'TWo software retailers reported no
consistent returns of products from
800XL owners. and I have had no
trouble loading any software. Cassette
owners should know that Atari does
not provide a cassette version of the
translator. Disk and cassette versions
currently advertised in Analog and
Antic magazines claim to provide a
more comprehensive fix than Atari·s.

(continued)

O ptimized Systems Software Inc.
(aSS). the creator of Atari BASIC,

markets BASIC XL. an improved car
tridge BASIC. The 16K-byte cartridge
has four 4K-byte blocks. only one of
which is always active. The other three
are bank-selected depending on the
function required. The result is much
more power and flexibility than the
original 8K-byte BASIC.

BASIC XL fully implements string ar
rays. with the addition of LEFTS. MIDS.
and RIGHTS. but preserves Atari
BASIC strings as an option. ass has re
placed the numeric error messages
with full text. Other features include
block deletes. automatic renumbering.
inputting with prompts. DOS com
mands direct from BASIC, built-in trace
features. automatic line numbering.
and an easier tab function.

A new Print Using command gives
much more versatile outputting to the
screen or printer. The command easily
allows left or right justification of
numeric or string output; filling with
blanks. zeros. or asterisks: and printing
special characters at specified loca
tions in the numeric or string output.

Other enhancements to the language
include IF. .. ELSE ... ENDIF: WHILE
... ENDWHILE; FIND. which searches

for characters within strings: DPEEK
and DPOKE for single-command
handling of 2-byte addresses; and
RPUT and RGET. which facilitate in
put and output of fixed-length records.
A new range of commands eases
player-missile programming and
joystick reading. LVAR lists program
variables and their line-number loca
tions. LaMEM eases the movement of
low memory. SET modifies many
default conditions. from disabling the
break key to wrapping player/missile
movement to the opposite side of the
screen.

The Fast command placed at the be
ginning of your programs or used
when you run (rather than load) pro
grams transforms all line-number ref
erences into absolute addresses. When
executing a GOTO. GOSUB. FOR. or
WHILE. BASIC XL jumps right to the
specified line's address. reducing the
running time of many programs. A
modified Sieve of Eratosthenes (gen
erating 1000 primes) that takes 3
minutes and II seconds in Atari BASIC
takes only 1 minute and 38 seconds (I
minute and II seconds using FAST) in
BASIC XL.

BASIC XL will run all Atari BASIC
programs.
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Inquiry 235

Multi-function
RS-232

Transfer Switches
MFJ-1240

$ 79 95 v.FJ !<S-m TRANSF£fl SWITCH

Choice of .. - - 1m

8 trIOde/s " •••••••••

Multi-function RS·232 transfer switches let you
switch your computer among printers, modems,
terminals, any RS-232 peripherals; monitor datal
line failure, protect data lines from surges, and
use as null modem for less cost than aswitch alone.

Switches 10 lines (2,3,4,5,6,8,11,15,17,20).
LED data/line indicators monitor lines 2,3,4,5,6,
8,20. Metal oxide varistors protect data lines 2, 3
from voltage spikes and surges. Push button
reverses transmit-receive lines (2,3). PC board
eliminates wiring, crosstalk, line interference.
Connects anyone input to anyone output.
Model Price In Out Model Price In Out
MFJ-1240 $79.95 1 2 MFJ-1244 $139.95 3 3
MFJ-1241 $99.95 2 2 MFJ-124S $169.95 3 5
MFJ-1242 $119.95 2 3 MFJ-1246 $199.95 5 5
MFJ-1243 $119.95 1 4 IMFJ-1247 $99.95 1 21

switches 20 lines .

AC Power Centers
MFJ·1108 MFJ-1108, $99.95. Add conven-

$ 99 95 ience, prevent data loss, head
bounce, equipment damage. Relay
latches power off during power tran
sients. Multi-filters isolate equipment,
eliminate interaction, noise, hash.
MOVs suppress spikes, surges. 3
isolated, switched socketpairs. One un
switched for clock, etc. Lighted power,
reset switch. Pop-out fuse. 3 wire, 6 ft.
cord. 15A, 125V, 1875 watts. Aluminum
case. Black. 18x231.x2 in. MFJ-1107,
$79.95. Like 1108 less relay. 8 sockets,
2 unswitched. MFJ-1109, $129.95. Like
1107 but intelligent. Switch on device
plugged into control socket and every
thing else turns on. Others available.

AcousticI Direct
Coupled Modem

...
Use with any MFJ·l233
phone anywhere $129 95
MFJ-1233 Acoustic/Oirect Coupled 300 baud

modem. Versatile. Use with Virtually any phone,
anywhere. Use battery or 110 VAC. Oirect con
nect mode: Plug between handset and base. Use
with single or multi-line phones. Acoustic
coupled mode:Use with phones without modular
plugs. Quality muffs give good acoustic coupling,
isolates external noise for reliable data transfer.
Originate/answer. Self test. Carrier detect, ON
LEOs. RS-232, TTL compatible. Reliable single
chip modem. Crystal controlled. Aluminum cabi
net. 9x1V2X4 in. Other models available.

Order from MFJ and try it. If not delighted,
return within 30 days for refund (less shipping).

One year unconditional guarantee.
Order yours today. Call toll free 800-647-1800.

Charge VISA, MC. Or mail check, money order.
Add $4.00 each for shipping and handling.

CALL TOLL FREE . .. 800-647·1800
Call 601-323-5869 in MS, outside continental USA.

Mrl ENTERPRISES
....... INCORPORATED

921 lJIulsvllle Road, Starkville, MS 39759
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The power supply

of the 800XL is

completely external.

The much-maligned DOS is actually
quite effective and easy to use. 'TYping
DOS from BASIC puts the DOS menu
on the screen. Little training is re
quired to print a directory; copy files
and disks; lock, unlock. rename. and
delete files; or format and write new
DOS files. The commands offer flex
ibility that you can augment with a
plethora of third-party software.

Nonetheless. DOS 2.0 has several
important problems. Loading DOS
from BASIC replaces part of the
memory in which a BASIC program
resides. Preserving the program re
quires using a special MEM.SAV file.
which takes a distracting amount of
time. When you call DOS. programs
resident in memory are first saved to
MEM.SAV then restored when you
rerun BASIC For many programs it is
much faster to save the program. call
DOS. and then reload the program.
BASIC XL and other third-party DOS
patches solve much of the problem
by allowing access to several DOS
commands directly from BASIC

DOS 2.0 formats disks into 40 tracks
at 18 sectors per track (128 bytes per
sector in single density). Of the 720
sectors available. three boot the sys
tem, eight contain the disk directory.
one contains the volume table of con
tents, and sector 720. by accident. is
unaddressable. As a result. there are
707 sectors for data. 1btal storage per
disk is only 88.375 bytes. DOS 3.0.
now shipped with the Atari 1050 disk
drive. offers enhanced density. which
involves the same 40 tracks now with
26 sectors per track. giving the drive
about 127K bytes of storage. Several
third-party manufacturers offer true
double-density drives.

Except for the addition of the
parallel bus. the back panel of the
800XL provides the same capabilities
as the 800. Both contain a 13-pin I/O
(input/output) connector. provision for

TV or monitor output. a channel 2 or
3 selector. a power jack. and the
on/off switch. Unlike the 800. the
800XCs power supply is completely
external.

SOFTWARE AND PERIPHERALS
In addition to Atari BASIC Atari also
offers Microsoft BASIC Pilot. Logo.
Pascal. an Assembler Editor cartridge.
and FORTH. Several of those
packages were available from APX
(Atari Program Exchange). which no
longer exists. Antic magazine is at
tempting to fill this void. OSS supplies
BASIC A +. BASIC XL. Action! (see the
text box ''Action! A Poor Man's CT on
the right). C/65. and the MAC/65 as
sembler. Three BASIC compilers are
available from Datasoft. Monarch. and
MMG. MMG claims that its recently
released package compiles floating
point and I/O operations.

The most popular word processors
are AtariWriter and Letter Perfect
(from LjK). Letter Perfect can be in
tegrated with LjK's database manager.
Data Perfect. and a spelling checker.
Spell Perfect. Documentation has
been improved with easy-to-follow
tutorials. Data Perfect lets users define
their own databases and integrate
fields into Letter Perfect. The two
together would let a user send the
same letter to a list or sublist defined
in the database. The spelling program
allows expansion of the dictionary to
255 disks and offers a sounds-like fea
ture to help determine whether words
are misspelled.

With a separate printer driver. Atari
Writer supports a. range of printers.
LjK supplies a printer driver with let
ter Perfect. which can also support
80-column formats and double den
sity. Other available software includes
numerous business programs from
VisiCalc to a new accounting series
from Miles Computing of Van Nuys.
California. thousands of games. and
a variety of excellent graphics aids.

An impressive and growing number
of third-party peripherals are available
for the Atari 800XL. For disk drives.
consumers can select the Atari 1050,
the 1rak AT-D2. the Rana 1000. the
Indus GT. Astra Systems' drives. or an
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ACTION! A POOR MAN'S C?
BY ED SCHNEEFLOCK

A bout a year ago, I looked for a
better language system for my

Atari but neither Atari BASIC nor
Atari's Assembler Editor met my
needs, I did not want to use BASIC. not
only because of its slowness and lack
of debugging features, but also
because it's difficult to use BASIC for
work at the machine-language level.
The Assembler Editor gives enough
speed but takes too much program
ming time,

At work I was programming in Pas
cal. and I liked the APX Pascal package,
Unfortunately, it requires two disk
drives. two more than I had,

I have always had a preference for
the C language. so I checked out two
C compilers for the Atari. Both are
subsets of the complete C language,
They lacked some of the control and
data structures and. most importantly,
the ability to handle data structures
(records). More important. although
the prices were reasonable, both re
quired that I buy an editor and
macroassembler.

Then I heard about Action! from Op
timized Systems Software. It is a car
tridge-based. fast. structured language
that permits using data structures. len
iterations of the Sieve ran in under 18
seconds. compared to 10 seconds for
an assembly-language version I wrote.
BASIC took 38 minutes. Moreover. the
programs compile faster than anything
I have ever seen. Action! is enough like
C that I can routinely convert programs

assortment from Percom. When Atari
temporarily discontinued production
of its 850 interface. several manufac
turers developed a variety of printer
interfaces. some offering R5-232C
ports. All non-Atari printers require
one of these interfaces.

The Atari computers have some of
the most active users groups in the
country. many with bulletin boards
containing plenty of free software to
download. 'Telecommunications is
available to Atari users who own the
Atari 850 interface with R5-232C

between the two languages. It also
comes with its own editor, one of the
best I have used on a small system.

Action! is simple enough for novice
programmers; part of the manual
describes the language features in
terms of their BASIC equivalents. Ac
tion! is also powerful enough to
challenge an experienced programmer.
I have used it to write a terminal pro
gram, a program to compare two
BASIC programs and list the dif
ferences. a program to print an alpha
betized list of the contents of a group
of disks. and several games. I am cur
rently writing a compiler for a subset
of Pascal.

Action! has many impressive fea
tures. Programs can be compiled from
memory or from disk. You can include
separate source files by using the IN
CLUDE compiler directive. A large pro
gram can be managed effectively by
putting modules in separate files. This
language also has a DEFINE compiler
directive much like C's. You can define
both constants and expressions. Data
types include bytes (characters) and
signed and unsigned integers. You can
use these in single-dimensioned arrays
or combined in records.

Pointers and pointer manipulations
are one of the languages best features.
Pointers make possible some very con
cise string-handling routines and
dynamic storage of data structures like
binary trees and linked lists.

Functions and procedures support

ports and third-party modems that at
tach to the joystick ports.

DOCUMENTATION
Unfortunately. Atari appears to be
able to market the 800XL so cheaply
in part by including minimal docu
mentation. A brief pamphlet sum
marizes Atari BASIC. and slightly
more comprehensive instructions
show you how to set up the system.
I believe that consumers would prefer
to pay more for more respectable
documentation.

local variables. and you can pass
parameters to them. Parameters are
passed by value only. but you can use
pointers when passing a parameter by
reference is required.

You can initialize variables with either
a value or an address. The latter eases
the handling of operating-system ad
dresses. Procedures can also be ini
tialized with an address, making it easy
to call operating-system routines from
your program.

In short. Action! is a versatile lan
guage system. However. it is not per
fect. It can't link separately compiled
routines. And you cannot have records
of arrays or arrays of records (though
these can be handled with pointers).
All variables are static. so writing recur
sive routines requires explicit stack
manipulation. These shortcomings are
more than outweighed by Action!'s
advantages.

Action! is unique because it was
designed from the start to run on the
6502 processor. This has some impor
tant implications. First, it runs very well
on the Atari. I have used a full C com
piler on another 6502-based micro
computer. and while it worked. I quick
ly sensed that it was taxing the ma-

. chine's limits. Compiling took far too
long. And there were too many steps
to follow to get a program written and
running. Action! is easy to use. quick.
and efficient. It can exploit the Atari's
full power. Action! puts programming
for the Atari in a whole new dimension.

There are also potentially serious
problems with getting equipment
repaired. I have had trouble getting
disk drives fixed; the nearest service
center is two hours away. Moreover.
the Customer Service telephone
number published in Atari's introduc
tory documentation no longer func
tions. A toll number now shares with
the old number the dubious honor of
being perpetually busy.

Still. at the suggested list price. the
800XL is a bargain. I already own one;
I may well buy another. _
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NETWORKP
BUY HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE AT WHOLESALE +8%,

AND GET 14-28 DAY SOFTWARE RENTALSt ..•

IBM PC 0 IBM-XT 0 IBM-AT 0 Apple II
Macintosh 0 Other _

(175)
(248)

(250)

(250)
(250J

(250)
(250)
(250)

CALL
1230.00'

275.00'
255.00'
105.00'
CAll
240.00'
10.00·

370.00"...
317.50'

74.00'
570.00'
325.00'
225.00'
125.00'
35.00'
72.00·
14.00'
72.00'
12.....

440.00'
25.00'

-S 15.50"
21.00'
1'.00'
24.00'
17.00'
21.00'
20.00'
17.00'
17.00'
17.00'
20,""
23.00'
21.00'

131.00·
225.00·
225.""
105.00'
CAU
170,00'

141.ocr (320)
211.00' (2 50)
255.00' (2 50)
315.00' (250)

295 00'

S 525.00· (1048)

In.w (1890)
215.00' (6 '6)

1,533.W (33 J2)

220.00· 4
370.00' ,'"
525.00' 4
CALL
21.00' (100)

125.00· (1350)
125.00· (1350)

1,115.00' (3' 54)
1,2tO.00· (2722)
1,150.00' (3564)

620.00' '3401
350.00' '56
550.00' l' 88J

1,640.00' 3542
20.75' (I (0)

1,155.00' (24 (0)
CALL

72.00' (100)
225.00' /486

32500'

30000' t,.1J.

71'.00' (1550)
".00' (15 OJ}

1,200.00' (2592)

ACCESSORIES AND SUPPLIES
... Br.nd Name 0500 Dtskenes $ 1400'

' .. t '"

Curtiss PC Pedestal fI 36.00' (2 50)

... ~~~~~acement ';;~a~~B~-PC U~:.· (;56)
Power Supply-GIVes yoor PC (Old 01 New) me same
capaCity as an XT Good lor add m tape drNes (WithOut need

S~o;.':1tyff:/:::;:t~~~~=~~gT~~/:Skdr..:. (f 00)
LotusJDBASEfMu"Jmate and others (Each)

WP Printer Paper 2600 Sheets 17.00' (1000)
Micro/me Perfs (mlllSlble when 10m)

PRINTERS
Amdek 5025 (NEW'}25CPS LO

w/2K&tter
C. hoh F10140 Starwrlter 40 CPS LO
C. hoh Prowfltef85 10 AP
Com,.. CR420 420 CPS DPILO P"nter

From the Epson OrgaruzallQfl
... EpaonRX·b
... Epson ·-x &.
.. EpsonFX·'OO.

....... LO'SOO
~ IBM·to-EPSON Parallel Cable
NEC 2OJO 20CPS LOPara11e1

... NEC 2050 20CPS Letter Quality Prmter
NEC 3530 33CPS LO Paraltef

.. NEC 3550 33CPS Leier Ouallry Prmter
NEC 8850 55CPS LO New Model

IBM VersIOn
... Okldet. ML84P 200CPS 132 C
... Okid.taML92P 160CPS8D P"nter
... Okldat:. ML93P 16( PS W'de P sler:
... Okidat.2410PPace d"er35Ol~PS

OkIdIltllIBM-lo-OI<ldata Parallel Cable
Qume Spont 1"40 40CPS LeNer Quality
Qume Sprml 11190 90CPS Letter QuaMy

New' Fastesl Daisywheel au,'
Qume IBM Cable and Interface (reQUIred)

... Star Mlcronics Gemm lOX I2QCPS
",. 1'>rEp .)fIG'Sjlf) -)mparble

... SlarMlcronics Gem 'IX 11))( r; arure
• j,

... Slar Mk:ronics M..... ,l 18 P
J ( Jalbl

T•••• Inatruments 855 DPfLO w/TractOl
Toahlbll p. 1340 80 (;of Ver$l()(l 01 P- J351
ToahlbllP-I351 16QfIOOCPSDrahfLO

LOPI/nter

VIDEOCAROS
... Hercules Color Card wfPara/lei f-'Otr S

Hercules MonocJJrome GraphICS Cards

=~~~~~~~un~:'~fd
Card 'HI1h Mono Duality P:xt m Color

"'STB~ Nt'"...

44'"

(529)

(500)

(100)

(650)

(650)

22.00'
27.00'

CALL

47.00'
366.90'

CALL
CALL
CALL
37000'

615.00' (14 36)

930.00' (20 30)

145.00' (2 SO)
225.00' (540)
155.00' 4~

290.00'

299.00'

395.00' (8 53)
455.00' (983)
485.00' (JO 48)

2.751.00'

CALL
1.531.79'
2.059.29'

CAU
120.00' (13.39)

1.200.00" 5 9"

4,100.00' (106 00)

4,100.00' (106 00)

92.00' (2 SO)
no.oo· (18 15)

115.00' ~48

2,150.00' (4644)

S 110.00' (300)
120.00' (300)
130.00' (300)
215.00' (464)
320'()()' (691)

GAMES & EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
(PI.... add $1 shipping and hlindllng tor uc:h Itt"01~ 'rom betow.)

Who......
S 34.00'

34.00'
19.75'
41.00'
SUM)"
21.9r
21.50'
27.00'
27.00'
59.95°

HARDWARE
IPtM.. add shipping end Mndllng chergH found in bNc:II Md to DriceJ

COMPLETE SYSTEMS MULTIFUNCTION CARDS
$1.580.00· j4 ~ ~at256KMemoryBoardWlth64K $ 11.00·

CALL ~1ItCombo II w/SetfpatlgameJ 115.00·
CALL cJocjI.lStwt
CAU ~IItATRamExpan:sIOllCdra

CALL AST· PI ... 64~

2.0t9.W (4534) ASTMeoaPlusllwdh64K
AST IJO Plus /I
45T AdlIantarJ81()1 AT

... EVEREX Magic: card OK
I< Paclt.s Ie r... t' G;v p"
"f1f](tra to", re

OReND BLOSSOM WI64K
au.or.m Improved Ouadboard wfOK
Tee,..., Captain MulllltJnClIOn Cafd OIK

r.uslnstruments

Bluebush Chess (Your rougtJest Opponent)
Bluechlp M,llIonaltftJO,' Baron 01 Tycoon
Broderbund Lode Runner

g:~~~~;~'1:~:.rEasy
EPYI Temple of Apsh81
In'acOln lOf/( , ()( WItness
In'acom Deadline Of Suspended
Microsoft Flight SImulator
Mouse System. PC Pamt-Turn your

PC 1010 A Coof Macmtosh'
Orion JBud (OBert Look AlI1f.ej
Scarborough Maslerrype

... COMPAO

BUSINESS SOFTWARE
ATI How to use Multlmale (PIe.se add $2.50 'hIPt~.~~hlindll~~:••~~s~=:·)
ATI How to use Microsoft Word 42.00' M~toRlmRBase 4000
ATI How 10 use LOlus '·2-3 42.00' Microsoft C Complier

... Ashton·T.te 337.50' Microsoft Word With MCltJSe-Latest VerSIOn

... Ashton·T.te 327.50' Microsoft Mulllplan
Atihton-T.teF"aay' 158.00' Monogrem Dollars &. Sense
Bort.nd SIde Kick (ProtecteC1) 33.VS' ... Multimet. M..." ',rna{~ (Leile I Ve lnJ
Centr.' Point Copy /I PC 23.00' Oule The WOld Plus

... Conceptu.llnltrument. Desk Organtzer 157.00' Open SynImePIO Sales AIR INVGIL AJP Team Mgt
~glt.1 A rch CPIM-86 33.00· ANI Wond GIL AlP AiR PIR 01 OEI/fIN
~glt.1 R rch DR Lggo 57.00· AoeHOft Prok.ey VersIOn 3
Dlglt.1 n rch PU/ COmpIler 381.00· AyM Mcf'.nend RM COBOL (Dev System)
Dlglt.1 R rch Concurrent CPIM- Wmc10ws 115.lr semn. Samna fIf Word Processor
Funk Softw.,. Sideways 3&.00' Seteftte Softwa,. WOIdPerfect

:::~S~~rvTa;::'~:;~~1~1er ~~::: ==~~~:OfIIS
... Hay.s 68.00' Softwaft Publi-"ing PFS File

~~=~~=~:~~~;IEdge ~:::::: ===~:~:'~ft:'
Human Edge Mtnd PrOber 28.4$· Softwefe Publt8hing PFS Graph
Lattice C~Ier 310.W TeS TOiaI Le<Jger

... Lotus Development 269.00' yerbettm Desh DtNe Anafyzer

IBM PC.AT AJI Conlrgs
... Sayno MBC 550 ""Lowest Cost COmpatible
... T.v.

J"f ',;'

~:=:~ :~~~7IR;sR~~;Y7~a:~j :::::: d~ ~1
Currently Allallable Works With Persysl Bob Card

Zenhh ZVM·123 Green High Res 76.00' (2 SO)
Consumer Reports Rated Best Buy I)

DISK DRIVES & CONTROLLERS
... PC Network 10MB INTERNAL 1f2Hetght S 615.00' (13SO)

Autoboot DI/lle New lower prICe
... MMI:r 10MB Low Power Winchester

Mounts LJke Half HeIght DOlle
M..1Of '40MB External Auto Booting

OrNe With Controllet 101 PC
MartOf '40MB ExternalAu,o BOOMg

OrNe lor AT

:~~:~~1f~8;:~~C:::t~a,aDIs}(
With Sanastar MultI FUncllOfl Card

M?a~~s~a~~i;pS;yCO~~r:,~~'(~~~sW:I~,Ol)
... ~:X:::'~::;'if::rH~~;~tog~b7j~~::;o~alr
... PCNetwork

... Tandon ~~

T.llgr... 20MB E1<temat Hara V,sk
With Tape Backup

THe FD 55-B Half HeIght DSDD DOlle Pal( 225.00'

MEMORY CHIPS
AJI Chips guaranteed for life

: ::~ PE=YcU':~~I~~I S 2~,~:

: ~:~ Af~~~::';;~~,ps ~~:::
MODEMS

Anchor Mark XII LOWEST PRICE 1200BPS S 230.00'
HAYES COMPATIBLE EXTERNAL MODEMI

Anchor Vo/ksmodem 300
Hayes

Prometheus Promodem 1200
Externa/IOO% Hayes Compatible

U.S. Robotics PaSSWOld (COmpact
1200BPS External}

MONITORS
Amdek VIdeo 300G CompoSIte Green
Amdek Video 300A ComposIte Amber

==~jJgt~~::J,r~~;
Amdek Color 500 (NEWI)

CompoSIte RGBIVCR
Amdek Color 6lXJ (NEW') HIgh Res RGB
Amdek Color 700 (NEW') Ultra HIgh Res
Amdek Color 710 (NEW') 700 w Non

Glare Long PhosphoI
Princeton HX·' 2 RGB MOMOI
Princeton MAX 121GB Mono
Princeton SR- J2 Ultra High Res RGB

... Ouadr.m _ '"

Listed below are just a few of the over 20,000 products available
at our EVERYDAY LOW PRICES! All software below is priced in
IBM-PC format.

tRENT BEFORE YOU BUY-Members are eligible to JOin The NETWORK's BUSiness and Game Software
Rental libraries and evaluate products for a full 14 (RegUlar) or 28 (VIP) days to see if it meets your
needs. And The NETWORK's rental charges are far less than other software rental services-JUST 20%
OF THE MEMBER WHOLESALE PRICE.

Hardware prices hlghllted by .. reflect recent major price reductions

mo. year

o Check or money order enclosed for $ _
Name _

Address Apt. No. _

City State Zip _

Telephone ( ) _
My computer(s) is: 0

o
Signature _

(Signature required to validate membership)
Copyright © 1984, PC NETWORK, INC.

CALL TOLL FREE
1-800-621-S-A-V-E

In Illinois call (312) 280-0002
Your Membership Validation Number: 8335

You can validate your membership number and, if yo~
wish, place your first money-saving order over the

~ phone by uSing your VISA, MASTERCARD or

t
AMERICAN EXPRESS. Our knowledgeable service
consultants areon duty Mon -Fri. 7,30 AM to 9 PM, SAT ~?t-J
9 AM to 7 PM CST

PERSONAL COMPUTER NETWORK ~
, 320 West Ohio • '"

Chicago, illinois 60610 V
Call now, . , Join the PC NETWORK and start saving today!

The nation's largest corporations depend on
PC NETWORK!
On our corporate roster are some of the nation's largest
financial industrial and professional concerns including ome
of the most important names in the compute' indust".

AT&T General Motors
Barclays Bank Gillette
Bell & Howell Hewlett Packard
Citibank Hughes Aircraft
Columbia University IBM
Data General fTT
Exxon Kodak
Farm Bureau Insurance Multimate
Frontier Airlines Standard Oil of Ohio
General Mills Yale University
General Electric Veteran's Administration

plus thousands of satisfied consulting firms, small businesses,
user groups, municipalities, government agencies and value
wise individuals ACROSS THE NATION! Their buyers know
that purchasing or renting from PC NETWORK saves them
time, money and trouble. They also count on us for product
evaluation, professional consultation and the broadest spec
trum of products and brands around.

----------------------------------.PC NETWORK. MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION
YES! Please enroll me as a member in the PC NETWORK ,. and rush my
catalog featuring thousands of computer products, all at just 8% above
DEALER WHOLESALE PRICES. I will also periodically receive "THE PRINT
OUT", a special up-date on merchandise at prices BELOW even those in my
wholesale catalog, and all the other exclusive, money·saving services
available to Members. 335 c=J
I am under no obligation to buy anything. My complete satisfaction is
guaranteed. Please check (...) all boxes that apply:

Basic Membership Special V,I.P. Membership'
o One-year membership for $8 0 One-year membership for S15
o Two-year membership for 0 Two-year membership for S25

S15 (SAVES1) (SAVE S5)
o Business Software Rental 0 BOTH Business and Game

Library for S25 add'i. per Software Rental Libraries for $30
year-with 14 day rentals add'i per year-with 28 day rentals

o Games Software Rental 'VIP members receive advance notice
Library for S10 add'i per year on lim~ed quantity merchandise Specials

o Bill my credh card 0 MasterCard 0 American Express

Account
Number:
Exp. _

In just the last few months, The NETWORK has
saved its members more than 524,000,000 and
processed over 60,000 orders.
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1 COST + 8"10 PRICING-The NETWORK purchases mil
lions of dollars in merchandise each month. You benefit in

receiving the lowest price available and all at just 8% above
published dealer wholesale price.

2 OUR 500 PAGE WHOLESALE CATALOG-Members re
ceive our 500 page wholesale catalog containing over 20,000

hardware and software products for the IBM PC, APPLE and over
50 other popular computer systems. THE NETWORK'S CATA
LOG IS THE LARGEST SINGLE COMPILATION OF PERSONAL
COMPUTER PRODUCTS AVAILABLE TODAY. NOW UPDATED
QUARTERLY!

3 IN-STOCK INSURED FAST HOME DELIVERY-The
NETWORK maintains a giant multi-million dollar Inventory

of most popular products, allowing us to ship many orders from
stock. Non-stock items are typically maintained in local ware
houses just days away from The NETWORK and YOU. We pay all
insurance expenses on your shipment. EMERGENCY OVER
NIGHT SERVICE IS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST.

4 10 DAY RETURN POLICY-If you are not satisfied, for
any reason with any hardware component purchased-from

The NETWORK within 10 days of receipt, we will refund your
entire purchase (less shipping) with no questions asked.

5 MEMBERSHIP SATISFACTION GUARANTEE-Illor
any reason you are not satisfied with your membership within

30 days, we will refund your dues IN FULL.

6 EXPERIENCED CONSULTANTS-The NETWORK hires
consultants, not order takers, to aid you in product selection.

Our consulting stall possesses in excess of 150 man years of per
sonal computer product experience. We back our consultants
with our money back guarantee: IF ANY PRODUCT RECOM
MENDED BY OUR CONSULTING STAFF FAILS TO PERFORM
AS PROMISED-WE WILL TAKE IT BACK AT OUR EXPENSE
FOR A 100% REFUND.

7 FREE TECHNICAL SUPPORT- The NETWORK supports
every product it sells. Our qualified TECH-SUPPORT stall will

help you assemble your system, interpret vendor documentation
and get your software and hardware to work. WE WILL GIVE YOU
ALL THE HELP YOU NEED, WHEN YOU NEED IT-FREE!

t8 OPTIONAL BUSINESS RENTAL LIBRARY-All mem-
bers can join our BUSINESS RENTAL LIBRARY featuring

over 1000 available titles for just $25 PER YEAR above the base
membership fee. This entitles you to rent business software AT
JUST 20% of the DISCOUNT PRICE FOR A 14 DAY PERIOD. If
you decide to keep the software, the entire rental fee is de
ducted from the purchase price. VIP MEMBERS GET A FULL
28 DAYS for just $30 above the V.I.P. base fee. This also in
cludes the game library privileges for a $5 combination
savings.

tg OPTIONAL GAME SOFTWARE RENTAL L1BRARY-
The Game Rental library is available to members for just $10

PER YEAR and permits evaluation (or just enjoyment) of any
game or educational software product as above.

10 SPECIAL SAVINGS BULLETINS-THE PRINTOUT
-Issued Quarterly at no charge to Network members only!

The Printout contains all the New Product listings and price
changes you need to keep your Catalog up to date. Also, we buy
excess dealer inventories, and store bankruptcy closeouts, which
we turn around and make available to our members at fantastic
savings via THE PRINTOUT.

11 DISCOUNT BOOK LIBRARY-Working with numerous
publishers and distributors, The NETWORK has assembled

a library of over 1000 computer related books and manuals at sav
ings of up to 75% from the normal store price.

12 MEMBERSHIP REFERRAL BONUS-Our most valu
able source of new members is you! To date almost 40% of

our members have been referred by word of mouth from other sat
isfied members. For those of you who refer new members, The
NETWORK will credit a cash bonus to your account applicable to
any future purchase.

13 CORPORATE ACCOUNT PROGRAM-Almost 50% of
The NETWORK's members are corporate buyers and users

(see opposite page left). The NETWORK can establish open
account status and.assign designated account managers to ex
pedite orders, and coordinate multiple location shipments.

14 QUANTITY DISCOUNTS- For large corporations, clubs,
and repeat or quantity buyers The NETWORK can extend

additional single order discounts, when available to us from our
manufacturers and distributors.

15 PRICE PROTECTlON-The PC Industry is crazy!! Prices
change not yearly or monthly or even weekly but often day

by day! These changes are sometimes up but are mostly down!!!
THE NETWORK GUARANTEES THAT IN THE EVENT OF A
PRODUCT PRICE REDUCTION, BETWEEN THE TIME YOU
PLACE YOUR ORDER AND THE TIME THE PRODUCT SHIPS
YOU WILL ONLY PAY THE LOWER AMOUNT!!

PC
.. . WITH THESE 15
UNIQUE BENEFITS



Circuit-Board-D~sign
Without th~ T~dium

smARTWORK™ lets the design
engineer create and revise

prlnted-circuit-board artwork
on the IBM Personal Computer.

Forget tape. Forget ruling.
Forget waiting for a technician,
draftsman, or the CAD depart
ment to get to your project.
smARTWORKn

• software turns
your IBM Personal Computer
into a professional. high-quality
drafting tool. It gives you
complete control over your
circuit-board artwork - from
start to finish.

smARTWORK'M trans
forms your IBM PC into a CAD system
for printed-circuit-board artwork.
Display modes include both sin
gle-layer black and white and
dual-layer color.

What makes smARTWORK™
so smart is that it understands
electrical connections. Con
ductor spacing is always cor
rect. lines don't become too
narrow, and connecting lines
do not intersect other con
ductors. smARTWORKn

• can
automatically find and draw
the shortest route between two
conductors. Or you can specify
the route.

smARTWORK™ Is the only low
cost prlnted-clrcuit-board

artwork editor with all these
important advantages:

o Complete interactive control
over placement and routing

o Quick correction and revision

o Production-quality 2X artwork
from pen-and-ink plotter

o Prototype-quality 2X artwork
from dot-matrix printer

o Easy to learn and operate,
yet capable of sophisticated
layouts

o Single-sided and double
sided printed-circuit boards
up to 10 x 16 inches

o Multicolor or black-and
white display

o 32 user selectable color
combinations; coincident

points can be displayed
in contrasting
colors.

Twice scale
hardcopy of your
artwork is produced using
the Epson dot-matrix printers or the
Houston Instrument DMP-41 pen
and-ink plotter. Quick 1X check plot
is also available from Epson printers.

Dual-layer color display of a 2" by 4"
section of a 10" by 16" circuit board

The Smart Buy

At $895, smARTWORK™ is an
exceptional value, particularly
when compared to conven
tional engineering workstation
costs.

Call or write us for more
information on smARTWORle
We'll be glad to tell you how
smARTWORK'M helps us design
our own circuit boards and
what it can do for your business.

Send a purchase order, or
major credit card number,
and smARTWORK'M can be
working for you next week.

System Requirements

D IBM PC or XT with 192K RAM. 2 disk
drives and DOS Version 2.0

D IBM Color/Graphics Adapter with
RGB color or b&w monitor

D Epson MX-80/MX-1oo or FX-80/
FX-1oo dot-matrix printer

D Houston Instrument DMP-41
pen-and-ink plotter (optional)

D Microsoft Mouse (optional)

"smARTWORK" and 'Wintek" are trademarks
of Wintek Corporation.

WlNTEK CORPORATION. 1101 South St•• Lafayette. IN "79CM-2993. Phone: (317) 7..2.....28. Telex: 70·9079 (WINTEK CORP UO)
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Dazzle Draw
Paint with

1-6 colors
on an

Apple lIe
or 128K lIe

BY GREGG WILLIAMS

Gregg Williams is a senior technical
editor at BYTE. He can be

contacted at POB 372. Hancock.
NH 03449.

S·O·F·T·W·A·R·E

B r¢derbund Software's Dazzle Draw
is a drawing program similar in
nature to MacPaint. with one star

tling improvement-it lets you draw in 16
colors. As photo I indicates. the package
is appropriately named: it gives an Apple
lIc or a 128K-byte lie graphics that are unex
celled by anything running on an Apple II.

With Dazzle Draw and your favorite input
device. you can draw in several ways-using
a "paintbrush" with 24 shapes. a "spray
can" with four spray textures. or a tool that
lets you draw filled or hollow ovals and rec
tangles. Your "canvas" is the double high
resolution page (the exact size of the Apple
display). Although Dazzle Draw's options
take up part of the top and bottom of the
screen. you can "slide" the viewing area up
and down over the actual drawing. using a
scroll bar in the lower right corner of the
display (see photo 2). You can usually erase
your last action by selecting the Undo box.
which turns red when the undo feature is
available. (Dazzle Draw makes good use of
color to indicate the status of menu
selections.)

Often. Dazzle Draw interacts with you via
dialogue boxes that let you know what the
situation is (for example. 'Are you SlJfe you
want to clear the screen?") and lets you
answer using your input device and a menu
of options.

Dazzle Draw accepts several input
devices: I tried a joystick. the Apple II
Mouse. and the KoalaPad. each of which
was more useful than the one before it.
Also, you will find Dazzle Draw awkward to
use if your joystick doesn't have an auto
centering option. The program also accepts
the Apple Graphics Thblet.

Dazzle Draw lets you print in color using
the Apple Scribe or the Epson lX-80, or in
black and white using one of several
printers: Apple Dot Matrix Printer or Image
writer. NEe 8023A. c. Itoh 8510 (Prowriter).
Star Micronics lOX or 15X. or Epson RX-80.
MX-80. MX-IOO. FX-80. or FX-IOO. I had no
problem printing in black and white with the

R·E·Y·I·E·W

Imagewriter and the Apple Super Serial in
terface card.

DETAILS
Dazzle Draw gives you 16 colors and 30 pat
terns (8 pixel by 8 pixel) with which to paint.
spray. or fill. (The colors are visible in the
lower left corner of photo 2; when selected,
th~ patterns appear in that same space. five
patterns visible at a time.) On both the color
televisions I used as monitors. the "light
gray" and "dark gray" colors looked iden
tical. so I actually had IS colors. But this is
still a wealth of colors for someone used
to haVing only 6 (the number available in
normal Apple hi-res graphics).

If you do not like the patterns supplied
with the program. you can design your own
using the Modify Pattern menu selection;
this option fills the screen with an enlarged
copy of the pattern and lets you change
each pixel to any of the 16 available colors.
Once you have created a palette of new pat
terns, you can save them to disk.

The ZOom menu selection is similar to
Modify Pattern. It lets you manipulate an
enlarged 20- by 24-pixel area using the cur
sor and the palette of 16 colors. or you can
use a "scroller" to move the zoom window
over different parts of the document.

The Flood Fill selection has an option
that. to my knowledge. is a first for an~

microcomputer drawing program. Most pro
grams can fill an area with a pattern, but
the area has to be bounded by a solid
border and sometimes must be filled with
a solid color (usually black or white). Flood
Fill can replace any colored or patterned
area with another pattern. (For example.
you can replace an irregular green-and-red
checked area with diagonal light and dark
green stripes.) A related feature lets you
capture a rectangular area of the drawing
(delineated with the "theater marquee"
border that MacPaint uses). then exchange
two colors in the area or substitute one
color for another. Dazzle Draw also allows

(continued)
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AT A GLANCE

Name
Dazzle Draw

REVIEW: DAZZLE DRAW

you to draw in simultaneous "mirrors"
(horizontal. vertical. or both axes) and
to insert text into your drawings. You
can save patterns, whole or partic.1

drawings, and create "slide shows" of
multiple drawings.

I could find only a couple of faults
with Dazzle Draw. The first fault is an-

Type
Color-display drawing program

Manufacturer
Br\llderbund Software Inc.
17 Paul Dr.
San Rafael, CA 94903
(415) 479-1170

Features
Paint Brush (24 brush shapes)
Spray Paint (four spray patterns)
Flood Fill (fill or replace solid color or
pattern)
Zoom (manipulate individual enlarged
versions of pixels, scroll area under view)
TeX1 (two fonts, two sizes)
Shapes (filled and hollow ovals and
rectangles)
Lines (three drawing modes: single,
connecting, and "rays')
Capture (take a rectangular area and then
move, cut, copy, flip, or invert it)
Mirrors (horizontal, vertical, or both-axes
reflection)

Format
Double-sided 51f4-inch ProDOS floppy disk

Computer System
128K Apple lie or Apple IIc; color display
recommended; printer; and either a
joystick, KoalaPad, Apple Mouse, or
Graphics Tablet

Documentation
36-page tutorial and reference manual

Price
$59.95
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Photo I: Monarch. by Phyllis Paradies, created with Dazzle Draw.

Photo 2: Dazzle Draw at work. Note the pull-down menu. Active selections are in
blue, inactive ones in gray; a menu selection is yellow when it is about to be activated
by the cursor; the Undo box is red when an action can be undone. The colored areas
were made using both solid colors and patterns with the Paint Brush, Spray Paint.
Flood Fill. and Shapes tools. The area at the bottom is the "control panel" for the
current tool. Flood Fill.



REVIEW: DAZZLE DRAW

noying: the program forces you to use
drive I when making a slide-show disk
or initializing a disk. You have access
to both drives. however. when loading
and saving files.

The second problem. though not
overwhelming. is more than a mere
annoyance. When you have captured
a rectangular area and moved it with
the cursor. selecting the Undo box
causes the program to erase the area
completely. not move it back to its
original position. This is definitely
contrary to the intuitive working of an
Undo facility and causes a nasty
shock the first time it happens.

Dazzle Draw has a few other limita
tions you should be aware of. most of
which are direct results of limited
hardware. You can only make an Ap
ple (which has an 8-bit 6502 pro
cessor) do so much. and David Snider.
the creator of the package. has made
the Apple do most of it.

The feature I miss most in Dazzle
Draw is the "'asso" in MacPaint (which
runs on the Macintosh's powerful
16-bit 68000 processor). The lasso
lets you capture an area without cap
turing the white space around it: this
enables you to move one image on
top of another without any evidence
that you have done so. The absence
of such a tool limits Dazzle Draw's
copy and paste abilities. However. this
is not the first time that the medium
(in this case. Dazzle Draw and the
Apple IIc or lie) influences the nature
of the artwork that can be produced.

1Wo other limitations are also in
herent in Dazzle Draw. First. when the
"theater marquee" moving lines are
on the screen. the cursor slows down
proportionally to the size of the on
screen area: the larger the area. the
slower the cursor. The slowness is a
result of the processor being asked to
do a lot: in any case. the cursor is not
so slow that it's useless. Second.
because of the high resolution of the
image. a disk can hold only eight
drawings (six on a slide-show disk). In
future products. image-compression
techniques may be used to get more
pictures on a disk. but such tech
niques may also slow the loading and

(continued)
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Planning to dedu(t your PC?
TheIRS just madeit tougher.

According to the Tax Reform Act of 1984, if you want
to take a business deduction for your personal computer, you
now must prove you use it more than half the time for
busineiis. And that proof must be in the form of a daily log.

You can waste valuable time each day recording your
use. Or you can use WorkLog to do the job in seconds.

Considering how much your time is worth, isn't
$59.95 a worthy investment?

To order call (206) 526-0711. Or ask for our brochure
that describes the power and elegance of this state-of-the-art
software. WorkLog makes it easy.

~
For IBM-PC. -XT. -AT. and compatibles. Requires 128k and an.'" version o(PC -DOS.

WyssWare/5207 Ravenna Ave. N.E.lSeatlle. WA 98105

TOUGH PRINTER NET\\ORK PROBLEM:
"How do I get my computers to share three different printers

and a plotter. .. without getting all tangled up in cables,
switches, protocols and programming?"

SIMPLE SOUJTION: PrintDirector
PrintDirector - an automatic switch,

buffer, and network controller product
family - allows you to network your com-

puters and printers ... expandable from two to 35
of any mix of models and makes. Just plug it in. No

worrying about protocols and baud rates. No cable
changing or switch flipping. No modifications to your

hardware or software. No problem. For information on the
proven PrintDirector product family - and a configura tor

to tell you which particular PrintDirector can solve your tough
printer network problem in a computer or PC center, or local work

cluster - call or write:

---edntDirector
Digital Products Inc. • The Simple Network Solution Company

600 Pleasant Street, Watertown, MA 02172 '
(617) 924-1680. Outside Mass., call 1-800-243-2333.

And check out our 30-day trial evaluation.
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REVIEW: DAZZLE DRAW

OF PIXELS AND PRoDOS

D ouble high-resolution graphics
came about when the team that

designed the Apple lie decided to give
it an extra 64K bytes of memory by
adding a second bank of memory that
exactly mirrors its primary 64K-byte
workspace. The same circuitry that
enabled the Apple lie to do 8G-column
text (instead of the standard 4G-column
text) by interleaving characters from
the primary text page and its mirror
also enabled the Apple lie to display
twice the number of pixels on a
line-560 instead of the 280 of normal
hi-res graphics.

Double hi-res is thus 560 columns by
192 rows (the same number of rows as
normal hi-res). When these (mono
chrome) pixels are displayed on a color
monitor or television, adjacent four
pixel groups appear as one of 16 pos
sible colors. This means that the effec
tive resolution of double hi-res in color
is 192 rows by 140 columns, with 16
colors available.

Since each picture occupies one 8K
byte hi-res graphics page, and its mir
ror occupies another page, a stored
picture should take 16K bytes (actual-

ly less-a hi-res picture does not entire
ly fill up the 8K-byte area allotted to it).
For whatever reasons (overhead, prob
ably), Dazzle Draw pictures take exactly
16.5K bytes (33 512-byte blocks) when
stored on disk, which allows you to
store a maximum of eight pictures on
an Apple disk.

Dazzle Draw works under Apple's
new operating system, ProDOS, which
is supplied on the Dazzle Draw disk.
Because of this, you cannot store Daz
zle Draw pictures on a DOS 3.3 disk
you have to initialize a separate disk
with ProDOS for use with Dazzle Draw.

ProDOS is faster and more versatile
than DOS 3.3. Its use of directories
enables you to group related files in
a hierarchical structure. Because the
manipulation of this structure (through
a multilevel file prefiX) is confusing to
some people, you can configure Daz
zle Draw to use either an Easy File or
a Professional File option. Easy File is
much like DOS 3.3 and does not let you
access files that are two or more levels
"deep" in the ProDOS structure; the
Professional File lets you have full ac
cess to the ProDOS file structure.

saving of pictures to disk.
Dazzle Draw is limited to two fonts

(each font can be either italicized or
bold and comes in two sizes). More
fonts could have been accom
modated if Snider had loaded fonts
in as needed from the disk. Part of the
reason for the small number of fonts,
however, may be related to the odd
pixel size of double hi-res graphics. A
color pixel is brick-shaped and di
vided horizontally into four tall. nar
row monochrome pixels. Given the
pixel shape, it is difficult to make char
acters smaller than Dazzle Draw's
smallest font (18 point) that still look
presentable.

CONCWSION
Dazzle Draw is breathtaking. Double
hi-res graphics, which came about as
an afterthought of the design of the
Apple lie 64K-byte card (see "Of
Pixels and ProDOS" at left), is one of
the most important new features of
the Apple lie and lie. Dazzle Draw is
the first double hi-res product that is
powerful. fast. and easy to use. This
program announces David Snider
(also the author of two games, David's
Midnight Magic and Serpentine) as
one of the few masters of Apple II
graphics. _

ROFESSIONALS
From computer systems to support ...Dynacomp serves Canada~

When you're ready to buy a computer, con
sider the difference professionals can make.
You want full support from your dealer, and
complete reliability from your computer. At
Dynacomp, we offer both.

Dynacomp is Canada's 1st Full Service
CompuPro System Center offering you the
most cost-effective and advanced busi
ness and scientific computers available ...
CompuPro's System 816™ family and the
multi-user CompuPro 10 PLUSTM And we

now offer UNIXTM on CompuPro,
UniPlus™ + SYSTEM V for $1495. U.S.
list" on the CompuPro 816/pM

Our support includes giving you the most
computer for your money. Tell us what you
do, and we'll put together a complete system
that meets your needs ... right down to the
peripherals.

Our CompuPro systems include a library
of the most popular and useful software,
CompuPro's full year warranty and Xerox<"

on-site service with designated systems.
Call Dynacomp for the professional

support you expect when you buy a com
puter system.

Since 1982, Full Service G
CompuPro System Cente[ ~mpuPro ..

.Oynacomp ...... aM eon"". and parts 01 Asia and the Pacific Rim. Call us
Iof det3ils and information on 001 fIJI product line ir'Idu:ting Ptexus. Macrotech
and Ampro.

CompuPro System 816 and CompuPro 10 PlUS are tIademal1cs of CompuPro.
Xerox is • registered trademar1l 01 Xerox Corp. UNIX is • trademar1l of Bell
Llboritories. Inc. UniPlus is a tradema~ of UniSoft Corp.
"Dealer inquires we6come.

210 W. Broadway
Vancouver, B.C. V5Y 3W2

(604) ~2·7m
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COMPUTER SYSTEMS LTD.

74·6535 Mill Creek Dr.
Mississauga, Ont. L5N 2M2
(416) 826·8002

Inquiry 389
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i,MQ_.t1Xks ... 2 Megabytes on a
. That's not a pie-in-the-sky promise.

That's enough storage for dozens of large programs and
hundreds of kilobytes of data files. Enough for almost anythiol
you want to do with a disk drive. But that's not all. With SemiSpool,
our CP/M print spooler, you can implement a print buffer
hundreds of kilobytes long in seconds. All in software. At no extra
cost.

1BMpc, ,
QX-10,QX·16
'J'RS.8() D,12,16
Battery Backup Unit

rnOUGHTYOU'D SEE

~

Another thing about disk emulators. Unless they're from
SemiDisk Systems, they're probably afraid of the dark: Lose power
or turn the computer off, and your valuable data goes to that big
backup disk in the sky. Bw our Battery Backup Units keep
SemiDisk data flying high while your computer is off, and up to 10
hours during a complete blackout.

SemiDisk Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box GG, Beaverton, Oregqn 97075
503-642-3100

Inquiry 315·
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H·A·R·D·W·A·R·E

The KoalaPad
An

inexpensive
input device

without
a keyboard

BY DONALD R. OSGOOD

Donald R. Osgood (2404 Peach
Ln.. Pasadena. TX 77502) is a
retired data-systems engineer who
formerly worked for the National

Aeronautics and Space Administra
tion. He now works in the Bio

medical Engineering Department of
the Bayshore Medical Center in

Pasadena. Texas. He uses an Apple
II. an Apple III. and an IBM

Personal Computer.

T he KoalaPad touch tablet and its
accompanying software represent
one type of approach to making

computers easier to use. This problem is
currently receiving a great amount of atten
tion from both hardware and software de
velopers. The touchpad concept has been
around in expensive versions since the six
ties along with the trackball. the light pen.
and other location-sensing mechanisms.
They provide a faster and more satisfactory
method of making selections or inputs to
the computer. The KoalaPad is an inexpen
sive touch-sensitive peripheral.

HARDWARE
The KoalaPad touch tablet is mounted on
a 6-inch by 8-inch plastic base with a
4.25-inch square sensitive area. At the back
it is about I inch thick and slopes toward
the front. 1\'10 wide. rugged buttons are
mounted between the sensitive area and
the back edge. The sensitive area is made
of black plastic (see photo I). Another layer
of conductive material is mounted beneath
the surface layer. and when the two layers
are firmly pressed together by a finger or
stylus. a resistance proportional to the posi
tion of the selected point in both x- and y
axes is detected. This serves as an input to
the game port of the Apple computer just
as would the potentiometers of a joystick.
A cable with connector is mounted on the
back of the KoalaPad. which plugs into the
Apple game connector. The layout of the
sensitive area of the pad is similar to that
of the high-resolution screen. with the 0.0
coordinates at the upper left-hand edge. Ac
tually. however. the minimum value attain
able for the x-coordinate is greater than
zero-on the order of 6 to 9. while the max
imum is about 256. The KoalaPad utilizes
5-volt power from the computer and draws
approximately 20 milliamperes.

SYSTEM REOUIREMENTS
System requirements for use of the version
of the KoalaPad that I tested include a 481<-

byte Apple II. 11+. or lie computer with
Applesoft BASIC, one disk drive. DOS 3.3.
and a color monitor or television. Although
the manufacturer specifies a color monitor
or television. I was able to try many of the
functions of the system using a standard
green-screen monitor. However. a color TV
gave much better drawings. Other versions
of the KoalaPad are made for AtarL IBM.
and Commodore computers.

SOFTWARE
I tested two sets of software with the Koala
Pad: the Micro Illustrator (see photo 2) and
the Instant Programmer's Guide. The first
uses the features of the KoalaPad to pro
vide tools for drawing shapes. lines. points.
etc.. and for storing and retrieving pictures.
It includes utility programs for formatting
disks and locking. unlocking. and deleting
files. The Instant Programmer's Guide dem~

onstrates a number of segments that a
BASIC programmer can incorporate into
personal programs.

After you boot the Micro Illustrator disk.
the computer displays a menu showing the
options of the program. You make selec
tions by using the KoalaPad to move the
cursor to the desired option. then touching
a button on the pad. Only the storage op
tions require you to use the computer key
board. The default selection is "Draw:' "Nor
mal:' "Cursor:' and "Green" for the color.
A press of a button on the pad blanks the
screen and you are ready to start drawing.

In this mode. a cursor appears when you
touch the surface of the pad. By holding
down the left button while moving your
finger or the stylus over the pad. you pro
duce a continuous line. When you release
the button. drawing stops and the cursor
reappears so you can start a new line. In
order to return to the menu. you remove
your finger from the pad and press the
button.

The Micro Illustrator menu offers a selec
tion of 10 draWing modes plus an erase

(continued)
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AT A GLANCE

Name
KoalaPad touch tablet, Micro Illustrator
program, and Instant Programmer's Guide

Manufacturer
Koala Technologies Corp.
3100 Patrick Henry Dr.
Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408) 986-8866

Size
6 by 8 by 1 inches; active area 4.25
square inches

Weight
Approximately 1 pound

Hardware Needed
Attaches to the game controller port of the
Apple, Atari, Commodore, and IBM
Personal Computer

Software Provided
Micro Illustrator; the Instant Programmer's
Guide, available separately, also was
tested. Several other programs are
available from the manufacturer. The
system works as a joystick with a number
of games.

Documentation
Two 15-page pamphlets

Price
Approximately $125; extra software about
$35-$40

REVIEW: KOALAPAD

function. normal or magnified scale.
storage utilities. and a help screen
(see table 1). You also can select a
standard cursor or any of eight
"brushes" (see photo 2) that leave
lines of varying contour on the screen.
Color choices include two sets of 9
colors (black and white are included
in both sets. which means that there
are actually 16 colors).

The Instant Programmer's Guide in
cludes a number of sample programs
and subroutines. It shows how to use
the pad as a tone generator and how
to generate a cursor for selecting op
tions in your program. The program
menu lists eight selections:

• KoalaPad Fundamentals-this dem
onstrates the plotting of points and
lines and the use of the pad as a tone
generator.
• Hi-Res Cursor-demonstrates how
to use a shape table to generate a

cursor.
• Compatibility-discusses the use of
the KoalaPad instead of a joystick or
a set of game paddles.
• Make Your Own Cursor-tells how
to generate a cursor using a data
statement.
• Soft Keyboard Ideas-discusses
ways to put areas of different sizes on
the screen.
• A Text Cursor-shows how to move
the cursor around.
• An Invitation-offers the user the
opportunity to produce KoalaPad
software for publication by the manu
facturer.
• Ouit-the final menu item worked
well.

DOCUMENTATION
The documentation received with the
KoalaPad consists of a pamphlet of 15
pages. which describes the Micro Il
lustrator program as well as the in-
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Photo I: The KoalaPad provides a method for entry of data or for making selections
from the screen using touch rather than the keyboard.



REVIEW: KOALAPAD

Photo 3: Using Fill, you can color in shapes drawn with the Lines mode. Box, Circle,
and Disc also are available modes.

Photo 2: The Micro Illustrator software is provided with the KoalaPad to permit easy
preparation of drawings and figures.

The highly saturated colors and the
three-dimensional effects that can be
achieved with color are excellent.

(continued)

trator program. Most of my early tests
were done on a green-screen monitor
and I was very favorably impressed
when I hooked up a color television.

stallation and operation of the system.
It also lists and briefly discusses the
commands and gives some hints for
using the system as well as a glossary
of terms.

The Instant Programmer's Guide in
cludes a pamphlet that essentially
contains the text of the tutorials
shown on the accompanying disk. It
contains a few errors and is succinct
to the point of sketchiness, but it is
also clear and lucid.

There are areas in the KoalaPad sys
tem that would be enhanced by more
detailed documentation.

CONCWSIONS
The KoalaPad is certainly a lot of fun
to play with. It does very well at
generating simple shapes that look as
well as can be expected with the
limitations of the Apple Hi-Res screen
(see photo 3). The subroutines pro
vided enable BASIC programmers to
incorporate the pad into their pro
grams for use as a selection
mechanism or as a substitute for
either paddles or joysticks.

In the area of freeform drawing or
in any use requiring raw data to be
plotted, the KoalaPad I tested suffers
from severe limitations. I was unable
to produce any kind of line drawing
that didn't have glitches and spurious
lines, jagged lines, and generally un
satisfactory characteristics. However.
in a conversation with one of the soft
ware marketing people at Koala '!ech
nologies I was told that most of the
problems associated with raw data
have been eliminated in later versions
of the touch tablet.

The manual recommends use of the
system to provide not more than a 7
by 7-inch grid of touch-sensitive
points because of the danger of over
lap. This appears to be a reasonable
indication of the discrimination capa
bility of the system. The fact that you
have to position the cursor and then
push a button means that there is lit
tle, if any, advantage to using the
KoalaPad rather than using the key
board for selections.

The use of color makes a big dif
ference in drawing geometric shapes
in conjunction with the Micro IIIus-
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REVIEW: KOALAPAD

Table I: The KoalaPad's operating modes and options.
MODE DESCRIPTION

Point

Line

Lines

Rays

Frame

Box

Circle

Disc

Fill

Erase

Magnify

Normal

Help

Storage

A cursor or brush marks a single location each time the
button is pressed.

The cursor is used to specify the origin and end point of a
line. After the cursor is positioned at the starting point, the
button is pushed. The line then follows the cursor until a
second push of the button releases the line in its final
position.

This mode is similar to the Line mode except that the end
point of each line serves as the starting point for the next
line.

The cursor is set to the end point of one line and the button
pressed. It is then moved to the origin, which establishes
one ray. When the button is held down and the stylus
touched to the pad additional rays are generated, frequently
several from a single touch of the sensitive surface.

In the Frame mode the locations of two opposite corners are
specified and the program draws a rectangle through those
points.

A frame filled with a specified color is produced.

The center point and radius are indicated by positioning the
cursor, then the program draws an approximation of a circle
of the indicated size and center location. This is one of the
least satisfactory figures that can be drawn on the high
resolution screen.

Provides a color-filled circle.

The closed area on the screen in which the cursor is
positioned is filled with the active color.

A color specification is requested then used to fill the entire
screen.

Enlarges the area around the cursor by a factor of seven.
This function permits work on the fine details of a shape.

Returns to normal from the Magnify mode.

Calls up a set of detailed instructions about the other
modes.

Brings up submenus that permit loading and saving
graphics using the computer keyboard for control inputs.
The user can catalog, load, or save files, or use a set of
disk utilities that are provided to format a disk or to lock,
unlock, or delete files.

The KoalaPad system
provides a means
for interaction with
the computer by using
a nnger or stylus
to move a cursor.

The tests using a joystick with the
Micro Illustrator program showed
that it is just about as easy to use
as the touchpad. For some applica
tions, the joystick would probably be
better.

IN BRIEF
The KoalaPad system provides a
means for interaction with the com
puter by using a finger or a stylus to
move a cursor on the screen. The
Micro Illustrator software that accom
panies it has a good deal of capabili
ty. As a matter of fact. it far exceeds
the capability of the hardware portion
of the system. The shape-generating
modes and color graphics are truly
impressive. Limitations of the system
are due to the small size of the active
area, the lack of control over glitches
in some modes, and the difficulty in
resolving small differences in input
without a great deal of random
variation. _

TliE$2395 DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM
Turns any personal computer Into a complete mIcro
computer DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM. Our Integrated
control/display program runs under MS-DOS, CP/M,
ISIS, or Apple and controls the UDL via an RS-232 port.

(415) 851-1172

Up to 128K bytes of EMULATION ROM
(8K standard) allows you to make pro
gram patches Instantly, Since the target
ROM socket connects data and address
lines to both the analyzer and the emula
tor, no expensive adaptors or personality
modules are needed.
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The powerful BUS STATE ANALYZER
features four·step sequential triggering,
selective trace, and pass and delay
counters. Symbolic trace disassemblers
and debuggers are available for Z-80,
8048,6500,6800,8031,8085, Z-8, 1802,
8088/80188,8086/80186, R65 and 68000.

PROM PROGRAMMER also doubles
as a STIMULUS GENERATOR.

For further information, call or write:

ORION 172 Otis Ave., Woodside, CA 94062
Instruments

Inquiry 266





A COMPUTER
PROGRAM

THATRUNS ON
YOUR TV

Produced by KCSM, San Mateo, CA and WITF, Harrisburg, PA with funding from McGraw-Hill's(J\lTE and r!{JiJl~u~ magazines,

The Computer
Chronicles, a half
hour weekly television
series brings you an
in-depth look at the
latest developments
in the computer
world.

Correspondent Ste
wart Cheifet and
Gary Kildall, creator
of CP/M provide
interviews with indus
try leaders plus news
and information from
Silicon Valley and
around the world.

The Computer
Chronicles, every
week on a

l~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Publictele~sionstation near
you.
(Check local listings for
time and channel.)
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FriendlyWriter and
FriendlySpeller

S·Q·F·T·W·A·R·E R·E·V·I·E·W

A useful but
limited word

processor

BY STEVEN D. RYALS

~" D. Ryals is preside"t of R~ls
alld Associates ,"c. (629 Oaklalld

!'we.. Oaklalld. CA 94611),
a microcomputer co"sulti"g firm

for small busi"esse5.

I f high-powered. expensive word
processing programs are more than you
need. FriendlyWriter for the IBM PC

might be the program for you, This program's
designers seem to have taken the warm
puppy approach to word processing. The
program's command structure and the users
manual's layout anticipate potential problems
that a word-processing novice might en
counter, For example. the program simplifies
file handling by letting you enter a 25-ehar
acter name for each file and automatically in
cluding a 3O-eharacter excerpt from the file.

However. like many programs designed for
the less demanding user. the RAM-based
FriendlyWriter has certain built-in limitations.
'!ext-file sizes are limited and certain conve
niences. such as automatic page numbering
and search and replace. are missing. The pro
gram seems specifically designed to handle
business correspondence in a small office.

The package also includes FriendlySpeller.
a 70.()()()..word spelling checker. FriendlySoft
has economically priced this combination of
FriendlySpeller and FriendlyWriter at $89.95.

INSTALLATION
The installation process is straightforward.
FriendlySoft includes a handy utility program
that sets up the master disk for you. After
you run the setup program. make a working
copy using Disk Copy. FriendlyWriter has
separate install instructions for one- and two
drive systems. and for the XT and other hard
disk drives. Also included is a set of written
instructions in case you prefer the feel of the
keyboard under your fingers.

FriendlySoft has a 24-hour hotline number
to use incase you experience any problems.
This is the first time I've ever heard of a
round-the-clock software hotline. and I'm
impressed.

Another impressive feature of Friendly
Writer is a "no fine print" lifetime guarantee.
At no charge. FriendlySoft will replace any
master program disk that fails due to normal
use; the company will do it within 48 hours
of receiving the failed disk. Furthermore. if

a floppy disk fails due to abnormal use (e.g..
food on the hub ring). the company will still
replace the disk, All you have to do is send
a blank. unformatted disk along with the
original master disk. I think computer users
would stand up and cheer if other software
publishers adopted such an enlightened
policy.

You can easily set FriendlyWriter for mono
chrome or color monitors. although you have
no choice in colors. '!ext is displayed in white
on a blue background. Blocks of text are high
lighted in reverse video. with the text to be
moved or deleted flashing on the screen. The
text and cursor tum red in the delete mode
and black in the move-text mode.

Printer initialization is also easy. A list of 49
printers is included: simply choose your
printer from the list. FriendlyWriter takes care
of the rest. FriendlySoft·s hotline helps with
any printer setup problems. and other
printers are frequently added to the list of
those supported. The menu.<.friven setup pro
cedure makes it easy to successfully install
most printers on the first try.

PROGRAM OPERATION
AND CONTROLS
Once the installation process is complete. you
start FriendlyWriter by typing WR at the DOS
prompt (see photo I). The program takes ad
vantage of the PC's various function and
cursor-eontrol keys. The major commands are
set up on the function keys. and the screen's
top two lines always show the current com
mands available (see photo 2). The function
key commands are consistently set up. with
F9 always bringing up context-sensitive help
screens and FlO used to indicate finishing a
given task. Most of the commands are easy
to understand and use. and the control key
is rarely necessary.

Margins and other common formatting
commands are easily changed from the re
format screen, The default line width for 8!-1
by II-inch paper. for example. is 65 columns.
Each of the three possible paper sizes has

(co"ti"ued)
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Photo 2: Write-new-letter screen. You enter the major commands with the special
function keys listed in the top two lines. The cursor position and the amount of memory
available for a document appear in the third line.

its own default margin. You can also
elect to have FriendlyWriter put two
spaces after a period. Other available
options include double-spacing. right
justification, and setting lines and
characters per inch. A fast search-string

Photo I: Main menu for FriendlyWriter.

REVIEW: FRIENDLYWRITER

function is provided, though there is no
search and replace function.

WRITING AND EDITING
If you have spent any time with other
word processors, some FriendlyWriter

functions can be confusing. For exam
ple, in WordStar you tum the text-insert
mode on and off with the Insert key.
In Frienclly\Miter, you can also tum text
insert on and off, but if you use the cur
sor keys to move up or down a line. or
if you delete something, the insert
mode automatically turns off. This
resulted in my routinely losing work
due to inadvertently typing over text in
stead of inserting additional text. It
would be nice to keep insert on until
I decide to tum it off.

Another problem I encountered is
the speed with which Frienclly\Miter up
dates the screen in the insert mode.
The documentation states that the pro
gram can handle up to 70 words per
minute. I'm not a touch-typist so I
couldn't test that claim. I had no prob
lem entering text the program is more
than fast enough for me. However. in
the insert mode, screen refresh was
anywhere from slow to glacial. and the
larger the document the slower the
speed. The delay became so time-eon
suming that I gave up using the insert
mode for entering text of any appre
ciable length, especially near the begin
ning of a document. When I had
several lines of text to enter, I added
blank lines and then filled them in.

It was very easy, even for me, to fill
the type-ahead buffer. This feature is
unacceptable to me, and I'm a slow
typist. If you fly over the keys, you'll
spend more time waiting for Friendly
Writer to catch up than you will typing,
at least in the insert mode.

FriendlyWriter also has a unique way
of handling justification. The only way
to keep text from left justifying is to use
the tab key. This key moves five spaces
at a time, but it inserts little dots as it
goes. I used this method to center titles
on a page (there is no automatic
centering of titles or other text) You
must use the tab key to create columns
and any other text you don't want left
justified. Also, you can't change the five
space tab setting.

SAVING AND RECALLING
File saving and reading is another
area where FriendlyWriter takes a dif
ferent approach. Instead of allowing

(continued)
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True Dual Trace • 10 MHz Real Time Bandwidth • 3 Input Channels • I/O Port
Digital Waveform Storage • Boolean Waveform Operations • Audio Functions

8.0 (L) x 4.5 (D) x 1.75 (H) Inches • 1.25 Pounds • 9 Volt Battery/AC Operation
Consider the LogicScope 136
• The LogicScope 136 is the next logical step in test instru
mentation for you. It combines many of the features and capa
bilities of sophisticated logic analyzers and oscilloscopes ...
and it fits in your hand. Never before has so much technology
been available in so small an instrument, at such a low price.
• The pocket-sized LogicScope 136 is made possible by a
patented breakthrough in display technology. The conven
tional CRT has been replaced by a unique array of 400 LED's
that permits simultaneous display of two digital waveforms.
• The 136 can be used for viewing single shot events, or
repetitive waveforms. It can be operated in real time mode, or
in memory mode which permits acquisition and storage of up to
50-100 bit waveforms. These can be recalled, logically com
pared (AND, OR, EXCLUSIVE OR) to other input waveforms,
or output to an external device via an 110 port. This 110 port
will also accept future add-on 136 Modules.
• Its very low cost, convenience and ease-of-use make the
LogicScope the ideal instrument, for designing, troubleshooting
or repairing digital systems. Made in U.S.A.

Inquiry 281

Consider its Engineering & Field Service Applications:
• On microprocessor-based systems, check the timing rela
tionship of various parameters relative to the system clock and
other key events. Its storage capability allows visual and logi
cal comparison of non-repetitive waveforms to known refer
ence signals. Output in the start-up of the digital device can be
compared to reference signals to determine the operating state
of the device. Questionable waveforms can be stored for analysis.
• Its light weight and small size make the LogicScope conven
ient to take on every service call. The 136 provides much more
information for trouble shooting a digital system or peripheral
than a logic probe or digital counter without having to lug an
oscilloscope or logic analyzer along.

Contact us for the name of your local distributor

i»OC<i:i: i:i:ct-nOLOGY, Inc.
7320 Parkway Drive, Hanover, MD 21076 U.S.A.
301-796-3300 TELEX 908207
Division of Renaissance Technology Corp.
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AT A GLANCE
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SAVE (SEC)
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SCROLL (SEC)
50

40

30

20

10

Name LOAD (SEC)

FriendlyWriter with 50

FriendlySpeller

Type 40

In-memory word pro-
cessor/spelling checker

30

Manufacturer
FriendlySoft Inc.
3638 West Pioneer Parkway 20

Arlington, TX 76013
(817) 277-9378

10

Computer
IBM PC, XT, and compatibles

0

Disk Format
Two 5V4-inch single-sided
floppy disks SEARCH (SEC)

50

Language
Assembly language

40

Documentation
IBM PC-style, 100-page,
indexed manual 30

Price
$89.95 20

Audience
Anyone needing an 10

inexpensive, RAM-based word
processor

0

FRIENDLYWRITER FJ WORDSTAR 3.3 ~ VOLKSWRITER DELUXE

A comparison of FriendlyWriter with WordStar 3.3
and Volkswriter Deluxe. The graphs show the
results of performing various standard word
processing functions using a 4000-word text file.
The Load graph shows the time required to load
the file from disk to memory. The Save graph

shows the time required to save the file on disk.
The Search graph shows the timing results for
a search starting at the beginning of a file and
looking for its last word. The Scroll graph il
lustrates the time required to scroll manually from
the file's first line to its last line.

only an eight-character name and op
tional three-character extension, the
program brings up a save-to-disk
screen and lets you enter a 25-char
acter filename. Next. the program in
serts the date. Finally. FriendlyWriter
includes any 30 characters from the
file itself. The program pulls the 30
characters from wherever the cursor
is located when you initiate a save. If
there are no characters after the cur
sor. the program automatically pulls
the first 30 characters from the docu-

ment. This makes it easier to recog
nize what's in the files.

The only potential problem with this
approach is that a file called
MASTER.FW must be on each data
disk. This is the file that actually stores
the 25-character name and the other
information. If MASTER.FW isn't pres
ent on the disk, FriendlyWriter can't
find any of its own files. The files are
actually stored on the data disk as
OOl.FW, 002.FW, and so on.

If you erase a text file using PC-DOS,

FriendlyWriter doesn't know that the
file is no longer present. It just looks
for the MASTER.FW file and lists the
filenames stored there. If the text file
is listed in MASTER.FW, FriendlyWriter
thinks it still exists. If you try to load
a deleted file, the program returns you
to the menu without any explanation.

The only way to make sure that
FriendlyWriter keeps track of your files
is to always use the various utilities in
cluded with the program. For in-

(continued)
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The PCturbo 186™ takes a good COlllputer
and lllakes it the BEST!

First the standardwas the IBMT
" Pc. Then

it became. the IBM PC AT with it's high
processing speed. For those, however, who
have an IBM PC and need PC AT-like per
formance, Orchid Technology will put you
out in front again with a new standard
thePCturbo 186. The PCturbooutperforms
the PC AT in speed with fast disk access,
and unmatched performance while provid
ing complete software compatibility.

Best of all, PCturbo allows you to protect
your existing hardware and software in
vestment without the cost of replacing your
existing PC orthe need to learn to use a new
computer and its software. Simply install
the PCturbo adapter board and Orchid's
"Productivity Software" and your PC be
comes a powerful turbo-driven computer.

The PCturbo 186 is actually a second
computer within your Pc. Powered by the
advanced Intel 80186 processor, the PCturbo

is transparent to your favorite programs
like Lotus 1-2-3:" SymphonY," dBase II or
II!;" FrameworI<" and Multimate:" running
them at turbo speeds. So, with PCturbo,
your PC looks and acts the same as before;
it just runs faster.

While the PCturbo is speeding up your
processing power the 8088 microprocessor
in your PC takes care of the I/O functions.
Most importantly, complete compatibility
is assured since the PCturbo allows you to
switch back and forth between Turbo Mode
and PC Mode with a simple command.

SincePCturbo boosts the processing speed
of your PC, there's no more waiting to re
calculate spreadsheets or to retrieve data.
With the unique built-in features like auto
matic disk caching, electronic RAM disks
and print spooling, you can get even more
done in less time. Now isn't that why you
bought a PC in the first place?

TECHNICAL DETAILS:
Hardware
• Single slot plug-in board with high-speed

16-bit processor (80186).
• Up to 640K memory expansion for a maxi-

mum of 1.28 Megabytes total memory.
• Simple "one_step" installation.
Software
• Runs IBM PC-DOS 2.x/3.x on either the

IBM PC/XT and versions of most com
patibles.

• Provides high speed disk caching, RAM
disk and print spooling.

• Standard PC (8088) operation for total com
patibility.

Writeor call for more information today.

ilk
ORCHID

PCturbo 186 is a trademark of Orchid Technology. IBM is a registered trademark of International Business Machines
Corporation. Lotus 1-2-3 and Symphony are trademarks of Lotus Development Corporation. dBase II, dBase ilL and
Framework are trademarks of Ashton-Tate. Multimate is a trademark of Multimate hiternational.
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ORCHID TECHNOLOGY
47790 Westinghouse Drive

Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 490-8586 Telex: 709289
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Photo 3: FriendlySpeller in action. The program alphabetically checks each word in a
text file, highlights words not listed in the dictionary, and offers alternate spellings.

stance, as long as you delete files from
within the program, FriendlyWriter has
no problem keeping track of your
files, This is important. because
FriendlyWriter writes a new copy of
the file to the disk every time you
save, If you save a file regularly, in a
short time your disk will fill up with
version after version of the same file,
You must regularly delete the previ
ously saved files,

FriendlyWriter can also load and
save external files created with other
word-processing programs, as long as
they are in ASCII (American Standard
Code for Information Interchange) for
mat. You use special commands for
this operation. However, when I used
WordStar to number the pages and in
sert headings in a FriendlyWriter text
file, it took over half an hour to clean
up the odd spaces FriendlyWriter left
in the document.

Document loading is a two-step pro
cess. About 6 seconds after file
loading begins, a message on the
screen asks you to wait while the file
is justified. This is because Friendly
Writer rejustifies a file every time you
load it from the disk. It took approxi
mately 15 seconds to load the BYTE

REVIEW: FRIENDLYWRITER

benchmark text file.
The benchmark results speak for

themselves. I'm not sure how valid the
comparison is, because WordStar is a
disk-based program and Friendly
Writer is RAM-based. I have the max
imum 640K bytes of RAM (random
access read/write memory) in my
Compaq; when I load WordStar into
the RAM disk, it operates faster than
FriendlyWriter does. For most people
FriendlyWriter will be fast enough.

Because FriendlyWriter is complete
ly RAM-based, a file can't be any
longer than the available RAM space.
For instance, with my Compaq at
640K bytes of RAM, the status line
tells me I have 984 lines available at
the beginning of a new file. With a
minimum configuration of 64K bytes
of RAM and using an 8\12- by 1I-inch
page format with I-inch margins all
around, single spacing, six lines per
inch, and 10 characters per inch, you'll
have enough room for three pages of
text in one file. Without a built-in way
to combine several files into one, this
program is clearly designed for creat
ing and editing business letters and
other kinds of short correspondence.
Of course, the more RAM you have,

the longer your epistle can be. Using
the above-mentioned criteria, a com
puter with 256K bytes of RAM can
hold a document of about 12 pages.

FriendlyWriter keeps track of the
pages and displays where you are in
the document on line three of the
screen underneath the menu, but the
program has no provision to automat
ically place the page numbers in your
document.

FINAL STAGES
My experience with FriendlySpeller
was generally pleasant. For example,
when you request alternate spellings,
a window opens up at the word in
question and presents a list of pos
sible alternatives (see photo 3). You
also have the option of entering the
correction from the keyboard.

The dictionary contains about
70,000 words and can hold as many
more as disk capacity will allow.
FriendlySpeller counts the total
number of words and the number of
unique words and shows you which
letter of the alphabet it's checking at
any time. This spelling checker and
the low price make this an attractive
program.

FriendlyWriter uses most of the
common printer options, including
double-strike, boldface, underline, and
italics, assuming your printer has
these features. FriendlyWriter also
provides for using multiple paper bins
with sheet feeders. This lets you put
the first page of every letter on your
letterhead and subsequent pages on
plain paper. A pause feature lets you
manually feed in one sheet of paper
at a time. I had no problems setting
up and using my printer.

FriendlyWriter with FriendlySpeller
is a useful word processor and spell
ing checker for the price. Some of the
program's limitations, such as file
handling and text insertion, bother
me, but it's still an excellent program
for less demanding needs. You might
find that most of my criticisms are ir
relevant to you, in which case
FriendlyWriter is a lot of program for
the money. However. if you require a
full-featured document processor, this
is not the program for you.•
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DISK DRIVES ==
I

Apple lie
* V2 Height Add On

* Fully lie Compatible

As Low As $169

Teae 558
* Slimline 360K
* PC Compatible

As Low As $119

Tandon .TM100·2
* Full HT, 360K

* PC Compatible

As LOW AS $129

SUPER SPECIAL
64K upgrades
* Nine Prime 4164
* 1 Year warranty

$25 set 1000 $2.40 ea

CCU Apple Drives
* Slimline

* Fully Apple Compatible

AS Low As $140

8" Siemens
* FDD100-8

* Shugart Compatible

As LOW As $111

Teae

Control Data Corp.
CDC 9409, 360K 5190 $180 $170

5%" Disk Drives
QUANTITY

1 2 10

Mitsubishi
4851, 'I, Height . . . .. ... 5159 $149 $139
4853,QuadDen. ,/,Height 169 159 140

5129 5120 $111
180 170 160

5160 5150 5140·
480 470 460

$220 5210 5200
230 220 210
270 260 250

shugart

Siemens

8" Disk Drives
QUANTITY

1 2 10

801 R, 5g1.1 ObI.
851R,Dbl.lDbL

Tandon
TM848·1E,SgI.lDbL ';,Ht. . $270 $265 5260
TM848·2E, Dbl.lDbL 'I, Ht. 370 360 350

Mitsubishi
M2894·63, Dbl.l ObI. . . . . . 5400 5390 $380
M2896·63, Dbl.l ObI. '/, Ht. 400 390 380

5V4" & 8"
Power Supply & Cabinets

QUANTlr~

1 2 10

FDD·1oo·8
FDD·2oo·8

JMRS%"
SingleCabinetw/pwr 5 70 5 60 $ 50
Dual Thinline Cab wi pwr 80 70 60
Dual Cabinet & Power. 80 70 60

All have 6 month warrantY

JMR8"
SgL Cabinetw/pwr & fan
Dual wi pwr for 2 thinlines
Dual wi pwr & fan

$150 $140 5130
139 135 129
280 270 260
195 190 185

5190 $180 5170
150 140 130
230 220 210

5100 $ 95 5 90

TM1oo·1,160K
TM1oo·2,360K .. . ...
TM101·4, Quad Density
TM65·2, 360K '/, Height

Tandon

MPI
B·52, 360K PC Compatible.

FD55A,160K 5160 5150 $140
FD55B, 360K. 129 125 119
FD55F, Quad Density. ... .. 159 150 140

All TeaC'S are Half Heights

Shugart
SA4OO, 160K .
SA455, 360K '/, Height .....
5A465, Quad Den. 'I, Height

,.,iero Sci

Apple compatible Drives
QUANTITY

1 2 10

~.
llli:." "_... "'
,ill.. ~.... ~ .

a.

\I-
'--". ,~ .,

A·2orA·20FuIIHT 5175 $169 5159
Controller 65 60 50

Rana Systems
Elite I .. . . .. .. $210 5205 $200
Elite II, ObI. Head . . . 335 330 325
Elite III, Quad Densitv 395 445 435
ControlierControls4Drives 75 70 70

CCU Half Height
FD525A5limiinew/cabie 5150 $145 5140
FD525C 169 169 169

CCU Full Height
FD555Aw/cabie . 5160 $150 5140

Hard Disk
10Megw/controller . call call Call

CALL TOLL FREE

(800) 847-1718

Computer Inquiry 71

Componev.ts
Unlimited

A California Corporation

RETAIL STORES:
11976 Aviation Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90304

16129 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite E
Lawndale, CA 90260

MAIL ORDER:
P.o. Box 1936
Hawthorne, CA 90250

Customer Service &Technical
(21:5) 618-0487

Sales Desk
(800) 847-1718

Outside California

(21:5) 618-0477
Inside California



Save
AtLeast

5150

.5 259
389
379
390

. . 51289
Toshiba

P13s1,192CPS.

star Micronics
Gemini10X
Gemini15X
Delta 10 .
Power type

PRINTER INTERFACES
Fourth Dimension

Card &Cable 5 49
Microtek

Dumpling GX(GrapplerCompatiblel 5 89
DUmpling GX exp to64K . 149
Dumpling GX 16K w / 16K exp to 64K. 169
for each additional 16K 15

Okidata options
Tractor for 82 &92 . 5 59
5eriallnterface 99

Orange Micro
Grappler + 5 109
Grappler + w/16K 179

star or Epson
Epson Serial Interface . .5 119
Star 5eriallnterface 59

5 319
929

1179

.5 289

5 295
549

. 669
qq749

359
589

C.ITOH

Call for other Models
FREE Plug 'n Play Roms w/92 & 93

JUKI
6100,18 cps Ltr. QualitY 5 394
6300,40 cps "New" w/3K Buffer
LetterQuality 795

Brother Dist. by Dynax
HR15XL, 12 cps 5 399
HR25, 25 cps. 659
HR35, 36 cps 949

Panasonic
1091,120cpsw/tractor .

Okidata
OKI82A, 120 cps
OKI83A
OKI84P
OKI845
OKI92P.
OKI93P

8s10AP.
F10, 40cps .
Pnntmaster F1055pu .

PRINTERS
Epson

Okidata 92
* 160 cps

* NLQ Mode

$359
* FREE IBM Proms

RX-80 (120 CPS)
RX-80FT
RX-1oo +
FX-80+
FX-1oo+
LQ1soo
JX-80 5 589

We are an Autl,orized Dealer

BMC 9191
* Color Composite

* Amdek Color I Compat.

$199

Amdek
3OOG, Hi-Res Green
3OOA, Hi-Res Amber
310A, MonochromeAmber
300 Hi-Res Color Compo
500 RGB Composite
DVM Board for Apple RGB

princton Graphics
MAX12, MonochromeAmber
HX12, RGB Color.
5R-12 w / Doubler Board

5 139
149
169
279
399
129

5 179
459
899

5 219
5~9

zenith
ZVM122 5 99
ZVM123 99

BMC
12AUW ..... 5 79
9191 219

Taxan
425 Color RGB 5 399
440UltraHi-Res. 999

Prometheus

u.s. Robotics

promethius
* 1200 / 300

* Hayes Compatible

$329

Hayes
Micro Modem liE
300 Baud
1200B Internal
1200
2400 Baud

Anchor Automation
Mark 3 ForTI
Mark VI 300 Baud IBM.
MarkXII,1200Baud

5 239
205
399
459
Call

5 59
79

229

Promodem .
Pro 1200AAppie Intw/sw
Pro 1200B IBM Intw/sw
Pro Mac w / cable &sw
NO.CCable.
Alpha Disp.
Options Proc.

Password.

....... 5 329
329
299
329
12
89
89

.5 239



SYSTEMS

IBM PC. System
* 256K Memory

* Two 360K V2 Heights

$1539

IBM PC System
* 256K Memory

* Two 360K V2 Heights
* One 10 MB Hard Disk

$2298

Apple Starter
* Apple liE

* V2 HT Drive w /Controller

$895

Compaq
Portable (PC Compatible) 2, 360K Drives
256K of Memory . . 52150

Call for all new compaq's

Apple
IIEcpu .5 690
Macintosh 1895
IIc Portable 899

Kaypro
Kayrpoll Call
Kaypro4 Call
Kaypro10 Call
Kayprollx Call

IBM
PC 256K, No Drives
PC 256K, 1 Drive.
PC 256K, 2 Drives .
XTw/10Meg,256K
Additional Memory 64K
AT Standard config.
ATw/20meg.

Tava
PC Compatible w / Monitor

51250
1399
1599
3495

27
Call
Call

.51395

Sanyo
MBC550-2
MBC555-2
Optional Serial Port.
Optional 360K Drive

.5 799
1089

69
159

8" DISKETTES
Dysan

. . 534 100 for 320
53 100 for 480

verbatim
530 100 for 280
40 100 for 360

5V4" DISKETTES

CCU
Sgl/Dbl reinforced hub 516 1oofor140
DbllDbl reinforced hub. 19 1oofor170

NOt Bulk Packed
Dysan

Sgl/Dbl. . 533 100 for 300
Dbl/Dbl 39 100for370

Sgl/Dbl ..
Fuji

519 100for180
DbllDbl 25 100for230

verbatim
SgllDbl. 526 1oofor240
Dbl/Dbl 36 100for340

Sgl/Sgl.
DbllDbl

Sgl/Sgl .
Dbl/Dbl

DISK ACCESSORIES
verbatim

8" or 5%" Head Cleaning Kit. 5 9
Flip Tub

5%" Holds70 disks, plexiglass 5 17

5 139
369
189
279

5 139
129

... 5 39
31
34

5 119
249

5 15
34

5 49

5 44

... 5 29

5 89

APPLE EXTRAS

ALS

JoystiCk

TCi

JOystick.

Astar
RF Modulator
Fan w /surge .

Micro Max
Viewmax 80,80 col. card.
Viewmax 80E (F for liE) 64K

Macro

ZEngine
CPM3.0Card

Micro Soft
Mouse. ..... .. .
Premium Soft Card liE
Multiplan .
Soft Card (Z80) w / 64K

Micro Tek
Serial Interface .

CCU
16K Mem. Card 1 yr war.

Kraft

JoystiCk ..
Select-A-Port.
Paddles.

526

5 199
389

5 159

. 5 185
329

.5 329
345
88.

240

.... 5 249
265
49

. 5 169

.... 5 215

........... 5 79
.......... , 79

IBM EXTRAS

Ast Research

Hercules

Six Pack +
Mega+
Addon Ports

Ports

Color Card
GraphicsCard .

Hard Disk
10 Meg. External w/ pur 51195

IBM
MonochromeAdapter 5 229
Color Card 239

paradise Systems
Multi-display Card ..
New ModularCard
Module A .
ModuleB

Quadram
Quad Color Card
Quadlink .

64K Upgrade
64K of Memory .

AT Upgrade
upgrade 200 ns .

PC Products

Parallel.
Serial

PC Peacock

CCU
Color Graphics Card

RETAIL STORES:
11976 Aviation Blvd.
Inglewood, CA 90304
16129 Hawthorne Blvd., Suite E
Lawndale, CA 90260

MAIL ORDER:
P.O. Box 1936
Hawthorne, CA 90250

Retail Hours:
10 a.m. - 6 p.m. Mon.·Fri.

10 a.m.. 3 p.m. sat.

All merchandise new. we accept MC, visa, Wire
Transfer, COD Call, Certified Check, P.O.'s from
Qualified firms, APO accepted. Shipping: Minimum
54.50 first 5 pounds. Tax: California Res. Only add
6'12% sales tax. All returns subject to 1S% restock
ing charge. Advertised prices for Mail Order only.
Retail prices slightly hi9her.

prices Subject to Change.

customer Service Hours:
10 a.m.· 4 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

John Aurentz
(213) 618·0487

Mail Order Hours:
7 a.m.. 7 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

10 a.m. - 3 p.m. sat.
(800)847-1718 (213)618-0477

(Outside California> (Inside California)



emost
BASIC.

UpdaleView
FOR LinePolnler= 1 TO N'JrnLlne·;.

FOR DolPol nt.er= 1 TO ~·lurn['ot..;.
GOSUB Con .... ert. :.(',
L1NE(xO,yO)-';:' 11~ 1:r

NEXT DolPOlnter
NEXT LinePoint.er

RETURN

than ever with the advanced
trace command.

It's no wonder Microsoft is the most
logical choice for the Macintosh.

Microsoft and Multiplan are registered trademarks of Microsoft Corporation
Macintosh is a trademark licensed to Apple Computet, Inc.

MICROSOFt W~'ve
The High Performance Software wntten more
Macintosh programs than any other
software company. Including Mac's
spreadsheet, Multiplan~

So if you want to get the most
out of your Macintosh, call (800)
426~9400 for the name of your nearest

icrosoft dealer. In Washington State,
laska, Hawaii and Canada, call (206)
28-8088.

Li\t

MENU 7,0, ',"Draw"
MENU 7,l,I,"line"
MENU 7,2,l,"circle"
MENU 7,3, l,"arc"

RETURN

Microsoft® BASIC is the language
spoken by nine out of ten microcom~

puters worldwide. It's the language j

with the most programs written for it.
So if you want to access the

power ofyour Macintosh~ only
one language makes the most
sense. Mac's first language,
Microsoft BASIC.

Not only is it the industry
standard, it's the most advanced
BASIC for'Macintosh. It lets ' updale lhe screen wlr"jow

you add mouse commands.
Graphics. Windows. Change
type fonts and styles. Customize
menus. Incorporate music and
sound effects. Write your own
dialog boxes. Basically, it lets
you take advantage of everything
that makes Mac' Mac:

It makes editing programs as easy
as cutting and pasting and pointing
and clicking. Debugging is easier



Tecmar's jrCaptain
Expand the
memory on

your IBM PCjr

BY GLENN HARTWIG

Glenn Hartwig is a technical editor
at BYTE. Contact him at POB

372. Hancock. NH 03449.

H·A·R·D·W·A·R·E

A host of problems beset the origi
nal IBM PCjr. From its toy key
board to its paucity of memory to

its single floppy-disk drive. the PCjr's defi
ciencies were generally recognized. The
problems inherent in the design reputedly
caused IBM's decision to halt sales pending
a new introduction of the machine. All well
and good. If a new PCjr can take over from
the old version, the user will be better
served from here on. Give a thought.
though, to the folks who bought the initial
release.

Apparently, that's what 1ecmar Inc. did.
The result is a memory-expansion board
called the jrCaptain that you can also ex
pand with a product called the jrCadet. You
can actually wind up with a PCjr that has
512K bytes of memory. The jrCaptain's
design and implementation are quite ver
satile. You can buy it with no memory (and
presumably add your own) for $235 or get
it preconfigured with 64K bytes or 128K
bytes of memory. The jrCadet's sizes range
all the way up to 384K bytes ($595).

The difficulty in reviewing the jrCaptain is
that the memory board is identified with the
PCjr itself. ltying to expand the machine's
capabilities with a $315, 64K-byte. memory
expansion module ($ 395 for the 128K-byte
version) is a laudable idea, but even if the
1ecmar board had no problems of its own,
it would still suffer from its association with
the early PCjr. And the board does have
some quirks. I hasten to add that none of
the jrCaptain's problems are insurmount
able: however. considering the PCjr's in
tended public, add-ons ought to be as easy
as possible to use.

CONFIGURATION
Right out of the box, make sure your jr
Captain's memory configuration switches
are set properly. Mine weren't set at all, and
the settings are different depending on
which size memory chips you buy. You can
tell which size you bought by how much you
paid. Remember that. because there is no

R·E·V·I·E·W

indication as to memory size on any of the
packaging, and the manual doesn't give you
a clue. Looking at the chips won't tell you
much either since the RAM (random-access
read/write memory) chips carry the number
8314 and nothing else. I couldn't find any
information about an 8314. On page Al in
the appendix, you'll discover that the RAM
chips are Intel 4164-20 or the equivalent;
this same vague source says that you could
have anywhere up to 512 K bytes on the
jrCaptain. It might grow to that size some
day according to 1ecmar, but as yet 128K
bytes is its largest size without the jrCadet
expansion. I guessed my memory size to
be 128K bytes based on the assumption
that I didn't receive a prototype 256K-byte
unit and on the fact that the board looked
pretty full.

Section 2 of the manual contains instruc
tions on how to set the configuration
switches for the jrCadet. You have to take
it on faith that the instructions apply, at least
in part, to the jrCaptain as well. It would
have been helpful if 1ecmar had put this in
formation a little closer to the front of the
manual and made it specific for the
jrCaptain.

The jrCaptain board snaps onto the com
puter's right side. You attach it by inserting
four mounting screws. The unit has its own
power-supply cord and a battery to keep
current flOWing to the clock and calendar
at all times. (Incidentally. you cannot replace
the battery yourself.) The documentation
doesn't warn you that the expansion board
heats up if you leave it constantly plugged
in. Whether it's harmful to the board or not.
this is another area where advice from the
manufacturer would be helpful.

INSTALLATION
The installation instructions are fairly
straightforward and, except for figuring out
and setting the switches, the process is
quite easy. After powering up on DOS, you
discover that the jrCaptain has automatical-

(continued)
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Pascal and C
Programmers

REVIEW: jrCAPTAIN

AT A GLANCE

Dimensions
1.12 by 3.5 by 11.36 inches

Name
jrCaptain

FINALLY
I didn't run into any other questions
that the manual didn't answer. And
once I accepted the RAM disk's limita
tions, I found that loading WordStar
on it and logging in on the floppy disk
improved writing and editing speeds.
However, loading WordStar and two
overlays and running the time-display
utility called Tick left me with just over
20K bytes on the RAM disk (called the
B drive). Since half of that automati
cally goes for backup, I had only 10K
bytes left. If you don't load something
as overhead-intensive as WordStar,
you'll probably find jrCaptain in
general. and Memdisk in particular,
much more useful.

Given what 1ecmar had to work
with, I'm inclined to give it the benefit
of the doubt regarding jrCaptain. By
all accounts, 1ecmar's products are
sound. The early PCjr is not an easy
system to love and, once you get past
the jrCapta:in's qUirks, it makes the
PCjr usable. If 1ecmar will reorganize
the installation manual and make sure
the configuration switches are set at
the factory, jrCaptain and its jrCadets
will save users a great deal of PCjr
frustration. _

not just the upper limit I could assign
to the Memdisk function; it was the
only number I could use. (If you buy
the 64K-byte board, your magic
number will be entirely different.) I
can't say why this was so. It might not
even be the case with every board
that rolls off the 1ecmar production
line, but it was the case for this one.

Repeated attempts to reconfigure
Memdisk with more or less than 120K
bytes resulted in a blank screen or a
locked keyboard. 1ecmar said that the
system automatically reserves a cer
tain amount of memory for applica
tions and lets you have what's left up
to the maximum, which in my case
was 120K bytes. This doesn't explain
why I couldn't use a number less than
120 and 1ecmar denied any knowl
edge of this problem. At any rate, my
version of the software (1.0) has been
superseded by version 1.2, so maybe
this is an isolated incident.

$235
$315
$395

Price
No memory
64K bytes
128K bytes

Documentation
82·page installation manual
82-page users guide
112·page technical reference

Hardware Options
jrCadet expansion modules:

64K bytes $195
128K bytes $275
256K bytes $445
384K bytes $595

Spftware
Treasure Chest software disk with 24
programs for games and utilities

MEMDISK
Memdisk presented me with a
number of problems that I never re
solved. For instance, the manual gives
you instructions for entering the
amount of memory you want as your
second RAM disk:-BUFnum for the
number of bytes in buffer memory.
Both the manual and the screen im
plied that the number was up to me.
But for some reason, the only number
the program would accept here was
120. I emphasize that 120K bytes was

Manufacturer
Tecmar Inc.
Personal Computer Products Division
6225 Cochran Rd.
Solon (Cleveland), OH 44139-3377

ly expanded your PCjr's memory.
You need to configure the jrCaptain

right away. The manual gives you step
by-step instructions, and the whole
procedure is easy to accomplish. The
jrCaptain also comes with a feature
called Memdisk. With Memdisk you
can configure part of the RAM as a
second disk and eliminate the PCjr's
annoyingly slow and noisy disk drive.

FirstTime is a t l'a<h'rnark of Spruc{:> T('('hnolll~

Corporal ion.

Your programs can
now compile the

FirsTime™

Dpaler enquiries welcoIlH'. Custom versions
for com put PI' manufaet Ufers and language
developers ar<' availahle.

FirsTime is an intelligent editor that
knows the rules of the language being
programmed. [t checks your statements
as you enter them, and if it spots a
mistake, it identifies it. FirsTime then
positions the cursor over the error so
you can correct it easily. FirsTime will
identify all syntax errors, undefined
variables, and even statements with
mismatched variable types. In fact, any
program developed with the FirsTime
editor will compile on the first try.

More than a syntax checker!
FirsTime has many unique features

found in no other editor. These powerful
capabilities include a zoom command
that allows you to examine the
structure of your program, automatic
program formatting, and block
transforms.

Get an extra $100 off the compiler when
it is purchased with FirsTime.
(N.J. residents please add 6% sales tax.)

Spruce
Technology Corporation

I 10 Whispering Pines Drive
Lincroft, N.J. 07738

(201) 741-8188 or (201) 663-0063

FirsTime for PASCAL $245
FirsTime for C $295
Microsoft PASCAL Compiler $245
Microsoft C Compiler $395
Demonstration disk $25

If you wish, you can work even faster
by automatically generating program
structures with a single key-stroke. This
feature is especially useful to those
learning a new language, or to those
who often switch between different
languages.

Other Features: Full screen editing,
horizontal scrolling, function key menus,
help screens, inserts, deletes, appends,
searches, and global replacing.

Programmers enjoy using FirsTime. It
allows them to concentrate on program
logic without having to worry about
coding details. Debugging is reduced
dramat ically, and deadlines are more
ea~ily met.
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PORTABLE PROBLEMS

After reading the product preview "The
HP 110" by Ezra Shapiro (June 1984 BYTE,
page III) and reviews elsewhere, I ran out
and bought one because I wanted the ad
ditional memory, screen space, and soft
ware promised by the HP. While general
ly pleased with my decision, I had to ad
just to several problems.

First, the HP 110 comes without a pro
gramming language. I had to buy a ver
sion of Microsoft BASIC and found it more
primitive than the version on my NEC por
table. It lacks a programmable clear-screen
command: I use a subroutine to print a
screen full of blank lines. It also lacks full
screen editing.

The HP 110 doesn't have a parallel out
put port. Hewlett-Packard clearly expects
me to buy the companion ink-jet printer,
but I already have a daisy-wheel and a dot
matrix printer (both with parallel ports)
and don't want another. I acquired a con
verter from Tigertronics, via an ad in BYTE,
to convert the signal from the serial port.

I could use the NEC in my lap on any
seat on the bus because it did not extend
beyond my knees. The HP. when opened
wide enough for a decent view of the
screen, does not fit in a transverse seat.
It has enough room when I sit in a bulk
head seat on an airplane: I have not tried
it while sitting in other airplane seats.

Finally, the screen typeface is satisfac
tory for writing text. but in less-than
perfect lighting conditions it is hard to tell
a 3 from a 9, or a 6 from an 8.

MANLY W. MUMFORD

Chicago,lL

'UKI 6100 PRINTER

Regarding your )uki 6100 printer review
(August 1984, page 305), we've owned a
)uki 6100 for more than six months and
use it to create advertisements (right
justified in proportional spacing, using our
own word processor). We largely agree
with you that the )uki 6100 has a lot of
features and quality for a relatively small
price.

However, upgrading the )uki 6100 from
2K bytes to 8K bytes of memory is not
simple, It requires substantial printer
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disassembly, and although chip patterns
are proVided on the printed-circuit board
for the RAM chips, no spare sockets are
included. Soldering in sockets is time
consuming, tedious, and risky.

We purchased the tractor feed and were
dissatisfied with it. Wavy lines and erratic
line feeds were the results. No tractor-feed
adjustment corrected this problem. And
to use friction feed you must remove the
tractor feed. We've sought assistance from
)uki Industries twice, once to correct the
tractor-feed problem and recently for a
ribbon-feed problem. )uki has not
responded in either case,

)OHN ), WILLIAMS

Alamogordo, NM

FORTH

While I found "polyFORTH and
PC/FORTH" by Ernie lello (November
1984, page 303) to be an excellent and fair
review, a few errors occurred in the bench
marks. In particular, the Sieve of Eratos
thenes figure for polyFORTH, which ap
pears in the "At a Glance" box (page 305)
as well as in table I, I measured at 66.5
seconds. Since the native code compiler
has no interpreter overhead and does
several forms of optimization (register op
timization, strength reduction, constant ex
pression folding, and several "peephole"
optimizations), it will run at least twice as
fast as any interpreted FORTH, and typical
ly five times faster.

Also, since PC/FORTH+ is a 32-bit in
teger FORTH instead of a 16-bit integer
FORTH as were the other systems, execu
tion is typically twice as long as in
PC/FORTH 2.0. Therefore, the first two
Sieve times in table I must be wrong, al
though I do not have that version to give
the correct times.

Because of long publishing lead times,
the PC/FORTH and native code compilers
reviewed are earlier versions. The docu
mentation has been completely rewritten,
many operations are faster, and the native
code compiler now recognizes all the con
trol structures of PC/FORTH and loads in
stantly as a binary overlay. Also, even
though the review was for IBM PC-com
patible FORTHs, functionally identical (ex
cept for minor enhancements for the IBM

screen) versions of PC/FORTH and the
native code compiler are available for
generic MS-DOS, CP/M-86, and CP/M-80
(Zilog Z80 processor).

ThOMAS ALMY

1lJaJatin, OR

MORE ON loGO

'TWo recent BYTE articles on Logo ("Four
Logos for the IBM PC" by Mark Bridger,
August 1984, page 287, and "'TWo Logos
for the IBM PC" by Morton Goldberg,
BYTE Guide to the IBM Personal Computers, Fall
1984, page 91), in addition to containing
the specific problems mentioned below
and several others not mentioned, reflect
the less-than-poor quality of too many
Logo articles and reviews.

In Mark Bridger's "Four Logos for the
IBM PC his choice for a graphics bench
mark is probably as good as any. But in
the Hilbert procedure that he got from Thr
tie Geometry by Abelson and diSessa, why
does he insert

LOCAL "L
MAKE "L :LEVEL-1

and then use L in place of :LEVEL - 1 as
indicated by Abelson and diSessa? The
procedure as suggested in Thrtle Geometry
should work fine in any version of Logo.

Surely Bridger had a working version of
Logo but. from what appears in BYTE, I
cannot tell what it might have been.

In light of Goldberg's acknowledgment
that he only worked with the Logos in
question for 10 weeks, his article can be
taken less seriously, StilL there are a
number of problems. Goldberg complete
ly misses PAUSE as a debugging aid, and
his procedure-entering style at best
reflects only personal taste.

As for his statement about breaking "out
of the educational-software mold:' virtual
ly all of us in any way involved with Logo
have been striving to do that without
compromising its powerful learning philos
ophy.

Authors and editors who publish articles
like Bridger's and Goldberg's must be
unaware that Logo gives you much more
to work with than older languages such
as BASIC. In fact, the conventions and con-

(continued)
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straints imposed by such languages can
be counterproductive when uncritically
carried over into current programming
languages such as Logo.

Instead of helping the reader learn such
facts about Logo. these two articles almost
seem intent on hiding them. Both articles
are rife with examples of programming
conventions required in BASIC and Pascal.
along with the false implication and. at
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times. explicit affirmation that such con
ventions are necessary or best to use in
Logo.

HAROLD NELSON

Francestown, NH

SAMNA BENCHMARKS

I found an inconsistency in a software
review that 1hope you will correct.

Inquiry 180

In your review of the Samna Word III
word-processing package (November
1984. page 319). you compare Samna.
Volkswriter Deluxe. and WordStar 3.3 in
four benchmark tests. The same tests are
used for your review of Leading Edge and
MultiMate word processors (page 287).
WordStar 3.3 is tested in both articles. with
grossly differing times for Scroll (10.5
seconds versus 31 seconds) and Search
(41.2 seconds versus 4 seconds).

Perhaps BYTE will set up a Bureau of
Benchmarks so all comparisons are for
ever equal. BYTE reviews could make or
break some products' marketability. and
I'm sure you get mail from manufacturers
when a product review does not glow with
enthusiasm. Please do not give the pro
pagandists an inch with unbenchmarked
benchmarks.

BRUCE C. DOSCHER

Hampton Bays, NY

In the samna 11/ review. the Scroll title
was erroneously applied to the Search
graph (and vice versa).

-Glenn Hartwig
Technical Editor. Reviews

JUKI DAISY WHEELS

I enjoyed the letter by Stuart C. Dobson
in Review Feedback (November 1984.
page 352). Dobson indicates that Juki
daisy wheels can be purchased for 57.95
each from his Juki dealer.

1 am eager to purchase these daisy
wheels but my local Juki dealer tells me
they are not available. I would be grateful
if anyone could give me information as to
how I can purchase them.

ROBERT T. LEVINE

Greensboro, NC

Contact Frank Millis or Paul Dearman,
Gentry Associates Inc., 7665 Currency
Dr.. Orlando, FL 32809. (305) 859-7450.

SANYO SUPPORT

I have had exactly the same reaction from
Sanyo as Harvey Coopersmith (November
1984. page 357)-absolutely no response.
Sanyo management is completely obliv
ious to the need for user support. Instead
it referred me to a distributor whose only
interest is in selling equipment and whose
technical knowledge is zero.

My advice to anyone contemplating
buying a Sanyo is: Don·t. Caveat emptor.

ROBERT M. KEITH

St. Petersburg, FL
(continued)
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IBM DOMINANCE

RICHARD S. MOORE

Huntsville. AL

REVIEW FEEDBACK is a wlumn of readers'
letters. We welcome responses that support or
challenge BYTE reviews. Send letters to Review
Feedback, BYTE Publications, POB 372, Han
cock, NH 03449. Name and address must be
on all letters.

I enjoyed Ricardo Birmele's review of the
elegant WordPerfect (December 1984,
page 277). However, I would like to call
attention to an omission that is of a sort
common in software reviews and, to my
mind, counterproductive in the current
microcomputer market.

At the start of the review and in the "At
a Glance" box. Birmele leaves the 1exas
Instruments Professional out of the list of
microcomputers for which WordPerfect is
available. WordPerfect has been running
on the 'TI Professional Virtually since the
machine appeared on the market.

The Professional is an unjustly ignored
machine that is superior to the IBM PC in
ways that are pertinent to writing with
such a full-powered word processor as
WordPerfect. The Tl's character set. screen
resolution, and keyboard are demon
strably better than those of the PC and the
clones that sacrifice screen resolution and
an intelligently designed keyboard for full
IBM compatibility. What is more, the chief
defect in WordPerfect noted in the
review-differences of underlining in
monochrome and color screens-is ob
viated in the TI. which runs monochrome
and color screens off the same standard
board.

I often see TI and other fine, non-clone
microcomputers omitted in software
reviews. Each time I read "for IBM PCs,
AlS, and jrs" head the list of compatible
hardware followed by a partial list of other
machines or the anonymous phrase "and
compatibles:' I can see Big Blue's happy
hobo sniggering his way to the bank. The
effect of the implicit hierarchy and of in
accurate hardware listings is stagnation of
the microcompuer market and a fortune
in free advertising for a company least in
need of it.

A dozen 16-bit machines now on the
market are significantly better than the
IBM PC in many important aspects. Their
struggle against the marketing power of
IBM is tough enough without the inadver
tent bias created by such editorial
patterns.

. .··
··
··. .The Wang Institute ofGraduate Studies is an independent, non-profit educational institution founded in 1979.

Years ofSoftware Development Experience: _
Iam currently a 0 software professional
B-3/85 0 student 0 other

G school
for professional

software
engineers ishere.

Telephone: Home Business _

Business Address: _

Name: _

For tomorrow's leading software engineers,
the Wang Institute offers an unprecedented educational
opportunity.

Students enrolled in our Master ofSoftware Engineering (M.S.£.)
program prepare for positions ofincreasing challenge and responsibility,
while studying the latest technical and managerial aspects ofsoftware
development.

Working in teams with other professionals, M.S.£. students learn how
to plan,organize and supervise real-world software projects. With access to
alarge and growingcollection ofsoftware tools, our students develop a
thorough understanding ofthe entire software life-cycle.At the same time,
our lowstudent/faculty ratio ofseven to one allows them to work closely
with teachers who have Significant industrial and academic experience.

The Wang Institute's M.S.E. program is open to all qualified software
professionals. Currently more than 20 companies have sponsored M.S.£. stu
dents,who may choose either part- or full-time schedules ofstudy. Graduate
assistantships for unsponsored, full-time students are also available.

Ifyou're ready to become one oftomorrow's leading software engi
neers, the Wang Institute ofGraduate Studies is the place to be.

For further information,write or callJanis Ackerman, Wang Institute
ofGraduate Studies, School ofInformation Technology, Tyng Road, Tyngs
boro,MA 01879 (617)649-9731.
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SN7412N " " SN7492N " " $H74174" " 39
SN741JP< " 39 SN7493N "

., SN7417SH " 39
SN7414N "

., $N749JN " 89 SN14176N " 79
SN1416N " " SN1495N " " $H74111N " 79
SN1411N " 39 SN1496N " " SN14119H " '"SN142CH " 19 SN1491N " '25 SN141fJ(W " 69
SN1421N " 39 SN14100N " '95 $H74181N " '95
SH1422N " 39 SN14105N " '" SN14182H " 10'
SH742JP< " 69 SN14101N " 19 SN14184N " '19
$N1425N " 39 SN74100N " 39 SN74185N " '19
$H142f,N " 39 SN14116N " '" SN74190N " 69
$H1421N " 25 SN74121N " " SN74191N " 69",.. " 39 $H74122N " 69 $N74192N " 69
SN14J(lN " " SN1412JN " " SN74193N " 69
SN74J2N " 39 $N7412SH " " SN14194N " 69
SN1433N "

., SN14126N "
., SN74195N " "SN1431N " 25 SN14121lN " 79 $N74196N " "SN14J8N " ., $N14132N " 39 SN14191N " "SN14J9N " 79 SN141J6N " 69 SN14198N " '19

SN1440N " 19 $N74141N " 89 SN14199N " '"SH1441N " 89 SN14142N "
,,, SN14221N " '19

SN1442N "
., SN14143N "

,,, $N14251N " "SN144JN " ", SN14144N "
,,, SN14213N " '"SN1444N " '" SN1414SN " " SN14216N " '"SN144SN " 69 $N74147N " '19 SN14279N " 79

SN1446N " " SN14148N " 89 SN142llJN " '3'
5N1441N " " 5N741~ " '" $N14284N "

,,,
$N1448N " " SN14151N " " SN14285N " 29'
5N14S4N " "

SN74152N " " 5H14365N " "SN1459N " " SN74153N " 99 SN74J66N " "SN146(JN " 39 SN74154N " '" SN14361N 1,16 "SN1470N " 39 SN74155/tl " " SN1436BN " "SN1412N " 39 SN74156N " 39 SN74390N " '"SN1473N " 39 SN74151N " " SN14393N " '"
14lSOO " 19 14lS244 " '1914lS01 " 19 74lS245 " '"74lS02 " " 1415132 " " 14lS25\ " 39
74lSOJ " 19 14l513J " 39 74LS253 " 39
74lS04 " 39 74LSI36 " 39 141.5251 " 39
14lS05 " " 74L5138 " 39 14lS258 " 39
74lS08 " " 1415139 " 39 7415260 " 39
74lS09 " " 14LS145 " '" 14lS266 "

.,
74l51O " " 141.5147 " '95 141.5213 " '"74l51l " " 141.5148 " "' 1415219 " "14(.514 " 39 74L5151 " 39 14lS280 "

,,,
141.515 " " 1415153 " 39 14lS299 "

,,,
14lS2ll " 19 1415154 " '" 744.5322 " '95
141.521 " " 141.5155 " 69 741.S323 "

,,,
14lS26 " 19 1415156 " 69 14lS3<I " 79
14lS27 " " 141.5151 " 69 74l535J " '09
141.528 " 39 1415158 " 39 74lSJ64 " '95
14lS30 " 39 1415160 " 69 741.5365 " "14lS32 " 39 1415161 " 69 l4lSJ66 " .,
74lS31 " " 1415162 " 69 7415367 " .,
14lS38 " 39 14lS16J " 69 "l5368 "

.,
74lS42 " " 1415164 " 89 741.S313 " '"14lS<I " 89 141.5165 " 89 741S314 " '"74lSS1 " 19 14l$168 " '19 741.S375 " 69
741.$13 " 39 141.5169 " '" 74lS386 " 39
141514 " " 14lS11O " '" 14lS393 " '19
741.515 " " 1415173 " 69 74lSJ99 " '"141516 " 39 74lS174 " 69 741S49O "

,,,
14l'" " 89 741.5175 " 69 74lS53J "

,,,
141586 " 39 741.5181 " '" 741.5::.34 "

,,,
141.590 " " 141.5190 " 79 741.5540 " '"141592 " " 74lS191 " 89 7415541 " '"741.593 " 39 141.5192 " 79 14lS6'O " 21'14lS96 " 89 14lS19J " 89 7415641 " '19
1415107 " 39 74lS194 " 69 ''''''' " '19
141.51119 " 39 741.5195 " 39 7415645 " '19
74lS112 "

., 741.5196 ). 89 74lS610 " '"741.5114 " 39 741.5197 " 89 14lS688 "
,,,

7415122 " " 14lS221 " '09 81LS95 " '"74l$123 " 79 141.5240 " .09 811S96 " '"141.5125 " 39 741.5241 " 99 811S91 " '"14lS126 " 39 141.5243 " '09 811598 " '"
""" " " '" 745241 "

,,,
"'" " " 145242 " 21'
"503 " " 145114 " " 745243 " '19

""" " " 145124 " ", 145244 " 219

"'" " " 14$132 " 18' 74525\ " 99
"508 " " 145133 " " 145253 " 99
"509 " 39 145135 " 89 745251 " 99
14510 " 39 745136 " '3' 74$258 " 99
14511 " 39 145138 " 89 145260 " 79
14515 " 39 145139 " " 745213 " '39
14520 " 39 745140 " 69 745260 " 18'
74522 " 39 145151 " 99 745281" " "'14530 " 39 745153 " 99 145288· " "'74$32 " " 745151 " 99 145299 " '"74$31 " 99 745158 " 99 145313 " '""538 " " 745160 " '19 745314 " '"74551 " 39 745169 " '19 745381" "

,g,
"'" " 39 145114 " "" 145411· " ",
"'" " 39 145175 " "" 145412· " ."74514 " " 145188· " "' 74$473· " ."14585 " '99 74519J " '" 145510" " '""586 " " 745195 " '" 145511· "

,,,
145112 " " 145196 " '" 145512" " ."145113 " " 745240 " '95 745513" " ."
CAJO'''' '09 00''''' '"CA3039H '" CA308IN " '" 00'" .,
CA3016N 99 CA3082N " '" OO'6lIH "'CA3059N ,,,

00Jll3N " '" 00''''' '"OOI61f '79<:A:lOOIN ,,,
CA3086N "

.,
OO'62f

,,,
CA3069E '" CAJ089N "

,,, 00'89£ 279
CA3OlI<IE 99 CA3096N " '" """'IN 39

C01OO' " 19 ""503 " 69
C01OO2 " 19

"""" " '19
C01OO6 " 89 """" " 69 """" " '19
C01OO1 " 19 """" " 69 """" " ."C01OO6 " 89 """" " 79 004510 "

.,
CD1OO9 " 39 """'. " 79 004511 "

.,
CD1OIO " " """" " 89 004511 "

.,
"""" " 19 """" " 89 004514 ,. '""""" " 19 """" 16 39 {))4515 " '""""13 " 39 """" 16 39 004516 " 89

"""" " 89 """'" "
,. 004518 " 89

CD1O" 16 39 ""'" " 19 C04519 16 39
CD1OI6 " " ""'" " 89 """. " 89

"""" " 79 """'" " 19 """. 16 "'"""18 16 19 ro1l,,, " '95 ""'" 16 '19
"""19 " " ro1l'39 ,. ,,, """. 16 '69
""0/0 16 " """" " 89 ""'" " 89
CD4021 " " """" " " ""'" 16 '"""022 " " ""068 " 39 ""'" " '"004023 11 " """" " 39 ""'13 16 "'""021 " 69 ""oro " 19 CO"" "

,,,
(D4025 " 19 C04071 11 19 """" 16 ,,,
""026 16 19' 0)4012 11 19 ""'" " '"CD4021 16 " C04073 " 19 ""'" 11 39
""028 " 69 IDlO11 " 35 0>4723 " '19
""019 " 19 C04078 " " CD4124 " 119
C04030 " 39 (1)4081 " 19 M{:14410 " ."C04034 " "' 0)4093 " " MC14411 " 1195
C04035 " 19 """" " '" MC14412 " '"CD4D40 " 15 C04098 " '" MC14433 " 1195

(Mere .. CIlIIttJ ""'" " 189 MC14512 " '19
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Commodore:ID Accessories ProModern 1200 and Options Apple('!l Accessories

.. ' ... ...

8 Chips" 21 Minutes I

-- - - --."., -_.... -- "" '" .v.IJ. ............ n $IUS...,,. 7716,TMS25'6fJl1 '" ..........HEC.Tt
$1 •.96AMO,HIllIc:Io.,lotiIlslIIl....,.. TMS2T16P.V'~ ·'!N,'W.+'7i IIblraIi,Tt $IUS

""" ''"'''' '" ........ TtHiUl:ftl,OlQ. $1•.96

..", "" '" AAIl.f\lIIlSU.NEC.HQcflo, .....
$1496--.... m,,, '-- 51696...... """'".. ...... 51.95......"..... ,,,.

'" ... horcNd.OIO 51H5

'"" '''''''' ~, n 51•.95

5114" APPLE""
Direct Plug-In

Compatible Disk Drive
and Controller Card

The ADD-514 Disk Drive uses

_ Shugart SA390 mechanics-143K
formatted storage • 35 tracks
• Compatible with Apple Control
ler & ACC· 1 Controller' The drive

comes complete with connector and cable - just plug
into your disk controller card, Size: 6"L x 3v.z'W x
8-9/16"0' Wei9ht: 4)', Ibs.
ADD-514 (Disk Drive)....•.•..... $169.95
ACC-1 (Controller Card) 5 49.95

More Apple Compatible Add-Ons...
APF-1 (Cooling Fan with surge protection)•••• $39.95
KHP4007 (Swilching Power Supply) •• , ••••••• $59.95
JE614 (Numeric/Aux. Keypad lor lie) • •...•• $59.95
KB·A68 (Keyboard wiKeypad for II a 11+)•.•..• $79.95
MON-12G (12" Green Monitor w/swivel stand). , •• $99.95
JE864 (80 Col. +64K RAM 10' lie) • ••••••.. $99.95
ADD-12 (5~" Half-Height Disk Drive)••••••• $179.95

-

Bes!
Included BuJls!

MPl51S (MPI5V." SS full-ht.) $ 89.95
RF0480 (Remex 5V." DS full-ht.) $129.95
TM100-2 (Tandon SV." DS full-ht.) $159.95
F055B (Teac 5V." DS half-ht.) $149.95
SA455 (Shugart 5\4" DS half-ht.) $159.95
FOD100-8 (Siemens 8" SS tull-ht.) $139.95
PCK-5 (5\4" Power Cable Kit) $2.95
PCK-8 (8" Power Cable Kit) $3.95

JE665 - RS23ZC IfTERfACE OPlXlt - The RS232C Inlertac:e ClInJn mpIements
comoutefaa::essIOIhe..E664·sRAM.Th&salowslhecomputerlO~sioreand

trartslerEPfOl_lOandll'omlhe..E66A A~Pff,Il',jfa1lIlSllngIS~"MBASlCIor

C1'lMlXlI'f1IlUIiI!rDllclJrnentabonlSllfllYldedtoidaOllhtsottwaretolllher~.,ltlan

RS232port.9600Biul,8-bIIworl!,OddP¥ItYWllh2$lDlllll!S

EPROM Programmer w/JE665 Option
JE664-ARS $1195.00

Assembled & Tesled (lndudes JM16A Module)

EPROM.AJMPEA MQOULES Tht.E6&l·s.lM'ERMOOII.E(PetsoniIkIyModl*)lSii
llluO'''MocluIeltAlln'5elSlhe..E664lorttleP'QPelprug~pulsesllllheEPAONand

con.eslheEPF()MSt:lCketcumecllonSlorlhal~EPIlIM.

8K to 64K EPROMS - 24 & 28 Pin Packages
Cllmplelely Se"-CGntlirted - Requires No Additiol'tll Srs1ems klr D,er1tion

. Programs and validales EPROMs . Checks lor properly erased EPROMs

. Emulales PROMs or EPROMs' RS232C Computer Interlace lor editing and
program loading' Loads dala inlo RAM by keyboard' Changes data in RAM
by keyboard' Loads RAM Irom an EPROM' Compares EPROMslor conlent
ditlerences' Copies EPROMs' Power Input: 1 lSIJAC, 60Hz, less than lOW
power consumplion . Enclosure: Color-coordinated, light tan panels with
molded end pieces In mocha brown' Size: lS~"L x 8'110"0 x 3~"H . Weight
S"'tlbs

The .E6&I EPftOM Progtammer emulates and Pfogtams V;n)IJS 8·611 Word EPftOMs tram 8K 10
64K-llltrnernorycapacll'f Oala can beenlered tntothe.E664'Sl1lernai BKx8·81t PAM 11 !hrlle
ways (1) lIam iI ROM or EPflOM, (2) tram an elllernal comPl/lef VIol the opIJlJl'IiII.E66S RS2J2C
1lJS, (311rom IISPiIfotI keyboard TIle.E6&l's RAMsmaybeaw:sse<l tor emuta!J(lll purposes
tromtllePilfotl'Steslsotltell(laneJllernal~lnprugrarrwTMOgandernulabon.1he

..E66A aIlowrtstor ~bCIn, c/'Iar'lfIe andvahdabClnot PfograrTl conler1t The.E66A'sRAMs
canbepr09ranvned~kIytoall"I~S(oranyvatue},aIIowInglJllused~l1ttleEPOOM

III be PfllO'anvned!alef WIIhooI neces5lIy ot"'IN' erasn;I. The..E664 0I$pliIyS DATA and
AOORESS ., oorMfllenI tleJladeomaI (a1~) format A "OlSPI..AY EPOOM DATA~

button cnanges tile DATA ftaOOullrom RAM word II EPOOM word and IS displayed., bOlI'I
~andbnaryoode.Thell'onlpanellealuresaCOl'lVtf'llel'lll(ltfillflggude.The..E664

~ IIldudes one .Nl6A.kImper t.bUe {as IisIt!CI belaw}

JE664-A EPROM Pr""""" ••......••••• 5995.00
Assemble<! & Tested (Includes JMl6A Module)

1 Chip - 15 Minutes

Erases all EPROMs. Erases up to 8 chips within 21 minutes (1 chip
in 15 minutes). Maintains conslant exposure distance of one inch.
Special conductive foam liner eliminates stalic build-up. Built-in
safety lock to prevent UV exposure. Compact - only 9.ooL x
3.70"W x 2.60.". Complete with holding tray for 8 chips.

DE-4 UV·EPROM Eraser•••••• $74.95
UVS-11 EL Replacement Bulb $16.95

Price

Apple Keyboard and Case
for Apple II and 11+
• Keyboard: Direct connection with 16-pin ribbon
connector' 26 special functions' Size: 14Y.rL x
5¥l"W x lY.r"H
• Case: Accommodates KB-A68 • Pop-up lid lor
easy access . Size: 15Y.r"W x 18"0 x 4"-"H

Intelligent 300/1200 Baud
Telephone Modem with

Real Time Clock/Calendar

Power/Mate Corp. REGULATED POWER SUPPlY
. Input: 105-1251210-250 VAC at 47-63 Hz • Line regulation: :!:0.05%· Three
mounting surfaces' Overvoltage proteclion ' UL recognized' CSA certified
Fwlrt No. Output Sa. Weighl Pric.

EMA5/6B 5V@3A16V@2.5A 41,i"L x 4'W x 2Ye''H 2 Ibs. $29.95
EMA5/6C 5Vfi6A16V@5A 5~"L x 41,i''W x 21,i"H 4 Ibs. $39.95

The ProModem"" is a Bel1212A (300/1200 baud) intelli
gent stand·alone modem • Full featured expandable
modem' Standard features include Auto Answer and
Auto Dial, Help Commands, Programmable Intelligent
Dialing, Touch Tone'" and Pulse Dialing & More' Hayes
command set compatible plus an additional extended
command set· Shown wfalphanumeric display option.

Description Price

RS-232 Stand Alone Unit. •...................... $349.95
Apple II, 11+ and lie Internal Unit. $369.95
IBM PC and Compatible Internal Unit. $269.95
IBM PC & Compo Int. Unit w/ProCom Software $319.95
Macintosh Package $399.95
(Includes PM 1200, Cable, & ProCom Software)

t~
PROMETHEUS

PIIrt No.

Pert No.

KEYBOARDS

PM1200
PM1200A
PM1200B
PM1200BS
MAC PAC

OPTIONS FOR ProModem 1200
PM·COM (ProCom Communication Software) $79.95

Please specify Operating System.
PM-oP (Options Processor)....................•.•.•.... $79.95
PMO-16K (Options Processor Memory - 16K).......•.•.•.... $10.95
PM0-32K (Options Processor Memory - 32K) $20.95
PMO-64K (Options Processor Memory - 64K). . . . . . . . . . $39.95
PM·ALP (Alphanumeric Display)......•.•................. $79.95
PM-Special (Includes Options Processor, 64K Memory
___ and Alphanumeric Display)•••••• " ••••• $189.95

JE520AP

JE520CM

DATASHIELD'
Back-Up Power Source
Proteel your comP""e< Irom blacl<-ouls. brown-outs. POWer
surges and line noise. pt]'s PC200 is designed lor Pes
WIth toppy dlsll memory, !he XT300 lor I'Iard disll memory
anolhe "T800 lor multi-user syslems." Typical compatible
PC lor each ollhese standbys wi" be suppOrted lor tS kl
25 mInutes after POWer is lost welQht IPe200 2. Ibs I 
(XT300' 37 Sibs.) - ("T800' 72 Ibs.l
PC200 (200 Watt Rating) , $299.95
XT300 (300 Watt Rating),. . ",. $399.95
AT800 (800 Watt Rating). . . $799.95

DescriptionP.rl No.

RS232 ADAPTER FOR
VIC-20 AND COMMODORE 64

MODEL 75
MOOEl85
MODEL 100
MODEL 110AMS

76-Key Serial ASCII Keyboard
• Simple serial interface' SPST switching' ()perates
in upper and lower case • Five user function keys:
Fl-F5 • Six linger edge card connection' Color
(keys): tan' weight: 2 Ibs.. Data included

KB76 529.95
prlc·I ......:.'-':~====......:.--_i--------------_f

JE520CM For Commodore 64& VIC-20 .$114.95
JE520AP For Apple II, 11+. and lie. . .... $149.95

Mitsumi 54-Key Unencoded
All-Purpose Keyboard
· SPST kevswitches • 20 pin ribbon cable connec
lion . Low profile keys' Features: cursor controls,
control, caps (lock), function, enter and shift keys
• Color (keycaps): grey' \'Vl,: 1 lb.• Pinout included

• Over 250 word vocabulary-affixes allow the formation of more 13Y6''l x4~'W x ~"H KB54 $14.95
than 500 words· Buitt-In amplifier, speaker, volume control. and I -----.-------------1-------------
audio jack· Recreates a clear, natural male voice· ptug-in user NeW' II
ready with documentation and sample software. Case size:· .~._-
71f."l )( 31f."W )( 1-3/S"H

APf'lICATIONS: • Security Warning • TeleCommunication ~.\.v.n'Nt;$: ::: ::
: Jne~~~~~ntation : ~:~~i~ap Aid ...I,f.I".1 • 1.,;,' . ~

KEPCOITDK 4-Ql1TPUT SWITCHING POWER SUPPlY

•

1.\ . Ideal for disk drive needs of CRT terminals, microcomputers and
J} video games ' Input: 115/230VAC, SO/60Hz' Output: +5V@5Amp.+12Y@

\\ 1.8 Amp, + 12V @ 2 Amp. -12V fi 0.5 Amp' UL recognized • CSA certified
"'I' . SI,e, l"'1.-x 6-3116'W , ''''"H ·we;gh"2 Ibs. $59.95 each or

TRS-80 COLOR AND COLOR" MRM 174KF 2 for $99.95
Easy to IOSlall KII comes complele With 8 each 4164N-20 (200nsl 64K

~;:~~':~ha~gocEl7;::~~I~;er~sCt~~~1~-:nc~ Switching Power Supply for APPLE II, 11+ & IIe
T

...

TRS-SO Color Compuler N 10 64K. Flex oos or 05-9 reqUired to utilize • Can drive four floppy disk drives and up to eight expansion cards
lull64K RAM on all comPUlers • Short circuit and overload protection' Fits inside Apple computerTRS-64K-2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ... 529.95

. Fully regulated +5V @ 5A, + 12V @ I.SA, -SV @ .5A. -12V @ .SA
r;;;'I £:;~D"-:STfi.i£.S . Direct plug-in power cord included' Size: 97,i-L x 31k

N

W x 2~"H
iii .Weight: 2 Ibs.

PROTECT YOURSELF... KHP4007 (SPS-109) 559.95

DATASHIELD' 4-CHANNEL SWITCHING POWER SUPPlY
Surge Protector '........, #. •Microprocessor, mini-computer. terminal. medical equipment and process

[hmll\ll!esvoI!age$OlkesandEMI-RAllOIsebetlrell ~- ~., conlrol applications • Input: 9O-130VAC, 47-440Hz • Output +5VOC fi SA,
can darnage)'OlXl!OUIpmerllOl caU$8d111i1 loa 6-mo I -SVOC@lA;+12VOC@1A,-12VOCCilA'Lineregulations::!:O_2%'Ripple:

OE~~:~d'$SIpatoon ('00 mlCrosecondsl 0" 1 ~e~~t~r~~1z~'~~~n~;~X·4~~~~r~~\:~I~til~ Ib:~i: 5V main

: ~~t~u~~~tt;~~~/On S~lch'::: :::::~ 1-:===-:-_-=_F:-C.:....:S_.6~0~4:-A-=-._.7'_.:-:''_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_'_-_'_'_'_'_':,:'_''';''.,;5.,;6.,;9;,;,.9;;.5~
6 Sock_, Super Filters. Low 1A:>It. Alarm... $69.95 $10.00 Minimum Order - U.S. Funds UnlY Spec Sheets - 30c each
6 Sockets, Super Filters, California Residents Add 6% % Sales Tax send $1.00 Postage lor your
Auto. Master Switch $99.95 Shipping - Add 5% plus $1.50 Insurance FREE 1985 JAMECO CATALOG

Send S.A.S.E. for Monthly Sales Flye,! Prices Subject to Change

[ES]J~·I ~~: ;
1355 SHOREWAY ROAD, BELMONT, CA 94002

3/85 PHONE ORDERS WELCOME - (415) 592·8097 Telex: 176043

IBM PC, PC XT and Compatibles
Masl 01 the popular Memory Boards (e.g Quadram'" ExpanSIon Boards)
allow you 10 aod an addlllOl'lal 64K, 128K, 192K or 256K. TheIBM64KKIlWlII
POpulale lhese boards In 64K bVle Increments. The KIl is SImple to InslaJl
I\Jsllnsert the 9 - 64K RAM chIps In the proviOed sockets and set the 2groups
of sWllches Complete converSIOn documentatIOn Included

IBM64K (Nine 200ns 64K RAMs) $33.49

IBM PC AT
Each kll comescomplele Wlth nIne 128K dynamiC RAMS and documentalJOn
tor conversion

IBM128K (Nine 250ns 128K RAMs)..... $199.95
APPLE lie TRANSACTION TECHNOLOGY, INC.

Extended SO-ColumnJ64K RAM Card Expandsmemoryby64Kklglve128K 5VDC @ 1 AMP Regulated Power Supply
when used Wllh programs like Vis!Calc'" Fully assembled and lesled • Output +5VOC@ 1.0 amp (also +30VOC regulated) • Input 115VAC. 60 Hz
JE864 , , . , , , , , .. $99.95 . Two-tone (black/beige) self-enclosed case' 6 loot, 3-conductor black

TRS-80 MODEL I, '" oo,..,.o,d· Sl,", 6~· L d" W, 2'" H' welghUlbs.

~~~sK~~~0cT~su~e~~a~~nw~~~~n~~~~2~~~4~~:~~~~~~~E~ 1 --+-'-PS=5..:1..:1..:9..:4..:...:..:..:..:......:.......:...:..:...:..:...:..:.-'--'-:...:..':..':..':..'.:...:...:...:.....:5:..1:..4..:.9.:.5,--+
panSlon Interlace can be eKpanded to 48K with 2 Kits. Model III' Can be
expanded Irom 16K to 48K uSing 2 Kits. Each Kit will expand computer by
t6KlncremenlS

TRS-16K3 200ns (Model III) 56.29
TRS-16K4 250ns (Modell) 55.49

TRS-80 MODEL IV & 4P
Easy to IOslall Kit comes complele with 8 ea. 4164N-20 1200ns) 64K Dynamic
~~:;;sl~~dl~o;4~~~de~~~~~:eI~~O~~~-~Ol~~tlJcomputers 1 -+ -1

TRS-64K-2.. . 529.95
(Converts the Mo6ellV from 16K 10 64K or will expand the Model 4P from
64Kto 128K)

TRS-64K2PAL (Model IV only) 549.95
(8 - 4164'. with PAL Chip 10 expand from 64K to 128K)

'Computer Memory Expansion Kits
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THE aBUS COMPATIBLE LEADER
Chrislin, the leader in OBUS compatibles for over a decade,
now brings you the best assortment of microcomputer
systems. Our OBUS family of products give you hundreds of
configurations to choose from, while at the same time pro
viding state of art technology at affordable pricing.

System configurations include DEC's LSI-11/23, 11/73,
MICROVAX CPU's. From 10MB to 140MB winchesters \IV

floppy or tape backup. From 256K-4MB of RAM on a sinl
card. Each unit operates all LSI-11 software without E

modifications. Also, each system is completely OBI
compatible.

CI·MICRO·11C
LSI-11/73 CPU, 1MB RAM, 4x8 Backplane,

Power Supply, 4 serial I/O,
20MB winchester, 2MB 8" floppy,
all in a rack or table-top chassis.

$9695*
In addition to systems, Chrislin carries a complete line of

MEMORY
and

WINCHESTER SUBSYSTEMS
for you r Q-BUS applications. Call for further detai Is ...





The VERSABuSINESS
lll Series

Each VERSABuslNESS module can be purchased and used independently,
or can be linked in any combination to form a complete, coordinated business system.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
Every VERSABUSINESS'· module is guaranteed tooulperform all other competitive systems,
and at a fraction of their cost. If you are not satisfied with any VERSABuSINESS'· module, you
may return it within 30 days for a refund. Manuals for any VERSABlJSINESS" module may be
purchased for $25 each, credited toward a later purchase of that module.

To Order:
Write or call ToO-free (800) 431-2818
(N. Y.S. residents ca11914-425-1535)

.. add $3 for shipping in UPS areas • add $5 to CANADA or MEXICO

.. add $4 for C.O.D. or non·UPS areas
~

.. add proper postage elsev;here

Inquiry 165 ,;;;;.. .. ~DEALER INQUIRIES WELCOME
All prices and specifications subject 10 change / Delivery subject to availability.

VERSAUOGER Ir" $149.95
VERSAI.£oGER Ir" is a complete accounting system that grows as your business
grows. VERSAI.£DGER Ir" can be used as a simple personal checkbook register,
expanded to a small business bookkeeping system or developed into a large
corporate general ledger system without any additional software.

• VERSAI.£DGER Ir" gives you almost unlimited storage capacity
(300 to 10,000 entries per month, depending on the system),

• stores all check and general ledger information forever,
• prints tractor·feed checks, .
• handles multiple checkbooks and general ledgers,
• prints 17 customized accounting reports including check registers,

balance sheets, income statements, transaction reports, account
listings, etc.

VERSAI.£oGER II"' comes with a professionally·written 160 page manual de·
signed for first·time users. The VERSAI.£oGER Ir" manual will help you become
quickly familiar with VERSAI.£oGER Ir", using complete sample data files
supplied on diskette and more than SO pages of sample pnntouts.

50 N. PASCACK ROAD,SPRING VALLEY, N.Y. 10977
• TRS-80 is. trademark 0I11le Radio Shack Division of Tandy Corp.. ·APPlE is. trademark of Apple Corp.. ·IBM os. trademark of IBM Corp.. ·OSBORNE OS • trademark 01 Osborne Corp.

·CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research - -XEROX IS a trademark of Xerox Corp.

VERSARECEIVABLES" $99.95
VERsARECEJVABLES- is a complete menu-driven accounts receivable, invoicing, and
monthly statement-generating system. It keeps track of aU information related to who
owes you or your company money, and can provide automatic bimng for past due ac·
counts. VERsAREcElVABLES- prints aU necessary statements, invoices, and summary
reports and can be linked with VERsAUOOER .1'" and VERsAINVENTORY·.

VERSAPAYABLES" $99.95
VERsAPAYABlS- is designed to keep track of current and aged payables, keeping you
in touch with aU information regarding how much money your company owes, and to
whom. VERsAPAYABLs- maintains a complete record on each vendor, prints checks,
check registers, vouchers, transaction reports, aged payables reports, vendor reports,
and more. With VERsAPAYABLES-. you can even let your computer automatically select
which vouchers are to be paid.

VERSAPAYROll.. $99.95
VERsAPAYROll.- is a powerful and sophisticated, but easy to use payroll system that
keeps track of aU government·required payroll information. Complete employee records
are maintained, and all necessary payroll calculations are performed automatically, with
totals displayed on screen for operator approval. A payroU can be run totally, automati·
cally, or the operator can intervene to prevent a check from being pnnted, or to alter
information on it. If desired. totals may be posted to the VERsAUOOER II"' system.

VERsAINvEN1'oRr $99.95
VERsA~NT~ is a complete inventory control system that gives you instant access
to data on any item. VERsAINVENTQRY- keeps track of all information related to what
items are in stock, out of stock, on backorder, etc., stores sales and priCing data, alerts
you when an item faUs below a preset reorder point, and allows you to enter and print
invoices directly or to link with the VERsARECElVABLES- system. VERsAINVENT~pnnts
all needed inventory listings, reports of items below reorder point, inventory value reo
ports, period and year·ta-date sales reports, price lists, inventory checklists, etc.
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On the Road:
Hackercon and COMDEX

Hackers

Chuck Moore

MacYision

Hyperdrive

The Hacker Ethic

COMDEX

DB Master

Fast Finder

Animation Toolkit

Professional BASIC

Smartline Smartboard

CD ROM

BY JERRY POURNELLE

Jerry Pournelle holds a doctorate in
psychology and is a science-fiction

writer who also earns a comfortable
living writing about computers

present and future.

W e've been busy. BYTE is chop
ping a month off the pipeline,
which means I'm still turning in

columns every three weeks. Nearly two
weeks of this month were taken up by the
Hackers' Conference and COMDEX. That
leaves precious little time for mucking
about with small computers. I did, however,
get to ...

HACKERCON
Stewart Brand (of Whole Earth fame) has a
long history of taking causes, organizing
shows and conventions around them, and
turning the c;tffair into a happening. He's
done it again. Billed as "the first Hackers'
Conference:' the weekend affair at Fort
Cronkhite-an isolated former U.S. Army
base just north of the Golden Gate Bridge
was a combination of a meeting of the
Homebrew Computer Club. an afternoon in
the playroom at MIT's Artificial Intelligence
Lab, a computer camp, and a book
promotion.

I'd guess the total present at about 150.
In theory, attendance was by invitation only
and limited to hackers of long standing. I
say "in theory" because several national
press people were present who didn't seem
to know much about hacking, even though
other writers with considerably more expe
rience and interest in computers pointedly
weren't invited. Apparently the whole con
ference was put together hurriedly, so it isn't
surprising that there were a few glitches.
The wonder is that it went as well as it did.

For $90 the attendees got: a bunk in an
army barracks-not one of the new style
with cubicles. but the old kind with endless
rows of double bunks stretching between
an orderly room at one end· and the
showers at the other; six meals served army
mess style, at least two of which could have
been cooked by my former mess sergeant;
a copy of Steven Levy's new book Hackers
(Doubleday, 1984. $17.95): a T-shirt
emblazoned with the word "Hackers" in
what appears to be a Macintosh font; a

chance to buy. at full price, Brand's Whole
Earth Software Catalog (Quantum Press/
Doubleday. 1984, $17.50); rain and wet feet;
the chance to stay up all night talking with
other hackers and playing with Atari and
Apple machines; awakened by a neo-Chris
tian group who shared the facilities and
who insisted on getting up at 7:00 a.m. to
sing, loudly, "This Is My Father's House":
and the opportunity to have a hell of a great
time.

According to Stewart Brand, the con
ference was supported in part by Double
day. I presume the support was largely the
donation of copies of Levy's book; but since
nearly everyone present was in the book
and thus, one presumes, would have been
given a courtesy copy, it couldn't have cost
Doubleday a lot. Still, the conference
wouldn't have happened if the book hadn't
been coming out; and it did bring some
focus to the meeting.

I got my copy of Hackers when I registered.
When I saw that my name wasn't in the
index, I put it away. Now I wish I'd read it
before I went to the conference. I thought
I knew a lot of the early people in the com
puter revolution, and indeed I did; but Levy
has dug out stories I wouldn't have suspected
about people I've known (or known of) for
years. He's also told good stories about
people I'd never heard of before I met them
at Hackercon.

The Hackers' Conference was in part in
tended to resurrect the word "hacker" Al
though a hack writer is not highly regarded,
somewhere back in the sixties the MIT com
puting community-many of them drawn
from the Signals and Power Subcommittee
of the Tech Model Railroad Club-began to
use hacker as a term of approval. Hackers
were adventurous explorers, as opposed to
the more staid and prosaic "authorized
users" and "programmers:' A hacker loved
computers for their own sake and had an
inner compulsion to do more and more
wondrous things with them.

(continued)
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PRIORITY ONE RESPONDS

W e at Priority One feel obligated to respond to some of the opinions ex
pressed in Jerry Pournelle's column in the December 1984 BYTE: 'The

Great Clock-Board Ouest:' page 311. and "Discounted Services, .. :' page 312.
After reading Jerry's column, your readers could be left with the mistaken belief

that the Zenith Z-150 and the STB RIO Plus are not compatible, and that as a
result Jerry had to switch to a Ouadram board. This is not the case. Our tech
nical evaluations revealed a conflict in the memory-address locations of the two
products. (The Zenith l-150 has 320K bytes of memory: the IBM PC has 256K
bytes. Because of this, you must remove the first row of memory from the STB
board.) After testing, we returned Jerry's board to him, This subject is something
we imagine Jerry has scheduled for correction in an upcoming column.

The segments of the column we take greatest exception to are Jerry's errant
remarks that for us to be able to sell ", , .good stuff at big discounts:' we must
necessarily cut service, and that even though we are ".. ,one of the best of the
by-mail discount houses:' on our margins we cannot hold novices' hands. Con
trary to Jerry's opinion, quality service and support and good stuff at big dis
counts do not have to be mutually exclusive concepts. We offer ourselves as
an example. In addition to the business generated in our retail locations, we
are also an industrial distributor and a direct-mail marketer. Our volume of sales
allows us to purchase directly from manufacturers at reduced prices that some
retailers do not have access to, This extra margin allows us to remain competitive
in the price market while financing a superlative 'Technical Services department.

We always have believed that customer loyalty is not the result of random selec
tion but something that is earned. We have worked diligently to recruit and train
a superior team of technicians and engineers for our Technical Support group.
The technical staff that serves the store Alex Pournelle went to for service is
double that of the "full-service" ComputerLand store with which the column
compared us. This certainly does not reflect that service has !:)een cut. Our record
of growth and customer loyalty speaks for itself.

We also must question the column's quote of an anonymous ComputerLand
manager who claimed that perhaps 25 percent of his calls for technical sup
port came from people who had bought a board from us. Although we doubt
the validity of this figure, the existence of its source, and the possible motive
behind the comment. the reason behind the practice is easy to appreciate.
Imagine you purchased a computer from ComputerLand and later purchased
an accessory from us for a fraction of what you spent on the computer at
ComputerLand. It is understandable that you might seek assistance from Com
puterLand. We believe it is only natural for consumers to seek assistance from
where they have spent the most money.

In addition to assisting Jerry with difficulties he encountered integrating a board
into a system he did not purchase from us, at his request we also tested a com
bination of computers, video cards, and monitors, some of which we do not
normally stock. Although this necessitated additional expense by us, all these
services were performed gratuitously. Perhaps this is what Jerry is referring to
when he talks about customers expecting costly advice for nothing.

This response is not intended to be an assault on Jerry Pournelle or his col
umn. We recognize his mass appeaJ and the service he provides his loyal follow
ing. However, we are concerned that those among your readers who are not
familiar with Jerry's styJe may not be aware that his column is editorial opinion
and is not intended to be the reporting of news or factual items.

Thank you for allOWing us this opportunity to offer our corrections and ex
press our opinions. -H. L. Kline, President

I have no real disagreement with Mr. Kline; it's a matter of emphasis. I pur
chased most of the equipment I run through Priority One, so obviously I think
well of the company.-Jerry Pournelle
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No one at the conference-includ
ing me-was ashamed to be called a
hacker. However, we all have different
definitions. Levy claims that the
earliest hackers resent what has hap
pened to the term: not only has the
public used it as synonymous with
"thief:' but a great number of people
call themselves hackers although by
true hacker standards they don't
deserve to. In the early days you had
to earn the name "hacker:' Enthusiasm
wasn't enough. You had to do some
thing really neat and get a bunch of
hacking colleagues to admire it. It all
reminds me of the endless divisions
within science-fiction fandom. You can
spend six weeks discussing what
makes a "true fan"; probably longer
to define "hacker."

GIANTS
Not everyone who was invited came;
but there were legendary figures
enough. Phone phreaks like Cap'n
Crunch and Cheshire (whom I first met
a dozen years ago when he handed
me a card that said "Have space suit.
will travel. Wire OlliE. Boston").
Millionaire inventors like Steve Woz
niak. Lee Felsenstein, chairman of the
Homebrew Computer Club and de
signer of the Sol and Osborne 1 com
puters. Richard Stallman, who wrote
EMACS (Editing Macros) and gave it
away. Geoff Goodfellow, high school
dropout who loves new and different
communications systems and who
now gets paid to do whatever he
wants to at SRI International. Bill
Atkinson and Steve Capps, team
leaders in the creation of Macintosh
software. Doug Carlston of Br¢der
bund. Richard Greenblatt. once the
hackers' hacker at MIT.

I'd known some of them for years.
Others were friends I'd never met:
we'd spoken, argued, agreed, de
bated, or simply flamed at each other
over the ARPANET (Advanced Re
search Projects Agency Network).
Some I hadn't known of were key
figures in the micro revolution. Oddly
enough, I may have been the senior
hacker present. assuming that my
1956 work on matrix-inversion pro
grams for the IBM 650 qualifies as
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"

that it's public domain. No one gets
paid to develop it-so who will?"

The people who could keep things to
gether-including Chuck Moore-are
too busy doing their own work and
hacking their own programs. Thus.
FORTH has drifted rather aimlessly.
"And FIG (FORTH Interest Group)

(continued)

"

v v v "
Develop your

Applications Quickly
Microsoft (IBM)Pascal is an • Pascal TOOLS 2" gives ac-

effective tool for serious appl ica- cess 10 the advanced operat-
tion development. Powerful ing system services of DOS

v abstract data capabilities, block 2.0 and later versions. Your "structure, modular compilation, Pascal program can retrieve
and direct memory addressing DOS system information,
produce code that runs fast, and perform full memory man-
is easy to maintain. The Blaise agement, and execute other
Computi ng Programmer Pro- programs. There is a general
ductivity Series makes this envi- gate to access all DOS ser-
ronment even more attractive vices, and spccific pro-

"
and speeds completion of your cedures are provided for "systems. You can obtain these handling files. directories,
tools from us for a fraction of the and disk I/O. $100
cost of developing them your- • VIEW MANAGER" is our
self. Source code is either in- display screen management
c1uded or available with each system that makes screen
package. so you can make modi- development and documenta-
fications easily. No royalties are lion much faster. A complete

v
required for incorporating our library of Pascal procedures

"routines into your systems. implements block mode data
Blaise Computing's Pascal entry and transmission. In-

products have been reviewed formation can be caplured
favorably many times during or recalled. and context-
their two years on the market. relevant help files displayed
and in a recent survey, OUf users with simple procedure calls.
report them to have been ex- $275
traordinarily valuable. • ASY CH MANAGER" is a

v • Pascal TOOLS" is a library library of interrupt-driven "
of procedures including routines providing a general
powerful sIring manipula- interface to both COM ports
tion, screen and keyboard for your asynchronous com-
handling, and graphics munications applications.
primitives. There are also a Introduclory price of $175
command line parser, a gen- includes all source.
eral BIOS gate for easy use Blaise Computing's Programmer

V of all hardware services. and Productivity Series;s also available V

many other features. $125 • in versions for the C language.

BLAISE COMPUTING INC.
2034 Blake Street Berkeley. CA 94704

(415) 540-5441

v v v v v
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TRUE FORTH
According to Chuck Moore. "Both the
curse and the strength of FORTH is

to keep them under 16K."
"Whoa:' said I. "Isn't that admitting

defeat? I mean. how can you have
programs that small?" At which point
I got a long discourse.

hacking. On the other hand. 1 long
ago gave up any pretense of being a
real hacker; after all. this was for years
the User's Column. and that's still how
1 think of it. 1was politely accepted
in conversations way over my head.
1wasn't surprised that-except for a
few who. astoundingly. thought me a
legend (not because of BYTE. but
because I'd written novels they read
in high school)-most of the program
ming geniuses seemed to regard my
presence as a challenge. Some
wanted to congratulate me for berat
ing things they didn't care for. but
most wanted to convert me to their
favorite cause.

I have a secret. 1find that one of the
best ways to learn something is to
lose an argument.

I never learned so much in one
weekend in my life.

MEET THE POPE
One of the first people 1 met was
Chuck Moore. the former astronomer
who invented FORTH so that micro
computers could control his tele
scope. Because the FORTH kernel is
compact and very portable. FORTH is
often the first language available for
new microcomputers. The language
has fanatic adherents; indeed. my late
mad friend Maclean used to say
FORTH was at least as much religion
as computer language.

Chuck Moore is a large. friendly
man with an air of contentment. His
tone wasn't threatening when he
came over to me. "You said that
FORTH is a kind of assembly lan
guage that uses the programmer as
a preprocessor:'

"Yes-"':'
"Well. there's a sense in which that's

right. But it's not fair."
I admitted that. Indeed. I've already

admitted it in print. "What do you
think of Dvorak's flame?" I asked. "He
says there are no good. fast programs
written in FORTH. Of course. he was
thinking about Valdocs:'

"I have always said that any FORTH
program that compiles to larger than
64K can't be any use:' said Chuck
Moore. "I have my doubts about pro
grams larger than 32 K-and I prefer
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ACCESSORIES

MONITORS

MODEMS

(continued)

MACMARVELS
First. there were marvels. Robert
Woodhead has his fascinating Wizard
ry (written in collaboration with
Andrew Greenberg) out as a Mac
Adventure that I could probably play
for weeks. When my Dungeons and
Dragons fanatic sons get it. they'll
probably vanish into the Macintosh
forever.

Not so much marvels as just fun
were copies of Reversi and John
Conway's game. Life. The former is fun
only for a while: you'll soon learn that
you can't beat the machine when it's
properly instructed. The nice part
about the Reversi game is that as the
machine thinks about different moves,
it puts a dot on the screen while it
considers whether or not to go there.
It's instructive to watch it zero in on
the proper move.

I've no business complaining since
the game is in the public domain and
free, but I wish I had some way to
change the scale of the little cells in
the version of Life. If the cells could
be points it would be better. because
while the round cells make for
dramatic patterns, the edges of the
screen are hit all too soon. I'm sure
someone else has a version of Life
that has the scale change

them won't make them go away.
Hackercon did, however, largely ig

nore IBM. There were a dozen com
puters available for us to play with:
not one was PCompatible. Except for
some Atari 800s and one UNIX box,
all the computers were Apples I don't
know whether it was by invitational
policy, geography, or accident. but
there were more Apple hackers in at
tendance than any other single
category: and most of them were
Macintosh enthusiasts.

Not surprisingly. all of the Mac
Tribesmen had things to say to me. A
few merely wanted to flame about this
column's alleged ill treatment of the
Mac; but most. including Steve Capps
and Bill Atkinson, wanted to make a
convert out of me.

They didn't. quite: but I did learn a
good bit.

CHAOS MANOR

THE MACTRIBESMEN
The early hackers thought that they
were leading a revolution against all
the things that IBM stood for: batch
processing. only the high priesthood
allowed to touch the machines. and
computers as expensive tools whose
use is restricted to experts and the
wealthy, Certainly I agree: from its
beginning I've used this column and
its companion in Popular Computing to
promote the idea of distributed real
time computing: one user. at least one
processor: higher-level languages:
and programming by nonprogram
mers. On the other hand, I don't auto
matically reject computers simply
because they're made by IBM. IBM
exists, and the PC exists: ignoring

FORTH isn't much use, either."
"So what's standard? What do you

use?"
"The idea of a standard FORTH is

a contradiction in terms. All good
FORTH programmers develop their
own extensions to the language:'

"But if I want to learn FORTH what
should I use?"

"The only one I recommend is poly
FORTH."

·"Okay. Now what are some good
FORTH programs?"

"You have the wrong idea. Writing
big programs to be distributed in ob
ject code is a distortion of what
FORTH is all about. FORTH is like a
set of craftsman's tools. You use it to
make still more tools that work with
whatever you specialize in. Then you
use it to solve problems FORTH pro
grams should always be distributed in
source code. You should have FORTH
on line at all times. Recompile when
ever you want to use a program
FORTH programs are tailored. they're
living and dynamic. not static object
code."

The conversation ended with an in
vitation: I should go to Queen of
Angels Hospital. where Moore and
his associates have installed a
customized record-keeping system
written and maintained in FORTH.
Moore believes it's one of the best
examples of what FORTH. used cor
rectly. can do...................... Call

.. .. 399
.. 459

..... 169
.. ... 89

Amdek.
Leading Edge Color RGB .
PGS-HX-12.
PGS MAX-12 Amber ..
Zenith 122/123 ..

Alpha Omega 10MB w/controller (IBM) 799
TEAC 55B slimline DSDD . .. 149
TEAC 55F slimline DSQD . . . 249
Bernoulli Box 1949
Tandon 100-2 .... . . 199
Maynard 10MB-WS-2 with EPROM 1149
Tallgrass Tech Hard Disk System Call
Microsci A2 (Apple) . .. 189
CDC, Qume, Shugart .. .. Call

DISK DRIVES

PRINTERS.
1550 AP .. .. 499 6100. .. .. 429
1550 BCD . . 549 Okidata
8510 AP 319 All Models Call
8510 BC2 419 Panasonic
8510 BPi 389 All Models ....... Call
A10-20. .. 449 Qume
F10-40 899 Letter Pro. . 629
F10-55 1199 11/40WIBMIF..1369

Daisywriter 11/55 WIBM IF..1569
2000 .... .. .. 985 Star Microtronics

Diablo All Models ....... Call
620 API. .. 739 Tally
630 API 1699 160L wfTractor...Call
630 ECS 1999 Toshiba

Epson 1340...749
All Call 1351 . . 1359

NEC • NEC • NEC • NEC • NEC • NEC • NEC
P2 515 3550 1489
P3 739 7710 1639
2050 779 8850 1799
P2/P3 Parallel In!. Face 139

2017 E. Cactus, Phoenix, AZ 85022
(602) 482·0400

SWITCH BOXES
P~S RS232 . $75
P~S RS232 115
P~S Centronics .., 93
P~S Centronics 121

AST latest boards . . Call
Chips & Microprocessors . . . Call
GSI Surge Protector.. .. 59
Hercules Graphics Card. .. 369
Kraft Joysticks (IBM or Apple) 35
Paradise Multidisplay Card 379
Printer Buffers & Spoolers .. .. Call

Quadram all products. .. Call
Ribbons (doz.) & Printwheels.. .. Call
Standby Power Systems . .. .. Best Price
Tractors & Sheetfeeders . . .... Call

Novation-J-Cat. . 99
Smart Cat . .. 399

Hayes Smart Modem 300/1200 219/479
1200B . .. 429

Anchor Volksmodem . . Call
Signalman Mark VIl/XIl . .. 119/299

Qubie Internal/RS232 269/285
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$335

F77L by Lahey - Full '77, Level H exten
sions, Lattice and MS interface. Fast
Compiles, 8087, ASM. MSDOS $477.

"BASICA COMPILER": Better BASIC
all RAM, modules, structure. $185

HS/FORTH - '79 & '83 Standards, full
RAM, ASM, BIOS, interrupts, graph,
multi-task, optimizer MSDOS $250.

MBP COBOL has screen control, strong
doc, '74 interm., fast. MSDOS $695.

~
BASIC DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM 
(BDS) for BASICA; Adds Renum,
crossref, compress. . . $115.

PLlNK-86 for Overlays, most lang.,
segment control. MSDOS $345

PROFILER-86 - faster programs
with less work. Learn quick, sym-
bolic, All Lang. MSDOS $125

SCIL - Source Librarian to manage
Versions, Doc, Minimize disk
space, confusion. MSDOS

RM/FORTRAN - Full '77, big arrays,
. 8087, debugging, xref. MSDOS $525

INSTANT C - Interactive develop
ment - Edit, Source Debug, run.
Edit to Run - 3 Sees. MSDOS $500

"INTRODUCING C" - Interactive
C to learn fast. 500 page tutorial,
examples, graphics. PCDOS $95

MEGAMAX C - native Macintosh
has fast compile, tight code, K&R,~
toolkit, .OBJ, DisASM MAC $295 ASSEMBLER - ask about Microsoft

CROSS COMPILERS by Lattice, MASM-86 ($125) improvements or
CI. VAX to 8086. VMS $3000 its new competitors.

COMMUNICATIONS by Greenleaf
($149) or Software Horizons ($139)
includes Modem7, interrupts, etc.
Source. Ask for Greenleaf demo.

C SHARP Realtime Toolikit - well
supported, thorough, portable,
objects, state sys. Source $600

PORTABLE C-L1B: Same calls for
IBM, lie, CP/M, C64, more. Screen,

I/O, Graphic, more. $125.
ROM Pack - special $Main .EXE
editor, source, tech support, 8086.

$195

11I!I:Jjt"iJlii

"Guaranteeing" Software - Possible?
It is a very messy issue. Trust is required; but trust means that the
publisher, retailer or user gets left open to losing, being hurt The
Programmer's Shop trusts customers and guarantees SOLID VALUE.
Ask about it The next .. Programmer's Letter" oNers ideas.

We evaluate, carry every available
programmers product. Ask.

BRIEF Programmer's Editor - undo,
windows, reconfigurable, macro
programs, powerful. PCDOS $195~

VEDIT - well liked, macros, buffers, PERISCOPE DEBUGGER - load
CPM-80-86, MSDOS, PCDOS $119. after "bombs", symbolic, "Reset

box", 2 Screen, own 16K, $295
SOURCE PROBE by Atron for
Lattice, MS C, Pascal. Windows
single step, 2 screen, log file. $395

EXSYS - Expert System building
tool. Full RAM, Probability, Why,
Intriguing, serious. PCDOS $295

GC LISP - "COMMON LISP", Help,
tutorial, co-routines, compiled
functions, thorough. PCDOS $475

IQ LISP - MACLISP & INTERLISP.
Full RAM. Liked. PCDOS $155.

TLC LISP - "L1SP-machine"-like,
all RAM, classes, turtle graphics
8087 for CP/M-86, MSDOS $235

TLC LOGO - fast, classes. CPM $139

PROLOG-86 - Learn fast, Stan-
dard, tutorials, samples of Natural
Language, Exp. Sys. MSDOS $125

Expert System front-ends for
PROLOG: APES ($275), ES/P
($1895)

Other solid alternatives include:
MuLlSP-86 ($250), WALTZ LISP for
CPM ($159), MicroPROLOG ($275).

hel s com are, evaluate, find

!Ji'i,;(,t·"':iiAA!!(rl3:t3i

SERVICES
• Programmer', Refemllist • onler', Inquire
• Complre Products • Newstetter
• Help lind I Publisher • Rush Order
• EvltUition lil!rature free • Over 500prvducts
• BULLETIUOARo -7PM to 7AM 617-126-408&

8517

THE PROGRAMMER'S SHOPTM
128-BRockland Street, Hanover, MA 02339

Visa Mass' 800-442-8070 or 617-826-7531 MasterCard

Call for acatalog, literature, and solid value

800-421-8006

OUR
RUNS ON PRICE

MSOOS S239
8086 280

PCOOS 165

li·'i··itt':'
MS FORTRAN·86 . Impr.
DR Fortran-86 - full '77'
PoIyFORTRAN·XREF, Xtract

Note: All pnces sublect to change without notice
Mention thiS ad. Some prices are specials.
Ask about COO and POs. All formats available

mmmmE!tm
Assembler &Tools-ORI 8086 159
Atron Debugger for Lanice PCDOS 395
cEnglish . dBase C MSOOS 795
CHelper. OIFF, xref. more 8680 135
COOESMITH-86 . debug PCOOS 139
MacASM-lull. last. tools MAC 100
MBP Cobol-86 . fast 8086 695
METAWINOOW -graph, fonts. clip PCOOS 135
Micro SubMATH·FORTRAN full 8680 245
Microsott MASM·86 MSDOS 85
MSD Debugger PCDOS 119
Muttilink· Muttitasking PCDOS 265
PC FORTH +·weliliked MSDOS 219
PFIX·86 Debugger MSDOS 169
PL 1·86 8086 495
Polylibrarian . thorough MSOOS 95
PolyMAKE PCDOS 95
PROFILER . fleXible MSOOS 125
Prolog-86·Learn. Expenment MSOOS 125
SLK F· Copy Protec1KJn PCOOS 150
SYMO debugger·symbols PCOOS 19
TRACE86 debugger ASM MSOOS 115

1!J:(B"&J=I!1:Ut,';Jlil
GRAPHICS GraphiC·source in C MSOOS 195
GRAPHMATIC-30. FTN. PAS PCOOS 125
HALO-fast. full·alliang. PCOOS 175

FILE MGNT: BTr!1ve·alllang MSOOS 215
Clndex +-source, no royal 86,80 375
CTree-source. no royal ALL 375
dbC ISAM by Lanice 8086 250
dbVISTA·"Networ\( Structure MSOOS 465
PHACT·up under UNIX, addons MSOOS 250

OTHER: CUtil by Essential MSOOS 139
Greenleaf· 200 t MSOOS 165
CSharp . Real-Time • MSOOS 600
PORTABLE Cto PC, Mac, II Many 125
SOFT Hor~ons· Blocks I PCOOS 139

SCREEN CURSES by Lanice PCOOS 125
CView - input. validate ?COOS 195
MetaWINOOW . icons. clip PCOOS 139
PANEL -many lang. term MSDOS 265

EDITORS Programming
OUR

RUNS ON PRICE
BRIEF . Intuitive, flexible PCDOS 195
CScreen with source 86/80 75
Epsilon· like EMACS PCOOS 195
FINAL WORD-for manuals 86/80 215
MINCE·like EMACS PC/80 149
PMATE-powertul 8086 195
VEOIT-full liked 86/80 119

I!lmJm
COHERENT· for "C" u~ PClike 475
COHERENT-NCI-Realtime PClike call
XENIX· plus Cto MSOOS PC 1295

Ask about run-times, applications, DOS compatibil·
ity, olt'er altematives. UNIX is atrademar1( of Bell Labs

~ RUNS ON
Active Trace·debug 86/80 75
BASCOM-B6 . MICroSoft 8OB6 279
BASIC Dev't System PCOOS 115
Bener8ASIC . 640K PCOOS 185
CB·B6 - ORI CPMB6 439
Prof. 8ASIC Compiler PCOOS 89
Oataburst . screens MSOOS 215
SCREEN SCULPTOR PCDOS 119
A.<~ aboln ISAM, other addons for BASIC

ADVICE - We help choose a
product to lit your work. Even
if you don'l know of a product,
we'll help.

~ OUR
~ PRICE
MSOOS C86-8087, reliable call
Instant C. Inter , fast, full 500
Lan,ce 2 I - Improved call
Microsoft C2 x 329
Williams, debugger, fast call

CPM80' Ecosoft C·now solid. full 225
BOS C. solid value 125

MACINTOSH: Softworks 365
Megamax-obJect, full 295
Consulair's MAC C 295

Compare, evaluate, consider olher Cs
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&0-( (Ecosah), MSOOS (Microsoft), UNIX (8elllobsl, CP/M (Digital Research), lao (Zilog), 8086, 8087, 8088 (,"tel).

CONVERTS
Should you buy a Mac?

It depends on what you want. Make
no mistake: unless you get hefty dis
counts, you will end up paying 55000
to 56000 before you're finished: and
you can buy an awful lot of computer
power for six grand. Stride Micro

(continued)

"Well. they open up the Mac and
unsolder the 68000 processor chip
and solder in a socket. Then they put
in a piggyback board that holds the
68000 and a disk-controller chip, and
they put the hard disk inside the
Mac's cabinet."

"Now wait. You say that's the right
way to put in a hard disk?"

A couple of them saw the trap: the
rest nodded enthusiastically

"Isn't that a massive confession of
design failure? If the Mac needs a
disk-controller chip to work right. why
wasn't that done in the first place?
Why do you have to hack the Mac?"

A very senior Apple official nearly
doubled over with laughter. No one
wanted to argue the point.

To get ahead of the story: at COM
DEX (which started the day after
Hackercon ended). I made a beeline
for the General Computer Company
booth: these are the people who
make Hyperdrive. They had several to
show, and I have to agree: it speeds
up the Macintosh something wonder
ful. 0 more sitting around waiting for
the disk when you want to save or
print. Things happen fast. as they
ought to. Macintosh plus Hyperdrive
is, at last. a good and useful machine.

It's also expensive. General Com
puter sends a conversion kit to au
thorized dealers: it takes about an
hour for a well-trained and experi
enced technician to make the conver
sion from a standard 128K-byte Mac
to a 512 K-byte Mac with internal hard
disk. (General Computer's hard-disk
system requires 512 K bytes) That
costs around 52500. Assume you got
the Mac for 52000 (the rest of us who
bought early paid more, of course),
and you'll have 54500 into the ma
chine with little software and no
printer.

fewer than were promised last spring:
but programs are coming. "So it took
a while:' one of the MacEnthusiasts
said. 'There wasn't much software for
the PC when it first came out. and it
had problems too, and--:'

"I didn't recommend that my
readers go get an IBM when it first
came out:' I reminded them. "And
there's still not enough good MacSoft
ware, and my developer friends tell
me it's damned hard to write. And I
am very weary of watching that watch
on the screen--:'

'That's changed:' said they "Wait
until you work with a 512 K Mac and
a hard disk--:'

'Tve looked at hard disks. Real
problems. And still slow."

"Ah," they said. "But those others
did it the wrong way. The right way is
with Hyperdrive:'

"What's Hyperdrive?" I asked
innocently.

An Optimizing, hassle-free
C Compiler for the 8086-8088.

Ecosoft's Eco-C, the performance leader among full C
compilers for the 180, is now available for the 8086
8088 running under MSDOS (2.0 or later). Eco-C has
features not found in any other 8086-8088 Ccompiler.
* Over 100 library functions. Since they follow UNIX standards, your
programs are highly portable in "both" directions ("up" to a UNIX
machine or "down" to our Z80 compiler). This means new markets
for your software at minimum development cost.
* A single library. No more "dual" libraries and trying to remember
what has to be linked with what. Your programs automatically toke
advantage of on 8087 if one is present at runtime.
* A single floating point answer. No more "fuzzy floating point":
your programs produce the some answers whether the floating point
is done in hardware (8087) or software.
* Error messages in English. No more cryptic numbers to look up. We
tell you where the error occurred, what was found there, and what
should have been there.
* Strict syntax parsing. LINT is going to uncover fewer surprises
becouse our parser looks fiord at the details.
* Efficient code. The optimizer pass of the compiler generates
assembler code in Intel mnemonics that rivals that produced by
compilers costing twice as much.

The price of the Eco-C compiler is $250.00 (all
versions), including the user's manual, and is designed
for use with Microsoft's MASM (or compatible) assembler
and linker. When ordering, please specify disk format
and whether you wont the 180-CP/ M or 8088-MSDOS
version of Eco-C.

Ecosoft Inc.
6413 N. College Avenue ~ •
Indianapolis, IN 46220 1.·_.. ,1 lIJS4 s
(317) 255-6476 j

Life and Reversi are fun on the Mac;
there are useful marvels as well. Koala
has got a wonderful imaging box
called MacVision. Connect it to a
video camera, aim the camera at any
thing from a person to a page of text.
fiddle with the controls until you have
the contrast and brightness right. and
let fly: it will digitize the image into
a legal MacPaint file that you can then
call up and manipulate with all the
standard tools. I asked if they have a
program that will scan a MacPaint file
and turn any text it finds into a Mac
Write (or ASCII [American Standard
Code for Information InterchangeD
file. They don't. but Atkinson thinks
that's possible and "might be an in
teresting thing to do:' Even without it.
MacVision sure adds to the utility of
the Macintosh.

There were other programs, some
finished, some under development.

ot as many as I'd like, and certainly
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DynaX
introduces
36cps -THE HR-35
Daisy Wheel Printer
Always a step ahead of the competition,
the HR-35, with letter-quality print speed of 36cps,
offers the best price/performance ratio in its class.
Add the optional Tractor Feeder and Auto Cut Sheet Feeder
and you have the best value on the world market today.
Dynax has always been the frontrunner.
The HR-35 is the frontrunner.
And it's backed by the Dynax reputation
for quality and service response.
We're ConfIdentl

HR·35 with optional Tractor Feeder



(formerly Sage) will sell you a 68000
based machine with a megabyte of
memory, hard disk, modem, and
other features for no more. So will
CompuPro. The Mac really can't com
pete in straight bang for the buck; and
even after you've paid all that. you still
do not have an expansible machine.

lake a RAM (random-access read/
write memory) disk as an example.
You can use part of the Fat Mac's
512K bytes as RAM disk, but you're
using up memory, and there's no pro
vision for adding more. With Compu
Pro, IBM, Zenith, and other bus-type
machines you can buy an external
RAM disk and plug it in without
hassles. 'You add other external
devices: things like laser-disk readers,
larger hard-disk drives, streaming-tape
backups; things to let you keep up
vith the flow of technology. Adding
such devices to the Mac requires you
to practically rebuild the machine.

CHAOS MANOR

True, the 512 K-byte Mac with inter
nal hard disk is a lot of computer,
something we'd all have thirsted for
three years ago. Perhaps you won't
soon run up against its limits. Perhaps;
but the micro revolution flows swift
ly We're in for some really big
changes in the next couple of years;
changes that will swamp our present
software. Oh, sure, what we have now
will continue to work, just as most of
the early microcomputers continue to
do what we bought them for; but will
that be good enough?

For example: in my judgment we are
headed toward megabyte-size, ROM
based operating systems containing
scads of useful utilities. I doubt that
it will be real UNIX, but it will have the
features and on-line utilities of UNIX,
yet be easy to learn and easy to use.
The Mac can't handle that.

No question, the Mac has brought
some real changes in the ways we

look at software. The ideas were most
ly from Alan Kay at Xerox PARC (palo
Alto Research Center), but it took
Apple's commitment. investment. and
development to demonstrate just how
useful and popular these new ap
proaches could be. I give Apple and
the Macintosh full credit for pointing
the way.

However: now that Apple has
shown the way, a number of other
companies will rush out to do Apple
one better. QuickDraw was a work of
genius, a really neat hack, as were
other parts of the Macintosh operat
ing system; but now that Apple has
blazed the trail. others will not only
follow, but forge ahead; and the
others will not be so ideologically
committed to closed systems. Apple's
MacMotto seems to be, "The stars
may fall. but flog you all. you'll do it
my way:'

(continued)
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When you work
with a lot of
information, you
can't afford to
re-enter every file
when your hard disk
fails. And no hard
disk is fail-safe.

"My IBM
e

PC XT
N

writes monthly billings and
statements to Maxwell &Sons'1,893

customers, and tells me
who owes what."

'My Sysgen ImageN backs up the whole
lot in less tJum five minutes.
10 megabytes on a single cassette•••"

The Sysgen Image
backs up the hard
disk in your IBM
PC XT. So you can
protect your files in
minutes-instead of
spending hours
re-entering them.

''Forjust $995.
That's cheap insurance.
It lets me sleep at night."

The Sysgen Image
for just $995. It's
the most affordable
insurance you can
buy for your two
most important
assets: Your
information. And
your time.

Sysgen. Because a harddisk without tape
justdoesn't make sense.

Sysgen products for the IBM· PC, PC XT, and other tape back-up for the IBM PC XT.
personal computers: Economical, 10- and 20-Megabyte Go to your local computer dealer. Ask for a
hard disk systems with tape back-up. Or 100Megabyte demonstration ofSysgen back-up systems. And find out

how to make sense ofyour storage.
47853 Warm Springs Blvd., Fremont, CA 94539
(415) 490-6770 Telex 4990843

SYSGEN
INCOR PORATED

!9 IBM is a registered trademark and PC XT is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation. Sysgen Image is a trademark of Sysgen. Incorporated.
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INSTANT FINANCIAL PICTURE!

head has made considerable money
from computer games. He works
hard, produces great games-and
wants to make more money from
them He stated in one open meeting
that what he wanted most of all was
"a program that would win an argu
ment with Jerry Pournelle"; what we
argued over was copy protection,
which he favors and I oppose. Wood
head is not the only programmer who
believes that intellectual property
rights are more important than any
semimystical "hacker ethic."

Indeed, the "true hackers" from the
old "give-it-away" school were a
minority-respected, but definitely a
minority-even at Hackercon. Every
one agreed that the idea is to create
a better future, but the agreement
ended there, For some, the essence
of hacking is sacrifice; which makes
more sense than you might at first
think, since the early hackers couldn't
have worked unless someone pro
vided them with very expensive hard
ware. The sacrifice atones for that

Example: no one has helped my
career more than Robert A. Heinlein
I once asked how I could pay him
back. "You can't:' he replied "You pay
it forward. Help someone else:' Which
I try to do. Many of today's wealthy
programmers are successful because
of the efforts of early hackers they've
neither met nor heard of; should they
not add to the community resources?

Like most altruistic theorems it all
sounds wonderful-and forgets that
communal life based on sharing and
sacrifice has historically worked only
within religious communities. So long
as hacking was a small fraternity of
the dedicated, the hacker ethic could
prevail. Now-well, now there are
some pretty tricky questions.

The goal is to create a better
future-but how? If Apple hadn't de
veloped the Macintosh and Ouick
Draw, it wouldn't be around for others
to hack; doesn't Apple deserve prof
its? Indeed, for a while the conversa
tion seemed pegged to a single
thought: we want Apple to be around
for 20 years. We do not want to see
IBM rip off OuickDraw. Corporate
gray-flannel button-down IBM should

I
I

lished in source code. Hackers should
be able to get at problems and fix
them with a minimum of paperwork
and fuss and permissions."

It's a position I have much sympathy
for. In the early days of the micro
revolution-say, before 1980-we all
traded programs, published sources,
and generally helped each other out
These little machines were wonderful.
and we couldn't wait to show our
friends and help them get started.

Even now, as I play with the game
of Life they gave me at Hackercon, I
think of improvements I'd like to
make. Ways to store patterns and
bring them back so you can test
subtle variations in starting positions.
A counter on the number of genera
tions. If I had the source code I could
do that. and send the improvements
to friends, and

The hacker ethic was not shared by
all those at Hackercon. Robert Wood-

Bottom11n~ V
A Financial Decision Support System 

budgeting, planning, analysis, and £ive-year
forecasting.

this card and mail for complete details, or call 800-828-7257
___ .....(.in.Calif. 800-523-7201)

THE HACKER ETHIC

One constant discussion topic at
Hackercon was what Steve Levy has
called "the hacker ethic." Roughly
stated, it is that "information ought to
be free. Programs should be pub-

ware. It's difficult to write software for
the standard Mac. but the 5lLK-byte
and hard-disk conversions take care
of much of the problem Most soft
ware doesn't work as well on the Mac
as its counterpart does on other ma
chines-but some stuff is spectacular
and can work only on the Macintosh.
When the Mac is good, it's very, very
good.

It remains overpriced and difficult
to expand, magnificent in conception
but flawed in execution. It blazed a
trail that others are eager to follow
Loyalty to Apple can be costly; you'll
have to decide for yourself if it's worth
it

Corporate Financial Simulation Model on your IBM PC or
XT with Lotus 1-2-3, Multiplan, SuperCalc, VisiCalc or

PeachCalc. Also available on most
CP/M & all Apple systems.

A $6,000 value for $295.

o Send more information

o My check for $1 0 is enclosed. Please send me a (circle one) black and white / color
Demo for my IBM PC.

I 0 Please send me Bottomline V for ----------- Spreadsheet

on the __----:-----:-----:-_.,----_,-----,-__ computer. My check for $295 plus $5
for shipping and handling is enclosed.

I
Name Title
Company Phone _

Street _

City State Zip _

I Mail' to: ILAR Systems, Inc. • 1300 Dove St., Suite 105 • Newport Beach, CA 92660L- (714) 476-2842
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(Formerly Warehouse Software) Call for programs not listed
Technical & Other Information (602) 246-2222

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-(800) 421-3135

FREE! PRINTER SET SOFTWARE
Purchase an Okidata, Epson or Gemini printer and receive at no charge a menu driven
program to set print characteristics or to make your computer function as a correcting
typewriter Retail value $35. Available for most disk formats.

BOARDS FOR THE IBM PC
OR LOOKAlIKES
Hercules Color Board with Par Port .. $169
AST Six Pack . $245
384K Board with 256K $275
Quadcolor I $185
STB Graphics II Board $335
Paradise Graphics Board $275
New Quadram Multifunction Board Call

COMPUTERS
leading Edge Computer Call
IBM Computer. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Call
Corona Computer Call
Televideo Portable & Software $1795

FOR PC DOS
PC Paint Brush. . . . . . . .. . $85
Norton Utilities. . . . . . $59
Copy II PC . $24
Prokey V3.0 . . . . . . . . . . . $79
Harvard Project Manager+ $275
Microsoft Flight Simulator. . . .832

HARDWARE
ABC Printer Switch $85
Micro Fazer Parallel 64K .$185
Hayes 1200 Modem $450
Hayes 1200b Modem for IBM PC 8379
64K RAM Chips (9) 150 NSEC $28
Anchor Signalman 1200 baud Modem .. $235
10 MB In!. Hard Drive for the PC $750
30 MB External Hard Drive for IBM PC. $1685
10 MB External Hard Drive for IBM PC $895
Princeton RGB Monitor .. $459
Taxan RGB Vision 425. .$399

LANGUAGES
Lifeboat lattice C Compiler $295
Microsoft CCompiler $299
Microsoft Pascal Compiler. . $199
Microsoft Basic Compiler. . $235
Microsoft Basic language $225
CP/M-86 for IBM PC... $37
Concurrent CP/M 86 $160

PRINTERS
Dot Matrix Printers include a Free

$35 Print Set Program Call
Gemini 10X $245
Gemini 15X $345
Okidata 82A, 83A, 93P Call
Okidata 92P $369
Okidata 84P . . . . . . . .. . . . . .. $675
Juki 6100 $389
Juki 6300 $699
Call on all Epson Models
Silver-Reed 400 235
Toshiba 1351 $1245
Abati lQ20 . . . . .. . . .. . . .. $325
NEC. Diablo, Call

TERMS: Prices Include 3% cash discount. Add 3% for charge orders. Shipping on most items $S.OO.
AZ orders +6% Sales Tax. Personal check, allow ten (10) days to clear. Prices subject to change.

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE 1-(800)-421-3135
WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCTS

2701 West Glendale Ave., Suite 6
Phoenix, AZ 85021

DATA BASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
Fox and Geller Quickcode. . $145
Knowledgeman . . $249
Condor III $295
NWA Statpak $265
Tim IV. . . .. . . . . . .. $245
Infostar+ $175
FRIDAy..... . $159
Personal Pearl. . .$215
PFS File $79
Electric Desk $195
RBase 4000 . $255
CLOUT 2 .$129
WORD PROCESSING
Wordstar, Pro Pack . . . . . . . . . . . 245
Samna III 325
Wordstar 2000 for IBM PC . . $269
Wordstar 2000 + CAll
leading Edge Word Processor /Merge .. $85
Mail Merge or Correct Star Call
Microsoft Word With Mouse $284
Word Perfect $225
Volkswriter for the IBM PC $110
Volkswriter Deluxe $154
Random House Spell Checker $36
PFS Write $78
Multimate $259
Peachtext 5000 $185
SPREADSHEETS
Calcstar $99
Supercalc II $145
Supercalc III .$160
Microsoft Multiplan $119
ITK Solver. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $259
lotus 123 . . . . . . . . . $294
Symphony........... . $415
ACCOUNTING

7-::i:"'::""',----:--;....."-:-r.-;:,---""",,
'fourequivale6loj peiil;r

...~Uy augmented aritIGo
l rJBMPCTerminal andRr
...... , , AP, CP/M-80, CP/M-86for
0081.1,2.0. . '
Eacn Module $65 For All Four~249

CYMA Call
Dollars & $ence .. . $95
MBSI Accounting (Real World) $350
TRANSFER PROGRAMS
Hayes Smartcom $85
Move-it $79
Microstuff Crosstalk $95

BEST PRICE IN U.S.
FOR IBM PC OR CLONES

Multifunction Board - Includes Async
Adapter, Parallel Adapter, Clock with
battery back-up and Software, 64K

~~~~~¥y :~~~.n~~~I.e .~o.. ~:~: . 1. ~~~5

COMDEX
From the Fort Cronkhite barracks to
The Sands in Las Vegas is quite a
jump in comfort level; but it's nothing
compared to the attitude adjustment
required to leave Hackercon and go
to the Computer Dealer's Exposition,
otherwise known as COMDEX.

The 1984 COMDEX was the largest
convention ever held in human
history: more than 100,000 people
came to a marginally inhabitable
desert to see something like 1500 ex-

(continued)

not profit from the work of the
Brotherhood.

It's an understandable position-but
a cause that seems irretrievably lost.

CHAOS MANOR

Woz
I considered most Hackercon discus
sions off the record. I was there to
meet friends and colleagues, not to
catch them off guard.1 don't like that
kind of journalism even at press con
ferences. Therefore, I took the trouble
not only to verify quotes but also to
be sure the person quoted knew it
would be reported.

Steve Wozniak, designer of the first
Apple computer, known to all as Woz,
didn't stay in the barracks; but he was
at Hackercon every day and partici
pated fully in both public and private
discussions. Woz and his latest proj
ect-sometimes called the Apple Iix
have been the subject of dozens of
rumors. We're told on the one hand
that he's actively developing Apple's
newest machinery; on the other that
no, he's only got a wish list of what
he'd like to see in an Apple machine.

I can't help with the rumors. Woz
said nothing on the subject that j'd
care to quote. He did, however, want
one comment put on the record.
Apple ought to give legal releases for
products that Apple isn't interested in
developing. Hewlett-Packard did that
for Wozniak; Apple ought to do it as
a matter of both ethics and right for
all Apple employees.

When I asked why Apple wasn't do
ing it. he said, "Sometimes you don't
have any control. I don't have control
of that:'
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PROLOG_86™
Become Familiar in One Evening

In a few days enchance artificial intelligence programs included like:
• an Expert System • Natural Language

1 or 2 pages of PROLOG would require 10 or 15 pages in "C."
Intro price: $125 for MSDOS, CPM-86. Tutorials included.

Full Refund if not satisfied. Call for details and about our Contest.

Program Editing
Breakthrough!

Get 20% More Done
BRI EF includes just about every feature you'd ever want in a
full screen editor, and lets you tailor those features to your
style, Compare. BRIEF beats the competition with:
• Windows • Most powerful UNDO • Multifile Editing • Unlimited file size
• Programmable, readable, complete Macro Language
• Keyboard and Command reconfiguration
• Compile within BRIEF • Suspend/Restore BRIEF to go to MSDOS, plus
• All of the "normal" features included with a fast, full-screen Editor.

Only $195 for PCDOS, AT, or Tandy 2000 30 day trial. $10 Demo. 800-821-2492

335-6 Washington St.
Norwell, Mass. 02061
617-659-1571

exists, and at COMDEX it looked
pretty good. I brought a copy home;
while I haven't thoroughly tested it. I
do have a bit more information than
I saw at the show

DB Master is written in Pascal.
meaning that Stoneware can modify
it and add features with considerable
ease. It is the first higher-language
program I've seen that was fully in
tegrated with the Macintosh way of
doing things. Pascal is said to be slow,
but the DB Master I saw at the show
was about as fast as anything else the
Macintosh does, If I had to run a busi
ness off a Macintosh, I'd run, not walk,
to get the 512 K-byte upgrade and a
hard disk.

DB Master is not copy-protected
That's a big plus On the other hand,
the first page of the document says,
in boldface, that I am "legally
obligated" to fill out the "license
agreement" card, and that until I do

S
Solution

~ ystems ™

For questions/orders, call
800-821-2492

Use Visa, Me. COD.

MACGOODIES
The Macintosh story continues. At
NCC there was a flood of MacSoft
ware due to be released "immediate
ly:' Most of it is still due Real Soon
Now.

Stoneware's DB Master for the Mac

hibits; and although some space was
taken by mainframes and minicom
puters, nearly all was devoted to
microcomputer products. Such is the
revolution the hackers have wrought.

Two warnings. With so many ex
hibits, there's no way to see it aiL I try
to pick out the most interesting stuff,
but there's bound to be much of im
portance I overlooked. Second, this is
a show report. I can tell you what I
saw, but until I have it here at Chaos
Manor I can't guarantee it works as I
saw it. I'm not unduly suspicious, but
I do recall the show when I found the
VAX hidden behind the curtains ...

that I cannot legally use the program.
The card wants my telephone number
and some marketing information. This
"legal obligation" is so silly as not to
require comment.

()n the other hand, the license
agreement actually makes good
sense, Stoneware doesn't guarantee
that the program will work, but for 90
days will replace the disk, The com
pany tries to claim that it is protected
both by copyright (which would mean
that I own my copy; you sure own any
copy of a book that you buy) and by
this agreement (which leaves Stone
ware "title" to the software); but all
Stoneware really wants is for you to
agree that you'll use the program on
only one machine at a time, which is
perfectly reasonable.

The program isn't copy-protected,
but the Mac sure makes it hard to
make copies-at least hard for me to
do it. That's not the fault of DB Master,

____________________________--, of course. It's my stubborn insistence
to act as if the Macintosh were a
logical machine. I suppose one day I'll
learn.

I have two disk drives for the Mac.
They tell me the way to copy one disk
onto another is simply to drag the
disk icon of the source onto the disk
icon of the destination and let fly.
Hah. Even with two disk drives you
get odd demands from the Mac
unless you've booted up with the disk
you're copying. I'm used to having a
systems-master disk to start my ma
chine with and leaving it on most of
the time, Hah. If you do that. the
Macintosh insists on having the
original boot disk inserted during a
copy operation. I am never sure at all
that I've really made a copy since
when it wants the original boot disk
the "Dialog Box" tells me that there's
still a file remaining to be copied,

Once the copy has been made, it
still takes skill to make the machine
believe that you don't want the boot
disk any more. The simplest proce
dure is to put your new copy in the
internal drive and turn the damned
thing off, then back on. I find that
ludicrous. Furthermore, if you try
starting up with a disk in the external

(continued)
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support, "smart" softkeys, plus
European DOS support.

SmarTerm 100 is your choice
for DEC* VT100, VT102
and VT52 emulation.
SmarTerm 125 has all the
features of SmarTerm 100,
plus VT125 ReGIS graphics
support. For Data General
Dasher* 0100, 0200 or
0400 emulation, you need
SmarTerm 400.

More than 15,000 users are
already purr-fectly satisfied with
SmarTerm. Try it for 30 days,
with full refund privileges, and
you will be too.

Persoft, Inc.• 2740 Ski Lane
Madison, WI 53713
(608) 273-6000 • TELEX 759491

YOUR DAYS OF
BUYING TERMINALS
ARE OVER!
Now there's SmarTerm
terminal emulation software
for your IBM* PC, XT, AT
or compatible system. All
SmarTerm products offer
comprehensive and exact
terminal emulation, powerful
file transfer facilities, and
include TTY mode to link you
to The Source, CompuServe,
Dow Jones or other popular
time-sharing services. We've
included features such as
ASCII and binary file transfer,

multiple setup
configurations,
XMODEM and
PDIP* protocolAFTER

SMARTERM: WHAT
DO YOU D ITHYOUR
OBSOLETE ERMINAL?

See your name in print! Send us your ideas for uses of obsolete terminals replaced by SmarTerm.
The best ideas will be used in future ads. Write Persoft, Dept. MEOW, 2740 Ski Lane, Madison, WI 53713. -
·SMARTERM and PQlP are trademarks 01 Person, Inc • IBM IS 8 fegt$lered trademark cA
Irtetnahooal BuSIness Mactunes Corp • DEC. VT and ReGIS ale trademarks of D!gltal
EQUlpn"l8l't Corp • DASHER IS a regtstered lIademark of Dala Genetal Corp

Cl p""",. 'oe. ,... AI .""". ",.,,_ See us at SOFTCON, booth #2011 perSHp-
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Inthe 92 seconds it
find anyfile you need

///////111111111111111111111111111111

Ampex 20 MB hard disk with 25 MB tape backup.

111\ \1\\ \\ \\ \

'"PC Megastore isa trademark of Ampex Corporation 'IBM-PC is trademark of Intemational Business Machines. tApple II and lIe are trademarks of Apple Computer.
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takes to read this ad,
In ourbackup streamer:

C) In the 1 hour, 4 minutes other streamers take, you could
call your broker. Linger over coffee. Wade through the Wall Street

Journal. (3 And r~ad this PC Megastore™ ad too. G So take the time.
You'll more than make it up with a PC Megastore hard disk and tape

hooked to your IBM-PC* or compatible, Apple II or IIet because all the files
you need-both current and archive-will always be right where you need them.

G) Just a keystroke away. 0 The secret? Only Ampex backs up a 20 MB hard disk
with another 25 megabytes* of addressable storage-a unique, bootable streamer with
cache memory. That not only means you can address a file in 92 seconds, you can
backup files offline just by touching a couple of buttons. E) Without tying up your
computer. 0 Your time. C) Or a small fortune in floppies. (In fact, our 45 megabytes of
available storage cost about half the price per MB of other hard disks.) So consider
your time, money and convenience. 0 And our quality. The PC Megastore system is
backed by a full year warranty from Ampex, a company known for manufacturing
quality computer peripherals for over 20 years. Q Take a moment Contact: Ampex Com
puter Products Division, Marketing Communications, 10435 N. Tantau Ave., Cupertino, CA
95014.800421-6863,213 640-0150 in CA We'll give you a dealer's name so you can buy a
PC Megastore system. CUThen in no time at all, YOU'llAMPEX
make up for the 92 seconds you spent reading this ad.

Ampex Corporation· One of The Signal Companies ')

'PC Megastore is upgradeable and comes in four models: 20 MB with 25 MB tape, 10 or 20 MB disk. or 25 MB tape.
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drive, it will not copy onto that. True
to Apple's motto, the Macintosh wants
me to do everything precisely its way.
Eventually, with patience and grim
determination, you can make a copy
of the DB Master disk. Do 110t name
it "DB Master"; the master disk sup
plied already has that name, and both
you and the Macintosh will get com
pletely confused if you have two disks
by the same name, since the Mac
does 110t tell you which of the two is
in which drive.

Remove the master from the inter
nal drive and put it away. Then insert
the copy, turn the machine off, and let
it boot up again. Otherwise, some
where along the line the Macintosh is
going to demand that you insert the
original boot-up disk.

Once all that's done you're ready to
use DB Master, which is really quite
a nice program, well integrated in the
Macintosh operating system. You can

Also available to complete
your S100 system...
INTERFACER 1*
dual channel, RS232 serial I/O

INTERFACER 2*
3 parallel, 1 serial I/O with timer

RAM16*
64K x 8 bits/32K x 16 bits low
power static RAM

12460 Gladstone Avenue
Sylmar, CA 91342-0336

hHephone(818)365-9661
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make a "Create" disk and a "Use" disk
to get more disk room. Even if you
throwaway both the Create file and
all the fonts you don't think you'll be
needing, you won't have more than
200K bytes of room left. which may
not be enough for a database. For
tunately, DB Master knows how to
flow across more than one volume.

The Create utility lets you design all
kinds of interesting screens using dif
ferent type fonts. You can then access
the data and build reports in various
ways and combinations. I haven't used
it much, but I didn't have any trouble
creating a small database and playing
around with it. The documents seem
clear enough, and there are examples.

When I watched this in use at the
show it looked good enough for most
business use; DB Master and Micro
soft's Multiplan (the newest one with
the bugs removed) go a long way
toward making the Mac useful to busi-

ness. From everything I've seen,
Stoneware has come up with a good
and useful MacProduct.

The machine still needs a good
word-processing capability. MacWrite
simply is 110t good enough, nor are
any of the others I've seen. None has
a spelling checker, indexer, footnoter,
and all the host of utilities I've come
to expect with my CP/M and PCom
patible machines.

FAST FINDER
Mike Lehman, the original author of
Pascal MT+, has left Digital Research
to do programs again. (Many people
of stature seem to have left or are
leaving Digital Research. DR had bet
ter get its act together. But that's for
another report.)

Mike's first program is a new finder
for the Macintosh. The finder is the
master disk-file program that does

(continued)
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most of the work for the Mac. I hate
it. Indeed, I don't know anyone who
actually likes it. Atkinson and Capps
didn't even seem too happy with it.
Anyway, Mike Lehman has written a
new one called Fast Finder (not to be
confused with Factfinder, a database
program). They had it running at the
Corvus booth-Corvus has both net
working and a hard-disk system for
the Macintosh-and from everything
I've seen, it's wonderful. Lehman's Fast
Finder is fast. can handle up to 12
volumes on line (making it really good
for use with a hard disk), it's fast. it
can show the contents of a file with
out leaving the finder (i.e.. has a com
mand similar to the "type" command
of CP/M), it's fast. it has ways to do
batch processing, it's fast. and you can
add your own keyboard commands as
equivalents to pull-down commands,
meaning you have the option of do
ing anything from the keyboard you
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can do mucking about with the
mouse. And it's fast.

When Pascal MT+ came out I was
an enthusiast but had my reservations
about the documents: indeed, I spent
some time showing Mike Lehman pre
cisely what I thought was wrong with
them. He seems to have learned a lot:
the Fast Finder documents look clean
and clear enough to me. Of course,
I may have learned a lot. He has also
set up batch files for installation of
Fast Finder: it looks very simple

Lehman's finder does not yet con
tain tools to allow novice users to
modify the Mac. It will be helpful to
developers: I think it will be helpful to
me in simply using the Mac. He prom
ises a much more detailed package
for developers. At present I have the
documents but not the program: I'm
supposed to have it all before the end
of 1984. More when I learn more: but
assuming it works as well as I expect

Inquiry 101

it to, Lehman's Fast Finder looks like
the best software improvement I've
ever seen for the Macintosh.

A SHORT INTERVIEW
After we looked at his new finder. I
got Mike off in a corner to get some
of his comments. He has been in the
micro revolution for a long time. He
did early work on UCSD Pascal while
a student there: wrote Pascal MT+.
which he sold to Digital Research: and
worked as chief of the languages sec
tion at Digital for a couple of years

His comment on the Mac: "The
problem is they wrote about half of
an operating system and left the other
half for developers (or as exercises for
the users). Everyone does a different
other half. My Fast Finder is yet an
other other half. I just hope it catches
on."

On C compilers: ''I've used Hippo
C Softworks C the Digital Research
C Compiler, and Aztec C The best
one I've found, and the one I use, is
the Consulair C'

On UNIX: "A professional devel
oper's power tool and a nightmare for
casual users."

HVPERDRIVE
I've mentioned this earlier The Hyper
drive hard disk for Macintosh looks to
be the nicest thing for the Mac since
sliced bread. Furthermore, Corvus
the people who bring you Omninet
and Mike Lehman are both talking
with the Hyperdrive people and each
other The combination could be
dynamite

Hyperdrive is available from
General Computer. The company has
promised to get one to my local
dealer very quickly: meanwhile. I can
only report that I played about with
Hyperdrive at COMDEX. and it's fast.
I saw no glitches.

The Hyperdrive people were using
another feature I want: a jack on the
back of the Mac to allow video out
put. MicroGraphic Images Corp
manufactures an upgrade kit. called
CineMAC that provides the video
output. Of course. the MacOutput
can't go to any ordinary monitor It

(continued)



"Now when Italk,
my broker listens!'

No matter what kind of investing you do,
there is a DowJones Software product that will make you

and your broker a be~er team:

DowJones Investor's WorkshopTM
is the perfect software for private investors who want
an introduction to the world of computerized investing.
The Investor's Workshop creates reports and charts that
give you a clear picture of the performance of your
investments. It enables you to become more proficient
in portfolio management and technical analysis.

DowJones Market Manager PLUSTM
is a powerful portfolio management system for serious
investors. It allows you to easily monitor and account
for your security transactions while providing printed
reports for review and tax records. These reports
include Holdings by Portfolio, Holdings by Security,
Realized Gain/Loss and Dividend Transaction.

DowJones Market AnalyzerTM
is designed for sophisticated investors who chart stocks.
The Market Analyzer stores historical quotes and updates
daily data on your securities. It constructs comparison
and price and volume charts, allowing you to test theories,
identify trends and improve the timing of your invest
ment decisions.

Each of these programs communicates with DowJones
News/Retrieval~ the leading electronic information service.

For more information, mail the coupon or call:

1-800-345-8500
Extension: 48

(Alaska, Hawaii and foreign call: 1-215-789-7008 ext. 48)

For more information on DowJones Software, send this coupon to: Ms. Lynn Filippone,
DowJones &Company, Inc., P.O. Box 300, Princeton, NJ 08540.

Yes, please send me more information. I am particularly interested in:
o DowJones Investor's WorkshopTM
o DowJones Market Manager PLUSTM
o Dow Jones Market Analyzer™

Name _

Address _

City State Zip _

Phone number(s) _
B·3

DowJones
Software™

Doll' jones Investor's Workshop availahle for Apple~lIc, Apple~lIe and Apple"l1 PillS. Doll' jones Market Manager PLUS availahle for IBM~PC, Apple"l1 and Apple~Macintosh!M

Doll' jones Market Analyzer available for IBM "C, IBM"'X'I; Allple II and TI I'rofessiona\. Ilow jones Nell,/Retrieval is a registered tradelllark of Dow jones & COlllpany, Inc.
Dow jones Softll-.re, Dow jones Investor's Workshop, Dow jones Market Manager PLUS and Dow jones Market Analyzer arc tradelllarks of Doll' jones & COlllpany, Inc.
CopyriWJI © 19H4 Doll' jones & COlllpany. Inc. All Righls Reserved.
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When the going gets tough, Optimizing C86
comes through time and time again. C86 is a
highly dependable C compiler that has been op
timized through the years to provide the best com
bination of reliability, speed, and performance.

FAST, IN-LINE 8087/80287 SUPPORT
Now you can take full advantage of 8087/80287

capabilities, allowing your programs to run many
times faster than possible with other C compilers.
Plus the source code to all routines is included,
so you have complete control over all functions.

MORE OF THE FEATURES YOU WANT
• SOURCE is provided to all libraries for total

programming control. The source includes a set
of standard UNIX routines plus many DOS
specific functions.

• SPECIAL IBM-PC LIBRARY including com
munication, screen, and keyboard handling
functions.

rii COMPUTERd INNOVATIONS, INC.
980 Shrewsbury Avenue, Tinton Falls, NJ 07724

is 1984 Computer Innovations, Inc.

• COMPATIBLE WITH WIDELY AVAILABLE
LIBRARIES such as HALO screen graphics
and many, many others (call for list).

• TOPVIEW SUPPORT LIBRARY provides win-
dowing capabilities. -

• SPEED OPTIMIZATION - there's always room
to tighten your code, and Computer Innovations
has the tools to help. For example,
PROFILER-86 helps identify key areas for
optimization.

TECHNICAL SUPPORT, NOBODY DOES IT
BETTER

Computer Innovations has earned a reputation
for providing customer support that is unequalled
in the industry. This includes a user's group, an
on-line bulletin board, and a user's newsletter.

JOIN THE THOUSANDS OF PROGRAMMERS
WHO TRUST AND RELY ON C86

For Further Information Call 800-922-0169.
Technical Assistance Call (201) 542-5920.

Computer Innovations features a full line of
C products including C-to-dBase (dBase develop
ment tool) and Introducing C (C Interpreter
Language Learning System). Call or write for a
product profile.

For Further Information Call

800-922-0169
Technical Assistance Call (201) 542·5920
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will take a really good high-resolution
device. That's all right with me. If I
start using a Macintosh regularly, I'll
have to do something like that. The
MacScreen is just too small and posi
tioned too awkwardly for me. With my
eye problems, my best bet is a big
screen set at eye level 30 inches from
my nose; if I can hack a jack on the
back of the Mac. I'll be able to set that
up.

ANIMATION, ANYONE?
Another program I brought home but
haven't had a chance to use is Anima
tion Toolkit I-The Players from Ann
Arbor Softworks. It lets you build,
frame by frame, animated movies. You
can insert frames, edit frames,
eliminate frames, and so on. Accord
ing to the author, if you know how to
use MacPaint you'll be able to use the
Animation Toolkit.

I've done no more than insert the

CHAOS MANOR

disk into the machine: but the claims
seem true enough. If you like playing
with the Mac. or if you're interested
in doing animation with it. you prob
ably ought to look into this one. In
cidentally. Scott Wiener, the program's
author, says Ann Arbor Softworks has
two more MacDevelopment packages
coming up, tentatively labeled The
Stage and The Dialogue. Sounds good.

OUT IN THE BOONIES
COMDEX allocates space on the
basis of seniority at COMDEX; that is,
the firms that have been around long
enough to be at previous shows get
first choice on the exhibit space. If you
change your booth size, you go to the
back of the line again. (I gather there
are some exceptions. This is AT&T's
first Fall COMDEX, and its people had
approximately the space of the For
restal's flight deck right at the main hall
entrance.) Anyway, the result is that

old established-and often boring
outfits fill the main Las Vegas Conven
tion Center Exposition Hall. Up-and
comers like CompuPro and Stride
Micro (Stride: the really great com
puters with the really ugly name) go
into the Hilton, which isn't too bad
since nearly everyone passes through
the Hilton exhibit space on the way
to the main hall. Start-ups and new
comers get cast into the outer dark
ness of the MGM Grand and Caesar's
Palace, two miles from the Convention
Center.

Our strategy this year was to cover
the main hall first. then, toward the
end of the week when exhausted, try
to get to the MGM and Caesar's.

Bad move, space cadet.
The most interesting exhibits are

likely to be the start-ups. Sure, there
will be some turkeys, but the real ex
citement. the newcomers with really

(continued)

CheapShot.
Get instant slides and prints
directly from your personal
computer. Introducing
Screenshooter,'" Only $175.

Now there's a
simple, low-cost

way to make
instant prints
and slides
from any
color or

monochrome computer monitor. Do it
yourself. On-the-spot. Right at your
own desk.

Screenshooter includes the Polaroid
OneStep 600 instant camera, CRT hood,
CRT hood adapter, diopter lens, and
35mm SLR camera bracket. Plus a 90
day money-back satisfaction guaranteel

Add the Polaroid 35mm Instant Slide
System and use your 35mm camera
to make instant slides for last-minute
presentations. The system includes an
AutoProcessor, slide mounter, and
custom slide mounts. Just $99.
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Free Film Offer:'
Order by June 30,1985 and get two
free packs of Polaroid 600 High Speed
film with your Screenshooter and two
free 12-exposure rolls of Polachrome
Instant Slide film with your 35mm
Instant Slide System.
Why wait?

•Offer void where prohibited. U.S. reSidents only.
"Polarold"@"Screenshooter"TM

,---------l

I
Shoot your computer for $175! I
Send check, money order, credit card number,

I
or corporate purchase order, plus the completed I
coupon to: Polaroid Corporation Screenshooter
Promotion, 784 Memorial Drive, Cambridge,

I
MA 02139. Or call: 800-225-1000. I
Please rush me:

I
- Screenshooter(s) @ $175 I
_ Polaroid 35mm Instant Slide

System(s) @ $99

I Shipping and handling I
(@ $1.75 per Item)

I Add sales tax where applicable I
Total purchase price

I
I would like to pay by: 0 Corporate Purchase Order I
o MasterCard 0 VISA 0 Check/Money Order

I CORPORATE PURCHASE ORDER NUMBER I
I CREDIT CARD NUMBER EXPIRATION DATE I
I SIGNATURE I

I
NAME I
ADDRESS

I CITY STATE liP I
I TELEPHONE I

8-3185

l Screenshooter J
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980 Shrewsbury Avenue, Tinton Falls, NJ 07724 • (201) 542·5920

C LANGUAGE TRAINING SOFTWARE
IBM PC-DOS 2.0 +

r~COMPUTERII INNOVATIONS, INC.

KEYBOARD! A REAL KEYBOARD!
The MicroPro booth was between the
BYTE booth and the Corvus booth.
Corvus has a hard disk for the Mac
and a smooth and reliable network
ing system that will couple Apples,
CompuPros (although Corvus doesn't
push the 5-100 network card), and
PCs. Corvus also let David Ramsey
come to COMDEX this time. David is
the Corvus software engineer I'd
formerly met only by phone; until
recently he was kept chained to his
desk. Alas, Corvus didn't allow his
fiancee and co-worker Mary Boetcher
to come with him, so I've yet to meet
her; I get the distinct impression that
a lot of "his" software is a joint effort.

Anyway, I made several trips to the
Corvus booth, each time passing the
MicroPro display where they were
showing off the new WordStar 2000.
The new WordStar looks pretty good;
they've even got a software switch to
let you turn off the entire status line,

(continued)

with nearly every extant kind of
modem, from an ancient B-bit S-IOO
PMMI (which I'm still using, I blush to
say; I have got to get a new modem,
preferably 1200 bits per second Ibpsl)
to the latest 300/1200/2400-bps
devices. If you're looking for painless
communications, I have no hesitation
in recommending that you get hold of .
Mycroft or one of its dealers.

There were other good things. I saw
a start-up company with high-resolu
tion graphics boards that certainly
rival the Hercules. The Morgan Com
puting folks have new versions of their
Professional BASIC and, best of all.
have cut the price to $99, a move I
heartily approve. Their Professional
BASIC with its integrated debugging
system saves a lot of time when you're
writing PCompatible BASIC programs.
The only thing I don't care for is that
it won't run with Sidekick; I hope
Morgan and Borland can get together
and fix that.

There was as much good stuff in the
boonies as in the main hall. I'll be get
ting more from them over the next
few weeks. Exciting things still happen
in microland.

ing a name tag proclaiming himself
"Frank Borland, Owner," was over in
the MGM Grand.

Mycroft Labs, which produces
MITE, the communications program
j've used for the past four years, was
in Caesar's Palace. MITE now works
on CP/M-BO, CP/M-B6, MS-DOS, PC
DOS, and the Apple Macintosh and

INTRODUCING C is a C language interpreter and learning guide
that teaches the fundamentals of C programming. You'll learn pro
gram structure, syntax, and all about libraries - QUICKLY and
EASILY. Join the C revolution with INTRODUCING C - from
Computer Innovations. Introductory price $95.

For further information or to order call 800-922-0169.

/rttro; .
C

*As Fast As You Can Learn BASIC

Learn the
CLanguage*

new ideas, the people who need me
because they sure can't afford big
ads-all those are out in the periph
ery, visited only by the Little Sisters
of the Poor.

Some, of course, aren't starving:
Borland International. complete with
a junior employee made up to look
like the Sidekick character and wear-
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POINT . . • c/o size
fonnat, comprehensive front
panel controls and sophisti
cated finnware are all tai
lored to the needs of
the surveyor, drafter,
oceanographer, geophysicist
and land developer ... to
name but a few. YOll can gen
erate superior architectural
elevations, contour maps,
circuit-board layouts and
assembly drawings quickly
and accurately on bond,
vellum or synthetic media.

a s
capability. RS-232-C
interfacing is standard,

with alternate protocols avail
able. The DMP-41 is easy to
live with, adhering to FCC
Oass B requirements. UL list
ing pending.

POINT . . . Minutely
defined step size and high
resolution logic-combined
with robust drives and opti
mized pen ballistics enable
you to create plots of high pre
cision and surpassing quality.

·suggested US retail $2,995

Inquiry 175

For the name, ad
dress and phone num·
ber of your nearest
representative,
write Houston
Instrument, P.O.
Box 15720, Austin,
TX 78761. Phone
512-835-0900, or

800-531-5205 if outside
Texas. In Europe contact
Houston Instrument Belgium
NV., Rochesterlaan 6, 8240
Gistel, Belgium.
Tel 059-27-74-45,
t1x 846- 81399.
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ITEMS DISCUSSED

installed. according to MicroPro's
Chief Programmer Charlie Stevenson.
just for me. I'm told that Microsoft top

ANIMATION TOOLKIT $49.95
Ann Arbor Softworks
308!f.1 South State St.
Ann Arbor. MI 48104
(313) 996-3838

CD ROM OEM items
Sony Corporation of America
Sony Drive
Park Ridge. NI 07656
(201) 930-6432

Hitachi America Ltd.
Industrial Components Sales &

Service Division
50 Prospect Ave.
Thrrytown. NY 10591-4698
(914) 332-5800

CINEMAC UPGRADE KIT$249 installed
MicroGraphic Images Corp.
9612 Kingsbury St.
Chatsworth. CA 91311
(818) 368-3482

DB MASTER $195
Stoneware Inc.
50 Belvedere St.
San Rafael. CA 94901-4870
(415) 454-6500

FAST FINDER $100
Thrdis Software Inc.
2817 Sloat Rd.
Pebble Beach. CA 93953
(408) 372-1722

HYPERDRIVE $2795
General Computer Company
21 5 First St.
Cambridge. MA 02142
(617) 492-5500

MACINTOSH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2195
Apple Computer Inc.
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino. CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

MACVISION $399
Koala 1echnologies
3100 Patrick Henry Dr.
Santa Clara. CA 95052-8100
(800) 562-2327
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man William Gates was impressed
with the new WordStar. I'll have a
comparison of WordStar and the new

MITE
8-bit version $I 50
16-bit version $19 5

Mycroft Labs Inc.
POB 6045
Thllahassee. FL 32314
(904) 385-1141

PASCAL MT+
8-bit version $3 50
CP/M-86 version $400
other 16-bit versions $600

Digital Research Inc.
POB 579
Pacific Grove. CA 93950
(800) 382-1800

PROFESSIONAL BASiC $99
Morgan Computing
10400 North Central Expwy.
Suite 210
Dallas. TX 75231
(214) 739-5895

SMARTUNE SMARTBOARD $399
Wico
6400 Gross Point Rd:
Niles. IL 60648
(312) 647-7500

WIZARDRY $59.95
Sirtech Software Inc.
6 Main St.
Ogdensburg. NY 13669
(315) 393-6633

WORDSTAR 2000 $495
MicroPro International Corp.
33 San Pablo Ave.
San Rafael. CA 94903
(415) 499-1200

WRITE ONCE OEM item
Information Storage Inc.
2768 )anitell Rd.
Colorado Springs. CO 80906
(303) 579-0460

Microsoft Word as soon as I have the
latest versions of both.

On Saturday evening. my last day at
COMDEX. as I scurried-I never seem
to stroll at COMDEX-past the Micro
Pro booth. Charlie Stevenson dashed
out and grabbed me. "Look!" he com
manded. He unlocked a storage com
partment and took out a keyboard for
the IBM Pc.

It was-well. it was a little like a
dream. This keyboard has the heft.
touch. and feel of the genuine original
IBM PC keyboard-but what a dif
ference! The keys are laid out like a
selectric. The function keys run across
the top of the keyboard. The Ctrl and
Alt keys are in sensible places. There
are little lights for the Num Lock and
Caps Lock keys. The Shift and Return
keys are oversize and properly placed.
Escape is in the upper left corner. The
keys feel right.

Best of all-up in the upper right
hand corner is a trackball.

"Great Ghu!" I exclaimed. "Who
makes it? Where?"

"Wico. The game-control people.
They're way off over there in the cor
ner. down by the far wall:' Charlie
pointed; there were about a mile of
booths between me and that one.

"One problem:' I said. "Caps Lock
and the Control key are interchanged.
Darn."

"I said that too:' Charlie grinned and
pointed to a key above the trackball.
"Program key. Use that to reprogram
any key on the board. Including Caps
Lock and Control; you can swap them.
and if you do. the Caps Lock light will
still work properly."

"Yeah-hey. thanks. I gotta go....:·
"They're down that way."
I ran. Wico. Do I know anyone at

Wico? No. No one 3t all. Sure. I
thought. they'll probably send me
one. but how do I get one now?

There they were. way off in the far
corner. I dashed up. wondering what
to do next-

"Hi. Jerry'"
It was Henry Cohen. a colleague in

both science fiction and computer
writing. "Henry? What are you doing
here?"

(continued)
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Datasouth Computer Corporation
Box 240947 . Charlotte, NC 28224

704/523-8500' Telex 6843018 DASOU UW
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Find Datasouth Printers At
Participating C....~®Stores
And Other Fine Dealers.

Say hello to the Datasouth Personal Printer- an office-quality dot matrix printer
that makes itself right at home next to your personal computer.

Technically speaking, the Personal Printer is "Epson compatible:' But it's better than
the competing Epson because it also does near-Ietter-guality printing.

Personally speaking, the Personal Printer is "checkbook compatible:' So you don't
have to sacrifice the money you need to get the printer you want. And it comes in two
models-one with a lO-inch and one with a l7-inch carriage.

Make a personal visit to your local computer store,
and bring home legendary Datasouth performance

for an affordably personal price. The Personal
Printer. Only from Datasouth.
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for some music.
The CD ROM will present digital

data in picture format at 60 frames
per second; that's enough for real live
animation. It will hold programs. It will
hold animation and programs simul
taneously, meaning that it will not be
long before we have home versions
of Dragon's Lair and other interactive
games that use visuals.

The reader will sell for "certainly
under $300 in quantities:' If you want
disks made, you give Sony (or Hitachi)
the electronically readable data; and
in quantities of 10,000 they cost $ 5
each.

WRITE ONCE
There's a related marvel.

Information Storage Inc. (lSI) of Col
orado Springs has a Write Once laser

, disk system. Formatted Write Once
blank disks cost $60 retail. The Write

(continued)

Item: both Sony and Hitachi have
optical laser-disk storage systems. The
one we saw was Sony; I'm told the
Hitachi system is essentially the same.
Sony, Hitachi. and other companies
have apparently standardized on call
ing this marvel CD ROM (read-only
memory), and I believe the two sys
tems are compatible: Hitachi readers
can read Sony disks and vice versa.

The CD ROM drive looks a lot like
a standard IBM PC full-height hard
disk drive. It holds a shiny laser disk,
the one that laser-disk hi-fi records
come on. The disk isn't delicate. You
can get fingerprints on it. Mild
scratches don't hurt. It's archive quali
ty. This disk can hold more than 500
megabytes of digital data. '

That is a lot of data. For example,
it's all the text of the Encljclopaedia
Britannica. If you want the illustrations
in color, then each disk will hold
about one volume with room left over

"Waiting for you. I figured you'd
hear about it. I've got your keyboard
right here, Want to just take it or shall
I show you first?"

It turns out that Wico did it right: hir
ing a professional writer as consultant
in the keyboard design Henry has
turned out a lot of words, He's met
deadlines. He knows what writers
need-and it shows.

They call it the Wico Smartline
Smartboard, I could think of a better
name, but my early impression is that
it would be hard to design a better
board. There is only one feature I
would add: up by the trackball I would
put a button, placed so that as your
hand rests on the ball your finger rests
on the button. It would substitute for
the mouse button.

Otherwise-otherwise hell. Unre
servedly, this is the best keyboard I
have ever used. I love it. I can't com
ment on how long it will stand up; I've
had it only a bit over a week. On the .- _
other hand, I have written letters on
it used it to play Star Fleet I. pounded
on it spun the ball. and (alas)
dropped it on the floor. The only in
cident was that when I dropped it one
of the batteries popped out and I had
to reprogram.

Programming the board is simple.
Key swapping is simple. A mode
select key lets you toggle between six
different banks of memory; you can
have a bunch of different key pro
grams. You can program the response
speed of the trackball. Batteries keep
your programming intact when the
power's off. More features: an elec
tronic key click that you can turn on
or off as you like; Dvorak keyboard
mode if you like; an expansion port
that lets you plug in paddles, digitizer
pads, or even the original IBM PC key
board to use simultaneously with the
Smartboard.

There's an Apple-compatible
version.

I do love it.

CD ROM
There's more at COMDEX than shows
on the floor. Sometimes the best stuff
is hidden away in hotel rooms. It cer
tainly was this year.
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Once reader. which looks exactly like
an IBM PC hard-disk drive, fits into a
PC and uses the PC power supply.
With software it will cost about $600
in quantities, say, $1500 to the
consumer.

Each disk holds 100 megabytes of
digital data. The system is not yet up
to color pictures and hi-fi; but it will
store programs, still pictures, text
data, and indeed anything you can
now store on hard disks.

The [SI software is impressive. Files
are given a sequence number. The
system is write-once; when part of the
disk is used, it is used forever. If you
save a second file with the same
name as the first. the sequence
number is incremented, and if you ac
cess without specifying a number you
get the latest-although you can also
retrieve an earlier version. The direc
tory will hold a lot of files; naturally
you don't want to write it every time,
so it's kept in RAM and stored on a
normal disk.

You could store programs with this,
but I think I'd rather use it for text and
source code until I'm sure they've
shaken the bugs out. Still in all-it's an
impressive system.

The implications of this system and
a CD ROM taken together are stagger
ing. The "Library of the Month Club"
is truly here. You could get your atlas,
complete with color maps, population
shifts, etc., updated ahnually or even
monthly. at low cost. You can keep the
entire U.S. telephone-directory sys
tem, complete with yellow pages and
advertisements, on one CD ROM disk.

With Write Once you can pull enor
mous chunks of data off on-line data
bases, archive your books, store-well.
think up your own applications. Lots
of data, electronically readable, readi
ly accessible from the CD ROM; the
ability to extract reports and manip
ulate data, then store that on line, at
low cost; combine the two and we
have the information revolution.

THE BIG PARTY
A week before COMDEX I got a
phone call. John Dvorak wondered if
I'd like to host a party with him. "We'll
invite the hackers and the writers.

Inquiry 379 for Dealers.
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Especially the writers." William Ran
dolph Hearst III. publisher of the San
Francisco Examiner, would provide the
suite and pay for refreshments.

"Sounds good to me:' I said.
So came to pass the best party of

COMDEX, and one of the most inter
esting parties I've ever been at.

There were no formal invitations. [
don't know how Dvorak worked his
end; I just told people if [ saw them.
Whatever happened, Will Hearst's
suite was full. Half the people who had
been at Hackercon were there. So
were most of the writers. At one point
it occurred to me that if everyone in
that room would get behind any given
product. we could make it an instant
best-seller. Of course, there wasn't
much chance that we'd all agree.

[t was quite a party. Far more came
than Will Hearst had prepared for. We
soon ran out of refreshments-only to
find that hotel room service was
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Combine Write Once
and the CD ROM

and we have the
information revolution.
stacked up for more than an hour. My
son Alex was pressed into service and
sent after St. Pauli Girl beer-a favorite
of Tony Pietsch, who was there with
a contingent from CompuPro, and
who maintains my system-and a
dozen other special orders.

Shortly after Alex left. Philippe
Kahn, president of Borland Interna
tional. showed up and proclaimed this
the first anniversary of the sale of the
first copy of .Thrbo Pascal; and that
called for celebration. He sent down'

(continued)
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GEiN·~"MTM I\-VI I
The New PrinterCompany.

For the solution to your printing needs call

TOLL FREE 1-800-437-7468
In Virginia, call 1-703-949-1170.

It's a simple fact that your small computer can compute a
lot faster than your printer can print. A problem that be
comes even more frustrating in business, when your com
puter is tied up with your printer while you're ready to move
on to other work.

Of course, the only thing more frustrating than waiting
on a slow printer is waiting on a printer that's down. Unfor
tunately, chances are the initial printer you purchased with
your computer system just isn't designed to work on con
tinuous cycle high volume printing.

More than likely, you've already experienced one, if not
both of these frustrations. But now, you can turn printer
frustration into printing satisfaction with the new Genicom
3014, 3024, 3304 or 3404 Professional printers for per
sonal computers ... price/performance matched for small
business systems.

Designed and built to increase productivity and maxi
mize the value of your personal computer, the range of 3000
PC printers offers 160-400 cps draft, 80-200 cps memo,
and 32-100 cps NLQ printing ... performance for both
high productivity and high quality printing.

The 3014/3024 models print
132 columns. The 3304 and 3404

models give you a full 136 column width, and offer color
printing as well.

Each printer is easy to use, lightweight, functionally
styled and attractive. And you can choose options from
pedestals and paper racks to document inserters, sheet
feeders and 8K character buffer expansion, plus more.

Genicom 3000 PC printers feature switch selectable
hardware, dual connectors and dual parallel or serial inter
faces. Plus the 3014 and 3024 emulate popular protocols
for both Epson MX with GRAFTRAX-PLUS™ and Okidata
Microline 84 Step 2'", while the 3304 and 3404 emulate
popular protocols for Epson MX with GRAFTRAX-PLUS '".
So your current system is most likely already capable
of working with these Genicom printers without modi
fication.

Most important, the Genicom 3000 PC printers are
quality-built, highly durable printers designed for rapid,
continuous duty cycle printing.

So why wait? And wait. And wait. Get a Genicom 3000
PC printer now.

Genicom Corporation, Department C411, Waynesboro,
Virginia 22980. In Virginia, call
1-703-949-1170

344 BY T E • MARCH 1985 Epson MX With GRAFTRAX·PLUS 1$ a trademark of Epson Amenca. Inc
Okldata Mlcrolme 84 Step 2 IS a trademark of Okldata Corporation
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for 20 bottles of champagne, an order
of sufficient rarity and magnitude that
room service was shocked into instant
compliance. Philippe drank at least
two bottles himself. Alex arrived
before the champagne was gone, and
room service was back to normal
shortly after that.

It was a big party. I do understand
the hotel isn't as pleased as they
might be. It will be interesting to see
if they say anything about it to Mr.
Hearst ...

WAIT FOR THE SECOND EDITION
One thing marred the party. While we
were at Hackercon they sold copies
of Stewart Brand's Whole Earth Software
Catalog. They were the first I'd seen. I
didn't buy one. I seldom buy com
puter books because I get more
review copies than I can read anyway.
Even so, I might have bought Brand's,
but I was hardly going to carry books
to COMDEX. Thus, I hadn't read
Brand's book when I left Hackercon.
I hadn't met Brand before Hackercon,
but he was certainly friendly enough,
and I invited him to our COMDEX
party.

At Hackercon I did look through the
section on text editors and noted with
some surprise that they hadn't re
viewed WRITE. After aiL I'm not the
only one who uses the program. Art
Naiman not only rated WRITE the top
text program in his book but admitted
that he wrote his WordStar manual
using WRITE. It seemed a bit odd that
a lot of the big, highly visible text
editors were covered by Whole Earth
but not some of the smaller-and in
my judgment better-ones. StilL I
thought nothing of that.

Then on my first day at COMDEX
a friend showed me what Brand had
written about me in the Whole Earth
Software Catalog. It was part of the BYTE
review. He's not too happy with BYTE.
"Software coverage is techie-interest
ing, but less useful to the buyer than
others, and often late in the game:'
That seemed pretty unfair; I think
BYTE's reviews are pretty good, and
I know darned well that mine are
sometimes the very first observations
about new software to appear any-

CHAOS MANOR

where. StilL they're entitled to their
views.

Brand's commentary on BYTE con
tinues: "The controversial columnist
here is science fiction writer Jerry
Pournelle, whose writing is regarded
by Tony Fanning as 'a truly irritating
extended advertisement for himself.
his family, and his friends, who just
happen to be business associates:"

If Brand thinks my writing is truly ir
ritating he's welcome to his opinion,
although I don't know why he quotes
Tony Fanning-apparently one of
Brand's employees-rather than say
ing so himself. If he objects to my
mentions of my books and my family.
that's fine too, although most colum
nists do it; writing as if one were send
ing letters to friends is the essence of
a columnist's style.

The statement that I review lots of
stuff from my friends has some sub
stance, but it puts the cart before the

Inquiry 187

Anything I have a
business interest in
has my name on
the cover.
horse: I tend to look up and make
friends with people I admire. After my
first review of CompuPro equipment
(which I had bought at full list price),
Bill Godbout telephoned me, and we
didn't meet for another six months
after that; and that's a pretty typical
story. I want to make friends with peo
ple who make equipment I can rec
ommend. Why shouldn't I?

If Brand had left it there, I'd never
have mentioned it; but he didn't leave
it. He also said that my friends are

(continued)
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About Bulls
& Bears&

Savings Bonds.
The stock market says that bulls are good and bears are bad. But ifyou
buy U.S. Savings Bonds through the Payroll Savings Plan, you can get
the most out of both markets.

Rates are high during bull markets, so the variable interest rate you get
on Bonds lets you share in those higher returns.

But if the bear takes over and rates fall, don't panic;
you're protected by a guaranteed minimum of 7.5%. ~~ S~

Just hold your Bonds ~ years 1] ~ ff~~
or more, and you can nde a e * *
the bull and beat the bear. 1_~ i

• StOCK~GS ,,0

lUAmerica.
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business associates; and that's both
unfair and untrue. Damn it all. not lik
ing my writing is one thing; saying I'm
on the take is quite another. The fact
is that I have no business associates.
I don't own any computer stocks or
indeed any stocks at all; what invest
ments I have are in real estate and
municipal bonds. It's not that I
couldn't have computer stock. I've
been offered stocks. limited partner
ships. consultantships. seats on
boards. and every other perk you can
imagine; but I have no business ex
cept writing and editing. Anything I
have a business interest in has my
name on the cover.

I explained all this to Brand at the
party. He didn't say much, but the
next day I got a letter of apology from
him and an assurance that the next
edition of the Whole Earth Software
Catalog will carry a correction.

WINDING DOWN
I'm out of time and space and I still
haven't covered all of COMDEX. More
on that next month.

The book of the month has to be
Steven Levy's Hackers. It's better on the
very early days at MIT than it is on the
micro revolution, but it's all readable.
The game of the month would be
Wizardry for the Macintosh if I had it;
even at the Hackers' Conference I got
sucked into playing it longer than I
should have.

Meanwhile, Arthur Clarke and Frank
Herbert are both in town for the
openings of movies made from their
works; I'm off tomorrow to Colorado
Springs for a space conference and
coming back to chair my own next
week; and the micro revolution
gallops along. Stay well. and go see
20/0 and Dune. I think you'll like them,
even if they were written by my
friends.•

Jerry Pournelle welcomes readers' comments and
opinions. Send a self-addressed, stamped
envelope to Jerry Pournelle, c/o BYTE Publica
tions, POB 372, Hancock, NH 03449. Please
put your address on the letter as well as on the
envelope. Due to the high volume of letters, Jerry
cannot guarantee a personal reply.



Although our HERMES 615 multi-mode printer
comes in a plain black and white casing it prints
text and graphics beautifully in 8colors.

Pencils may draw in colors, but they
are slow, inaccurate and their points

keep breaking. Prolessionals choose
the HERMES 615 color printer: it

produces text and graphics in black, red,
blue, yellow and in green, orange, violet
and brown too with no rainbow fringes.
Much better than this pale ollset copy.

Printing and graphics in 8 colors are just two of the
numerous outstanding features of the HERMES 615.
Professionals who only pick the best will also appreciate:
Its speed. Bi-directional, shortest path printing.
400/480 cps Data, 1001120 cps Near Letter Quality (single
pass).
Its resolution. Finest print quality available on a matrix
printer. So good you can even print signatures. Bit map
ped graphics in single and double density modes, 6 dot
densities in each mode. A circle on the screen means a
circle on the paper too!
Its quality. Swiss high quality construction. Quality that
lasts - thanks to its exclusive «moving-ruby» head.
Its versatility. Wide range of attractive characters sets in
16 national versions, as well as math symbols, bar codes
and Teletex. Dual ports, parallel (Centronics™ IEpsonTM

compatible) and serial (R5-232C/R5-422) interfaces.
DIABLO™ 630 emulation optional.

HERMES®
The impressive printers

Manulactured in Switzerland by HERMES PRECISA INTERNATIONAL,
CH·140 I Yverdon.

HERMES printers are distributed in Austria, Canada, Cyprus, Finland, France,
Greece, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, United Kingdom, USA, West Germany.

Contact lactory direct lor OEM sales 01 print-heads and printer mechanisms.
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To receive a sample of the finest quality matrix print-out =I
~~t~~d;::~i~~~~~~o~~~~n on the HERMES 615 please .:~ll:::·

r----------------'
I I want to know more about your printers.
I Name Title

I Com an
I Street Cit

I State Zi Phone

I Send to: HERMES PRODUCTS, Inc. - Printer Division
1900 Lower Road, LINDEN, NJ 07036, (201) 574 0300

I
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With Network Revelation,youre not alone.
Span the void that separates

you from other PC's. Be as one with a
universe of data. Be a true network
with Network Revelation~

Network Revelation is more than
a relational database management
system. It's a complete applications
environment for most microcomputer
networks. That's not dreaming about
the future. It's low-key raving about
a capability of the present.

With Network Revelation, you
can send and receive data on local area
networks and remote file servers. Rev's
data dictionaries let you add or restruc-

Cosmos, Inc., 19530 Pacific Highway S.
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ture fields at will, saving ages of
programming time. And our menu
driven applications generator and
procedural language are eons ahead
of other databases.

The possibilities are infinite.
Distributed processing systems linking
worlds. Accounting, inventory and
order entry systems connected for
instant access to data by a galaxy of
users. And your data is secure with
complete file or record locking.

REVELATION co-exists with
MS-DOS~ So you can transport Lotus
1-2-3~ Multiplan® or other data from

COSMOS"

PC to PC- using popular routes like
Novell, Ethernet or 3 Com~ You can
even evolve file.s from primitive,
single-user databases into a powerful
Rev application.

Encounter the future of distributed
data processing today. Revelation costs
just $950.00~ Network Revelation
starts at only $1495.00* for a complete
four-user system. So call us and we'll
arrange for an unforgettable demon
stration with a Cosmos rep in your area.

MS N and Multiplan" ofMicrosoft Corporation.
J-2-3 N ofLotus Development Corporation. 3 Com N

of3 Com Corporation.
• Suggested U. S. list price.

Seattle, WA 98188, 206-824-9942
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PROLOK-PWS

Dear Jerry,
Boy are you gonna love this one. It

seems that Vault Corp.. makers of the "un
breakable" copy-protection scheme Prolok
(you remember, the one that remained un
broken for a good 10 minutes after the first
pirate got ahold of one), has come up with
a new scheme, Prolok-plus. This one will
randomly destroy data if you use a pirated
copy and are detected.

I have a vision of loading my genuine
original real McCoy copy of Locust 6% in
my drive, rebooting, and at the same time
getting a phone call. lWenty minutes later
1return from the phone, carrying the note
reminding me to get milk on the way
home tonight. and find that a read error
has fooled Prolok-plus into believing my
copy was unauthorized. Further probing
shows my accounts receivable file has
been shambleized and my 6% disk no
longer boots.

Going back to the original package I
read, "The makers of this product don't
warrant it to do diddly-squat and assume
no liability, expressed, implied, or other
wise for damages resulting from the use
of this product, etc.. etc:' In short, too bad,
so sad, we've got your money, and you've
been had.

I agree with you, Jerry, there's no way in
hell that software is going into my
machine,

BURCH SEYMOUR

Anyone putting that stuff in his ma
chine has got rocks in his head. This copy
protection business has got completely
out of hand!-Jerry

COPy-PROTECTION ETHICS

Dear Jerry,
On the ethics of publishing in BYTE tech

niques enabling readers to circumvent
publishers' copy-protection mechanisms:
Don't do it.

Emotionally explosive as the software
piracy issue is, probably no one can claim
a rational stance on the subject. Since
most people seem unable or unwilling to
differentiate between ethicality and fair
ness, this is eminently understandable,

When the crass unscrupulousness of most
of the publishers gets stirred in, or at least
users' perception of it. it is difficult indeed
not to succumb to the emotional need to
get even. I am not overly prone to the
"turn the other cheek" syndrome myself,
but it is important here to make the above
differentiation. What is fair is not always
ethical: ethics rises above fairness,

I stand amongst the pots assailing the
color of the kettles, We educators have got
to be the single largest group of software
thieves by several orders of magnitude.
More incredibly, we are able to rationalize
our illegal behavior and even claim some
how to have the moral right to copyright
infringement.

That is the first reason 1 urge you to
refrain. Someone has to start setting the
proper example. If one enters an agree
ment in acquiring a product to limit use
of that product in certain ways, then one
is bound to that commitment. Period. If
you want the role of leadership in this
ethically chaotic industry, it should not be
in the position of helping or teaching peo
ple to violate their covenants, The fact that
the information is available elsewhere is
irrelevant. We all knowingly implement
hopelessly inadequate security systems,
such as bicycle locks that will pop open
with the tap of a hammer, simply as a
deterrent.

Another way you might want to look at
the issue is to inquire more deeply into
the reasons you are considering publish
ing thiS information, information that your
expressed concern itself indicates you feel
is dubious or at least questionable. Osten
sibly, the reason is that you want to make
it easier for your readers to avail them
selves of "useful" information that is in
fact available anyway through other less
commonly accessed channels. But the fact
is that the reason you folks publish any
thing at all is the perceived benefit it
brings yourselves, i.e.. your business. If you
agree with that. then you can ask yourself,
"Do I want to gain by teaching people or
making it easier for people to behave
unethically?"

You hereby have one reader's position
on the issue: lake the high road.

11M KELLEY

Ashland, OR

The high road is fine. but I fear the issue
isn't quite as clear-cut as you make it I'm
on the author's side in all this; what's best
for authors is often what's best for pub
lishers as well-but not always.

A "covenant" that is not meant to be
taken seriously. indeed is impossible to
comply with. is not worth taking
seriously.

Best-Jerry

BORLAND'S POLICY

Dear Jerry.
With regard to the copy-protection

discussion. I got the fire two months ago,
and that is why we at Borland released a
version of Sidekick that isn't copy
protected. We probably will end up seil
ing only this version,

As you mentioned. the only reason we
copy-protect Sidekick is because it does
not need a manual. People can rest
assured that no matter what happens we
will always offer versions of our software
that are not copy-protected. We listen to
our customers.

PHILIPPE KAHN

Scotts valley. CA

I'm glad someone has seen the light
Things are particularly bad with the
Macintosh because it's so easy to do
copy protection.

Sigh.
Keep up the good work.-Jerry

CP/M

Dear Jerry.
This message is of interest to owners

(and prospective owners) of Andy
Johnson-laird's superb The Programmer's
CP/M Handbook (Osborne/McGraw-Hili) and
is based on recent correspondence from
the author.

In the original edition. about two pages
of a listing were not printed. The missing
part is lines 04628 through 04919 (see
pages 261-262). Anyone who wants the
missing lines can get them from the
author's office: Johnson-laird Inc.. 6441
SW Canyon Court. Portland, OR 97221.
Send a SASE with a note on what you

(continued)
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want. (Johnson-Laird said the book went
into its second printing in January 1984
and that the missing material should be
in that version. But he is out of the coun
tryon a project and tells me he has not
seen the second version.)

Other errors in the book:

.page 64, figure 4-3, location 0153, cor
rect to read

JM crpx (instead of MB crPX)
.page 149, seven lines from the bottom.
a reference to CCP+6. That reference
should be CCP+O. The letter from the
author said that there may be other such
erroneous references because CCP+6 is
a CP/M-86 convention and thus the source
of the error, but he has not found other
such errors.
.page 258, line 03828, change this line to
read

STA MOBSCharacter
.page 282, after line 09270, insert

LXI H,DiskSControlS5
(after inserting that line the byte refer
ences will be offset by 3 bytes if you type
it all in and assemble it)

Finally, Johnson-Laird wants to know
about any other bugs, typos, errors, and
what have you that anyone may spot.
Since he's not on ARPANET. you may send
such information directly to me (STORK
at MIT-MC). and I'll relay to Johnson-Laird.

If you have not yet seen the book, look
at it. If you buy it. you'll probably not lend
it out-it's too valuable to do without for
anyone who has any notion about play
ing around with 8080 assembler and CP/M
in general.

ERIC STORK

Cambridge, MA

Thanks. I agree about the book. If you
do CP/M programming you really need it.
-Jerry

THE EARLIEST BUG

Dear Jerry.
The story about Ie cafard (October 1984,

page 330) is amusing, but I doubt that it
represents the origin of "bug" as mean
ing "gremlin" or "a difficult-to-identify
source of trouble:' Cute acronyms like DDT
notwithstanding, "bug" appears to have
had this meaning before it meant "insect."
The Oxford English Dictionary gives uses of
bug as early as 1388 to mean "an object
of terror, usually an imaginary one: a
bugbear, hobgoblin. bogy; a scarecrow:'
For example, the OED quotes Thomas
More's Comfort Against Tribulation (1529):
"Lest there happe to be such black bugges
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in dede as folke call devilles." There are
even earlier citations for related words like
"bugaboo:' This from a French source cir
ca 1200:

o puis d'infer iras 0 Bugibu
Avuec ton Dieu Mahom et Cahu.

(0 then from hell you went. 0 Bugaboo,
With your God Mahomet and Cahu.)

The OED gives related entries under
"bog:' "bogy," "buggard:' "boggard:'
"bogie:' and "boggle."

Incidentally, the use of "bug" to mean
"annoy" or "provoke" is older than the
1960s. Under "bog" the OED quotes from
the State Papers of Henry VIII (1546): "The
Frenchmen bogged us so often with de
parting;" and from Cicero's Offices (1553): 'A
frenchman whom he (Manlius Torquatus)
slewe, being bogged by hym:'

W. JAY DOWLING

Richardson. TX

I have got a lot of letters on this. Yours
is certainly the earliest reference.

Thanks. - Jerry

INDEXING

Dear Jerry,
This is in response to your section ("The

Index Dilemma:' October 1984, page 332)
about indexing a book. I have acquired.
essentially for free. a fairly decent index
ing program. It is in the public domain on
SIG/M volume 94. which is a reissue of the
Pascal/Z User Group's volume 20, The pro
gram is called Indexer. and it comes in ex
ecutable form and with Pascal source
code. It does not read a text file and index
it. A human being must read the printed
text. pref~rably the galley proofs of the
book. and decide what terms to include
in the index. The Indexer program then
substitutes for a stack of index cards; you
type your entries into the computer, and
it alphabetizes them and keeps track of
page numbers. It also does an intelligent
job of indexing subterms (subheadings
under major topics). Since the source
code comes with it, a Pascal programmer
could customize it without too much trou
ble, In genera!. I find little difficulty in
translating Pascal/Z code to Thrbo Pascal.

Here's a tip your Kaypro users will be in
terested in-a processor upgrade for the
older 2.5-MHz Kaypro 2s and 4s for
S49.95 (S39,95 for the 4). It consists of four
or five chips, one of which is a 5-MHz
l80B, plus thorough. step-by-step instruc
tions. A bargain-my Kaypro is now a hot
rod! Available from Highland Microkit.

POB 21. Highland, MD 20777.
Thanks for the work you do,

WILLIAM MEACHAM

Austin. TX

I've not tried to turn Pascal/Z code into
1lJrbo, but I have got a lot of Pascal/Z
sources from public domain: thanks for
the suggestion.

Me, I'm about to solve the index prob
lem generically by writing a combination
index. log processor. and general text
masher in Modula-2 and using that as
one of the example programs in my
Modula-2 book.

Thanks again.-Jerry

LANGUAGE ISSUES

Dear Jerry.
I can't help but notice that you favor

Modula-2.
There is a fundamental difference in ar

chitecture between Modula-2 and our cur
rent microcomputers and languages.
Modula-2 was designed and optimized in
parallel with the stack-oriented Lilith com
puter and operating system. If the pro
cessor instruction set and compiler
language statements are not closely
matched. the compiled code becomes
bulky and slow. The Intel chips (8080.
80286) are register oriented and don't
organize memory in a way for fast stack
utilization.

Are you suggesting that in the long term
we should be moving away from register
oriented computers (just as we are mov
ing away from assembly language) and use
stack-oriented computers that may be bet
ter suited to high-level languages? At the
moment we may be trying to push a
square peg in a round hole. Alas. we might
get compilers that look like Modula-2 on
the surface. while the basement is full of
a bunch of crazy plumbing and supports
that try to adapt to two different architects.
How real and practical is Modula-2 as
adapted to tbe microcomputer?

When you promote Modula-2, are you
jumping on the bandwagon because you
think it is outstanding or because it has
some improvements in structure over what
you have now? Are you really saying that
you are comfortable with CB-80 but want
more data structures and types and other
features?

I am probably typical of the millions of
people buying microcomputers to use as
a tool. I make my money from my profes
sion, and even though I enjoy program
ming and get fascinated with all the high-

(colltillued)
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tech toys. I must allocate my time. I don't
have the urge to "feel the bits and registers
between my toes" or even play with a
bUilding-block set like C or FORTH. If soft
ware doesn't exist for an application. I
want a complete and friendly compiler.
perhaps like CB-80 with some of the ex
tensions of other high-level languages and
a built-in programming environment like
Thrbo Pascal. My favorite language at this
time is S-BASIC. even though the compiler
could use some fine-tuning.

ROGER WEISS

Arlington. WA

For someone who programs a lot Cis
probably the language ofchoice; at least
a good case can be made for that. How
ever: I find that after a couple of weeks
I do not remember what my own code
does if I wrote it in C. while I can read
Modula-2 quite well even if I didn't write
it.

I think the Modula-2 language has the
potential to be outstanding; but I have
always been careful to add. "when we get
good compilers." The Logitech compiler
is quite nice. I understand Borland will
have one shortly. And there is a Modula-2
for the Macintosh. which may be the
salvation of that machine yet.

I do not believe one must have hard
ware specially adapted to the language.
I do know that kludges are possible. As
Larry Niven is fond of saying, "There is
no cause so noble that idiots will not
adhere to it."

Thanks. - Jerry

WHEN WILL ADA ARRIVE

Dear jerry.
Because of the continuing discussion in

your column and in letters to Chaos
Manor about "the programming lan
guages of the future:' I thought you would
be interested in part of a conversation I
had recently on a plane en route from St.
LDuis. the home of McDonnell Douglas
Corp.. to Washington. DC. About the same
time that I noticed my seatmate doing
what looked like pseudocode program
ming. he noted that I was reading a copy
of BYTE-your column. in fact. So we got
to chatting a little about computers and
computing, and it turned out that he
worked on the F-18 fighter jet. which has
an entirely digitally based control system.
The beauty of thiS approach, he ex
plained. is that the aircraft can be
modified by simply reprogramming the
control computer (either into RAM or by
replacing an EPROM) rather than by re-
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engineering and rebUilding the hydraulics
system. The project he was working on, in
fact. was such a modification.

"That's very interesting:' I said. "You're
writing in a language I'm not familiar with.
Is that Ada?"

It was. and it wasn·t. he replied. "The
Navy can't support Ada just yet so I do
my programming in Ada or pseudocode
that can be converted easily into Ada.
Then I turn it over to another programmer
who converts everything I do into assem
bly language. We do all our work in Ada
so that it will continue to be usable when
we actually get Ada."

"I see. And just when is that supposed
to take place?" I inquired

"Real Soon Now ..."
We also talked a little about the next

generation fighter. which is already on the
draWing boards. as you might expect. It
too will be entirely digitized. and all the
digital processes will be performed by
identical black boxes. This should ease
maintenance problems in the field. he
said. It should also keep a lot of program
mers employed, since it sometimes takes
a lot of software to simulate a little bit of
specialized hardware.

This new fighter should be an interest
ing plane to fly if it's ever in a combat zone
where they set off The Big One and the
resulting electrical pulse turns all the in
nards of those black boxes back into sand.

LEWIS M. PHELPS

San Francisco, CA

I suspected something like that was
happening.

As to electromagnetic pulse (EMP), I
hope they're designing to accommodate
that. Faraday cages and the like will do
wonders, you know.

Best.-Jerry

MAGAZINE INFORMATION

Dear Jerry,
Has anyone else heard of the Microcom

puter Index? It's a slick publication that
indexes the 25 major nonacademic com
puter magazines (BYTE. Creative Computing.
Personal Computing, etc.) by brand name (e.g"
Apple II) and by general subject (Account
ing Software) and contains an abstract of
the indexed article in the same issue. It's
ideal for someone who has to research
specific brand names. The publication has
recently changed ownership, and ship
ment of back issues. which go back to
January 1980, is sporadic at present. Any
way, for what it's worth: Microcomputer
Index Company, POB 50545. Palo Alto. CA

94303. (415) 948·8304.
A note to computer companies: Want to

break into the elementary and high school
teacher personal computer market-with
out having to offer deep discounts to edu
cational institutions? There's an easy way.
All you have to do is design a peripheral
device that machine-grades multiple
choice tests (the sort where you blacken
little circles with a number 2 pencil) and
that plugs into a gradesheet program.
Once teachers get used to your DOS, the
school's choice of a personal computer for
institutional use will be a foregone con
clusion. You will of course complete the
destruction of the American educational
system by eliminating the essay test but
that never stopped you before. right? Go
to it.

D. L. FRUEHLlNG

Kansas City, MO

Thanks for the reference to the Index.
Your suggestion is intriguing; and your

prediction is pretty close to right. I get
more and more illiterate letters from col
lege graduates; I don't know where it will
end. At least small computers make it
easier to rewrite if you want to.-Jerry

INTERSTELLAR DRIVE

Dear Jerry,
We have been running Pion Inc:s Inter

stellar Drive for a few years (it has served
us faithfully using both CPIM and Thrbo
DOS). It has recently come to our atten
tion that Pion has moved or become
defunct. Although source code for the
CPIM and ThrboDOS drivers was included,
source code for the FORMAT and diag
nostic routines was omitted. It happens
that the FORMAT routine will not run
under ThrboDOS version 1.3 +. If you have
information about how to correct this
minor bug, please pass it on.

Thank you.
KEITH H. BIERMAN

Canoga Park. CA

Alas, I fear Pion may be dead: we have
heard nothing from them for a while.
Anyone able to help?-Jerry •

USERS GROUP CORNER

Screaming Eagles
c/o Dave Yaros
1006 2D National Bldg
830 Main St.
Cincinnati. OH 45202

For Eagle liE 8-bit CPIM hardware.



WITH CIE,
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CAN BE YOUR WORLD, TOO.
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A half century teaching electronics.

Cleveland Institute of
Electronics, Inc.

1776 East 17th Street
Cleveland, OhiO 44114

216-781-8400

START WHERE YOU
WANT, GO AS FAR AS
YOU WANT.
CIE's broad range of entry,
intermediate, and advanced
level courses in a variety of
career areas gives you many
options. Start with the Career
Course that best suits your

talents and interests and go as
far as you want-all the way,

if you wish, to your Associate in
Applied Science Degree in Elec-

tronics Engineering Technology. But
wherever you start, the time to start is
now. Simply use the coupon below to
send for your FREE CIE catalog and
complete package of career information.
Or phone us at 1.800·321.2155
(in Ohio, 1-800-362-2105). Don't wait,
ask for your free catalog now. After all,
there's a whole world of electronics out
there waiting for you.

Address _

Print arne _

YES ... ! want to learn from the specialists in e1ectronics-CIE. Please send me my FREE
CIE school catalog, including details about ClE's Associate Degree program, plus my
FREE package of home srudy informarion.

Check box for G.!. Bill bulletin on educational benefits:
MAIL TODAY!

City State Zip _
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~----- ----~IE Cleveland Institute of Electronics, Inc.a. 1776 East 17th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114

INDEPENDENT STUDY
BACKED BY PERSONAL
AnENTION.
We believe in independent study
because it puts you in a classroom of
one. So you can study where and when
you want. At your pace, not somebody
else's. And with over 50 years of
experience, we've developed proven
programs to give you the support such
study demands. Programs that give you
the theory you need backed with prac
tical experience using some of the most
sophisticated electronics tools available
anywhere, including our Microprocessor
Training Laboratory with 4K of random
access memory. Of course, if you ever
have a question or problem, our
instructors are only a phone call away.

I
I
I
I
I

Look at the world as it was 20
years ago and as it is today.
Now, try to name another
field that's grown faster in
those 20 years than electron
ics. Everywhere you look,
you'll find electronics in
action. In industry, aerospace,
business, medicine, science,
government, communications
-you name it. And as high
technology grows, electronics will
grow. Which means few other fields,
if any, offer more career opportunities,
more job security, more room for ad
vancement-if you have the right skills.

SPECIALISTS NEED
.SPECIALIZED TRAINING.
It stands to reason that you learn
anything best from a specialist, and CIE
is the largest independent home study
school specializing exclusively in
electronics, with a record that speaks for
itself. According to a recent survey, 92%
of CIE graduates are employed in
electronics or a closely related field.
When you're investing your time and
money, you deserve results like that.
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Engineering excellence is the hallmark of
a Tally printer. Nobody builds a machine

cut out to work harder or be more productive
at any price.

But don't take our word for it. See what
leading computer magazines like InfoWorld
have to say:

"The frame and mechanism are obviously
meant for heavy-duty office use."

That means continuous full speed printing
for everything from correspondence and
spreadsheets to reports with graphics. And
when it comes to print quality, we couldn't
have said it better than Interface Age:
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"The text output produced in the letter qual
ity mode is superior to all dot matrix printers
in this price class. ',

With word processing enhancements, easy
to-use versatility and so much to choose from
in paper handling, the Tally performance story
goes on and on. Creative Computing came
right to the point:

"In a word, remarkable."
The MT160 and MT180 printers. See your

Tally dealer for the most convincing quote of
all. Or call toll-free for information:
800-447-4700. In Illinois: 800-322-4400.
MANNESMANN
TALLY
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Up to Date

B·Y·T·E W·E·S·T C·O·A·S·T

Hackers
gather

together
and a

T
he evolution of hackers can actualllj be broken into three generations. The first generation was
described in Steven Levlj's book "Hackers: Heroes of the Computer Revolution:' (Double
dalj, 1984). Thelj emerged in the earllj 1960s at Project Mac at MIT. then at Stan

ford Universitlj's Artificial Intelligence Lab, and later at Xerox Palo Alto Research Center The second
generation was composed of "hardware hackers:' such as the members of the Homebrew Computer Club
who designed the low-cost first personal computers. More recentllj. the third generation of hackers hus writ
ten the software for the personal computer mass market.

new product
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Francisco. CA 94111.

HACKERS'CONFERENCE
In November BYTE attended the by
invitation-only Hackers' Conference, held at
an old army base on the Marin Headlands
across the bay from San Francisco. The con
ference was the brainchild of the editors of
Stewart Brand's Whole Earth Software Catalog'
Many of those assembled were luminaries
of the personal computer "revolution:' in
cluding: Steve Wozniak, Lee Felsenstein,
Charles Moore, Bill Atkinson, Bob
Frankston, Bob Albrecht. Ted Nelson,
Robert Woodhead, Stewart Brand, and
others. .

The conference included discussions,
demonstrations, arguments, and more.
There were demonstrations of software de
signed by Macintosh programmers Bill
Atkinson and Andy Hertzfeld, the Com
munity Memory public bulletin-board
system, and Xanadu's Hypertext running on
a Sun Workstation.

There were many areas of disagreement.
particularly about what the term "hacker"
means and whether the concept of a
"hacker ethic" (as identified in Levy's book)
actually exists. During one session many
qefinitions of "hacker" were presented,
ranging from the word's origin at MIT
"'hackers' stayed up all night. while 'tools'
went to class':'-to more philosophical
views-the hacker drive represents the
children in us, according to Steve Wozniak.
One person claimed that there is no hacker
"ethic:' but rather "a hacker 'instinct: like the
baby duck's lattraction to its motherj."

Not everyone was totally approving of the
concept of a hacker ethic. UNIX hacker
Brian Harvey said that there was a dark side.

"Once the rockets go up, who cares where
they come down? That's the hacker ethic
too:' And Richard Stallman called on
hackers to take more responsibility for their
work. "IBM, DEC and AT&T are all engaged
in an arms race. You are ... Ithel soldierlsl
in that arms race:'

Everyone agreed that the term "hacker"
has been misused by the press. Computer
security specialist Donn Parker of SRI Inter
national publicly apologized to the group
for using the term in a pejorative sense in
A Manager's Guide to Computer Securitlj (Reston,
VA: Reston Publishing, 1983) Parker then
claimed that he has now broken hackers
into three categories: benign, unsavory, and
malicious. The revised definition was
greeted skeptically by the audience. Parker
also claimed to be working with an asso
ciate who had identified a nationwide list
of 570 "malicious" hackers but then ad
mitted that only 135 of them were over 17
years of age. Parker took part in a panel
discussion with the famed "Cap'n Crunch,"
John Draper. author of the EasyWriter word
processing software. and Cheshire Catalyst.
editor of the TAP newsletter for "phone
phreaks" During the discussion, Catalyst.
who professed to be a "role model" for
young programmers, tore off his coat-and
tie "disgUise" to reveal a "Hacker" T-shirt.

The computer-security session was
summed up in one line by a participant who
noted, "I can teach a lawyer computers ...
a lot faster than I can teach hackers law."

The most heated and interesting debate
during the conference concerned the issue
of whether or not software should be

(continued)
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of the hackers have found-and most
started with purely intellectual motiva
tion. A reporter from the Washington
Post said that he was leaving to write
a story about the mixed feelings
among the hacker community regard
ing wealth. Gene Wallis. an engineer
who was an early Homebrew Com
puter Club member said. "I went to
that original meeting lof the Home
brew Computer Clubj in Gordon
French's garage, and I think the two
of us are the only ones who aren't
millionaires today."

Some were still captivated by the
vision of a community of hackers. Lee
Felsenstein, Homebrew Computer
Club member and designer of the Sol
and Osborne I computers. proposed
a public project to create a "Hacker's
Macintosh." Felsenstein said that his
Hacker's Mac was a new name for
projects he has previously described
as the "Tom Swift Terminal" or "A
Convivial Cybernetic Device:' The per
sonal computer that he now envisions
would be similar to the Macintosh but
in the public domain. and it would be
expandable and available in kit form.

Another Macintosh designer. Steve
Capps, suggested that the next
hacker's frontier lies in homebrew
chips. Sophisticated design tools that
run under UNIX on advanced work
stations are now available in the
public domain. This means that it is
possible for an individual or group to
specify a VLSI (very-large-scale inte
gration) design and then send it over
a packet-switching network to one of
several silicon foundries for fabrica
tion.

One of the weekend's surprises was
the group's positive reaction to the
Macintosh. Aside from BYTE colum
nist Jerry Pournelle. who continued to
grumble that the Mac was a toy and
not a true computer, the consensus
appeared to be that Macintosh was
a genuine hacker's machine and in a
sense comprised a good portion of
the original hacker's vision. (For an
other view of the Hackers' Con
ference. see "Computing at Chaos
Manor" by Jerry Pournelle. page 313.)

'led Kaehler, a designer of the Small
(continued)
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placed in the public domain. FORTH
programmer John James said that he
considered the public-domain nature
of FORTH to be "both its soul and its
curse."' MIT hacker Richard Stallman.
who is working on a public-domain
version of UNIX called GNU, argued
for the creation of "a loving software
sharing community."

Not everyone agreed. Some said
that hackers needed to be able to
make a living from their work and the
free copying of software would pre
vent that. Programmer Robert Wood
head said that there is a difference
between products and tools: "My soul
is in that product. I don't want anyone
changing that. IHowever, I if someone
sees my stuff and likes it. I will tell
Ihimj how I did it in a moment."

Others evidenced corporate loyalty.
Macintosh designer Bill Atkinson re
sponded that "Hackers want me to
give Ithisj OuickDraw code away, but
there is this thing called IBM and I
want Apple to be around in 20 years."'
Macintosh hardware designer Burrell
Smith bemoaned the maturity of the
personal computer industry. "One of
the complexities of hacking is that we
wanted a pure model. Now the world
is more complicated. We have stock
options and salaries to worry about."

Falling somewhere in between the
public domain and private hackers
were software hackers like Andrew
Fluegelman and Bob Wallace who
coined the terms Freeware and Share
ware, respectively, to represent their
attempts to give software away and
make a living at the same time. (The
idea of "user-supported" software
frees programs for copying but asks
users who find the programs of value
to them to send a contribution to the
author.) Wallace called his Shareware
idea a "marketing hack" and said that
his company. Ouicksoft. has made
$250.000 during the past year by giv
ing software away and requesting a
donation. Fluegelman added that he
believes only about one in ten peo
ple who made copies of his commu
nications program. PC-Talk, actually
sent him a donation.

These conflicts seemed to be the
result of the sudden wealth that many
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HOW TO BUY SOFTWARE
. WHEN ALL THE ADS

LOOK THE SAME.
We know it's hard to choose

a software house. All
the ads say the same

thing-"Lowest prices;' "fastest
delivery;' "best support;' "biggest
inventory:'

Trouble is, although the
claims are the same, the com
panies are very different. Which
is why we want you to know
some important facts about us:

1 800-S0FTWARE is one of
• the oldest and most repu

table firms in the industry. Our
customers include IBM, GE,
Hewlett-Packard, Xerox, AT&T,
and thousands of other satisfied
buyers.

2 Our National Accounts Pro
• gram offers volume dis

counts and valuable services to
large software users. We offer
incredibly low prices on large
bids!

3 We have a giant, $1,000,000
• inventory. Which means we

can offer next-day delivery if
needed.

4 With every product you get
• friendly, expert technical

support. Have a question?
You'll be glad you bought from
800-S0FTWARE!

5 We'll match our com-
• petitors' prices on most

products. We never cut service.

6 We never charge extra for
• credit card purchases, nor

do we process for payment until
the product is shipped. (Our com
petitors don't make this claim!)

7 You'll automatically receive
• our Technical Support

Newsletter-a great way to stay
up-to-date.

8 We are members of the
• Better Business Bureau

and the Direct Marketing
Association.

9 We want your business.
• And your repeat business.

Which is why we work so hard to
keep you happy. Give us a call and
let us prove it!

CHECK OUT ALL OUR INCREDIBLE PRICES:
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Volkswriter Deluxe $179 SOfTWARE PUBLISHERS" Other Products NEW lOW PRICES!
LOTUS" PfS file/Graph/Write $ 84 MAXELL" & MEMOREX" DISKETTES CAll

1-2-3 $295 PfS Repo,t $ 75 NORTON UTILITIES" $ 59
Symphony $425 SORCIM/IUS" OKIDATA" PRINTERS NEW lOW PRICES'

MICROPRO<l> Supe,Calc 2/3 $1591$195 PRINCETON GRAPHICS'" MONITORS CAll
Wo,dSta, 2000/2000 Plus CAll EasyWriter II System $185 OUAORAM'" CAll
WordS tar Pro Package/P.P. Plus $259/$359 IUS Easy Business Accounting $299/mod. WESTERN UNION EASY L1NK<!> fREE
InfoStar CAll All Other Products CALL
ChartSta, $239

WE ALSO CARRY HUNDREDS OF OTHER PRODUCTS!

IZJ BOO-SOFTWARE, INC.

•
940 Dwight Way
Berkeley, CA 94710..

Inquiry 2

(SOO-SOFTWARE)
To order call toll-free:

800·227·4587 OR 415·644·3611

D Dealer inquiries welcome.
o Quantity discounts available through our

National Accounts Program.
D Purchase orders accepted. Please call us

in advance.
D Call for shipping charges. Overnight de

livery available.
D We do not add surcharge for credit card

purchases.
D Prices may change. Above prices are for

D :~t~;~~tronndaf~~!~~~:i~ome:
TELEX #751743 800 SOFTWARE UD.
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aUICKCODE III ™

dBASE Program Generator

• Create CMD files automatically
• Data entry screens
• Data input error checking
• Computed fields &totals
• Link up to 8databasesl

Why write programs yourself?
Let QUICKCODE III do it!

dGRAPH III ™

dBASE Graphics System

• Pie, line, bar charts
• Printer, plotter, or CRT
• Many automatic features

dUTIL III ™

dBASE Program Utility

• Finds program errors
• Improves code
• Saves time
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The GEM Desktop
is similar to the
Mac user interface.

talk language and a computer scien
tist at Xerox's Palo Alto Research
Center, called for experimentation in
computer ecosystems by using per
sonal computers to model software
"organisms" that would be able to
evolve and mutate in previously un
known ways.

By the third day no one really
seemed to be sure what the sig
nificance of the conference was. How
ever, there was a good feeling and a
sense of community. Anyone attend
ing would instantly have realized that
the stereotype of computer hackers
as isolated individuals is nowhere
near accurate. 'fed Nelson, author of
Computer Lib and a member of the
Xanadu Project. compared the gather
ing to Woodstock, saying that the
meeting was "where it was at" for per
sonal computer designers.

At the end, Robert Woodhead con
cluded during a "blue sky" session on
Sunday morning: "What I want is a
computer program that will argue
with Jerry Pournelle and win."

DR JOINS THE PARTY
The bitter "window wars" being
fought for dominance in the user in
terface arena are continuing. Digital
Research (DR) has started off 1985
with a new entry of its own called
GEM, for Graphics Environment
Manager, which is a fancy way of say
ing that the product does windows

Designed to simulate the Apple
Lisa/Macintosh environment on com
puters built around the Intel 8086 and
Motorola 68000 families of micropro
cessors (including IBM, AtarL and
others), GEM features the pull-down
menus, bit-mapped graphics, mouse
control. and multiple type fonts com
mon to the descendants of the pio
neering Xerox Star It will work on a
standard bit-mapped monitor, though
it does contain drivers for some of the

new higher-resolution graphics card/
monitor combinations.

As an OEM (original equipment
manufacturer) product bundled with
computers, GEM will include a Desk
top application along with the inter
face routines and drivers. The Desk
top application is similar to the Macin
tosh user interface; with it you can
perform standard maintenance and
file operations in exactly the same
style as you can on the Mac. although
you'll have access to all your other
software. When you call up a non
GEM program, the GEM Desktop
exits and lets the application take over
the screen; when the application is
finished, the Desktop reclaims the dis
play. However, programs written to be
used with GEM can calion GEM's
graphics and screen-handling routines
to provide a fast windowing interface
with a handsome appearance.

GEM is an environment. not an
operating system. On 8086 machines,
it will work with MS-DOS and PC-DOS
without modification, as well as with
any of DR's newer operating systems
functioning in DOS mode. As such, it
is not a multitasking product-concur
rency is seen as an operating-system
feature. GEM is much closer in con
cept to its predecessor, GSX, an
operating-system extension that pro
vided graphics drivers for a wide
variety of printers, plotters, input
devices, and high-resolution monitors.
GEM and MS-DOS together take up
a little under 128K bytes of RAM
(random-access read/write memory).

How does DR intend to get software
developers to write for GEM? Easy.
For a one-time fee of about S500, any
programmer can receive DR's Pro
grammer's Toolkit (software, utilities,
and documentation). telephone hot
line support. and unlimited dis
tribution rights to GEM. Obviously,
the hope is that software authors will
decide to use GEM as a shortcut in
interface design of their products.

It's a novel approach to distribution,
and time will tell if it's a good one, but
it is certainly well planned to serve the
needs of all parties involved-devel
opers, manufacturers, DR, and even
end users. _



1elMdeois
themultiusersystem

forcompanies

TheTeleVtdeo Personal Mini Family
Growingcompanies need a compu

ter system that will grow right along
with them. Simply and eoonomically.

A computer system that lets
people communicate and share
resources. Even work on the same
file simultaneously.

The TeleVideo- Personal Mini
Family is that system.

Runs PC, mini and
multiuser software.

With the TeleVideo Personal Mini,
users of ffiM- or TeleVideo PCS,
XTs, and portable computers can
share data, as well as expensive
peripherals, like printers and plotters.

The Personal Mini dramatically
increases computing power. So it not

only runs PC software, but also
hundreds of popular, fast mini
computer and multiuser programs.
Without destroying your established
PC environment.

And, unlike less advanced net
works, the Personal Mini never
sacrifices performance or speed
regardless of how many workstations
are on line.

Build on your original
PC investment.

Even our system expansion costs
are substantially less than what you'd
pay to add new ffiM PCS. And your
original investment in hardware.
software and personal computer
education is never lost.

Your TeleVideo dealer has the
Personal Mini. Arrange to see it today
by calling toll free, 800..521..4897.
In California, callSOO..821..3774.
Ask for operator 10.

The TeleVideo Personal Mini.
The growing business computer.
Regional Sales Offices: Northwest
(408) 971-0255, Southwest (714) 476-0244,
Southcenttal (214) 258-6776, Midwest
(312) 397-5400, Southeast (404) 447-1231,
Mid-Atlantic (703) 556-7764, Northeast
(617) 890-3282, East (516) 496-4777, Rocky
Mountain (714) 476-0244.

Systems
~_SywCans,Inc.

IBM is • rqistcr«t rrademark of Inrcmarional eum... Machines
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DATABASE MANA

d new improved
sort time.

(time to sort 1,000 records)
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GEMENT SYSTEMS

Rtime.

(time to sort the same 1,000 records)

When the other leading DBMS company finally came up with a new improved
version, some people thought the waiting was over.

How wrong they were.
Because even with this upgraded version, you still have to wait a minute and a half

for a simple data sort.
At Microrim, however, we've always thought that was too long to wait. Fact is,

our original R:base'" 4000 is still three times faster than the best they could do.
And that's only the beginning. With R:base 4000, you don't have to create a

separate file every time you want to set up a data sort. Or go through three separate
commands before you see an answer. Instead, you just use one command: SELECT.
Which can save you a lot of time and disk space.·While increasing your productivity
far more than their new improved version ever will. And we can show you just
how much. For only $9.95 (plus shipping), we'll send you a demo package. Just call
1-800-547-4000, Dept. 503 . In Oregon, or outside the U.S., call 1-503-684-3000,
Dept. 503 . Or visit your nearest software
or computer store.

Now available for the IBM PC-AT."
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LocalArea Networks
For Large Organizations

For five years NESTAR has ventured where giants have feared to
tread-local area networking. In fact NESTAR has installed more

large local area networks in large institutions than any other
manufacturer.

Soon the giants will be involved in networking and that will
ensure broad industry support NESTAR's products will be totally
compatible and complementary to the systems
sold by the giants. That way you receive the
advanced technology and responsiveness of ~
NESTAR today with the comfort that compatibility ~

Witta~i~~~:rZ~g~YourCOPYOf: ~~ /%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%!""Executive Briefing" (jf/.,~
2585 East Bayshore Road, .~~
Palo Alto, CA 94303· (415) 493-2223 ~
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Multitasking FORTH
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B·Y·T·E U.K.

1\vo British
versions and a
FORTH..based

computer

BY DICK POUNTAIN

Dick Pountain is a tecnnical autnor
and software consultant living in

London. England. Address
correspondence to nim do BYTE.

POB 372. Hancock, NH 03449.

T hough the FORTH language was in
vented and developed in the
United States, it now has practi

tioners all over the world, thanks to the
unflagging efforts of FIG (the FORTH in
terest Group) Interest in FORTH is par
ticularly keen in the U.K. and Germany. I've
been programming in FORTH for several
years and have a strong interest in the
language and its development.

FORTH has always been the least
academic of computer languages; its users
tend to be engineering-oriented, and many
computer science departments still don't
seem to have heard of it at all. Because
many professional FORTH users are in
volved with control applications (process
monitoring and control. instrument control.
etc.). much attention has been paid to the
provision of real-time and multitasking
capability (doing more than one thing at
once, by the clock). This is crucial if most
of your programming activity has to inter
face with real-world events; time and tide
wait for no man, still less for a computer.

It turns out that multitasking is easy to ac
complish in FORTH, due to its simplicity of
structure, and multitasking systems can be
implemented on very small machines, such
as the Commodore 64 and Sinclair ZX81,
which would not normally be considered
very promising hosts for multitasking. A
couple of multitasking FORTH systems have
been written recently in Britain.

THE FORTH MACHINE
From one point of view, FORTH can be
regarded as a p-code system like UCSD
Pascal. The interpreter/compiler/interpreter
"sandwich" that we call FORTH produces
lists of addresses that ultimately point to
executable instructions via more or fewer
levels of indirection according to the
threading scheme used in a particular im
plementation (see "Faster FORTH" by
Ronald L. Greene, June 1984 BYTE, page
127). These executable instructions are not
processor instructions, as would be the case

with a native-code compiler for Pascal or
C. but are the primitive routines that make
up the kernel of FORTH. They can be
regarded as constituting the instruction set
of a virtual FORTH "machine" that runs
FORTH programs.

This "machine" is much simpler than
existing microprocessors. It's stack-based,
like the UCSD p-machine, and uses no
registers at all. The instructions are "zero
address:' as all arithmetic is performed on
data held on the stack, and all parameter
passing is done via the stack. The FORTH
machine has two stacks, one for data and
one to hold return addresses so that FORTH
knows what to do next when an operation
is completed. The total number of instruc
tions is small (typically less than 50) and
most of them are concerned with manipu
lating data on the stack: for example, DUP
duplicates the stack top item, and SWAP
swaps the top two items.

Of course in a real FORTH system running
on a real microprocessor, such as the Z80
or 8088, the FORTH machine instructions
are subroutines written in the host's ma
chine code. and processor registers are used
to maintain the stacks and perform
arithmetic operations (though there now
exists at least one version of a real hard
ware FORTH machine, which I'll mention
again at the end of this article).

T ASK SCHEDULING
The simplicity of the structure of the FORTH
"machine" makes multitasking easy com
pared to more conventional languages. The
simplest conceptual scheme is to merely
"clone" the machine, giving each task its
own stacks, some private memory. and a
slice of processor time, hence its own
machine. The context of any task is defined
by the contents of its stacks, so context
switching becomes a matter of making each
task point to the task whose turn is next in
a circular queue; the so-called "round
robin" method of task scheduling.

(continued)
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xFORTH 2.0
I've been using a British implementa
tion of FORTH called xFORTH for
several years. It's now the program
ming tool I reach for most often for

(continued)

neighbor at some convenient point in
mid-execution. In this case the task
gets put back to the end of the queue
and can start where it left off the next
time around. In the third case, the task
may need some resource that isn't
available yet. such as data from an
other task or-more likely-some slow
external device like a printer or input

The digitizer surpasses all
other input devices for tracing and
pointing and menuing. GTCG
digitizers use patented electromag
netic technology for years of silent,
maintenance-free operation.

Ask your dealer about the
GTCG DIGI-PAD.

'" DIGI-PAD and Micro DIGI·PAD are registered
trademarks of GTeG Corporation.

TMAutoCAD is a trademark of Autodesk Inc.
TMCADPLAN is a trademark of Personal CAD

Systems, Inc.

Fasler CAD Inpul
The GTCG DIGI-PAD is a fast trac
ing device, a function the mouse
can't perform at all. It's an absolute
screen pointing device for direct
cursor control. It can also proVide
direct, simple menu selection. The
GTCG DIGI-PAD is a digitizer
tablet in sizes including 12"x 12",
11 "x 17", 20"x 20", 24"x 36", 36"x
48" and 42"x 60".

TheDIGI-PAD is easily interfaced
to PCs and is compatible with most
PC/CAD software, such as AutoCAD™
and CADPLAWM

•

from a port. This task also goes to
sleep and must be awakened when
the resource is ready; this might be
done by an interrupt routine or by a
message from another task.

Since FORTH is an interactive sys
tem like BASIC. one task. called the
'"terminal task:' is normally in charge
of the keyboard and screen, and any

____________________________---, other tasks are '"background tasks:'
which don't use keyboard or screen
directly. The background tasks get run
while the terminal task is waiting for
input (which is most of the time). You
interact with the terminal task, usual
ly without any noticeable degradation
of response if the tasks are well
designed. You could, for instance, be
editing a program or processing your
experimental results while a back
ground task is reading in and storing
results from an instrument every 100
milliseconds.

FORTH Inc.'s polyFORTH (the cur
rent version of Charles Moore's
original FORTH) has used a simple
scheme of this type for many years to
provide full multiuser multiprogram
ming on minicomputers and more
recently on the IBM Personal Com
puter (PC). In a multiuser system, each
user has his or her own terminal task.

The single FORTH word PAUSE
does virtually all of the scheduling
mentioned above; when nothing's
happening PAUSE runs around the
task queue looking for something to
do. When any task becomes active it
gets a turn on the central processing
unit (CPU). If any includes a call to
PAUSE in its definition, it then hands
over the CPU and gets rescheduled.

POFORTH from Laboratory Micro
systems Inc. uses an even simpler
(though more limited) version of the
scheme, using only one pair of stacks;
in this system you must make sure
that any background tasks leave both
the stacks exactly as they found them
or you're in trouble.

Any task running in such a multi
tasked system can expect one of three
fates. It can run to completion if it's
lucky, in which case it merely passes
control over to the next task in the
round robin and goes to sleep. If run
ning to completion would take so long
that the other tasks couldn't get a look
in, the task could hand over to its
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Take control ofyour computer.

Optional] OM hard disk
or optional DS/DDfloppy

L. E. D. ground and
line indicators

•Allprices sugg"'ted re/m/.

-_=-. -...!-;..~'....:• .:-. _-Jllt_
~

: • r-;__ • ••• ..-~

. •",,,;~, .•=- ~._ -.-.1
- ,---

Available at fine computer stores everywhere,
or by mail or phone. MasterCard and
Visa accepted. Dealer inquiries invited

The Controllers~
Controlpower, peripherals,
spikes, andglitches.
Power Control 1
• 4 outlets control computer and 3 peripherals
• AC surge suppressor
• attractive metal enclosure
• 1~" high, 16" wide, 10" deep

$6995complete"

Power Control 2
All the features of Power Control 1 plus:
• 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
• 1 stage noise filter
• IEC power connector

$8995
complete"

Power Control 3
All the features of Power Control 1 & 2 plus:
• illuminated switches
• 3 stage noise filter
• cross suppression between all 4 outlets

$12995
comp/etl!

Relax
Technology
The company that works
so you can relax
andget down to business.
3101 Whipple Rd. #25
Union City, CA 94587
415/471-6112

"'Or' .-gantzespower WIres
6 cords in - 1 cord out

".1-.' J .. ~. ,,: .*'.' J t
" • 1.1 f' I •• ,',t;i:liliW, t f I I ... I • • t I.. I I •••• t •• I

1111188 ~I
I

The Expanders~
Controlpower and expand
withfloPPY or hard disks.
Power Expansion 1
• 1 stage noise filter
• AC surge suppression
• IEC power connector
• attractive metal enclosure
• 3~" high, 16" wide, 11" deep
• optional internal power supply
• optional floppy and hard disk drives
Power Expansion 1 $14995'

w/Internal Power Supply $21995'
w/Power Supply, DS/DD Drive, All Cables
and Instructions. Expands XT
or Compatible ~34995'

w/Power Supply, Half Height 10M Hard
Disk Drive, All Cables and Instructions.
Expands PC or Compatible $114995'
20M Drive $144995'

Power Expansion 2
All the features of Power Expansion 1 plus:
• 6 outlets controlled by front switches
• 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
• LED ground and line indicators
• 3 stage noise filter
• cross suppression between all 6 outlets
• optional internal power supply
• optional floppy and hard disk drives
Power Expansion 2 $19995'

w/lnternal Power Supply $26995'
w/Power Supply, DS/DD Drive, All Cables
and Instructions. Expands XT
or Compatible ~39995'

w/Power Supply, Half Height 10M Hard
Disk Drive, All Cables and Instructions.

Expands PC or Compatible $119995'
20M Drive $149995'

-I

Master switch
turns computer and

allperipherals on or off
at the same time

5 individual switches
give you control over

peripherals

The Backups~
Backup powerfor peace
ofmind and memory.
Backup Power Source 1
• delivers up to 225 watts @ 120V.AC
• 40 minutes of power at 50% load
• visual and audible power interrupt alarm
• fast automatic switching

(Wi/bin 6 milliseconds qfpeak vol/age de/oc/ion)
·2 Outlets
• AC surge suppressor
• 3 stage noise filter
• thermal output protection
• IEC power connector
• attractive metal enclosure
• 3~" high, 16" wide, 11" deep

$37995
complete"

Backup Power Source 2
All the features of Power Source 1 plus:
• 6 outlets controlled by front switches
• switchable visual and audible alarm
• 10 amp master switch circuit breaker
• cross suppression between all 6 outlets
• optional 2 hour auxiliary power pack

$49995
comple/I!

Auxiliary Power Pack
• 2 hours of power at full load
• plugs directly into either of our backup units
• mcludes 6 rechargable 12V power cells
• backup units keep power cells at full charge
• heavy duty power cable
• 3W' high, 16" wide, 11" deep

$29995 compie/I!
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GSS SELECTS LATTICE
FOR GRAPHICS SOFTWARE

I LATTICE WORKS

system, and floating-point math. It
allows you to write applications as
stand-alone .COM files (with com
mand-line arguments if you wish) and
uses very extensive vectoring to let
you customize the system: you can
compile a whole new system onto a
small supplied machine-code kernel.
Mees also included the source code
for most of the high-level parts of the
system.

The xFORTH file system is par
ticularly special: it divides CP/M's
8-megabyte disk address space into
eight I-megabyte virtual-memory seg
ments, each of which can have a
separate file attached for multifile
working. Packages are available for se
quential (nonblocked) I/O (input/
output) and matrix manipulation.
xFORTH is also fast. turning the BYTE
version of the Sieve of Eratosthenes
around in 77 seconds (for \0 itera
tions) and Ray Duncan's version in 43
seconds on my 4-MHz Z80 system.

Just before going "down under:' Pro
fessor Mees completed version 2.0 of
xFORTH. Version 2.0 is direct
threaded (hence 15 percent faster)
and incorporates perhaps the fullest
version of multitasking currently
available in an implementation of
FORTH. To the simple round-robin
scheduler described above. it adds
real-time delays and communication
between tasks by means of multistate
semaphores. This allows the program
ming of "demons" tasks that sleep
until a specified event wakes them up
(ideally. with a flash and a puff of
white smoke!).

The syntax you use for multitasking
in FORTH is clear and simple. In
xFORTH 2.0. you create tasks like or
dinary colon definitions but using
TASK: thus

TASK: TEST 12 minutes
DELAYFOR .'~t last!" ;

This task will do nothing at all until
you start it by typing TEST START It
does nothing for 12 minutes more
and then prints "At last'" The word
DELAYUNTIL works in a similar way
but delays until an absolute clock
time.

Lattice. Inc.
P. O. Box 3072
Glen Ellyn. IL 60138
(312) 858-7950
TWX 910-291-2190

ASK ABOUT OUR "TRADE
UP TO LATTICE C POLICY"

allow the direct application of creative
ideas without the constraints of many
large-scale systems. Software develop
ment firms can develop graphics pro
grams faster and at less cost."

The two companies also agreed to a
continued sharing of technology
which will support the development of
standardized graphics software and
ease the distribution of products.

After purchase, return registration cards
for free subscription to the "Lattice
Works" newsletter and important informa
tion about the Lattice Users Group

LATTICE C NAMED
'BEST OF 1984'

The Lattice C compiler has been
rated 'Best of 1984' by PC Magazine.
According to columnist Peter Norton,
"The Lattice C compiler is quite good

and in my opinion noticeably bet
ter than any of its competitors. Lattice
C generates code that is quite compact
and fast running; the closest competi
tor in my tests generated code that
was about 10 to 15 percent bulkier."

xFORTH is a CP/M 2.2 system con
forming to the FORTH-79 standard
(published by the FORTH Interest
Group) with a host of extensions.
xFORTH provides facilities that are
somewhat similar to Laboratory
Microsystems' Z80 FORTH, that is, a
powerful full-screen editor with
search-and-replace, a proper CP/M file

LATTICE UNVEILS
FOUR PRODUCTS

Lattice has announced the avail
ability of four new software products
for MS-DOS environments:

C-SPRITE is a software tool that sim
plifies debugging of programs written
in Lattice C or assembly language.
Cost: $175 per copy.

LMK is an Automated Product Gen
eration Utility (UNIX "MAKE") that
enhances productivity and relieves
the tedium of rebuilding complex soft
ware systems or documents. Cost: $195
per copy.

The TEXT MANAGEMENT UTILITY
PACKAGE includes utilities to search
a set of files for simple or complicated
patterns. to see the exact minimal dif
ferences between two text files. and to
modify one or more text files automat
ically. Cost: $120 per copy.

CVUE is a full screen text editor
that supports all normal screen editor
functions and includes a configura
tion program to define tabstop posi
tions. horizontal scrolling and edit
commands. Cost: $100 per copy.

For complete information on these
new prOducts, contact Lattice.

Graphic Software Systems (GSS) and
Lattice, Inc. recently joined forces to
offer VDI & GKS graphics. based on the
emerging ANSI standard, for the C lan
guage. As a reSUlt. Lattice is market
ing graphics-based software that takes
full advantage of the capabilities of
personal computers.

According to Lattice President
David A. Schmitt, "this coupling will

CP/M jobs, in preference to my C com
piler, Pascal. or BASIC. xFORTH was
written and distributed by Cambridge
mathematician Alistair Mees (at a
price that ranks it with BDS C and
Thrbo Pascal as one of the great soft
ware bargains of our time). Mees has
recently departed for Australia to take
up the Chair of Mathematics at Perth.

(continued)
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Introducing the next generation of tape Ives for
the micro computer industry-Only $695°O~·s.

To order in U.S.A. or Canada
Call Toll Free:

1-800-268-5412

1DterDa1 Mowat ADI 1010
U.s.A. ....OO
Canada 11195J1O
Stemdal...ADS 1010
U.S.A. 11I5.OO
Canada,las.OO

e Random Access
If your hard disk fails, the
DATASAFE can be used just
like a disk with a seek time of
4518C end to endl No more
down time for hard disk failures.

UB) CIiDklIl St., Buffalo, New York IGl6
T": (716) 6lM-S366 T": 916G1

THE TAPE MEDIA

n.DATASAn.- iDdU8lry
IIaDdard 1I4-lApe aD & ..u
thrudiDq 2.2" opoaI. You juat
cbop 1M nel in 1M dri_ &lid
<:be 1M door-1M~do.1M
NIl, 1IO.....mq with IelIder lApel
n.108diDq~ilIlimi
Jar to 1M.,am U88d in Iuqe
campuIera. You do Dot ba_ to
pay faDcy~ for lApe cart·
rid9-. 1M 10 or 20 IMCJ apooIa
... only $14.95 (US)I$22.95 (e)

BUSINESS MAamtES INC.
762 GoJdan su.Rd., WiIlowdaIe, Ont. CaDada N2H 3B4
Tel.: (416) 497-a531 T": 06-986133

• No Fancy Installation
The DATASAFE can be
mounted intemally (it is daisy
chained off the eziBting floppy
controller 10 you don't need any
additional slots), or you can UI8

the sta.ndalone unit. The sta.nd
alone unit plugs into the con
nector at the back of the com
puter. It neecla no special in
stallation. You can euily move
it from computer to computer.

• Easy to Use
The tape driveloob just like a
floppy to the computer, the
DClS command, you uelamiliar
with work just the same on the
DATASAFE.

• Reliable
The DATASAFE addresses all
the problem issues of tape
backup. The DATASAFE has a
simple and elegant tape self
tIueaciinQ tape tranaport system
that puts it far ahead of any
other on the market. It baa been
coD8istently t8llted for over
150,000 self threading 1000cla
without failure.

• Unlimited Capacity
Each tape holds 10 meg data on
the ADI 1010 and 20 meo on
the ADS 1020, but this does DOt
limit the capacity, using the
MS-DOS BACKUP utility, you
can bBckup any amount at data.

eFTI;K
- -- - -- '-P-R-IM-E-O-EALER---O-IS-TR-IB-UT-O-R-r-ERR--Ir-O-R-I-ES-A-VAILAB---LE-.-O-EM--C-ALL-S-I-NVI-r-E-O-.-
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PAUSE is the main scheduling loop
as described above, so a task like

TASK: ALARM
BEGIN temperature @
100<
WHILE PAUSE
REPEAT
BELL ." It's Boiling!!"

could be used to check the value of
a variable "temperature" and sound
the alarm when it reaches 100. The
task runs concurrently with other
tasks, and the PAUSE guarantees that
the others will get a share of pro
cessor time. Whenever ALARM gets
its turn to run, it begins where it left
off. so it sees REPEAT and loops back
to take another temperature, terminat
ing only when the temperature is
greater than 100.

'Tasks in xFORTH may be normal or
background. The terminal task {user}
takes control after boot-up and
behaves as the usual FORTH inter
preter. Any other normal task can call
all words in the main dictionary and
use I/O. but since its private dictionary
is small. it should not compile code.
Background tasks occupy less space:
they have no terminal-input buffer,
smaller stacks. and are defined using
BTASK:. The number of tasks is
limited only by memory, processing
power, and prudence.

'Tasks can communicate through
semaphores. Semaphores are data
structures. declared like variables. that
contain a variable and queue. Normal
ly the variable is used only as a flag
(a "two-state semaphore"); the word
WAIT reads this flag. To control access
to a printer from several concurrent
tasks we could define a semaphore in
the follOWing way:

SEMAPHORE printer

and then a task that uses the printer
would contain code like

TASK: job1 some code ...
printer WAIT
some printing code ..
printer AVAILABLE
etc .

When printer WAIT is executed.
WAIT checks the semaphore flag. If it
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is "go" then job1 gets the printer (and
sets the flag to "stop" to hold off other
tasks). When it's finished with the
printer. printer AVAILABLE takes job1
out of the queue. If WAIT had found
the flag to be at "stop:' then job1
wouldn't get the printer but would be
put on the back of the queue to try
its luck the next time around. AVAIl
ABLE doesn't actually pass control to
the next job in the queue; you have
to do that explicitly with PAUSE.

By using a full 16-bit variable inside
its semaphores, xFORTH allows for
having more than the two states
"stop" and "go:' Such multistate
semaphores can be used to count
how many times a resource is ac
cessed. SIGNAL is used instead of
AVAILABLE to increment the count
by one at each access; such counting
semaphores can be used to manage
buffers effectively.

Demons are programmed as back
ground tasks that use a semaphore to
keep them in a WAIT when there's
nothing for them to do. A good ex
ample of a demon is the clock
monitor in the xFORTH system that
reads the hardware clock for timing
delays. This monitor task does
nothing at all if no delayed tasks exist.
As soon as you create a delayed task,
the monitor wakes up and schedules
itself to time the task. This approach
makes for more efficient use of the
processor than having a monitor that
runs all the time or. worse still. mak
ing every individual task read the
clock itself.

As you can see, the multitasking in
xFORTH is rather more sophisticated
than the simple round-robin with
which we started. There may be
several different queues (delayed
tasks. semaphore queues) apart from
the main one. but xFORTH manages
all the queues invisibly to the pro
grammer. Think of it as a merry-go
round. with people standing in line to
get on at different points around its
circumference.

xFORTH is now being handled by
Cambridge System Software at
Shelford Road. Trumpington. Cam
bridge. England. There is at the mo
ment no version for the 8088 micro-

processor. but one is rumored to be
in the works.

64TH
64th (you have to say it aloud to catch
the pun) is a multitasking FORTH sys
tem for the Commodore 64 written by
Matthew Woolf, a computer science
student at Aberystwyth University. A
devoted 6502 hacker. he originally
wrote 64th on a Commodore PET at
a time when he couldn't afford to buy
a version of FORTH. It can run from
cassette but is obviously much better
from disk.

Though 64th is quite unorthodox in
some respects (for example. the
editor uses the Commodore built-in
screen editor), 64th largely conforms
to FORTH as described in Starting
FORTH by FORTH Inc. and Leo Brodie
(Prentice-Hall, 1982). 64th has many
extensions to support the 64's special
features such as sprites, sound. and
the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers) disk file
system.

The philosophy behind the 64th
multitasking ability is quite different
from the "round-robin" software
scheduler we've been looking at so
far. 64th uses an interrupt-driven sys
tem. Each task that is running receives
an equal time slice on the processor.
controlled by a timer interrupt. The
size of this time slice can be varied
by the programmer through a system
word called setrate The default value
is 16.667 milliseconds per slice.

'Task types are somewhat different
from those in the systems I've men
tioned so far. You can make any colon
defined word into a task by typing

task anyword submit

which puts "anyword" onto the task
list and executes it. Up to 120 such
tasks can be submitted. The fore
ground program is any ordinary
FORTH program and is not con
sidered a task. Another way to look
at it is that all tasks are background
tasks. but without any restriction on
their use of I/O. ,etc.

64th only uses the two normal
FORTH stacks and all tasks share

(continued)



HIGH PERFORMANCE COMPANY

JC INFORMATION SYSTEMS, INC.
469 Valley Way

Milpitas, CA 95035
(408) 945-0318

TWX 910·381·7041

PC, personal computer has become a
commodity product. It is just like a personal car.
It has limitations and problems. People expect PC
to do more than it can do.

JC is a growing computer. The superb
architecture can offer you painless expansion for
your organization. If your computer must be able
to grow as you grow, JC is your only choice.

JC computers have been available thru our
world-wide dealer network since 1979. The
installed base of computers is now reaching
10,000 units. Our latest addition features a multi·
user, multi-processor system, based on our 80186
master/slave proGessor modules. It runs under
TurboDos * 1.4 operating system with PCIDOS
emulation.

JC users agree that our computers truly offer
expandability, low cost, and high performance.

If you want to know more, contact us. Let one
of our professional dealers help you. They will
hold your hand until you get solutions, not
problems.

- -= JC SYSTEMS--- ------ -

•TurboOos is a trademark of Software 2000, Inc.
• PC/DOS is a trademark of IBM Corporation.
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Now there'sADowJones Software™
for the MacintoshMcomputer.

In the beginning there was DowJones
Straight Th1k~

All across the country, Macintosh'" computers - and their
owners - are getting smart with just the information they
need: an electronic encyclopedia, business news and
information, the latest stock quotes, sports and weather
reports, airline schedules and .fures. Point, click, DowJones
News/Retrieva140 and other leading electronic information
services are at your fingertips.

In fuct so many Macintosh computers are getting smart
that Straight Talk is a best seller.

Now there's more.
Introducing DowJones Spreadsheet Link'" and

Dow Jones Market Manager PLUS'" - new software for the
Macintosh computer.

DowJones Spreadsheet link adds brainpower to your
Multiplan40 spreadsheet. Just collect the financial informa
tion you need from News/Retrieval and - click - Spreadsheet
Link automatically downloads it into your spreadsheet.

DowJones Market Manager PLUS makes portfolio
management as easy as using a mouse. With current stock
price information from News/Retrieval, the Market Manager
PLUS saves time in record keeping, giving you more time to
make smart investment decisions.

Call for more information on DowJones Software'"
for the Macintosh computer:

1-800-345-8500 ext. 100
(Alaska, Hawaii, and foreign, call 1-215-789-7008 ext. 1(0)

DowJones
Softwarellol
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64th runs the Sieve
almost seven
times faster than
Commodore BASIC.

them. A task can leave values on the
parameter stack. which can be picked
up by the next task to execute; when
all tasks on the list have completed,
any data left on the stack is auto
matically discarded.

You can optimize multiple tasks by
adjusting setrate after you have writ
ten and debugged them. Increasing
the time slice gives more time to the
foreground program (speeding it up)
and less to the tasks. while reducing
it does the converse. Certain time
slices have special significance; for in
stance 19.655 milliseconds is the
video-frame rate. and using this value
prevents flicker in a graphics task.

While it is not the fastest 6502
FORTH in the world. 64th runs the
Sieve in 620 seconds, almost seven
times faster than Commodore BASIC.
and since it provides a facility to in
clude in-line machine code in FORTH
definitions, you can pep it up where
required, eg.. in inner loop words. It
also allows you to write and. seal turn
key (i.e., autostart) programs so the
user cannot get into FORTH eveh in
the event of error. Thkeh together.
these features make it feasible to write
games in 64th. Combining the use of
sprites with multitasking has a won
derful effect on the mind when de
signing games; it's often very natural
to take the activities of a particular
sprite and make them into an in
dependent task.

The Commodore 64 is a very re
warding machine to run any FORTH
on, given the plethora of exotic (and
memory-mapped) devices it contains.
And running FORTH on it is much bet
ter than using its BASIC. For one thing
you get much more effective work
space than in BASIC (41500 bytes with
64th). and FORTH code is much more
compact. You can write nice little

BYTE U.K.

graphics and sound-authoring lan
guages using almost natural English
syntax instead of those reams of
PEEKs and POKEs.

You can obtain information on 64th
from Logic 3 Ltd.. Mountbatten
House. Victoria Street. Windsor.
England.

Several other multitasking FORTH
systems have been written over here.
including a ROM (read-only memory)
based one for the tiny Sinclair ZX81
but I'll have to keep them for a future
time slice.

THE FORTH MACHINE AGAIN
On the average microprocessor. a
FORTH program will tend to run
about 10 times slower than equivalent
machine code and usually 2 to 4
times slower than fully compiled C or
FORTRAN. Serious FORTH program
mers often daydream about a
machine that would directly execute
FORTH without this speed degrada
tion. I'm not referring to a conven
tional microprocessor with FORTH in
on-chip ROM, but a true stack-based
computer whose architecture em
bodies the FORTH virtual machine.

Such a machine has been built by
Metaforth Computer Systems of Hull.
Yorkshire. but since it is currently the
subject of several patent applications
I can't at present write about its de
tailed workings. All I can say is that it
is a Single-board processor built in
Bipolar logic (with some custom
devices). and it uses fast 35-nanosec
ond HMOS (high-performance metal
oxide semiconductor) RAM (random
access readlwrite memory) chips as its
hardware stacks. It has 16-bit memory
words and data paths and a 32-bit ad
dress bus. The architecture is ex
tremely simple and elegant. to a point
where many microprocessor engi
neers would have trouble recognizing
it as a computer at all.

I've witnessed the prototype run
ning at 2 million FORTH instructions
per second with a 10-MHz clock, and
the production version. with an im
proved architecture. should be cap
able of at least 5 million instructions
per second. Bear in mind that FORTH
instructions typically require between

10 and 50 Z80 instructions. In other
words. it will run FORTH programs
over 100 times faster than a Z80
(roughly equivalent to a high-end
superminicomputer).

The chief designer. Dr. Alan Win
field. has demonstrated that the
machine can support a full FORTH-79
system (and hence run any program)
with a minimum set of 27 instructions.
which would make the Berkeley RISC
(reduced instruction set computer)
look almost baroque. In practice
though. it's desirable to microcode
some theoretically unnecessary
primitives for the sake of speed. so
the final instruction set will include
closer to 40.

An interesting feature is that part of
the microcode-control store is writ
able. so that designers can add (a few)
new primitives to optimize special ap
plications; for instance. in a graphics
processor role you might add Raster
Ops (see February BYTE U.K.. "Realiz
ing a Dream:' page 379). The feature
could also make it easier to write op
timized compilers for other languages
such as C or LISP in FORTH to
broaden the machine's appeal.

The design would lend itself well to
a single-chip LSI (large-scale integra
tion) implementation (the number of
devices is tiny by today's standards).
but Hull is not Palo Alto, so that re
mains for th~ future.

At present Metaforth Computer Sys
tems is in the process of raising funds
to manufacture a single-board version
(dubbed MFI6LP) for delivery late this
year. Anyone who might find such a
device useful can get more informa
tion from Dr. A. Winfield. Metaforth
Computer Systems Ltd.. Unit 2b. New
lands Centre, Inglemire Lane, Hull.
England. _
IEditor's note: At the time of this writing.
NOVIX Corporation of Los Gatos, Califor
nia, and Charles Moore, the inventor of
FORTH, were developing a FORTH micro
processor on a single chip. There will be more
information available on this in a future issue
of BYTE. I
IAuthor's note: In the January BYTE U.K.
I erroneously stated that Amstrad is a sub
sidiary of GEe. In fact, Amstrad is a privately
owned company. I
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Serious Software Por The C Programmer Prom LifeboatoTM

Lattice® C Compiler: The serious sofware developer's first choice.
Selected for use by IBM,® Texas Instruments, Wang,® MicroPro,® Ashton-Tate;r.\\
IUS/Sorcim,1 Microsoft® and Lotus™ to name a few of the many. Why?
Lattice C is clearly the fInest 16 bit C compiler available today.

-Renowned for speed and code quality.
-Fully compatible with the C standards set forth by Kernighan and Ritchie.
-Four memory model options offer you unsurpassed control and versatility.
-Superior quality documentation.
-Now includes automatic sensing and use of the 8087 chip.
-Widest selection of supporting add-on packages.

Halo™: A graphics development package rapidly emerging as the industry standard.
-140 graphics commands including plot, line, arc, box circle and ellipse primitives,

bar and pie charts; pattern ftll and dithering commands.
-New: multiple viewports and "stroke text" for angling, scaling and fIlling text.

C Food Smorgasbord™: This beautifully written collection ofC functions is a valuable time saver.
-Library includes a binary coded decimal arithmetic package, level 0 I/O functions,

a terminal independence package, IBM PC ROM BIOS access functions and much more.

Pmate™: The premier editor for the programming professional.
Pmate is a full screen editor with its own powerful macro command language:

-Perform on screen row and column arithmetic, alphabetize lists,
translate code from one language to another, call up other macros.

-Customize Pmate almost any way you like.
-Contains 10 auxiliary buffers for storage of macros, text, subroutines.
-An "undo" feature allows the programmer to retrieve whole series of deleted items.

Additional C Tools
Available From Lifeboat:

© 1984 INTERSOrT CORPORATION
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Panel™: Screen formatter and data entry aid.
Lattice Wmdows™: Wmdowing utility; create "Vrrtual Screens?'
Plink_86™: The popular linker; includes extensive overlay capabilities.
PfIx86™: Dynamic debugging utility.
PflX86 PlusTM: Symbolic debugger with capacity to debug overlays.
Btrieve™: Database record access/retrievallibrary.
Phact: Multikeyed ISAM C-Function library.
Fabs: Fast access B-tree database function library.
Autosort: Fast sort/merge utility.
ESIP: 'C' program entry with automatic syntax checking and formatting.
Greenleaf Functions™: Library of over 200 popular C functions.

And much more.

IYES! Pk:se;;;;;;:e t~stFREE LifeboatT~logofC pr;;;;;;;.
Company Business
Name Phone _

IName Title _

Address _

ICity State Zip _
Please check the category where Lifeboat can best help you:

I
0 Software development 0 Corporate 0 Edw:ation
o Dealer/distributor 0 Government 0 Other _

Call Direct: 1-800-847-7078 (In NY State: 212-860-0300)

I Return coupon to: Lifeboat AssociatesTM
1651 Third Avenue, New York, NY 10128. 6/3
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An!!~pert
opinion.

"Smith-Corona 0-300 was by far the fastest, outstripping its
closest competition:'

"Programming can produce near-letter-quality so convincing that
it takes a magnifying glass to reveal the individual dots:'

"...I(j pick the Smith-Corona 0-300 for overall value. It is the fastest
in actual use, among the least noisy, and it provides the best flexibility in
terms of document printing:'

"Smith-Corona didn't leave anything out when they made the 0-300:'
-PC PRODUCTS MAGAZINE*

'These quotations are from a review of five popular printers priced at $800-$900 sU9gested retail price.

When America's foremost telecommunication and computer experts are this impressed by our
0-300 printer, what more can we possibly add, but our equally impressive manufacturer's suggested

retail price of $795.

i1J~III=111 E~~T~j~~
WE'RE WRITING THE FUTURE.

For more information on this product, write to Smith·Corona, 65 Locust Avenue, New Canaan, CT 06840. Smith·Corona is an operating group of SCM Corporation.
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A Sampler
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Thrbo Pascal
Megabit RAMs

UNIX

PC-980IF3

NEC APC III

IBM IX
WordStar 2000

BY WILLIAM M. RAlKE

William M. Raike. who holds a
PhD. in applied mathematics from

Northwestern University. has taught
operations research and computer

science in Austin, Texas, and
Monterey, California. He holds a

patent on a voice scrambler and was
formerly an officer of Cryptext

Corporation in the U.S. In 1980,
he went to lapan looking for 64 K
bit RAMs. He has been there ever

since as a technical translator and a
software developer.

O ne of these days I'm going to get
organized! Instead of working on
my often-postponed text-editor

project and the backlog of software I want
to write, this month I checked out the new
IBM JX personal computer from IBM Japan
Ltd., went to the Asahi 1984 Personal Com
puter Show, listened to MicroPro's long
awaited announcement of its new WordStar
2000 package, and attended the Interna
tional Conference on Fifth Generation Com
puter Systems in Tokyo. I also had the
chance to sneak away for a long weekend
to enjoy the colors of the autumn leaves in
the mountains of north-central Japan be
tween Toyama, on the Sea of Japan's coast.
and Thteyama, at the base of the Japanese
Alps. Didn't think about computers for three
whole days'

TURBO TRIBUTE
Before I tell you what's new, I want to join
the rest of the throng paying compliments
to Borland International. About a month
ago I bought Borland's 11.Jrbo Pascal (the
CP/M-86 version) for my Fujitsu FM-II BS.
The language is a well-thought-out. fast.
useful programming environment for devel
oping Pascal software; the editor alone is
worth the program's price (which is darned
cheap).

Regular readers of BYTE Japan will recall
that I do most of my own development
work in C; as a result. I really haven't had
much use for Pascal. But the Digital Re
search C compiler I've been using generates
such large object code-a minimum of 14K
bytes or so, but typically 20K bytes or more
if you use formatted I/O (input/output) func
tions like printf(), etc.-and offers such
scanty (i,e., nonexistent) debugging facilities
that 11.Jrbo has turned out to be very handy
for a couple of quick-and-dirty, one-of-a-kind
projects, It became even handier after
Borland sent me the English-language
manual. although the Japanese-language
manual isn't bad, which is rare for Japanese
documentation.

I do have one recommendation to anyone
who's considering buying 11.Jrbo Pascal or
who already uses it or another Pascal sys
tem-pick up a copy of Brian W. Kernighan
and P. J, Plauger's book, Software Tools in
Pascal. and implement their "standard en
vironment" for Pascal programs. It's not
only a useful way to learn and get used to
11.Jrbo Pascal. but it also builds up a set of
handy programming tools that give you
some of the more useful features of a C lan
guage environment.

In future columns I'll have more to say
about various compilers; one package that
sounds appealing to me is a new version
of Optimizing C-86, which supplies a fairly
extensive library of Japanese-language I/O
and string routines, in addition to other
development-support features, I hope to be
able to evaluate and report on it soon.

MEGABIT RAMs
In the news this month are two important
developments, The first is Toshiba's just
announced I-megabit dynamic RAM
(random-access read/write memory) chip,
although the company hasn't yet set dates
for delivering samples or for volume pro
duction of the chip. The new chip sup
posedly has an access time of only 70

. nanoseconds. It can keep up with some of
the newer microprocessors running at
speeds in excess of 10 MHz, Power con
sumption isn't bad either: 270 milliwatts
during operation and I 5 milliwatts on stand
by, about the same as the old/new 256K
byte chips just now being shipped to
manufacturers, The power consumption per
byte of memory will decrease by a factor
of almost four, In the alphabet-soup
nomenclature of the microelectronics in
dustry, the I-megabit chip is a ULSI (ultra
large-scale integration) circuit using circuit
lines only 1.2 microns wide; it packs the
equivalent of over 2 million transistors into
an area of less than a tenth of a square inch,

In software news, it looks as if the UNIX
(continued)
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The IBM JX

is a Japanese product
for the Japanese.

operating system has finally gained a
significant foothold in Japan. One of
the avowed goals of the fifth-genera
tion computer project here is to im
prove software productivity, which is
much lower in Japan than in the U.S.
Operating systems have been part of
the problem, AT&T's Japanese arm is
now adding lapanese-Ianguage (kanji
character) ci3pability to UNIX in an ef
fort to create a new industry standard.
This version of UNIX will be used as
the main operating system in the em
bryonic government-sponsored soft
ware-development project that starts
next year. The effect is bound to be
beneficial. judging from the accep
tance UNIX has achieved.

THE PC'UX CONNECTION
There was more evidence of UNIX's
growing popularity at the Asahi Per
sonal Computer Show. Owners of the
NEC PC-9800 series of personal com
puters can now buy the PC-UX, a

•
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Photo I: The IBM Japan Ltd:s JX.
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"Japanized" version of UNIX System
III. It requires at least 384K bytes of
memory and a 10-megabyte hard
disk; therefore, the most likely buyers
will be owners of the PC-9801 F3, the
latest version of the most popular
16-bit personal computer in Japan.
The F3 has one 640K-byte 5!4-inch
floppy-disk drive and one 5!4-inch,
10-megabyte hard disk in the main
unit (instead of the dual floppy-disk
drives of the F2), and comes with
256K bytes of memory. It uses an
8086 microprocessor running at 8
MHz. The price of the PC-UX is steep
by Japanese standards: on top of
roughly $3150 for the PC-9801 F3, the
PC-UX operating system sells for
about $1300, including $50 for the
optional 30,OOO-word kanji dictionary
files.

I've been asked several questions
concerning compatibility between the
PC-980lF3 (and the F2) and the nearly
equivalent NEC APC III sold in the u.s.
Apparently. the various NEC divisions
on both sides of the Pacific don't com
municate very well; I haven't yet found
anyone who has been able to de
scribe the machines' differences in
detail. But the two are not the same.
As far as I can tell, the biggest dif
ference between them is that the ma-

chines now being sold in Japan use
640K-byte floppy-disk drives and the
APC III uses 360K-byte drives, The dif
ferent disk formats may inhibit the
transfer of software between the two
machines. The Japanese machines
supposedly include the ability to read
(but not write) disks in the IBM Per
sonal Computer (PC) format. I haven't
checked this out. but this ability might
provide the means for achieving at
least some compatibility between the
U.S. and Japanese NEC computers,

Of course, the Japanese machines
include extensive Japanese-language
features not present in the APC such
as kanji ROM (read-only memory)

PC ADOLESCENT?
As was inevitable, IBM Japan has in
troduced a new personal computer
for the Japanese market. The new
machine, called the JX (see photo I),
is not a copy of either the IBM PC or
the PCjr. although it incorporates
some of their better features and pro
vides some software compatibility to
them. The machine is a Japanese
product for the Japanese: its price and
capabilities reflect its target market.
The JX is available in four versions,
ranging from a stripped-down model
with no disk drives and 64K bytes of
memory for about $675 to a 256K
byte model with two 720K-byte
3Y2-inch microfloppy-disk drives for
about $152 5. A two-drive version with
128K bytes of memory costs about
$1350, You can add memory up to
512 K bytes, and you get a choice of
colors: white or dark gray. Not surpris
ingly, the central processing unit is an
8088 microprocessor running at only
4.77 MHz, the same speed as the IBM
Pc. A total of 2'-j6K bytes of ROM is
standard, The ROM contains the BIOS
(basic input/output system), BASIC
and kanji-character support for over
1000 characters (in addition to the
standard alphanumeric and kana
character sets). plus software for con
verting phonetic alphabets (either
kana or roman letter) to the kanji
equivalents at the operating-system
level. An expansion unit and a
5!4-inch floppy-disk drive are avail-

(continued)





Face it.
Weve designed our ITI'

XI'RA1IIPersonal Computer to
be user friendly- ergonomically
speaking.

Our new color monitor tilts and
swivels toward you from any
where on your desk- unlike the
color monitors offered with other
leading Pes.

And you have your choice of
monochrome or the new lIT 14"
color monitor that's a full two
inches larger than the IBM equiv
alent. Add our high resolution
integrated sixteen-color graphics
capability and you'll vividly see
the dif1erence.

Its detachable SelectriclS style
keyboard fits your fingertips in
any of'three positions.

And its incredibly small foot-

much desk: space.
Irs a personal comPUter as

capable as it is likeable. .
With expansion slots and power

supply to accommodate growth.
And adding memory from 128K

to 640K takes no extra card slots
with our new Integrated Graphics
Adapter which supports either
color or monochrome monitors.

IBM PC/XT compatibility gives
you access to the world's largest
software library. Internal self
testing diagnostics are standard.
A built-in telecommunications
port lets you link up with the rest
of the world and more.

In short, it's a machine
designed to sit comfortably on
your desk. Plus see eye to eye
with you in every business deci
sion you make.
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able, although relatively few users are
likely to buy them because of the ad
ditional cost (approximately $550).
Unfortunately, the RS-232C interface
is not standard: you can add one for
about $65.

Like the PCjr, the JX accepts soft
ware cartridges. In addition to the
microfloppy-disk drives, the front of
the system unit has two cartridge
slots. If you plug in an English-mode
cartridge costing about $80 you will
have a machine that behaves like a
cross between a PCjr and a PC With
out the cartridge, but with the op
tional 5v.i-inch disk drive, the JX is
compatible with the Japanese-made
IBM 5550 workstation. This is unlike
ly to be much of an advantage
because of the 55 50's comparatively
poor performance (especially its slow
Japanese text processing). In English
mode, the JX operates under a ver
sion of PC-DOS that. according to IBM
Japan, is software-compatible with the
IBM PC However, I won't swear to
complete compatibility before I
thoroughly check out the JX system.
Without the English-mode cartridge,
the JX operates under something
called Nihongo DOS (Japanese
language DOS). which looks like PC
DOS but has full kanji capability.

The keyboard has a nice feel and
conforms, sensibly, to the Japanese
standard keyboard layout. Like the
PCjr. the keyboard has cordless in
frared coupling, which works fine
unless there's another JX in the room.
A keyboard cable is available and
probably will be widely used:
Japanese homes and work environ
ments are small and often crowded,
and many people will want to put the
main unit under the table rather than
under the monitor. .

When you buy a computer in Japan,
you buy the monitor separately.
Usually there is a choice of several
sizes, and most manufacturers sell
both monochrome (either white or
green) and color displays in both stan
dard and high-resolution models. For
example, I now use a high-resolution
(400-line, or 640- by 400-dot) black
and-white display. Standard resolution
is 200 lines, which means that if you

BYTE JAPAN

put 25 lines of text on the screen,
each character can be 8 dots high
However, space between lines is de
sirable, so characters are typically
only 7 dots high. A high-resolution
400-line display doubles the resolu~

tion, giving really crisp characters: a
2OG-line display is acceptable, but not
ideal. for English-language applica
tions. However, it really isn't adequate
for any but the most casual
Japanese-language processing tasks.

IBM offers three displays for the JX:
12-inch high-resolution monochrome,
12-inch low-resolution color, and
14-inch high-resolution color. The
high-resolution displays offer 720- by
512-dot resolution, instead of the
more common 640- by 400-dot
resolution. The 14-inch display gives
you either high resolution with 2 col
ors or low resolution with 16 colors
not both. And there's a catch: to take
advantage of the high-resolution
capability, you have to buy an "ex
panded display mode" cartridge that
costs about $150.

Curiously, the expansion slots (there
are only two) accept PCjr cards but
not the hundreds of standard IBM PC
boards available in the U.S. As a
result. I suspect that the JX has neither
defined nor will it dominate the open
ended and expanding Japanese mar
ket like the IBM PC did in the U.S.
Rather. the inclusion of joystick ports
and an eight-octave sound generator/
synthesizer suggests that IBM Japan
is hedging its bets by pursuing a share
of the easily saturated video-game
sector.

Unlike the IBM PC at the time of its
introduction in the U.S, the JX faces
several strong competitors (NEC
Fujitsu, Sharp, and others) who are of
fering technologically more advanced
products at competitive prices
through excellent distribution net
works. My prediction is that the JX will
enjoy, at best. a modest and short
lived success-it's too little, too late.

WOROSTAR 2000 IN JAPAN
MicroPro recently released WordStar
2000, its candidate for the ultimate
word-processing program. Kirk Hur
ford, managing director of MicroPro

I predict the JX

will en;oy a modest
and short--lived success.

Japan, met several dozen Americans
who make up the local IBM PC users
group to explain the features of the
new program (which isn't yet available
in Japan). The number of questions
from the audience showed that in
terest in the program is strong, al
though the audience was generally
unsympathetic to Hurford's account
of the troubled development of the
new product as well as to his claim
that the decision to copy-protect the
new product was forced on the com
pany as a matter of survival. For the
moment. the key question is whether
demand justifies another high-priced
word processor. MicroPro obviously
thinks it does.

MicroPro also claims to be working.
on a Japanese-language version of
WordStar 2000. It will be interesting
to compare it with some of the home
grown word processors. The company
won't say anything about the Japan
ese price for either the English or the
Japanese version of WordStar 2000:
the current (English-only) version of
WordStar sells in Japan for $500. This
price is much higher than that of
many popular Japanese-language
word processors. If MicroPro main
tains the same pricing policy for the
Japanese-language WordStar 2000,
the program may have trouble com
peting here. Also, since the new pro
gram will initially run only on the IBM
PC and compatibles, which don't of
fer Japanese-language capability and
are not plentiful in Japan, it won't have
any future here until a generic MS
DOS or CP/M-86 version is developed
so that more people can use it.

COMING UP
Next month I'll describe Japan's prog
ress in its efforts to develop a fifth
generation computer, and I'll look at
some of the other national and inter
national efforts in that direction. _
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Buy with Confidence...
Our Record Is Clean!**

. $189
175

Sf. PATRICK'S
DAY SPECIAL!

CompuView
Products, Inc.

Powerful productivity
pkg including:

> Vedit+ - Full screen
editor. Multiple-file
editing, sort files,
arithmetic operations,
etc.

> V-Print - Print
fomnatter.

> V-Spell - Spelling
corrector wi 60,000
word dictionary

Special pricing on
3 packages.......... $299
OTHER SPECIALS
Vedit $119
Vedit+ 159
V-Print 89
V-Graph.............. 89
Transyst 89

Digital Research
(continued)
Access or

Display Mgr $299
C Lang/compiler....... 260
All 8" - 86 Version

of Above Call

Infocom
Deadline $ 49
Starcrass, Suspended,

Zork, I, II, 111. ....... eo 39

Micro Pro
WordStor $250
InfoStar................... 265
Pro-Pak .. . 359
All Others Call

Microsoft Call

Microstuf
Crosstalk $ 99

Northwest Analytical
Statpok $365

Oasis
Word Plus $120
Punctuation & Style.... 99

Supersoft
Disk Doctor $ 74

"We received only one
complaint from all the
magazines we hove run
since 1981.

CP/M
SOFTWARE

Davong
Disk Drives Call

Kensington Micraware
Swivel $ 29
Surge Supressor..... 45
Modem $399

Memorex
3y," Diskettes........ $ 49

Tecmar
Disk Drives Call

HARDWARE

MACINTOSH
CORNER

SOFTWARE
All
MocCoach $ 60

Dow Jones
Straightalk 59

Human Edge
Sales Edge $195
Mgmt Edge.......... 195

Intermatrix
MacPhone $159

Living Videotext
Think Tonk $119

Moin St. Software
Main St. Filer ........ $225

Microsoft
Mac8asic V 1.01 $ 99
MacChart 85
MacWord 139
MacFile 139

Monogram
Dollars & Sense ..... $139

Software Publishing
PFS: File,Report . eo $ 89

TIMaker
Click Art $ 39

Telos Software
Filevision $109

All prices below are for
8" standard.

CompuView.. See Special

Digital Research
Pascal MT+ wi SPP ... $389
DR Assembler & Tools 149
CPIM 2.2 125
C Basic 115
PL/I-80...... 375
Personal Basic.......... 120

$ 99

... $149

..... $169
69

...... $349

.. Call

APPLE
SOFTWARE

Alpha Software
Apple-IBM

Connection
Typefaces .........

Arrays, Inc.
Home Acc!. .... , ....... $ 59
FCM... 79

BPI. Call
Broderbund
Bonk Street Writer .... $ 45
Bonk Street Speller.... 45
Others Call

Cdex
All Trng Prog's ea $ 49

Digital Research Call

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer ....... $229
Market Manager....... 189
Spreadsheet Link. 179

Eduware .. .. .... Call

Living Videotext
Think Tank.. ....

Micropro
Pro Pak (WS,
SS, MM, 51)

Microsoft ..

Peachtree
Bock to Basics
PeachPak
Series 40 or 80....... $239

Penguin Software Call

Software Publishing
PFS: Fi:~, Graph,
Report eo $ 79

Spinnaker Call

Xerox Education
Sticky Bear Series .. eo $ 35

Software Publishing
(continued)
PFS: Report.............. 79
PFS: Access, Praof..... 59

Sorcim
Supercalc III $249

Star Software Systems
Acct'g Portner .......... $219
Acct'g Portner II........ 659

Supersoft
C Compiler - 8086 .... $350

Womer Software
Desk Organizer ........ $175

Westminster Software
Pertmaster Call

.. .and many more!

dBASE II CORNER
Anderson-Bell
Abstat $289

Ashton-Tate
dBase II Call
dBase III (V 1.1) Call
Framework (V 1.1).. Call
Friday Call

Fox & Geller
dGraph $169
Quick Code.......... 169
Quick Report........ 169
dUtil................... 58

Human Soft
DBPlus $ 90

Sensible Designs

Micropro
Wordstar ProPak

rvvS, CS, MM,SI) ..... $299
Wordstor 2000......... Call
ProPak Plus rvvS,
CS, MM, 51, TM) ..... $399

Microrim
R-base 4000 $279
R-base Clout (V 2.0)... 159
R-Writer.................. 95
Prag Interface.......... 259

Microsoft
Flight Simulator II $ 39
Project 1.01 169
C Camp 319
Basic Camp.... 249
Word 1.15.......... 229
MuMath/MuSimp...... 179

Microstuf
Crasstalk $ 99

Morgan Computing
Prof Basic $ 79
Troce 86.................. 99

Multimate ((I 3.3) ..... $289

Northwest Analytical
Statpak $365

Peter Norton
Computing
Norton Utilities ......... $ 50

Peachtree
Series 8 Account-

ing Modules , $359

Samna Corp.
Samna Word III........ 349

Satellite Software
Word Perfect wi Sp... $255

Software Arts
Spotlight $109

Software Publishing
PFS: File, Graph
Write, Plan ....... eo $ 89

...$149
287

99

Fox & Geller
Grofox .
RGraph

FYI
Superfile .
FYI 3000 .
Sort Facility .

Harvard Software
Project Manager $249

Lifetree
Volkswriter Deluxe..... $155
Volkswriter Scientific.. 359

Living Videotext
Think Tonk (256K) $119

MDBS
Knowledge Mon $275

Menlo Corp.
In Search $299

IBM/PC
SOFTWARE

Alpha Software
Data Base Mgr II $179
Electric Desk (Jr) 199

Arrays, Inc.
Home Acc!. + $ 95
Home Acct. wi
Tax Advntg $139

Central Point
Copy II Pc............... $34

CompuView.. See Special

Connecticut Software
Printer Boss
wi Letter Boss $ 79

Above wi Side Kick... 119

Creative Software
Creative Bundle Box

(Filer, Calc, Writer) ... $109

Digital Research
Concurrent CPMl86 .. $240
CP/M-86... 49
C Language/Comp.... 240
Others Call

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer $229
Market Manager.... 189
Spreadsheet Link. 179

Ecosoft, Inc.
Microstat. $259

Electronic Arts
Get Organized $159

Enertronics
Energraphics $259
wi Plotter Option...... 299

Fastware Thor. $245

Financier, Inc.
Financier II $119



APPLE/
FRANKLIN
BOARDS

ALS
CPIM Card $269
Smarterm 11.. ..•..•.....• 119
Z-Engine ..... ... ..... .... 139

CCS 7711
Asynch Serial $ 99

Microsoft
Saftcard + $449
Prem Softcard (liE)..... 295

Microtek
Printer I/F $ 75
Dumpling - 16K......... 169
Dumpling-GX.......... 89

Mountain
A-D/D-A. Call

Orange Micro
Grappler + wi buffer. $175

Prometheus
Versacard. .. . ..... .. . ... $1 59

Videx
Videaterm VT-602 $249
Ultraterm 249

IBM/PC
BOARDS

BYAD, Inc.
DSII (2/80, 64K

Rom, Ser Port,
DR-CP/M 2.2) Call

8yWay 100 (Micro
to Mainframe
lI80, 64K) Call

8yWay 200
(Sophisticated Micra
to Mainframe,
lI80, 64K) Call

AST Research
Six Pak + 64K

(exp 384K, SIP, Clk) .. $265
MegaPlus 64K, (CI/Cal,
SPort, 512K cop
wi Megapok) $269

Extra ports available
for Megaplus and
1/0 Plus II (Game,
P or S) $ 40

Megapak 256K up-
grade for Megaplus. Call

1/0 Plus II CIICal
and SPort $159

POLICYs

Maynard Electronics
Floppy Drive Cntrlr.... $119
wi Par Port............. 169
wi Ser Port............. 179

Sandstar Call

Orange Micro
Mr. Chips Call

Orchid Technology
the "Orchid Blossom"
(To 384K, Clk wi alarm,
S&P ports, ram disk,
disk caching, upgrade-
able to PCNet)........ Call

Quadram
Quadbaard 64K, (exp

384K, Clk/Cal. S&P
Ports, Software) ....... $269

Micrafazer Stack Printer
-PIP 8K (exp 512K) $139
-SIP 8K (exp 64K) 149
-SIS 8K (exp 64K) 149
Quadlink 64K Memory

(allows Apple SW to
run on IBM/PC) $469

Other Praducts Call

Tecmar
Graphics Master ....... $479
Captain's Board........ 299
1st Mate...... 259
2nd Mote................ 250
3rd Mote................. 379
Jr. Captain (128K, C, P) 329
Jr. 2nd Mate (C, P)..... 129

Xedex/Microlog
Baby Blue $325
Baby Blue II............. 525

DISPLAY CARDS
Amdek
MAl Cord $399

FredericksIPlan
tronics Calarplus ... $399

Hercules
Graphics Board $339
Color Boord 199

MA Systems
PC Peacock
Color Board........ $249

Paradise
Display Cord
(clr/manochrome). $349

Modular/Display.... 309

Quadram
Quadcolar I ......... $199
Quadcalor 11......... 389

Teanar
Graphics Moster.... $479

MONITORS
Amdek
300A Amber $149
310A 199
300 Clr 299
500 Clr RG8 449
600 Clr HR 549
700 Clr Ultra HR 629

NEC
JBl201-12" Green $169
JB1260-12" Green 119
JC1216 RGB. 429

PGS
HX12 RGB Clr $489
MAX 12 189
SR12 (690 x 480 Res) 639
Doubler Cord........... 175

Quadram
Quadchrame $489

Sanyo
811212" HR Green .... $195

Taxan
440 $679

Zenith
135 (RGB or comp) $499
136 669
Others Call

MODEMS
Hayes
Smartmadem 300 $195
Smartmadem 1200 475
Smartmodem 1200B... 399

Prometheus
Promodem $399

Quadram
Quadmodem $529

US Robotics
Auto-Dial 300/1200 ... $459
S-l00 Modem... 349
Password................. 325

Zoom Telephonics
Netwarker wla SW ... $109

DISK DRIVES
CDC 1800 $199

Corvus Hd Call

WE WELCOMEs

Datamac
Trustor 10H (for

Macintosh, lie, PC) Call

Davong Hd Call

I-Omega
Bernoulli Box Call

Maynard HD Call

Mountain, Inc.
FileSafe Combo

Disk/Tope Pock for
the IBM PC or XT

For more info Call

Tall Grass
For Wisconsin customers Call

Tandon TM-100-2 $175

PRINTERS
C. Itoh Electronics, Inc.
Prowriter

8510 AP (Par) .......... $349
8510 PC-II (Ser)
(wi 3K Buffer) $499

1515P 599
Starwriter

F10-40P (40cps) ....... $999
A10-20S (20cps)..... 529

Diablo
630 ECS...... ......... Call

Juki Industries
6100 $399

NEC Call

Okidata 82-93. Call

Quadram
Quadjet.......... Call

Star Micronics Call

Teletex T1014 $399

Transtar
T-130 P&S $659
T-315 P - Dot Matrix .. 489
T-120 P&S................ 475

.. and much more.

DISKETTES
3M, Maxell, Verbatim

Ultra Magnetics ....... Call

PLOTTERS-
Amdek
DXY-1oo $599
Amplot II 899

Enter
Sweet P Six Shooter... Call

Houston Instruments Call

Panasonic
VP6801P Plotter $1375

MISC.
Alpha-Delta "MACC 8"
Surge Protector ........ $ 69

Computer Accessories
Power Directors

P2 Mtr Bose $109
P12 IBM PC 145
P22 Stand Alone.. 75

Electronic
Protection Devices
Lemon I EC I. $ 45
Lime I EC II 65
Orange I EC IV........ 105

Hauppage
8087 wla sftwe ......... $156
8087 wi sftwe........... 255
80287 AT Chip w/a... 289

Other Products... Call

Kensington
Masterpiece............. Call

Keytronic
KB 5150 $] 69
KB 5151... 175
KB 5151 Dvorak........ 175

Mouse Systems
PC Mouse $159

Versa Computing
VersaWriter $239

WICO
Joysticks (Ap) $ 39

A variety of complete
PC compatible systems
ore avoilable at Oryx.
For assistance in
determining your needs
use our technical line~

We will be happy to
provide full support.

~ Wisconsin residents odd 5% for sales tax.

~ Minimum $4.00 for shipping, handling and insurance
for orders to $200.

~ For orders over $200, odd 2V,% for shipping, handling
and insurance.

~ For cash prepayment of orders $200 or more, add
ONLY 2"/0 for shipping, handling and insurance.

~ Foreign - either add 15% handling & shipping
(Int'I money order) or inquire.

~ Prices are subject to change without notice.

~ All items subject to availability.

~ Visa, MosterCharge and American Express. (No charge for credit cords.)

~ Corporate, govemment or educational volume purchases, please ask for special accounts
desk for additional discount. (1-715-848-1374)

~ COD (Add $2.00 per boxlparcel. Cosh or certified check required.)

~ Checks. (Allow 1-2 weeks for clearing.)

WORKING HOURSs
Monday- Friday 8:30 -6:00 • Saturday 10:00- 2:00 (Ordering Lines only) • Central Time

For tech. support, order status and customer service, call (715) 848-1374 (M-F, 8 am to 5 pm)

Inquiry 267 for Hardware. Inquiry 268 for Sahware. Inquiry 269 for March Specials.

ORYX SYSTEMS, INC.
CRAFTSMEN OF THE NEW TECHNOLOGY

1 800 826-1589
Wlsc~m~ 1800 472-3535
425 First Street • P.O. Box 1961
Wausau, Wisconsin 54401
INT'L TELEX: 260181 ORYX SYS WAU



Okay, okay, okay. ff you're going to insist on
specifics, we can tell you outright that The
Shoebox Accountant retails for $395. We
realize we can probably disclpse this detail
without appearing too pretentious, simply not
mentioning that forthis incredibly marketable
price, The Shoebox Accountant offers a totally
integrated small business accounting system,
complete with tutorial, queuing files, and
CYMA's powerful reporting capabilities, and
capsulizes the complete system on a single
diskette. After all, as our professional peers,
you're entitled to a little inside information.
But you know us: subtlety is our hallmark.

Nice Box.
Fully Integrated.

$395.

The Shoebox Accountant:'· A complete accounting system for small business. 2160 East Brown Road, Mesa, Arizona 85203. 1-800-292-2962. CYMA
McGRAW-HilL
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.Magic Squares
Generating

a classic
array by

computer

BY ROBERTI. KUROSAKA

Robert T. Kurosaka teaches
mathematics in the Massachusetts

State College system. He invites
your correspondence. do BYTE.

POB 372. Hancock. NH 03449.

A magic square is an array of
numbers. usually consecutive. ar
ranged so that the sum of each

row. column. and main diagonal is a con
stant. A 4-by-4 (or order-4) magic square is
shown in figure I; its constant sum is 34.

How are magic squares constructed? If we
were to try to create a 4-by-4 magic square
by "brute force:' we could program a com
puter to examine all possible 4-by-4 arrays
of the numbers I through 16. Eventually.
this would produce all possible order-4
magic squares. Unfortunately. the number
of possible arrays is 16! = Ix2x3x ...
xl4xl5xl6 > 2xlO13 If the computer
could examine one array per microsecond.
it would take eight months to complete the
project.

Perhaps we'd be better off using a little
mathematical intuition and some trial and
error. Let us construct an order-3 magic
square without electronic aids. The
numbers 1 through 9 are placed in a 3-by-3
array. Wherever they are placed. the average
value of each entry is 5. the middle number
of the series. Any particular row. column.
or diagonal contains three numbers. each
with an average value of 5. Therefore, their
sum will be 15. the constant sum for an
order-3 magic square.

In generaL a magic square of order N con
tains N2 numbers whose average is
(I +N2)/2, the average of the smallest and
largest numbers. Any row. column, or
diagonal has N such numbers; their sum will
be N(I +N2)/2.

In our order-3 magic square, it is fairly ob
vious that the middle number, 5, should be
in the center cell (figure 2a) and that the
other eight numbers should be paired so
that their sum is 10: (1.9), (2,8). (3,7). and
(4,6). These pairs will be located in
diametrically opposite cells.

Suppose the "I" were placed in a corner
ceiL say a. The "9" will then be in cell i
(figure 2b). We find that the "8" cannot be
entered. It cannot be placed in cells c, {. g,
or n, making the sum of the right column

or bottom row exceed 15. If the "8" is in
cell b (or d), cell cmust be "6:' and the right
column exceeds 15. This means the "I"
must not occupy a corner cell.

Place the "I" in cell b and the "9" ih cell
n(figure 2c). The "7" cannot be placed in
g or i. making the bottom row exceed I 5.
Nor can it be in a since we will be compelled
to place another "7" in cell cbecause 7+1+c
must equal 15. The "7" must therefore be
in the second row, say at d. Inspecting figure
2d, we can easily fill the remaining cells: the
"8" must be at c, the "2" at g, and so on.
The completed order-3 magic square is
shown in figure 2e.

Magic squares of larger order will require
even more trial and error, making a more
orderly procedure desirable. For example,
the order-4 magic square can be con
structed as follows: recite the numbers from
1 through 16, reading from left to right in
the array, and enter numbers only in the
cells lying on the two main diagonals (see
figure 3). Starting at the last (lower right) ceiL
count from I through 16 again, moving back
ward through the array, and enter numbers
in the empty cells only. The result will be
the order-4 magic square shown in figure
I. Unfortunately, this procedure works only
for order-4 magic squares.

Is there a more general procedure that
works for as many different orders of magic
squares as we please? In this column, I'll
present some algorithms for constructing
any odd-order magic square. The approach
won't work for even-order squares, which
lack a center square and therefore behave
very differently.

The odd-order magic-square algorithms
are elementary and easily programmed.
The outline for the procedure follows:

I. Select a starting cell and enter the 'T'
2. Select the move, a repeated maneuver
used to enter the "2:' the "3:' and so on.
3. Write an edge-guard routine to prevent
moving off the array.

(continued)
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MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS

a). • 1/. • b).. ••

----J

• 1 • • •

Figure 5: The shortest path for an
off-center starting position.

• • • 6 4

• • • 3 •

• • 2 25 •
I

• 2 •

•

• •

• •5 •

c) 17 24 8 15

23 5 7 14 16

4 6 13 20 22

10 12 19 21 3

11 18 25 2 9

e/e ••• • 5)- • •
4 • • • • 46· • •

/. • • • 3/ • • • • 3
/

• • • 2 •/

Figure 4: (a) The northeast diagonal
move for constructing odd-parity magic
squares from the top-row. middle-column
position. (b) The break-move for this
square's construction. (c) The completed
magic square.

the cell at (1.3). That is. the computer
is "at" (1.3) already. This cell fails the
test at line 230 since it does not con
tain zero. so the "6" must be entered
below the "S:' The computer is told
in line 240 to retreat to the last-filled
cell (down-one. left-one) and then to
perform the break-move (down-one)
in line 2SO. Of course. these two lines
can be combined into one statement
(down-two. left-one). However. as you
modify and expand the program to in
clude a variety of moves. starting cells.
and break-moves. you may find it con
venient to separate the retreat-move

(continued)

Figure I: A 4-by-4 magic square. Each
row. column. and main diagonal adds
up to 34

a) a b c bl 1 b c

d 5 d 5 f

9 h 9 h 9

c) a 1 c d) a 1 c

7 5 3 d 5

9 9 9 9

Figure 2: Steps in the construction of a
3-by-3 magic square by trial and error

• • 4

• 6 7 •

• 10 11 •

13 • • 16

e) 6 1 8

753

294

Figure 3: The counting-algorithm
construction technique for a 4-by-4 magic
square. The figure shows the square after
finishing the counting-forward step.

move. The computer is told to move
up-one. right-one from its present
position in the array.

Lines 210 and 220 are the edge
guard statements for this move. pre
venting off-the-array movement at the
top and right edges.

Line 240 is a retreat-move that is re
qUired just before the break-move in
line 2SO. Recall that the break-move
(down-one) is performed when an
already-filled cell is encountered. and
it is performed from the last-filled cell.
In figure 4b. the "S" is in the cell at
(2.2). and the computer performs line
200 (moves northeast) and considers

1 15 14 4

12 6 7 9

8 10 11 5

13 3 2 16

4. Determine the break-move. a sec
ond maneuver used when progress is
blocked by an already-filled cell

In choosing the starting cell. only
the center cell is forbidden. For our
first example. use the middle cell of
the top row. For a magic square of
order N. this position would be ROW
= I. COLUMN = (N+l)/2 in an N-by
N array. Our example will be an
order-S magic square. .

For the move. we will use the north
east diagonal move. In figure 4a. the
"]" is in the starting ceiL Moving in
a northeasterly direction. we enter the
other numbers into the empty cells.
When we move off the edge of the ar
ray. we reenter at the opposite edge.
using a wraparound effect as if the ar
ray were printed on a cylinder. In the
program. the edge-wrapping state
ments see to this task.

We continue in this manner until we
encounter an already-filled ceiL When
this occurs. the break-move is per
formed. interrupting our diagonal
progress briefly. For our present ex
ample. the break-move is down-one.
That is. place the next number in the
cell directly below the last cell that
was filled. In figure 4b. the numbers
"]" through "S" have been entered;
the "6" is blocked by the" \" in the
next diagonal cell. Using the break
move. we enter the "6" directly below
the "S" (the last cell filled. not below
the" I"). We continue diagonally un
til we are blocked again and so on.
The completed order-S magic square
is shown in figure 4c.

Some observations: every cell is
filled. Each row. column. and diagonal
has the same sum of 6 S. The final en
try. 2S. is diametrically opposite the
first entry. ]. The middle number. 13.
occupies the center cell. These con
ditions are necessary for a magic
square of odd order and should be
checked after each construction.

You may wish to run the sample
program (see listing I) before reading
these detailed comments. IEditor's note:
The listing for Magic Square is available for
downloading via BYTEnet Listings. The tele
phone number is (603) 924-9820·1

Line 200 creates the northeast
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Byte BookClub'M

POWERFUL TOOLS!
POWERFUL SAVINGS!

Take any 3 books
lors.oo

only each
(Values up to $84.50)

If you join now for a trial period
and agree to purchase three
more books-at handsome
discounts-during your first
year of membership.
(Publishers' prices shown)

SYSTEMS PROGRAMMING
FOR SMALL COMPUTERS By
D. H. Marcellus
582937-1 B '28.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

CONSTRUCTION OF DATA
PROCESSING SOFTWARE By
J. Elder
582953-3 $22.95

ADA: AN ADVANCED IN
TRODUCTION INCLUDING
REFERENCE MANUAL FOR
THE ADA PROGRAMMING
LANGUAGE By N. Gehani
583037-XB $28.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

BUSINESS INFORMATION
PROCESSING WITH BASIC By G.
Struble
582360-8 $17.95

BUILD YOUR OWN z...ao
COMPUTER_nd--Z80 USERS
MANUAL By S. Ciarcia & J. Carr
582337-3B $29.90
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

APPLIED CONCEPTS IN MI
CROCOMPUTER GRAPHICS
By B. Artwick
582875-8B $27.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

USING dBASE .. By C. Town
send
583038-8 $18.95

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
PROGRAMMING FOR THE
IBM PC By D. J. Bradley
583050-7 $19.95

PASCAL FOR FORTRAN
PROGRAMMERS By R. Perrott
& D. Allison
582989-4 $18.95

COMPUTER IMAGE GENER
ATION By B. J. Schachter
583065-5B . $29.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

M1CROCOMPV1'ER GRAPHICS
AND PROGRAMMING TECH
NIQUES By H. Katzan. Jr.
582576-7 $22.50

PRINCIPLES OF INTERAC
TIVE COMPUTER GRAPHICS.
Z/e By W. M. Newman & R. F.
Sproull
463/387B $41.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

GRAPHICS PROGRAMS FOR
THE IBM PC By R. J. Traister
582928-2 $14.95

MINICOMPUTER AND MI
CROPROCESSOR INTERFAC
ING By J. C. Cluley
582585-6B $27.50
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

THE C PRIMER By L. Hancock
259/81X $17.95

THE MCGRAW-HILL COM
PUTER HANDBOOK By H.
Helms
2791721A $84.50
(Counts as 3 of your 3 books)

INTRODUCING THE UNIX
SYSTEM By H. McGilton
4501013 $19.95

PROGRAMMING ASSEM
BLER LANGUAGE
By P. Abel
583088-4B $26.95
(Counts as 2 of your 3 books)

TROUBLESHOOTING AND
REPAIRING PERSONAL
COMPUTERS By A. Margolis
582890-1 $21.95

HANDS-ON BASIC: For the
IBM Personal Computer
By H. Peckham
491178X $19.95

GUlDE TO THE IBM PER
SONAL COMPUTER By W.
Sikonowiz
574/847 $19.95

THE SMALL COMPUmR CON
NECTION By N. L. Shapiro
564/124 $16.95

BOWKER/BANTAM 1984
COMPLETE SOURCEBOOK OF
PERSONAL COMPUTING By R.
R. Bowker
582915-0 $24.95

As a Club member you agree only to the purchase of three additional
books during your first year of membership. Membership may be dis
continued by either you or the Club at any time after you have pur
chased the three additional books.

and alternate selections. A dated Reply Card is included. If you want
the Main Selection. you simply do nothing-it will be shipped auto
matically. If you want an alternate selection--or no book at all-you
simply indicate it on the Reply Card and return it by the date speci
fied. You will have at least 10 days to decide. If. because of late deliv
ery of the Bulletin you receive a Main Selection you do not want. you
may return it for credit at the Club's expense.

Best and newest books from ALL publishers! Books are se
lected from a wide range of publishers by expert editors and con
sultants to give you continuing access to the best and latest books in
your field.

• Big savings! Build your library and save money too! Savings range
up to 30% or more off publishers' list prices-usually 20% to 25%.

• Bonus books! You will immediately begin to participate in our Bo
nus Book Plan that allows you savings up to 70% off the publishers'
prices of many professional and general interest books!

• Convenience! 14-16 times a year (about once every 3-4 weeks) you
receive the Club Bulletin FREE. It fully describes the Main Selection

Why YOU should join the Byte Book Club now!
•

Fill out the card and mail today! If the card is missing, write to:

BYTE BOOK CLUB;M RO. Box 582, Hightstown, New Jersey 08520
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MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS

Listing I: The Magic Square program.

20 ,"
30 '"
40 ,"
50 ,"
60 '"

MAGIC SQUARE PROGRAM

by Bob Kurosaka

70 1******************************************************************************************************

80 REM
90 REM
100 DEFINT A-Z:CLS
110 INPUT "Enter the size of the square's side (odd number, 3 or larger)";SIDE
120 IF SIDE/2=INT(SIDE/2) THEN PRINT "SIDE MUST BE AN ODD NUMBER" GOTO 110
130 IF SIDE<3 THEN PRINT "NUMBER MUST BE 3 OR LARGER":GOTO 110
140 DIM ARRAY(SIDE,SIDE)
150 CLS
160 ROW=1: COLUMN=(SIDE+1)/2 'LOCATE STARTING CELL
170 ARRAY(ROW,COLUMN) = 1 'INITIALIZE FIRST VALUE
180 REM ARRAY-FILLING ROUTINE
190 FOR 1=2 TO SIDE-2
200 ROW = ROW -1 :COLUMN = COLUMN + 1 'NORTHEAST MOVE
210 IF ROW<1 THEN ROW=ROW+SIDE 'WRAP AROUND THE EDGES OF THE ARRAY
220 IF COLUMN>SIDE THEN COLUMN=COLUMN-SIDE
230 IF ARRAY(ROW,COLUMN)=O THEN 280 'IF CELL IS EMPTY, FILL IT
240 ROW=ROW+1:COLUMN=COLUMN-1 'OTHERWISE, RETREAT
250 ROW = ROW + 1 'AND MAKE THE BREAK-MOVE
260 IF ROW>SIDE THEN ROW=ROW-SIDE 'CHECK FOR EDGE-WRAPPING CONDITIONS
270 IF COLUMN < 1 THEN COLUMN = COLUMN + SIDE
280 ARRAY(ROW,COLUMN) = I 'FILL THE CELL
290 NEXT I
300 REM PRINT THE SQUARE
310 PRINT "MAGIC SQUARE, ORDER";SIDE
320 PRINT "EACH ROW, COLUMN, AND DIAGONAL ADD UP TO";SIDE"(SIDE-2+1)/2
330 PRINT
340 FOR ROW = 1 TO SIDE
350 FOR COLUMN = 1 TO SIDE
360 PRINT USING "####";ARRAY(ROW,COLUMN);
370 NEXT COLUMN
380 PRINT
390 NEXT ROW
400 END

Listing 2: Changes to the program to use a northwest move.

200 ROW=ROW-1: COLUMN=COLUMN-1
220 IF COLUMN<1 THEN COLUMN=COLUMN+SIDE
240 ROW= ROW + 1: COLUMN =COLUMN + 1
270 IF COLUMN>SIDE THEN COLUMN=COLUMN-SIDE

Listing 3: A complete edge-guard subroutine.

410 IF ROW<1 THEN ROW=ROW+SIDE
420 IF ROW>SIDE THEN ROW=ROW-SIDE
430 IF COLUMN<1 THEN COLUMN=COLUMN+SIDE
440 IF COLUMN >SIDE THEN COLUMN = COLUMN - SIDE
450 RETURN
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(northwest move)
(new edge-guard statement)
(new retreat-move)
(new edge-guard statement for the new retreat-move)

(wntinued)



AvisKnows EvenTheNicest Guys
Can Get Depressed WaitingForA Rent-A-Cac

Make an
Avis Express
reservation
with an Avis

Wizard Number, and you
can bypass car rental count
ers at major U. S. airports.
Just go straight from your
plane to an Avis bus. Tell
the driver your name. He'll
notify our express location.

They'll have your car and contract
ready when you arrive.

When you return, our auto- .
mated Avis Rapid Return'" system
lets you turn in your car at selected
U.S. airport and downtown loca
tions· just by pushing a few
buttons. You'll receive a full printed

record of your expenses, all
in less than a minute.

We're trying harder to
save you time, from reserva
tion to return. So call Avis at
1-800-331-1212 to apply for
a Wizard Number. And see
how much faster it makes
renting a car.

We try harder~Faster.
~

AVIS

Inquiry 39

Avisfeatures GM cars. Buick Century.
• Forcltorg< custom", ."ho ned no modijiCfltion a/their chorg<s. 1985 Avis Renl ACorSySltm, 'nr. Avis~
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~~ THE
~~ SHAPE CLEANPOWER

MAGNETRONICS. INC SOURCE
POWER CONDITIONERS 901 DuPage Avenue. lombard. Il60148

UNINTERRUPTIBlE POWER SYSTEMS Phone 1 312 620-8394 -TWX 910·991·2352

and the break-move for clarity.
For variety. the northwest move may

be used with a few changes in the pro
gram (see listing 2).

For even more variety. a different
starting cell may be chosen. This. how
ever. dictates a new break-move in line
250. and we must alter its edge-guard
statements accordingly.

For just $99, the Personal Computer
Line Tamer'· power conditioner protects
your computer from 99.5% of all dirty
power problems. Line Tamer power con
ditioners have a long, successful track
record of providing clean power to
mainframes, minicomputers and small
computer systems. Now microcomputers
can get the same total protection, for
just $99!

This is the best power protection you
can buy! Line Tamer ferroresonant tech
nology protects against voltage spikes,
transients and noise, while providing con
stant 120 VAC power to your computer to
protect against brownouts and over
voltages, too. Other products protect
against some of these, but not all. For just
a few dollars more, your computer will be
protected against everything but a power
outage, and the PC Line Tamer will still
maintain power during interruptions of up
to 3 milliseconds.
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MATHEMATICAL RECREATIONS

Here is the method for determining
the break-move for any permitted
starting ceiL Once the"]" is placed
in the starting cell. the final cell is also
determined: it is always diametrically
opposite the "I" The shortest path
from the final cell to the starting cell
will be the break-move.

In figure 4c. one path from the "25"

Personal Computer Line Tamer pow
er conditioners are rated at 150 VA They
feature four rear ponel plug receptacles,
a six-foot power cord and an attractive
bane color case that fits into any office or
home decor. For larger micro systems, we
recommend the 300 VA PClT at $139.

See your local dealer and compore
what you'd have to poy for other power
"protection" products with the perfor
mance of the $99 Personal Computer
Line Tamer. You'll see just how affordable
real power protection is.

NEED BLACKOUT PROTECTION?

Personal Computer Line Tamer uninter
ruptible power systems offer equal value.

• Up to 40 minutes of backup power
• />Jways on-line
• Maintenance-free
• Full power conditioning, too!

Call or write for information.

Inquiry 316

back to the"]" may be called up-four.
but using the wraparound effect. the
shortest path is down-one (250 ROW
=ROW+I). In figure 5. the "]" is left
of center in the top row. The "25" will
be right of center in the bottom row.
The shortest path from "25" to "I" is
down-one. left-two (ROW= ROW+]:
COLUMN=COLUMN-2). After enter
ing "]" through" 5" with a northeast
move, the "6" is blocked. The break
move causes the "6" to be entered
down-one. left-two from the "5."

lry experimenting with other start
ing cells and other diagonal moves to
discover which starting cells permit
which diagonal moves. Hints: The four
corner cells may not be used as start
ing cells. The center cell is always for
bidden. If the starting cell is adjacent
to the center cell (to its left or right.
above or below). any of the four
diagonal moves may be used.

With this large choice of moves and
break-moves, a complete edge-guard
subroutine may be in order (see listing
3). Then lines 210 and 220 could be
replaced by GOSUB 410. as could
lines 260 and 270.

If you require a challenge beyond
diagonal moves. try the Knight's
move. the L-shaped move used in
chess. Move two cells in any direction,
turn 90 degrees, and move one cell.
For example, one Knight's move is
right-two. up--one. or its equivalent. up
one. right-two (ROW=ROW-I:
COWMN=COWMN+2). Variations of
the Knight's move (such as up-one,
right-three) may also be used.

Knight's moves offer both chal
lenges in programming and variety in
the results. We may use nearly any
starting cell. even the corners, and
choose from up to eight different
Knight's moves. (You will learn,
however, that most starting cells will
not permit a choice of all eight
Knight's moves.)

I hope this brief lesson has de
mystified the magic square for you
and that. you feel inspired to experi
ment further. In the meantime. I
welcome your responses: questions,
comments. criticisms. improvements,
insights, conjectures, and suggestions
for future columns. _



The new fast mover from
Hayes. The telecomputing
leader. When it comes to commu
nications products for personal
computers, we're the leader! Hayes
Smartmodem 1200'M set the indus
try standards for quality. reliability
and performance.

Now our new, faster Smartmodem
2400 goes even further to lower
telephone line costs and improve
user productivity. So, at twice the
speed of a 1200 bps modem, it
qUickly pays for itself in any high
volume communications operation.

Smartmodem 2400 provides a quick
link to minis and mainframes. Both
synchronous and asynchronous
transmissions are supported by an
advanced version of the well-known
Hayes "AT" command set. You can
download from the IBM mainframe
at the home office. Send data to
the mini upstairs. And guarantee
accurate transmission with infor
mation services.

With worldwide communications
in mind, Smartmodem 2400 was
designed to meet CCITT interna
tional standards. It provides a fast.
cost-effective way to transmit data
between approved countries.

New version of Hayes
Smartcom II® communications
software creates a complete tele
computing system with Smart
modem 2400. Our new Smartcom
II. Version 2.1, is available for the
IBM * PC and many popular com
patibles. Smartcom II makes the
most of Smartmodem's exceptional
features, at the same time it makes
communicating easy for you. And,
if you're currently using an earlier
version of Smartcom II. Hayes of
fers a $25 upgrade to Version 2.1.

So if you're 100kingJor ways to
streamline your communications,
see your authorized Hayes dealer
right away. For a hands-on demon
stration of Smartcom II and our new
Smartmodem 2400. Guaranteed to
get you moving fast!

Hayes Microcomputer
PrOducts, Inc., 5923 Peachtree
Industrial Blvd.. Norcross, Georgia
30092.404/441-1617.

Smartmodem 2400
• Direct connect • Asynchronous
and synchronous communications
• Accommodates Hayes-compat
ible modems of slower speeds
• Meets CCIlT worldwide stan
dards • Keyboard control of all
communications parameters • High
speed indicator • Voice/data
capabilities • Call progress moni
toring • 'TWo-year limited warranty
with optional four-year extended
warranty available.

Smartcom II
• Hayes Verification and XMODEM
protocols • Emulates DEC* VT52
and VT100/\02 • Totally unat
tended operation • Voice/data
capabilities.

Inquiry 169

Smartcom II is a registered trademark and Smart modem 2400 and Smartmodem 1200 are trademarks of Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.
·nademarks of their respective companies. ©1985 Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.
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C·I·R·C·U·I·T

Conducted by Steve Ciarcia

C·E·L·L·A·R F·E·E·D·B·A·C·K

ETCHED MEMORY ARRAY
ON BOARD

Dear Steve.
I have been thinking seriously about

building the 1tump Card board to go with
my PC clone. In the article. you said that
you wire-wrapped the prototype's control
section on a board with an etched mem
ory array. That sounds like a practical way
of doing it. since memory arrays tend to
work better over reasonably solid ground
and V<c planes. and they tend to be some
what glitchy when executed in wire-wrap.
(Then. too. there is the boredom factoL)
Where did you find such a board? Do you
have any left? Want to sell one or two?

BARRIE G. BRITTON

Riverside. CA

The wire-wrap board with the etched
memory array shown in the Trump Card
article (May and june /984) is a proto
type board. and / have no spares of that
type available. You can purchase a similar
board with a 256K-byte memory layout
at one end of the board from Computer
Parts Galore. 56 Harvester Ave.. Batavia.
NY /4020. (7/6) 343-6/33. Also try Com
puter Shopper magazine. which adver
tises parts and equipment for the com
puter homebrewer. -Steve

SIEVE PROBLEM

Dear Steve.
I have been following your 1tump Card

project in BYTE with great interest. One
thing that disappointed me was the result
of the C Sieve benchmark. The program.
as listed in the June 1984 BYTE. ran in 2.2
seconds on a Zilog System 8000 Model
21. compared with the 1tump Card result
of 3.2 seconds. The System 8000 runs a
Z8001 at 5.5 MHz. and I would have ex
pected better results from a c1ock
stretched. fast-memory. IO-MHz Z8001
implementation!

Upon reflection and a look at the bench
marks in the January 1983 BYTE. it oc
curred to me that you may have run the
benchmark without register variables
declared. The System 8000 benchmark
runs in 4.8 seconds without register
variables. This tallies with the results of the

January 1983 BYTE benchmarks.
I therefore surmise that the Sieve bench

mark should run in a little more than 1 sec
ond on the 1tump Card. unless the C com
piler is a little inefficient. I imagine that the
C compiler was derived from Zilog's C.
which would be great. since it would make
it easier for us to port some of our appli
cations from Zilog UNIX (ZEUS) to the
1tump Card. Did I guess right?

CHRIS MARTINUS

Randburg. South Africa

The Sieve of Eratosthenes benchmark
used for the Trump Card test is shown in
listing 4 in the june /984 BYTE. The reg
ister variables are declared in line 7 of
the program. and the program was run
with these register variables declared.

/ reviewed the original Sieve ofEratos
thenes program in the january /983
BYTE and found a difference between
that program and the program used for
the Trump Card. Line /6 of the program
in the january /983 BYTE appeared as

t* printf("±n%d':prime);t*

The program line in the lune /984 BYTE
is written

t* printf("±n%d':prime);*t

The change of the end comment symbols
from /* to */ causes a significant change
in the run time of the program. With the
end comment written as */. the program
takes 3.2 seconds to run. Changed to /*.
the program took only 2.2 seconds to
run. Make sure that your benchmark pro
gram is written exactly as shown in the
Trump Card article before making a
direct comparison. -Steve

TRUMP CARD INTERFACING

Dear Steve.
I have just finished reading the article

about your 1tump Card. It seemed to me
it might be possible to interface a card
such as this with an Apple lie or a DEC
Rainbow. If this is so. have you any inten
tion of publishing a subsequent article
with this information?

I bought an Apple lie recently and am
in the process of trying to teach myself
some assembly-language programming.

having spent some time familiarizing
myself with BASIC and dBASE II program
ming. However. one of my main interests
is fooling around with the design and con
struction of hardware. I have done a fair
amount of work on linear (primarily radio)
circuits but have had little experience with
digital circuits. Most of my circuits utilized
printed-circuit boards (homemade and
acid-etched). While I find printed circuits
very convenient to design and work with.
I gather this is not too practical with digital
circuits. since most appear to use double
sided boards. Is this so? If so. is wire
wrapping the way to go? Could you rec
ommend a good reference on interfacing
techniques?

TED ThOMAS

Pittsford. NY

/ have no formal plans for a follow-up
article on the Trump Card. However. with
all the requests / have been receiving for
interfacing the Trump Card to other com
puters. a follow-up ofsome kind might be
warranted. More information on this sub
ject may be presented in a future Circuit
Cellar Feedback column.

Homemade. acid-etched. prototype
boards are not the most convenient way
to construct digital circuits of any size.
Wire-wrapped boards are one alternative
that works very well. but the wire-wrap
sockets are expensive. and discrete com
ponents must still be soldered into the
circuit. When J construct a prototype
board. / use wire-wrap wire and a low
wattage soldering iron for point-to-point
soldered connections from the pins of
standard printed-circuit-board sockets.
Discrete components are also soldered
into the circuit in this manner. Once you
are familiar with this type ofconstruction.
you can produce a prototype circuit that
is almost as reliable as one constructed
from a printed-circuit board.

Many texts have been written about
computer interfacing and microcomputer
chips. Microprocessor Interfacing Tech
niques by Rodnay zaks and Austin Lesea
covers both the hardware and software
techniques needed to interface periph
erals to microprocessors. It can be ob
tained from Priority One Electronics.

(continued)
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Telpac'M is the complete telecom
munications software system that
allows one computer to communicate
with another. Working in conjunction
with a modem, your computer now has
the ability to upload and download
important information.

You can transfer files at speeds
of up to 9600 baud at any time of the
day or night. And Telpac doesn't even
require your presence because it's
smart enough to perform unattended.
So you can send or receive large
amounts of data after business hours
by programming your computer to
automatically make connections with
virtually any other computer during the
night-when phone rates are low.

Inquiry 347

For more information send for a free
Telpac brochure.

For a poster size reprint of this ad, send
$3.00 to U.S. Robotics, Inc.

Best of all, the host computer will
receive information exactly the way it
was sent. There's no chance of error
because Telpac features XMODEM,
XON/XOFF and user-defined protocols
for error-free transmission.

Telpac also allows you to log on to
information services such as The
Source, Dun & Bradstreet, NewsNet
and other popular on-line data bases.

And these time-sharing systems can
be programmed into Telpac's unlimited
phone directory.

What's more, you can run application
programs that were meant for termi
nals other than the one you're using,
because Telpac provides Terminal
Emulation.

Compare the features. Compare the
price. You'll discover that Telpac has
all the other data communications
software packages beat-by miles.

by U.S. Robotics, Inc.
8100 McCormick Blvd.
Skokie, IL 60076
Phone: (312) 733-0497
Telex: 650-186-3130
Outside Illinois: 1-BOO-Dial-USR



At $105, Micromint's System Controller
is a dirt cheap development tool without
equal.

It'll turn your I BM PC into a design lab
oratory that saves your company thou
sands of dollars and months of evalua
tion. You'll save headaches, too. When
you tell your boss the first phase of your
pet project is only going to cost $105,
watch the relief begin.

Micromint's Z8 System Controller, the
tiny computer on a board, is the corner
stone of an entire family of integrated,
intelligent products from AC/IO to smart
terminals. Able to speak three languages
(BASIC, FORTH and Assembly). this
tiny 4" x 4 1/2" computer supports 6K
bytes of EPROM or 4K bytes of RAM,
two parallel ports and an RS-232 serial
port.

If learning a new language isn't in your
future, no problem. WRITE YOUR
PROGRAMS IN BASIC AND TRANS
LATE THEM INTO FORTH WITH A
SINGLE KEY STROKE. Our specially
masked chip will let you know in an in
stant whether your program is operation
al. You'll be building before the compet
ition is de-bugging.

For OEM Orders and Customer
Assistance Call Our Toll Free Line

1-800-521-0044

Call or write for a complete product line
brochure. Or order our complete set of
12 fully detailed owners' and technical
reference manuals for only $29.95. This
set includes all of the following manuals:

-Z8 FORTH System Controller
-Z8 BASIC System Controller
-BASIC/Debug Software Reference
- Z8 Microcomputer Assembly

Language/Hardware Technical
Reference

- Memory and I/O Expansion
-EPROM Programmer
-Analog to Digital Converter
-16K Memory Expansion
-Serial I/O Expansion
-RS-232120mA Converter
-Smart Video Terminal
-AC/DC Power I/O

ORDER PRODUCT CODE BCC99.

Micromint, Inc.
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9161 DeeringAve.. Chatsworth, CA 91311.
-Steve

TRUMP CARD AND HARD
DISKS

Dear Steve,
I enjoyed your article on the '!rump

Card. Is it a useful item where the IBM PC
has a hard-disk system? Also, is there any
equipment on the market that can make
the IBM PC a multiuser system?

Are there any controller boards avail
able that would enable a North Star
Horizon user to be able to access both
hard- and soft-sector disks without chang
ing the board? The Morrow DJ/DMA board
will do that but only in CP/M. I would want
to continue to use North Star BASIC pro
grams where applicable.

MALCOLM H. AUKERMAN

Newport IN

The value of the 7i"ump Card does not
depend on the type ofdisk-drive system
you have. A hard disk wiJl offer greater
speed ofdisk-related I/O functions, since

CIARCIA FEEDBACK

it is quite a bit faster than a floppy disk.
The value of the 7i"ump Card is realized
after the program is transferred from the
disk to the 7i"ump Card memory.

Recendy. a number ofcompanies have
designed products to aJlowan IBM PC to
be used in a multiuser environment.
These products usuaJly take the form of
a card or several cards that plug into the
Pc. These cards aJlow the PC to become
part of a local-area network (LAN) with
other PCs or aJlow the PC to become a
master that controls several slave ter
minals. LAN cards are manufactured by
a number of companies, including IBM.
Some of them are

Advanced Digital Corp.
5432 Production Dr.
Huntington Beach, CA 92649

AST Research Inc.
2121 Alton Ave.
Irvine, CA 92714

Orchid Technologies
4 7790 Westinghouse Dr.
Fremont CA 94539

Quadram Corp.
4355 International Blvd..
Norcross, GA 30093

Advanced Digital Corp. produces the
master/slave-type cards for the Pc.

I don't know of a board that will aJlow
you to run both hard- and soft-sectored
disks, but articles have been written that
describe how to run North Star BASIC in
a CP/M environment. One article that
reviewed three software packages for this
purpose appeared in the May/June 1982
Microsystems Journal.-Steve

HARD DISKS AND CP/M

Dear Steve.
I have a DEC VT-180 Robin computer.

which is a VT-loo video terminal with an
add-on Z80 CP/M board and two 169K
byte disk drives. I would like to put a Win
chester disk on it but do not want to
spend the money (about $2500) for a
Corvus 6-megabyte system. Corvus will
sell the interface board and necessary

(continued)

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON CARD AND DRIVE

!!.l!byte
GUARANTEm

SUggesb!d mall pre $1095

"45=~CE
lOO'tb refundable wtfhln 30 days.

For..PC- & COII'ptibIes. 2
Years UIarranly on disk drNe and
controller cafd.

• Ha~ drNe with
c0ntr0lier cafd

• Low error rate
• Low poIIIIe"
• Hg1 perfOr'rnaI'e and

reliability
• Easy instaBation

zo ..,.. tar '1,48,.

'R) ORDER SBm CHI!CX 011
MONEY ORDER 1'Ot

LInde T.........., Inc.
8820 S. 5epuM!da BIw1.
~204

lDs Angeles. CA 9004S

OR CAU.1OU..-.
I lsoot 227-2400 ext 974
hCalbnlaal

I lsoot 772-2666 ext 974
Visa and MasterCard accepted.
CaIbnIa IleSIdMls iIdd 6~" sales fait

..........~....-

... 1'.alii 12111 21....

... is a IegiSlIenld Ir.Idemark d _:llli._1II
IIuIiness MacIlft!s Coop.

Yes, send me more
Information on:
o 10 Mbyte Disk Drive
o 20 Mbyte Disk Drive

Unde Technology, Inc.
8820 S. Sepulveda Blvd., Suite 204
Los Angeles, CA 90045

NllME _

ADORESS. _

C11Y( STATE__ ZIP __

I
I
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CIARCIA FEEDBACK

OAOO C3 5C 03 C3 58 03 7F 00 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20
OA10 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 43 4F 50 59 52 49 47 48

OAOO C3 5C 03 C3 58 03 7F 00 4U 42 41 53 49 43 20 4D
OA10 59 50 52 4F 47 20 20 20 43 4F 50 59 52 49 47 48

Listing 2: Listing I modified to autoload MBASIC and a program called
MYPROG.

Listing I: CPIM hexadecimal dump at location OAOO before the autoload
modification.

mand. put a OD into location OA07. You
can place an input string all the way to
location OA 7F in this manner if you like.
The last part of the recipe is to save the
new copy of MOVCPM.COM. First. exit
DDT by typing GO or CTRL-C, then save
as follows:

A > save 39 myprog.com

Now prepare a new system disk using
SYSGEN that contains MYPROG.BAS and
do a cold boot. MBASIC should be called
automatically and the program MYPROG
run under MBASIC. -Steve.

.........•......•..•.•...•.•...........
• Over the years I have presented many dif-
: ferent projects in BYTE. I know many of you
: have built them and are making use of them
: in many ways.

I am interested in hearing from any of you
: telling me what you've done with these proj
: ects or how you may have been influenced by
: the basic ideas. Write me at Circuit Cellar Feed
: back, POB 582, Glastonbury, CT 06033 and
: fill me in on your applications. All letters and
: photographs become the property of Steve
: Ciarcia and cannot be returned..••••••................•.......•.••••.

Perform a dump starting at location
DADO hexadecimal. The first two lines
should read as shown in listing I.

The string of20s in line OA lOis where
you put the name of the transient pro
gram you want to autoload. As an exam
ple, suppose you want to autoload
MBASIC and run MYPROG. In this case,
use the DDT "s" command to place the
character string MBASIC MYPROG into
the area where the 20s are. Then do a
dump at location DADO again. and the
result should be as shown in listing 2.

CP/M must also know how long the in
put string was. This value is held in loca
tion OA07, where the 00 value is now
shown. The length of the input string in
this case is 13 bytes. Using the "s" com-

summarize the technique for your use.
First. set up a scratch disk with a full

copy ofCP/M, including the system tracks,
and warm-boot it in drive A. Then use the
follOWing recipe:

A>ddt movcpm.com
DDT VERS 2.2
NEXT PC
28000100

software for $300, and I can get a Seagate
5-megabyte hard disk cheap.

Do you know of anyone who may have
a circuit and/or board for a Seagate
5/10-megabyte hard-disk controller? I am
sure that if I get my hands on such a cir
cuit. I can make the Corvus interface
board work with the Seagate hard disk.

Second, do you know how to make
CP/M-80 2.2 boot a named transient pro
gram from cold boot? I have been suc
cessful in making it execute built-in com
mands such as DIR B:, but 95 percent of
the transient programs (STAT, PIP. etc.) do
a warm boot on starting (DDT is an excep
tion, but it loads below the TPA).

PETER G. INGRAM

Genolier. Switzerland

I have not seen a circuit or a board for
a Seagate hard-disk controller, but I can
tell you where you can find some ex
cellent information on interfacing hard
disks in general. A three-part article in
the March. April, and May 1983 issues
of BYTE, "Building a Hard-Disk Interface
for an S-IOO Bus System," described how
a hard-disk drive and disk controller work
and how to use them with the CP/M oper
ating system. More recently. an article in
the October 1984 issue of Computer
Shopper described how to assemble a
hard-disk system from surplus market
items. These two references should pro
vide you with enough information to in
terface your hard disk to your system.

You can set up a version of CP/M to
autoload a transient program from a cold
boot by patching the name of the tran
sient program into a copy of CP/M. The
technique was described in the January/
February 1984 issue of Microsystems
Journal in the article "Using CP/M's Un
documented Autoload Feature." I will

.ATlEl\1TIOIT ~OKIDAT.A~ OWlVEBS!
USE YOUR PRINTER TO ITS FULLEST WITH MARVEL PRINTTMf

MARVEL PRINT FEATURES: /~: ~\ Also available from Marvel SOftware by Popular Demand:

• Proponlonal Spacing of letter quality text- Character sets: Italics· SCript· SCience & Math Symbols

Uustifies right margins). '~ DEMO DISKETTE !O.cIDATArm'
• Hebrew· Russian .. Arabic • Greek" Foreign language

• Enables you to create graphlcs-even in the 12.00 Refundable with purchase
Marks

middle of text.
Character Clone set: Allows you to take characters

• lets you create your own character sets.
from different sets & combine them for simultaneous use.

Marvel Print only .. . ........ $10
• Allows you to backspace, MARVEL PRINT-the new user-friendly program

Marvel Print with any I character set .. ....... 5B5
• Includes a powerful Label Printing Program. that generates ALL the features of the Okidata 92 & Marvel Print with any 2 character sets ... .. .......... 590
• Uses only one character for common codes: 93 printers using ANY text-producing program Character Clone set.. . ..... 510

SUBSCRIPT EMPHASIZED Iword processor. spread sheet. data basel. Work' with Apple, CPIM-80, PC-DOS. MS-DOS. State
SUPERSCRIPT DOUBLE WIDTH We sell Okidata 92 & 93 printers bundled with Marvel

System. Visa. American E)(press. Mastercard welcome.

UNDERUNE PICA Print hardware at discount prices. Call or write for more in-
Phone orde~ accepted or send check or M.D. to:

ENHANCED EUTE fonnation. Dealers welcome. Okidata is a trademark of the MARVEL SOFTWARE
DATA MODE CONDENSED Qkidata Corp. 1922 Ave. N, B'klyn, N.Y. 11230,1718) 336-2323
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What business
does a handsome
dog like me have

wilh a lop cal
like you?
My name's McGruff;and it's mybusi

ness to help prevent crime. I think it
should be your business, too-to teach
your employees how to protect them-
selves. Just send for my business kit

-it'll help you develop a program
that teaches your employees how
to make their homes burglar
proof, make their neighborhoods
safer, even how not to get mugged.
And, while you're at it, get in

touch with the cops-they can help
you out. So nowyou're probablywon

dering (like a top cat businessman
should), what's in it for you. That's easy:

When your companyworks harder for
your people, your people work harder for
your company:

So take the time, and...

TAKE ABITE OUT OF

~-----------------~I McGruff, Crime Prevention Coalition, I
20 Banta Place, Hackensack., NJ 07601

I Please send me lots ofinformation on I
I Crime Prevention. I
I Name: I
I Company: I
I Address: I
I City: State: Zip:__ I
-----------------~

ri!! A message from the Crime Prevention Coalition,
• ~ \.~ I this publication and The Ad Council.

lOUlO «:>1980 The Advertising CowlcU, Inc.



P·R·O·G·R·A·M·M·I·N·G

FACTORING
WITH HYPER

BY RICHARD B. LEINING

A factoring demon

INTEREST IN factoring large numbers
has been revived recently by the
growth in popularity of public-key
ciphers for security. In its simplest
form, a public-key cipher is a large
number (N) that has two prime
number factors (p and q). The idea is
that N is so large that it is impractical
to factor it.

I took up the challenge implicit in
the public-key-cipher approach and
wrote Hyper (see listing I), a program
that quickly factors large numbers.
IEditor's note: The listing for H~per is
available for downloading via BYTEnet List
ings. The telephone number is (603)
924-9820.1 After searching through
The Art of Computer Programming: Semi
Numerical Algorithms by Donald Knuth
and running my algorithm by some
computer science professors. I believe
that my approach is original. Because
I wrote Hyper in Microsoft interpreted
BASIC. the precision is insufficient for
breaking real ciphers But it is ade
quate to break the number 94,815,109
(used in "Public Key Cryptography,"
January 1983 BYTE, page 198 as a
sample encryption key) in less than 15
seconds on an IBM Pc. (A compiled
version of Hyper completes the 234
iterations required to factor this
number in about 2 seconds on the

396 B Y-T E • MARCH 1985

IBM PC) For real-world keys, ex
tended-precision software like
muMath would be necessary. (See
"Implementing Cryptographic Algo
rithms on Microcomputers" by
Charles Kluepfel. October 1984 BYTE,
page 126.)

'Traditional approaches to factoring
begin with a table of prime numbers.
Because the public-key ciphers are
based on large primes, however, this
is inefficient. With Hyper. I begin the
search for factors at approximately
the square root of N and work down.
Of course, this means that if N has
small factors. the approach is less ef
ficient than traditional approaches.
On the other hand, the program does
not require the generation or storage
of a large table of prime numbers.
making it memory-efficient. When
Hyper finds factors, it does not
guarantee that they are prime. To
determine that. you must rerun the

Richard B. uining (1631 Harrison Ave.. Salt
Lake Cit~, UT 84105) is a senior engineer
and principal investigator on research-and
development contracts for Hercules Aerospace
Co. He is a member of the American Cr~p

togram Association. His hobbies include
amateur radio (call W7DML). modern lan
guages, old-time music. and hiking.

program with the factors as argu
ments to see if further factoring is
possible.

If you want to use Hyper for general
factoring of large numbers, it might
make sense to test the number to be
factored to determine if it is divisible
by. say, the first 12 primes. Most
numbers are factorable by the first few
primes, so this would eliminate long
waits for trivial factors.

The rest of this article will explain
the derivation of the Hyper algorithm.
The two equations from which it was
constructed are (I) pq=N. where N is
the number to be factored, and (2)
(p-l)(q-I)=¢. (I use ¢ because, when
p and q are prime numbers. equation
(2) is known as Euler's totient function
and returns the number of numbers
less than N that are relatively prime
to N. This value is traditionally called
¢(N).)

These equations define hyperbolas
(figure I). which is where the program
got its name. Notice that N is the only
known value in these two equations.
The first requirement for Hyper to
work is that N is not divisible by 2 (i.e.,
that N is odd). Also, since there is no
point in going to a lot of trouble if N
is a perfect square, we will check to

(continued)



5399
S419
5816

.. 5850
5449
5519

5699

.5469
S469

.51225

.5 979

.5 425
..... 5 559
.... 5 449
... 5 755
.. 5 639
.5 699
5599

5489
5S65

.$469
5599-

S780

Smorlll

Qume
QVT 102 Green
QVT 102 Amber

QVT 103 Green

QVT 103 Amber
QVT 108 Green

QVT 108 Amber

Televideo
BOO
BOOA
910'
910+

921
922
92.
925
925E

Wyse
50
75

Zenith
Z-22
Z-29

Z-49

VIDEO TERMINALS
ADDS

A-2Green

A·3

Altos

PLOTTERS
Enter
Sweet-P600

Call

.5175
.. Sl99

S125
5134
5399
S410

5479

599
5149

Call
S549

.. 5449
$225
$299
5299

.. 5399

... 595
S95

5129
.5.....
5410

S459

Grophks Moslet"
126K Dynamk Memory
256K Dynamic Memory

Captoin 128K
Captain 256K

TECMAR

DISKETTES
Moxell
MD· I (Oty 100)
MD·2 (Oty 1001

Taxon
121 Green

122 Amber

420 RGB.

425 RGB/Green

Zenith
ZVM·122 Amber
ZVM-123 Green

ZVM-124
ZVM-l30

ZVM-133 Color/RGB

ZVM-135 Color/RGB W /Audio

MONITORS
Amdek All Monitors

Princeton Graphic
HX-12

Sanyo
CRT-30

CRT-36

CRT·50
CRT-70

S245

$275
5439

.S709

5679
51189

Save

$185
5445
$379
$209

5235
5 289
5 399
5 689

S375
Call
Call

S694
51499
51669
$1669
51139
S2649

5529
S759
5839

51639
51719

S999

Save

S479
S909

51049
$315
5389
S459
5335

Sl089
51315

51129
52039
52259

5ave
.5239

$355
S 365
5649
S875

Call
5385
5699

S244
5499
5299

5639
5669

.51215
51359
$1669
51779

Call

Call

5315

...
.Call

$219

SILICON
SPECIALTIES

C-Itoh
A-1Q-JO

F-ID Parollel or Serlol
55 CPS Seriol or ParaUel
8510 Parallel (Prowfller)
8510 $P
8510 SCP

8510 BPI

PRINTERS
Anadex
96258
WP6000
OP6SOO

Brother
OX-15
OX·15Xl

HR-25
HR-3S

Prices reflect 396 to 596 cosh dis<ount. Product shipped in fadory cartons with manufacturer's warranty. Please odd S8.00 per order
for UPS shipping. Prices & ovailobility subiect to change without notice. Send cashier's check or money order ... all other checks will delay
shipping two weeks.

Comrex
CR-2E ParaUel

CR-4

420

COMPUTERS Datasouth
Altos All Compvter NIodels Call 05180

05220
Columbia .. Call Diablo
Corona 620
PC-22 Ouol Drive S1919 630 API
PC-HD2 Hard Disk S2999 630 ECS
PPC·2 Portable/Duol Drive 51689 630 ECS/IBM
PPC-HD2 Portable/Hard Disk 52599 Series 36

NEC SOIF

PC-8201 Computer 5315 Pl2COI

PC·8201A·90 Battery Pock .515 P32CQl

PC-8206A 32K Rom 5215 S32CQI

PC·8271A.()1 ACAdopter 516 P38

PC-8271A-Q2 AC Adopter 516 538

PC-8281A Recorder 589 (150

Northstar Epson All Printer Models

All Computer Modek Call Infarunner
Sonya MBC-77S Portable Call Ritemon w/woctor

Mac-SSG System Call Rilemon 15

MBC-555 System Call Rilemon Blue w/Troctor

MBC·550·2 System Call Juki
MBC-555-2 System Call 5500
MBC-8S5 Call 6100

Televideo 6300

S03. S1915 NEC
SO. 53429 2010,2015.2030
16050 Sl909 2050
16QSC $2299 3510,3515,3530
1605H 53459 3550
160SCH .53~9 88 lO, 8815, 8830

TPC-l $755 8850
TPC-2 Single Drive 51509 P2, PJ

TPC·2 Dual Drive 51749 Okidato All Printer N\odels

Visual Panasonic
Commuter .From $1469 1091

Zenith 1092

Z-150 Single Drive Save 25," 1093

Z-150 0001 Drive .Sove 25'" Silver Reed
Z·150 WIlO lVlegobyle . Save 25"- EXP400
Z-160 Single Drive .Save 25~

EXP500 Fbrollel Of Serial
Z-16O Duol Drive Save 25"-

EXP550 Fbrollel Of Serial
EXP770 !brollel Of Seriol

DISK DRIVES Star Micronics
Alpha Omega All Printer Model~

Turbo 10 5739 lOlly
Iomega

Spiril80

Bernoulli Box for IBM lOshibo
10 Megobyle 51950 P1340 ParoUel or Seriol

20 Megabyte 52660 PI351 Parallel or Set-iol

Rona
Elite I 5179 MODEMSElite II .5339
Elite III 5405 Anchor Automation
Elite 1OHIApple $1080 Anchor hpre10s
Controller (W/(hive Only) 569 MorkXII
1000 W/DOS lor Alari S305

Hayes

BOARDS Smortmodem 300 Boud
Smortmodem 1200 Baud

AST Smortmodem 12008 Baud (IBM)

Six Pock f'tus 5285
Mkromodem liE (Apple)

Paradise
Novation
Smart Cot Ph/i

ModukJr Graphic 06-1 S275 Prometheus AU modekFivePok 5159
Racal-Vadic AliModeb

US Robotics Password 1200
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VLM Computer Electronics
10 Park Place. MOrristown. NJ 07960

(2011267·3268 Visa. MC, Check or COD

(continued)

HYPER
by Richard B. Leining

PROGRAMMING INSIGHT

10 ,***************************.*************.**.**************.****

20 '.
30 ..
40 ..
50 '.
60 '1< * * * * * * * 1< * * * * * * * * * * 1< * * * * * * * * * '" * * * * * * * * * * * * '* '* * '* * * * '* * '* * '* * * '* * '* * * * '* *

70 PRINT "HYPER FACTORS OR TESTS PRIME BY INTERSECTING"
80 PRINT "TWIN HYPERBOLAS X'Y = NAND (X-1)'(Y-1) = FE"
90 BEEP: INPUT "ENTER ODD INTEGER N = ";N#
100 N#= INT(N#)
110 IF N#<15 THEN 90
120 REM MAY INSERT UPPER LIMIT ON N HERE
130 REM TOLERANCE SERVES AS ZERO IN TESTS
140 TOL=0.0001
150 REM REJECT N IF PERFECT SQUARE
160 ROOT# = SQR(N#)
170 IF (ROOT#-INT(ROOT#))> TOL THEN 230
180 PRINT "N WAS THE PERFECT SQUARE OF";ROOT#
190 GOTO 90
200 REM REJECT N IF EVEN. MAY REPLACE 200-220 WITH A PREPROCESSOR

FOR THE FIRST 12 OR SO PRIMES TO USE HYPER AS A GENERAL
FACTORING PROGRAM.

210 HALF# = N#/2
220 IF (HALF#-INT(HALF#))< =TOL THEN 90
230 REM CALCULATE CONSTANTS. A AND B ARE SCALED DOWN TO DEFER

OVERFLOW
240 C1%=1: C2%=2: C4%=4
250 A# = (N# + C1 %)/C2%
260 B#=(N#-C1%)/C2%: B#= B#'B#
270 PRINT "CONSTANTS: A=";A#;"B=";B#
280 REM FIND CRITICAL VALUE OF FE/4 FOR TWO REAL INTERSECTIONS
290 FECR4# = (A# - ROOT#)/C2%
300 FECR4# = INT(FECR4#)
310 PRINT "UPPER BOUND OF FE = ";FECR4#'C4%
320 REM ESTIMATE LOWER BOUND OF FE
330 BEEP: INPUT "ENTER SMALLEST CREDIBLE PRIME FACTOR = ";MIN%
340 FEMN4# = A#/C2% - (MIN% + N#/MIN%)/C4%
350 FEMN4# = INT(FEMN4#)
360 PRINT "ESTIMATED LOWER BOUND OF FE = ";FEMN4#'C4%
370 REM PREDICT MAX REASONABLE TRIALS FOR FE
380 MAX# = 1+ FECR4# - FEMN4#
390 PRINT "MAX REASONABLE TRIALS = ";INT(MAX#)
400 BEEP: INPUT "ENTER ALLOWABLE TRIALS < = MAX. ALLOW = ";ALLOW#
410 IF ALLOW#>MAX# THEN 400
420 REM UPPER BOUND IS SOMETIMES A SOLUTION FOR FE. TRY IT FIRST
430 FE4# = FECR4#
440 TRIAL# = C1%
450 REM CALCULATE POLYNOMIAL Z (R'2) WHICH IS SCALED BY 1/4
460 Z# = B# - FE4#' (A# - FE4#)'C4%
470 REM SELECT PERFECT SQUARE. THAT MAKES X,Y INTEGERS
480 ROOT#=SQR(Z#)
490 RDEC# = ROOT# -INT(ROOT#)
500 IF RDEC#< = TOL THEN 590
510 REM AFTER FAILURE, REVISE FE/4 FOR NEXT ROUND
520 FE4#=FE4#-C1%
530 TRIAL#=TRIAL#+C1%:IF TRIAL#< =ALLOW# THEN 450 ELSE

TRIAL# = TRIAL# - C1 %
540 PRINT "SEARCH CONCLUDED AFTER ";TRIAL#:" TRIALS. IF NO

SOLUTION BY NOW, THEN:"
550 PRINT "DIDN'T ALI.OW MAX TRIALS, OR MIN WASN'T SMALL ENOUGH.

OR N WAS PRIME"

Listing I: Microsoft BASIC version of Hyper.

NEWBoth Versions
canbeeasily
installedand
require NO
modifica
tions to the
typewriter.
A 2K buffer is
standard, BK optional.

IFfR'RInlF CALIFORNIA MICRO
~ 1I11~ COMPUTER
9323 Warbler Ave.. Fountain Valley. CA 92708

(714) 964-9301

TAPE WORLD
~ 1·800-245·6000 ~
maxell. - DxwJJ
110·1 Sy..·. 5500 1.69 104/10 .. Sy,. 5500 .. 1.89
110·2 SYo'·. 0500 2.39 104/20 .. SY" 0500 .. 2.69
FO·I 8". 5500 2.69 3740/10 .. 8",5500 .. 2.69
FO·2 8". 0500 3.29 3740/20 .. 8".0500 .. 3.29

TDK IBM
S\\" 5500 1.99 SY..· 5500 1.99
SYo" 0500 . . 1.S9 SY..· OSOO . 2.S9

BASF SCOTCH
SY.. ' ssoo . .. 1.69 SY"'SSOO 1.69
SY..· DSDO 2.39 SY,,·OSOO.. 2.39

VERBATIM ElEPHANT
S\\" ssoo 1.69 SY..·SSOO 1.59
SY..· DSOO 2.39 SY..·OSOO. . 2.19

WE Will BEAT ANY PRICE BY 3%
Sold in 10 Packs. Shipping 3.75 any size order.'

Pre-paid, COD. or credit card. COD add 1.95
SCHOOLS & GOVT. ON PO.

Also, TDK, and Maxell audio and video cassettes.
220 SPRING ST. BOX 361 BUTLER, PA 16001

412-283-8621 M·F 8:30-5:00

Qume 142A $189
Teac FD55B.. $129
Tandon TM I 00·2 $169
Tandon TM I 0 1-4 $239
CDC 9409 $169
Maynard DISk Controller. $114

Sandstar Series $call
Internal 10MBHDsystems WSI . $899
WS2 $1079
MaynStream tape backup $1229

Quadboard (64 K) $254
Ouadboard (3841<) $379
Ouadcolor I $199

AST S,xPakPlus (64 I<) $259
S,xPakPlus (384 K) $384
MegaPlus (64 I<) $269
Advantage . $call
I/O Plus $129
PCnet - starter kit $809

HERCULES graphics board $349
Color Card with PP $ t 69

HAYES Modems: 300 $199
Smartmodem 1200 $489
Smartmodem I 200 B $419

Set of 9 chips (64 I<) $25
256K chips (each) $15
8087 chip $ t 39
Verbatim Datallfe disks (201 $49

Your IBM Model 50, 60, 65. 75.85,95
or WHEELWRITER Typewriter can be
a computer printer or terminal using
our interface modules:
Model 5060 RS232 Serial
Mode15060-CP Centronics Parallel

a:='THAN



The First Idea Processor.

Go ahead.
Put your two cents worth onto ThinkTank~

And watch it grow into a million-dollar idea.
Because ThinkTank is the first software

designed to process ideas on the IBM PC, XT and
compatibles, the Apple II family and Macintosh.

ThinkTank's flexible outline format lets you
clearly see your idea from all angles. So you can
sharpen up an inspired thought, weed out a weak
one, set priorities, weigh alternatives.

It's like a spreadsheet for ideas.
While all this structuring helps your brain

child take shape, it won't inhibit the natural flow
of creative juices. Because entering an idea onto
ThinkTank is as easy as scribbling it on a cocktail
napkin. All you need is simple English.

Just let your thoughts flow-from "pie in
the sky" concepts to the "nuts and bolts" details.
And build more professional proposals,
marketing plans, legal
briefs, case reports,
engineering specifica
tions, research notes,
action items, hot
lists and to-do lists.

Call1-800
556-1234 Ext. 213
(in Calif., 1-800-441
2345 Ext. 213) for
the store nearest you.
And see what's really
on your mind.

Inspiration isfleeting, sojust let your thoughtsflow.
The flexible format makes ite~ to rearrange them
later into headings and a basic outline.

Wben you want to scope the Big Picture, a simple
command drops out everylhing but the main headings.
Subheads and detailed text are storedfor recall later.

Use as many headings and as much text asyou need
to develop the outlinefully. ThinkTank's processing
power can move whole sections oftext with a single
keystroke - something no wordprocessor can do.

"7binkTank"and "7be First Idea Processor"are trademarks ofLiving Videotext, h,e.
e OJpyrifibt 1984, Liling Video/ext, Inc., 2432 Charleston Road, Mountain Vieu: 0194043, (4t5) C)64·6300
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(continued)

PROGRAMMING INSIGHT

560 INPUT "TO GUESS A SMALLER MIN, ENTER 1, OTHERWISE JUST RETURN";J%
570 IF J% = 1 THEN 320
580 END
590 REM FOR PERFECT SQUARE, COMPLETE CALCULATION OF X, Y
600 W#=A#- FE4#'C2%
610 X#=W#-ROOT#
620 Y#=W#+ROOT#
630 REM CALCULATE FACTORING ERROR
640 ER# = INT(X#) 'INT(Y#) - N#
650 PRINT "ERROR = ";ER#
660 PRINT "HYPERBOLAS INTERSECT AT (X,Y) = (";X#;",";Y#;") AND (";Y#;",

";X#;")"
670 PRINT "WHEN SECOND HYPERBOLA HAS FE = ";FE4#*C4%
680 PRINT "FACTORS";X#;Y#;"FOUND WITHIN";TRIAL#;"TRIALS"
680 PRINT "PRIMES? IF IN DOUBT, RERUN PROGRAM. ENTER A FACTOR AS N"
700 INPUT "IF TRIALS < ALLOW, MAY ENTER 1 TO SEARCH FURTHER. ELSE

RETURN";J%
710 REM A SECOND DISTINCT SOLUTION IS UNLIKELY
720 IF J%=1 THEN 510

y

y = x

./0 +l---_"lIr"I.

x
o

Figure I: Graphic representation of equations (I) and (2). The solid curve is pq=N,
and the dashed curve is (p-I)(q-l)=¢. Because values of N worth factoring are not
perfect squares, the hyperbolas will not intersect at the 45-degree line. Because of
symmetry, it doesn't matter which factor we call p and which we call q.
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make sure that it is not For the pur
poses of what follows, let p be greater
than q. It doesn't matter which is
larger; it just simplifies the statement
of the derivation. Because N is odd,
p and q must also be odd. Therefore,
p- I and q- 1 are both even, and ¢ is
divisible by 4. Further, since both p
and q are odd, p+q must be even. If
we expand equation (2). we get

(3) pq-p-q+I=¢

Subtracting (3) from (I) gives

(4) p+q-I=N-¢

Rearranging (4) gives

(5) p+q=N+I-¢

Because p+q is even, the average of
p and q is a whole number. That is:

(6) (p+q)/2=(N+I-¢)/2

which is an integer. Let w=(p+q)/2.
Since p, q, and ware all integers
(unless N is not factorable) and w is
the average of p and q, there must be
some integer r (the absolute value of
the deviation of factors p and q from
their average) such that (7) W+r=p and
(8) w-r=q.

Let us rewrite equation (I) using w
and r:

(9) (w+r)(w-r)=N

Expanding (9) gives

(10) wA 2-r A 2=N

Rearranging (10) gives

(II) r A 2=w A 2-N

Since w=(p+q)/2=(N+I-¢)/2, we can
substitute (N+I-¢)/2 for w in (II).
giving

(12) r A 2=I(N+l-¢)/2I A 2-N

Expanding and simplifying (12) gives

( I 3)
r A2 = I(N - 1)/21 A2 -¢I(N+ 1)/2 -¢/41

I(N- 1)/21 A 2 and (N + 1)/2 are known
constants for any N being factored. In
stead of having to divide N by a large
table of primes, the program need
only search for a value 'of ¢ that
makes the right side of equation (13)
a perfect square in order to find p and
q.



COIfIIPUTER HUT™ COMPARE
OUR

SERVICE & PRICE!

WORDPROCESSING
MS ~rd $239 with mouse $299
Volkswriter Deluxe . . . . . . . . . . . . $169
PFS: Write $89 PFS: Proof $69
~rdPerfect$269 ~rdStar CALL
Multimate $269

DATABASE/INTEGRATED
dBase 111 $389 Quickcode 111 $179
RBase 4000 $279 Clout 2.0 $169
LOTUS 1-2-3 & Symphony . .... CALL
Framework CALL

UTIUTIESICOMPILERS
Crosstalk $109 Smartcom /I $109
Sideways $49 Norton Utilities$59
Sidekick $45 Turbo Psscal $45
UFEBOAT Lattice C $299
MS Basic $259 MS Fortran $239

BUSINESS
MICROSOFT Project $159 Chart $159
STAR Acct. Partner I & /I CALL
BPI SYSTEMS CALL
PFS: File $89 PFS: Graph $89
PFS: Plan $89 Multiplan $139

OTHER
Mastertype $35 Typing Tutor 11/ $39
Math Blaster $39
Flight Simulator . . . . . . ' . ' .. $45
Managing your money $135

AND LOTS MORE

I SOFTWARE

CALL
$1095

84S CALL
92S BEST
935 PRICES

FX-1oo CALL
RX-1oo CALL
LQ-1500 CALL

ASK ABOUT OUR
TRAINING & REPAIR

SERVICES.

OIQD\TA
84P CALL
92P BEST
93P PRICES

NEe
Spinwriter 2050 $699
3550 ..... $1449 8850 $1995
Pinwriter P2 $689 P3 $895

TOSHIBA
P1351 .... $1399 P1340 ..... $175
DAISYWRITER
2000 wl48K Buffer $849
DATAPRODUCT.S •••••••••.•• CALL

I~__M_O_D_E_M_S__~I I CO~UURS

mLl~~' ••iB~·)ii'~ih~SI~:jit··i-----~~
• KII~ ~.T. PIlOOUCTS, INC:::J •••••••••••• CALL

rOHlPAlZ e
,• ••••••••.•• CALL

I MONITORS I
AMDEK
Video 300G $135 300A $145
Video 310A $179
PGS
HX12 Hi Res RGB monitor . .... BEST
MAX-12 Hi Res Mono. PRICES
SR-12 Super Hi Res RGB

HARD DISKSflAPE

ANY PRODUCT NOT
LISTED? CALL

MAYNARD
WSI $895 WS2 $1095
EVEREX, SYSGEN, MOUNTAIN CALL

lIE MAYNARD ELECTRONICS
Flop~ Disk Controller $129
FDC wlPsr. Port or Ser Port $179/189
SANDSTAR SERIES CALL

Smartmodem 1200 $469
Smartmodem 1200B $409
BIZCOMP
PC Intellimodem : $359
PC Intellimodem-sT . . . . . . . . . . CALL

NOVATION • ................ CALL
Sma~t $359

___D_'_S_K_D_R_/~_E_S__~I I AAW~S
landon TM100-2 DSIDD $165 EL..-

P
-
S
-
O
-
N
--------:::....----

MATSUSHITA JA 551 $149 FX-80 CALL
TEAC FD-55B Slimline $149 RX-80 CALL
SHUGART SA-455 haN-high CALL JX-80 CALL

brother
HR-15 Par . . $399 sar $399
HR-25 .... . $849 HR-35 $839

DYNAX
DX-15 Par . . $399 sar $399

C-/TOH
PROWRITER
STARWRITER F-10P

<2lWR'\M
Quadboard 64K expo to 384K $279
Quadcolor I & /I CALL

ASr RESEARCH
SixPsk Plus 64K $279
MegaPlus /I 64K $279
IIOPlus /I . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $129
STB ' CALL
M/CROLDG
Baby Blue /I 64K $489

I GRAPHICS BOARDS
TECMAR
Graphics Master $489
HERCULES
Hi Res Mono Graphics $329
Color Graphics wlPsr Port $185

PARADISE
Modular Graphics $299

SPECIAL
OF THE
MONTH

IBM-PC, XT & AT
CALL FOR
PRICE

EAST COAST CANADA MID-WEST

COMPUTER HUT
OF NEW ENGLAND INC.

101 Elm St. Nashua, NH 03060

(&03) BB9-0&&&
For Orders Only - (800) 525 5012

M/CROCONTEXT
AUTHORIZED DEALER

5253 A\19 Du Pare
Montreal Que H2V4P2.
(514) 279·7291

COMPUTER HUT/Nc.
524 S. Hunter

Wichita, Kansas 67207

(31&) &81-2111
For Orders Only - (800) 572 3333

All products usually in stock for immediate shipment and carry full manufacturers' warranty. Price subject to change - this ad prepared two months in advance. You
get the lowest price. We honor personal checks - allow 10 days to clear. COD up to $300 add 2%, Visa, MasterCard add 2%, For shipping & insurance add 2% or
$5,00 min, for small items and $10 min for monitors, printers, etc. We accept company checks and P.O.'s from Fortune 1000 Companies.

IBM is a trademark of IBM Corp, Return authorization and order status call information line Inquiry 83 15
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PROGRAMMING INSIGHT

The last question we need to ad
dress is what the largest possible
value of ¢ could be so we know where
to start our search. Equation (13) of
fers an indication of what values for
¢ are possible. In order for' to be a
real number, ,- 2 must not be a
negative number. Therefore, from (13):

(14) I(N- 1)/21- 2 ~ ¢I(N + 1)/2 -¢/41

If we expand (14), rearrange the terms,
and multiply through by 4 to get rid
of the fraction, we get

(15) ¢- 2-2(N+ I)¢+(N- W 2 ~O

Using the quadratic equation to solve
for ¢' we see that

(16) ¢sN+ I ±2-JFJ

Going back to equation (2), .we see
that ¢ must be smaller than N.
Therefore, the sign in (16) must be
negative, and we obtain

(17) ¢sN+ 1-2-JFJ

We can refine our starting value of
¢ by recalling that it must be divisi
ble by 4. We decrement the value cal
culated from (17) until our first guess
for ¢ is divisible by 4, plug that value
into equation (13), and see if the result
is a perfect square. If not. we decre
ment our guess of ¢ by 4 and try
again.

1b determine the lower bound of ¢'
take the smallest possible factor of N
(call it Min) and calculate ¢mi. from
equation (2) by (Min-I) (N/Min-I). In
general. Min will be 3. In public-key
ciphers, however. you may be able to
determine the minimum number of
digits in the factors of a valid key from,
for example, the modulus. The
number you use for Min does not
have to be prime.

As a matter of interest. you can
derive factoring methods from other
equations related to (2).
For example:

(2A) (p+l)(q+I)=¢'

will work but overflows sooner than
(2). You could also mix plus and minus
signs in (2), but then you have to
fudge away an unwanted minus sign .
I therefore prefer using equation
(2).•

I.C.S.
P.O. BOX 8217

RED BANK, N.J. 07101

201-957-9267

CHIPS 'n DIPS

All parts in stock, first quality.
No seconds or surplus.

Same day shipping!

CHIPS 'n DIPS
Po. Box 2517 • The Mall

Duxbury, MA 02331

MONITORS
HIGH RESOLUTION

COLOR/MONOCHROME
WILL CUSTOMIZE

Color 12" RGBI-TTL .031MM 5795.00
Color 14" RGBI-TTL .031MM 5895.00
Color 14" RGBI-TTL .039MM 5695.00
MONOCHROME Monitors input composite
RS 170 or TTL separate sync for PC
HORIZONTAL LINE 15.75 to 22.5 KHZ
32 MHZ Video Bandwidth on 23" 15"
23" Metal Cabinet P-4 BIW 5795.00
15" Esthetic Cabinet Green CRT
Ideal for upgrading your PC 5550.00
12" Metal Cabinet P-4 BIW 32 MHZ
also in RACK MOUNT 5525.00
9" Metal Cabinet P-4 BIW 5445.00
9" Twin Rack Mount P-4 BIW 5795.00
12" Composite Green CRT 5249.00
12" TTL for PC Green CRT 5259.00

OEM and Dealer Qty. Discounts

Osborne
As available only! Very limited quantity.

Important: To fix yourself. Guaranteed for 30
Always call to or for parts. days. May be new
check a....aila- Complete. but or 'efurb.. depen-
bility before known not ding on avail.
ordering. working. Exch/ Outright

Repair

Main Board OS-' $49 $79 $159

Main Board Exec. $159 $139 $299

Exec. Memory Card - $39 S89

Double Density Kit·· - - $79

5" CRT IGrnlWhitel $9_95 $19 $29

7" CRT (Amber) $19 $49 $99

15" CRT, no case - - $85

Drive Analog Card $9.95 $29 $59

Drive Mechanism $19 $25 $59

Power Supply $4.95 $2" $29

Keyboard (No enclos.l $19 - $99

•• Includes board, cable, documentation

Shipping charged on all ordel s

Computer Parts Mart 415·493-5930
3200 Park Blvd .Palo Alto .CA 94306
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.30

,12

.25

.08

.32

5114 8

100 20
Qty Qty

2.47 2.63
3.39 3.58
2.70 2.87
3.39 3.58

* Fast
Delivery

2.06 2.20
3.13 3.31
3.09 3.27
3.57 3.77

Color Coded Labels
(Pkg. ot 20)

Tyvek Envelopes ea.
10 Disk Soft Box ea.

Disk!5 :'lin'T:IJings
1--' ., Agoura Hills, CA 91301 IZ

Free Price LiSl Available

• lifetime warranty.
• Certified 100010 error-free.
• Special self-cleaning jacket and unique

two·piece liner.
• Center hole more accurate than industry

standard.
• Bi·axiaily oriented polyester substrate.
• Cross-linked oxide coating.
• DoUble lubrication.

PlUS BASF Special Offer
call. write, or utilize reader service - we'll
send you our fUll-range catalog of computer
supplies with a special offer enclosed.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
1250-E Rankin Dr., Troy, MI 48083

Phone: (3131 S8~3440

Simply N1 In service & Reliability

PRINTER RIBBONS
PRICE PER PER

RIBBON DOZEN
ANAOEX 9500 . 10.50 100.SO
APPLE OMP 5.50 58.80
BROTHER HR-15/25 MS 5.95 68.40
C. ITOH PROWRITER ....... 5.50 58.SO
COMMODORE MPS-801 8.00 90.00
EPSON MX-FX 70/80 5.00 48.00
EPSON MX-FX 100 6.95 75.00
EPSON LQ-1500 9.75 111.00
GEMINI 1(}'10X-lS-15X 2.50 23.40
IBMflOS 4-eOLOR 15.75 lSO.00
IDS MICROPRISM-4SO 5.75 58.80
NEC - 3500 M/S Non Flip 6.25 69.00
NEC - 3500 NYlON 9.00 96.00
NEC - 8023A 5.50 58.80
OKIOATA 80/82/83/92 2.50 23.40
RADIO SHACK DMP-2100 7.50 87.00
RADIO SHACK LP VI & VIII 5.75 58.80
RITE MAN 8.50 96.00
SILVER REED EX 550 M/S ........ 8.50 90.00
SILVER REED EX 550 NYLON. 6.95 75.00
TALLY SPIRIT - SO M/S 7.50 84.00
TALLY - MT-160 8.00 90.00
TALLY - MT-180 8.50 96.00
TOSHIBA - 1350/1351 7.50 87.00

Add $3.00 Sbip. & Hald. - To Order Call
Toll Free 1-8O(}.742-1122

In MI (313) 569-3218 or Write for our Catalog
DWIGHT COMPANY, INC.
15565 Northland Drive - West Tower

Southfield, Michigan 4S075-6496

CALL 818-706-8602* Credit For USA Direct Dial Call *
With Any Disk Order.

WHY YOUR ~FLOPPY DISK •. .
SHOULD BE A
BASF FlEXY DISK

Authorized Reseller BASF
Inlonnation Processlng Media

Inquiry 219 InqUiry 87



Customer Service HOTLINE
(408) 559-6555

OUR PRICE GUARANTEE -It's Simple! We'll beat any ad in
this magazine - same terms - call TOLL FREE for details!
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P·R·O·G·R·A·M·M·I·N·G I·N·S·I·G·H·T

AN
ASSEMBLY~LANGUAGE
EMULATOR PROGRAM

BY JOHN R. ROBBINS

A simple introduction using BASIC

Table I: Tne MACI0 language commands and operations.

Jonn R. Robbins (816 Esslinger Rd. SE.
Huntsville, AL 35802) is a senior engineer
witn CAS Inc.

minimum of memory and I/O (input/
output) devices.

The MACIO computer, as emulated
by the program, consists of 100 mem
ory locations, an accumulator, and an
arithmetic logic unit. The computer
can move numbers between memory
and the accumulator, add. subtract. or
compare numbers, accept data from
the outside world (READ). and send
numbers to the outside world
(WRITE). The memory cells are
numbered from 00 to 99 and each
can contain a three-digit number and
a sign (+ or -). Memory can be used

for program in
structions or for
data storage. Nor
mally the instruc
tions are executed
sequentially. but
both conditional
and unconditional
jumps are avail
able. The program
tells the MACIO
how to manipulate
the data. The
MACI0 language
consists of 10 com-
mands (or op

loperatingl codes). Each instruction
consists of three digits: a single-digit
op code followed by a two-digit ad
dress. Although the machine under
stands only numbers, names have
been given to the commands for pro
grammer convenience. A list of the
commands is given in table I along
with a description of their operation
(nn represents the address of one of
the memory cells).

The registers are loaded and the
RUN command and input data are
entered through BASIC's standard
DATA statement. An optional trace
output is available that gives the in
struction just executed. the current
contents of the accumulator, and the

(continued)

DESCRIPTION

read a value into the accumulator (nn not used)
print the number in the accumulator (nn not used)
move the contents of nn into the accumulator
move the contents of the accumulator into nn
jump to the instruction in memory cell nn
jump only if the accumulator is negative
jump only if the accumulator is zero
add the contents of nn to the accumulator
subtract the contents of nn from the accumulator
stop execution (nn not used)

NAME

READ
WRITE
LOAD
STORE
JUMP
JPN
JPZ
ADD
SUB
STOP

CODE

1nn
2nn
3nn
4nn
5nn
6nn
7nn
8nn
9nn
Onn

UNDERSTANDING
how computers (or
microprocessors)
handle numbers
can be a real ad
vantage in master
ing higher-level
languages. Knowl
edge of machine
language instruc
tions and how they
manipulate data
makes concise pro-
gramming easier
and promotes full
use of a language's
features. In order to understand ma
chine-language programs. however.
you first have to understand the hexa
decimal number system as well as the
sometimes complex addressing
modes of a particular microprocessor.
While teaching college-level FOR
TRAN programming classes I used a
very simple decimal-based ma
chine-language emulation to teach the
basics of machine language without
the above-mentioned problems. I
wrote the MACIO program described
in this article to provide this same
capability on a home computer. Al
though this was written in TRS-80
BASIC and makes use of a line printer.
the statements are easily adapted to
almost any BASIC computer with a
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480
3BO
320

. ... 29
240

479/255
245/199

245/295
275/129

lBO/315
335/29

. .. 259/379
549/649

329
CslI

JETC.

PANASONIC
Panasonic KXP 1090, with IBM cable.
Fliction & Tractor, Reg. List 430 NOW 260

ADDIN BOARDS
RAM for the following boards 64K.
Quadram Qukadboard
Quadlink/Qukad 512+
Qukadboard 11/Qukad Color

AST RESEARCH
Six Pack +/Mega + .
Combo +/110 +

PARADISE
• 5 Pack/Graphics.
Multi disp./RAM kit (9)

11.9B
22.50

17.45
2B.95

18.00
21.00
24.00

add 6% sales ta,; MA residents add 5%. All nems subject to availabiity.
Prices subject to change. Additional discounts available 10 qualified
educational institutions. Requests for bid on volume requirements invited.

AB carries all major brands. 3M, Verbatim, Maxell,
Wabash, Sentinel, Dysan. . in all popular sizes
and configurations. CsII for supsr pricss.

DISK STORAGE
Mini Flip N File (50 5" disks) ,
Rolltop 100 (00 disk, 10 div.)
Mini Kas-ette/ 10 (for 5" disks)

1/2.25 10/2.05 ea
Amaray Mediamate 5 9.95
Innovative Concepts - fold out style for 5" disks
Rip N File/25. 16.50
Rip N File/50 22.95
Smith & Bellows Wooden Storage Boxes
for 5" disks. Natural or dark finish
For 50 disks
For 70 disks
For 100 disks
PLUS - "Head" disk cleaning kit
W/2 Disks
IBM drive analyzer (Verbatim)
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THE VALUE LEADER SINCE 1976
252 BETHLEHEM PIKE, COLMAR, PENNSYLVANIA 18915

Use our TOLL-FREE ORDER 800-822-1 211 Customer Service
Line Mon.-Sat. 9am-6pm EST 215-822-7727

In PA: 215-822-7727

AB
Ordering Information: Order by check, Mastercard or VISA.
Personal checks lake 15 days to clear, no waiting on certified checks or
money orders. Add 3% shipping and handling on all orders (minimum
52.001. Mail. APO/FPO. Air may require additional charges. PA residents

3M SS OS AT
QTY. SS/DD DS/DD 96TPI 96TPI HDENS

200 1.47 1.96 2.22 2.75 Call
100 1.50 2.00 2.26 2.80 Call

10 1.53 2.04 2.31 2.B6 Call

VERBATIM 'SS OS AT
QTY. SS/DD DS/DD 96TPI 96TPI HDENS

200 1.81 2.17 2.72 3.62 4.00
100 1.84 2.21 2.77 3.70 4.09

10 1.BB 2.26 2.83 3.77 4.17
MAXEll SS OS At
QTY. SS/DD DS/DO 96TPI 96TPI HDENS

200 1.88 2.49 2.71 3.3B 5.04
100 1.92 2.54 2.76 3.46 5.15

10 1.96 2.59 2.B2 3.53 5.25

AB's OWN DISKETTES
Over 40% off our regular low price!
50 quality ds/dd diskettes packaged in an
Amaray Media Mate 5. Only $72.

95
195
330

54.00

265.00
390.00

1320.00
390.00

199/209
135/145/159

250/450
3BO/520

POWER DEVICES
Datashield back-up power source
200 PC-200 watt .
300 XT-300 watt ..
Computer Power Inc. -500 VA .
Tripp Lite 425 VA 1000 VA .
Brooks 6 Outlet - Surge Supressor/

Noise Filter .

USI20 MHZ HI Res. Best Buy, 1000 Lines Res. up
to 132 char. display 12" amber screen only B9

ZEINTH DATA SYSTEMS
ZVM Series 122, 123, 124, 131, 135.
One just right for your system. . CAll

PANASONIC
20 Mhz With Sound Amp

12 Green/12 Amber. . 137/125
New X-tron Amber TTL IBM-Compaq 125

AM DE K Still the Leader
Color 1 it 1 + Close out .
Video 300/300A/310A
Color 300/Color 600 .
Color 500/Color 700

ELECTROHOME
ECM1226 12 green ..
1302-1 33 color RGB
1302-2 13 color RGB Hi Res.
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pe~O{{{\ e'Ja\U3\e • Software u er-Hit Parade

I We support Comma or ,Apple, Macintosh and IBM__C_O~M~P.....U_T.....E..R~S........ • C=Commooore A=Apple I =IBM
EDUCATIONAL MICROSOFT

ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS 1Meth Blaster Davidson C/Ail . . 34 Multimate/Muhiplan C/I 320/125.
All Zeniths fully sohware and hardware compatible Word Attack Davidson C/Ail . 34 Word with mouse/Chal1. . . . 175/325
with the PC & XT superior keyboard I
as low as 1295 Story Mach..e Spinnaker C/Ail . 22 Spot Light SoftWare arts I 120
ZF 151-20 256K No drives. CslI • Rockay Boots C/Ail 22 Get Qrganized Elec. arts I. 135
ZF 151-21 128K 360 CslI Right Simulator C/Ail .. C.II Word Star Propad< 4 Programs All. 295
ZF 151-52 320K 720 (2 drives) CslI 1 Hitchhikers guide to the galaxy C.II VMM Pascali C64/+/Pet 95
ZW 151-52 320K 10 6 MB + 360 CslI I Solo Right C/Ail 26.50 UTILITY 1
ZF 161-21 12BK 360 CslI F-15 Strike Eagle C/Ail . . . . 26.50 Copy 11 PC IBM Install lotus dBue
ZF 161-52 320K 720 (2 drives) .. CslI I SELF IMPROVEMENT etc. on hard disk .. C.II
Personal Pearl database manager only 5100 with • J.K. Lasser's Your Income Tax,B&O All .. 48 HOME •
any Zenith System purchase. Lotus 123/Symphony IBM. . . . . .. 290/470 Your New Baby C/a/I . . . . 29

SANYO I PFS Graft/Report C/Ail. . . . . . . . . 79 Kermits Story Maker C/Ail . 23 •
550 & 555 PC's. Built in Software includes 1PFS Wnta/file/plan C/Ail. . . . . . . . . .. 69 Think Tank C/Ail . . C.II I
Easywriter, Easy Filer, WordStar and Calcstar. Type Tutor 111 C/Ail ..... , . . 35 Print Shop C/Ail C.II •
550-1,550-2,555-1,555-2. dBase 11/111 All.. 325/460 Bridge C64. C.II COMMUNICATIONS

CslI 'or currsnt pricss Personal Peart IBM . . . . • . 235 Bank Strllll Writer C/All C.II I"';~~;';';;':';''=';;';';';:;';;;:':'';';;:;;':';';::''-________________1Rex fde II C64 59 Lode Runner C/Ail Mark XAuto Dial/Auto Answer. . 119.00

MONITORS
C.II I Anchor 1200 Baud Hayes Compo 190.00

...;;.;.;;;..;;.;;.;;.;...;:;.,;.;,.=. 1 Hayes SmartModdem 1200B 419.00

I • Smartcom II software. 489.00
___• __ ,_. __ _ __I Hayes SmartModem 1200/300 489.00

________......-------------------- "Crosstalk" software 135.00
Price for 51/4" disk DISCS & ACCESSORIES Koala Pad (w/software) CslI____________,;", Koala Muppet Leraning Keys CslI

4164 Chip-Memory expansion for IBM,
64K 29.00

Interface cables - 6, 10, 12 h. all popular
connectors (Dealer inquiries invited) CslI

TECHNICAL BREAKTHRU
Cermetek Security Modem
3 Levels Hayes Compo at .
1200 Hayes Compo .........•.
1200 PC Addin .

r---------AB SATISFACTION GUARANTEE •I Every product sold by AB computers IS factory packed I
and comes with the manufacIlJfet"S wananty.. HowlN..,I jf an Item is detective when reuived. you may return 11 I

I
to us within 15 days tOf repair, ad,uslmeol Of 1
replaument at OUf OptiOfl. Returns musl be accomparned

I wifh copy 01 your MlVOICe, lener delailing detect, blank I
wifranty card and all Original factory packing. To

I e.pedile handling, ptease call for "lum authOrization I
number. ISonv, no return on camptlle, sohware. onceI op,n,d·1 I

-----------Inquiry 5



5Y4'FLOPPY
MOTORS

PROGRAMMING INSIGHT

Listing I: The MACIO program listil1g.
5 REM ••• "MAC10/BAS" ••• DECIMAL BASED MACHINE LANGUAGE EMULATION
7 REM ••• BY: JOHN R. ROBBINS, HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA
10 DIM M(99)
20 CLS
30 1$ = ''--- -- --- ---- \
40 T=O
50 INPUT"DO YOU WANT A TRACE (Y/N)":A$
60 IF LEFT$(A$.l) = ''Y'' THEN T ~ 1
70 READ A$
80 C$ = LEFT$(A$,3)
90 IF C$ = "RUN" THEN 170
100 IF C$< >"LOA" THEN 150 :REM INITIAL STATEMENTS MUST BE LOADED THEN RUN
110 XX=VAL(MID$(A$,6,2» :REM GET MEMORY LOCATION
120 A=VAL(MID$(A$,9,4)) :REM GET VALUE TO BE LOADED
130 GOSUB 470
140 GOTO 70
150 PRINT "INVALID INPUT - ":A$
160 STOP
170 PC~O :REM SET PC TO 0 THEN CHECK IF DEFINED BY RUN
180 IF LEN(A$»4 THEN PC = VAL(MID$(A$,5,2»)
190 PRINT "EXECUTION STARTED AT ":PC
200 IF T ~ 0 THEN 260
210 LPRINT "INITIAL STATE OF MEMORY" : LPRINT
220 GOSUB 770
230 LPRINT ., EXECUTION STARTED AT ";PC : LPRINT
240 LPRINT "PC CMD VAL ACC"
250 REM ••• LOOP FOR RUNNING PROGRAM STARTS HERE •••
260 V=M(PC) :REM GET VALUE OF NEXT PROGRAM INSTRUCTION
270 C=INT(V/1oo) :REM GET OP CODE NUMBER
280 XX=V-C·100 :REM GET MEMORY CELL NUMBER
290 IF C = 0 THEN 700
300 ON C GOSUB 350,390,430,470,510,540,580,620,660
310 IF T = 0 THEN 260
320 LPRINT USING 1$:PC,C,XX,A,C$
330 GOTO 260
340 REM ASSIGNMENT OF C$ TELLS PURPOSE OF SUBROUTINE
350 C$ = "READ A VALUE INTO THE ACCUMULATOR"
360 READ A
370 PC=PC+l
380 RETURN
390 C$ = "OUTPUT THE VALUE IN THE ACCUMULATOR"
400 LPRINT : LPRINT " ••• OUTPUT VALUE = ":A: LPRINT
410 PC=PC+l
420 RETURN
430 C$ ~ "LOAD CONTENTS OF" + STR$(XX) +" INTO A"
440 A=M(XX)
450 PC=PC+l
460 RETURN
470 C$ ~ ''STORE CONTENTS OF A IN" + STR$(XX)
480 M(XX)=A
490 PC=PC+ 1
500 RETURN
510 C$ = 'JUMP TO" + STR$(XX)
520 PC=XX
530 RETURN
540 C$ = "IF A < 0 THEN JUMP TO" + STR$(XX)
550 PC~PC+l

560 IF A<O THEN PC=XX
570 RETURN
580 C$ = "IF A = 0 THEN JUMP TO" + STR$(XX)
590 PC=PC+l
600 IF A=O THEN PC=XX
610 RETURN
620 C$ - ':I\DD CONTENTS OF" + STR$(XX) + " TO A"
630 A-A+M(XX)
640 PC-PC+l
650 RETURN
660 C$ = ''SUBTRACT CONTENTS OF' + STR$(XX) +" FROM A"
670 A ~ A-M(XX)
680 PC = PC + 1 (colltillued)

Lifetime Warranty! Hub Rings! 100% Error-Free!

5 ~ •• Diskettes Soh or Hard Sector - Boxed
5550 $ .99 Eoch'
55 DO $1.20 Eoch'
05 DO $1.45 Eoch'
ROD IFlippy) $2.19 Eoch'

Similar savings on S", quad density and
special format diskettes.

Bulk Diskettes. with envelope.
deduct 5¢ per diskette.

Minimum order - 50 Diskettes.

Quantity Discounts A vBi/.blfl

MI Residents, add 4% Sales Tax.
Shipping & Handling $ 3. 00/ 100 Diskettes.

TO ORDER: con or Writo ...

Precision Data Products
p.o. Box 8367
Grand Rapids. MI 49508
16161452-3457
Michigan 1-800-632-2468
Outside Mich. 1-800-258-0028

C.O,D. !tEl

Value Priced Diskettesl

B&B ~!~~t!!!n!!:!
P.O. Box 1008B,OTIAWA IL 61350

RS-232 TO CURRENT
LOOP CONVERTER

Uses high speed optical isolators in both
Transmit and Receive Data lines. An optional
power supply is available to power the Current
Loop. Order Now! Only $49.95. Optional loop
SuppIY-S14.95. All cash orders postpaid (IL
res. add 6% sales tax): we accept MC, Visa,
FREE: expanded illustrated catalog of RS-232
interface and testing equipment. Phone:
815-434-0846.

Now Buehler OEM replace
ment spindle motors for all
major 5V4-inch, full-height
floppy disk drives are
available for fast delivery.
Built to exact OEM size, per
formance and quality stan
dards. Pulleys included.

For details and prices,
contact:

Buehler Services, Inc.•
P.O. Box A, Hwy 7O-E
Kinston, NC 28501 • _ _
Phone: 919/552-4300 •

.DATATECH
D1SKElTES

Inquiry 41

Inquiry 51

Inquiry 285





LOW COST UNIVERSAL
B(B)PROM PROGRAMMER

~,'~. PROGRAMMING INSIGHT

INTEGRATED TAX PROGRAM WITH:

Format.: 8' CPM 2.2 IBM 3740 IBM PC-DOS

Suitable for multiple clients or evaluating alternate filing
strategies. Produces transcribeable IRS forms. 133
For 1985 edition, return 1984 serialized disk and $27.

CANDELARIA WORKS
3955 Club Dr. Atlanta. GA 30319

404/266·8759

ONLY CHECK
OR

MONEY ORDER

690 RETURN
700 PRINT "HALT AT ";PC
710 IF T = 0 THEN END
720 LPRINT"HALT AT ";PC
730 LPRINT CHR$(12)
740 LPRINT : LPRINT"FINAL STATE OF MEMORY" : LPRINT
750 GOSUB 770
760 END
770 FOR 1=0 TO 90 STEP 10
780 FOR J = 0 TO 9
790 LPRINT USING "#####";M(I + J);
800 NEXT J
810 LPRINT
820 NEXT I
830 LPRINT
840 RETURN
850 REM PROGRAM DATA FOLLOWS
860 DATA LOAD 00 100 :REM READ A NUMBER, N
870 DATA LOAD 01 715 :REM IF N = 0 THEN JUMP TO 15 TO STOP
880 DATA LOAD 02 499 :REM STORE N IN 99
890 DATA LOAD 03 100 :REM READ IN THE FIRST VALUE, A
900 DATA LOAD 04 497 :REM STORE A IN 97
910 DATA LOAD 05 100 :REM READ IN NEXT VALUE, B
920 DATA LOAD 06 496 :REM STORE B IN 96
930 DATA LOAD 07 100 :REM READ IN FINAL NUMBER, C
940 DATA LOAD 08 897 :REM ADD A TO C
950 DATA LOAD 09 996 :REM SUBTRACT B
960 DATA LOAD 10 996 :REM SUBTRACT B AGAIN GIVING A·2,B+C
970 DATA LOAD 11 200 :REM PRINT THE RESULTS
980 DATA LOAD 12 399 :REM LOAD N INTO THE ACCUMULATOR
990 DATA LOAD 13 998 :REM SUBTRACT 1 (DECREMENT)
1000 DATA LOAD 14 501 :REM JUMP TO 01
1010 DATA LOAD 15 000 :REM HALT PROGRAM
1020 DATA LOAD 98 001 :REM LOAD IN THE VALUE 1 FOR USE IN

DECREMENTING
1030 DATA RUN
1040 DATA 2
1050 DATA 3
1060 DATA 2
1070 DATA 4
1080 DATA 23
1090 DATA 51
1100 DATA 36

S90.00
s200.00
1300.00
1125.00
1250.00
$350.00
135.00

B&C MICHOSVSTEMS
6322 I«>JAVH DR, SAN JOSH, CA 95120

Tel. (408)997-7685, niX 4995363

• 1409-01: 4K FlIHrrIARE, PCB, XFORHER, DOC
• 1409-02: 1409-01 • nJLL SET OF PARTS
• 1409--03: ASSDlBLED AND TESTED UNIT
• 1409-11: 8K FI1HItAHE, PCB, XFORHBR, DOC
• 1409-12: 1409-J 1 ... FULL SET at' PARTS
• 1409-13: ASSDlBLED AND TESTED UNIT
• car+fUNICATION DRIVERS FOR !«>ST PC'S

Forma Schedules
1040 Tax Return A Itemized Deductions
I040A Short Form B Interest & Dividends
2106 Employee Bus. Exp. C Business Profit or Loss
2119 Sale of Residence 0 Capital Gains
2441 Child Care E Supplemental Income
3468 Investment Credit G Income Averaging
3903 Moving Expense SE Selt Employment
4562 Depreciation W Married Cpl. Both Work
4684 Casualties & Thells
5696 Energy Credit

• SUPPORTS: fEPfKJoIS) 2516 nnw 64, 2716 THHU 512,
27Cl6 nnm 128, 68732 THHtJ 66 (EEPIKJoIS) 52813
THRU 33, 2816A nmu 64A (MICROS) 8741 THAll 49H

• NO PERSONALITY P«lDULES, OHBOARD POWER SUPPLY
• RS232C I NTEAt'ACt: , XON-XO""', RTS, CTS, DTR
• ACCIo:PTS KEYBOARD ENTRY WITH LINE EDITING
• ACCEPTS ASCII, INTEL, AND MOTOROLA fORMATS
• USER FRIENDLY MONlTOH FOR I/O DIo:8UGGING
• t'AST PHOGR»folING SUPf'ORTlW: 2764 UNDIo:R 3 MIN.
• LOW/HIGH BYTE PHOGHAf0t4ING .-oH 16 81T DATA PATH
• BYTE, BLOCK, OR CHIP EAASI': (E[PROMS ONLY)
• LIST IN INTEL OR P«lTOROLA HEX fORMAT
• VERIFY PROGRAM AND VERIFY BLANK CON4ANDS

Inquiry 58

•~-SUre
it'Slnsure4P

SAFEWARE Insurance provides full
replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software. As little as $35/yr covers:
• Fire· Theft· Power Surges

• Earthquake· Water Damage· Auto Accident

For information or immediate coveraj\e call:

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio call (614) 262-0559

(Sm.!! lif)
SAFEWARE. THE INSL'RANCE AGENCY INC.

Listing 2: A MACIO sample run with trace.

INITIAL STATE OF MEMORY

100 715 499 100 497 100 496 100 897 996
996 200 399 998 501 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

EXECUTION STARTED AT 0

PCCMD VAL ACC
1 1 0 2 READ A VALUE INTO THE ACCUMULATOR
2 7 15 2 IF A = 0 THEN JUMP TO 15
3 4 99 2 STORE CONTENTS OF A IN 99
4 1 0 3 READ A VALUE INTO THE ACCUMULATOR
5 4 97 3 STORE CONTENTS OF A IN 97
6 1 0 2 READ A VALUE INTO THE ACCUMULATOR
7 4 96 2 STORE CONTENTS OF A IN 96

(continued)

Inquiry 308



BYTE.
International Trader To 'The

World Micro Market
For advertising information, call:

THE SMALL SYSTEMS JOURNAL

When Byte Speaks Micro,
The World Listens.

757684
866 561 321 39
72 0181
45 52891
46-8-44 0005
7203342
01 493 1451
8690656
734-9790
5-260149
581-9811
(603) 924-9281

Hans Csokor
Ourit Oepner
Fritz Krusebecker
Maria Sarmiento
Andrew Karnig
Jean Christian Acis
Arthur Scheffer
Savio Pesavento
Seavex Ltd.
Seavex Ltd.
Hiro Morita
Peter Huestis

Austria
Israel
W. Germany
Spain
Sweden
France
England
Italy
Singapore
Hong Kong
Japan
U.S.A.

If you've been waiting for the lines of
communication to open up in the
international micro market, you've been
wasting your time. BYTE is not only in
touch with the market: BYTE is the market.
We communicate regularly with the top
microcomputing professionals and business
people all over the world.

We are the international standard in micro
publications. That's why our readers rely on
our editorial and ads to deliver the latest in
available micro products and services. And
when we deliver, 94.5070 of our readers take
action on the ads they read.*
If you need a communications link to impact
the international marketplace, or for the
International or Domestic Subscriber Profile,
call your BYTE sales representative now.
The waiting is over.

~'~; ·Source: 1984 Subscriber Profile

~ ~ For subscription information in Europe, call.;n _ James Hay in England: (0628) 2341.
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CSOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT

PROGRAMMING INSIGHT

PCDOS/MSDOS
• FULL C COMPILER PER K&R

• Inline BOB7 or Assembler
Roating Point

• Full 1MB Addressing for
Code or Data

• Transcendent61 Functions
• MSOOS 1 .1/2.0 LIBRARY SUPPORT

• Program Chaining using Exec
• Environment Available to Main

• c-window™ C SOURCE CODE
DEBUGGER
• Variable Display & Alteration

Using C Expression
• FAST BOBB/BOB6 ASSEMBLER

Combined Package - .199
Call or write:
c-eyet.me Fullerton, CA 92634
PO. Box 3253 714-637-5362
TM c-systems

3M Diskettes
Lifetime Warranty

Think you're getting the best price
on 3M Diskettes?
You're right ... BUT ONLY IF ...

You're buying from
NORTH HILLS CORP.

We will beat any nationally adver
tised price" or give you a 15 disk
library case FREE!

Call us last-TOLL FREE-for our
best shot every time.

1-800-328-3472
Formatted and hard sectored disks in
stock.

Owler inquiries invited. COD's and charge cards
accepted. All orders shipped from stock within 24
hours. Why wail 10 days to be shipped?

~N{
North Hills Corporation

3564 Rollmq View Dr
Wh"e Bear Lake. MN 55110

MN Call Collect 1 612770048';
·verifiable; same product. same quantihes

8 1 0 4 READ A VALUE INTO THE ACCUMULATOR
9 8 97 7 ADD CONTENTS OF 97 TO A

10 9 96 5 SUBTRACT CONTENTS OF 96 FROM A
11 9 96 3 SUBTRACT CONTENTS OF 96 FROM A

••• OUTPUT VALUE = 3

12 2 0 3 OUTPUT THE VALUE IN THE ACCUMULATOR
13 3 99 2 LOAD CONTENTS OF 99 INTO A
14 9 98 1 SUBTRACT CONTENTS OF 98 FROM A
1 5 1 1 JUMP TO 1
2 7 15 1 IF A = 0 THEN JUMP TO 15
3 4 99 1 STORE CONTENTS OF A IN 99
4 1 0 23 READ A VALUE INTO THE ACCUMULATOR
5 4 97 23 STORE CONTENTS OF A IN 97
6 1 0 51 READ A VALUE INTO THE ACCUMULATOR
7 4 96 51 STORE CONTENTS OF A IN 96
8 1 0 36 READ A VALUE INTO THE ACCUMULATOR
9 8 97 . 59 ADD CONTENTS OF 97 TO A

10 9 96 8 SUBTRACT CONTENTS OF 96 FROM A
11 9 96 -43 SUBTRACT CONTENTS OF 96 FROM A

... OUTPUT VALUE = - 43

12 2 0 -43 OUTPUT THE VALUE IN THE ACCUMULATOR
13 3 99 1 LOAD CONTENTS OF 99 INTO A
14 9 98 0 SUBTRACT CONTENTS OF 98 FROM A
1 5 1 0 JUMP TO 1

15 7 15 0 IF A = 0 THEN JUMP TO 15
HALT AT 15

FINAL STATE OF MEMORY

100 715 499 100 497 100 496 100 897 996
996 200 399 998 501 0 0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 51 23 1 1

People you Trust to give you the very best!

TRS-80 Model 12. I write the pro
grams using the editor and read them
from a disk file. Other methods can
be used to suit various computers.

The program given in listing 1 in
cludes a sample MACIO program that
reads in a number. N, then reads N
sets of three numbers (A. B. and C).
calculates A - 2 x B + C. and prints
the answer. Listing 2 shows the out
put from this program with the trace
option. When you have mastered a
simple program such as the one
shown. try multiplication, division. or
a simple sort routine. You will learn a
lot about how a computer handles
numbers and will more easily under
stand assembly- and machine-lan
guage programming. as well as
higher-level languages. _

where nn is a memory-cell number, 5

is the sign of the number (+ not re
quired). xxx is the instruction or data
(with sign. 5) to be loaded in that
memory cell. and ii is an input value
to be read with an op code of 1. The
memory-cell number in the RUN
statement allows the program to be
started at a specified location. For my

value in the program counter after ex
ecution of the command. The initial
and final states of all the memory cells
are also printed in the TRACE mode.
The LOAD and RUN commands must
be given in the format shown below:

5000 DATA LOAD nn sxxx : REM
comments as desired

5010 DATA RUN nn
5020 DATA ii" Lowest

Price

" Reliable
Service

" Quality
Products

\!J
fill mARVmAC INDUSTRIES INC

800-231-3680

Radio Shack TRS-80's'
Epson Printers

22511 Katy Fwy., Katy (HOustOn! Texas 77450
(713) 392-0747 Telex 774132

Inquiry 227



THE IBMAT
EN CE IT RIGHT

RIGHT NOW

i·lII$A@
IOMEGA Corporation
1821 West 4000 South
Roy, Utah 84067

With The Bernoulli Box.TV Wmchester Performance And Reliabili~

·dge Economy And Versatili~

proprietary technology has proven The
Bernoulli Box the superior storage solution
for a whole range of business micros
from the IBM PC to the MacintosKfrom
the XT to the AT&T.
And remember this. The Bernoulli Box
has been designed for all versions of the
IBM AT. Which means it will give you
virtually unlimited cartridge-based primary
storage as well as unparalleled backup
capabilities.
That's The Bernoulli Box. From IOMEGA
Call 1-800-556-1234, ext. 215 for the dealer
nearest you. In California, call 1-800-441
2345, ext. 215.

Now is the time
to harness all of the potential of the new
IBM AT to the growing demands of your
business.
And with The Bernoulli Box, now you can.
This unique cartridge data management
system, attached to a standard IBM AT
without the hard disk, creates a powerful
processing package that only mass stor
age capabilities can make possible. A
package with all of the performance and
reliability you only thought possible with a
Wmchester-enhanced IBM AT, but with
dramatically more versatility and dramati
cally less cost per megabyte.
The secret is virtually indestructible, go
anywhere, 10-megabyte cartridges whose

THE

BOX'"

Inquiry 188 MARCH 1985 • BY T E 411



A·P·P·L·I·C·A·T·I·O·N N·O·T·E

TAMING
THE SUBMIT

UTILITY
BY MARK ANACKER

Make batch processing easier

THE SUBMIT UTILITY provided with
the CP/M operating system is useful
for repetitive tasks. such as compiling
programs; however. some improve
ments could be made. I have written
two short assembly-language pro
grams to make the Submit process a
little easier to use.

How SUBMIT WORKS
Submit uses an undocumented fea
ture of the CCP (console command
processor) in CP/M to process a com
mand file. When you enter Submit
Sample (where Sample is the name of
a command file). the Submit program
reads the text lines from Sample into
memory. It then creates a file named
$$$.SUB. The program inserts any pa
rameters that you may have specified
into the command lines and left
justifies the lines into i28-byte
records. These lines are written to the
output file in reverse order; that is. the
first line of your command file is in the
last record of the $$$.SUB file. When
all of the lines have been processed.
the system executes a warm boot.

This is where the CCP comes in.
When the system executes a warm

412 BY T E • MARCH 1985

boot. the CCP looks for a file on drive
A: with the name $$$.SUB. If found.
the CCP reads the last record using
the Read Random function. Then. it
subtracts one from the record count
of the file. making the file one record.
and thus one command line. shorter.
The file is written backward for this
reason. Next. the CCP puts the com
mand line in its default buffer and
calls the code that executes the com
mand line. When the CCP finds that
the file is zero length. it deletes the
filename from the directory. The result
is a simple. elegant means of batch
processing.

SOME PROBLEMS AND
SOWTIONS
This system has a few small problems.
I use Submit with a Pascal compiler.
and sometimes I have difficulty strik
ing the correct keys (usually around
3:00 a.m.). Most compilers do not like

Mark Al1acker (372i 146th St. SE.
Bellevue. WA 98006) has a BA il1 com
puter sciel1ce al1d busil1ess al1d is employed
as a systems al1alyst at Gel1eral Telephol1e
Compal1y of the Northwest Il1c.

being fed a nonexistent filename or
a name that may have invalid charac
ters. If I start the batch process and
walk away. the process may run for
quite a while before the compiler
gives up. Other nasty things may hap
pen. such as running out of disk space
or garbage files being created. To
solve this problem. I wrote a program
called Thstfile (see listing i). I include
this program in the first line of my
command file. passing to the com
mand file the parameter for the cor
responding name of the source file.
The program simply tests for the
presence of the file and exits if it is
in the directory. If the file does not
exist. Thstfile kills the $$$.SUB file and
then exits. effectively aborting the
batch job. Exiting this way has saved
me from numerous faulty batch runs.

The second program, Pause (see
listing 2), puts breakpoints in your
batch stream. It simply prints a
message on the console terminal.
then waits for the user to press a key.
If you press the capital A the $$$.SUB
file is deleted, aborting the batch. I
use Pause between the compiler and

(continued)



If you think that's no big deal, we'd
like to introduce you to a multiplica
tion table you've never seen before.

One PC-XTplus two terminals
times one Pick System™ equals a
three-user business system.

Net result: a savings of about
50% over the cost of three separate
PC-XTs (which can't share data like
we can, anyway).

To explain in slightly greater
detail, the Pick System transforms

Inquiry 279

a single-user PC-XT personal com
puter into a complete business
computer system.

If that's not enough - and for
us it isn't - the Pick System also
offers a built-in relational data base,
a simple command language that
uses evetyday English words, and
runs on hardware from micros to
mainframes, from IBM® to Hewlett
Packard, and many more.

Which shows you just three
more examples of Pick Power, and
how our 20 years of business experi
ence is ready to work for you.

If you'd like to add to your
awareness of the Pick System, con
tact any authorized Pick dealer. Ask
him how the Pick System can make
your PC-XT multiply, and he'll give
you his undivided attention.

ThePick
System.

Computer Ease, Not Computerese.
For more infonnation, call us toll-free at 1-800-FOR PICK.
In California, call 714-261-7425. Dealer inquiries welcome.

Pick System is a trademark of Pick Systems. © 1984 Pick Systems.
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THE SUBMIT UTILITY

Listing I: The Testfile program. origil1ally developed 011 a North Star
Adval1tage microcomputer. checks for a specified file before allowil1g a batch
process to proceed. It is available 011 BYTEl1et listil1gs (603) 924-9820.

TESTFILE - Aborts Submit if file is not present

This ad Mark Anacker 08/18/83

is for all those
Equates

who ever wonder
0000 BOOT EOU OOOOH warm boot address

why your 0005 BOOS EOU OOOSH CP/M function call address
OOSC FCB EOU OOSCH default File Control Blockcompany runs
0007 BELL EOU 7 ASCII bella United Way OOOA LF EOU 10 ASCII line feed

• 0000 CR EOU 13 ASCII carriage returncampaIgn.
Code area

When it comes right down
0100 ORG 0100H standard start of CP/M

to it, you're probably the best rea- programs
son your company has for getting
involved with the United Way. 0100 OE11 START MVI C,17 "SEARCH FOR FIRST"

You see, they know almost function
0102 11SCOO LXI o,FCB point to the filename

all of the money given to the 0105 CoOSOO CALL BOOS
United Way goes back out into
the community to help people. 0108 FEFF CPI OFFH true if file not found

So if you, or the people you 010A CA1001 JZ ABORT nope, not here

work with, should ever need any 0100 C30000 JMP BOOT file is here, continue with batch
of our services, like day care,
family counseling or health care, 0110 OE09 ABORT MVI C,9 give the error message

we'll be right there to help. In 0112 114F01 LXI 0,MSG1
0115 COOSOO CALL BOOS

fact, there are tens of thousands
of United Way-supported pro- 0118 112B01 LXI o,SUBFCB point to our filename

grams and services in cities and 011B OE13 MVI C,19 "DELETE FILE" function

towns across the country. That 0110 COOSOO CALL BOOS

means help is nearby wherever 0120 OE09 MVI C,9 ; give confirmation message
you are. 0122 117101 LXI 0,MSG2

And your company knows 0125 CoOSOO CALL BOOS

that could mean the difference 0128 C30000 JMP BOOT ; and exit to CP/M
between keeping or losing a val-
uable employee. Data area

That's why they give. And
012B 01 SUBFCBDB 1 drive A:that's why they ask you to give. 012C 2424242020 DB '$$$ SUB' submit processor file

Because there may come a day 0137 OS 24 the rest of the FCB
when you need help yourself.

MSG1 CR,LF,LF,BELL014F 000AOA07 DB
0153 2A2A204669 DB ' .. File is not present!! •• ',CR,LF,'$'

• 0171 OoOA MSG2 DB CR,LF
0173 4261746368 DB 'Batch processing ABORTEo!',CR,LF,'$'

United way
Thanks to you. it works. for ALL OF US. 018F END START starting address of program

~~, A Pubhc Service 01 ThiS Magazine & The Adverhsmg CounCil (continued)
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viduals who want to own and operate a MicroAge
sales organization.

Join The Leader
.. .and be a Leader!
MicroAge is the computer solution leader Through
out the United States and canada, businesspeople
rely on MicroAge for advice, leading products, and
service when computerizing their companies.

But remaining the leader takes talented profession
als who are willing to invest in their own community.
People who are willing to assume a leadership
position. That's why MicroAge is meeting with indi-

Owning a MicroAge franchise is more than running
a store. We sell multi-user systems, local area net
works and telephone systems ...along with per
sonal computers. We provide service, installation
and training for our customers.

If you would like to develop a long-term relation
ship serving the businesses in your area, let's talk
business! Call or write:

MicroAge®
COMPUTer STores

"The Solution Store"®

1457 West Alameda. Tempe, AZ 85282
1-8()()"2454683

In Arizona or outside the continental U.s. call (602) 968-3168

"The Leader In Multi-User Technology"
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THE SUBMIT UTILITY

Listing 2: The Pause program can be used to insert a breakpoint into a batch
process. It is available on BYTEnet listings (603) 924-9820.

PAUSE - Breakpoint for Submit files

Mark Anacker 08/18/83

Equates

0000 BOOT EQU OOOOH ; warm boot address
0005 BOOS EQU 0005H ; CP/M function call address

0007 BELL EQU 7 ; ASCII bell
OOOA LF EQU 10 ; ASCII line feed
0000 CR EQU 13 ; ASCII carriage return

Code area

0100 ORG 0100H start of program area

0100 OE09 START MVI C,9 "PRINT STRING" function
0102 115401 LXI D,MSG1
0105 CD0500 CALL BOOS

0108 OE01 MVI C,1 "CONSOLE INPUT" function
010A CD0500 CALL BOOS
0100 FE41 CPI 'A' did we get a big A ?
010F CA1001 JZ KILLIT yup

0112 OE09 MVI C,9 , nope, continue with the batch
0114 118801 LXI D,MSG2
0117 CD0500 CALL BOOS

011A C30000 JMP BOOT ; warm-boot the system

0110 113001 KILLIT LXI D,FCB ; point to our filename
0120 OE13 MVI C,19 ; "DELETE FILE" function
0122 CD0500 CALL BOOS

0125 OE09 MVI· C,9
0127 11AC01 LXI D,MSG3 say that we did it
012A CD0500 CALL BOOS

0120 C30000 JMP BOOT ; and exit to CP/M

Data area

0130 01 FCB DB 1 drive A:
0131 2424242020 DB '$$$ SUB' submit processor file
013C DB 24 the rest of the FCB

0154 ODOA07 MSG1 DB CR,LF,BELL
0157 5072657373 DB 'Press A to abort batch,'
016E 20616E7920 DB any other key to resume $'

0188 ODOAOA07 MSG2 DB CR,LF,LF,BELL
018C 4261746368 DB 'Batch processing continuing. . ',CR,LF,'$'

01AC ODOAOA07 MSG3 DB CR,LF,LF,BELL
01BO 4261746368 DB 'Batch processing ABORTEDI',CR,LF,'$'

01CC END START
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Pause puts breakpoints
In the batch stream
so I can abort
if the compiler finds
errors in my code.
linker programs, so I can gracefully
abort if the compiler finds errors 'in
my code. Although it is possible to
abort a batch job by pressing Control
C. this requires some tricky timing.

The folloWing is an example com
mand file, which I use with the Pascali
MT+ compiler from Digital Research.
It shows how I use Testfile and Pause
in a batch file:

, Pascal/MT+ compile
TESTFILE B:$1.SRC
, source file found, batch continues
MTPLUS B:$1 #RB OA EA TB Z V
PAUSE
, no errors, link the program
LlNKMT B:$1=B:1,A:UTILMOD/S, A:PASLIB/S

end of batch job

In the file above, lines beginning with
a semicolon are comments and are ig
nored by CP/M.

Both the 1estfile and Pause pro
grams are written in the standard
assembly language that comes with
nearly all CPIM systems. The listings
are output from the assembler and in
clude the hexadecimal codes that
constitute the program. If your system
for some reason does not have the
assembler. you should be able to use
BASIC or a debugger to create a
.COM file. I hope that you find these
programs useful. and I encourage you
to experiment with your system. _



NRI Trains You AtHome-As You Build Your Own IBM-Compatible Computer

GET THE KNOW-HOW
TO REPAIR EVERY

COMPUTER ON THIS PAGE.
Learn the Basics the NRI
Way-and Earn Good
Money Troubleshooting
Any Brand of Computer
The biggest growth in jobs
between now and 1995,
according to Department of
Labor estimates, will occur in
the computer service and
repair business, where demand
for trained technicians will
actually double.

You can cash in on
this opportunity-either
as a fulltime corporate
technician or an inde
pendent serviceperson
once you've learned all
the basics of computers
the NRI way. NRI's practical
combination of "reason
why" theory and "hands-on"
building skills starts you with
the fundamentals of electronics,
then guides you through advanced
electronic circuitry and on into
computer electronics. You also learn
to program in BASIC and machine
language, the essential languages for
troubleshooting and repair.

You luild-and Keep-a
Sanyo .IC-550-2
The vital core of your training is
the step-by-step building of the
16-bit Sanyo MBC-550-2 computer.
Once you've mastered the details of
this state-of-the-art machine, you'll
be qualified to service and repair
virtually every major brand of
computer, plus many popular
peripheral and accessory devices.

With NRI training, you learn at
your own convenience, in your own
home. You set the pace-without
classroom pressures, rigid night-school
schedules, or wasted time. You build
the Sanyo MBC-55G-2 from the
keyboard up, with your own personal

IBM is a Registered Trademark of IntemaUonal
Business Machine Corporation.

Epson is a Registered Trademark of Epson
America, Inc.

~'::~~~~f~.I~':~~t:;:f~~red
Compaq is a Registered Trademark of
COMPAQ Computer Corporation.

©198A AT&T Technologies, Inc.

NRI instructor and the complete NRI
technical staff ready to answer your
questions or give you guidance and
special help whenever you need it.

Praised by critics as the "most
intriguing" of all the IBM-PC
compatible computers, the new Sanyo
uses the same 8088 microprocessor as
the IBM-PC and features the MS/DOS
operating system. As a result, you'll
have a choice of thousands of off-the
shelf software programs to run on
your completed Sanyo.

Your NRI course includes
installation and troubleshooting of the
"intelligent" keyboard, power supply,
and disk drive, plus you'll check out
the 8088 microprocessor functions,

using machine language. You'll also
prepare the interfaces for future periph
erals such as printers and joysticks.

lOG-Page Free
Catalog Tells More
Send the postage-paid
reply card today for

NRI's big lOG-page
color catalog on
NRI's electronics

training, which
gives you all the facts

about NRI
courses in

Micro-

d
computers,

)/,. Robotics,
/ I Data

/ Communica-
tions, TV/

Video/Audio
Servicing, and

:~! other growing high-
, ~ tech career fields. If the

'. . reply card is missing, write to
the address below.

Your NRI course includes the Sanyo
MBC·S5().2 Computer with 128K RAM,
monitor, disk drive, and "intelligent" keyboard; the NRI
Discovery La~, teaching circuit design and operations;
a Digital Multimeter, Bundled Spread Sheet and Word
Processing Software worth $1500 al retail-and more.

11I;'1 SCHOOLS

McGraw-Hill Continuing Education Center
3939 Wisconsin Avenue, NW ~'j~

Washington, DC 20016 .tnlll
We'U Give You Tomorrow.
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............................................................
TH IS IS A LIST of books received at BYTE Publications. It is not meant to be exhaustive:
its purpose is to acquaint BYTE readers with recently published titles in computer science
and related fields. We regret that we cannol review all the books we receive: instead, this
list is meant to be a monthly acknowledgment of these books and the publishers who sent them.

ADVANCED BASIC STEP BY STEP,
Vern McDermott and Diana
Fisher Rockville, MD: Computer
Science Press, 1984: 328 pages,
22 by 28.5 em, hardcover.
ISBN 0-88175-011-5, 529.96.

ANIMATION, GAMES, & SOUND
FOR THE COMMODORE 64, Tony
Fabbri. Englewood Cliffs. NJ:
Prentice-Hall. 1984: 240 pages,
17.5 by 23.5 em, softcover.
ISBN 0-13-037375-3, 515.95.

ANSWERS ONLINE: YOUR GUIDE
TO INFORMATIONAL DATA BASES,
Barbara Newlin. Berkeley, CA:
Osborne/McGraw-HilI. 1985: 384
pages, 18.5 by 23.5 em, soft
cover, ISBN 0-88134-136-3,
51695

ApPLE WRITER 11JTOR: A STEP-BY
STEP 11JTORIAL ON ApPLE WRITER
liE/II/III. Barry Leshowitz. Glen
view. IL: Scott, Foresman and
Co.. 1984: 272 pages, 19 by
22.8 em, spiral-bound,
ISBN 0-673-18012-3,515.95.

ApPLESOFT BASIC lbOLBOX,
Larry G. Wintermeyer Reading,
MA: AddisonWesley, 1984: 528
pages, 18.5 by 23.5 em, soft
cover, ISBN 0-201-14775-0,
516.95.

ApPLIED ApPLE GRAPHICS, Pip
Forer. Englewood Cliffs, N):
Prentice-Hall. 1984: 368 pages,
17.5 by 23.5 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-13-039330-4, 52995.
Includes floppy disk.

ASSEMBLY COOKBOOK FOR THE
ApPLE II/liE, Don Lancaster In
dianapolis, IN: Howard W Sams
& Co.. 1984: 408 pages, 21.5 by
27.8 em, softcover, ISBN 0-672
22331-7.521.95

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAM
MING FOR THE ATARI COM
PUTERS, Mark Chasin. New York:
McGraw-Hili, 1984: 294 pages,
13.5 by 20.3 em. spiral-bound,
ISBN 0-07-010679-7, 51595

ASTOUNDING GAMES FOR YOUR
ApPLE COMPUTER, Hal Renko
and Sam Edwards. Reading.
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MA: AddisonWesley, 1984: 156
pages, 15.3 by 15 em, softcover.
ISBN 0-201-16482-5, 55.95.

BASIC BUSINESS PACKAGE FOR
TR5-80 COMPUTERS, Bradford R.
Russo. Cleveland, OH: Weber
Systems, 1984: 212 pages, 15 by
23 em, softcover, ISBN
0-938862-27-8, 514.95.

BEGINNING BASIC ON THE COM
MODORE 64, Richard G. Ped
dicord. Sherman Oaks, CA:
Alfred Publishing, 1984: 204
pages, 19.5 by 20 em, softcover.
ISBN 0-88284-306-0, 519.95
Includes floppy disk.

THE CP/M PLUS HANDBOOK, Alan
R. Miller Berkeley, CA: Sybex,
1984: 272 pages, 15 by 22,5
em, softcover. ISBN 0-89588
158-6, 515.95.

COLECO ADAM USER'S HAND
BOOK, staff of Weber Systems
Inc. New York: Ballantine Books,
1984: 294 pages, 13.8 by 21.5
em, softcover, ISBN 0-345
31839-0, 59.95

THE COLLEGE STUDENT'S PER
SONAL COMPUTER HANDBOOK,
Bryan Pfaffenberger Berkeley,
CA: Sybex, 1984: 220 pages,
17.8 by 22.8 em, softcover.
ISBN 0-89588-170-5, 514.95.

COLOR & GRAPHICS: How lb
PROGRAM YOUR IBM PC Carl
Shipman 11Jcson, AZ: HPBooks,
1984: 320 pages, 21.5 by 28 em.
softcover. ISBN 0-89586-265-4,
521.95.

COMMODORE 64 BASIC PRO
GRAMMING WITH TECHNICAL Ap
PLICATIONS, Vincent Kassab.
Englewood Cliffs, N): Prentice
Hall. 1985: 240 pages, 17.5 by
23.5 em, softcover, ISBN 0-13
152166-7,515.95

COMMODORE 64: COMPUTER

GRAPHICS lbOLBOX, Russell L
Schnapp and Irvin G. Stafford.
Englewood Cliffs. NJ: Prentice
Hall. 1985: 206 pages, 17.5 by
23.3 em. softcover, ISBN 0-13
152091-1, 529.95. Includes
floppy disk.

THE COMMODORE 64 CONNEC
TION, James W Coffron.
Berkeley, CA: Sybex, 1984: 272
pages, 17.8 by 23 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-89588-192-6. 514.95.

ThE COMPLETE GUIDE TO YOUR
IBM PC/R, Douglas Hergert.
Berkeley, CA: Sybex, 1984: 608
pages, 17.5 by 228 em, soft
cover. ISBN 0-89588-179-9,
519.95.

A COMPREHENSIVE GUIDE TO
THE IBM PERSONAL COMPUTER,
George Markowsky. Englewood
Cliffs, NI: Prentice-Hall. 1984:
542 pages, 17.8 by 23.3 em,
softcover, ISB 0-13-164203-0,
519.95.

A COMPUTER & COMMUNICA
TIONS NETWORK PERFORMANCE
ANALYSIS PRIMER, B. W Stuck
and E. Arthurs. Englewood
Cliffs, NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1985:
624 pages, 18.3 by 24.3 em,
hardcover. ISBN 0-13-163981-1.
538.95.

COMPUTER ANNUAL, Warren D.
Stallings )r. and Robert H.
Blissmer. New York: lohn Wiley
& Sons, 1984: 432 pages, 21.5
by 28 em, softcover, ISBN 0-471
88685-8,517.95.

COMPUTER MATHEMATICS, D. j,

Cooke and H. E. Bez. New York:
Cambridge University Press,
1984: 408 pages. 15.5 by 23.5
em, hardcover. ISBN 0-521
25341-1. 54950

COMPUTER MESSAGE SYSTEMS,
Jacques Vallee. New York:
McGraw-Hili, 1984: 178 pages,

19.5 by 24 em. hardcover.
ISBN 0-07-606874-9,535.

COMPUTER TERMINOLOGY
EXPLAINED, I. D. Poole. London,
England: Bernard Babani Ltd ..
1984: 96 pages. II by 17.8 em.
softcover. ISBN 0-85934-123-2,
£195

COMPUTERS FOR DOCTORS.
Laurence Gonzales. New York:
Ballantine Books. 1984: 144
pages. 13.3 by 21 em. softcover,
ISBN 0-345-31478-6, 56.95.

COMPUTERS FOR LAWYERS,
Laurence Gonzales. New York:
Ballantine Books, 1984: 144
pages, 13.3 by 21 em, softcover.
ISBN 0-345-31479-4, 56.95.

COMPUTING AND PROBLEM
SOLVING WITH PASCAL, TRay
Nanney Englewood Cliffs, N):
Prentice-Hall. 1985: 672 pages,
17.5 by 23.3 em, softcover,
ISBN 0-13-164799-7, 525.95.

CREATING ADVENTURE GAMES ON
YOUR COMPUTER, Tim Hartnell.
New York: Ballantine Books,
1984: 208 pages, 15 by 22.8
em, softcover. ISBN 0-345
31883-8, 5995

DATA STRUCTURES FOR PERSONAL
COMPUTERS, Yedidyah Langsam,
Moshe ). Augenstein, and Aaron
M. Tenenbaum. Englewood
Cliffs, N): Prentice-Hall. 1985:
576 pages, 18.3 by 24.3 em,
hardcover. ISBN 0-13-196221-3,
52995

DATABASE ANALYSIS AND DESIGN,
L T Hawryszkiewycz. Chicago,
IL: Science Research Associates,
1984: 608 pages, 19 by 24.3
em, hardcover. ISBN 0-574
21485-2, 531.95.

THE DBASE BOOK OF BUSINESS
ApPLICATIONS. Michael I. Clif
ford. Reston, VA: Reston Pub
lishing, 1984: 352 pages, 21 by
28 em, softcover, ISBN 0-8359
1242-6,519.95.

DESIGN OF USER-FRIENDLY PRO
[continued)



Lotus 1-2-3 is a trademark of lotus Development Corp.
Symphony IS a trademark of lotus Development Corp.
Framework IS a trademark of Ashton-Tate.·
dBase II is a trademark of AShton-Tate.
Wordstsr is a trademark of Mlcropro Corp.
Apple Works IS a trademark 01 Apple Computer Corp.
Multiplan IS a trademark of Microsoft Corp.
THE MANUAL: is a trademark of Management Information Source. Inc. Inquiry 222

Exp.Date __PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING BOOKS:

o Lotus 1-2-3 $14.95
o Symphony $14.95
o Frame Work $14.95
o dBase II $14.95
o Multiplan $14.95
o Wordstar $14.95
o Appleworks $14.95

(Corporate discounts available.)

CARD No. _

NAME

ADDRESS

CITY STATE ZIP _

TOTAL ENCLOSED $ 0 VISA 0 MasterCharge

SIGNATURE 0 AMEX 0 CHECK

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SOURCE, INC.
3543 N.E. Broadway, Portland, Oregon 97232



Inquiry III for Dealers. Inquiry 112 for End-Users.

BEFORE YOU BUY
CABLE ASSEMBLIES,

BOOKS RECEIVED

ADivision 01 Alliance Research Corporation

20120 Plummer Street· Chatsworth, CA 91311 • [8181993-1202

CHECK UNDER THE HOOD!

GRAPH ALGORITHMS AND NP
COMPLETENESS: DATA STRUCTURE
AND ALGORITHMS 2. Kurt
Mehlhorn. New York: Springer
Verlag. 1984: 272 pages, 17 by
25 cm, hardcover. ISBN 0-387
13641-X.517.50

FIFTY PASCAL PROGRAMS, Bruce
H. Hunter. Berkeley. CA: Sybex,
1984: 368 pages. 17.8 by 22.8
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89588
110-1. 51995

248 pages. 18.5 by 23.3 cm.
softcover, ISBN 0-88284-278-1.
59.95.

How 1b Buy THE RIGHT PER
SONAL COMPUTER. Herman
Holtz. New York: Facts on File
Publications. 1984: 160 pages.
21. 5 by 28 cm. softcover,
ISBN 0-87196-852-5, 510.95.

HEATH/ZENITH Z-IOO USER'S
GUIDE, Hugh Kenner. Bowie.
MD: Brady Communications,
1984: 208 pages. 17.5 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89303
516-5.51595

FUNDAMENTALS OF IBM PC
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE, AI
Schneider. Blue Ridge Summit.
PA: lab Books. 1984: 320 pages.
19.5 by 23.5 cm, softcover.
ISBN 0-8306-17\ 0-8, 51 5 50.

GAMES PROGRAMMING. Eric
Solomon. New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1984: 270
pages. 15 by 22.5 cm. softcover.
ISBN Q-521-27110-X. 514.95.

FUNDAMENTALS OF TI-99/4A
ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE. M. S.
Morley. Blue Ridge Summit. PA:
lab Books, 1984: 322 pages. 13
by 21 cm, softcover, ISBN
0-8306-1722-1. 511.50.

HYPERGROWTH: '!HE RISE AND
FALL OF OSBORNE COMPUTER
CORPORATION. Adam Osborne

(continued)

HIGH-TECH CAREER STRATEGIES
FOR WOMEN. Joan Rachel
Goldberg. New York: Macmillan
Publishing. 1984: 304 pages, 14
by 21 cm, softcover. ISBN 0-02
008280-0. 5995.

How 1b PROTECT COMPUTER
PROGRAMS. Pal Asija. Allahabad.
India: Law Publishers and West
port. Cf: Computer Law Group.
1983: 208 pages. 16.5 by 25
cm. hardcover. ISBN-none. 545

ELEMENTS OF PASCAL: A PROB
LEM SOLVING ApPROACH FOR
BUSINESS. Chris Sherman and
Steven Holder. New York: John
Wiley & Sons. 1984: 200 pages.
19 by 23.5 cm. softcover,
ISBN 0-471-80651-X, 5895

ELEMENTS OF DIGITAL SATELLITE
COMMUNICATION. VOLUME I.
William W. Wu. Rockville. MD:
Computer Science Press, 1984:
622 pages. 15.8 by 23.5 cm,
hardcover, ISBN 0-914894-39-0.
54495

GRAMS FOR SMALL COMPUTERS.
Henry Simpson. New York:
McGraw-HilI. 1984: 256 pages.
15 by 22.5 cm, softcover.
ISBN 0-07-057300-X. 518.95

DIGITAL DELI. Lunch Group and
Guests with Steve Ditlea. ed.
New York: Workman Publishing.
1984: 398 pages, 21 by 27.5
cm, softcover. ISBN 0-89480
591-6,512.95

'!HE EASY GUIDE ro YOUR
MACINroSH. Joseph Caggione.
Berkeley. CA: Sybex. 1984: 240
pages. 17.5 by 22 5 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-89588-216-7,
512.95.

'!HE ELEMENTS OF BASIC: A
PROBLEM SOLVING ApPROACH
FOR BUSINESS, Steven Holder
and Chris Sherman. New York:
John Wiley & Sons, 1984: 256
pages. 19 by 23.5 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-471-80653-6. 58.95.

'!HE EASY GUIDE ro YOUR
COLECO ADAM. Thomas
Blackadar. Berkeley. CA: Sybex.
1984: 206 pages. 15 by 22.8
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-89588
181-0, 59.95.

ENHANCING YOUR ApPLE II,
VOLUME I. 2nd ed. Don lan
caster. Indianapolis. IN: Howard
W. Sams & Co. 1984: 272
pages. 21.3 by 27.8 cm, soft
cover. ISBN 0-672-21822-4.
51595.

'!HE EpSON CONNECTION: ApPLE.
W. H. Darnall and D. B. Corner.
Reston. VA: Reston Publishing,
1984: 240 pages, 17.8 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8359
1750-9.51695

EVERYTHING You CAN Do WITH
YOUR COMMODORE 64, Richard
G. Peddicord. Sherman Oaks.
CA: Alfred Publishing, 1984:

Patent PNO.

22 AWG
twisted
conductors

P.D.I.
underhood

Heavy guage
underhood

shield

Copyright © 1984 by Alliance Research Corporation

All prices subject to change and
stock on hand shipping extra min. $3.

ALL PRICES CASH PRICES
Concurrent DOS is registered treadcmark of Digital Research Inc. RAM 23, CPU
286/287, CPU Z, RAM 22, are trademarks of CompuPro a Godbout Company.
Thunder 186, Color Magic trademarks of LDP Inc. Syslemaster II & HDCTC are
registered trademarks of Tele!ek Enterprises Inc.

DATA SPEC'· cable assemblies are the very best. Each
cable is fully shielded to exceed FCC EMI/RFI emission
requirements. The unique P.DT technique, introduced by
DATA SPEC· and employed beneath the hood shield,
insures maximum integrity under the most adverse
conditions. DATA SPEC'· has interface cables for all your
requirements: Printers, Modems, Monitors, Disk Drives,
and much more. And all DATA SPEC· cable assemblies
carry a lifetime warranty. Insist on DATA SPEC'· cables in
the bright orange package. Available at better computer
dealers everywhere. For more information, call or write:

COMPETITIVE EDGE
P.O. Box 556 • Plymouth, MI 48170· (313) 451-0665

THUNDER 186™ SYSTEM $1995.

Includes 256K RAM, 2-5" Floppys and concurrent DOS@

expandable to 10 or 40 MB hard disk & up to 4 users.

TELETEK SYSTEMASTER II® SYSTEM .. $5895.
With 2 Hi-speed 128K banked slaves, 10MB hard disk and two

Qume 102 terminals.
Includes fastest Z80 slaves available.

WE INTEGRA TE SYSTEMS
WITH THE FOLLOWING COMPONENTS

CompuPro® Lomas Data Products
Teletek

Sample Component Prices
CompuPro 286 with 287 chip CPU $1199.
Disk IA $459. RAM 22 $995. 1/04 $297.
CPUZ™ $215. 85/88 ...$327. RAM 23_64™ $309.

LOP 286 $1116. LOP Hi-speed 512K $899.
Color Magic™ ...$496. Thunder 186™ $1195.
Teletek Systemaster II@ 8M HZ Z80 $899.

Teletek HDCTe'" Hard Disk Controller $525.

QUME 102 GR $450. C. ITOH 8510 PTR $350.
DRI FORTRAN $250. COMPo Inovation C $299.
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HIGH TECHNOLOGY ATAFFORDABLE PRICES
Dot Matrix Printel'S Monitors

CALL

189.88

359.88

699.88
929.88

LANGUAGES
MacASM (Assembler) $ 69.88
MacForth (Levell) 99.88
MacForth (Level II). . . . . . .. 169.88
Microsoft BASIC 2.0. . . . . . .. 99.88
Softworks "C" 289.88

TECHNICAL SALES DESK

(603) 881-9855
TOLL·FREE ORDER DESK

(800) 343-0726
Hours: 9:00 to 5:30 EST, Mon-Fr;

• FREE UPS ground shipping on orders
over $50 (under $50 add $2.50 for shipping).
• MasterCard, VISA, American Express,
Diners Club & Carte Blanche credit cards
accepted
• No surcharges on credit cards
• Credit cards are not charged until your
order is shipped
• All personal checks held 30 days for
clearance
• Sorry, no APO/FPO or foreign orders.
• Software can be returned for an exact
exchange only; no credits or refunds issued
• Allow 10 days for delivery

WORD PROCESSING
Hayden Speller $ 54.88
Mac Daisy Connection. 79.88
Mac Epson Connection .... 69.88
Mac Spell Right. . . . . . . . . . .. 64.88
MasterType. . . . . . 34.88
MegaMerge. . . . . . . . . . .•. . 89.88
Palantir MacType . . . . . .. 34.88
ThinkTank 128.. 99.88
ThinkTank 512 169.88
Typing Tutor III. . .. 44.88

OTHER
Copy II Mac $ 29.88
Dow Jones Straight Talk. 54.88
Hayden MusicWorks 54.88
Hey. MAC! Newsletter... 10.00
Mind Prober........... 34.88
Smoothtalker 99.88
Videx MacCalendar 59.88

Macintosh Hardware

GRAPHICS
Building Blocks $ 54.88
Click Art Series. 34.88
Commercial Interiors 139.88
daVinci Series.......... 34.88
Mac the Knife. 29.88
Mac the Knife Fonts. 34.88
McPicl Series. 34.88
Slide Show Magician.. 44.88

3W' Diskettes (1 0 pkg) $ 34.88
Diskette Holder 24.88
Field Pro Carrying Case. . .. 79.88
HabaDisk (2nd drive) ..... 369.88
Kensington Starter Pak . . .. 69.88
Kensington Modem 119.88
Surge Suppressor. 44.88
Koala MacVision. . . . . . . 259.88
Tecmar MacDrives . . . . . . . .. CA LL
Microcom MacModem.... 499.88
Smartcat+ modem. 349.88
Turbo Touch. . 94.88

199.88

169.88
289.88
309.88

199.88
219.88
159.88

224.88
CALL

194.88
69.88

Apple Peripherals

Macintosh Software

MOUSE SYSTEMS
PC-Mouse w/PC·Painl. ... $ 154.88
aUADRAM
384K Quadboard w/64K. .. 269.88
Quad 512 + w/512K 456.88
QuadColor-l 219.88
QuadVue (TIL output) 259.88
Parallel Card, RS·232C Card or
Clock/Calendar Card 79.88
QuadLink (IBM) 509.88
STB
Super I/O .
Super RIO (641<) .
Super RIO Plus (641<).
TANDON
TM 100-2 DSDD.
TITAN
Cygnus I/O (clk/par) 149.88
Cygnus I/O (c1k/RS-232) 169.88

FINANCIAl/BUSINESS
Back to Basics GL. $ 109.88
Dollars & $ense 99.88
Front Desk 104.88
Microsoft Chart 89.88
Microsoft Multiplan..... 134.88
Human Edge Series. CA LL
TK! Solver.... 169.88
TK! Templates 44.88

DATABASES
1st Base $ 134.88
DB Master 134.88
FactFinder. . 99.88
Filevision . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 134.88
Habadex DB . . . . . . . .. 69.88
Habadex Adapter 39.88
Main Street Filer. 139.88
MegaFiler . . . . . . . . . . . . . 134.88
Microsoft File.......... 134.88
Odesta Helix. . . . . .. 279.88
Omnis 2 (Req. 2 drives). 189.88
OverVue. 199.88
PFS: File. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 89.88
PFS: Report 89.88

ALS
CP/M 3.0 Plus Card ..... $ 279.88
Smarterm II (80 co~...... 139.88
Dispatcher (RS-232) 74.88
AMT MicroDrive 179.88
Grappler+ Card w/cable . .. 109.88
Buffered Grappler(16K). 164.88
MICROSOFT
CP/M Softcard lie ... ... 279.88
Pkasso-U Card & cable. 129.88
aUADRAM
E-Ram (lie, 80 co1/641<). 109.88
RANA SYSTEMS
Elite-l DiskDrive... 219.88
Controller 99.88
TITAN/SATURN
Accelerator II/lie .
Memory Boards
Neptune 64k/80 col (lie) ..
System Saver Fan .
Videx
VideoTerm .
VideoTerm/softswitch .
PSIO (paralleI/RS-232) .

44.88

54.88

39.88
39.88
29.88

134.88

134.88
174.88
34.88

284.88
134.88

314.88

. $ 239.88

IBM-PC Peripherals

AMDEK
300A (amber). . $ 159.88
310A(TILamber).. 179.88
Color 300 (composite). . .. CA LL
PGS
HX-12............. 499.88
Max-12. . 189.88
aUADRAM
QuadChrome ........•.... 529.88
ROLAND DG
DG-121 (amber) 144.88
DG-122 (TTL output) 169.88
TATUNG
Big Blue's RGB . . . . . . . . . .. 449.88

IBM-PC Software

ALPHA SOFTWARE
Electric Desk .
ASHTON-TATE
dBase II/III CALL
Framework 479.88
BEST PROGRAMS
PC TaxCut................ 174.88
BORLAND INTERNATIONAL
Sidekick (non-protected). . 59.88
Turbo Pascal. . . . . . . . . . . . 39.88
BRODERBUND
Bank Street Writer ...
FUNK SOFTWARE
Sideways .
L1FETREE SOFTWARE
Volkswriter Deluxe w/ATI. .. 204.88
LIVING VIDEOTEXT
ThinkTank................ 134.88
MECA/ANDREW TOBIAS
Managing Your Money... 139.88
MICROPRO
Wordstar 2000 ...
MICRORIM
R: Base 4000 .
Clout Ver 1.0 .
MICROSOFT
Multiplan .
Chart.
Flight Simulator ....
PETER NORTON
Norton Utilities 54.88
SATELLITE SOFTWARE
Word Perfect. . . . . . . . . . . .. 284.88
SOFTWARE ARTS
TKI Solver 274.88
SOFTWARE PUBLISHING
PFS: Write. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99.88
PFS: File. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 99.88
PFS: Report. . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 89.88
VIRTUAL COMBINATICS
Micro Cookbook. . . . . . . . . .. 29.88
WARNER SOFTWARE
Desk Organizer (3 Pak)

200ns 64K Memory Kit .... $ 49.88
ALLOY
41 MB Hard Disk w/Tape ... CALL
PC Tape Backup CALL
CURTIS
Monitor Stand...
Monitor Extention Cable ..
Keyboard Extention Cable...
KEYTRONICS
5151 keyboard 219.88

349.88
519.88

369.88
624.88
399.88
509.88
729.88

399.88
399.88
499.88
639.88
639.88
739.88

249.88
399.88
369.88
489.88
529.88
649.88

899.88
469.88
369.88
289.88

BROTHER/DYNAX
Brother 2024L $ 1039.88
C.ITOH
Prowriter (8510) .
Prowriter-2 (136 col) .
Prowriter BPI (IBM-PC) .
HolDot .
HolDot-2 (136 col) .
CITIZEN
MSP-l0
MSP-15(136co~....
EPSON
RXlFXlLQ Series ...
OKIDATA
Microline 92 ....
92 w/PC compatibility .
92 w/Mac compatibility .
Microline 93 ....
93 w/PC compatibility .
Microline 84 .
MEMOTECH
DMX-80 (Panasonic 1090)
NEC
Pinwriter (80 col).
Pinwriter (132 col)
STAR MICRONICS
SG-l0 (Gemini)
SG-15 (Gemini) ..
SD-lO (Delta) .
SD-15 (Delta) .
SR-lO (Radix) .
SR-15 (Radix).

Modems

Letter-Quality Printel'S

BROTHER/DYNAX
Brother DX-15 $ 399.88
Brother HR-25........... 669.88
Brother HR-35...... 939.88
C.ITOH
Starwriter A-l0 (18 cps) .... 549.88
Starwriter (40 cps) . . . . . 1079.88
Printmaster(55 cps). 1249.88
Diablo 620/630/Series 35. CA LL
NEC
2010/2030 (18 cps)..... 739.88
2050 for IBM (18 cps) 759.88
3510/3530(33cps) 1379.88
3550 for IBM (33 cps). 1449.88
7710/7730 (55 cps)..... 1779.88
aUME
Letter Pro 20 (18 cps) .. .. 459.88
SILVER REED
EXP-770 (35 cps).
EXP-550 (18 cps).
EXP-500(12 cps).
EXP-400 (10 cps) ...
STAR MICRONICS
PowerType (18 cps) ....

HAYES
Micromodem lie (Apple)... $ 249.88
Smartmodem, 300 bd. . . . CA LL
Smartmodem, 1200 bd . . CA LL
Smartmodem 1200B (PC) ... CA LL
NOVATION
SmartCat+ w/software,
IBM-PC Internal, 1200bd. . 349.88
External, (MS-DOS) . . 349.88
US ROBOTICS
Password, 1200 bd. 369.88

TECHNOt6~~THE BOTTOM LINE
AFFORDABLE =======================================PRICES =

MILFORD, NH 03055·0423 • TECHNICAL (603) 881·9855. ORDER DESK (800) 343-0726
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Inquiry 53

50me Items retle<.t cash discount For your prot+>Cllon wp CtWCk tllr <;101r>r, r:rp{jIT cala,>

MACWORK, MACPLAY. Lon Poole.
Bellevue. WA: Microsoft Press.
1984: 446 pages. 18.8 by 23.3
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-914845
22-5. SI895

MANAGING PERSONAL COMPUTER
WORKSTATIONS. Donald R.
Woodwell. Homewood. IL: Dow
lones-Irwin. 1984: 222 pages.
16 by 23.5 cm. hardcover.
ISBN 0-87094-512-2. S27.50

(continued)

loCAL AREA NETWORKS: SELEC
TION GUIDELINES, lames S. Fritz.
Charles F. Kaldenbach. and
Louis M. Progar. Englewood
Cliffs. NJ: Prentice-Hall. 1985:
112 pages, 183 by 24.3 cm.
hardcover. ISBN 0-13-539552-6.
SI8.95.

MANAGING MICROCOMPUTERS: A
GUIDE FOR FINANCIAL POLICY
MAKERS. Price Waterhouse. New
York: National Association of
Accountants. 1984; 90 pages.
15.3 by 22.8 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-86641-105-4. S9.95.

MANAGING IN THE TECHNOLOGIC
AGE: EXPECT/INSPECT. Don R.
Mabon. Princeton. Nj: Petrocelli
Books, 1984: 144 pages, 16 by
24 cm. hardcover. ISBN
0-89433-242-2. S19.95

ThE loGIC OF PROGRAMMING,
Eric C. R. Hehner Englewood
Cliffs. NI: Prentice-Hall. 1984:
368 pages. 15.5 by 23.5 cm.
hardcover.ISB 0-13-539966-1.
S34.95.

ThE liTTLE KINGDOM: ThE
PRIVATE STORY OF ApPLE COM
PUTER. Michael Moritz. New
York: William Morrow and Co..
1984; 336 pages. 16.5 by 24
cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-688
03973-1. S16.95

LINEAR GOAL PROGRAMMING.
Marc J. Schniederjans. Princeton.
NJ: Petrocelli Books. 1984: 248
pages. 16 by 24 cm. hardcover.
ISBN 0-89433-243-0. S2495

LEARNING BASIC FOR THE
MACINTOSH. David A. Lien. San
Diego. CA: Compusoft Publish
ing. 1984: 472 pages. 17.5 by
22.8 cm. softcover. ISBN
0-932760-27-9, SI9.95.

AddisonWesley. 1984; 144
pages. 18.5 by 23.5 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-201-07961-5.
$12.95.

BOOKS RECEIVED

AN INTRODUCTION TO PROGRAM
MING THE AMSTRAD CPC464.
R. A. and j. W. Penfold. London.
England: Bernard Babani Ltd ..
1984; 144 pages. II by 17.8 cm.
softcover, ISBN 0-85934-128-3.
£225

INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER
GRAPHICS FOR COMPUTERVISION'S
CADD5-3. joseph R. Biegen and
William C. Beston. Castle Creek.
NY: Redcomp Services. 1984;
213 pages. 21.5 by 27.8 cm.
spiral-bound. ISBN 0-911
59700-X. S1695

ThE KOALAPAD BOOK. David D.
Thornburg. Reading. MA:

and lohn Dvorak. Berkeley. CA:
Idthekkethan Publishing. 1984;
212 pages. 16 by 24 cm. hard
cover. 0-918347-00-9. SI9.95.

ThE ILLUSTRATED EASYWRITER II
BOOK. Russell A. Stultz. Plano.
TX: Wordware Publishing. 1984:
272 pages, 19 by 23.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-13-450297-3.
S1695

loyS OF COMPUTER NETWORKING:
ThE PERSONAL CONNECTION
HANDBOOK. Judy Barrett. New
York: McGraw-HilI. 1984: 230
pages. 15.3 by 22.8 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-07-003768-X.
S9.95.

INTERACTIVE MESSAGE SERVICES:
PLANNING. DESIGNING, AND IM
PLEMENTING VIDEOTEX. Dimitris
Chorafas. New York: McGraw
Hill, 1984; 344 pages, 15.5 by
23.5 cm. hardcover. ISBN 0-07
010850-1. S3295

ThE JOY OF COMPUTER COMMU
NICATION. William j. Cook.
New York: Dell Publishing. 1984:
192 pages. 13.5 by 20 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-440-54412-2. S595.

IBM PC EXPANSION [" SOFT
WARE GUIDE. 4th ed. In
dianapolis. I : Que Corp. 1984;
852 pages. 20.8 by 27.5 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-88022-067-8.
S1995.

AN IBM GUIDE TO CHOOSING
BUSINESS SOFTWARE. Susan
Losey Tiller. John D. Parker. and
Edwin M. Halkyard. Wayne. PA:
Banbury Books and Interna
tional Business Machines. 1984:
296 pages. 21. 5 by 23 cm. soft
cover. ISB 0-88693-162-2.
SI9.95.

114

124
139

2"
324
384
469
529

74
209
449
139
389

435
382
187
",
364
89

1631
2076
2299

ZENITH
Z+>nlth PC 2150
Zf'''llh PC 15152
Zenith PC161 52

Amdek 300 Green
Amdek 300 Amber
310Amber
COlor 300
Color 500
COlor6OQ
COlor 700
Color 710
Zenllh Green
Taxan 210
Prlncton HX12
Taxan 122A
Taxan420

MONITORS

MODEMS
Hayes 1200
Hayes 1200B
Hayes 300
M'~romodem 2E
Acceso:; 123
Novalion J cat

Oklmate 10 130
Olympl3ro 314
Panasofllc KXP 1091 259
PanasorliC KXP 1090 174
PanaSOfltC KXP 1092 387
Panasoruc KXP 1093 567
Panasomc KXP 3151 450
Fowertype 289
OuadJel 720
RadIx 10 481
Ra(ll~ 15 567
Alleman Blve "t- 279
Silver Reed Exp 550 378
Silver Reed Exp 500 286
SIlver Reed Exp 770 715
TOShiba 1340 678
TOSt'ltba 1351 1206

COMMODORE 64
$154.95

JUKI6100 TELEVIDEO
$349_95

Epson FX 100.. 584
Epson LQ 1500 1029
Gemini lOX 227
Gemini 15X 329
HP Laser Jet 3049
Juk16100 Tplf'v,(lf'll 349
JUkI6300 749
Mannesman SPHII 80 199
Mannesman 160L 544
Mannesman leOL 742
NEe 2050 659
NEG 3550 1325
NEG 7730 1659
NEC8850 1709
Okldala92 349
Okldala 93 564
Okldala 84 660

IBM
PC ,y/Drlve 1339
PC XT 3074
PC Poflable w/Onve 1549
PCJr 459
Tecmar Jr Captain 299
AST S'x Pac~ 229
Tallgrass 20 Meq 2399
Quad Board 224
Paradise Graphl(;s 254
Keylron,c<; 159
Hprcules COlor t 59
Hercules Monochlome 319
Per<;~st COl Of Card 148
Persyst Monocarrl 162
Planllon,cs 409
STB Graphlx 234
PC wl10 Meg Hard Dr 2399
Bernouli Box 2099
10 Meg Drive 699

800·441·1144

"PRINTER SPECIALS"

IBM PC WIDRIVE
$1339.95

OKIDATA 92
$349.95

659
974
639

99

1034
349
584
799
129
329
488

2409
759
324
444
699
349
294
226
394
384

SANYO
55005
55505
55555
CAT 30

Anadex
Brother HA15 XL
Brother HA 25
BrOlher HR 35
Brother Keyboard
C.wen MSP 10
CIllzen MSP 15
COlona laser
Datsywrlter
Delta to
Delta 15
Diablo 620 API
Dynax OX t5 Xl
Epson AX 80 FT +

Epson RX80
Epson RX 100
Epscn':X 80

ATARI

APPLE
2E w,O'Sk Drive 879
MaCintOSh 1689
Apple 2C 887
lmagewliler 486
Addl Drives from 1t4

COMMODORE
Commodore 64 154
1541 Disk Drive IRQ
1702 Monitor 208
MPS801 Pflnter 179
MSP8f1? P"",,-, p 1
1526 Prlnler 215

600 XL 107
1027 Printer 219
1050 Drive 159
Indus Drive 279
1025 Printer 169

Stand Alone or Hook Up to your Terminal,
3 Voltage Devices, Simulation Module,
Supports Bipolar, PALs, 40 Pin Chips.

Also Available: S5 Basic (E)PROM
Programmer, $690. UV Erasers from $67.

W
-
~~t re

.~ ~.-/

,;:;

Bank on BYTEK's
(E)PROM MultiProgrammer System S15-G

With Less Restrictions & a FREE KEYBOARD
For Only $995. -

(rEl~ii~In]·COMPUTER SYSTEMS CORPORATION
4089 South Rogers Circle, Boca Raton, FL33431

CALL TO ORDER (305) 994-3520. Telex 4310073 MEVBTC
Distributor Inquiries Welcome
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Lyco Computer Marketing & Consultants
"PEOPLE WHO KNOW WHAT THEY WANT AND KNOW HOW TO USE IT RECEIVE THE LOWEST PRICES AT LYCO~'

NOW STOCKING CITIZEN & OLIVETTIC PRINTERS

PRINTERSIISAVE

PANASONIC
1090 $219

..... 5699
... 5359

NEC
NEC 8025 ..
NEC 8027 .

GEMINI10X
$229 '*

CARDCO STAR
lOl Printer .... 379.00 MICRONICS
l03 Printer 299.00 Gemini lOx. 5229
Cn6 C-64 Graphics .... 65.75 GeminI 15x 5345
CnB C-64 .. . 39.75 Delta 10 5339
cnAT Atari . . ... 55.00 Delta 15 5449

Smith Corona Radix 10 5499
Fastext 80 189.00 Radix 15 5589

Powertype 5309
0100 219.00 Sweet P 100 5549
0200 399.00
0300 51900 PANASONIC
llooo 339.00 1090. 5219

COrOna 1091 . . 5279
lP300 laser Printer. 2699. 1092. . 5415
200361 Toner Cartridge ... 89. 1093. 5599

3151 . 5469

... CAll
....... 5299

.... 5549
.. 5649

. ..... 5359
... 5569

LEGEND
............ $229.00

.. 5279
CAll

... . CAll
.... .. CAll

880
1000.
1200..
1500..
1081.

BLUE CHIPS
M12010.. ...,5275
M12010 C-64 . ... 5275
04015 . .. 51389

OKIDATA
Okimate 10 .
82A.
83A..
84.
92.
93 ..

o-T"I"'..·.TOe.

Citoh
Prowriter8510A . . .. 5289
8510BC2 5399
8510BP1.. .. 5349
8510SP 5399
8510SR 5409
8510SCP. .. .. 5419
8510SCR.. .. .... 5499
1550P. .. .. 5489
1550BCO.. .. 5539
A1Q-20P. . 5469
Fl040PU or ROU. . $899
Fl055PU or RUO 51099

DIGITAL
DEVICES

16K printer buffer. 99.75
32K printer buffer. 119.75
64K printer buffer 169.95

5389
5119

.......... 5255.00
. 5549.00

....... 5739.00

JUKI

Epson

MANNESMANN
TALLY

SPIRIT 80 .
MTl-160l
MTl-180l

Juki6100.
Tractor Kit

RX80 5229
RX80FT. . .. 5269
RX100 . 5369
FX80. . 5369
FX100 5555
JX80 51089
l01500P(includes kit).. 51149
lOl500S(includes kit) ... 5529

DISK DRIVES

GT Commodore
GT Apple w/controller
GT Apple.

MSD
SO' DRIVE. . 5259.00
SO? DRIVE 547500

INDUS
GT Atari

519900
5469.00
539900
5249.00
5289.00
5179.00

269
CAll

219
169

Westridge C·64 ... Call
Total
Telecommunications
C-64. Call
Mitey Mo C-64 Call

Hayes
Smartmodem 300
Smartmodem 1200
Smartmodem 1200b
Mlcromodem lie
Mlcromodem 100
Chro"ograph

525900

ANCHOR
55599
59599

TELELEARNING
CM-250Commodore64. CAll
Ap·250 Apple CAll
113·250 IBM CAll

MODEMS

Volksmodem
Mark VII

laulo anS/d,all

Mark VII

11200 bandl

MICROBITS

NOVATION
J·Ca' ..... 58900
Ca'. 512900
Smart Ca' 103/ . 5169 00
Smar' Ca' 103/212 ... 5389 OC
Au'oCa'. . .. 520900
212 Auto Ca' 5539 00
Apple Cat II . 523900
212 Apple Cat. . 543900
Apple Ca' 212 ........ 524900

MPP1000c 5109 00

MONITORS
TAXAN AMDEK
210 Color RGB 255 300 Green 125

100 Green 115 300 Amber 145

105 Amber 125 310 Amber' IBM 159

400 Color RGB 295 Color 30D-Audlo 265

410 Color RGB 349 COlor SOO-Composlte 379

420 Color IBM 449 COlOr 600 545

121 Green IBM 145 Color 700 635

122 Amber IBM 149 :Olor 710 ... 675

ZENITH NEe
ZVM 122A Amber 86

JB 1260 Green 99.00

ZVM 1236 Green 82
JB 1201 Green 135.00

ZVM 124 Amber' IBM 129
JB 1205 Amber 145.00

ZVM 131 Color 275
JC 1215 Color 255.00

ZVM 133 RGB 389
JC1216RGB 399.00

ZVM 135 ComposIte 449 JC 460 Color 349.00

ZVM , 36 HI Res Color 589 SAKATA
SC· 100 Color 229

8200
STSI Tlnstand 29
SG 1000 Green 99

........... _ 5 88.00 SA 1000 Amber 109

DISKETTES IBM-PC COMPATABLE

MAXELL :.~~.~~.~~.~:,t,;~.r.~j.j!:,1.jj.~~.~~.~~.1~.~~..~j.j~.~j~,::.j:5' ..·MO·1 _ 517.95
5'''·MO·2 _ 523.95

SKC
(Box 10)

SKC·SSSO 512.99
SKC·SSOO 515.99
SKC·OSOO 518.99

IBox 101 ELEPHANT
(Box 10)

5''''SSSO _ _ ·514.99
5' ..·5500 _ 516.99
5', ..0500 _ ,- 521.99

CORONA
PPC22A

Portable 256K·Amber.
PPC22G

Portable 256K-Green.
PPCXTA

Portable 256K-l0Meg
COR128K 128K RAM.

Zenith
Z-l50. .. .... Call

Columbia Date
51995 1600 ...... Call

Televldeo
51995 TSl605 ........ Call

Mlcropro..
Solo Flight .. 522.75
NATO ·522. 75

Graphics Tablet
Supersketch 549.95
Kolala 599.95
Illustrator $99.95
logo Design 527.95
Grams Spell 527.95

TO ORDER
CAll TOll FREE

800-233-8760
0' send ord.r 10
Lyco Compul.r

PO 8015088
Jersey Shore PA 1 7740

RISK FREE POLICY
In-stock item shipped within 24 hours of order. No deposit on C.O.D.
orders. Free shipping on prepaid cash orders within the Continentat U.S.
PA residents add sales tax. APe, FPO, and International orders add $5.00
plus 3e:tb for priority mail service. Advertised prices show 4% discount for
cash, add 4% for Master Card or Visa. Personal checks require 4 weeks
clearance before shipping. All items subject to change without notice.

For your protection, w. check for .tolen cr.dl·t cerda.



Announcing4New CollectorEdition

BYTE COVERS
The 4 Byte cOl'ers shown below are the newest additions to the Collector Edition

Byte Cover series. Each full color print is )[" x 14", including a IVi' border, and is
part of an edition strictly limited to 1,000 prints. Each print is a faithful reproduction
of the original Byte painting, printed on museum quality acid free paper, and is
personally inspected, signed and numbered by the artist, Robert Tinney. ACertificate of
Authenticity accompanies each print.

Collector Edition Prints are carefully packaged flat to avoid bending, and are
shipped first class within one week of receipt of order. The price of each print is
$30. All 4 prints are available for only $100.

Other Collector Edition Byte Covers are also available from Robert Tinney
Graphics. For a color brochure, or to order one or more of the prints shown,
please check the appropriate box in the coupon belmv.

#25 Computers and the Handicapped $30 #26 Graduation Memories $30

#27 The Keys to Education $30 #28 Simulation $30

postage & handling $3.00 (Overseas $8.(0)

TOTAL
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FREE SHIPPING

•DISKETTES •

3NI AMARAY MEDIA MATE Head Cleaners
DC100A 13~ (3J2'... 11~) (5k{ ..11~) K't 520
DC300A 184.Q DISK MINDERS I S.. -

DC300XL 20215 (5V4'.. . ,16L5) (8"...21~) Refills 9~
DC600A ..244.P BULK PACKED DISKS "CALL:' Analizers 2500

Diskettes ~ Dealer Inquiries
10 I Box the D· Il rem WelcomedI Kett 1(800) 654-4058

• O{~~~~~AA "nee iO"tm =
.·UP's Delivery Only, Add 3'1!' on orders under 35'1!' or 20 disk.•

West Coast"Call" Central & East"Call"
1(800) 621-6221 1(800) 654-4058

Discounts Starting at 3 Box Quantities
.~--;;;;;:-.;:-=-:":"::";-:~=--=:':"":"::..:E.-r:-,;;;",::,::,,:,:,-=:::::::.:.r:~:..-_- •

3NI U Dysan maxell Verbatim
• 51;'· .5K. 3'1;2 CALL .51,,4Datalife

s-side 17~5 s-side 2295 - 1" s-side 18
9..5

d-den. d-den. - • 5~ • d-den.
d-side 239_5 d-side 305.9 s-side 19~5 d-slde 24

9..5
d-den. d-den. d-den. d-den.
s-side 275.9 s-side 345.9 .d-side 25~5 s-slde309..?
quad quad d-den. quad

d-side 339_5 d-side 45!'!9 s-side 289_5 d-side39~5
quad quad quad quad

• 8"· ·8'· d-side 369_5 • E5'Datalife
s-side 21 5.9 s-side 285.9 quad " s-side 24I?
s-den. s-den. • 8 • s-den.
s-side 26@ s-side 30!t5 s-side 319..? s-side 2~...P
d-den. d-den. d-den. d-den. u-
d-side 315.9 d-side 34!t5 d-side 34~ d-side 319..!>
d-den. d-den. d-den. d-den.

PROBLEM ORIENTED PROGRAM
MING LANGUAGES. Hans Jurgen
Schneider. New York: John Wiley
& Sons. 1984; 168 pages.
155 by 23.5 cm. hardcover.
ISBN 0-471-90111-3. 523.95.

PROGRAMMING THE ADAM COM
PUTER WITH READY-TO-RUN PRO
GRAMS. Susan Sutphin.
Englewood Cliffs. N/; Prentice
Hall. 1985; 208 pages. 15 by
22.8 cm. softcover. ISBN 0-13
729377-1. 51595.

ThE SOFTWARE CATALOG;
BUSINESS SOFTWARE. Interna
tional Software Database of Im
print Software. New York:
Elsevier Science Publishing Co..
1984; 752 pages. 21.5 by 27.8
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-444
00934-5. 535.

SOFTWARE MASTER FOR PFS. Ted
Leonsis and LIST Magazine.
New York: Warner Books. 1984;
240 pages. 20.5 by 23.5 cm,
softcover. ISBN 0-446-38217-5.
514,95.

SOFTWARE PORTABILITY AND
STANDARDS. Ingemar Dahlstrand,
New York; John Wiley & Sons,
1984; 150 pages. 17 by 24.5 cm.
hardcover. ISBN 0-470-20083-9.
524.95.

TI-99/4A GAME PROGRAMS.
Frederick Holtz, Blue Ridge
Summit. PA: 'Jab Books. 1983;
240 pages. 19.5 by 23.5 cm.
softcover. 0-8306-1630-6. 511.50.

TKISOLVER USER's HANDBOOK.
staff of Weber Systems.
Cleveland. OH; Weber Systems
Inc.. 1984; 300 pages. 15 by
22.5 cm. softcover. ISBN 0
938862-32-4. 514.95.

ThE URGENTLY NEEDED PARENT'S
GUIDE TO COMPUTERS. Brian
Williams and Richard Tingey.
Reading. MA: AddisonWesley.
1984; 224 pages. 15.8 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-201
09666-8, 59.95.

USER GUIDE AND ApPLICATIONS
FOR THE TR5-80 MODEL 100
PORTABLE COMPUTER. Steve
A. Schwartz. Glenview. IL:
Scott. Foresman and Co.. 1984;
146 pages. 19 by 23 cm. soft
cover, 0-673-15970-1, 51795,

ThE USERS GUIDE TO SMALL
COMPUTERS. Jerry Pournelle.
New York: Baen Enterprises.

1984; 350 pages. 13.5 by 21 cm.
softcover. ISBN 0-671-55908-7,
59.95.

USING & PROGRAMMING THE IBM
PCiR, Frederick Holtz, Blue
Ridge Summit. PA: 'Jab Books.
1984; 256 pages. 18.5 by 23.5
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-8306
1830-9, 511.50.

USING LoTUS 1-2-3 TO SOLVE
YOUR BUSINESS PROBLEMS,
George Gershefski. Totowa,

J; Rowman & Allanheld. 1984;
160 pages. 18 by 25 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-8476-7346-4.
519.95.

USING MACWRITE AND MACPAINT,
Tim Field, Berkeley. CA:
Osborne/McGraw-HilI. 1984; 208
pages. 18.5 by 23.3 cm. soft
cover. ISBN 0-88134-137-1.
511,95,

USING THE WANG FOR BUSINESS:
ThE 1ECHNICIAN'S PERSPECTIVE,
VOWME I. Bert Dumpe, New
York: Harper & Row. 1984; 368
pages. 21 by 278 cm. softcover.
ISBN 0-06-041801-X, 522.95

ThE VIDEODISC BOOK; A GUIDE
AND DIRECTORY. 1984 EDITION.
Rod Daynes and Beverly Butler.
eds. New York: lohn Wiley &
Sons, 1984; 512 pages. 22.5 by
28,5 cm, hardcover. ISBN 0-471
80342-1. 575.

WANG WORD PROCESSING COM
PANION. Debra J. 'Jail. Bowie.
MD: Brady Communications Co..
1985: 256 pages. 18.5 by 23.5
cm. spiral-bound. ISBN 0-89303
945-4,517.95.

WHAT A LAWYER NEEDS TO
KNOW TO Buy AND USE A COM
PUTER. Robert P Wilkins. lex
ington. SC: R, P. W. Publishing.
1984; 122 pages. 17.5 by 22.8
cm. softcover. ISBN 0-9608450
2-X. 514.95.

WHAT EVERY ENGINEER SHOULD
KNOW ABOUT MICROCOMPUTER
PROGRAM DESIGN. Keith R.
Wehmeyer. New York: Marcel
Dekker. 1984: 184 pages,
15.8 by 23,5 cm. hardcover.
ISBN 0-8247-7275-X. 524.75

ThE WORD PROCESSOR BUYER'S
SURVIVAL MANUAL, Ralph
Roberts. Blue Ridge Summit.
PA: 'Jab Books, 1984; 320
pages. 13 by 21 cm. software.
ISBN 0-8306-1642-X. 510.95, •

Nowotyour
computer store.

..:.."
PERMA POWER"
Electronics Inc.

5615 West Howord Avenue. Chicago. Illinois 60648. (J12)647-9414
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(wlltinued from rage 321

The IBM part number for the 130-W
supply is 8529247

If you are going to install a hard disk,
do yourself a favor and buy the BIOS and
DOS from IBM. Most users are not will
ing or able to undertake the massive
amount of effort in writing their own DOS.
Not to mention the risk involved in
possibly destroying data with a marginal
DOS driver

In the section on formatting the disk, a
critical step was omitted if you want to
boot from the hard disk. Once the hard
ware has been properly installed, three
steps are required to install a hard disk in
the system.

I. Run the FDISK program This will install
the DOS partitions into the BIOS Accept
all of the default choices.
2. Format the hard disk using the stan
dard floppy FORMAT C: command. This
will erase all existing data and prepare the
disk to receive data.
3 Install the system on the hard disk. This
step must be performed prior to placing any
data on the hard disk if you want to boot
from the hard disk. Do this by typing SYS
C:

When an IBM with both floppy and hard
disks is started, it will come up in one of
three possible modes As soon as the sys
tem passes the power-on self-test. the
operating system will attempt to boot from
the floppy disk. If the disk door is left
open, the system will attempt to boot from
the hard disk. Failing that. the operating
system will run the ROM BASIC

If you have properly installed the system
onto the hard disk and you leave the
f1oppy-disk-drive door open, the operat
ing-system ROM will boot from the hard
disk every time,

In the section on hard-disk care, men
tion was made that you should not "turn
the power on and off with the heads over
the outer track" To facilitate this, the IBM
Diagnostic disk for the XT has a program
called Shipdisk. which must be run as the
last activity before you turn the system off.
I can't overemphasize this. You must run
Shipdisk last thing before power-off.

Once the Shipdisk program has been
started, the system will lock up, unable to
do anything-this is normal (if it returned
you to the C: prompt. the heads would be
over track 0, the directory).

IBM says that the Shipdisk program
should be run even if the system is to be
moved two inches across a desk I You will
lose all of your data if you do not run this
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program prior to moving the system at alii
The disk manufacturers will often attach

a label warning that the warranty will be
void if the disk is subjected to shocks ex
ceeding 25 Gs. This is roughly equivalent
to a six-inch drop A reliable, visible indica
tion of this level of drop is given by a
Shock Watch indicator available from
Media Recovery Inc. These indicators are
available in a variety of sensitivities and
give an unambiguous indication (they turn
bright red on impact) and are nonre
versible. If you cannot obtain them locally,
we (Microcentersj will sell a 23-G unit for
$5 each plus shipping.

In the section on hard-disk care it is
stated that hard disks are "heavily filtered:'
While this is true of large (washing
machine-size) disk drives, the disks that
you will be installing are completely
sealed. There is no air entrance of any
kind into the disk chamber The advice of
not smoking around your equipment is
valid for your floppy disks and is recom
mended for all computer installations.

MARK M. LAMBERT

Chief Engineer
Microcenters Service Corp.

Miami, FL

Roy M. Matney replies:
Mark Lambert states that the use ofan

XT power supply is the way to solve the
PC's limited-power problem. This is cer
tainly a viable solution, but there are
drawbacks to it. The IBM XT supply sells
for $290, which is over three times the
cost of an add-on supply. Most people
may not want to spend an extra $200
when they don't need to, The XT supply
is not available from the IBM Product
Center or from most IBM dealers. It can
be obtained from IBM Parts Distribution.
The XT supply dissipates its losses on the
outside of the PC case. A PC with a hard
disk runs very warm, and anything you
can do to drop this temperature is worth
while and will contribute to the long life
of the system. For those who want an in
ternal supply. there are several sources
of XT look-alike supplies that sell for
about one-half the cost of the XT supply.

Mr. Lambert suggests the use of the
IBM BIOS and DOS. One of the key
themes of my article was compatibility.
The reason for stressing the require
ments for compatibility is so that the IBM
BIOS and DOS can be used. Some of
your readers will want to experiment, but
almost everyone will want to be able to
run IBM's DOS.

Mr. Lambert feels that I left a step out
of the section on formatting the disk.

Perhaps he is not familiar with the abil
ity of the Format command to both set
up the disk and transfer the boot and
system to the disk. To do this you type
FORMAT C/SIV. The IS transfers the
three system modules to the disk, The IV
may be included to let you place a
volume label on the disk. It is not neces
sary to use the SYS command that Mr.
Lambert suggests.

Next he addresses the issue of park
ing the heads. He suggests using the
shipdisk program supplied with the XT
That is fine if you have the IBM program
and you have a standard-configuration
disk. My listing 2 shows how to park the
heads if you don't have the shipdisk pro
gram. It produces the same results except
that you have the option of changing
your mind with my program. IBM's pro
gram keeps you from doing anything
useful but turning off the power. Mine
allows you to perform other tasks or to
continue using the system. Of course, you
must reexecute the program if you ref
erence the hard disk before turning
power off. Normally. DOS does not read
the disk when a program is terminated.
It does if the command interpreter por
tion of DOS is overwritten or if the
PROMPT command is used. My program
does not overwrite the command inter
preter. but you may want to ensure that
the head is not moved. If you do, then
rep/ace the Return instruction in my
listing with the Halt instruction (HLT op
code F4). I agree that extreme care
should be taken to protect against shock.
When running, a shock of 2 Gs may cause
damage or loss of data. When turned off
and parked. this increases up to as much
as 30 Gs depending on the particular
disk, Some, however. are still sensitive to
shocks of several Gs. I see little use for
the shock sensors suggested. The real
test is whether your disk still reads and
writes reliably, not that 23 Gs or more
have been experienced.

The last point is the filtering of disks,
Mr. Lambert states that there is no air en
trance of any kind. The typical Win
chester uses two filters. Air is circulated
between two chambers in the drive. The
purpose of this is to maintain a uniform
temperature. The air is passed through
a very fine filter between the two
chambers. The outer chamber contains
a second filter called a Breather Filter.
This filter allows pressure equalization
with the outside world. It is unlikely that
smoke particles would get through both
filters, but I prefer not to take any
chances, The higher the level of im-
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purities. the higher the probability of
something finally getting through.

I hope that these clarifications are of
use and urge everyone to consider add
ing a hard disk to his system.

RANDOM-NuMBER
COMPUTATION

Charles A. Whitney's article ("Generating
and Testing Pseudorandom Numbers:' Oc
tober 1984. page 128) should be very
useful to BYTE readers. As one who uses
random numbers regularly in teaching and
research. I have some experience that may
also be helpful.

The X2 statistic suggested by Whitney is
a multiple of the usual chi-square statistic.
whose use usually requires a chi-square
table. The approximation suggested by
Whitney to avoid this table is rather rough.
however. A better approximation would
use the normal approximation of the chi
square and compute

W = (I:(Oi - E,) 2/E i - n)1 2n

rejecting the hypothesis of randomness if
Iwi > 2 (which occurs under randomness
with probability approximately .95) or
Iwi > 258 (with probability .01)

A second comment refers to Microsoft
BASICA for the IBM Pc. I had also noticed
the same deficiencies in the random
number generator. getting 32 diagonal
running "strips" when throwing random
points on the screen. After some effort I
was able to determine that the random
number generator is not. strictly speaking.
linear congruential. In Whitney's notation
Ii = (a(li-! mod 216) + c) mod 224 . for a =

214013. c = 13.523.655. Thus the cycle is
216 = 65.536. The mod 216 was evidently
added by Microsoft to save space or time.
A colleague's earlier PC does not have the
same problem.

Letters to IBM and Microsoft concern
ing this have been essentially ignored.

JAMES STAPLETO

Professor
Department of Statistics

and Probability
Michigan State University

East Lansing. MI

Charles A. Whitney replies:
Professor Stapleton's comments make

a nice footnote to my article. His quan
tification of the simplified version of the
chi-square test briefly described in myar
ticle is both powerful and easy to apply.
As for the rather mediocre Microsoft
BASICA random-number generator in the
IBM Pc. I can only add that Stapleton is
to be commended for his ingenuity in fer
reting it out of its ROM.

TRANSFERRING SOFTWARE

TO A HARD DISK

The utility of the personal computer is in
serious jeopardy due to the incompatibil
ity of two principal computer products:
copy-protected software and hard-disk
drives. Until now. it was perhaps inconse
quential that users had to always use a
floppy disk to run their application soft
ware. But volume production of hard-disk
drives has arrived. and affordably priced
units are within reach of many of us. This

(continued)

Se Habla EspanolCome visit us in our
Long Island Showroom
226 Sherwood Ave. Cable:COMSYSTEC NEWYORK
Farmingdale, NY 11735 Telex: CSTNY 4294/8

OUR SPECIALTY: IBM COMPATIBLE PRODUCTS, GRAPHICS, DATABASE 68000 UNIX, EXPORT

TERMINALS
Z29. . CALL
Z49.. . . 880
6310 14". . 580
ernul. VTI02.. . 850
14" 499
ernul. VT100.. . 875
ernul. TEK4010.. . .. 1.050
............................. 760
14" ernul. VTI02. . 920
ernul. TEK 4010 2.0S0
14" 80/132 col.. . .559
ANSI X3.64 625

Zenith

Toshiba PI340
Dalaproducl

PRINTERS
EPSON OKIDATA
EP ON LQ1500 24 wire, excellent
Hewleu l:Jackard ThinkJet . . S450

LaserJet .............•...... 3.300
80 col.. 160 cps 799
8010 180 cps. . . 545

u*Letter Quality· ....

Slar Power Type 18 cps parallel/serial.. . .375
NEC 20S0 20 cps for IBM Pc. 760

3SS0 35 cps for I BM PC... . 1,520
Clloh F-IO 50 cps............ . .. I,3SO
Juki 6100 18 cps.......... . ..... 459
Qume 11/40 wllBM interface.. ..1,420
Diablo 630 ECSlIBM ext. char. set.. . 2.100
Oyna. HR35 33 cps.. . 910
Comrex Comwriler III . . . 740
Trans'., 315 graphic, color.. . .479

ESPRIT
EXEC 10/102
QUME 102

103
211GX

VISUAL SS
102
S50

WYSE 50
7S

I>IGITlZr;H
DT-114

$5,800.00
Package with IBM PC/XT also available

I'HINTEH
EI'SON
FX·~I

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION
We assemble systems at special prices. in
cluding software, special operating systems,
shells etc. Call us for business systems, CAD
systems, networking, LA S, graphics,
mainframe links. interfacing, application
integration.
PLEASE ASK US FOR QUOTESI
FORTUNE 1500
COMPAN1ES-
LET US SOLVE YOUR
SYSTEM NEEDS!

COMPUTERS
Zenith, IBM, Sanyo, Apple,

Cromemco, Dual, Dec

NEW UNDER $4000 COMPLETE
IBM PC & COMPATIBLES AN AFFORDABLE CASH REGISTER-COMPUTER-POINT OF

CAD SYSTEM SALE-COMBINATION SYSTEM-CALL!

FOR ENGINEERS ALSO - SYSTEMS FOR MULTI-USER
& DESIGNERS ACCOUNTING. LEGAL. MEDICAL. DENTAL.

PHARMACY. CHIROPRACTIC. WHOLE
SALERS. RETAILERS. WAREHOUSES.
BUSINESS. DATABASES. COMMUNICATIO
NETWORK

Fantasic busboard for expansion
BASIC BUSBOARD, 0 RAM .... $169
Can add up to 5I2K RAM + unlimited
number of modules listed below:
Async I/O $88
Parallel 1/0 .........•......•......... 63
Clock Calendar .............•......... 69
Game I/O 69
Floppy controller 160
Monochrome adaptor .......•........ 190
16 channel A/D ............•........ 110
8-bit I/O module 69
64K RAM kit (9 chips) 45
BUSBOARD with 512K RAM 450

Prices subject to change. American Express.
Visa/Mastercard add 3%. F.O.B. point of shipment.
20% restocking fee for returned merchandise. Per·
sonal checks take 3 weeks to clear. COD on cer·
tified check only. N.Y. residents add sales tax.
Manufacturers' warranty only. International
customers. please confirm price before order.
Accept PO. from Fortune 500. schools and gov't.
Computer Channel TELEX:
226 Sherwood Ave. 429418
Farmingdale, NY 11735 CSTNY
For information CALL (516) 420-0142
To order CALL 1·800-331·3341
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One noteworthy exception to the above
is Borland's Thrbo Pascal. Here's an exam
ple of software that is worth the 550 asked
for it. InCidentally, 550 is not cheap! From
what I read, Borland has been tremen
dously successful in selling thiS product.
Essentially. the product qUickly "earned"
a good reputation. Magazine reviews were
all favorable. We all benefited I To the con
trary. there are numerous educational pro
grams debuting for the retail price of 530
to 540. All of these programs are copy
protected. What a waste! We all end up
with a pile of disks. sore fingers. worn-out
floppy-disk drives. and a hard-disk drive
gathering dust. On the light side. perhaps
software publishers should bundle a low
cost floppy-disk drive with their software.
Then we could all have a bank of 15 to
20 floppy-disk drives each holding copy
protected software.

Seriously. I call for the following actions:

I. Software publishers should seriously
reconsider their distribution policy and
allow their programs to be transferred en
tirely to a hard disk. At least. considera
tion should be given to providing "unpro
tected" versions to those who make
special requests. This is done by some
companies.
2. We. the buyers, should avoid purchas
ing copy-protected software if at all
possible.
3. Magazine publishers should bite the
bullet and tell us if software is copy
protected. Of course. advertisers of copy
protected software don't want this fact to
be known and will leave it out of their paid
advertisements. However, your listings and
reviews should tell alii We want and need
to know.

Perhaps software companies are not
concerned about the success of the hard
disk-drive industry. But hard-disk drives
represent the expansion of computer
technology as a whole. And if the software
remains incompatible with the hard disk,
the entire industry will suffer

DAN W. WELLER JR.

Silverdale. WA

GENERATING TRAVESTIES

I was very interested in Hugh Kenner and
Joseph O'Rourke's Travesty program ("A
Travesty Generator for Micros:' November
1984, page 129).1 had just been thinking
about writing a program based on the ar
ticle I remembered from Scientific American
a year earlier, and BYTE arrived at precise
ly the right moment.

tected software. Most of the software
advertised in magazines is copy-protected,
ostensibly to prevent unauthorized
reproduction and use. I suggest. however.
that most of this software is not worth
what is asked for it and the reason for
copy protection is to present an "image"
of something valuable. The inflated retail
prices are needed to pay for expensive
advertising. In the end, we all lose.

Once installed, our elec
tronic digitizing scanner
allows you to capture
images in high resolution,
These can then be manipu
lated, stored, retrieved,
and even printed,

But what's truly amaz
ing is the range of applica
tions for the Datacopy 700.
Such as generating complex
documents including text,
drawings and pictures.

Technical manuals. Catalogs. Personnel or
document files. Or what ever you decide.

The result is a visionary achievement:
the power to give words and numbers far
more meaning. To publish information,
not just data, And to extend the possibili
ties of your Pc. All for a surprisingly
low cost.

For more details, call toll-free 1-800
821-2898 or in California 415-965-7900.
Or write to Datacopy Corporation, 1215

Terra Bella Avenue,
Mountain View,
CA 94043, Telex:

701994 DATA
COPYUD,

11«1111111111111-

.. If)/'/., \\\,\

Until now, your PC was telling only
half the story. Because no matter how
you look at it, words and numbers are
simply that: words and numbers.

But the Datacopy 700 changes all that.
TURN YOUR WORD PROCESSOR

INTO AN IMAGE PROCESSOR.
This remarkable peripheral enables

you to combine photos, diagrams, even
3-D objects with word processing, data
base, CAD and communications applica
tions using standard software.

All you need to get __--.,
the picture is an IBM
XT, AT, or compatible.
Our friendly, yet
powerful, Word
Image Processing
System" software
is included in your
purchase.

GIVEYOURPC
THE GOO OF SIGHT.

is a natural evolution of computer tech
nology. The hard disk provides tremen
dous speed and utility to the user But of
what use is the hard-disk drive if software
can't reside on it? The buyer of a hard disk
will quickly and sadly realize that many of
his expensive programs cannot be trans
ferred to the hard disk because the pro
grams are copy-protected.

There is a proliferation of copy-pro-
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I don't speak Pascal. but I wrote a similar
program in C based on the procedures the
ill\thors described. Since they talk a lot
about the difficulty of getting a program
like this to run at any decent speed, I
tlibught comparison with a C version
might provide an interesting benchmark.

Running on a Gifford 8085/8088 system
under Concurrent MPIM 8-16, the com
piled C program is considerably faster
than the VAX running Berkeley Pascal
under UNIX. The "system constant" de
s}=ribed in the article is about 4 (as against
10 for the VAX and 62 for the 2-MHz
Heath). It accepts a sample text of 16,000
c~aracters with room to spare.

i omitted Travesty's verse-formatting
feature, and the data structure I used dif
fered from that in Travesty in one impor
tant respect. Rather than maintain a
separate array of "next locations" for each
letter, I loaded the sample text into an ar
ray of structures, each containing a char
acter and a pointer to the next occurrence
of that character.

I ought to add that once I had the thing
running, I was somewhat disappointed

with the stuff it produced. Isolated
samples may possess beauty, humor, and
charm, but when you see a lot of
statistically synthesized text there's a cer
tain sameness-the predictability of its un
predictability. Four- and five-order trans
formations seem best: they give a good
mix of the plausible and the unexpected.
In light of the high ratio of junk to gems,
I called my program Gibber.

PETER GARRISON

Los Angeles, CA

COMMENDING CP/M

I want to take issue with you over the item
"A New DR Operating System" ("Happen
ings" by John Markoff and Ezra Shapiro,
December 1984 BYTE West Coast, page
343). While many of your criticisms of
Concurrent DOS are arguably correct, two
of your points are off the mark.

One need never resort to "lengthy and
rather cryptic command lines" to manip
ulate Concurrent's windows. I move,
change the size of. reorder. or change col-

ors in windows, using only the numeric
keypad keys on my Compaq. My acquain
tances who are IBM PC owners enjoy the
same ease of use of the windows on their
machines.

Your article states that under Concurrent
DOS, multitasking is possible, but that one
must watch over memory usage to avoid
disaster. In my daily use of Concurrent
DOS, I routinely run three programs at
once. I've never encountered an abnormal
response, much less a disaster. I do, how
ever. limit myself to programs listed in the
documentation shipped with the operat
ing system.

The only limitation I've discovered to
Concurrent DOS's multitasking ability is
the system's mammoth size. It takes up
about 150K bytes of my 512 K-byte com
plement. If I load the File Manager
package, I lose about another 70K bytes.

Finally, on a nontechnical issue, your
statement that "DR's CPIM line of products
received a sound trouncing from Micro
soft's Ms.-DOS and PC-DOS for 16-bit com
puters" is misleading to the point of be-

(continued)

CAD SYSTEM DISKETTES DISC DRIVES

HARDWARE

EVEREX COGITO 10 MB INTL $848
SIGMA 10 MB INTERNAL $875
TEAC - V2 HT for IBM 360K $149
SHUGART 455 for IBM 360K $155
TANDON 100-2 $170
IBM DISC DRIVE. . $199
CDC DRIVE for IBM $195
TEC '12 HT for IBM 360K . . .. $135

LEASING ARRANGED UP TO $I MILLION AT
LOW RATES, CAN INTRODUCE YOUR,NEW
PRODUCTS TO MARKETS. UPGRADE YOlJR
PRESENT COMPUTERS WITH 10MB PLUS
HARD DRIVES. COMPANY P.O. WElCOME.
MC/VISA + 3% CASH PR.lCES SUBJECT TO
STOCK ON HAND. OPEN 7 DAYS.

. $480
... $397

.......$25.85
. .....$19.79

MODEM SALE

1200 BAUD Auto DI~I, AulO Answer, AulO Log On, File

~~~~~~~'le ~~7~~nl?on CF~~ 1~~W~s~ T~~7;~o~ll~g. AulO
and Comp~llble MAde If'! Sunnyvale U S.A $249

De<ller InqUiries welcome

CABLE. . . . . . . . . . . ... . .. $19
OKIDATA 92P ... . $395
OKIDATA 93P $625
EPSON FX100/80 .. very very low
BROTHER HR 15/HR 25 $398/659
BROTHER HR 35. . $898
DTC STYLE WRITER 35K BUF .. $499
DTS 380Z + 48K BUFF. . $933
EPSON LO 1500 very very low

VERBATIM OS/OO .
VERBATIM SS I DO .

PC PEACOCK . .$234
HERCULE~CARD .. $313
64K RAM SET , $42
AST 6-PACK 64K/256K CALL
AST MEGA PLUS II 64K CALL
KEY TRONIC KEYBOARD 5151 .. $209
TELMAR GRAPHICS $485
EVERX BOARD CALL
OTHER HARDWARE CALL
SIGMA MAXMISER , .. ,. .$249

WE'LL BEAT ANY 8087 CHIP $178
QUAD BOARD , $278

ADVERTISED PRICE~PL;;.;,;,AN.;.;.TO;;.,;,.;N..;;.IC....;;PL.;;.;;US..;..;.''..;..;.''.;.;.''.;.;.'',;.;.'';";";'. $;.;;.38;;;.;;5....

(IF WE BOTH HAVE IN STOCK)

800·621·0854 X 905
800·272·0045 (Calif. only)

.. $1599 HAYES 1200 MODEM.
HAYES 120013 .

MONITORS

SOFTWARE

COMPUTERS

AMDEC 310A. $165
AMDEC 1H $415
PRINCTON GRAPHIC HX 12 $469
SA~' ' $149
TAXAi~~'JB , . , . . . $448
P~SMAX12. . ... $195

2D Starting at $.9,999.99
3D Also Available - CALL

All Plotters, Digitizers, Software and
Training, one place for all,your·needs.

SYMPHONY. . . $469
LOTUS 123 $285
dBASE 11/111 $289/$398
WORD STAR PROPACK .. $348
OTHER SOFTWARE. CALL
RBASE. . CALL

113M PC 64K 1DR $1449
IBM PC 256K 2'/2 HT DR $1630
IBM PC 256K HT DR + 10 MB $2699
SANYO 555-2 (2) OSI OO+SOFTWARE $999
SANYO 555-2 (2) OSI OO+MON+8 .. $1399
IBM PC XT 256K $3848
IBM PORTABLE CALL
SANYO 555-2+COL.MON
+5 SOFTWARE.

ADVANCED COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Sunnyvale,
Fremont
San Francisco
Walnut Creek

665 Grape Ave.
39138 State St.
690 Market St.
1987 No. Main St.

(408) 732·6200
Town & Faire Center
(415) 397-1311
(415) 945·8011
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LETTERS

BEST PRICE...BEST PERFORMANCE

AT HARD DISK
eMI 20 or 30 MEGA BYTE

EXPANSION
BOARDS &KITS

M. R. WILKES

HAL COMBS

Harrison, AR

difficult to set up, nothing could be easier
than using WMENU, provided with the
system. By using the cursor controls on
the numeric keypad, windows may be set
up for foreground and background colors,
size, and location. These set-up param
eters may be written to a file by using the
same menu. There are no lengthy or cryp
tic command lines to enter at all.

This operating system can internally
discriminate between an IBM PC XT and
an IBM PC AT (when running on a PC AT,
the operating system can format the high
density disks used on the PC AT). With its
built-in programs and reliability, we feel
Concurrent PC-DOS 3,2 is one of the best
bargains to be offered to the modern per
sonal computer user.

CHECKING FLOPPY DISKS

I found "Comparing Floppy Disks" by
Robert Rodina (September 1984, page

third virtual console, and having an ap
plication such as a spreadsheet perform
ing computations in the fourth virtual con
sole By utilizing the full 640K bytes
available to most personal computers, this
allows an average of 128K bytes per par
tition. (Note: You can override the default
memory allocations for each virtual con
sole.) In the vertical-market applications
environment. concurrency is a necessity
provided by no other operating system (in
cluding the much-touted lbpView).

In addition to the tremendous advan
tages of concurrent operations, the oper
ating system comes with several built-in
programs. The authors mentioned the
electronic card file and DR Edix. They
neglected to mention File Manager (a DOS
shell providing cursor-controlled execu
tion of most DOS commands), which
allows easy access to your files, especially
those utilizing subdirectories for both DOS
and CP/M. There is also DR Thlk, which
allows one PC to communicate with any
other PC running under the same operat
ing system.

As for the claim that the windows are

AT I/O
SERIAL & PARALLEL

ATRAM
64K TO 1.5 MEGA BYTE

ing untruthfuL As you must know, IBM
selected MS-DOS to be the operating sys
tem for the PC That single decision-not
any technical or marketing superiority on
Microsoft's or IBM's part-caused the
decline of CP/M-86 and the ascendancy
of MS-DOS The only trouncing involved
is that performed by a supranational com
pany on the possibility of competition in
the microcomputer marketplace.

TERRY GIBSON

San Jose, CA

We wish to take exception with BYTE West
Coast "Happenings." This article reflects
the obviously inadequate attention the
two authors paid to the Digital Research
operating system Concurrent PC-DOS 3.2.
As users, we are extremely glad to have
such a useful and versatile tool at our
command.

CPC-DOS 3.2 allows up to six tasks run
ning in four virtual consoles at the same
time (With two of those tasks running on
remote terminals). This allows you to com
pile in one virtual console while editing
in another virtual console, printing in the

IBMpe-AT

HARD DISK
10,22,33 Mega Byte

AT&T
521K RAM EXPANSION

(256 CHIPS)

• Used in Compaq
Deskpro

• 1035 Meg

• Formatted Capacily

• Uses Floppy

Controller Card

• Half Height

• Low Power

COMPAQ DESK PRO TAPE BACKUP SYSTEM
AND PORTABLE

512K RAM EXPANSION
256K CHIPS

HARD DISK (Fully Compatible)
10, 22, 33 Mega Byte

POWER CENTER
C.M.S. has just finished manufacturing the Power Center The add on product for IBM PC or compatibles. The product
is completely modular. You can start as basic transient surge protector unit and with the slot for the:
• Printer Switch • Hard DIsk 101066 Mega Byte • Tape Cassette Backup • Uninterrupted Power Supply
• Printer Spooler • Backup Removable Hard Disk • 300/1200 Baud Hayes Compatible Modem Add on unit during black out it allows you to work.

When you add Hard Disk to the system power supply and fan is added for the cooler and independent system
operation Price starts at $199.00 Retail.

Contact your local dealer II your Dealer ooes not carry CMS
prODucts. call tor Information or a brochure Available at
MlcroAge Computer Stores nationWIDe . .::lnd parllClpatlng
Computerlano. entre Slores InquIries Inv!teD. MFG. RtF'.
OtM. ana aealers
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142) very interesting.
Mr. Rodina did three tests on the floppy

disks he had obtained. There is a fourth
test that I wish Mr. Rodina had done: Run
CHKDSK on each disk to find out the
number of bad sectors. I think it would be
very interesting to know the average
number of bad sectors (or bad bytes) per
disk.

STEVEN BURICK

Hollywood. FL

Robert Rodina replies:
I neglected to mention that I per

formed a test similar to that requested
by Steven Burick prior to my interchange
ability tests. I had no tracks/sectors bad
or locked out on any of the brands
tested.

I would also like to add that contrary
to my understanding that each disk com
pany surveyed manufactures its own
disks, some of these companies obtain
their finished media from other manufac
turers and use just their own jackets. I
guess that my idea ofmanufacturing was
totally different from the people who

LETTERS

represented the companies I talked with
on the telephone.

CP/M: ON THE WAY OUT?

Several days ago a friend and I were
discussing the history of CP/M (we both
are avid CP/M users). The conversation
drifted toward new software written for
CP/M. We could not think of anything that
had been newly developed in the past 18
months. Is CP/M on the way out? We then
made a quick count of CP/M-80 machines
still being manufactured, and we came up
with roughly 32, with several new ma
chines to be introduced in early '85.

With all the apparent interest in the
CP/M operating system, why isn't software
being developed for it? I suggest that the
software producers remove their blue
sunglasses long enough to take a serious
look around' We CP/M users are a very
large group: we also have money to
spend.

JERRY D. GRANT

Mt. Vernon, WA

I LIKE RAIKE

I wish to thank you for introducing the
BYTE Japan column in BYTE I wish to
thank Mr. Raike for including some nice
C programs within BYTE Japan. 1 am
always interested in seeing other program
mers' C techniques. When I learned C I
had been using Pascal for several years,
and I thought at first that 1was taking a
step backward. I was quite delighted to
discover that as I became more familiar
with Cs constructs, they permitted intro
ducing more structure into my code than
Pascal permits.

I recently adapted Mr. Raike's edir
(August 1984) utility for my CPM-86
system. I also included the ability to
restrict the files retrieved to: (a) just DI R
or SYS files: (b) to just RO or RW files: or
(c) to some combination such as SYS RW
files. The only problem I encountered was
due to a difference in the way returned
values from bdos were handled. On my
system, hex ff returned in the al register

(continued)

a message to
our subscribers

From time to time we make the BYTE subscriber list
available to other companies who wish to send our
subscribers material about their products. We take great
care to screen these companies, choosing only those
who are reputable, and whose products, services, or
information we feel would be of interest to you. Direct
mail is an efficient medium for presenting the latest
personal computer goods and services to our
subscribers

Many BYTE subscribers appreciate this controlled use
of our mailing list. and look forward to finding
information of interest to them in the mail. Used are
our subscribers' names and addresses only (no other
information we may have is ever given).

While we believe the distribution of this information
is of benefit to our subscribers, we firmly respect the
wishes of any subscriber who does not want to receive
such promotional literature. Should you wish to restrict
the use of your name, simply send your request to the
following address.

BYTE Publications Inc.
Attn: Circulation Department,

70 Main St., Peterborough, NH 03458
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BYTE replies:
"Local versus global FIELD statements"

is an interesting way to describe what is
actually a simple dynamic reallocation of

Machine
Columbia
Commuter
Compaq
Data General DG 1
Eagle
ITT-Xtra
IBM PCs (all)
Leading Edge
Panasonic Sr. Partner
'!andy 1200

was not sign-extended to hex ffff in the
ax register. Consequently. the test for i
equal to -I in lookup always failed and
ther program ran until a bdos error re
turned to the ccp.

MARVIN L. WATKINS

Los Altos. CA

INCOMPATIBLE
IBM PC "COMPATIBLES"

Our company chose to develop our new
software in BASIC in order to achieve the
widest possible market for those products.
We developed them using IBM PC BASIC.

However. recent testing on a number of
the "compatibles" has uncovered an ex
tremely serious problem among the
various BASICs It appears that the con
tent of direct-access records. written by
BASIC on some machines. cannot be
retrieved.

The following test program illustrates the
problem.

100 REM Compatibility Test Program
110 REM Establish an eight-character

field
120 OPEN "R'; #1, "TESTFILE'; 8
130 FIELD #1,8 AS F1$
140 REM Define any number
150 TEMP = -5
160 REM Make a double-precision

string
170 TEMP$ = MKD$(TEMP)
180 REM Left-set the string into the

field
190 LSET F1$ = TEMP$
200 REM PUT the record and CLOSE

the file
210 PUT #1, 1
220 CLOSE #1
230 REM Re-OPEN the file and GET

the record
240 OPEN "R'; #1, "TESTFILE'; 8
250 GET #1, 1
260 REM Now convert it back to a

number
270 T1 = CVD(F1 $)
280 REM Print the number
290 PRINT T1
300 END

While the IBM PCs and many of the
compatibles run the program without
error. some of the compatibles fail in state
ment 270. where the CVD function at
tempts to convert a string representation
into a number. Our experience to date has
shown that nearly half (4 of 10) of the
systems tested have failed while attempt
ing this CVD conversion. However. the
problem is not with the CVD function.
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Actually. the problem is with a funda
mental concept in the scope of the FIELD
statement. In the IBM PC and in many of
the compatibles. a FIELD statement. once
it is established. continues for the dura
tion of the program. Thus it has a global
scope.

On the other hand. some of the com
patibles treat the FIELD statement as hav
ing a local scope. so that when a CLOSE
statement is encountered for a file. the
FIELD statements with the same file
number are terminated as well. Variables
that had been available from the FIELD
statements are no longer accessible with
their previous content or definition.

In the example given. those BASICs that
appeared to fail no longer had access to
FIELDed variables and were attempting
to convert a null string (from an uninitial
ized string variable) into a number. which
gave the "Illegal Function-Call" error
message. The addition of an identical
FIELD statement after line 240 seems to
solve the problem.

Our perception to date is as follows:

Scope of FIELD
Statement
Global
Local
Global
Global
Global
Local
Global
Local
Global
Local

As a matter of expediency. and in order
to circumvent the differences in scopes.
we could add additional (but redundant)
FIELD statements every time a file is
opened. which we may have to do. but do
ing so would have a significant impact on
both program size and execution speed.
That is a terrible price to pay for the lack
of standardization of BASIC.

We did want to call this problem to your
attention in the hope that it may save
others the many hours we have spent try
ing to determine why our BASIC programs.
which run beautifully on many machines.
would not run on other machines that
were supposedly compatible.

MELVIN O. DUKE

YVO International
San Jose. CA

string space. In its nevf;;-ending quest to
clean up that portion of memory re
served for strings (known vernacularly as
"garbage collection''), the BASIC inter
preter mayor may not maintain pointers
to strings in closed file buffers (the
pointers are stored in the string space
area even though the buffers are located
in low memory). A call to Microsoft pro
vided only the advice that some manu
facturers change the interpreter to suit
their hardware and. therefore. Microsoft
could not and does not claim that all its
interpreters are identical.

The IBM PC BASIC manual claims that
you need to OPEN a file and FIELD a
buffer only once in a program that per
forms both input and output on the same
file (Appendix B. page 10). PC BASIC
maintains the pointers to file buffer
strings. But other MS-DOS BASICs may
not in an effort to free up maximum
string space. (The buffer must be
FIELDed before data can be PUT into a
file; data must be PUT into a file before
it can be read by a subsequent GET
statement.)

Adding additional FIELD statements
may marginally increase the size of pro
grams. with a subsequent reduction in ex
ecution speed. but it would be hard to
imagine that such a slowdown could be
critical. If that were the case. you would
choose to compile your BASIC or move
to another compiled language.

FOUR ALGEBRAS

In the September 1984 article "Fractals"
by Peter S<t>rensen (page 157). the state
ment was made that there are only three
algebras: real numbers. complex variables.
and quaternions. There are. in fact. four
algebras or so-called division rings in this
set. The fourth is an obscure eight
dimensional algebra that is known as the
"Cayley Algebra:' invented by Cayley
around 1875. It was subsequently shown
that all such algebras must lie in spaces
of order 2" (ie.. I. 2. 4. 8. 16. etc.). A cou
ple of years later it was proved that only
the first four exist.

Since the author has found quaternions
of interest. he may find it fruitful to in
vestigate the Cayley Algebra. To my
knowledge. no practical application of the
Cayley Algebra has been reported. Mac
Duffee's book. An Introduction to Abstract
Algebra (Wiley. 1940). is one good
reference.

DR. MICHAEL K. BROWN

Murray Hill. Nf.



WHAT'S NEW

NEW SYSTEMS

Music Computer with FM Sound

Yamaha's CX 5M music computer.

The CX5M with optional keyboard and software.

audio. joystick. printer. video
monitor. and cassette hook
ups as well as a cartridge
slot. The video specifica
tions are 32-line by 24-char
acter display. 16 colors. and
256- by 192-dot graphics
Microsoft's MSX BASIC is
built in. The computer key
board is standard ASCII.
Five shiftable function keys
are furnished

Several software cartridges
are offered as options. One
cartridge controls music
composition and orchestra
tion. while another lets you
create new voices and
modify the CX 5M's standard
voices. The FM Music Macro
cartridge lets you access the
FM sound synthesizer
through MSX BASIC for
voice selection. composition.
and automatic performance.

The suggested retail price
is 5469. The mini keyboard
is 5I00. and the full-size
board is 5200. Software car
tridges sell for 550. Contact
Yamaha International Corp..
POB 6600. Buena Park. CA
90622.
Inquiry 614.

The CX5M has 32K bytes
of ROM and an equal
amount of RAM. It has

professional music syn
thesizers. such as Yamaha's
DX series.

Y amaha's CX5M. a Z80A
based music computer.

features an FM sound syn
thesizer. 46 preprogrammed
8-note polyphonic FM
voices. and an automatic
accompaniment section so
that you can play music im
mediately. The CX5M pro
duces sounds through a
video monitor with speaker.
your home stereophonic
equipment. or through a
musical instrument amplifier.

Sounds can be recorded
and played back using the
CX5M's memory. which can
accommodate up to 2000
notes. otes are entered
from the computer key
board. displayed on screen.
and played back instantly

A separate FM voicing
program is available for
additional voices. Optional
44-key mini or 49-key full
size piano-like keyboards
turn the CX5M into a music
synthesizer. and a program
mable keyboard split screen
lets you play two voices
simultaneously. The CX5M
has a MIDI interface that
lets you connect it to most

Communications. Word-Processing Software in Portable

Tandy Replaces Model 16s

T albot Computers
Limited's Dialtex-4 is a

portable word-processing
and communications ter
minal. This 64K-byte com
puter has a Z80-compatible
CMOS microprocessor and
is outfitted with a 40-line by
8-column LCD. Its full-size
typewriter keyboard is
augmented with 10 program
mable function keys.

System software is made
up of CP/M. Microsoft BASIC.
and word-processing and
communications programs. In
addition to traditional editing
capabilities. the word pro
cessor has the ability to out
put manuscripts to a printer
or storage device. The com-

munications feature. which
can be used to link with
electronic mail systems.
stores correspondence for
later transmission and ac
cepts messages.

Standard interfaces. such
as RS-232C. cassette. and
Centronics parallel. are sup
plied. The Dialtex-4 also has
a slot on the right-hand side
of the display for optional
equipment.

Dialtex-4 draws power
from three sources: main
lines. rechargeable batteries.
or dry-cell batteries. For
communications with field
representatives. it can be
easily linked to Talbot Com
puters' remote receiving

terminals.
Options include a 40-col

umn thermal printer. a
microcassette drive. and
RAM disk storage. The basic
Dialtex retails for just more
than £600. The fully

T he '!andy 6000. the
XENIX 3.0-based suc

cessor to the Radio Shack
Models 16 and 16B. is
equipped with a 68000 chip
and 512 K bytes of RAM. Its
twin serial ports can handle
three users. and it can be
expanded to six users and
megabyte of RAM.

equipped version. the
Dialtex-IO. is £2000 Contact
Talbot Computers Ltd.. 293
Charminster Rd .. Bourne
mouth. Dorset BH8 90W.
England: tel: (0202) 519282
Inquiry 615.

With dual 8-inch floppy
disk drives. the Tandy 6000
costs 54499. It's priced at
55499 with one floppy drive
and a 15-megabyte hard
disk. Contact '!andy Corp..
One Tandy Center. Fort
Worth. TX 76102.
Inquiry 616.

(continued)
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WHAT'S NEW

NEW SYSTEMS

STD Board with FORTH Kernel...........................................................................................................................

Bilingual Computer Runs IBM Software

T he ForthCard from
HiTech Equipment Cor

poration is a single-board
computer on an STD bus
with a built-in FORTH kernel.
This card is targeted at ap
plications that require a sim
ple computer to perform a
dedicated function. such as
data acquisition.

The heart of the ForthCard
is Rockwell's 65FII micro
processor. which can be ob
tained in either 1- or 2-MHz
versions. It comes with a
chip-based FORTH kernel
and an expanded 6502 in
struction set with bit test.
set. and clear.

On the ForthCard are
three JEDEC 28-pin sockets
for 24K bytes of RAM.
EPROM. or EEPROM and a
small prototyping area A
pair of 16-bit counterltimers
for pulse-width measurement
and generation are also on
board along with 16 I/O
lines. configurable for
parallel I/O. interrupt inputs.

counterltimer I/O bits. and
asynchronous. shift register.
or multiprocessor serial I/O

Miscellaneous features in
clude auto-start. firmware
support of an optional ex
ternal disk controller. plug
jumpers. and solder-masked

M ultitech Industrial Cor
poration has intro

duced what it calls a fourth
generation Chinese com
puter. The DCS-570 micro
computer is a bilingual
workstation built on the
8088 microprocessor and
equipped with a character
generator that can display
both Chinese and roman
alphabet characters on
screen.

The DCS-570 emulates a
variety of Chinese minicom
puter and mainframe ter
minals It comes with local
networking capabilities and

printed-circuit board with
silk-screened component
legend. Power requirements
are +5 volts at 0.25 amp

Single-unit prices begin at
5375 for the ForthCard with
out memory or manual.
With a development ROM.

Chinese-language versions
of Concurrent DOS and
T/Maker. an integrated set of
programs for word process
ing, data management.
spreadsheet preparation.
and graphics A database
manager is proVided.

In addition to the charac
ter generator. DCS-570 hard
ware comprises 512K bytes
of RAM. twin 640K-byte
floppy-disk drives. six expan
sion slots for peripherals
compatible with the IBM
Personal Computer. and
single RS-232C and
Centronics-type parallel

2K-byte RAM. 2K-byte
EEPROM. and manual. it's
5475. The manual alone is
530 Contact HiTech Equip
ment Corp.. 9560 Black
Mountain Rd. San Diego,
CA 92126, (619) 566-1892
Inquiry 617.

ports. A 15-inch gold
phosphor monitor with a
1024- by 768-pixel density
and a 24- by 24-dot
Chinese-character pattern is
standard

The DCS-570 is 56250. A
model with a 10-megabyte
hard-disk drive and one
floppy-disk unit is 58000
Contact Multitech Industrial
Corp" International Market
ing Division, 266 Sung
Chiang Rd. 9F. 'Taipei.
'Taiwan, Republic of China:
tel (02) 551-1101: Telex
"19162 MULTIIC
Inquiry 618.

ADD-INS

16-line Communications Board...........................................................................................................................

Tne COM 16 is a single board for multiuser communications.

T he COM 16. a single
board communications

computer from Microbar
Systems. functions as a
16-line communications con
troller in Multibus systems
or as a stand-alone single
board computer in dedi
cated communications
equipment.

With 24 bits of addressing
and 8- or 16-bit data trans
fers (I/O or memory). the
COM 16 provides a full IEEE
796 bus interface that has
eight lines of RS-2 32C and
is expandable with up to
eight more lines of RS-232C
or RS-422. Each transmit
and receive channel has its
own programmable data-rate
generator offering 32 data
transferral rates ranging
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from 50 to 56,000 bps The
COMI6 runs 16 lines at

9600 bps in full duplex and
16 lines at 19,200 bps in

half-duplex mode.
The COM 16 supports a

variety of configurations It
is based on an 8-MHz 8086
microprocessor that controls
four 8274-type MPSCs with
DMA. two peripheral con
trollers for internal and ex
ternal interrupts, and 4K
bytes of static RAM. The
COM 16's base board has
eight serial interface ports.
All communications circuitry
is on the board. allOWing
direct cable connection from
the computer to local
terminals.

The COM 16's unit price is
51890. Contact Microbar
Systems Inc.. 785 Lucerne
Dr., Sunnyvale. CA 94086,
(408) 720-9300
Inquiry 619



WHAT'S NEW

ADD-INS

Serial Imager........................................................................................... Sprites for the Apple II

The Super Serial Imager transfers images from screen to printer.

A pricorn's Super Serial
Imager lets Apple II

users transfer high-resolution
images from screen to
printer. Standard control
commands let you dump
high- and low-resolution
images and text screens to
the Apple Imagewriter and
other serial printers. The
Super Serial Imager main
tains compatibility with
Apple's Super Serial Card.

Another function of this
package is communications.
The Apricorn firmware con
tains communications soft
ware functions that let you
use modems without pur-

Voicecraft

L ogical Business Ma
chines' Voicecraft system

operates on the IBM PC XT
and compatibles with 128K
bytes or more of RAM. This
dedicated speech-recogni
tion system includes a full
size plug-in board. three
microphone options. and
user manuals. It supports

chasing special software.
Apricorn expects retail

price of the Super Serial
Imager to be 5129.95 Con-

32.000 words in storablel
switchable vocabularies with
up to 500 words in each.

Voicecraft runs on IBM PC
software without modifica
tion. Each word in a given
application's vocabulary can
invoke user-defined macro
commands of up to 1000
keystrokes. Voicecraft's

tact Apricorn. 7050 Convoy
Court. San Diego. CA 92111.
(619) 569-9483
Inquiry 620.

voice-transfer rate is under
200 milliseconds

The Voicecraft system sells
for 5895 For further infor
mation. contact Logical
Business Machines. 1294
Hammerwood Ave.. Sunny
vale. CA 94089. (408)
744-1290.
Inquiry 621.

T he Sprite and Stereo
Board adds arcade

style graphics and sound to
the Apple II. The package
includes over 140 ROM utili
ties you can call from any
language using sprite codes.

The video is based on the
TMS9918. It supports 32
sprites. maximum resolution
of 256 by 192 pixels. and
16K or 64 K bytes of mem
ory. Three graphics modes
and a text mode are
available.

Each of two audio chan
nels has one noise and
three voice (tone) generators
with programmable ampli
tudes and a power amplifier
that can drive an 8-ohm
speaker. The system can
produce sound effects or
music.

In its 16K-byte configura
tion. the Sprite and Stereo
Board is 5249. The 64K-byte
version costs 5299. Contact
Development Devices. RD 3.
Box 490. Middlebury. VT
05753. (802) 388-6698
Inquiry 622.

Add-on Numeric Keypad

PERIPHERALS

The Touchstone 2 is a numeric keypad for the IBM PC and PC XI.

A 35-key numeric keypad
for the IBM PC and PC

XT is available from Touch
stone Technology. The
Touchstone 2 was developed
as a productivity tool for
spreadsheet. accounting.
and other number-intensive
applications; it is a two-level
keyboard that uses a local
shift key to generate 57 dif
ferent PC-compatible key
codes. Enter. addition. sub
traction. multiplication. and
division keys are located on
the far right side of the
number pad.

In its unshifted mode. the
Touchstone 2 provides one
key access to the 34 most

frequently used numeric
data keys. Important but less
frequently used keys are

available in shifted mode;
these include all 10 standard
PC function keys.

The Touchstone 2 is 8
inches square and has a
coiled cable that extends to
6 feet and terminates in two
DI -type connectors. One
connector plugs into the
keyboard port at the rear of
the PC cabinet. The other
attaches to the standard key
board connector for com
bined operation.

The Touchstone 2 rapid
data controller is sold with a
one-year warranty for
5199.95. Contact Touchstone
Technology Inc.. 955 Buffalo
Rd. POB 24954. Rochester.

Y 14624. (716) 235-8358
Inquiry 623.

(continued)
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PERIPHERALS

The MS-200 image scanner integrates with a number of host computers.

Image Scanner

M icrotek Lab has devel
oped the MS-200. a

high-resolution desktop
image scanner The MS-200
accepts documents up to
8V2 by 24 inches. digitizes
the image at 200 pixels per
inch. and transfers the
image to host computer
memory. Switch-selectable
scanning modes include text
mode. picture mode. and
mixed mode.

Documents load from the
top: the MS-200 scans and
moves them one line at a
time while the optics assem
bly remains stationary The
scanner performs Group 3
1-0 CCITT data compression
at a 10 to I ratio for text
and at a comparable com
pression ratio for graphics.

The MS-200's interface
allows integration with

various host configurations
for specific computers and
communications systems re
quirements For high-volume
applications. you can add an

automatic feeder
OEM quantity price for

the MS-200 is set at under
51000 (evaluation units are
available for 51700) Contact

Microtek Lab Inc.. \722\
South Western Ave..
Gardena. CA 90247. (2\3)
538-5369.
Inquiry 624.

Space Tablet: Three-Dimensional Pointer

The MicroScale II package performs image processing for the IBM PC AT

IBM PC AT Image Analysis

S oniture's Space 'Tablet is
a three-dimensional

pointing device for Apple.

D igithurst Limited has in
troduced a version of

its MicroScale II image-pro
cessing package for the IBM
PC AT This system lets the
computer's memory hold a
video image in numeric
form The image also ap
pears on screen. so you can
define the sections to be
processed.

The analysis functions in
clude counting and sizing of
objects. deriving areas and
perimeters. and performing
length calculations These
facilities are useful for
laboratory experiments.

The MicroScale II image
scanner and camera with
256- by 256-pixel resolution
is priced at £1950; the
MicroScale IIR frame store
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Atari. Commodore. and IBM
computers. Main com
ponents of this system are a

and camera with 5\2- by
512-pixel resolution is
£4405. Contact Digithurst
Ltd .. Leaden Hill. Orwell.

pointing device that
generates sonic pulses and
an enclosure containing

Royston. Hertfordshire. SG8
50H. England. tel (0223)
208926
Inquiry 625

three sonic receivers.
The Space 'Tablet trans

lates the pointer's location
into X-. y-. and z-coordinates
that can be understood by
your computer It works with
any black-and-white or color
television or monitor Exist
ing software for the Koala
Pad or Kraft joystick can use
the Space 'Tablet as a two
dimensional pointing device.
while other software can be
designed to take advantage
of the third dimension.

Soniture provides a soft
ware sampler with each
Space 'Tablet For the Apple
II and IBM PCjr. the Space
'Tablet is 5175 The IBM PC
version costs 5200. and the
Atari and Commodore
models sell for 5150. The
IBM PC version requires a
575 expansion card. For
more information. contact
Soniture Inc.. 2146 Paragon
Dr. San Jose. CA 95131.
(408) 435-0217
Inquiry 626.



Desk Management

WHAT'S NEW

Digital Oscilloscope

...........................................................................................

PenGraph Plots Graphs Without a Micro

3Y2-inch Disk Drives for Apple lIs

M yDesk couples a voice
commUnication inter

face board with desk-man
agement software to give an
IBM Pc. XT. AT. or PC
compatible personal com
munication abilities. The
package can interface to all
standard PBX systems and
does not require a modem.

Desk-management features
include a telephone direc
tory that you can sort with
an integrated relational
database, telephone and
PBX dialing, appointment
and note pads, a calculator,
and a billing timer and
clock. Upon installation, the
package partitions the PC's
memory to let you run other
programs at the same time.

The MyDesk package for
use without a modem costs
5199. MyDesk jr, a version
for users who already own a
modem, does not include
the interface board and
costs 599. Contact Third
Floor Systems Inc.. Suite
A114, 1630 Oakland Rd .. San
Jose, CA 95131. (408)
293-3360
Inquiry 627.

Keyboard for the
Disabled

Key Tronic has a version
of its IBM PC or PC XT

plug-compatible keyboard
that is modified to make in
put easier for disabled per
sons. The special keyboard,
Model KB5150H, has alter
nate action switches at ac
cessible locations. The Shift
and Return keys are in the
familiar typewriter locations.
Also the F and J home keys
have a raised bar on the key
tops, and the 5 key on the
numeric keypad is dimpled.

The KB5150H keyboard
costs 5209. Contact Key
Tronic. POB 14687, Spokane,
WA 99214, (509) 928-8000.
Inquiry 631.

T he Digital Oscilloscope
Peripheral from Rapid

Systems is available for IBM,
Apple, and Commodore per
sonal computers To turn
your computer into an oscil
loscope, you plug in the
Peripheral and insert the
supplied disk. The Periph
eral provides the oscillo
scope; your computer sup
plies intelligent control and
analysis.

The Peripheral is a four
channel digital oscilloscope

H aba Systems has intro
duced a 3VI-inch exter

nal disk drive for Apple lie
and IIc computers. HabaDisk
drives can store up to 320K
bytes.

Each drive comes with
SoftBundle, a set of four
business-oriented utility
packages: HabaMerge, a

S ilver-Reed's EB50
Colour PenGraph is a

fou r-color typewriter/plotter
that can be used to create
bar. line. and pie charts
without a computer. Pen
Graph can be linked with
any computer through a
standard parallel interface,
and it can operate as a por
table typewriter.

When in its plotting mode,

Microfloppy-Disk Drive

T he Model F353-MFD is
a 500K-byte, 3VI-inch,

microfloppy-disk drive from
Everett/Charles Marketing
Services. It is Shugart
compatible, double-density,
and single-sided. The unit
employs 80 tracks with 135
tracks per inch and is com
patible with 5v.i-inch f1oppy-

with a 2-MHz sampling rate,
500-kHz analog bandwidth,
and diode protection on all
inputs. The color-enhanced
graphics display uses up to
138 by 288 pixels for data
display and four lines of text
for initial values of the
scope's parameters,

Menu-driven operation
allows keyboard control of
gain parameters for channels
A, B, C. and D; time-base
values; number of channels;
and trigger mode. Your com-

form letter and mailing pro
gram; HabaTemplates, 54
predefined spreadsheet and
database formats; HabaCom,
a communications/tele
phone-dialing program; and
Haba Memory Manager, de
signed to control the in
dividual applications on
the disk.

the PenGraph rotates a
single print element to
select the proper color pen.
Four pens-black, red.
green. and blue-are pro
vided. An optional pen set
allows corrections to be
made when the PenGraph is
used in its typewriter mode,

PenGraph has a full 60-key
typewriter keyboard, 16 spe
cial-function keys, and a

disk drive controllers. The
Model F3 53-MFD uses Sony
media and standard IBM
format.

A thin hybrid stepper
motor is used with a steel
belt-drive system for preci
sion during head position
ing. The Model F353-MFD
also features an automatic

puter's processing abilities
contribute by storing and
retrieving waveforms from
disk and by analyzing and
processing the information.

The Digital Oscilloscope
Peripheral for the IBM PC
and PC XT and the Apple II.
Ilc, and lie is 5499 The ver
sion for the Commodore 64
and SX-64 is 5399. Contact
Rapid Systems Inc.. 5415
136th Place SE, Bellevue.
WA 98006, (206) 641-2141.
Inquiry 628.

HabaDisk has a suggested
retail price of 5449.95. An
external drive for the Macin
tosh, which also comes with
SoftBundle, has a suggested
price of 5495 Contact Haba
Systems, 15154 Stagg St..
Van uys, CA 91405, (818)
901-8828
Inquiry 629.

16-character liqUid-crystal
display. It's powered by five
D-cell batteries or an op
tional AC adapter.

The 5V2-pound EB50 Col
our PenGraph plotter has a
suggested list price of 5299.
Contact Silver-Reed America
Inc.. 19600 South Vermont
Ave.. Torrance, CA 90502,
(213) 516-7008.
Inquiry 630.

power-down control.
The Model F353-MFD sells

for 5150. Contact Everett/
Charles Marketing Services
Inc.. 6101 Cherry Ave.. Fon
tana, CA 92335, (800) 443
1860; in California. (800)
821-0589
Inquiry 632.

(continued)
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SOFTWARE. APPLE

Large Characters for the Macintosh...........................................................................................................................

...........................................................................................

A system of cut-and-paste
character sets for the

Macintosh, Headline
Graphics is designed for

Sentry System

A Pple Alarm converts
your Apple" or 11+

into a sentry system that
can detect smoke, fire, intru
sion, motion, moisture, and
other on/off sensory inputs.
You attach your fire alarm,
door switch, or other on/off
sensor to the paddle but-

people who want to create
posters, signs, cards, or
flyers The package features
special character sets in 18

tons: the computer will
sound an alarm or quietly
keep time when the device
is triggered

Apple Alarm comes with a
manual that contains sug
gestions for constructing
burglar alarms, floor-mat
switches, and light and heat

styles, including carved
stone, wood grain, and
plumbing pipes Most of the
letters are available in 72

sensors. The program, which
costs 520, requires 48K
bytes of RAM, one disk
drive, DOS 33, and paddles
For complete details, contact
Andent Inc. 1000 North
Ave, Waukegan, IL 60085,
(312) 223-5077
Inquiry 633.

point and larger.
The program is used in

conjunction with MacPaint.
Because the character sets
are located in MacPaint
documents, you can instant
ly access the sets without
having to give up disk space
by installing them in the
Mac font file.

Headline Graphics has a
suggested retail price of
524.95. Contact American
Softwerkz, POB 678, Bran
don, FL 34299, (813)
626-0755
Inquiry 634.

Package Lays Out Pages for Newsletters and Flyers

NAPLPS Software Decoders Run on Apples

Mac Database Lets You Customize Files

R eadySetGo is an
interactive page-makeup

package for Apple's 512 K
byte Macintosh computer.
This program, which
automates the page-design
and pasteup process, is
suitable for user-group
newsletters, flyers, and
brochures

ReadySetGo builds pages
from blocks of text or
graphics. It lets you use the
Mac's mouse for pushing
blocks around a page and
for resizing them. A ruler.
displayed on screen, tells
you your page dimensions,
and a specification sheet
provides each block's design
parameters and allows for
accurate positioning.

Text can either be keyed in
directly or brought in from
an external Mac program
Text can be subjected to full
editing functions, and Ready
SetGo lets you change fonts,
styles, and size at any point
in the copy. With any editing
or text-size alteration, your
display is updated.

Graphics blocks can con
tain rules, borders, solids, or
pictures. Pictures can be
brought in from such pro
grams as MacPaint. Graphics
are automatically scaled as
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their block is resized.
ReadySetGo supports

standard Mac fonts and
such typefaces as Times and
Helvetica. 'TYpe sizes can
range from I to 99 picas.
Most standard page sizes
are supported. Scaled views

T he 1st Base relational
database-management

system lets you create
database files of your own
design and manipulate your
data using the Macintosh's
editing tools. This program
will join files, compute up to
25 fields, and create sub
files. It offers "if.
then .. else" logic and auto
matic data entry stored
report requests. Mail-merge
functions are furnished.

The 1st Base program can
run up to 100 fields per
record. With Ist Base, you
can run 25 computed fields,
10 sorted fields, and 100 list
fields per report. It has
17-digit precision, and 1st
Base uses all the Mac's user
interface features, including
pop-up menus, windows,
scroll bars, and the mouse.

Softeam will distribute 1st

of full pages can be called
up.

Pages can be stored as a
full document with layout
and contents. You can also
store layouts for later use.
An Imagewriter or Laser
Printer will produce hard

Base, which is published by
the DeskTop Software Cor
poration of Princeton, New
Jersey The suggested list
price is $19 5 Contact

A series of NAPLPS
software decoders for

Apple Ilc and lie computers
has been announced by For
mic Videotex Systems of
Canada.

SOFDEC establishes com
munications through a
modem with APLPS video
tex databases. This software
features a double-high
resolution graphics mode,
and it will display text and
graphics in up to 16 colors.
You can save any displayed
page to disk and recall
pages stored locally.

copy of your pages.
The suggested retail price

for ReadySetGo is 5125 For
more information, contact
Manhattan Graphics, 163
Varick St., New York, NY
10013, (212) 924-2778.
Inquiry 635.

Softeam Inc. 900 West
Walnut St., POB 9022,
Compton, CA 90220, (213)
604-7400
Inquiry 636.

SOFDEC supports hard-copy
printouts through dot-matrix
printers.

Designed for the Apple
Ilc, SOFDEC "(" costs $160.

SOFDEC "E" is prepared
for the Apple lie microcom
puter. It is a hardware/soft
ware combination featuring
firmware on an RS-232C
serial card, It lists for
5340

Contact Formic Videotex
Systems, 8571 St. Denis,
Montreal. Quebec H2P 2H4,
Canada, (514) 384-2655
Inquiry 637.



WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE. IBM PC

8087 Support for dBASE II

Gryphon Microproducts' library of add-in products.

5450. Contact Gryphon
Microproducts. POB 6543.
Silver Spring. MD 20906.
(301) 946-2585
Inquiry 639.

(continued)

Ouickreport runs on the
IBM Pc. PC XT. or systems
that are totally compatible.
Requirements include 256K
bytes of memory. IBM PC
DOS 2.0 or later. two
double-sided disk drives on
the PC or a double-sided
drive on the XT. dBASE II or
III. and any printer.
Ouickreport costs 5295.
Contact Fox & Geller Inc..
604 Market St.. Elmwood
Park. Nj 07407. (800)
221-0156; in New Jersey.
(201) 794-8883.
Inquiry 640.

•
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at least 96K bytes. The list
price is 5150. The software
may be purchased with an
8087 chip for 5300 or with
an 80287 for the AT for

acter. date. and logical data
types.

Ease of use is one of the
package's main character
istics. the vendor said. You
can draw your report on the
screen using the program's
word processor; you can
draw lines and boxes on the
screen using the line
drawing characters. Menus
automatically prompt you.
and on-screen help is
available with a single key
stroke. Other features in
clude automatic horizontal
and vertical scrolling and
numeric formatting.

dBASE Report Generator

y ou can connect up to
six databases in one

report and define reports up
to 255 columns wide with
Ouickreport. a report
generator that works with
both dBASE II and ilL The
maximum number of both
sort fields and break fields
is 16 each. and you can
define as many calculated
fields as you need using
your own formulas. There is
no limit to the number of
report lines. Ouickreport can
use italic. bold. and con
densed fonts. and the pro
gram accepts numeric. char-

G ryphon Microproducts
has expanded its library

of dBASE add-in products
with dBRx/87. a mathe
matics/statistics program that
links dBASE II with 8087
and 80287 mathematical
coprocessors.

The system. geared toward
scientists. engineers. and
anyone performing mathe
matical calculations. pro
vides scientific notation.
exponentiation. square root.
and other higher math func
tions The package also pro
vides several hundred
registers for storing tem
porary totals. According to
Gryphon. dBRx/87 performs
at 10 to 200 times the
speed of other math pro
grams and delivers up to 18
digits of precision.

With dBRx/87. you can set
the number of digits to the
right of the decimaL ac
cumulate partial totals in up
to several hundred registers.
and trap errors within your
own programs. Written in
machine language. dBRx/87
functions are accessed from
within dBASE with the SET
CALL TO/CALL commands.

The program runs on the
IBM PC or PC AT and needs

Modula-2
Programming
Environment

D esigned to speed pro
gram development. the

Modula-2 Software Develop
ment System (M2SDS)
makes its first compilations
invisibly. line by line. as you
are writing your program.
The system is built around a
syntax-directed editor. an in
cremental code generator.
an object optimizer. and a
single-pass linker. These
components produce native
code said to minimize the
need for assembly-language
programming. The system
corrects for programming
errors and provides on-line
help functions to aid in cor
recting undefined variables
or data types.

M2SDS fully supports the
Modula-2 standard as
created by iklaus Wirth
Eighteen library modules
provide the core capabilities
of Modula-2 but also in
clude extensions to the stan
dard. These modules supply
ISO standard names for
ASCII control characters.
constants that show how
bytes are mapped in 16-
and 32-bit words. abstract
data types that help solve
geometric problems. and a
library of floating-point func
tions. among other func
tions. Other features are
windowing. automatic inden
tation and formatting. and
support of color graphics
and sound.

M2SDS retails at 5249
with a tutorial. manual. and
telephone support. The sys
tem runs on an IBM Pc. PC
XT. PC AT. and compatible
machines. It requires 320K
bytes of RAM and dual
double-sided. double-density
floppy-disk drives. Contact
Interface Technologies Corp..
Suite 200. 3336 Richmond.
Houston. TX 77098. (713)
523-8422
Inquiry 638.
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...........................................................................................
Multitasking System
and Debugger

R aytronics has released
two products for the

IBM PC designed to provide
multitasking capability and
full DOS compatibility,

Andromeda, a real-time
multitasking system, is in
tended primarily for automa
tion and monitoring applica
tions, It is DOS-compatible
and requires 12 K bytes of
system memory, Andromeda
also can run independently
of DOS, a useful feature for
system-controller-type ap
plications in which you may
install Andromeda in ROM,

According to Raytronics,
an almost unlimited number
of tasks can run concurrent
ly, Thsks are written in C.
You can customize provided
modules for specific serial
terminals and printers and
for adding your own ex
ecutive calls, Andromeda
costs $295, which includes a
manual and demonstration
program: the demo program
alone costs $18,

PC-Debug is a stand-alone
program that lets you debug
your programs indepen
dently of DOS, yet it main
tains complete DOS com
patibility, The program uses
a serial terminal connected
to a serial port No debug
ging information is displayed
on the screen, which makes
the program well suited for
debugging menu and screen
programs

PC-Debug loads and runs
any DOS-compatible ex
ecutive program The pro
gram provides complete dis
assembly and trace facilities,
and you can set up to 10
breakpoints with multiple
passes, You can enter the
debugger at any time with
Control-C. PC-Debug costs
$95

Contact Raytronics, 7392
Trade St, San Diego, CA
92121. (619) 566-7515
Inquiry 644,

generated by mainframes to
be formatted for use by PC
applications,

PIK'r supports the CSV for
mat for use with dBASE II
and III, Multiplan'S SYLK
format. DIF (for VisiCalc and
other spreadsheets). and
PRN, used with Lotus 1-2-3
and Symphony Simple flat
files enables most word-pro
cessors to be accom
modated, The program fea
tures a "Macintosh-style"
interface and supports a
mouse,

PIK'r retails for $95, which
includes documentation and
telephone support. Contact
Samkhya Software Corp"
POB 142, Petaluma, CA
94953, (8001 442-0012: in
California, (800) 442-5544
Inquiry 641.

disk for the PC and XT costs
$25, Contact Cucumber In
formation Systems, 5611
Kraft Dr" Rockville, MD
20852, (301) 984-3539,
Inquiry 642,

the network to be used as
uncommitted processing re
sources, It supports a full
implementation of X,25,
allowing connection to
public networks, QNX is
available in a form suitable
for porting to other 8088/
8086/80186/80286 computers,

QNX can operate in as
little as 128K bytes of RAM,
The version for four nodes
or less costs $1300: the ver
sion for five nodes or more
costs $2600, Contact Quan
tum Software Systems Ltd"
Moodie Drive High Tech
Park, 215 Stafford Rd" Unit
104, Ottawa, Ontario K2H
9CI. Canada, (613) 726-1893,
Inquiry 643,

chines, PIK'r lets you refor
mat the data from any
report and transfer it be
tween database managers,
spreadsheets, and word pro
cessors, It allows ASCII files

Pc. XT. AT. and compatibles
It's also available for the
DEC Rainbow and 16- and
32-bit computers running
UNIX and RSX, The program
costs $600: a demonstration

Network Operating System

Q NX 20, a distributed
network operating sys

tem for the IBM Pc. PC AT.
and compatibles, integrates
the architecture of the local
area network into the core
of the operating system, at
the level of intertask com
munication', enabling tasks
to communicate with other
jobs across the whole net
work, As a result. any pro
gram or application can ac
cess any serial port. printer.
or disk on the network,

QNX supports distributed
processing 'as well as dis
tributed devices, Pure pro
cessing elements (computers
without keyboards or dis
plays) can be plugged into

A full-screen data editor,
PIK'r is designed to

bridge the communications
gap; between incompatible
software programs on IBM
PCs and compatible ma-

Samkhya Software's PIK'r,

____"'"- 5 0 F T WAR E • IBM P C

Transfer and Reformat Data Between PC Programs

Information-Retrieval System

S ire is an informatio~

retrieval system de
signed to find the docu
ments you need when
you're not sure what words
to use to describe them,
The program lets you
r~trieve information by
natural language, heuristic
word associations, word
roots, like documents, full
BOQlean logic and adjacen
cy. truncation and wild
cards, and specific fields
Sire contains several in
novative features, including
stem matching, an automatic
statistical thesaurus, and the
use of documents in queries
to find similar documents,
The package ranks docu
ments according to their
probable usefulness,

Field and document length
are not limited, and each
document can have up to
256 variable-length fields,
Also featured are full-text
editing and manual indexing,

Sire, written in C. runs
under MS-DOS on the IBM
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WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE. CP/M/MS-DOS

Subset of C for Z80-based Systems

S mall-C-80 is a subset of
the C language that can

generate code for any
Z80-based microcomputer. It
is designed as a program
tool for system and real-time
software. utilities. graphics
generation. games programs.
and other applications re-

quiring compact code. the
vendor said.

The compiler turns C
source into assembly code.
compatible with the Micro
soft M80 assembler and
running under CP/M. Your
system needs only 36K
bytes of free memory to

compile a substantial pro
gram. Features include
STATIC local variables. in
line assembly code. ini
tialized declarations for
"table-driven" programs.
standard formatted I/o. and
a minimum program size of
less than 600 bytes.

A single end-user license
is £95 plus tax. For more in
formation about Small-C-80.
contact MMG Consultants
Ltd.. 19 St. Andrews Rd ..
Great Malvern. Worcester
shire WR 14 3PRo England;
tel Malvern (06845) 63555
Inquiry 645.

Windows on Sanyo's MBC 550

...........................................................................................MS-DOS 2.11 for S-100 Systems

A n MS-DOS program
called KSP Windows for

CP/M-86 modifies the IBM
PC XT version of CP/M-86
so that it boots on Sanyo's
MBC 550/555 microcom
puter. The replacement BIOS
provides four display win-

L ifeboat Associates has
released a version of

Microsoft's MS-DOS 2.11 for
computers using the S-IOO
(IEEE-696) bus architecture.
The SB-86 operating system.
which is compatible with
that of the IBM Pc. runs on
two CompuPro CPU boards:
the CPU 8085/88 and the
CPU 86/87.

dows and a twenty-fifth
status line.

KSP Windows includes the
necessary hardware-depen
dent programs for format
ting disks. copying disks.
and copying the loader and
programs that manipulate a

To run SB-86. you'lI need
one of the aformentioned
boards. a CompuPro System
Support I card with G086
EPROM. at least 64K bytes
of 24-bit addressable RAM.
and a Disk I or IA con
troller and disk drive.
Although the system is sup
plied on an 8-inch disk. it
will support 5V4-inch disks

built-in alarm clock and the
windows The package also
supplies a modified
HELPHLP file tailored to
the implementation and a
copy of Ward Christensen's
MODEM7 program con
figured for the system.

with an IBM PC format if
using Disk IA.

The price of SB-86 is
5275. which also gets you
the Microsoft MS-DOS user's
guide and programmer's
reference manual. Contact
Lifeboat Associates. 1651
Third Ave.. New York. NY
10128. (212) 860-0300
Inquiry 647.

Each of the four windows
may be any size up to 80
by 24; you can place them
anywhere on the screen.
Each window supports in
telligent display editing.

KSP Windows requires
128K bytes of memory. a
color or monochrome dis
play. and a disk drive. A
copy of CP/M-86 for the XT
must be purchased separate
ly. The package comes with
documentation and is priced
at 549. A utilities package
containing five programs. in
cluding programmable func
tion keys and screen dumps.
costs 549. Contact Key Soft
ware Products. 440 Ninth
Ave. Menlo Park. CA 94025.
(415) 364-9847
Inquiry 646.

C Math Library File Archive Utility

M icro International's
C-Language Mathe

matics Library supports trig.
hyperbolic trig. log. In. ex
ponentiation. and square
root. It consists of an in
clude file that defines math
ematical constants and the
functions in the library as
returning floats; mathe
matical functions generated
using CORDIC techniques;
and mathematical functions
generated using polynomial
approximations.

The CORDIC approxima
tions have an accuracy of ap
proximately five to six digits;
the polynomial approxima-

tions have an accuracy of six
to seven digits. The source
files for both the CORDIC
and polynomial libraries are
included on the disk. along
with several assembly-lan
guage support routines.

The C-Language Mathe
matics Library. which costs
5I00. is available under
PC-DOS and MS-DOS and
under Flex and OS-9 for use
with Lattice. Microsoft. C86.
DeSmet. Intro!. and McCosh/
Microware compilers. Con
tact Micro International.
POB 47. East Fairfield. VT
05448. (802) 827-3827
Inquiry 648.

A rchive is a utility pro
gram designed to pro

vide savings in disk space
when storing. saving. and
making backups of files
With this program. you can
create an archive file whose
contents can be listed. up
dated. appended. extracted.
and deleted. Files can be
date- and time-stamped
when placed in an archive.
and you can add comments
about a file. Binary and text
files can be archived.

The package supports wild
cards for filenames. Special
header and trailer records in
an archive file can be made

to look like comment lines
for any high-level language.
thus enabling the file to be
compiled

Archive-80 runs on any
8080. 8085. or Z80 system
with 32K bytes of RAM and
requires CP/M-80 2.2. The
price is 52495. Archive-86
runs on any 8086 or 8088
system with 64K bytes of
RAM and requires MS-DOS.
PC-DOS. or Z-DOS The
price is 534.95. Contact
Generic Software. POB 790.
Marquette. MI 49855. (906)
249-9801.
Inquiry 649.

(continued)
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WHAT'S NEW

SOFTWARE. OTHER COMPUTERS

BASIC Compiler for Models III and 4............. ~ .
V IVACEI is a BASIC com

piler for Radio Shack's
TRS-80 Models 4 and 4P
with TRSDOS 6,x and the
Model III running TRSDOS
1.3,

This compiler does not re
quire program rewriting
because it directly supports

such BASIC commands as
CALL, CHAIN, DEF FN,
DEFSTR, ERASE, SYSTEM
CMD, FRE, NEW RUN,
TRON, VARPTR, WHILE/
WEND, and any FOR/NEXT
convention that operates
under the interpreter. Pro
grams to be compiled do

not have to be saved in
ASCII format

VIVACE' accepts a plain
/BAS file for input and
generates a /CMD file as
output Compiled programs
are said to run from 1,1 to
10 times faster than original
code, String reorganizations

are reported to be hundreds
of times faster than with the
BASIC interpreter alone,

With a manual. VIVACE' is
54995 Contact The Alter
nate Source, 704 North
Pennsylvania Ave" Lansing,
MI 48906, (517) 482-8270
Inquiry 650,

Graphics Development System

C·64 and VIC Database Program

............................................................. .
WHERE DO NEW PRODUCT ITEMS COME FROM?
The new products listed in this section of BYTE are chosen from the
thousands of press releases, letters, and telephone calls we receive each
month from manufacturers, distributors, designers, and readers, The
basic criteria for selection for publication are: (a) does a product match
our readers' interests? and (b) is it new or is it simply a reintroduction
of an old item? Because of the volume of submissions we must sort
through every month, the items we publish are based on vendors' •
statements and are not individually verified, If you want your product
to be considered for publication (at no charge), send full information
about it. including its price and an address and telephone number
where a reader can get further information, to New Products Editor,
BYTE, POB 372, Hancock, NH 03449

............................................................

W estern Properties In
vestment Company

markets a line of programs
for the TI 99/4A computer.
Programs in this line require
Extended BASIC and a data
cassette, Printers, disk
drives, and memory expan
sion units are optional.

The File Book Iii DP
database can handle up to
100 records made up of six
28-character items per
record, It sorts six fields,
and you can search by
name, number, word, or let
ter in any of the fields
Other features include up
date, review, delete, full line
editing in a field, memory
full and I/O error protection,
printing facility, and menu
driven operation, The File
Book III DP has a suggested
price of 53995,

The Printer Book DPC is
for writing letters two pages
long It has built-in
mnemonics that give you
keyboard control over the
printer. Features are word
wrap, replace word or line,
insert or delete, search, print
labels, and record merging,
The Printer Book DPC costs
53595

Other programs available
include accounts receivable
and a spreadsheet For fur
ther information, contact
Western Properties invest
ment Co" Software Division,
POB 9602, Marina Del Rey,
CA 90295,
Inquiry 653,

TI 99/4A
Program Line

sample data tape containing
a list of VIC and Com
modore 64 users groups It
sells for 52495, which in
cludes instructions and two
copies (please specify tape
or disk, BASIC or RABBIT)
Postage and handling fees
for tape and disk versions
are 52,50 and 54, respec
tively Contact Nissen Bur
stein, 510 Little Creek Rd,
Lynchburg, VA 24502,
Inquiry 651.

graphics capabilities With a
manual and reference card,
it sells for 53995 Postage
and handling is 52,50 In
Canada, Coco Paint is
549,95, For more informa
tion, contact Four Star
Software, POB 730, Streets
ville, Ontario L5M 2C2,
Canada,
Inquiry 652

tures supplied with the
program

Full use of stamps, in
cluding the ability to store,
recall. move, expand, or
shrink, is provided You can
also alter the data rates for
your printer or modem from
within this program,

Coco Paint supports most
common printers with

printing labels It can sort
on any of 30 user-definable
fields You can use any part
or complete descriptions of
a field when using its search
mode, It permits new or
existing files, and you can
add to, revise, and delete
records

This menu-driven system
uses BASIC LOAD and SAVE
commands, It comes for
matted for the Commodore
1526 printer and with a

N B DB is a database pro
gram for Commodore

64 and 16K-byte VIC20
micros, Written in BASIC
this program can handle
mailing lists, print labels,
and track account books or
inventories, It uses either
tapes or disk for program
and file storage,

NB DB features a screen
dump capability for note
taking, and variable line
spacing and tabbing for

A graphics development
system for disk-based

64K-byte Radio Shack Color
Computers, Coco Paint is
published by Four Star Soft
ware, This package gives
you a combination of pro
grams and utilities for
creating graphics through a
keyboard, joystick, mouse,
or graphics tablet Three
workpages are available for
use at all times, and your
creations can be saved to
disk, output on a printer. or
transmitted to another user
over a modem,

Graphics and text can be
intermingled in the work
space, You can zoom in on
any area of your graphics
and_paint with differing tex
tures, Coco Paint's utilities
let you devise custom char
acter sets or modify an ex
isting set You can also
develop your own textures
or tinker with the 64 tex-
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59..
99

5599
$749
$749
$749
$749

$479
5499
5229

$ 65
5239
$ 299

$259
$599
$349
$350
$449
$529

$64'

sa99
$ 649

BOG8154018 $ 399
BOG8TAQ84 $ 549
BOPOBVF2CPMJ $ 299

BOVCT800GF2B
8OGBTA018
8OGBTA080
BOGBTAI03
8OS0S38096'
BOS0S38093
BOS0S38Q94

BOGBTA012
8OSDSJ8082

BOGBTAlI87 5559
8OAOCHDC10015 $399

BOJMR2S16
8OJMRJiDC51
BOJMRH0C52

BOSD538099
BOPOBVF339145
BOPOBVF339146
BOPOBVF339147
BOPOBVF339148

VISA-

FOR HAP.D DISK

S-100 VO BOARDS

DISK DfUVE ENQOSUP.ES
8" ENQOSUP.ES

S-100 RAM DISK BOARDS

S-100 CONTP.OU£P. BOARDS
FOR R.OPPY DISKS

CotrouPro M-OrMIH" 512 K
sas RAM CUk 2S61<

Vetter hter1acer II

CoIrcluProInter1acer3
CorrouProlnllJfacer4
Con1lIPro SyStem Stc:Jport I
SOS4pcwtAsync.seflal
SOS 8 port Async. senal
SOS8pcwt4-As;ync.4-Sync.

CofTlluPfo 0lSK1 OMA
CompuPfo 0lSK1A OMA
SOS VersaFloWi II With CP/M 30"
(a spetlallq)lemenlallOl'l by SOS)
SOS VersaFIowf til

with 5y,," lJrbanl<ed CP/M 3.0'"
with 8" lJrbankedCP/M 30"
With 51/," ba1ked CP/M 30~

With 8" balked CP/M 30"

CoIrcluPro DISK3 SeaQate STSOO setl!S

ADVANCED DIGITAL Seaoate 500
compatible

S-1OO CPU BOARDS
sr.~ .....elQtltonaIiS-IOO~12S21D5.eacn-- .... ~. "".

MACROTECH 80286 & zao BOMACM1286 $1395
CompuPro CPU-Z BOGBTA039 $269
Cor'r(luPro8085/88liJalproc:essa BOGBTA041 $399
SDS SOC-300 4MHI BOS0538095 $599
50S SOC-300 6MHI BOS0538092 5699
ADVANCED OIGITAl SuDer$ll'. w/tqlpy BOADCSUF'612B $699
contrOller, 128K RAM
ADVANCED DIGtTAl4MHl SBC, 5y,," BOADCSBC15 $595
lIoppycontrQll«, 64K RAM
ADVANCED 0lGITAl4MHl sac, 8" BOAOCSBCI8 5595
lIoppylXJltroller, 64K RAM

S-1oo RAM BOARDS
Corl'o,Pfo RAM23 / 64'" BOGBTA316 '34'
CorrouPfo RAM 23 / 1281< 8OGBTA319 5599
SOS~RAMlIl1696 BOSOSJ8Q97 "99
SOS ExDandoRAM IV 805DS38088 $825
MACROTECH 1 MeQabv1e 80MACMAXM $2195
CorrouPro RAM 22 I 256K BOGBTAD10 51199

F'araOynaITlCS l1JaI desklop 351ls. BOPON22000
ParaOynarl'CS wal rack IllUll 35tls 8OPON2200R
JMR 0UaI d!sklop lOlls. BOJMR2C8

5 'I." ENQ.OSUI\ES
BOJMR1C5
8OJMR2C5
8OJMR2C5C

JMRS~51bs.

JMR 0UaI1li heqC 9115
JMROUaIlulheIgf1w/l'l1ema1data

-,'"
JMROUaIhaltheqJtYeft l11CUlI1
JMRSlIlQIel\3rdOtSlo:encIosI.R 161ls.
JMR 0UaI rwdcisk enclosJre201bs.

$699
$699
S1299
$195
$ 995

$34'

'''''$895
$919
$469
5 610
1699
$925

S 575

'799

5-100/PC Video Board
• PC compatible monochrome & RGB video in text and

graphics!
• Fast bit mapped graphics! • RUNS LOTUS!
• Also compatible with Oigital Research's GSX

graphics software!
• Works with CompuPro 8088/286/& 8086 CPU

boards!
S."lI.d wltll till IBM PC~ ".,III_1I1ly ••dli. lid fe,alres
C••eam.t DDS 8'18~ lid 258K .t RAM lor o,.nll...

B06BTA356 LIST PRICE: $495.00

SALE PRICE: $475
BDGBTCDDS818 Concurrent DDS 8-16~ $400

operating system

....~.

ELECTRONICS

TOSHIBA
BOTSHP1340S
BOTSHP1340P
8OTSHP1351P
BOTSHAD4003
BQTSHA05002

EPSON
NOW SHIPPING NEW "+" SERrES!

BOEPNRXBO+ $ 239
BOEPNRX80fT+ $ 219
BOEPNRX100+ $ 429
BOEPNFX80+ $ 399
BOEPNFX100+ $ 599

BOPOBEPNLOI500S $t249
BOPDBEPNLOl500P $1199

PPJNTERS 6 BUFFERS

PRACTICAL PEP.lPHEP.ALS

RX80201bs
RXBOFT20lbs
RX100 261bs
FX80201bs
FXtOO 25lbs
lOl500 ser II'll JOcps
l01500 Paf rtl30q;ls

54K Microouffer (serial & palalleQ 2 Ibs.. 80 PRPMBI 064 $ 249

M!CI'obuflet' 11+ lor ~(seI~ 21l:s 8OPRPM82PlUSI6S $189
Mlcrobuflef 11+ kJ AwIe (parallef) 21bs. 80PflPM82PlUS16P S189

P1340 serlOllJOltls.
P1340 pnllelJOb.
P1351 parallel 351bs.
BOrec11M tractor lor PI351 61Js
$lngIeblnCUIStlerlleeder
b P1J51151bs.

OKiDATA
82A w/traclOf Iced 25 Ills. BOOI<IDAT82AT
83A wllraclOf teed 35 lbs. BOOI<IOAT83AT
84A - paraAel35 lbs. BOOKIOAT84AP
84A - seraal35 Ibs. BOOKIDAT84AS
92A - parallel 25 Ibs. BOOI<I0AT92AP
92A - serlCll 25 IJs BOOKlDAT92AS
93A - parallel J5 Ibs. BOOKJOAT93AP
93A - senal35 Ibs. BOOKJOAT93AS

MANNESMANN TAlLY
MT160L 80 mI. 21 Ibs. BOTALMT160l
MT180L 132 mI. 281bs. BOTALMT180l

$1495
5895
$795
$2995
$3995

$479
$429
5249
$249

$895

80DCH04DOP
BODCH1200B
BODCH0200P
BODCH701400

HAYES

CPU 286
Ultra High Performance
16 Bit 5-100 CPU Boord

NEWEST C VERSION!
Fixes B Le"el Bugs!

List Price: $1595.00 SALE PRICE:

DISK DIUVES
8" DIUVES

MODEMS--

5" Double Sided
Double Density Diskettes

$ 1 60 EACH In Packs 01 25
,. • .. ,="'-..,....E-; BD5DS25 {$1. (Sh. wt. 1 In per pack)

$ 1 40 EACH In Boxes ot 250

..

• 4'4CIl 1$1 40 ll250==$350,OO/blll
BD5DK- . (Sh. wi. 8 IbS per boX)

$1 20 EACH In Cartons 01 'DUO
• -$1200 DD/Clrtelll (Sh. wi. 30 (bS)

I$t 2D II tDDO- '
BD5DSIDOD' r bls fe....ted \I .ot b' Id.lllltled

TIl.., prle.. an so low. till .1.alIctIfI ....," ,

PRIORITY D
9161 Deenng Ave, C tswor h, CA 9 ~FxS87

21~~!}pJ~R~R~~er~~~a ~~t~~~o~~~~F~N~t~a~~\;t~?~?ax~~~~N~~M
SHIPPING & HANDLING of $3.00 f(J' the first 3 Ills, plus 40t for each additiooal pwnd (20t if within Califomia). Orders over 70 Ills sent freight collect Just in
ease, include yoor prone number, Prices subject to change without notice. We will 00 oor best to maintain prices thrcugh March. 1985, Credit card orders will be
charged appropriate freight We are rot responsible tor (ypograph~al eoOlS. Sale prices are for prepaid (J'ders on(y. Inquiry 287

5'1." HAP.D DISK
OUANTUM 42Mbyte Ha-d CIISk 91bs. BOOTM0540
lANOON 19.2MbVte Hrd DIsk aOTN0503
Seaoate ST225 'h~ 25MbVte Sibs BOSEAST225
MAXTOR 85MbVte 30ms access 121lls BOMXTXTl085
MAXTOR 140Mt1ite 30ms access 121bs BOMXTXTlI40

1200 BauCl Smartrrodem 4 Ibs
\200 Bau<llor 16M-PC" w/solt .....are
300 Baoo Smartrrooem
M!CI'omodem !I 101 Apple

SIEMENS Sr. SIde dWlIensIty latts. 8OSIEFOD1008 $ 125
2105 Or"rves5110 each I 6 or nue OrIY'e5 599 ead'I

WORLD DISK DRIVES DoIilIe SIde BOWOO20Q8P $ 219
tioenslly 181bs. 2 to 5 Onves $199 ead!

6ornueOrM!S$189eaen
MITSUBISHI dbl slCle. db! dens 181bs. BOMrrM289463B S 375

TANOON " I1eIght sg. SIde. dbl dens 91tls.. BOTNOTM8481E $ 319
TANOON Y, l'leIgh1 dbI sllle. db! dens 91lls. BOTNOTM8482E $ 389

5'I." DIUVES
SHUGART 40tr\( 'h I'IeqIt. db! S(Ie 31lS. BOSHUSA455 $ 149
TEAC48lDl'7~db!SKle31bs. BOTE~5B $ 155
TUC 961Dl 'n I1eIgtt, dbl SIde 31bs. BOTEA55F $ 169
TANOON 100-2 40trk lui heqtt BOTNOTMloo2 $ 199

ClbI SlOe 4ibs.

$259
$499
$149

$339
$119

$ 2S

$ 30

$ 79
$ 129
$ 129
$139
$ 139
$379
5319

5319

"99
$289
$395

"9
'30
$30

$239

'229
$219
$449
5259
5539
$ ..
, 40, ..

5199
$199

'89

Pon no.

BOHECGC
BOHECCOLOR

BOSYODM2212
BOSYOOM8112CX
BOSY00M8212CX
BOTAXl15
BOTAXlt6
BOSYQDM1500
BOTAX21O

BOMCA610
BOMCA900
BOMCAIOO

BOKEYKB5151
BOKEYKB5151JR
BOKEYKB5149JA

K£YTP.ONICS

VIDEO MONITORS

HERCULES GRAPHIC CAPJ)S

10M pc. COMPATlBLE ADD-ONs

MICRO COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
s.. '09- 287 For 0..011,

SANYO 12MHI 12" AmDer 181bs
$ANYO 18MHI 12" Green 24 IbS.
SANYO 18MHI 12" AIrber 24 lbs.
TAXAN 18MHI 12" Green 181bs.
TAXAN 18MHl 12" AmDef 18 Ibs
SANYO 13 RGB COO 7MHI 30 Ills

TAXAN 1, RG8 6MHI50 Ibs

I~PC" COMPATlBLE MONITORS
IBM 12" green saeen labs. 80181.45151001 S 275

TAXAN 12" green sueen tor IBM 1BIbs. BOTAX121 S 169
TAXAN 12" amber saeen lor IBM lBIbs. BOTAXI22 S 179
IBM I]" cokJ RGB 28b 80181.45153001 S 680
TAXAN " COk:lr RGB w/cable 281bs. BOTAXRGB420 S 495

High res fTll)n(X;hrome CNCI

Color cardwiltlprllllel'POr!

TECMAP. BOARDS
The CAPTAIN" Mulll board 64K BOTECCAPTAlN
GRAPHICS MASTER" BOTECGRMSTR
EXPANSION CHASSIS tOl' IBM PC" 8sloiBOTECEXPCHS

STD CAPJ)S (2 "" •.,~
Super RIO (641Q BOSTBSRIO
Super va II BOSTSIO
RIO PLUS II (64 K) BOSTBRIOPlS
Graphic PlUS II BOSTBGRPlS2

KeyllGafCl Storage Drawer 10 Itls

Tlh N Turn Mondor 8ase 31bS
Flomop 01S~ File wID lock 3 ItIs

QUADP.AM CAPJ)S (2 105 'achl
EXPANDED OUADBOARO (0 K) BOODROOBROXPO
OUAOaOARO II BOODRODBRDIIO
OUADCOLOR ,.. BOODRODCLRI
OUADCOLOR II" BOODROOClJl,1I
~UAD 512 {&4K mstaUedj BOOOR0D512+
OUADllNK BOOORODLINK
Senallflt tarCl l-RS232 BOODRRS232
SerIal expansoo lor al:llM BOOORRS232EXP
PjI'allel caul aOOORIPlC

Memory Expansion
64K RAM Upan$1OIl1o' IBM PC" BOPOB1BMMEM9
oontarnsQ-4164s11b. 15011$

256K ()ynamIc RAM chClS 1S0ns BOHM50256Pt 5
801 rnoreS1995 ead!

IBMPC"rtPIac~keybfCl51bs

IBM PCI"" rtPIacement ll:eybrCl
PC,.- NufTlel'lC Data Enuy Pall 3 Ibs.

10M AT· Compatlble Hard Disk DrIve
I 2Mt1fte YrI1elgtll w!twa-are SIbs BOIlIATFDO S 395
20MOVte fJd 0Sk Jorrnattd SEAGATE SlbSBOSEAST225F S 895
33Mtlyte IBM cuIof vl(Ieo c.d 21lls. 80181.41504910 S 250
IBM MoR:lctwlnIe Card 21bs. 8018104150490{) S 250

Franklin Hard Disks with Controllers
10MB InternallQ Ills BOFTCHDllQ S 699

101.48 Exlefnal181bs BOFTCHQX10 S. B9S
tOMB Internal 'I',.Helllht 8 ItIs BOFTCllQHH S 699

20MB Internal 'h-He9'11 8 Ibs BOFTCl20HH $1195

15MB 1fl1!lnall0 lbS BOFTCHOJ15 S 995
15MB [Kterna1181bs BOfTCHQXIS $1095
33MB Internal 12 ItIs BOnCHor]3 S1895
33MB External 20 Ibs BOFTCHOX33 S2095

$695 Ea. $2450Ea.
2 for $1295 2 for $4500

SAVE $1655! SAVE $34901
B06BTA072 B06BTA34B

M-DPJVE H™ High-Speed
RAM Disk Emulator
512K 2MDyte
Boord Boord

B06B15102B
BDGBT51D81 SPU Z Slave Processor, List: $395.00 SALE PRICE: $379.00

ForMore Information on These VIASYN/CompuPro Boards See TheirAdIn This Magazine

PP.OMETHEUS
PI'OMoorm 1200 baud auto Cl13l1ans 4 Ills- BOPAMPMl200 S 349
PIOMooo!tTlIBM-PC"" card w/sottwilft BOPRMPMl2QOB 5289.... ....-, :::=:~~l;~,=art :::Z:~A ::::
Alpna.~ lll~ay tor ProMollem BOPRMDISPlAY S 19
00t0"6 oroc:rssor 10I ProMooem BOPftMOPTPAO S 19
64K M!1T'O'Y D.p 10' ~iOI'l5 processor BOPIlBPRMEXP64 S 59

2 -
-

c( -
-

"
-
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ORDER TOLL FREE (800) 423-5922 - CA. AI(. HI CALL (818) 709-5111



Inquiry 334

SUilITRONICSCO.,INe.
12621 Crenshaw Blvd., Hawthorne, CA 90250

TERMS: VISA MASTER Card
1-800-421-5775 (Order Only) COD (CaSh 0' Ce,,,f,ed Check Re

(213) 644·1140 (CA. Order & Int.) ~~~~er~~g)~~:~~;~~OtH~C?S3WO~SfO;o~
STORE HOURS : ~:S~d~l~t~ ~~~ ~~IITa~:I:sd~a~8s?oag~
Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 6 p.m. Minimum Order

Sat. 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. ~~k.S&Of~~~e&~;PI~egISlered rrade

NEW BRANCH STORE IN ORANGE COUNTY, CALIFORNIA: 17552 BEACH BLVD., #C, HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA 92647 (714) 842-1948

~~~«I XT Compatible 1.It- Compatible I
'="'=:::::E~i:: Products .".ppIcz Products General Products

S-100 Products I SPECIAL SALE ITEMS

FEATURES:
v Intel 8088 CPU
v Intel 8087 Math Co-Processor (Option)
v Expandable on-board to 256K
v 128K RAM w/Parity
v8 IBM Compatible Expansion Slots
.--4 Channel DMA 8237
v 8 Channel Interrupt 8259
.-- Mother Board dimension same as IBM PC

Mother Board w/128K RAM $399.00
Computer Cabinet $69.00
83 Key full-funtion Keyboard $99.00
100 WATT Power Supply $110.00

J 135 WATT Power Supply $145.00
Monochrome Graphic Card

w/Printer Port $210.00
Color Graphic Card $149.00
FDD Controller Card $99.00
Parallel Printer Card $59.00
ASYNC & RS232 Port $75.00

. 320KB DS/DD SlimJine Disk Drive $119.00
IBM Parallel Cable 10' $19.95
IBM Prototype Board (SUN-208) $9.50
MICROLOG Z-80B Co·Processor,

Multi-funtion (Run CP/M80 Software,
Require 64K RAM) $499.00

Apparat EPROM Blaster. . .. $129.00
IBM Up-Grade Kit (4164) ... $29.00/per kit

16K RAM Card $49.00
SUN Z80 Card (w/o software) $55.00
SUN 80 Column Card (w/Soft switch) $85.00
Power Supply (5 Amp) $59.95
Cooling Fan ...............•.... $42.00
Parallel Printer Card $55.00
Floppy Disk Controller $47.00
EPROM Programmer (2716,32, 64) .. $75.00
Apple Disk Drive $160.00
APPARAT PROM Blaster $119.00
Apple Prototype Board (SUN-722) $5.95

Above items are not compatible with Apple lie

64K Static Memory Board (6116)
w/o RAM A & T $155.00

64K Static Memory Board (6116)
w/RAM A & T $295.00

Uses 6116 CMOS RAMS, '12 Amp Max,
w/64K @6MHz Extended Addressing, Bank
Select 4-16K Blocks, 2716 EPROM can
replace any 6116RAM, 8 Bit IEEE 696.

UFDC·l 5V. and 8 Floppy Disk Controller
(BIOS available) A & T $225.00

Clock/Calendar A & T $115.00
Prototype Board (SUN-721) $9.95
Mother Board/Card Cages

(6, 8 & 12 Slots) are available .... CALL

SAM WOO HIGH RESOLUTION MONITOR
Features:
v 22 MHz Bandwidth
v Composite Video
v Anti-glare Screen
v Passes FCC & UL Approved
v 1000 Lines or 132 Charactors Across

12" AMBER or GREEN $99.00

TAXAN RGB-III Monitor $420.00

12" Green TTL Monitor
(For IBM, 20 MHz) $135.00

* 10MB Hard Disk Drive (Internal)
w/Controller for IBM PC $749.00

* IBM Prototype Board (SUN-208) $9.50
* IBM PC Mouse $147.00
* Diskette DSDD 5'/." $16.00/10
* Koala Graphics Table w/Software

for Apple $89.00
for IBM $105.00

* Quad Board II $249.00
* Quad 512 (64K) $259.00
*RAM4164(150ns) $3.55

TTL IC, ROM, RAM & CPU CHIPS, CONNEC
TORS & IC SOCKETS ARE AVAILABLE.

HIGH REL * SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES * LOW COST

PRICE

$105.95
89.95
44.95
46.95
19.95

$ 54.95
64.95
74.95

129.95
139.95

C64

SOLDER POST
SOLDER POST
SOLDER POST
SOLDER POST

SW150SW138SW80WSW70W

~
~

SW40W

ITEM FOR +5V -5V +12V +12V -12V +24V +8V ±16V WxDxHin. TERMINALS
SW40W TERM. & 2 ALPS DRIVES 2.5A 2/2.5A pk. .3A 63 x 3.9 x 1.9 MOLEX 5051
SW70W APPLE 1I1®, IBM PC-I. II® 7A .3A 25/3.5A pk. .3A 9.6 x 4 x 2.4 MOLEX 126-Pl
SW80W PC WITH SOFT DRIVES 8A .3A 3/4A pk. .3A 7.4 x 4.5 x 2.3 MOLEX 2139
SW138 IBM PC-XP PIS RPLCMNT. 15A 1.0A 4/5A pk. 1.0A 9.5 x 5.6 x 4.6 MOLEX, AMP.
SW150 PC WITH HARD DRIVES 12A .3A 4/5A pk. 2.5A5A 10.4 x 5 x 2.5 TERM. BLOCK

SPECS. OF ABOVE SWITCHERS: 117/220 VAC SELECTABLE, INPUT 90-132 VACI 180-275 VAC, EFFIC. 75% TYPICAL, LINE REGUL. 0.3%, LOAD
REGUL. 1% ON +5V, 5% ON OTHER VOLTAGES, 6.2 OVP SETIING ON +5V. OVERLOAD & SHORT CIRCUIT PROTECT, LOW OUTPUT RIPPLE &
NOISE, 1% MAX, 50,000 HRS. MTBF RELIABILITY, UL, FCC & VDE SAFETY & NOISE STANDARDS.

S3 FOR S-100. 10 SLOTS 5A 1A * 517A pk. 12A 3A 10 x 6 x 5
S4 FOR S-100, 6 SLOTS 4A lA * 4/5A pk. 8A 2.5A 8.4 x 5 x 4.8
Rl 2 FLOPPY DRIVES 3A .5A * 3/4A pk. 8 x 4 x 34
R1A APPLE" PC® 3A .5A 3/4A pk. .5A 8 x 4 x 3.4
C64 COMPATIBLE TO COMMODORE C64 (OR C+4)@ POWER SUPPLY: +5V/l.7A, 9 VACI1A & 117 VAC IN,POTTED & U/L.

*: +24V CAN BE CHANGED TO + 12V BY FACTORY, PLEASE SPECIFY WHEN YOU ORDER.
THE ABOVE 5 LINEAR PIS ARE WITH 3% LOAD REGUL., OVP ON +5V. FUSED: INPUT & OUTPUTS.

POWER TRANSFORMERS: (WITH MOUNTING BRACKET) ONSALE~..........
ITEM PRIMARY SECOND. #1 SECOND. #2 SECOND. #3 W x 0 x H in. PRICE .....-.
T 1 110/120 VAC 2 x 8 VACI7A 28 VAC, CT. 2-5A 3314 x 3% x 3V8 $15.95 SHIPPING:
T2 110/120 VAC 2 x 8 VAC/12A 28 VAC. CT. 3A 3314 x 4'/8 x 3V. 21.95 FOR EA. POWER SUPPLY: $6.00 IN CALIF.;
T3 110/120 VAC 2 x 8 VAC/6A 28 VAC, CT, 2A 28 VAC. CT. 3A 3'/4 x 4'/. X 3V. 23.95 $8.00 IN OTHER STATES; $18.00 IN CANADA.
T4 110/120 VAC 16 VAC, CT, 4A 28 VAC, CT, 1.5A 28 VAC, CT. 3A 3'/4 x 35/8 X 3V. 17.95 FOR EA. TRANSFORMER: $6.00 IN ALL
T4-1 110/120 VAC 16 VAC, CT. 4A 28 VAC, CT, 1.5A 48 VAC, CT, 2A 3314 x 3% x 3V. 14.95 STATES; $12.00 IN CANADA. CALIF.
T5 110/120 VAC 16 VAC, CT, 3A 28 VAC, CT. 2A 3 x 3 x 2'/2 11.95 RESIDENTS ADD 6.5% SALES TAX.

IBM PC/PC-XT'. APPLE 1I/111® & COMMODORE C64/C+4° ARE TRADEMARKS OF IBM CORP. APPLE COMPUTER INC. & COMMODORE BUSINESS MACHINES, RESPECTIVELY.

MAILING ADDRESS: ~__ ~ SUNNY INTERNATIONAL SHIPPING ADDRESS:
P.O. BOX 4296 -=-: IN BUSINESS SINCE 1975 III., 22129112 S. VERMONT AVE.
:;~~~~~5~E, CA 90510 ,~ (213) 328-2425 MON-FRI8:30-5:30 ,- TORRANCE, CA 90502
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8.95
''0
''0
'90

70

".70".1.79
1.19..

75....
, 36
, SO

"1295
1295
1295
"95
"95
'95

!BO$119
eo '95
7' 195

68· 195
3 21"
4 2.09
7"195
I' 5.95
2' 4&6
3'.95.-.95
5'.95
O' 2-1~5
1'2.95
2'495
3°495

4S&4O 2.•9
1 2.49

!lM'F
.20 .026$ .65 4059$1.90 ....
." '028 75 '080 •• ....
." '030 39 '088 .3. 'SO'
70 4031 3.25 '08' 2. .508

.25 4032 2.15 4070 .3' 4510

.95 .03<1 1.91 4071 2• 4511

.39 ,o35 70 4072 2. 4512

.39 '03' 1.95 4073 2. 4514

." .,,'" .75 4075 2• 4515

" ..., 75 "',. 75 4516
36 ...2 ... .077 3 • 4518
7S """ .. 4078 3 • 4520

.39 .... ., '08' 20 4555
36 .... .., '082 20 ...... ..., ... '08' " ....
70 .... 99 '088 .95 8OCO.
39 ..., .36 '083 .. 8OCO'.. 'OSO .'" .... 2.95 MCU408.. '08' .75 .... , 90 MCl4409
eo ...2 75 """ '.85 MCl4410
25 """ .75 'SO' .. MC14411
50 .... '95 ..,,, 95 MCl«12
25 .... 295 '503 " MCU_419.. CALL FOR 74HC

''r1U.rtt''i'·MF
'36 7457<1 $.55 7451158 $.99 "S

.36 74885 1.89 74S1eo '" "S2

.36 ,.... .55 745161 ... 74528.. 74$112 55 74$17. '" "'"... 745113.55 74$115 1.19 ,~,

39 745114 .. 748166' 1 .9 ''83'
39 7451242.69 7481&4 ... ''838
35 7451321 39 74$195 ... ,...,

.36 745133 .. 748196 '" ,...,

.35 7"'813<1.50 7452..0 , 99 74&47

.35 74S1315.6lit 74$241 , 99 ,...,
35 7<1$1381.39 745242 , 99 ,...,
36 74$138.89 745243 , 99 ,...,.. 745139 .89 ,..... '99 ,...,.. 7"'8140 .55 14S251 '"

,...,
39 7<1$151 .99 ,<5253 '" ,...,
36 74$1153 .99 745257 '"

,
39 74$157 .99 ,..... '" "SO<

.39 CAll FOR 74HC

''!In.
704C00S.36 I74C74 S.8S 174<:161 $U5 I74C373S236
74C02 35 74C8S 1.89 14(:175 1.115 740374 2.35
704C04 .29 14a1O 1.15 740240 189 740901 59
74C08 .35 74(:93 1.115 7402" 189 7.C922 4.•5
74Cl0 .35 !'WRE 7.C IN STOCK - ALSO IN CATALOG

TVIMS: we ao:tfIl VISA. Me. MO. CWoiers n I'Monal dIedts.
5clIooIRl~PO's WedollOlcNrge)'OOrcardlll'ttilwes/llp.
f'moNlchedtsreqtl~dnYersllcense;vldCl'eclrIcard. No~

AlldBdDll'itSAOfMC COO'sO'o'eI'SSOOltQUlre2O"llolleposllWlthordef
Add3%s/llIlllInlIrldtlandlingloll)l'SWtotlel~sI1lpment.

PncesS\ltljel;2IO~wittIoutllllClCe.Wereservelherigntto5Ul>

slilulermnutid.llref.'W~ifellOl responsible klI'typOgr1lC)hICIIllfrot1
ANlI Sell Prices"" Very

.000 S

""l>
""'"'008
'00'.....
""'"4010
4011
4012
4013
401.11
4015
4016
.017
4018
4019....
"'"'022

""3"".
"'25
"'27

"<00 S " ,- S ... 74123 $ .. 74176$ ..
''''' ." ,.., ... 74125 " 14177 ..
''''' " ,- .. 7.126 .. 7.179 ''''''03 " "SO ." 7.128 " 7.180 75,... ". 7451 " 14132 .. 74181 ".,... .23 "53 ." 7.136 75 74182 '",- ." ,... " 74141 .. 74184 22.
''''' " "50 25 74142 2.95 74185 225,- 2' ".., .37 74143 370 74190 .,,- " 7470 28 74144 295 74191 .,
7410 " 7472 28 741'45 50 74192 .,
7.11 2' 7.73 33 74147 '" 74193 .,
7.12 .38 7474 .'" 7.148 '" 7.1&4 .,
7.13 '" 1.15 38 74150 "" 74195 .,
741" .. 7476 '" 74151 .. 74198 75
7416 " 7479 .eo 74152 ., 74197 88
7.17 .. ".. .. 74153 53 7.198 "."20 " "., .95 741504 '" 14199 '"7421 35 "83 .. 7.155 ... 74221 ".7422 .. ".. 55 74158 50 74251 75

"23 .. ,- 36 74157 .50 7.273 ,..
7.25 28 "as ..95 74158 ,.. 7.271! ,..
"'" 20 ",. 36 74159 '58 74279 .75
7427 25 7491 65 74160 ,. 74283 ..0
7.28 55 7492 .. 74161 .. 7.284 290

"30 ,. 7493 36 74162 .. 7.265 290":,, 28 7494 .. 74163 .. "290 '"7437 25 7495 SO 74164 .. "'88 '",<38 28 ".. ... 74165 .. "".. 55
"39 .. 7497 2.70 74166 .. '4388 55
7440 " 7.100 'SO 74167 27. 74387 ••,.., 70 7.107 ,. 7"170 1.215 "".. 55
7••2 .. 14109 3' 7.172 4.75 ""90 ...
"'" '" 1.116 ,.. 74173 ., 7.393 ..33
7<144 '" 1.121 28 74174 ., '''90 22.
7445 ... 7.122 .. 7.175 ..

"f1.u
"LSOO $ .26 7.LSl13 S .38 7.LS2.7 $.74
74LSOl 25 7.LSl14 39 74LS2048 .,.
74lS02 25 7.lS122 .. 74LS2<l9 .,.
74LS03 25 74LS123 95 74l$251 50
74LSO<I 33 74LS124 27. 74LS253 "74LS05 25 74LS125 " 74L8257 ""lS08 27 74L8126 " 74LS258 ."
"lSOO 2. 74LSl32 " 7"LS259 2"
74L510 25 7.LSl36 39 74lS260 ..
74LSll .33 74LSl38 .50 74L8261 '"74LS12 33 74LSl39 " 74L5266 55
7.l$13 30 7.LS145 119 7.LS273 ,..
74l§U 50 14lS148 '38 74l$275 328
74LS15 33 7.LS151 .55 74LS279 50
74LS2O 2. 74LSl53 55 74LS283 ..
7.LS21 20 74LSl504 '" 74L5290 ..
7.LS22 20 74LSl55 .. 7.LS293 .,.
74LS26 28 7.LSl56 .. 74LS29i5 88
74lS27 28 14LS151 .. "lS288 88
74LS28 20 74LSl58 .. 74LS324 , 75

"LS30 25 74l$160 " '''-53<' , 95
74LS32 33 74LS161 .. ,........ ".
"lS33 53 74LS162 ., 74lS352 , 25
74LS37 36 74l$163 99 ''lS353 ".74LS38 39 74LSl64 .. "LS383 '20

"lS<O 25 74LSl65 90 "LS385 ..
74LS42 .. 74L8166 .80 ''lS388 ..
74l.S47 ,. 74LSl68 '" 7.11lS367 ..
"l.S<8 " 74LSl69 '" "LS388 ..
74LS51 25 74LS170 '''' 74LS373 """lS5' 28 74LS173 ., 74LS374 '33
msss 20 74LSl7<1 ., 74LS375 eo
UL573 39 7.LS175 ., 74LS377 '38
7.L57.11 .'" 14LS181 .95 "LS385 '95
74lS715 30 1"lS190 .. "lS388 ..
7<4l.S78 39 74LS191 .. "lS39O ".UL578 39 14LS192 ,.

''lS393 "."lS83 50 74LSl93 ,. 74LS395 "."LS85 ... 7.LSl9<1 .. "lS399 ,"
"LS88 .30 74LS195 .. 74LS424 295
14LSeD S< 74LSl96 ,.

"lSe08 '75
74LS92 .S< 74LS197 70 74LS670 228
7.LS93 S< 74LS221 .. 81LS95 ".7.LS95 75 74LS240 .. • 'lS88 ,..
ULS96 .. 74LS242 ... 81L897 ,..
74l$107 39 1.lS243 " 61LS98 ".74LS109 .39 1.L52.... '25 25LS2521 2 ..
7.LS112 .39 7.L5245 1.45 25LS2589 3SO

"soo,
'<S03,....,.....,....,....
74$10
7<lSl1
74515
'''20
'''22

'''''''''832
''838,...., ,,....,....

Box 10
$19.95

28"
1995
2895
26.95
33.95
1595
17.95
.4,95
11.95
11,95
29,95
29,95
1695
16.95

$1.19""000
$1.3S."250
$1.SS.el25

"18M PCS"
DSIDO

Hub Rings
Tyvac Cover
Major Mfgr.

5V4" DISKETTES
VERBATIM 525-01 SSIDO •
VERBATIM 550-01 OSJOO
MAXEll MD-l SSJOO
MAXELl MD-2 OSIDO
OY$AN 1~/1D SSIOO
OY$AN 104nD DSIOO
GENERIC SSJSS
GENERIC OSJDO
3 ..... " OlSKETTES (MAC, IIIC)
5%" HEAD CLEANING KIT
8" HEAD CLEANING KIT
OYMEC t8M PC DIAGNOSTIC
APPLE II DIAGNOSTIC DISK
MACINTOSH OISKEnE HOLDER
5%" DISKETTE HOLDER (SO)

REO. SALE

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH

ACCO Tl*nbIe Hokier Elemenl
AltluI-.(Holds 6) 1.95 S8.95

8" SottMCl flowye (SS boll 10) 38 95 19.95
e·· Ha-dsecl Fk:lppys (32 Sec SS) 39.95 1995
8··~ Aoppys 132 Sec OS) 59 95 24 95
3"'·' SA300 ShugM Ortt••.,t,s-b" 199 95 89.95
15"',' F.,;ay ·'New·· IBM Camp DSIDO 199 95 89 95
"e liMI·· LCD Oisplay S/wp 14995 39 95
··16 Lk'le.' lCD 0iDl~ Sh¥pIT~ 199.95 7995
Gavt.n 16 liMI Compuler ,.~.. 5Q9 00

Ge\IIen smtw-e & ManuiIIs c.lI
Ge\IIen Kl)'boerds ··New'· 1995
~ Pml. MecNnisms "N_" 39.95
a.vbn leBtlW" c.rv BaQa 89 95 19 95
Ge\IIen System Battery Pack 89.95 29 9S
Call 101" DEC Relnbow Sptd...

Pw1ect AS Swttctl (P.-a/lelJ 89.95
NEC6201 Portllble Compul. :N9.00
Moloroll 68OOOl8 CPU N.95
SMHI CrysIlII Oscillalor 3.95

DISKETTES

M·I.t·,a';'jrlil'.'u,;f.-'
7e:5;2~5. 24V .69 7~'\~.~.v .. 1.39
781.05. 12. 15V.. 65 79L05. 12. 15V 75
78M06C . 89 LM309I< 1.25
78MG179MG 1.49 LM317HIK 12513.65
78HOSKC. . 8 75 LM323K 4.85

7~1~.V 1.29~. :~:
7~i2~5.24v .79~: :~

'*~#!I",·ail;lq·tij!l;"*1
MCl4411S1'.50 58174 $11.25 95H9O $ 925
8Rl~l 1150 S832 3.75 76477 375
3<1702 12.50 "''1'152376 11.50 78"88 575
5016 14.95 "''1'53600 1150 76"89 8.75
81\6 10.50 2513·0(l1U 9.50 AY38910 11 95
5307 10.50 2513-002\. 9.50 AY38lU2 ~. ~

MC<I024 3 75 UP07201 27 95 5&-263 36.915
9038 3.15 33041 .50 Votral< 3995
5369 3.50 l1C90 1325 0lgllaIl<eI 34.85
58187 12.25 JAC15906 2.95 LMl3eOON 1915

,Wi"i
LM106AH $3.95 NES90 $2.<15 "'39Ol/ .88

"'3OOH .99 NE592 270 LM3!il. $2.9S
LM301N .35 "',_ 55 """.. 2.95

"'''''''' .... "',- , 90 LM3Q18 2.95
lM""'" 95 LM710 .. """"'. ".
"''''''''' 4.75 LM711 75 """'" '.35
LM3O'N '" LM115 3." AC4131 "."'308CN 55 LM723N 55 "C"38 1.19
LM310CH .... LM723H 75 AC4151 375
LM311CN .•2 ""33 88 CA3023 2.75

"""'" , 75 ""39 '85 CA3039 ".LM318CN ,.. LM741CN .33 """"'" , 25""',.. , 55 LM741H '" CA3050 285
LM319N 1.19 LM741N .20 CA3080 ....
LM320 (lee VAs) LM747 ... CA3085 ,eo
LM32.N .. "'". .. CA3080 "0
LM338H 95 LMl014 1.15 CA308' ..eo
l.M34O(IeeVAI;) "''''03 , 90 CA3082 ,eo
lM:l'8N .95 LM1310 ". CA3083 ....
"'358CN 85 ""'330 ,.. CA3085 eo
LM359 1.75 MC1349 .... CA3089 2.95
LM380H 2.95 ""'350 1.15 CA3088 "'.LM370N '95 ""'358 ,... CA3'3O , 20

LM373N 3.95 MCt372 ". CA3'''' ".lM376N 3.15 LM141. , 55 CA3U6 '"lM377N ..90 ""558H 2.99 CA3,eo '"UoI38OCN .85 ""800 2.35 "',- ".
"'38OH ..OS LM1812 8.10 ""3800 ".LM361N 1.59 lMI830 3.•0 lM13700 1.45
LM382N >3. LM1871 5.45 LF3<l7 '"lM383N .... LM1872 ... LF36' eo
LM384N 1.75 LM1871 3.20 LF353 99
lM388N ... LMl889 '.90 lF355 "0
LM387N '.20 LM1896 1.70 lF358 "0
LM389N 1.15 ULN2001 1.915 LF357 >3,
LM392N .. ULN2003 1.•9 TL071CP .70
LM723N .. XA2206 3.75 TL072CP 1.35
LM723H .55 XA2207 2.90 Tl074CN ..90
NE531 2." XR2206 2,40 TL061CP ..
NE555 36 XR2211 3.75 TL084CN ..90
NE556 65 LM2877P 2.00 TL494 4.10
NE558 1.49 LM2878P 2.25 TL.96 '65
NE1561 23.50 lM2900 .83 Tl.97 320
NE'" 2.65 "'290' .99 """'23 '""'... ." lM2903 ... MC3<53 4.95

lM'" 1.45 LM2907 2.45 """'.. ..28"'.., .65 LM2917 2.85 """'50 375
NE570 3.85 lM3900 55 MC3<.. ...
NE571 2.90 lM3905 ". """"0 70.

64K UPGRADE (Set of 9)$39.95
256K RAMS (256"") $19.95

.'.':I·fi" '!l3fi1·'i11f'''
IBM PARAllEL (Shielded) $N 95
IBM SERIAl (~ed) 24 95
KEYBOARD EXTENSION 9.95
AS232 GENOER CHANGER M.lI•.MI/e 1495
AS232 GENDER CHANGER Femllie-FemR 1495
NULL MODEM ADAPTOR 14.95

S 325...
'90
.75
220

$ 615....
"' ...75

6.215
.25
'.SO......

..95....
1295
2795

" so
" so
'" "

HI-TECH $.P£CIALS

AMD7910
300 BAllO MODEM It::

$29'5

#4;'·MF
S 390 I· 2732"-4 ("'SOnS) $ 650

3.65 2732A f25OnS) 8.95
550 27320\·2 (2OOnS) 1250
3 75 2764 (45OnS) 6.50
5.50 278<1 (25OnS) 7.50

• so 12764 (2O&IS1 17.50
750 TMS256<1 (4SOrIS1 1295
560 MCM68764 (.IIsons) 3<195
4 60 MCM687e6 (35OnS1 39 95
825 27128-313OOnS) 21 50

\095 27128 (2SOnS) 22 95

$12.95 I ~~~ S:;::

:Ium
$ 5.75 82" $ 3.75 .250

5.75 82'. ..95 8271
2_95 822' 220 8275
'.80 .". ". 8279
'.95 822. 3'" .282

" so 8237 1475 8283,.... 8237·5 18.95 82..
28 SO 8238 ". .288
88.95 82.3 3.95 8287

6.75 .2SO 'OSO .2..
6.75 8251 ". .2..

2.95 8251A ." .282
23.95 .253 .75 8741
37.litS 8255 ". .,..

3.25 .2..... ." 8749
..95 8257 57. .'55A

Ia.

SUPER SAVER

IBM pes
Comp. OSIDO Obl< Dr1¥e

$8995

1702 (lmS)
2708 (.5Or\S1
2758 (SVl
2716 (.SOnS)
2718 (35OnS)
251615Vl
TMS2716
TMS2532
2732 (4SOnS)
2732 (2SOnS)
2732 (2OOnS)

CMOS EPROMS
27C16

...--~_ • 9117 Dot ~trlll. 8OcoI. 91-
, ~ dirlCticJNl~

• 2t( 8ut1...-1d MemOty
•• fKJ. il6. 132 eounr..

Gr1IphIc:alOd8lodlPmlk'og
• Selecl..oIeCar Pitctl.....
~IOdFMd

COEX lnlerf_ C«Cl
loApple Ut.t5

".,.14i"'&F
2101 (4SOnS) $2.29 MK.118 $4.95
21L02 (45(),S) ." TMM2018-2 {2OOnS)4 10
2102·1 (45OnS) .7t TMM2016-HI (15011) •.95
21lD2'2 (25OnS) 1.39 TMM2018-1 (100nS)6.10
2111 (4SOnS) 2.75 HM81 1&p·4 t2OOnS) 4.75
2112 (4SOnS) 2.75 HM8118P·3115OnS) 4.95
211. (45OnS) 1.45819.50 HM6118f'·2112OnS)8.8S
2114L·4{45On) 1.898/12,50 HM6118LP",LP) 15.90
2114l-3 (:lOOn) 1.798113.30 HM6116LP·3 (LP) 6.75
2\ 14L·2 (2OOn) 1.898/13.90 HM6116lp·2{LP) 995
2147 (55nS1 •.50 Z6132 r3OOnS) 32,915
4(M.·4 (4SOnS) 3.25 HM6264p·15 (150)32.95
40<44-3 (3OOnS) 3.75 HM6264Lp·15 (LPf 36.95
40<14·2 (2OOnS) 4.35 748189 (35nS) 1.85
UP0410 (lOOnS) 3.75 93415 (!SOnS] 3,95
5101 (CMOS) 3.50 93<125 (!SOnS) 3,95

·rU"'M"'i"'ffib

"·'·j'·'·'·IiIf.i··I.I~"
AOC08OO $14.lilI5l AOC0817 S9.75114OeL8 $1.96
AOC0804 3.45 OAC0600 4.75 1408L.8 2.85
DAC0606 1.90 0AC0808 2.85 DACl00 7.95
AOC0609 4.•5 OAC1020 7.95 OACOB 7.95
AOC0816 1•.25 OAC1022 5.85 DACOl 8.95
AD7523JN 1.99 LF353N 1.99 LF13201N 1.99

i"'·i~i'it1"il'
1802B S3.95 I2350 S 895 11M&403 $ 8.75
10130\ 3_95 8250 1050 TMS5I501 1495
1015A 675 lM6402 7715 2851 895

"8" 6.OMHz

zao-cpu 2 .. '.36 ,so
zao-eTC 3.75 •.75 12,25
Zao-OART ,so 17.95
zaO-OMA 12.95 11.95 1795
zao-Plo 2 .. ". "SO
zeO-StOIO 1125 12.25
zao-SIOll 1195 1275
lao-SlOl2 1195 12.75
zao-StOIt 11.95 12.75

Z8030 $34.95 I 2800' $3<1.95 I Z6132 $32,915
28530 3<1.95 28002 3<1.915 Z8671 37.915

}in.
8602 .. SO .... $875 ••22 $875
8502A .90 850' .75 0532 •.SO
86028 '.SO ..20 '25 855' 11.50

uP0765$2•.95 11797 S29.95 I 8843 $32.95
1771 15.95 2791 4995 6272 2495
1791 24.75 2793 4995 1691 11.95
1793 2650 2795 49,95 21"'3 1295
1795 26.50 2797 2995 9218 1295

·!lil·!I·U"i'·I••#-;W
88<15 $14_95 182715 S28.50 ITMSQlil18 S39 50
68B45 17 95 7220 39.95 8360 39 915
88<17 11.50 5027 1795 6545 1495
46S05 1475 5037 21.95 8002 1995
680<11 2•.50

4027 (25OnS) $l.N TM&4416 (15005) $975
1103 (3OOnS) 79 4125&-150 (15On1 22.95
4116N·211SOnSll.808I13.95 4125&-200(21)>1) 1995
4116N·3 (2OOnS) t.65 8/12.50 T~ (3OOnS1 1.85
411eN'" (25OnS1 1,458/10,50 TM&4OeO (3OOnS) 1.65
.l64N·l50 (15On)5.95 91".95 MM5280 (3OOnS) 1.85
.1B04N·2OQ (2OOn)•.95 9139.50 UP0411 {3OOnS1 1.85
4164N·120 (12OnS) 8.49 MM5298 (25OnS1 1.85
TM5"IEW (15OnS1 7.95

rt:uu

88000 ....951 .. '0 S 2 "1885068OOOl10 89 95 6820 3.715 8852
6800 2.90 6821 2_eD 6860
6802 7 75 8828 14 50 68715
6B03 18.litS 6840 1275 6880
6809€ 14.50 88<15 1495

0030
8039
8Ol!OA
8085A
8OC85A
0088
808'
0088....
.'55.,...,..
.202.203
.205
8212

S ..
, 25
1.215
.88.,.
.28

5/.00

111S100
111100
2/1.00
21' 00
2/125
21125

251100
5/.00

1211.00
1011.00

1.49

, 3900
"00

.5900

.69.00

l001S550
'000'0 so

100/11.25
10011425

HI9 100
$3.95 '$3.215
•.75 4.10
2.75 2.60
•.75 •.215
6.50 6.10
7,25 895

'"""'"2N3808
TlP28A
TOP3OA
TlP31A

"P32A
IN.I''8
lN751

'N""'",N""",
MP02232

S 5O,'N33139 .N36
55 4N37

189 4N38
65 TIL111
.. SPJ<33
88 4N25

71S100

." 003" 00......
25..

411.00
.11 00,..

HI-TECH SPECIALS
C82586(lnteQ 1211.00 FSCI22112US

NS320110 (32 Bib) 119.00

PH2222A
PN2369APHIl,.
2N2216A
2N2219A
2N2905
2N290'
2N3055
2N3506
2N3038
2N3772

S·I00 ST
S·l00 ww
44 PinST
44PlnWW
72 PIn ST
72P!nWW

BUFFERED GRAPPLER S34995
GRAPPlER SUPER SERIAl SAlE $11(,1 95
V1OEO 7 AGe lie I/O 189 95
APf>l...E lie SERIAl CABlE 3e as
,IJ>f>lE .Ie KEYBOARO 4" 95
APf'lE lUI" POWER SUPPl..Y 5& 95
APf>L£ IIJtIe OCSK CONTROlLER .1iI9S
AWl.E IlJlIe COOUNG FAN SYSTEM 49.95
STREET EDiO • SPEECH SYSTEM 99 95
TITAN ACCELERATOR II CARD ....995
WIZARD 80 COlUMN CARD SAlE 99 00

KEYTAONIC 5150151 158.00/19900
MOUSE SYSTEMS MOUSE w!Sw 1.995
OUAOBOARO WI64K 263 00
TECMAA GRAPHICS MASTER . S45 00
TECMAR CAPTAIN 64K 31900
CURTIS PC f'£OESTAl 39 00
PGS Ot OUAOCHROME ADAPTOR. 900
TILT and SWIVEL STANO 2100
SYSTEM STANO 21 00
EXTENSION CABLE IBM MONO 38 00
KEYBOARD EXTENSION CABLE 28 00
SURGE SURPRESSORS
DIAMOND (LEMON)
EMERALD (LIME)
SAPPHIRE (PEACH)
RUBY (ORANGE)

MCT·2
MOT·8
MCT-$S
MC,A·255

'N'".N27
.N28

I·It 100
Jumbo Red $.09 S.06
Jumbo Green ,17 15
Jumbo Yellow 17 I!
Mini Size Red .10 09
MIni SIze Green 19 16
Mini Size Yellow 19 18

-#urlj·"UUOUII"i;W

1," 100
8 Pin STIlP $ 13 $ 10

U PinSTIlP .15 .11
18 PlnSTIlP 17 12
18 PIn STIlP 20 17
20 PinSTIlP 28 2fJ
22 PIn STIlP 29 27
2. PIn STIlP 29 27
28 Pin STIlP 3!i 32
38 PIn STIlP 45 36
..oPlnST/lP "8 .2
&<I PIn STIlP 3.95 3.25

WIREWIU.P (GOLD) 1-99 100
8 PIn WWI3l. $ 49 $ ..a

I.PlnWWI3l. 62 49

,
16P1nWWl3l. 65 55
16PlnWWl3l. 88 77
20 PIn WW/3l 99 96
22 P1nWW/3L 119 113
24 P1nWW/3L 125 117
28P1nWWl3l. 149 139
40 Pin WW/3L 1 89 1.715

TEXTOOllZIF ZERO INSERTION
16 Pin $675 2. Pin $7.85 28 PIn S8.95

(W, Sloek All T)'ge1 of Sock".,

i:J61PM:f.ji'·WBi'
$199.00
2.995
18995
2.995
'9500
89500
99500

109500
14995
174.95
9900

129.95
389.95

1150 00
'99 00
409 95
369 00

LCD DISPLAYS
39.95 .. u_· 79.95

NEW FACTORY DIRECT

M·'·I#&F
BIZCOMP "PC INTELLIMOOEM" (lNT) $3<19 95
HAYES SMARTMOOEM 1200 (EXT) .99.95
HAYES SMAATMOOEM 12008 (INT) .29 95
HAYES SMARTMOOEM 300 (EXT) 229.95
MICRQMOOEM APPLE ne 2"9.95
PROMETHEUS l200M (MACINTOSH) 469.95
PROMETHEUS 1200 (PC EXT) 359 95
NOVATION ACCESS 1·2·3 38995
CAT COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 419915
APPLE COMP lOW COST MODEM (300) 49.95

;f.1i
'
•I ·Jf·1$

AST 'COMBOPlUS·· 64K
SIGMA "MAXIMIZER· 64K
SIGMA DISK CONTROlLER
HARO 0\&( CONTROlLER
10 Mb INTERNAL HARD DISK
10 Mb EXTERNAL HARD DISK
15 Mb INTERNAL HARD DISK
15 Mb EXTERNAL HARD DISK
80 w....n BOOSTER SUPPlY
130 WATT IBM SUPPLY
PC COMPATIBLE KEYBOARD
IBM PC CHASSIS
PLANTRONICS "COLORPLUS"
10 Mb INT TAPE STREAMER
PERSYST MONO CARO
PARADISE MONOICOLOR
HERCULES MONO CARO,

NOfltfTOrHAuns \" \' IIPly

Top Doll H fo, You, f 'Cl' '> i'1'.1 ntory

SfAGATE ST~ 15Mb $269.00
SEAGATE(10t.1bIST212 44900
CMl10. 115. 22Mb Call
ROOME 10. 115. 22Mb Call

~~~L;~~~~e~~EON HIGHER 1490: "·1-1i1:'Mwr.'lil*_
CAPACITY HARO DAIVESl 1·24 25

-S~U~P~E;'R"'-S';';'A"';'V;'E~R""II :~~:=- $~~ $;.:
Hood $ 1 25 MIg HfW $ 99

SHUGART SA604 HARD DE37S (Female) $595 55 75

5Mb DISK
0E37P(MeIe) 525 510

Hood $1 75 MIg HIW $ 99

$149.00 =:~) S:~ s:.~
HEW FACTORY DIRECT Hood 53 25 MIg HIW $.99 •

i.H.O.A.'~TDUA~H3S~'~TiiT~H!IS~P.A.'C.'.11 (OTHER STYlES IN CATALOG)CENTRONICS

.]f*,.li"'A\ :;::::e s::
TEAC55B $1.995 S06der:J6P1nMale 749
MITSUBlSHI <t851 14995 So6der 36 PInF~ 695

=\~51~2 ~:: (CAll TOll FREE FOR IDC'.,

SHUGART fKJl:" DISK ORIVES $269 95 '41·'!laj'
SIEMENS FOO 100-8 129 95
SIEMENS FOO2OO-8 os.a> 195 00
MITS M289<4 439.95
MITS M2898 ""'HI 439.95
TANOON 8-'8E ""'HI 3B9 95
OUME 242 ""'HI 39995

ALS CP/M 30 PLUS CARt> SAlE $199 00
COEX let< RAM CARD SALE 39.95
COEX PAR PAINTER CARD w/CABLE 4995
coex 80 COl EXT ~K CARD SALE 99 95
IS PKASO 110 111,1Ie) 139 95
KENNSlNGTON SYSTEM SAVER 6995
KENNSlNGTOH PC SAVER 39 95
KRAFT JOySTICK 36 95
MeT SPEED DEMON 24995
MICROSOFT z-eo SOFTCAAO 2.,95
GRAPf>lEA PlUS \1995

ADVANCED . ~985 $5,000,000 SALE CELEBRATION
COM~TS SAVE NOW AT NEW LOW PRICES!

I • 9th Year Anniversary SALE! 0 0 OC?::~~
sf''' \"1 "e !lee

o , Corporate Buyers ... se~ ~o\.\. f'
MAIL ORDER PRICING ONLY Call For Volume Quotes' c,.\. .
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Inquiry 245

SOMEBODY HasTo Have The Lowest Prices!

IBM PC, 256 K, One Half Height 320 K Disk Drive DS/DD,
Persyst Color Card, Taxan Green Monitor, DOS 2.1
PLUS a 10MB Hard Disk Sub System all for:

$2690.00
IBM PC, 256 K, Two Half Height Drives DS/DD, Persyst
Color Card, Taxan Green Monitor, DOS 2.1, 130 Watt
Power Suply PLUS a 10MB Hard Disk Sub System all for:

$2980.00
IBM PC, 256 K, Two Half Height Drives DS/DD, Persyst
Color Card, Taxan Green Monitor, DOS 2.1,130 Watt
Power Supply, 10MB Hard Disk Sub System, PLUS
10MB Tape Back Up System all for:

$3579.00
IBM PC, 256 K, Two Half Height Drives DS/DD, Persyst
Color Card, Taxan Green Monitor, DOS 2.1,130 Watt
Power Supply, 20MB Hard Disk Sub System all for:

$3380.00
IBM PC, 256 K, Two Half Height Drives DS/DD, Persyst
Color Card, Taxan Green Monitor, DOS 2.1, 130 Watt
Power Supply, 20MB Hard Disk Sub System PLUS 10MB
Tape Back Up System all for:

$3979.00
(We configure and test the system for you at no extra
cos!.)

MONITORS

AMDEK 300 $135.00
PGS HX-12 $475.00
PGS MAX-12 $190.00
PGS SR-12 $625.00
TAXAN GREEN COMPOSITE $125.00
TAXAN AMBER COMPOSITE $135.00
TAXAN GREEN W/TTLPLUS $149.00
TAXAN AMBER W/TTL PLUS $159.00
IBM MONOCHROME DISPLAY $260.00
IBM COLOR DISPLAY $590.00

PRINTERS

EPSON FX 80 $425.00
EPSON FX 100 $625.00
EPSON RX 80 $245.00
EPSON RX 80FT $295.00
OKIDATA 82A $299.00
OKIDATA 83A $569.00
OKIDATA 92P $399.00
OKIDATA 93P $625.00
OKIDATA 84P $759.00
OKIDATA 2410P $1959.00
TOSHIBA P1351 $1295.00
NEC SPINWRITER 3550 $1595.00
NEC PINWRITER 80 COL $699.00
NEC PINWRITER 136 COL $899.00
BROTHER HR-25 $699.00
BROTHER HR-35 $925.00
(Accessories on NEC & OKIDATA printers available)

DRIVES

TANDON TM-100-2 $179.00
SLiMLINE - TOSHIBA $155.00
SLiMLINE - TEAC 55B $155.00

MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS

AST 1/0+1 SER & 1 PAR $179.00
AST SIX PACK 64K, 1 SER & 1 PAR $269.00
QUADBOARD 64K $269.00
IBM COLOR GRAPHIC ADAPTER $225.00

IBM MONO PRINTER ADAPTER $230.00
PERSYST COLOR ADAPTER $190.00
PERSYST MONO PRINTER ADAPTER__ $210.00
HERCULES GRAPHIC ADAPTER $349.00
HERCULES COLOR CARD $210.00
STB GRAPHIX PLUS II $375.00

MODEMS

HAYES SMART MODEM 1200 $469.00
HAYES SMART MODEM 300 $209.00
HAYES 1200B PLUG IN CARD $429.00
QUBIE PC 212A11200 INT $275.00
QUBI E PC 212E/1200 EXT $299.00

HARD DISKS

~~~~ ~~~ ~~~i~~ ~NX~------$'~~~~~~
10MB TAPE BACK UP $599.00

GENERAL

CONTROL DA TA DISKETTES $25.00/box
KEYTRONIC KB5151 $189.00
PARALLEL CABLES $25.00
64K RAM UPGRADE KIT $50.00
128K RAM UPGRADE KIT (For AT) $199.00
IBM PC POWER SUPPLY (Original)
63.5 Watts $89.00

IBM KEYBOARD FOR PC (Original) $109.00

(714) 838-7530
2640 Walnut Avenue, Unit K,

Tustin, California 92680
(Prices & availability subject to change without notice

IBM is a registered trademark of IBM Corporation.)

_ WAVE MATE BRINGS MUSCLE TO YOUR
IBM PC/Xl WITH IT'S 80286 MOTHERBOARD

BULLET·286 makes the XT perform with greater power and speed than the IBM PCIAT

It's the new BULLET-286 motherboard for the IBM PC/
XT marketplace This advanced-technology product
utilizes the Intel microprocessor 80286 while maintain
ing both hardware and software compatibility with
the IBM PC/Xl By simply re
placing the existing XT board
with our new BULLET-286, you
get greater power and speed
than the IBM PC-AT Thus, ex
isting PC /XT users can pre
serve their investment in
hardware and software while
moving a quantum leap be
yond PC-AT performance.

The BULLET-286 contains a
6 megahertz no wait state
80286 microprocessor in
place of the Xl's 4.77 MHz
8088. There is an 80287 math
co-processor option, 8 IBM
expansion slots, and enhanced
ROM BIOS. The BULLET-286
is equipped with 256K bytes of
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memory, expandable to 1 megabyte on-board.
The BULLET-286 is compatible with the IBM PC/XT

to adegree far beyond the IBM PC-AT product. Applicar
tion programs and operating systems (PC-DOS, CP/

M, UCSD Pascal, Pick, Oasis,
Unix-derivitives) available for the
XT, can run without incompatibili
ties on the BULLET-286.

You can order now The BUL
LET-286 is available with 256K
RAM, with options to 1 full mega
byte Prices start at $1,995.

Quantity discounts available.
OEM and dealer inquiries
welcome.

APou.o MARKETING
(a divIsion of Cal. Digital)

22048 Sherman Way #316
Canoga Park, CA 91303
Tel (818) 883-8390 Telex: 194369
In Europe call Brussels 649-1070
Telex 61828

Inquiry 28



GUARANTEED
I.e.'s. SHIPPED

IMMEDIATELY
The Computer Parts Merchant is a leading nationwide
supplier of wholesale I.C.'s. We have just about every I.C.
made in stock today. Plus, we offer these special services:
Guaranteed parts-every part
guaranteed for 60 days-and pre
tested before shipment.

Guaranteed fast-same day
shipping.

Guaranteed low prices.

Guaranteed satisfaction or pur
chase price cheerfully refunded.

How to order.
Call toll free. We accept Visa,

Mastercard or American Express.
Or we can ship UPS C.O.D.
National 800-235-4900
California 800-238-4900
Local Orange County
(714) 474-1033.

CPM
The Computer
Parts Merchant, Inc.

Visit our retail store:
The Computer Parts Merchant, Inc.
17777 Main Street, Suite D
Irvine, CA 92714

Terms: minimum order $10. For
shipping and handling, include
$2.50 UPS Ground, or $3.50 for
UPS Air. California residents
must include 6% sales tax. All
prices are subject to change with
out notice. We are not responsible
for typographical errors. All mer
chandise subject to prior sale.

Search service. Ifwe don't have
the I.C. you need in stock, we can
find it for you. (There is a $25 min
imum charge for I.C.'s found
through a search.)

A few samples from our million
part inventory:

A few samples from our million 74SXX LINEAR DEVICES STATIC CMOS
part inventory: 74500 5 45 745151 597 LM301 5 47 NE570 5395 RAMS 4001 5 35 74COO 5 49

74502 49 745153 97 LM307 57 LM709 59 2101 5195 4002 35 74C02 47
74504 49 745157 97 LM309H 195 LM723 59 4008 95 74C04 47
74508 49 745161 187 LM312 175 LM741 49 2114 150 4010 57 74C08 47
74510 45 745169 399 LM318 149 LM747 69 2147 495 4011 37 74CIO 4774LSXX 74511 49 745174 99 LM324 79 LM748 59

TMS4044 459 4012 37 74C20 49
74L500 5 38 74LS83 5 87 74L5170 5149 74520 49 745181 439 LM350 495 LMI458 59 TMM2016 459 4020 87 74C30 49
74L502 38 74L586 46 74L5191 99 74522 45 745194 199 LM380 89 LM2900 85

HM6116 475 4021 95 74C73 87
74L504 40 74L591 75 74L5221 130 74530 35 745197 179 LM393 129 LM3900 79 TMS4016 695 4022 87 74C74 79
74L508 40 74L593 66 74L5240 160 74532 59 745240 220 NE555 57 MC4024 395 HM6264 3995 4030 57 74C86 59
74L51O 40 74L5107 46 74L524I 130 74537 89 745241 240 NE556 77 MC4Q44 450 Others on shell 4()(l4 195 74C90 I 19
74L5 I 40 74L5109 46 74L5242 130 74538 99 745244 220 Call or others 4040 97 74C93 175
74L512 36 74L5112 50 74L5243 130 74574 89 745251 95 4041 97 74CI51 225
74L514 76 74L5122 53 74L5244 149 74586 95 745253 95 4050 47 74CI57 175
74L520 38 74L5124 290 74L5245 149 745112 119 745257 95 74XX 4069 35 74CI61 179
74L521 38 74L5132 91 74L5251 75 745113 119 745260 79 4071 35 74CI73 79
74L530 38 74L5137 99 74L5257 75 745124 299 745273 245 7400 5 35 7451 5 39 74160 89 4082 35 74CI74 119
74L532 50 74L5138 87 74L5258 75 745132 159 745287 229 7401 35 7473 54 74161 89 4093 67 74C192 149
74L537 40 74L5147 275 74L5266 79 745138 97 745373 339 7402 39 7474 69 74163 89 4502 95 74CI93 149
74L538 40 74L5151 66 74L5273 169 745139 97 745374 339 7404 39 7489 340 74164 99 4512 97 74C373 245
74LS40 38 74L5153 69 74L5373 149 745140 77 745570 350 7406 89 7498 47 74166 150 4522 125 74C37!, 245
74L542 66 74L5157 65 74L5374 149 Callicr others 7407 89 7492 69 74174 99 4532 195 74C906 95
74L551 36 74L5158 65 74L5377 149 7408 41 74107 39 74181 239 4556 99 74C912 895
74L554 38 74L5161 75 74L5640 349 7410 35 74109 59 74191 I 15 4585 99 74C921 1595
74L563 150 74L5166 195 74L5669 199 DYNAMIC RAMS 7411 39 74123 69 74193 99 Many more Call
74L574 55 74L5169 175 74L5670 299 7420 35 74125 69 74194 99

TM54027 5 199 4116 5149 7421 49 74132 59 74221 135
PartlalllSI MM5280 195 2118 495 7427 45 74147 175 74273 195 MEMORY EPROMSTM54060 195 4164 595 7430 35 74151 79 74366 99

5,8,12 AND 15 VOLT UPD411 195 TM54416 995 7432 35 74153 79 74367 99 2708 5395 2764 56 95
MK4108 195 41256 Call 7438 49 74154 125 74393 135 2716 395 27128 3495

VOLTAGE REGULATORS Call for more 7442 59 74157 79 2732 495

Call for Pnces DIners on shelf More available

Inquiry 88 for OEM. Inquiry 89 for End-Users. MARCH 1985 • BYTE 449



BOYS CLUB

"When I was growing up, I was the quickest
kid on the block. But the streets were catching
up with me. I'm sure glad there was a Boys
Club around to help keep me a step ahead.

"You know, a Boys Club shows kids there
are lots of ways to reach goals, besides scoring
touchdowns. It gives them every chance to be
leaders. And encourages something every bit
as important as good leadership-
good citizenship.

"They sure pointed me in the right
direction, and I've been running my
life ever since-running through

lines, running through airports. Now I'm even
running my own business!

"It's no wonder so many Boys Club kids
grow into productive, civic-minded adults, like
teachers, politicians, business executives and
professional athletes. Which gives more than
1,200,000 young people, at 1,100 Boys Club
facilities across the country, something to look

forward to.
"Hey, I'm not saying a Boys Club

can turn every kid into a star. But a
Boys Club sure can teach'em how to
reach for one."

The Club that beats the streets.



~
DAK Dept. BY02

~ INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL-FREE...1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave.. Canoga Park. CA 91304
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Sound De.ona.or Plus
Make your stereo system's sound explode with life. Improve the sound quality by30 to
50%. Plus, you'll add tape dubbing too with this limited BSR $89 close-out.

It's like night and day. Crashing cym- is an especially great feature for bass with just 15,000 of last year's model
bals, the depth of a string bass, more starved portables and high-end starved before they shut down for the new one.
trumpets or more voice will come bursting car stereos to make them come alive. They had already paid for all the tool-
forth from your stereo at your command. ,..TAP£'~ ",-'PEh ing, all the research and design, so we

You'll make your music so vibrant that I~PUT O~TPUT I~ M I'j OUT were able to buy these for less than half
it will virtually knock your socks off when the normal price, for cold hard cash.
you use this professional quality 10 band So, you can go to any HiFi store and
stereo Sound Detonator Plus Equalizer. buy this year's design in an ADC equalizer

It has a frequency response from 5 hz made by the parent company BSR, or you
to 1OO,ooohz:i: 1db. BSR, the ADC equal- And, look at this, There are two tape can get this $249 value BSR equalizer
izer people, make this super equalizer inputs and outputs, so you can dub from while our limited supply lasts, for $89.
and back it with a 2 year limited warran- tape deck A to B, or make two tapes at THE FINAL FACTS
ty. Our $89 close-out price is just a frac- once with or without equalization. There are 20 slide controls, each with
tion of its true $249 retail value. EASY HOOK UP a bright LED to clearly show its position.

CAN YOUR STEREO Use your tape monitor circuit, but don't Each control will add or subtract up to
SOUND BETTER? lose it. Now your one tape monitor cir- 12db. (That's a 24db range!)

Incredibly better. Equalizers are dif- cuit lets you connect two tape decks. There are separate sound detonation
ferent from regular bass and treble con- Just plug the equalizer into the tape slide controls for each channel at 31 hz,
trois. And, 10 band EQs are the best. 'in' and 'out' jacks on your receiver. We 62hz, 125hz, 250hz, 500hz, 1,000hz,

Bass controls turn up the entire low even supply the cables. 2000hz, 4000hz, 8000hz, and 16,ooohz.
end as well as the low mid-range, making As you listen to your records, FM or LED VU meters with:i:0.5db accuracy
the sound muddy and heavy. With an 'aux', any time you push the tape mon- show levels for each channel. It is 17"
equalizer, you simply pick the exact fre- itor switch on your receiver you' II hear wide, 6W' deep and 4W' tall.
quencies you want to enhance. your music jump to life. PUT LIFE I,,!TO YOUR MUSIC

You can boost the low-bass at 31 hz, The output from your receiver is always RISK FREE
62hz and/or 125hz, and the mid-bass at fed directly to your tape decks for re- Prepare for a shock the first time you
250hz and 500hz to animate specific cording, and with the touch of a button, switch in this equalizer. Instruments you
areas of the musical spectrum. you can choose to send equalized or non- never heard in your music will emerge

And, when you boost the part of the equalized signal to your recorders. and bring a lifelike sound that will envelop
bass you like, you don't disturb the mid- When you want to listen to a tape you and revolutionize your stereo system.
range frequencies and make yourfavorite deck, just press a tape monitor button If your system doesn't spring to life,
singer sound like he has a sore throat. on the equalizer and your tape deck will simply return the equalizer within 30

The high frequencies really determine work exactly as it did before. Except, days in its original box for a refund.
the clarity and brilliance of your music. that now you can choose to listen with or To order your Sound Detonator Plus

You can boost the mid-range and highs without equalization and you can dub. Tape Dubbing BSR 11 OX 10 Band Stereo
at 1,000 hz, 2,OOOhz, 4,OOOhz, 8,OOOhz You won't be listening to any distor- Frequency Equalizer risk free with your
and 16,000hz. So, you can bring crash- tion or hum. The Sound Detonator Plus credit card, call toll free or send your
ing cymbals to life at 16,000hz while at has a 95db signal to noise ratio and total check not for ADC's $249 value, but for
the same time you cut tape hiss or an- harmonic distortion of just 0.018% only $89 plus $7 for postage and han-
noying record scratches at 8000hz. Once you've set your equalizer con- dling. Order No. 9724. CA res add6% tax.

You can also boost or cut specific trois, switch it in and out of the system. Wake up the sound in your stereo.
mid-range frequency areas to add or You'll hear such an explosive improve- Your sound will explode with life as you
subtract vocal, trumpets, guitars or what- ment in sound, you'll think you've added detonate each frequency band with new
ever instrument ranges you prefer. thousands of dollars of new equipment. musical life. And now you'll be in control

GREAT FOR 2 TAPE DECKS WHY A CLOSE·OUT? of two tape decks as an added plus.
You can push a button and transfer all Last year DAK closed out over 18,000

the equalization power to the inputs of of BSR's 7 band equalizers because BSR
two tape decks. So, if you have a cassette had decided to only sell equalizers under
deck in your car or a personal stereo that their ADC name and they still had some
you wear, now you can pre-equalize your left with the BSR name on them.
cassettes as you record them. Well, as Detroit comes out with new

Now you can get all the dramatically cars each year, ADC comes out with new
enhanced sound wherever you are. This equalizers. We got them to supply us
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CCT·4 SYSTEM
SERIES

The latest CCT implementation of the new
generation Intel 16-Bit Processor technology.
This means extreme speed, unequaled power,
and the ultimate in reliability, and of course, the
innovators at CCT behind it.

This series in the CCT line exploits the speed and power of the Intel 80286 and Zilog Z-80H (8MHz), on the 286Z CPU
board. This combination, along with CompuPro DMA controllers and I/O boards, yields a dramatic improvement in system
throughput speeds, from basic CP/M operation, up to large powerful multi-user/multi-tasking machines. The CCT-4
represents the most advanced hardware presently available in a microcomputer to run the thousands of CP/M type
software programs on the market, and with CONCURRENT DOS 8-16 and the CompuPro PC Graphics board (when
available), all software written for the IBM PC machines. This series is for the serious business/scientific user.

CCT-4A State-of-the-art power in it's basic form. Consists of CCT-286Z CPU board and CCT-M256 (256K), along with Com
puPro: Enclosure 2 Desk (21 slot MF), Disk 1A, System Support 1, Interfacer 4, the CCT-2.4 floppy drive system, and
CP/M 80 and CP/M 86, and with Surgefree SF-200 surge suppressor system. . $5,995.00

CCT-4B Single-user/hard disk power. As the 4A, except priced without the CCT-2.4, to add in your choice of CCT hard/floppy
combination drive subsystem, at the published pricing. . . $4,895.00
(Example: CCT-48 Mainframe with CCT-10f1 = $7, 244.00) Plus cost of selected drive subsystem

CCT-4C Multi-user/hard disk power. As the 48, with the CCT-M512 (512K static RAM board) instead of M256; Interfacer 3 in
stead of Interfacer 4; Surgefree SF-400 instead of SF-200, plus MP/M 8-16 operating system. (6 user system) $6,695.00
(Example: CCT-4C Mainframe with CCT-40f1 = $10,044.00) Plus cost of selected drive subsystem

CCT BONUS ON 4C: FREE CONCURRENT DOS UPDATE!
The above systems include all necessary cabling, assembly, testing, minimum 20 hour burn-in,

and the CCT unconditional 12 month direct warranty.
CCT-M512 CCT introduces it's 512K static RAM board. IEEE Standard 12MHz. 512K in one slot' Introductory Price: $2,129
CCT-M256 256K version of M512 upgradeable to full 512K. Perfect 256K RAM board for any CompuPro system. $1,099

CUSTOM COMPUTER TECHNOLOGY I BOX 4160 I SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340
TOLL FREE ORDERING: 800-222-8686/ For technical support / service: 602·282-6299

-
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 Prices include postage in the US Please add

Jan. 52 75 5325 5325 53.70 54.25 54.25
$.50 per copy for Canada and Mexico; and $200
per copy to foreign countries (surface delivery).

Feb. 5275 5275 53.25 53.25 5370 5370 5425 5425
0 Check enclosed

March 52.75 53.25 5370 5370 5425 Payments from foreign countries must be made

April 52.75 52.75 5325 5325 5370 5370 54.25 in US funds payable at a US bank.

May 52.00 52.75 52.75 53.25 53.70 53.70 54.25 0 VISA 0 MasterCard

June 52.00 52.75 52 75 5325 5370 53.70 54.25

July 200 52.00 5275 5275 5325 53.70 54.25 54.25 Card #

Aug. 5200 52.75 5275 53.25 5370 5425 5425 Exp.

Sept 52.75 52.75 5275 5325 53.70 54.25 54.25
Signature

Oct 5275 52.75 53.25 53.25 5370 5425 5425

Nov. 53.25 53.25 5370 5425 54.25 Please allow 4 weeks for domestic delivery and

Dec. 52 75 52.75 53.25 5325 5325 5370 54.25 54.25 12 weeks for foreign delivery.

Special BYTE Guide to IBM PC's - 54.75 NAME

Circle and send requests with payments to: ADDRESS

BYTE Back Issues CITY
P.O. Box 328 STATE ZIP
Hancock, NH 03449

~~TI:baCkissues for sa~'~e======
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roll-FREE
ORDERING:

800-222-8686
FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORTI

SERVICE liN ARIZONA:
602-282-6299

CCT®CUSTOM COMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY

1 CCT PLAZA - ~O. BOX 4160 - SEDONA, ARIZONA 86340
Purchase your Hardware and Software directly from an OEM / Systems Integrator. Take advantage of our buying power! We stock a
full line of Board Level Components, Software and Peripherals. Call for your needs. We'll give you the Lowest Prices, and the Technical
Support and Know-Hem we are quickly becoming well-known for. Satisfied Customers Nationwide. The Nation's Custom Systems House
for Business, Education and Science. Call for asystem quote. CCT implements tomorrow's technology today!

• FOREMOST QUALITY • ADVANCED SUPPORT • REASONABLE COST •

[COmpupro' )

SPECIAL PRICE

$3,559

80286 NOW!
o CCT·286Z is our model designation
for the MI·286 dual processor board
from Macrotech.ltfeaturesthesuper
high speed combination ofZ-80H and
80286, with provision for the 80287
math chip. Directly replaces 8085/88
and 8086 CPUs running CP/M, MP/M
Concurrent DOS, and MS-DOS, at
throughput increases of 3X to 5X!

SPECIAL PRICE· $1099
80287 Option - Installed -$395

SEE THE CCT·4 SERIES
USING THIS BOARD

DETAILED ON THE FACING PAGE

• 8" CP/M SOFTWARE SPECIALS •
dBASE II - Latest Version 2.4 . 5349
Supercalc 86 5990Supercalc 2 ... 5259
Wordstar 52790Pro-Pak .. . . 5379
DRI CBASIC Compiler 80 . 5389086 . 5449
DRI Pascal Compiler 80 .. 5279086 .. 5449
DRI GSX-86 5790Assembler ToolslRMAC 5179
Microsoft BASIC. 52990Compiler .. 5339
Supersoft FORTRAN IV. 53390C Comp. 5399

• TOP SELLING PERIPHERALS •
Wyse Terminals . . . . -DROPPED-

LIBERTY TERMINALS
• Superior Reliability·

100-12" GREEN-25 X80 . $399
110-14" GREEN-80/132 Column. . $499
200-14" GREEN-80/132 Super Deluxe. $569
220-14" GREEN-DEC Compatible .... $699
CCT RECOMMENDS-

AMBER Screen Options . . . $20

OKIDATA PRINTERS - Top Quality
82 - 80 Col. $329 83 - 132 Col.. $619
92 - 80 Col .. $429 93 - 132 Col ... $659
84 - 132 Col/200cps-Top ofthe Line $799
For Serial Interfaces - Add. . $100

DIABLO - Letter Quality Series
Mode1620. $969 Model630 .. $1799

INDUSTRIAL GRADE CCT DISK DRIVE SYSTEMS ROLLS ROYCESOF
SUPERIOR QUALITY THE INDUSTRY

S-100 HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS
Professionally engineered ST-506 type systems for the business market S-100 Computer user. In
cludes industry top quality drives, CompuPro Disk 3 DMA controller, all cabling, A&T, formatted,
burned-in. Provisions for uptotwo hard disks in each system. We include operating system update.
CP/M 80, CP/M 86, CP/M 8-16, MP/M 8·16, CP/M 68K. (/1 Systems are CCT innovated hard/floppy
combinations, with Mitsubishi DSDD 8" drive.) 12 month warranty.
CCT-10(11 + MEG) .. . $1799 CCT-10/1 $2349
CCT·20 (22 + MEG) $2319 CCT·20/1 $2869
CCT·40 (36 + MEG) $2799 CCT·40/1 $3349
CCT·60 (58 + MEG) (New) $3999 CCT·60/1 $4549
CCT·90 (87 + MEG) (New) . . . $5209 CCT·90/1 . $5759
CCT·125 (123 + MEG) (New) $6399 CCT·125/1 $6949

Drive capacities shown are after formatting! We are working on tape cartridge back·up units.

CCT.2.4. DualS" DSDD FLOPPY SYSTEMS CCT·5 • 5V4" DSDD
Mitusbishi 2.4 Megabyte in Extra Heavy horizontal enclosure, IBM Compatible Tandon 320K. Extra Heavy Cabinet
removeable filter air system, all cabling, A&T, Burned in. The accommodates two drives, hard or floppy. All cabling, A&T,
fastest system available: . . . $1229 Burned-in. Perfect for our MS-DOS Package $399

* SUPER PRICES * COMPUPRO COMPONENTS * IN STOCK *
CCT-2 - $6799 • CCT-3 - 56699 • Disk 1A w/CP/M - $619 • CPU 8086/87 - $819 • M-Drive/H - $599

CPU 8085/88 - $349 • CPU 8086 - $559/10Mhz -$599 CPU 68K - $519/10Mhz - $639
CPU·Z -$229 • Disk 1A - $519 • Disk 3- $499 • RAM 23/64K - $309/128K - $599 • RAM 21 (128K) - $749

. * RAM 16 CLOSE-OUT SPECIAL - $249 *
RAM 22 (256K) - $1179 • Interfacer 3- $499 Interfacer 4- $349 • System Support 1- $329
Enclosure 2 Desk -$649/Rack - $699 CP/M 80 (CCTHMX) -$125 • CP/M 86 (CCTTMX) -$175

CP/M 8-16 (CCTTMX) -$199 • MP/M 8-16 (CCTSX) - $499 • CP/M 68K (CCTCX) - $279

I 16 Bit Upgrade Kit: CP/M 86, RAM 16, System Support 1, Cable $709 0 CP/M 8-16 - Kit -$733

Operating System Updates/Remakes - $30
• FREE CONCURRENT DOS 8-16 UPGRADE (WHEN AVAILABLE) WITH PURCHASE OF MP/M 8·16 •

CCT·1 - ENTRY LEVEL S·100 BUSINESS SYSTEM
• Enclosure 2-Desk-20 Slot Mainframe • • CCT-2.4-DuaI8" Mitsubishi

• CPU 8085/88 - 6Mhz 8085/8Mhz 8088 • DSDD Drive System - 2.4 Megabytes •
• Disk 1A - DMA Floppy Disk Controller· • CP/M 80 - 2.2 HMX - CCT Modified •
• RAM 16 - 64K Static RAM - 12Mhz • • All Cabling, Complete CCT Assembly,
• Interfacer 4- 3Serial/2 Parallel I/O • Testing, and Minimum 20 Hour Burn-in •

RUNS ALL STANDARD 8" CP/M SOFTWARE - INCLUDES OUR EXCLUSIVE 12 MONTH DIRECT WARRANTY

Prices &availability subject to change. All products new, and carry full manufacturer's warranties. Call for catalog. Free technical help to anyone. All products we sell are CCT individually
tested and set up for your system -Plug-In &GOI Arizona residents add sales tax CCT'·) Trademark - Custom Computer Technology; MS-DOS'" Trademark - Microsoft; IBM'" Trademark
- International Business Machines; CompuPro'·) Trademark - w.J. Godbout; CP/M'" MP/M'" Trademarks - Digital Research

Inquiry 104

~I AddffiSS j
I City State Zip ~
I Please clip and mail to: ~
L~~peach~~~~~oUle~~~~~A30071~
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We buy paper by the TRUCKLOAD from the
two biggest mills in the country.

Therefore, we charge a lot less than you've
been paying l

For the complete DISK WORLD paper
catalogs and price lists, call 1-312-944-2788 or
write us. (Please do not use the "800" line for
paper catalog requests, unless you are also
placing an order.

Don't spend more than you have to for top
quality computer printer paper. Call DISK
WORLD! today.

INFORMATION & INQUIRIES:
1-312-944-2788

HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time
Monday-Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLDl, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago, Illinos 60611

ggce.. $10ge.~5WSSDD

Oty. 50 514" OSDO ... Oly. 50

You've used these diskettes hundreds of
times ... as copy-protected originals on some of
the most popular software packages. They're
packed in poly-bags of 25 with Tyvek sleeves,
reinforced hubs, user identification labels and
write-protect tabs.

LIFETIME WARRANTY!
SOFT SECTOR ONLY! Sold in multiples

of 50 only.
FOR ORDERS ONLY, INFORMATION &
1·800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1·312-944·2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time, Monday-Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLD!, Inc.
Suile 4806.30 East Huron Streel. Chicago.lliinos 60611

I Mia 3i.1 :.1 j'.'f.j;1it':'ta.
S105 ~~~"SSDD S115ea.

Oty. 50 5 'I." DSDD Oty. 50

These are poly-bagged diskettes packaged with Tyvek sleeves.
reinforced hubs. user idenlificalion labels and wrile-prolect tabs.

NASHUA Corporation is a hall-billion dollar corporation and a
recognized leader in magnelic media.

SOFT SECTOR ONLY! Sold in multiples of 50 only!
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION &
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1·312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Cenlral Time. Monday-Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLDl, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago. Illinos 60611

at
extraordinary

prices!
Brand new ribbons. manufaclured to Original Equipment

Manufacturer's specificalions. in housings. (Not re-inked or
spools only.)

LIFETIME WARRANTY!

Epson MX·70/80 .. $3.58 ea. + 25¢ Shpng.
Epson MX-100 .... $4,95 ea. + 25¢ Shpng.
Okidata Micro83 .. $1,48 ea. + 25¢ Shpng.
Okidata Micro84 .. $3.66 ea. + 25¢ Shpng.

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION &
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Cenlral Time. Monday-Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLDl, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Sireet. Chicago. IIlinos 60611

Prices subjecl to change without notice.
This ad supercedes all other ads.

Nol responsible for typographical errors.
MINIMUM TOTAL ORDER: $35.00

Shipping: 514" & 3.5" DISKETTES-Add $3.00 per each 100 or
fewer diskettes. Other lIems: Add shipping charges as shown In
addition 10 other shipping charges. Payment: VISA and MASTER
CARD accepted. COD Orders: Add additional $3.00 Special Han
dling charge. APO. FPO. AK, HI & PR Orders: Include shipping
charges as shown and additional 2% of lolal order amount 10
cover PAL and insurance. Taxes: I"·nois residenls only. add 8%
sales tax.

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION &
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312-944·2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time

Monday-Friday
WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE

ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!
DISK WORLDl, Inc.

Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago. Illinos 60611

DISK
WORLD!

$141 ei~~D 5V.-$15ge.
Oly. 20 DSDD Oty. 20

PACKED IN PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES!
BASF QUALIMETRIC DISKETTES have a LIFETIME WAR

RANTY and are packed in PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES wilh Tyvek
sleeves. reinlorced hubs. user identification labels and wrile
prolect tabs.

SOFT SECTOR ONLY! MINIMUM ORDER: 20 DISKETTES
BASF 3.5" MICRO-FLOPPIES BASF 5\\"HIGH DENSITY

FOR IBM PC-AT
SSDD-135 TPI ...S3.02ea. DSDD-HD ...S4.72ea.

FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION &
1·800·621·6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK Authorozed Reseller
Information Processing -: BASF

WORLD! Media

AMARAY MEDIA-MATE 50: A REVOLUTION·

~
IN DISKETTE STORAGE

Every once in awhile. someone takes Ihe
. .• simple and makes it elegantl This unil hoids

, • 50 514" diskettes. has grooves for easy
_, slacking. inside nipples to keep diskettes

trom slipping and several olher features. We
like it! $10 95 •$2.00• ea. Shpng.

DISKETTE 70 STORAGE: STILL A GREAT BUY.

~
Dust-free storage for 70 514' diskettes.

SIX dividers included. An excellent vaiue.

~
.•• DISK CADDIES $11.95 +s~~

The original flip-up holder for 10 514'
- diskettes. Beige or grey onIY·$1.65 ea.

.20<Shpng.
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION &
1-800-621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1-312·944-2788
HOURS: BAM-5PM Cenlral Time. Monday-Friday

WE Will BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLDl, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chica o. Illinos 60611

On all your
OFFICE & COMPUTER SUPPLIES!
Now. you can enioy OISK WORLD! savings on more than

21.000 office and compuler supply products' You name it. we got
it. .. al tremendous savings.

Everything from Scolch" Tape 10 Posi-il Notes" 10 paper clips
and rubber bands ... and thousands of computer producls as weill

Our calalog is huge ...more than 700 pages. lisling more Ihan
21.000 ilems.

We have to charge for it: $10.00 10 be exact.
But we include a $50.00 worth of discount coupons that you

can use on future orders.
Now. it's DISK WORLD! for every office or computer supply

need ... and always at tremendous savingsl
This offer supercedes all prior catalog offers.

Not responsible for typographical errors.
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION &
1-800·621·6827 INQUIRIES:

(In illinois: 1-312-944-278B) 1-312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONAllY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLDl, Inc.
Suile 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chica o. IIlinos 60611

S1 §,~~··''":..o!29,Q''
514" SSOO-96TPI-> $2.29 ea. 514" OSOO-96TPI-> $2.85 ea.

SOFT SECTOR ONLY! MINIMUM ORDER: 20 OISKETIES
These are factory-fresh 3M diskettes packed in boxes of 10 wilh

Tyvek sleeves. reinforced hubs. identification labels and write·

prote~151:~~CRO_OISKETIES_SS_135 TPI .... $2.89 ea.
LIFETIME WARRANTY ON ALL 3M SCOTCH OISKETIES!
FOR ORDERS ONLY: INFORMATION &
1-800.621-6827 INQUIRIES:

(In Illinois: 1-312-944-2788) 1·312-944-2788
HOURS: 8AM-5PM Central Time. Monday-Friday

WE WILL BEAT ANY NATIONALLY ADVERTISED PRICE
ON THE SAME PRODUCTS AND QUANTITIES!

DISK WORLDl, Inc.
Suite 4806.30 East Huron Street. Chicago. Ilhnos 60611
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Inquiry 304

Conductor Price
1·4 11.50 + .15/ft.
5·7 12.00 + .22/ft.
8·12 13.00 + .30/ft.

13·16 14.00 + .40/ft.
17·25 16.00 + .50/ft.

Specify Male or female connectors, length
ofca~e and pins to be connected. Extended
Otstance, Centroncs (P8ralle~, Coaxial
(RG59U. 62A1U), Dual Wang, Twin-axial,
Ribbon, IBM, DEC Compatible cables and
AS Switches also available.
We supply connector parts, bulk cable,
tools and hardware (wall plates), for those
who prefer to build their own cables.

Communication
Cable Company

PO Box eDO-L, Wayne, PA 19087
215-964-9404

Inquiry 70

DATA SWITCHES
SHARE computers, printers,
any parallel or senal device

, ELIMINATE cable swapping

• ~5~~~~T~~~:~rhto network

all computers
Businesses, Schools, Homes

WE ALSO OFFER
Data Buffers, Line Drivers,
Modems, Protocol Converters.
Parallel - Senal Converters,
Cables. Computers, Printers,
Disk Drives, and more

AUTOMATIC - CARETAKER IS Ideal for a business or
schoo! to share a pnnterar modem among many computers
Operation IS fully automatic with no software required
Parallel or Serial 4 channels - $295 8 channels - $395

MANUAL - HARDSWITCH is operated with the flip of a
SWitch 22 and 24 models allow simultaneous commun
Ication
Serial 12-$59 14-$ 99 22-$109 24-$169
Parallel 1:2-$99 1"4-$159 22-$189 24-$279
LED and spike protection on serial models add $20

CODE ACTIVATED - PORTER connects one computer to
multiple peripherals A software code selects the peripheral
Parallel or Serial 4 channels - $295 8 channels - $395
Buffer option 64K - $100 256K - $250

REMOTE - TElEPATH connects multiple computers to
multiple peripherals A selector at each computer or terr:nlnal
chooses up to 4 peripherals and displays bUSy status
4 4 - $495 4:8 - $795 selector - $39

====~.;f!_(o....~====
ROSE ELECTRONICS (713) 240-7673

P.o. BOX 742571 Me & VISA Accepted
HOUSTON, TX 77274 Dealer Inquiries Invited

CALL US FOR ALL YOUR INTERFACE NEEDS

~, ROSE
~@'.:I ELECTRONICS$91.00

Single Board Computer

Inquiry 366

INCLUDES:

* Cross Assembler *
* Cross Linker *

* Debugger *
* N.S. ISE Support *

* Librarian *
* Pascal Cross Compiler *

* C Cross Compiler *

U.S. prices start at 8500

SOLUTIONWARE
1M3 ML Vi_·AIviao Rei.

Suite B
SUDDJVale, CaUL 901089

0108/7015·7818 * TLX 019&1284

Inquiry 324

MEMOREX
FLEXIBLE DIICS

WE WIlL NOT BE UNDER·
SOLDfl Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited and CO.D.'s
accepted

PAClflC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo. CA
93401 In Cal call
(800)592-5935 or
(805)543-1037

Inquiry 272

PAL, EPROM
PROGRAMMERS
&UV ERASERS

FROM $49.95
LOGICAL DEVICES INC.

SEE OUR AD ON PAGE 24

IEiI
ORDER TOLL FREE

1-800-EEl-PROM
(1-800-331-7766)

Inquiry 2\5

lEmHI Heath
Users
Double Your

5 Y.;" disk storage
capacity without adding a drive.

Get twice as much from your H88 or
H89 microcomputer. Our FDC-880H
floppy disk controller. in conjunction
with your 5Y.;" drives, for example,
expands memory capacity from 256
bytes to 512 bytes per sector.

And it handles single and double
sided. single and double-density, 8" and
5Y.;" drives - simultaneously.

ttl
C. D. R. Systems Inc.

Controlled Data Recorllinl Systems Inc.
7210 Clainnont Mesa Blvd., San Die&o, CA 92111

(619) 560-1272

The 6450 General Purpose Paraliellnterface will
connect to your computer via the tEEE-488 Bus
and give you:

8 Input Bits, 8 Output Bits, Clear .nd Trig·
ger pulses, a Service Request Interrupt,

and more.

Ali IEEE-468 Functions are supported. The 6450
also allows connecting Centronics type printers
to the IEEE-468 Bus. Two versions are available:
PC board and complete unit
Application notes describing Interfacing to AID
convertors, UARTs. and multiple byte data are
included.

Call or Wnre for DeraIls:

IS~ I T 2J ~~~~~~~c:~ ~~~~~~~~c19360
(2151255·511 1

DISK DRIVES
Half Height

IBM Compatible

ONE YEAR
WARRANTY

40tr. DS/DD. $115.00
80 tr. DS/DD . $139.00
1.2 meg. floppy. $259.00

Enclosures and mounting kits
Special bracketed pair pricing

• ALLIED MICRO DEVICES
2809 Boardwalk, Ann Arbor, MI48104

(313) 996-1282:TX 2907707 AMEL
'Manufactured by 5ANYO

Inquiry 60 Inquiry 314 Inquiry \8



,COASTLINE COMPUTERS_,.<.. y CALLCOLLECT-FREE
iIiIIi....~~~~~I'ii.. ~N:\.'::\\:~:\,,,.. 213-329-4828

. -7-~ .. ~o- ,." 213-324-8087
1956 W. 153 St., Gardena, CA 90247

CONFIGURED SYSTEM SPECIALISTS
ALL SYSTEMS INCLUDE NECESSARY CABLES AND ALL ARE TESTED BEFORE SHIPPING

Please specify type of drives, speed of RAMs, type of monitor interface when ordering

$3395

IBM PC
• 2 Full Height MPI Drives
• Monitor (Green or Amber)
• 256K Memory
• Color Card $ 1649

IBM PRO
EXECUTIVE SYSTEM

• IBM PC w/256K
• 2 360K l/z High Dr w/Cont
• 10 Meg Internal Hard Disk
• Monochrome Monitor
• Mono Card wiPar Port
• DOS 2.1 Operating System
• Juki 6100 Letter Quality

Printer (18cps)

$1939

IBM PC
2 Half High Epson Drives

(with 2 Year Warranty)

256K (150nS) Memory
Color Monitor w/Interface

Tilt Stand

IBM PC
• 2 Teac Half High Drives
• 256K Memory
• Keyboard

$1449

IBM
EXCECUTIVE SYSTEM
• IBM PC w/256K
• 2 Half High Drives
• 8087-3 Math Coprocessor
• Monochrome Monitor
• Mono Card w/Par Port
• DOS 2.1 Operating System
• Okidata 92P Dot Matrix

Printer (160cps)

$2345

Sav-On May Have Lower Over All Prices But No One Can Save You More
On These Selected Items Than Coastline Computers

INTEL AST SIXPAC + IBM Memory Upgrade
Math Coprocessor Comes with For IBM & Compatibles

8087-3 64K Expandable to 384K 9 - 4164
Clock Calendar, ParlSer Port

(FOR IBM pc AND COMPATIBLES)
Plus Software 64K Upgrade $19.95

$109.00
Call for 8087 for IBM AT $239.00 128K Upgrade $40.95

IBM CABLE DISKETTES IBM DOS 2.1
Computer to Par Printer 5 1,4" Dysan IBM PC & XT

6 Foot Long Double Sided & Density Operating System

$14.50 $24.50 $54.99

QUA,NTITY ORDERS HERCULES Other Product Lines
Call for Bigger Discounts GRAPHICS CARD Available from Coastline

Corporate & School Accts Monochrome w/Par Port Amdek • Princeton Graphics • Techmar • Teac

Call for Information For IBM & Compatibles Hercules • Compaq. Tandon • NEC • Intel

$319.00
Okidata • Quadram • Hayes • Alpha Omega

Dealer Programs Avail· P.O.s Expedited Anchor • Bizzcomp • Juki • Epson • Plus More!

Mail Orders To: 1956 W. 153 St., Gardena, CA 90247. Terms: Visa, Mastercard, COD;s and Wire Transfers. No surcharge for credit cards.
UPS, Federal and Emery shipping available. Calif. residents add 6Vz% sales tax. Prices subject to change without notice. Not responsible for typos.
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AFFORDABLE M·68000
COMPUTER SYSTEM

M68KCPU 6·10 MHz CPU. 20K static RAM. 16K
EPROM. on board monitor. tlllO RS·.lj.l
serial ports. 16·bit parallel port. 5 timer
counters ellpansion bus.
Bare: board $ 99.95
Complete: Kit &595.00

MOS12K 128-512K static RAM. floppy disk controller
[, hard disk interface: Bare: board S 99.95
Complete: Kit (12BK) 8725.00

M68KE Enclosure with power supply. fan. filter, 4 sial
card cage
................................................... 5249.00

M,68KASM M68000 Macro Cross Assembler for CPfM80,
IBM PC, TRS·aO and Apple II computers
................................................... S 199.00

UPS shipping (. handling 5 4.00
COD orders add 5 3.00
Foreign orders add 520.00
California residents add 6.50/, tax

I)...: I Diversified Computer
:~ Systems, Inc.

100 Arapahoe. Boulder. CO 80302
(303) 447-9251

Dealer inquiries invited.

IBM PCI VT100
EM100

for IBM PC, XT, AT
APRICOT and VICTOR 9000

VT102 emulation, English
setup menu, 110-9600 BAUD,
ASCII file transfer, Modem 7
binary transfer, 132 columns,
soft keys, and more! Optional
Tektronix 4010 emulation.

Multicopy discounts

TrademarkS VT100-DIgital EqUipment IBM PC, Xl-IBM Corp
VICTOR 900Q-VtCtOI Technolog>es COMPAQ-COMPAQ Computers Inc••11[1 P...I

DIVISION Of SOl ARONICS INC

• AMPRO LITTLE BOARO·--64K. Z80a CPU. CTC.
DART. 1 parallel port. 5

'
1, controller supports four

48tpl and or 96tpi dflves w CP M 2 2 and ZCPR3
(A & T) from 5329

• SYSTEM SUPPORT PKG-Manuals. source code
schematiCs. connectors & cables 599

• SCSI PLUS- DMA Hard disk Interlace 599
• TEAC 55B DSDD 48fpI 'I.> ht dflve $195
• TEAC 55F DSDD 96tpl 'il ht dflve 5239
• INTEGRAND Custom fwo dflve cabinet with 5 amp

power supply & power cables 5199
• TERM-MATE-Cablnet for 2'1.> hi + LITTLE

BOARD wi all cables & supply . $229
• AM PRO SERIES 100 complete systems 5CALl
VISA & MASTER CHARGE Personal Checks
Please allow 2 weeks Shipped via UPS
PrIces FOB Prairie View, IL
For addlllOnal mformallOn wnle 01 call
DISKS PLUS' 15945 West Pope Blvd • Pralfle View, Il 60069
13121537-7888

BIG DISCOUNTS ON
LITTLE BOARDS ™

&ACCESSORIES

Educational
"'!c,ocompu,« (714) 854-8545
Sytem.
P,O. Box 16115· Irvine, CA 92713

EMS

Inquiry 136 Inquiry IZI Inquiry 124

CONVERSE~~COMPUTER
AT LAST! A FUlllMPlEMENTATlON ollhe original ELIZA program IS
now avaIlable to run on your microcomputer!

Created al MIT In 1966 ELIZA has become the world s most celebrated
artlhClallnte1ligence demonstratIOn program ELIZA 1$ a non-dlrecllve
psychotherapist who analyzes each statement as yQlllyoe 11 In and Ihen
responds With her own comment or Question-and her remarks are
otten amaZingly apprOPflale'

DeSigned 10 run on a large mainframe, ELIZA has never before been
available 10 oersonal computer users ellcepl In greally stnpped down
V(Of$I()(lS lacking Ihe soPhlSllCallon which made the onglnal program so
lasclnallng

Now OUI new mICrocomputer versIOn POSseSSing the FULL power and
range 01 expression of the original IS being offered at the Inlroduclory
pllce 01 only $25 And II you wanllo Imd out how she does It lor teach
her 10 do more) we will Include lhecomplele SOURCE PROGRAM lor
only 520 addl!lonal

Order your copy 01 ELIZA loday and you'll never agam wonder how 10
resPOnd when you hear someol"le say Okay. lei S see whal thiS com·
puter 01 yours can actually do'

ELIZA IS AVAILABLE IN THE FOLLOWING FORMATS:

1 5'1, Inch diS" lor Ihe 48K Apple It. II Plus, lie or lie
525 101 Protected verSion - 545 lor Applesolt Source VeISlon

2 5', 'nch disk lor The &4K IBM Personal Computer
525 lor Prolecle<:l VerSlOn- $45 lor IBM OISk BASIC Source VerSIOn

3 5'. Inch disk Of tape casselle for the Commodore 64 (soeclfy whlchl
525 lor Protected VerSlon- $45 lor C-64 BASIC Source verSion

4 STandard 8 Inch Single denSity disk lor all CP/M based computers
$25 lor ELIZA COM-$45 With Microsoft BASIC-eo Source

5 5Y. Inch diSk for mOSI CP/M based compulers lspeclfy computell
525 lor ELIZA COM-$45 With Microsoft BASIC-ao Source

Please add $200 shlppmg and handhng to all orders
(Cahiornia residenTS please add 6% sales tax)

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE RESEARCH GROUPl:r-J 921 NO!IhL'Jo"""enoe.Dep' B [.~
..,-. los Angeles. CA 90046 ..

(213f656-7368 (213)654-2214
MC, VISA and checks accepte<:l

~!9>!9>nll®@ fi
100 Clltiornhl !\\P., #21--l
Palo Alto, LA 94 we)
141>1 12\·4!lOO

Design a real system
model by simulation'
TUTSIM allows you Ihe
power 10 model, con
duct experiments. eval
uale slrategies and
much more_
TUTSIM models:

• Conlrol and
Servo Syslem,

• Robotics
• Fluid Dynamics
• Batch Chemical Proce,ses
• Biological Proce,se,
• Thermodynamics

Write or call for more Information.
For the IBM PC's and other mICros,
Short form $29.95

BUILD YOUR IDEAS
WITH TUTSIMTM

•

Think you're getting the best price
on Maxell Diskettes?
You're right BUT ONLY IF

You're buying Irom
NORTH HILLS CORP.

We will beat any nationally adver
tised price' or give you a 15 disk
library case FREE!

Call us last-TOLL FREE-lor our
best shot every time.

1-800-328-3472
Formatted and hard sectored disks in
stock.

Of..,llt~r ,:1 lLi:1 ;.... :- !nV;'t:"O COD's dnd chdrqe CdrdS

l<"('t· ',.0>1-: All rJt::'rs sr.lf-'ped Trom sTock wlthm .;.4

L urs W'Ly Wll' I dd)'S I be ShIPPPd?

~N{
North Hills Corporation

3564 RoJl:ng VIew Dr
WhIle Bear Ldke, MN 55110

MN Coil Collec! I 6127700485

·w.. nhablt< SdmE-' roduC't, Sdmp qUdntllles

maxell DISKS
LIFETIME WARRANTY

Inquiry 29 Inquiry 33

1.55ea

1.35Ba

Minimum Order 20
Specify soli,
10 or 16 sector

Double side
double density

HInl ..... III u.nry ... ..., ....11-
Certified Check - Money Orde< - PIrsonaI Check. Abi up
1D 2Meks for pef$Olll\ checks 1D clear. Add $3.00 per 100
or part 1D uch onlef for U.PS. shipping chatges.
NJ Residenls add 6% sales tax.

D4T4-
~H.4NGE.INC.

178 Route 206 South. P.O. Box 993
Department C

Somerville. N.J. 08876 • (201) 874-5050

Single side
double density

rgBASFQ
FlexyDisks® ~

5"A"

SIBEC51
8051/52 DEVELOPMENT BOARD
8051-Based Single-Board Computer with
Monitor/Debugger .4 2B-pin byte-wide

sockets; monitor will
program EEPROMS.
• Pertect for System
Development and

_ Educational Applications

.~ 5335

[J ~oi ~O~6;.T:,~,~ ~H~::g.y60314693232

NEW!

~
KEYBOARD PROTECTOR

Remains in place during keyboard use.
Prevents damage from liquid spills. dust.
ashes, etc. Fits like a second skin, excellent
feel. Homerow and numeric locators.
Available for: IBM-PC, Apple lIe, Radio
Shack Model 100, Commodore 64.
Send $29.95, check or M.O., Visa & MC
include expo date. Specify computer type.
Dealer inquires invited, Free brochure
available.

MERRITI Computer Products, Inc.
2925 LBJ, #180 ! Dallas, Texas 75234

(214 942-1142

Inquiry 234 Inquiry 44 Inquiry 108



26Mb 8" CARTRIDGE ., 39
6Mb 6';''' CARTRIDGE f89

MORROW 1m

51/.' H.D. SUBSYSTEMS
WI CONTROLLER, CP/M 80&811 DRIVERS,
CABLES. CABINET. FAN. PIS. ETC.

(OmpuPro

5399

$139
5439

53.150

$24
$12.95

$130

PC W/266K. FlPY &

10Mb H.D. f2.330

--- ----- -- - - --- ---= =-:. === ..==-=7=
641< RAM 4164-150 NS

9 CHIPS/SET
256K RAMS @ 150nS

8087-3 MATH CO-PROCES.

CAPTAIN 3B4K. IS. IP. CLK/CAL
DYNAMIC MEMORY 64K

GRAPHICS MASTER· HIGH RES. COLOR
DEMO#40410 EXPANSION CHASSIS WI

5Mb REM()/ABLE & 33Mb FIXED H.D.

.7'N"* Idatasystems
Z·150 PC THE MOST COMPATIBLE PC

W/MSDOS 2.1. MS·WORD. MS·M ULTIPLAN.
320K RAM. 0 UAL 5'1," OS DO DRIVES 52.075

Z-150 PC (W/l0.6Mb H.D.) 52.888
Z·160 PC PORTABLE W/GOLD 9" SCREEN.

320K RAM. 0 UAL 5';''' DSDD DRV..
10Mb HARD DISK & ALL SOFTWARE

~ STAND·8Y POWER

BC-426·FC 426 WATTS. 4 OUTlETS .469
BC·l0oo-FC 1000 WATTS. 4 OUTlETS fl,949

ISOBAR SUPPRESSOR & FILTERS:

IBAR 4-11 4 OUTLETS & II FT. CORD f56

IBAR 8-168 OUTLETS & 16 FT. CORD f69

FORTRON 140 WATT IBM-PC PIS $155

HARD DISK SUBSYSTEMS:

12Mb DnDIME PC·INSIDER 5669
I\y DO UBLE SHOCK MO UNT

27Mb ~DIME PC·OUTSIDI;R 51.375

42Mb QUAnTUm PC·OUTSIDER 51.815

52Mb MICROPOLIS PC·OUTSIDER 52.250

85Mb ~~ PC·OUTSIDER 52.795

105Mb~~ PC·OUTSIDER 53.695

140Mb~~ PC·OUTSIDER 54.495

~ wangtell PC·36 60Mb TAPE BACK·UP

PC·INTERNAL SUBSYSTEM 51.525
PC·EXTERNAL SUBSYSTEM 51.625
SCSI SUBSYSTEM 51.695--------~.~ll.4

SUPER RES 400 UP TO 64K DISPLAY
BUFFER 0 UAL PORTED. 640 X 400.
25KHz. UP TO 16 COLORS 5398

GRAPHIX PLUS II RGBI MONO
COMPo OR TTL 5325

RIO PLUS II 384K 2S. P. G PORTS 5409
SUPER 1/0 II W ALL CABLES

S. P & G PORTS

QUARTER BYTE 256K FOR SHORT SLOT
SUPER RIO 256K WI S. P. G PORTS
PIGGYBACK 512K FOR SUPER RIO BD.
BIG BYTE 3B4K MEMORY BOARD
GRANDE BYTE 2Mb FOR IBM·AT
RIO GRANDE 1.5Mb. 2S. P. G PORTS

~~

<QGiltronix SWITCH BOXES

U'"'
FOR NETWORKING MULTIPLE PRT.'S. MODEMS
TERMINALS &IOR SYSTEMS BY MANUAL
OR AUTO WITH SOFTWARE CONTROL CALL

8229

f366
fll26
fB49

5129
5139
5369
5389

5139

f119

"C" LANGUAGE COMPILER·86

ARAPAHOE 8" SMD 26Mb FIX & REMOV. f3,996
OPTIONAL FAN f69 POWER SUPPLY f289

MITSUBISHI ELECTRONICS

BROTHER DAISYWHEEl
HR·15XL SER. OR PAR. 17 CPS

HR-26 SER. OR PAR. 23 CPS
HR-36 SER. OR PAR. 36 CPS
BROTHER DOT MATRIX

2024L 24 PIN HEAD. GRAPHICS 5935
BROTHER Ml009 60 CPS IILBS. f196
EPSON ALL MODElS & ACCESSORIES CALL
OKIDATA ALL MODELS & ACCESSORIES CALL
TALLY MT160L 160 CPS S-OR·P 5549

___DRIVES===
WE SERVICE FLOPPY DRIVES
6 1;''' OR 8" + PARTS + SHIP. $46

A!JlJ!i!JI) TAPE BACK-UP

IDXCS·l00T 17.6Mb/S·l00 BUS 51.949
ITS·l00' ';''' 9·TRACK 42Mb SUBSYS. WI

s.w. FOR CP/M. ZOOS. TURBODOS.
CP/M 86. CONC URRENT DOS 55.549

PC-9 TRACK S UBSYS. WI UP TO 42Mb 55.549

.(~ JJ~)'I Amcodyne

PRO MODEM 1200 HAYES COMPAT.
WITH BUILT·IN POWER SUPPLY $325

1200A APPLE CARD MODEM $297
1200B IBM·PC CARD MODEM W MITE $265
1200 M MAC MODEM W CABLE & MITE$365
CO-PROCESSOR 565
ALPHAN UMERIC DISPLAY 565

=====SOFnNARE=====
8" SSDD OR AS SPECIFIED

SOFTWARE IS NOT RETURNABLE

~
4851 v, HT 5YO' 4BTPI
4853 V,HT 5'1.' 96TPI

M2894 STD 8" DSDD
M2896 v, HI 8" DSDD

SANYO 6YO' V,HT FlPY.

BDS "C" COMPILER-8 BIT f99
COMPUTER INNOVATIONS C86 "C" f299
COMPUVIEW VEDIT-86; .166 MS-DOS; f120
SORCIM SUPER CALC·3 IBM·PC 5219
DATA FLEX MULTI· USER DATA BASE CALL
NEW WORD WORD PROCESSOR WITH

30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 5169
LATTICE C (CP/M86 & MS/PC·DOSj 5315

;:;;;;::TERMINALS---
LIBERTY TERMINALS CALL
QUME QVT 102G 5399
WYSE-50 14" 132 COL UMN 5519

___ MONITORS__
AMDEK 300A AMBER MONITOR f146
PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX-12 f4119
TAXAN RGB VISION 420 f469
ZENITH ZVM 122A AMBER NON-GLARE f86
ZENITH ZVM 123A GREEN NON·GLARE f86

ZENITH ZIIM·136 13" RGB 640 X 4BO LONG
PERSIST. PHOSPHORS FOR INTERLACE 5649

==== PRINTERS====

517
522
530
533

5750

5695
5525

51.295
5300
5450

27Mb J«)DIME 90mSEC 51.525

42Mb QUAnTum· 45 mS(C 51.995

52Mb MICROPOLIS 30 mSEC 52.425

85Mb ~~ 30 mSEC 52.995

105Mb ~~ 30 mSEC 53,695

140Mb ~~ 30 mSEC 54.395

·IW ......~ .......,
SMC-2oo DUAL DRV. SMD I/F CTRL BD. .600
DGC·loo CTRL BD.l6';''' H.D.. ST-601l1/F f326

PIVOT PORT. WI 0 UAL 5'1," DRVS.. BATT..
640K. MODEM. MSDOS. NEWWORD CALL

MD3 W/TERMINAL & EPSON FX100' 51.99S
MD5 W/TERMINAL & EPSON FX80FT· 52.259
MOll W/TERMINAL & EPSON FX100' 52.995

/
, Intercontinental
=- . Micro Systems

i/O:-

CPZ 4BooIIIIMHz MASTER H39
26llKMB MEMORY BOARD H09
CPS-lll 2611K 8MHz 80BII SLY f989
CPS·B4D 64K RAM SLAVE 4MHz 5389

CPS-BllA 12BK RAM SLAVE 6MHz f629
MUTD-E ZBO MULTI-TURBODOS f666

SYSTEM 81 6/B TWO· USER 54.899
FOR 40Mb H.D OPTION ADD 51.900
SYSTEM 816/10 H40 40Mb H.D. 55.995
TO HAVE 2ND B" FLPY WI H.D. 5395
CPU 2811 A&T WI 287 MATH CHIP '1,496
CPU 320111 WI MMU &MHz U99
HUDSON 8087 PIGGY BACK FOR BOB6/B8 .436
RAM 22 26llK STATIC B&111 A&T $1.076

RAM 23·12BK STATIC RAM 8&16 AlloT $509
M DRIVE/H·512K 5799
M DRIVE/H·2Mb 52 995
DISK 2 A& T B" H.D CNTRL SET 5559
F UJITS U 2302B 20Mb 8" ADD·ON H.D. 51.995

ta.s:t] U.S. ROBOTICS

PASSWORD 1200 AUTO ANS.I DIAL
IBM PERSONAL MODEM WI TELPAC
TElPAC FOR MSDOS

~
~

PC-SLAVE/16-256K 8MHz
2 SERIAL PORTS - TURN YOUR
PC INTO A HIGH SPEED MULTI·USER
MACHINE WI TODAY'S TECHNOLOGY

SUPER SIX 128·6MHz
SUPER SLAVE 128-6MHz

SUPER 1B&'256K MSTR/SLAVE·4 USERS
CP/M 3.0
TURBODOS VER. 1.4 8 BIT MULTI-USER

Iiiii MOlD 6'1.' SSDD BOX/l0!!f!9 MD2D 6'1.' OSDO BOX/l0
MD2D 9llTPI 6YO' OSDO BOX/l0
FD2D 1024N 8" DSDD BOX/l0



Electronic
Circuit
Analysis

• New release
• Transient, AC. DC analysis
• Full nonlinear
• Over 200 nodes
• FuJI editing
• Macro circuits
• Worst case, Monte-Carlo
• Temperature effects
• Frequency dependent parts
• Time dependent parts

For MS-DOS. 128k minimum.
$395.00

Tatum Labs
P.O. Box 698
Sandy Hook, CT 06482
(203) 426-2184

BLUEBOOK
Prices shown for thousands

of computers, software, and
peripherals.

Each listing includes sug
gested list. avg. retail. whole
sale, and used prices for all the
geographical regions of the
United States.

Send $12.95 + $.50 postage to:

NCDA
National Computer Dealers Association

5420 Hwy. 6 North
Houston. Texas 77084

COMPUTER SWITCH

PI·SWITCH lets you safely sha'e your compute'
among multiple SERIAL Or PARALLEl printers.
modems. terminals. etc., .. wtth j ....,. fIk:k of
the wristl

• Serial switch has female AS-232 connectors with
gold plated pms. Uses lmes 1-7 & 20 01 can easily be
reset by user
Parallel switCh has female cenllonics connectors.
All models have an attractive aluminum case.
3O-day satisfaction guarantee.
One year Warranty.
Send lor FA EE leaflet that describes its many uses

7301 NW 41 ST.
MIAMI. FL 33166
13051 592-6092

Inquiry 340 Inquiry 74 Inquiry 307

Connects via RS-232. Built-in BASIC.
Stand alone capability. Expandable.
Battery Option. Basic system: 16 ch.
12 bit AlD. 2 ch. D/A. 32 bit Digital 110.
Expansion boards available. Direct
Bus units for many computers.

SPECIALISTS IN PORTABLE APPLICATIONS

(201) 299-1615

PO. Box 246. Morris Plains, NJ 07950

ELEXOR

2050 $ 665
3550 $1325
8850 $1695
2010/15/30 $ 635
3510/15/30 $1195
8810/15/30 $1625
NEC Tractor $ 200
NEC Cut Sheet Feeder. $ 700
Pinwriter P-2 $ 650
(wlTractor)
Pinwriter P-3 $ 825
(wlTractor)

Terms: PREPAY - FREE FREIGHT!!
QUALITY PRINTERS
8415 Cement City Rd.
Brooklyn, Michigan 49230
Phone: 517-592-3749

Inquiry 330 Inquiry 138 Inquiry 294

$95.

programming. uses
English language
knowledge base.

Turbo + PC Tools = Programs
Tools for Turbo Pascal™ on the IBMTM PC
W'U\dow Management = me.nu•• hdp file. .
• Unlimited windows • Window overlay & recall
• Cursor save & jump • Access all colors & chars
• Window Compiler/Librarian manages window files
Graphics Drawing = HiRe. plottinll powerI
• Ellipses. polygons • Region fill and clear

& more
String Fonnula Evaluator = u.oy caIcu1a.tion
• 22 functions with nesting and implicit

multiplication
• Won't bomb on overflow or division by zero
System Check And Controt = mAX ftexibilityl
• Time & date access • Get disk types & room
• Get & set default • 110 information

drive
All this for only $39.95' ... Incredible!

You get 321 K of source code on a double·sided disk
and a 35 page manual. For single-sided drives add
$2. Works with DOS 2.0. Turbo 2.0.
•Please include $2 for postage and handling ($4 if
outside of USA). Californians add 6%.

Paragon Courseware
4954 Sun Valley Road

Del Mar, CA 92014
(619) 481-1477

Turbo Pascal Is a .rade"",", of BOftend International
IBM Is a tradema", 01 the IBM Corporation

Lets you Desig n.
create and run
problem solving
expert systems on
the IBM-PC or
DEC Rainbow. No

:S:eve'5
Research

i~:»i~n ITM
Advises,
Forecasts,
Simulates,
Tutors,
Decides,
Evaluates,
Solves,
Reports.

4980 S-A1A, Melbourne Bch. FL 32951
305/729-9046

CREDIT CARD ORDERS ACCEPTED

V~·
PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.
San Luis Obispo. CA
9340 1. In Cal. call
(800) 592-5935 or
(805) 543-1037

Call Free (800) 235-4137 for
prices and information. Dealer
inquiries invited. C.O.D. and
charge cards accepted.

Verba1im
flexible disks

Inquiry 272 Inquiry 207 Inquiry 274



If your IBM-XT needs alillfe
help in the Back·upcatO!lOl'Y,
you won't be able to beallllis
price! Cables, software and
everything!

......... $199.00

10 Meg $1295'
20 Meg $1495'
40 Meg $1995'

Add·On Hard Disk
Two ways to go. The Intemalsystem~ cheaper because it does
not need aPIS &Chassis. The same PIS &Chas~s can be us
ed for a10 Meg Tape Back·up on your XT!

10 Megabrte 85 M.gabrte
'795 int/'995 exf '2495

20 M.gebrte 105 Megabrte
'1095 inl/'1295 exl '3295

40 Megabrte 140 M.gabrte
'15951nt1'1795 ext '4195

Add·On 10 Meg Tape

1111111

Add-On H.D. & Tape
10 Megabyte Irwin on the
top, your choice of Hard Disk
on the bottom. Super ap·
pearance! Requires one slot
in your PC for SASI interlace
aro an extension connector
on the floppy card. Every·
thng else is supplied by us.

65 Meg $2895·
105 Meg $3695'
140 Meg $4595'

MISCELLANEOUS $$$ SAVERS
7PAK Multifunction Floppy, RTC; 2Serial, 1Parallel, Game, RAM Disk
BOA·625D-oo. . $189.00
64K Memory Chip, (9) NEC for IBM ICC·7801-oo.. . $ 29.95
Add-On Memory, (up to 5121<) supplied OK BOA·8650<l0. $149.00

~1m'll~JOII~,Co~lrols~Ptof.ourdrives:5V:'48196TPI $ 95.00

Monochrome Grophlcs Cerd, (Hercules type) (1-2-3 compatibiel720h x348v
BOA-8500-oo $175.00
Color Grophlc, Card, 320 x200 Res. Color, 640 x200 Monochrome
BOA·84OD-00 $145.00

g:J~\~i!o.:r~rd:~r~lI.e.I.~r.t:fit~ i~':shortSIOI':w/batte~B$Ck7~.00

Hard Olsk Controll"" standard ST·506 interface for DOS 1.1 &2.0
BOA·8050-00 $245.00
30011200 Baud Modem wlPC Talk III Communications Software
BOA·8725-oo $239.00
Monochrome Monitor, 18MHz bandWidth, composite input or TIL
MON·100D-00 Green $ 99.50
MON·101D-00 Amber... .. $104,50

SUPER 12 PAK MULTI·FUNCTION
This one is loaded! Real·Time ChronOgraph ICalendar with Battery Back·
up, Parallel Port, RS232·C Serial Port, '64K to 384K of Parity·checked
Memory, Game Port, PnntSpool and RAM Disk Software.
Supplied with OK of Memory BOA·6400·DO

Optional Serial Kit w/cable
KIT-6450·DO . . . . .. $ 25.00

'Additional64K Memory Chips
ICC·7801·DO· (9) $ 29.95

INTERNATIOMAL ORDERS
Micro Products ~ ready ID serve your needs in seYeral countries. Each Office
has Sales Uteralure, Loca Pricing, Inventory and Technical Service available to
support your needs. There are no problems with U.S. Export Forms.
HEAD OFFICE TAIPEI OFFICE
Derryl R. Ore.n Wllliem Wenll
15392 Assembly Lane, Unit A Sule 605, Worldwide House
Huntington Beach, CA 92649 685 Min Sheng E. Rd.
Phone: 714/898·0840 T~pei, Taiwan, A.O.C.
Telex: 887841 XOAOATA HTBH Tet (021712·8877 Tlx: 21405
ZURICH OFFICE MARACAIBO OFFICE
Cynthie Clerk "1m St.v.na
Eidinahstrasse 36 Av. 3F Esq. C~le 81
CH 8032 Zunch Cen~o Com. Maelga - Local #5
Switzerland Maracaibo, Venezue~ 4001·A
Phone: 1-693633 Phone: 061·913328
Teiex: 816058 HKIN Telex: 62344 PEMIN
AUSTRALIAN OFFICE CANADIAN OFFICE
8Irwin S~eel, Bellevue
W_ Aus~a1ia 6056 . - PENDING - -
Phone: 274-3701

Check The.e Standard Feature.:
• Full·Size, Feather-Toueh, Capacitance Keyboard, 10 function Keys, (alcuTator·Type Numeric Keypad'

, Parallel &Serial 110 • Real Time Clock' Game Port' 2·Slimline 5'1.· DSIDD 48 TPI360K Drives'
, 81BM expansion slots • RAM Disk • Print Spooler • 4 DMA &3Timer channels'

• 256K RAM on-board ' 384K expansion • 8OBB16·bit CPU • Color Video Card'
, Up to 32K of EPROM (fuli 8K supplied) , Supports PC·DOS . MS·DOS . CP/M·86 •

, Power Supply Hard·Disk·Ready, no need to add·on additional power'
• Hiah resolution 12· Monitor r,rAl=!n ~r.rMn ?? MH7 h;:lnrlwinth •...._.

$1295 It $1295 It $1295 It

Complete XPC .
System! by XOR

NEW 10 Meg H,D.
_ Complete Systemi

Feature.! $1995°°*
• RAM DiSk 20 Meg Color

.Game Port Complete System!

.640K cpcty $255000*
.PrintSpooler 40 Meg w/Tape
.Turbo mode! Complete System!

4.77MHz to $3035°°*
7.00MHz! Software

.MS-DOS • XWORD
.Clock 1111111111111111 • XBASIC

*OEM • XBASE
Qty 12 + • XCALC___________----i. XCOM

.. CAB·3060-00 $65,00'
. CAB·3075·00 $65.00'

MITS MultiMedia Interactive
11'\1 Training Systems

1/111111111111111

/, X,

INTERACTIVE
Video or Audio Tape Training!

That's Right!
Learn at home - at your own pace -

Lotus 1_2_3™ Framework'" WordStar™
IBM-PC DOS™ dBase n™ SymphonyTM

SuperCalc™ BusinessMaster™
At laat! An inexpensive, convenient means oflear
nlng how to use a Computer and Software. With
thts System you sit comfortably in front of your
Computer. watch a demonstration, and then, the
Tape system (Audio or Video) actually IN
TERACTS with you! Telling you what keys to
strike. waiting for you to do the exercises at your
own rate. As much practice time as You want. A
pace that you set. Some classes 10 hours in length!
Fantastic detail and tips! Call us for more Informa
tion and practical demonstrations. Nothing like It
anywhere else!
The lolowing are registered Trademarlts and their Companies. 1-2-3, Symphony· lotus Develop
menlCompany, MS·OO$, PC·DOS, FIighISimuiaIOl' -MicroSoft. dBase W· Ashlon·Tate, WOIdStar
. MicroPro Inlernational Corp .SuperCalc· SorCIffi, Inc., VlSiCaIc· VisiCorp, Inc., CP/M·86· Digital
Research Inc.; IBM, IBM·PC, J8M·PC Xl -International Business Machines.

'

"cro Windy Specials ...~ ~
Ir) roducts TEAM._ New Haye. 'martModem ompatlblel TEAM._ .A~~~ £

FinaNy aprice brllkthrough on aHayes compatible, external 300/1200 , Huns tile popolar q ~ ~ ~

nternat."onal baud modem. Tl"s low price is withoot Heyescommunicationssoftware .....~ M L , ....
driver software, but it you need it add S25.00. , FCC apjlI\'dtor direct RJ-l1 connection ~ ~ to.. .,a •

714/898"0840 Call lora 26 page catalog 01 our special deals. , Ali cables &power supply included for lIlis ~O ';. A A ~

~
Look in ltis spol every monlll for Hot, New items one low plica. $2 ~ .,.... "-e ..

• !'o. ~ sure to catch your interest. MOO-81 00-00 . 29.00 ...,.. "'--0
fo' Q ,*".", e. ;,,'" ~ . ~ ~~~~~=-=-==~==::-=-==='"T'"--_:.-.------";,,;,,;,,;,,;,,;,,;,.;o.;;,,,,;o..-...--~ O....~... il!Io'.

q}~vve.~CJ'u.,ljcp~'.!::'o<::'i"e.~,,(j .f ADD·ON POWER SUPPLY 'Y'.... ~ M V~
• e. ~-~ . e.q CJ'If!-. "~ Our volume purchase of lIlese exeeUent selectric type keyboards wijlllling Ihe Power Supply wifh Fan and Power ~ ~ to..~ ••
:Sf. .",1>' '0 ~<i;-"~ '. ""e. ~ Ieatures you nave been wanting down 10 aplica you can't resist. So many fealutes Filter. Uses 140 watts, MS Hard ~ "0 ~.

~"9.q;.O"-'04, ~e.",o R ·you'Nloveil'! , SingleKOyreset Disk &Tape Baek·Up_ ,A ~ W
<zJ ;:\ ~ ~'" ~t/j 0 • tiepwate numeric keypad IBM Replacement type for Hard Oisk. """<'- -. ".1..

q,"- o",e. ;{p t/j 0"- T _ • sepwate"Arrow" keypad C?..... "'" ....
~ ,ve." -<.: e. ~ • Dimple mar1<ed "5", F, &J keys New High Velocity Fan! --.A......A

do # CJO~ ~<$'.ff. KEY·1051·oo selectnc $129,00 New Low Price! "0.
~e. .~. ~o/,,;'!' KEY-,050.00 Sfandard 89.00' POW·l040-00 . $129.00' ;L

....~do ~ ......
~. ~ !';) IBM STYLE MotHERBOARD POWER BACK,UP •
~e.cF n;,~ro Micro Products announces apowerful new IBMXTtype motherboard. 4layers forsuperiorreliabillty Protect your Data with Dalashield in case of aPOIWf failure. Datashield" ~a battery operatec,
CJ'<::' ~: &speed. Turbo mode allows 50% higher thru·put by increasing se~-conlainec Power Generator which instantly 9Jpplies even

.'ti system clock to 7.0MHz under softwarecontrol. Designed to use uninterruptec AC Power toa Mictoprocessor in the event of aPower
~. new 256K RAM chips or 64K chips. 640Kmemory expansion does Drop or Outage. In adldition provides Surge Protectiol\ which f~ers

4" not require useof valuable card slots. Manyoutstanding features and eliminates voltage spkes (surgesl above 140VAC.
combined with our new 7PAK Multifunction board make previous· PC·200 200 watts . POW·2000·00 $299.00'
Iy expensive options standard features at aLOW LOW Cost. PC.300 300 watts. POW.2050.00 $399.00'
BOA-6085-{}0. .. $295.00'

Do it Yourself!
Ie think of this System as a"Do it Yourself" System. Start by choosing
or 8 Slots. Some of the standard Features: ' 64K RAM expandable

) 256K' 4 DMA Channels' Runs MS·DQSTM and CPIM·86™
;ottware not inciudedl ' Mutti·funclion Keyboard &Cable
Hard Disk Ready Power Supply' And MORE!

YS·8000·00 Only $525.00'

oM type Case only
Slot.
Slot.

This is OUR Junior!
se this "Driveless"wor1<station for Ia,v·cost Networking.
ealUras: '4·slot IBM™ compatible Motherboard
128K Standard Memory , 8088,8087 Math Co·pro·

esser ' Optional Floppy Drive v.ith ControUers.
YS·8100·00. . $475.00'
uil System w/Keyboard, Mono Monitor, Video ~play

ard, 128KRAM 1Drive . SY5-8725·00 $895.00'

InqUiry 240

Micro Products • 15392 Assembly Lane • Huntington Beach, CA 92649 • 7141898·0840 ~



• dBASE II' source compatible
• Runs 3·20 times faster than dBASE II

• Up to 48 fields per record

• Full type-ahead capabilities

• ProVides compact object code and
program security

• TWice as many memory variables
as dBASE II

~~Bi~~~~OR~!~~. at
Bowling Green. OH 43402 I 419·354·3981

_D-
Interpreter I Compiler

MS·DOS $395 AOSIVS $995

• Sophisticated online manual and
HELP facility

Full 1 Yelf Wlfflnty
Programs the follOWing 5 Volt 24 or 28 pIn
deVices 27xx senes through 27256.
25xx senes. 68766 plus others
SpeCify Personality Module deSired With order
Additional Personality Modules only $ 15 00 ea

TO ORDER CALL OR WRITE

APROPOS TECHNOLOGY
1071·A AVENIDA ACASO Add
CAMARILLO. CA 93010 .4.00 Shlpplng·USA
18061 482-3804 VISA OJ MC Add 3%

EPROM
PROGRAMMER

•

' APPROTEK 1000

ONLY

$249.95
COMPLETE WITH

PE RSONALITY
MODULE

117 AC POWER-RS232
-6 BAUD RATES HANDSHAKE TO HOST
ALLOWS READ. WRITE. VERIFY. COpy

Comes complete WIth CPM & BASIC Dnver
Program LIstIngs for most small micros

1.4gea

1.9gea

Minimum Order 20
Specify soft,
10 or 16 sector

5%"

Single sided
double density

Double sided
double density

Cerllfied Check· Money Order· Personal Check. Allow up
to 2 weeks for personal checks to clear. Add S3.00 per 100
or part to each order for U.P.S. shipping charges.
NJ Residents add 6% sales tax.

diskettes

D4r4
EXC+!ANGE, INC

178 Route 206 South, P.O. Box 993
Department C

Somerville, N.J. 08876 • (201) 874-5050

3NI

Inquiry 109 Inquiry 31 Inquiry 153

Real-Time Multitasking Executive
DSDD$215-::-
ea.

••I,',!!!'U'IWlj'jO:iQl
SSDD

$165 -::-
ea. 5-1 4"

OTY 20

5230-::-_96 TPI_ 5290-::-
'::'Oiscounts St~rting At Quantity 50 & Above

DE"FINITEL Y COLOR-COOED DISKETTES ARE TH MOST
EFFECTIVE METHOD FOR ORGANIZING YOUR DISKETTE

~~;;; ~~I~~;bl~OORede~~~.f~r:e~n~e~~k~rab7eT~rC,~u:aS~
WARRANTY Facto,..,. fresh and bo~ed on 10's .... ,tn TYliel..
'>'Pevec; re,,,fon::ed ubs ....r.t.e-protect tabs and labels
SHIPPING: Ada $3 00 per l()Jd,sl.,ettesorfracton ereof
Same day d,spatc VISA 3l"d Mastercard accePled COD
orders onlv add $3 00 handling charges Utah resldenls add
5' 4 sale,> la.
WE Will BEllER ANY PRICE ON THE SAME PRODUCT

AND UANTtTlES ADVERTISED NATIONAllY
TOLL FREE ORDER LINE ONLY:
1-BOO-233-2477 IJiiiIiiiiiliii

INFORMATION AND INQUIRIES:~
1-B01 -942-671 7

HOURS 9AM-6PM, M-F IMT STATE TIM I

Franklin Ace
IBM
Kaypro
Okidata
Rana Systems
Star Micronics
Televideo
Texas Instruments
PLUS OTHERS

Amdek
Apple
Atar;
BMC
Columbia
Commodore
Corona
Eagle
Epson

GROUP/VOLUME DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

FOR FREE BROCHURE WRITE:
ENCHANTED FOREST

P.O. Box 5261, Newport Beach, CA 92662
(118 Onyx)

Dealer Inquiries Invited

DUST
COVERS

For Personal Computers and Small
Business Systems, Peripherals, Game
Units - Protective, Long-Lasting Vinyl
Resists Both Dust and Liquids.

- CHOICE OF COLORS-

!<ADAK Products Ltd.
JIll: 206-1847 W Broadwav
~r: ~~~~Yel.Be. canada

Telephone (604) 734-2796
Telex 04·55670

AMX (tor 8080) $800 U S
(for 68091 S950 u S
Ifor 80861 $950 u S

Manualonly S 75 U S
(SpeCIfy processor)

• ROMable ( 3K)
• No royalheS
• Source code Included
• Language Interfaces
• Low Interrupt ovemead
• Inter-task messages
Options
· C. Pascal PUM, Fortran 0
Interfaces

• CP/M-BO BOOS Interface
• IBM PC DOS Interface

: ~~t~t~g~r~I~~B~1'Jer64K) LAM-X-AM-X"':-6-R'-::':I;,"':-::'.c-'-::';,';"''''TM:''::'-,"'-'
Utility KADAKPfoouct,Ud

:~~~~~~n~~~~ger ~~~~~ob1~~~~~\;~$~~~~n Corp
-Integer Math Library
• Real-Time C library

Inquiry 197 Inquiry 139 Inquiry 79

WALLING Co.

PUSh Bunon PC SWllch lets you connect
one compwer to twO printers. or modems.
eliminate forms loading/unloading by keeping
twO dO[ malflx rimers S[OC ed. or pan one dot
matrrx prlnlet wnh a slower DaISy Wheel printer
for finished leners Comes wllh I Input panel con
neCtor. output connectors on 6' ribbon cables
Specify either:
Serial: RS-232/D·25. 20 leads SWitched
Parallel: Centronics 36 pln/20 leads sWllched

f<?~~
79Ha,el 51. Glen Cove. NY 1154215161676-3386

Soli State 2-8 Min.
Timer Version $54.95

For all 24 or 28 Pin Devices
9O-DAY WARRANTEE DEALER INQUIRIES

WELCOME
SHIPPING & HANDLING

52.50
AZ RESIDENTS

ADD 6% TAX

Erases Most Eproms
in 3 Minutes

4401 S. JUNIPER' TEMPE. AZ 85282 '(602) 838-1277DATALIFE • THE NAME IS THE PROMISE
THE WARRANTY IS THE PROOF

SPECIAL DISKETTE OFFER
verbatim Datalife Disks have 6 data
shielding improvements for greater
disk durability and longer data life.
PLUSI If you call, write, or utilize
reader service in response to this
ad-we'll send you our full-range
catalog of computer supplies with
Special Offers good for further sav
ings on verbatim diskettes and
many other qualitv products.

Call or write for our discount catalog.

LYBEN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
1250-E Rankin Dr., Troy, MI 48083

phone: (313) 589-3440

Inquiry 218 Inquiry 362 Inquiry 166



per set.

$17

Quantities of
SO sets or more

fully compatible.' ""18M PC ATfM
Disk Controller, DOS j.O or j.l

128K RAM SET FOR PC AT'M

$175
20 MEG Internal Hard Disk

$795
33 MEG Internal Hard Disk

$1195

QU:l.ntilicsor 10--+9 '("

$19 p"~l--------.....

--" e Ie , " , ,

64KRAM
Set of 9 chips, 200 or 150 Naooot<ond5

$22
FREE UP AN EXTRA SLOT!

Our specially-designed combined
Floppy/Hard Disk Controller

gives you 4 system expansion slots
open for additional boards!

IBM pelM
256K
One 360K$2195 Floppy Drive

INCLUDESKEY80ARD 10 MEG Internal HD

,~" 20, 3;1 AND 42 MEG INTERNAL AND
, .. ' EXTERNAL HARD DISK SYSTEMS

10MEG 20 MEG 33 MEG 42 MEG
8randofHard Disk

.'l.icroscknc(or .\olirroscirnctor
Hodimr RodimtShugul Rodimr

Internal $629 $995 $1395 $1595
Externa_.$829 $1095 $1495 $1695

CDC 9409-$149

N rt U,olo,o Vecs'on 3.0. $59o on 1 I les- Dec. ·84 Release -

Hanard Project Manager 1259
Multimale 5269
PFS/Graph 0 ••••• 189
PFSlPlan 189
PFSlProof : 0 • 0 169
PFSlWrite 0 •••••• 0 • 0 • 0 ••••• 189
PFS/Access .............•.•........•.•..... 163
PFSlFiIe 0 0 •••••••••••••••• 189
PFSlReport 179

Persys' Time Spectrum HARDW'ARE
w/OK-$189 M

Compaq 256K, 2 drives-$2295 :~;';:~.,~'O<h"m,Cu, wIPm'''' .:l;:
ASTSi);PakPlus,,'138iK 1369 PGSMAX·12.. . .. Jl79
AS1 SixPak Plus w/64K 1159 Epson.. . CALL
PC N(l 8lossom ,,·/64K.. .. . . . . . .. .. . .. . 1239 Juki 6100.. . 1419
H(l'(ulu Color Card Im Okidala 92193/94 ..............• ..1J79/15991S719
AS1 Monograph Plus ParaJld/Clock 1349 11 855. . . 1719
Ih:rculu Graphics Card ,,·/Pan.1le1 ............•.. . .IH9 lIa)'(s Smartmod(m 1200.. . .. 1489
PandiS( Modular Graphics Card 1295 Ilar(S Smartmod(m 11008 ...........•... . 1399
Paradis( Moduk A Parallel Port ............••.•.... 1 69 8087 Malh Chip.. . SlH
Paradis( Moduk 864·256K/Clock.. . ... 1209 K(~'lronic 5151 K(yooard.. . 1189

SOnwARE
I BORlAnD"

INTERNATIONAL

SHlokick Turloo Too'loo.
......Copy 'ro'octe" ShIokl.k Turloo Tutor

Turloo 1 aorland GIft .....k
Turloo 1w/l087 aorlan" GIft .....k w/1087

CALL FOR PRICES!
(Our pric(s ar(so low, th(ymade us

UkC'lh(mOUIOrlb(ad.j

~XCfrnals f!lOunted with independent power supply and fan. Fully DOS 2.1 or 3.0 compatible. BOOI from Hard Disk.
~3 ~p4 42 Meg internal disks include extender power supply. The system comes complete and ready to install with
the "arld~Disk, Controller. Cables, Manual, Software, and Mounting Hardware. One year warranty.
'IP iti! j

Copy PPC
Copywrite f l... ... CALL
Disk ~xplorer f •...•••.•. : ••.••••.•1. CALL
ZcfO Disk I .••• 0 ••••• .'. CALL
fIokey 3.0 : 0 ••••• ; •••••• : •••• 189
~Ideways I .••.•. 0 •••••• , ••• : •••• 139
lqi~ktank ......•.. , •...............•..... SJI9
WordSlar 2000 ' 0 •••••••••• ~299
Wordslar 2000 + .........•.•.. , .•........ 1359

.0 ,c~s ·LIMITED
I

:~~r::~~r~~~~~~~;=~~~:~Jc~r:~;~::~o~~ir(~iO
IBM. K~mrrm~o ubi, 10d .\b,·oud EI(ClrooiCI
1rr IrlldC'1Il1rh of lhdr l'(sPc:Cth'( comp1Dit~.

ORDERS ONLY, CALL ,-aOO-IBM-5150
1__PI No Lamar, #1-200, Austin, Texas 78752

'All other inquiries, call (512) 452-0323
r

No ~urcharg(' on \'ISA or .'04aslrrt:ard
~'" )urchargr on A!MTlCln [lprU!i

.,'
Inquiry 276

1\;'·', •
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51/i'
51/i'

MODEL MCG-85 FEATURES
· SOS5A CPU - Automatic Baud Rate
• 2K System Monitor ROM • 5 Interrupts
· 256 Bytes of RAM . 14 Bit CounterlTimer
· RS232 Port . Onboard Prolotyping
- Parallel & Serial 110 - 6.144 MHz Crystal

• Two 8 Bit Prog Ports . Onboard Expansion
• One 6 Bit Prog Pon • 4K ROM &/or
4 II, x 6% PCB • 4K RAM or CMOS RAM

STOCK. $99 KIT. $135 ASSEMBLED & TESTED.
A/D. Parallel I/O. Memory & Mother Cards Avail,

SrD Product Line also available.
Visa. M.C.• Amex & COD. Add $5.00 Shipping.

CUSTOM DESIGNS & DEVELOPMENT
OUR SPECIALTY

SYNALTA SYSTEMS
31·14 Broadway

Astoria, New York 11106
(718) 728·6700

$99 SINGLE BOARD
COMPUTER / CONTROLLER

~~1~ $l~!ch
W'..UllIl'''''

gJl~ $l~~h
w ..ue""oa

BULK age
~~~ each
W/"U8Il'HG

5%" $125
S!"Ol(S!OE
s< ..Ol.£OE..S!rY each
4IlT':.::'::'U~':...~"K' OrYX'

,<,~~, .~"o" '"'"''"''''' 00'(1.'5 or 'SO 00''"'''. 0'''''5.0Q" 100' sa M

Lifetime Warranty-1 00% Certified

*FREE ~ DELIVERY

24 Hour Order Desk

~~~~t 1-800-634-2248

Software Servlces~

V,sa MasterCard Cert chk MIO. COD cash
Get ImmedIate shIpment SchoolS 8. gO"1 on PO.

Personal or company checks held 14 days.
APO FPQ Can and other non· UPS delIvered add 55

1]]1 2J'd Slfeel Soul'" SU"~C f'argo NO 58103 1·10',280,0121

SINGUSIOE
DOUIlUO£N$H1'
son SlCTOl'l

OOUIlLlSiOl
COVIlU Of:NSlT'I'
SOHSECTQfl

SOLD IN BOXES OF TEN ONL y

Your
floppy disk
should be a

BASF Flexydisk@

$1 39

$1 89

aw' $359
SOLD IN BOXES OF FIVE ONLY'

II
~--··

.. '

- .

AOC: data products
3311 ADAMS AVE. SAN DIEOO. CA .2111

619-283-5488 ~ 800-854·1555

tremendous selection 01 software
books, accessories and supplies

UP TO 50"" OFF!

___SOFTWARE FOR IBM PC _

dBn. III 348 Mulllm.'.. .288
Framework 348 Symphony. . 4N
Home Acet. Plus 85 WOIchtar 2000 .218

.. wJUHr.m. 169 Word.la, Pro Pac .25'8
A-oYl5OnW4IIl AVAIUolllE 1ft OTHOI JOIUl,ATS, CAlL JOII AVIIlU'IlUTY ","Oll1UCL

Mlnl....- .nIpPnig ..... n.N:llI,. 11.00. C..Uoml....~l. eOd I,. ..t.1 tu.
Pt1c:•••"bj.cl 10 (M,. .1",-1 notlc•• Wr1t40 tor _ ,... ut.109-

Inquiry 6 Inquiry 321 Inquiry 337

INTRODUCTORY PRICE $495

Includes TurboDOS drivers (a $100 valuel and
TurboSlave I With 128k ram

• No paddle boardS • TurboOOS compaltble

• GUARANTEED COMPATIBLE WITH ALL S·1OO SYSTEMS
RUNNING TURBODOS

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND QUANTITY DISCOUNTS
CALL: (714) 964·5784

Reg'51ereO IraOema'lo,s Z 80H Z,I09 l('Ie rurboDOS Soflware ;?Ooo I('IC
... IBM PC "EIIIISIOl'l COMll'IG 500......

$650. 00

DYNA SYSTEMS
1500 Wyatt Drive SUite 8 Tel '408 , 7488501
Santa Clara CA 95054 Tele' 317994 Oyna Systems

******************************************OEM and DEALER inquiries invited
******************************************

IBM COMPATIBLE

DYNA XT 256K COMPLETE SYSTEM
• DY A PC 256K complete svstem
• 10MB hard disk (20MB optional)$2145 00
• DTC hard disk controller •

DYNA PC 256K COMPLETE SYSTEM
• 256K system board
• Keyboardll30W power supply/case
• 2'h Ht. 360K disk/controller
• AST 6-PAK compatible board $
• Hercules compatible board 1495.00

or Color graphic board
• Monochrome monitor

DYNA PC 64K BASIC UNIT
• 64K system board
• 130W S\\itching power supply
• USA made Hi-Thk Keyboard
• Case with nip-up top cover

I 11 ..... 111

PLE.lSE SPBCIFT FINISH DESIRED *
SEND CHEC( OR MONEY ORDER TO: *

KICiOSTAIUl *
929 S. HIGHLAND AVE •

LOS ANGELES. CA. 90036 *
...... 1•• ,,111111111 II

111111, •• ,1,1,.,,111

1111

•
•
•••

K I C lOS T A • D
THE STAND FOR YOUR PERSONAL COKPUTER
...... 11111111 II""~~=***!"'''

• •• •
• •• •• •• •• •• •
**",111111"""11111 ~~......

PRICE $85 PLUS $10 SHIPPING/HANDLING
FiKE Printer Stand Included FiKE

California resident8 add aale8 tax
SATISFACTION QJAllIn'EED

OR TOUR MONET Mel
DESK AND SYSTEM Nar INCLUDED

DEHINSIONS: 45"W I 24"H I 12"D
SIKULATIID WALNU1' OR OAl: FINISHES

2 RS-2J2 Pons

50·38 k I)aud

1281., Ram w.tn oardy

r I F 0 commU"'CallOns

On bOard (J.agnosltcs

• LOw power conSumpt,on

• 8 Mn, Z BOH

4'" Monllor rom

• Low parIS COunt

• DaTa I'aosle's 10 I
mOyIe second

• &100IEEE69600mpat,bIe

~. ----~~ EARTH COMPUTERS =
PO BOll B067, FOunlaln Valley. CA 9272B
TElEX 9109976120EAFlTHFV

THE WORLD'S FASTEST

S·100 Z·BO SLAVE PROCESSOR

TurboS/ave I

Inquiry 133 Inquiry 130

VT100 or 0200

ZSTEMpc·VT100 Smart Te""ina' EMulator
132-col. by windowing-no addU. hardware

Double HighlDouble Wide Characters
Full VT100 line graphics. Smooth scrolling

2·way lIIe Iransters incl. XMODEM
Full keyboard soft1<eys/MACROS

Speeds to 38_4KB_ High Throughput
ZSTEMpc·VT100 $150. ZSTEMpc·D200 $125_

30 day money back guarantee. MCNISA.

ZSTEM Communications Division
KEA SYSTEMS LTD_

#412-2t50 W. Broadway
Vancouver. B_C_ CANADA V6K 4L9

Support (604) 732·7411

Orders (800) 663-8702

on your

PC, jr, XT, AT
or compatible

$30.87
10.97
11.87
4.97
5.87
3.21

$10.95
15.67

2.39
2.57

PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

27256
27128
27C64
2764
2732A
2716

8087-3 Co-Processors $131 _25
DYNAMIC RAM

256Kxl 150 ns
12SKxl 150 ns
64Kxl 150 ns
64Kx1 200 ns

EPROM
32Kx8 300 ns
16Kx8 250 ns
SKx8 200 ns
8Kx8 250 ns
4Kx8 250 ns
2Kx8 450 ns

STATIC RAM
6264p·15 8Kx8 150 ns $17.67
6116LP-3 2Kx8 150 ns 3.87

256K
128K
64K
64K

F:~t~~dN:~~P~i~:spac~ JJPOO

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

~~~S~~h:.":,'," A.a (918) 267-4961
Prices shown above are for J.nu.ry 28, 1985

=~;:~-:a:~~~:E=
1hrI"'X1~""'~b~St8nOenlAlr(io:"75!

(800) 624-2001
(716) 325-5530z.

~~I~E $174500
50% SAVINGS

'WHILE THEY LAST!

• IBM Compatible
• 128Kb RAM ellpa('ldable

lo512Kb
• (2) 320Kb Floppy Olsks
• MO('loctuome Mon,to,
• Eilgle Wilier, Eaglecillc

MS·DOS, CP/M·86
• One Year W.".nty

OFFICl lOUIPMEHT 811110l(lll5
21'AUllAHOEIIIISfIlllI!ET

I'tOCl<lSTlIIII,HlWTOIIIII(' ••OT
TlllEl(1)1I11

E><SEb..

EaGLE® PC-2

11·:- 'IBM

:__~~ COMPATIBLE

Inquiry 144 Inquiry 244 Inquiry 369



19.99/189.
41.991399.
18.99/179.

14.99
11,99

MAXELLSV.SS 10/100
MEMOREX3".SS 10/100
MEMOREXSV.SS 10/100
FLlp·FILE Holds 5Q·SV.
MEDIA MATE Holds 30-3".

APPLE PRE·BOOTS
Apple \'titer 14.99
Apple \'trter for Ultraterm 23.99
Vi~calc 39.99
Visica. wll.1emory 66.99
Visicak: for Ullraterm 54.99

WORD PROCESSING
Ap BANK STREET Write/Spell eo44.99
Ap MICROPRO IIIJrdstar 279.99
Ap I'.brdstar Pro w/Cp·M 349.99
Ap SENSIBLE SPELLER 89.99
Ap SIERRA Screenwriter II 89.99
IBM BANK STREET \\\iter 59.99
IBM lIFETREE Vblkswriter Deluxe 199.99
IBM MICROSOFTIIbrd w/Mouse 299.99
IBM MICROPRO IIbrdstar 2000 259.99
IBM IIbrdstar 2000 Ptus 359.99

Copy II +2599
Copy II PC ea
Copy II MAC •

8027.99
eo34.99
..31.99
..27.99
0027.99
8831.99

27.99

KOALA TOUCH PAD
Ap-PCjr IBM
85.99 95,99

MUPPET KEYS - 59.99

INFOCOM
CUTIHROATSIENCHANTER
DEADLINEISUSPECT
INFIDEUSiDRCERER
PLANETFALUSEASTAlKER
WITNESSIZORK I
ZORK IVZORK III

HITCHHIKERS GUIDE

DLM
Alien AdditionlMinus Mission ..22.99
Alligator Mix 22.99
DivisionlMulliplioalion ..22.99
Dragon Mix 22.99
Spelling WizIVertl Viper ..31.99
I'.brd InvasionMllrd Radar 0831.99

PEACHTREE
Algebra I· IV 0129.99
A~bra V&VI e834.99

COLLEGE BOUND - Apple
BARONS SAT 59.99
CBS Mastering SAT 149.99
PEACHTREE SAT 37.99
PEACHTREE PSAT 37.99

Ap BEAGLE 1.0. Silver - NEW! $CALL
Ap DECATHLON 23.99
Ap MASTERTYPE 31.99
Ap SIR TECH Knight of Diamond 27.99
Ap Legacy of Uylgamyn 31.99
Ap Wizardry 37.99
Ap Wiziprint 19.99
Ap WIZPLUS 23.99
IBM GATO 29.99
IBM MASTERTYPE 34.99
tBM SIR TECH Wizardry 44.99
ApllBM CHAMP.LODERUNNER 24.99
AplIBM ELECTRONIC ARTS Archon 31.99
AplIBM Music SetlPinball Set ea31.99
AplIBM One On OneISky Fox 8831.99
AplIBM Seven CibesofGotd 31.99
ApIlBM FLIGHT SIMULATOR 37.99
ApIlBM NIGHT MISSION PINBALL 32.99
AplIBM SARGON III 34.99
AplIBM SIERRA ON LINE Frogger 24.99
AplIBM ULTIMA II or III 39.99

'1II1""""IIl~,,trt1 AplIBM TRILLIUM Amazon/Rama 0129.99, ApllBM Fahrenheit4511Shadow ..29.99

~~~=1~~~~f:=~:f==~-!--I AplIBM WINOHAM Below The Root 18.99
AplIBM Swiss Family RolJjnson 18.99

LEARNING COMPANY
Bumble GamestPlol ..27.99
Gertrudes Puzzle/Secret 0129.99

Ap Rod<ys BootIRobot Odyssey ..34.99
AplIBM Addrtion Magidan 23.99
AplIBM Magic SpeIVNumber Stump. 0127.99
AplIBM Moptown HoteVParade 0127.99
AplIBM Reader Rabbit 27.99
AplIBM IIIJrd Spinner 24.99

SPINNAKER
Grandmas House 24.99
Kids On Keys 19.99
Kidwriter 24.99
Rhymes &Riddles 19.99
Sum Ducf<s 24.99

Ap Trains 27.99
ApltBM Alphabet Zoo 19.99
AplIBM 0eIIa Ofawing 34.99
AplIBM FaoemakerlFraetion Fever ea24.99
AplIBM Diddle DiddleJKindercomp oa19.99
AplIBM Presidlents Ct'oice 27.99
AplIBM SoooperTroopslorll ea31.99
AplIBM Story Machine 24.99

APPLICATION - Home & Business
ASCII Express 99.99 IBM CROSSTALK 139.99
CONTINENTAL Hm. Acct. 44.99 IBM LOTUS 1·2·3 299.99

Home Acoountant MAC 75.99 IBM MICROPRO Telmerge 119.99
Tax Advantage 39.99 IBM MONOGRAM Dollars &Sense 109.99

MONOGRAM Dollars &Sense 79.99 IBM PFS Rept, File, Graph, Write ..99.99
PFSRept, FiIe,Graph,Write _.99 AplIBM MICROCOCKBOOK 31.99
ASCII Exp<ess Pro 139.99 AplIBM MICROSiDFT MULTIPlAN 169.99
ASHTON·TATE dBase II 299.99 MODEMS

dBase III 449.99 HAYES 300 Baud
Framework 399.99 1200B for IBM

CONTINENTALFCM 71.99 Miorornodlemtle

Home Acoountant 84.99 NOVATION Applecatll300 Bd.
Tax Advantage 49.99 Expansion Module

JCat

Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
Ap
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM
IBM

IBM
IBM

HARDWARE
Ap AlSZ·Engine (FOlTTIef Z-Gardl
Ap COP 16K Ram Card
Ap Parallel Interlaoe w/Cabie
Ap DAN PAYMAR Lower Case 1
Ap Lower Case 2, Rev 7
Ap EXTENDEO 80 Cot. Card·lle
Ap JOYSTICK Kraft or TG
Ap MICRO-SCI A·2 Drive
Ap ORANGE MICRO Grappler t
Ap Buffered Grappler
Ap THUNDERCLOCK
Ap TITAN Acoelerator lie
Ap Neptune 64K
IBM AST Six Pack Plus 64K
IBM QUAORAM512t 64K
IBM Microfazer SK·A11 Config.
IBM Quadboard Ior II·NoK
IBM TEAC 'h Height Drive #55B

~
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5V."
DSOD

51/."
SSDD

Liletlme Warranly

OTHERS AVAILABLE

3V2" 5~gg MF1-DDM $ 3.50
MF2·DDM (call) 575

5V." 5~gg MOl-OOM 96 TPI S 293
M02·QOM 96 TPI 3.67

QSQD MD2-HDM tBM PC AT 587

8" SSDD FDl·126·M·11QO $ 333
OSOO FD2-DM·l100 367

Visa, MasterCard Cert chk. MID. COD cash
Gel mmedlate shipment Schools & gOY! on PO It

Personal Of company checks held 14 days
APO. FPO Can and other non-UPS delivered. add 55

24 Hour Order Desk

~~~~~L 1-800-634-2248

Software Services"
132323rdSI.South,SulleC ,Fargo, ND56103 1-701-280-0121

RS232C IBM PC Compatible
Paper Tape Transmitter/Model 612

Stops ~nd starts on character at all speeds,
uses manual control or X-on, X-off 90-260
volt, 50-60 Hz power. 50-9600 baud, up to 150
char/sec synchronous or asynchronous;
gated internal or external clock. RS 232C,
current loop or parallel output, reads 5-8 level
tape. 7-11 frames per character. even or odd
parity. Desk top or rack mount.
Addmaster Corporation, 415 Junipero Serra
Drive, San Gabriel, CA 91776, (213) 285-1121,
Telex 674770 Addmasler SGAB

Dealer inquiries
invited. e.OD's

accepted. Call
FREE (800) 235-4137.

~
<;

o PACIFIC EXCHANGES,~ 100 Foothill Blvd .. San LUIs
i ( San LuIS ObISpo. CA 93401

In Cal call (800) 592·5935 or
(8051543·1037

Inquiry 272 Inquiry 9 Inquiry 320

WRITE

Software Essentials

I 12 Marion Avenue Pasadena. CA 91106
(818) 796-4401
Please request our new catalog.

CP/M USERS GROUP LIBRARY
Volumes 1-92, 46 disks rental-$45

SIG/M USERS GROUP LIBRARY
Volumes 1-90, 46 disks rental-$45

Volumes 91-199,55 disks rental-$65
SPEC/ALI Rent all SIG/M volumes for $99

170 5Y. FORMATS AVAILABLEI

IBM PC-SIG (PC-DOS) LIBRARY
Volumes 1-230, 51''' disks $250

Public Domain User Group Catalog Disk $5 pp.
(CP/M only) (payment in advance, please)
Rental is for 7 days after receipt. 3 days grace to
return. Use a credit card, no disk deposit.
Shipping, handling & insurance - $ 7.50 per library.

(6191 941-0926 information,
(6191 727·1015 enytlma ordsr machina

Have your credit card readyl
Public Domain Software CenterI. 1533 Avohill Dr. ~

["1_ Vista, CA 92083 .....

lAM Exl

FREE SOFTWARE
RENT

FROM THE PUBLIC DOMAIN!
User Group Software isn't copyrighted, so no fees
to payl 1000's of CP/M and IBM software
programs in .COM and source code to copy
yourself I Games, business, utilities! All FREE!

CP/M-86'
$250

(312) 251·5310

PCIDOSt
$250

Manual: $20
(refundable)

.farbware

CP/M-80'
$200

1329 Gregory
Wilmette. IL 60091

68000 Cross Assembler
Motorola VERSAdos + Compatible
Assembler, Linker, Object and Macro Librarian.
Absolute and Relocatable Code, Macros, In
cludes. and Conditional Assembly. Structured
Programming. No limit on source file size.

Unix (C) Compatible Source
$700

&Workman
Associates

For creative and report writing.
Includes many features missing
from WordStar, such as alpha
betized directory listings, fast
scrolling, and trial printing to the
screen. Write is $239.

This package contains a word
processor, printer program, data
base programs, and more for
$124. For all MS-DOS and IBM
PC compatibles.

Inquiry 367 Inquiry 149 Inquiry 256

.,~,

• Simple Inslelletlon Instrucllons Included.
• 30 day sellslecllon guarenlee or your

money back.
• 1 year werranly.
• Prompt shipment vie UPS.

Shipping: lrom stock. Free UPS surface 2 day
air - add $4.00Continental USA, add $7.00
Canada. Payment: Visa, M/C, American
Express. Checks held 14 days. COD add $5.00.
Tn: 6% (California only).

Df For the NEC PC 8201.-

~
r! IDECAR/$349.

~ 32K Memory Cartridge,
expandable to 128K

. 32KROM
SPREADSHEET/$88.

For the NEC PC 8201, TRS 80 Mode/IOO
and the Olivetti MID;

8K MEMORY MODULE/
$44.95 each

.1BM PC/XT COMPATIBLE (AND MOST CLONES)
• CONNECTS BETWEEN KEYBOARD AND THE PC
• NOCARDSLOT REQUIRED/SIMPLE INTERCONNECT
• NQ CUSTOM SOFTWARE DRIVERS REQUIRED
• HIGH FIRST READ RATE
• READS DOT MATRIX 8. PRINTED BAA CODE LABELS
• CODE 3 OF 9, INTERLEAVED 2 OF 5. UPC
• AUDIO AND VISUAL INDICATORS
• READS HIGH. MED, AND LOW DENSITY LABELS

: ~~~;~THE~;~~~~~~ET~TIONS$695 ea.
AMERICAN MICROSYSTEMS

P.O. BOX 830551, RICHARDSON, lX. 75080
(817) 834-9659

MASTERCARD AND VISA ACCEPTED

I

-BAR CODE READERs

(800) 732-5012
Inside California
(805) 987-4788

I!!JlPURPLE
fIJrICDMPUT/NG
2068 Ventura Blvd.
Camarillo, CA 93010

5674 Honors
San Diego, CA 92122
Inquiries: (619) 453-87]]

Orders Only: (800) 62/-0852 ext.355
Dealer InqUiries Invited, ,

r~t~~;7
~ Tu the r J[1,uJT,AJ~lJ~
~ personal tax program

~
• IBM PC or compatible
• 33 forms, schedules & worksheets I

' • FAST! Complete return in 3 sec.:i •Windows!
:l • Exceeds IRS print specs. ,
:i • Full depreciation support l
:l • 190 page manual i

I·Much more'
, • CNAZ available now - $30

Req. 256K $65 plus $5 ship/hand
(CA reSidents add 6% sales tax)

C,tipSOjt.lnc.

Inquiry 62 Inquiry 292 Inquiry 23



COM PUT E R S

Call for Comparable Discounts on ALL IBM Products!

$199

For Lowest
Quote

* Pipeline w/Software
* 256K Installed

List 5399

MEMORY CARD

$79
* 12 AUW* Hi-Res Green

BMCMONITOR

Prices Subject to Change

• Shipping Minimum 55,00
• Purchase Orders Accepted
• This Ad Supersedes all Others

* 9191
* Color Composite

$179

BMCMONITOR

• We Accept MC, Visa, Wire
Transfers, Certified Checks

• COD's Available
• No Surcharge for

Credit Cards Inquiry 280

Call (800) 841-0905
IBM PC

* 256K
* Two Drives

$1599



High speed RAM upgrade kit with FREEl parity
(error detection) and one year warranty. We ship
thousands of these kits to satisfied customers every
week.

Plug-n-run. ready to go, complete with controller
card, data cable, and mounting hardware, totally
PC/XT compatible, faster than XT, handles 4
different operating systems, streamer tape back-up
available. External model includes cabinet & power
supply. Full one year manufacturers warranty.

Sophisticated direct-connect auto-answer/auto
dial mocem. touch tone or pulse dialing RS232
interface programmable

JADE

'289.9'
'349.9'
'349.9'
'399.9'

'79.9'
'79.9'
'59.9'

JADE

'649.9 '

'469.9'
'359.9'
'399.9'
'199.9'
'199.9'
'299.9'
'239.9'
'249.9'
'299.9'

'99.9'

LIST
12008 ProModem for IBM PC _ '399
1200 RS-232 ProModem '495
1200A ProModem for Apple __ '449
1200 ProModem for Macintosh _ '495
Alpha/num Display Option '99
Options Processor '99
64K Mem Expansion for Above _ '99

LIST
HAYES Smartmodem 2400 __ '895
HAYES Smartmodem 1200 __ '699
HAYES 12008 w/o Smartcom II _ '539
HAYES 12008 for IBM PC '599
HAYES Smartmodem 300 '289
HAYES Chronograph '249
HAYES Micromodem 100 '399
HAYES Micromodem lie '299
HAYES Smartmodem lie '399
HAYES PLEASE Software '395
HAYES Smartcom II '149

JADE

'689.9'
'849.9'
'879.9'

'1069.9'
'1399.9'
'1599.9'
'1899.9'
'1999.9 '

'579.9'
'749.9 '

5150
5151

LIST
10 MEGABYTE Internal '1795
10 MEGABYTE External '2095
15 MEGABYTE Internal '1995
15 MEGABYTE External '2295
22 MEGABYTE Internal '2495
22 MEGABYTE External '2795
33 MEGABYTE Internal '3295
33 MEGABYTE External '3395
10 MEGABYTE Internal Tape _ '1000
10 MEGABYTE External Tape _ '1295

JADE

'189.9'
'339.9'
'379.9'
'309.9'
'449.9'
'229.9'
'199.9 '

'209.9'
'209.9'
'239.9'
'319.9'

'87.9'
'239.9'
'389.9'

JADE

'395.9'

'429.9 '

'449.9'

'359.9 '

'299.9
'

'139.9'
'179.9'

'1995.9'
'3195.9'

CALL
'169.9'
'895.9'

LIST
JADE AT-Expando Plus '495
AT-Memory Master plus '495
AST Advantage-AT '495
STB Rio Grande 128K to 1.5M _ '495
STB Grande Byte 128K to 2.5M _ '395
Quadport-AT lS, lP '154
4 Serial port kit '195
Quadmeg-AT 1 MEG '2465
Quadmeg-AT 2 MEG '495
Quadmeg-AT 4 MEG '7490
128K Upgrade Kit '395
20 Megabyte Hard Disk '1790

LIST
Hercules Color '245
Hercules Graphic '499
Plantronics Color Plus '549
AST Preview '399
AST Monograph Plus '595
Intelligent Data TTL & RGB __ '294
Jade Hercules work-a-like '399
Quadcolor I '295
Quadcolor II '275
PC Peacock '299
Paradise Graphics Card '395
Paradise Module A '95
Paradise Module B '275
Everex Graphics Edge '599

JADE

'169.9'

'179.9
'

LIST

128K RAM Kit for AT '359
256K RAM Upgrade Kit '495



JADE

'149.9'
'149.95

'159.95

'79.95

'269.95

'145.95

'39.95

'139.95

'49.95

'59.95

'89.95

'119.95

'895.95

52395
52195

256K,
two disk drives.
disk controller.
PGS color monitor.
color graphicS card.
parallel port.

IBM PC
JADE XPC

LIST
Full Height Disk Drive 5299
Half Height Disk Drive 5249
Disk Drive tor Apple lie 5249
Dual Disk Controller 5100
CP/M 3.0 Card with 64K 5399
ALS Z Engine 5299
16K RAM Card 599
Best 80 Column Card 5219
Printer Card & Cable 5109
Fan with Surge Protection 599
Koala Pad 5125
Grappler Plus 5175
10 Megabyte Hard Disk 51495

OPTION #2

IBM PC 
JADE XPC

256K,
two disk drives,
Monochrome card,
monitor, and printer port

51895
51695

IBM PC
256K of RAM
63 Watt power Supply
5 Expansion Slots

IBM"PC $1"595
JADE XPC $1295

256K of RAM, Dual Disk Drives, & Disk Controller

JADE XPC
256K of RAM
140 Watt power Supply
8 Expansion Slots

OPTION #1

LIST
PC MOUSE with Pop-ups __ '195
PC MOUSE with Paint '220
FIELD MOUSE (male or female) _ '175
PC PAINT Software '99
MOUSE WINDOW Software __ 5150
POP-UP MENU $oftware '50

;iI.'-e.e.e.G. L.i , • .0.1

JADE
'139.95

'149.95

'179.95

'249.95

'399.95

'469.95

5589.95

'199.95

'469.9 5

'649.95

'229.95

'499.95

'599.95

'289.95

'89.95

'139.95

'129.95

'349.95

'469.95

LIST
Amdek 300G 5179
Amdek 300A 5199
Amdek 310A 5230
Amdek Color 300 5349
Amdek Color 500 5525
Amdek Color 600 5650
Amdek Color 700 5799
PGS MAX-12 5269
PGS HX-12 640x240 5699
PGS SR-12 720x480 5799
PGS Scan-Doubler 5299
14 inch Quadchrome II 5599
Taxan 440 Ultra Hi-res RGB __ 5799
Taxan 210 RGB/Composite __ 5349
Taxan TV Tuner for RGB Monitor 599
JADE Hi-res Amber 5199
JADE Hi-res Green 5199
JADE Color RGB 640x240 5699
JADE Color RGB 720x480 5799

JADE

~M~ BERNOULLI Boxes'275.95

'319.9
5 tram IOMEGA'399.95

'469.9

5

5. 10 or 20 megabyte removeable Cartridge mass
'449.9

5

storage system with tlexability not available in'239.95 hard disks.

'359.9
5

5 mbyte system/MacIntosh _ $1896
'549.9

5

10 mbyte system/IBM _ $2695
'209.9

5

20 mbyte system/IBM _ $3895
'209.9

5

Extra 10 mbyte cartridge _ $100 "f~.~5'995.95

'1695.95 '1----. ..
'2995.95

'599.95

'399.9'
'299.95

'549.95

'189.95

'349.95

'599.95

LIST
Quadboard No RAM 5269
Quadboard 64K 5395
Quadboard 128K 5495
Quadboard 256K 5595
Quadboard 384K 5795
Quadlink '680
Quad 512 Plus 64K • 5325
Quad 512 Plus 256K 5550
Quad 512 Plus 512K 5895
Quadcolor I 5295
Quadcolor II 5275
Quad 2 MEG w/512K 51195
Quad 2 MEG w/1 MByte 51995
Quad 2 MEG w/2 MByte 53495
Pallete Master 256 colors 5695
Quadgraph Graphics Card __ 5499
Quadvue IS, IP, C, monochrome _ 5345
Quad Sprint doubler 5645
576K Max PAQ w/64 5205
516K Max PAQ w/384K 5595
Asher Voice & Data 5695



_______ '539425 Watts UPS

LIST
4 Receptacle Iso-Bar '89
8 Receptacle Iso-Bar '99

UNINTERRUPTABLE POWER SUPPLY
425 watts of back-up power to save your computer
system and your valuable data. A must for every
computer system

These industrial Quality ISOBARs look like a
standard multioutlet power strip but contains surge
suppression circuitry and built-in noise filters plus
15 amp circuit breaker.

Miniature single board CP/M computer designed to
mount directly on top of a 5'/.' floppy disk drive
(7.75" x 5.75"). Contains Z80A CPU. 64K RAM,
Boot EPROM. terminal port. modem port. parallel
printer port. floppy disk controller. and CP/M 2.2
included FREEl

Little Board with CP/M _
Support Package
Serial Cable _
Diskless Monitor Eprom _
190K Disk Drive
350K Disk Drive

Stand alone Mlcrobuffers for Printers & Modems
LIST JADE

32K Parallel In/Parallel out '299 '229,9'
64K Parallel in/Parallel out '349 '269,9'
32K Serial in/Serial out '299 '229.9'
64K Serial in/Serial out '349 '269.9 '

64K Add-on Board '179 '149.9'

IBM PC style cable
Standard parallel cable _
Dual Printer Switch Box _
Apple Card & cable _
RS-232 serial cable
Ribbons _

Apple lie cable

Expandable to 64K (parallel model expands to 512K)

8K Parallel in Parallel out '169 '139.9'
32K Parallel in/Parallel out '225 '164.9'
128K Parallel In/Parallel out '445 '269.9'

8K Serial in/Parallel out '199 '169.9'
32K Serial in/Parallel out '260 '199.9'

8K Parallel in/Serial out '199 '169.9'
32K Parallel in/Serial out '260 '199.9'

8K Serial in/Serial out '199 '169.9'
32K Serial in/Serial out '260 '199,9'

JADE

'1569.9'
'219.9'
'929.9'

'1179.9'
'219.9'
'399.9'

'99.9'
'179.9'
'199.9'
'399.9'
'124.9'

'1399.9'
'229.9'

'1289.9'
'174.9'
'899.9'

c~ PRINTERS
~ GU~I\~tl1~~\l 0N5inCe 19

~~~~~~~~i~:~~~Yd~e~all: SALEIII
213·973·7707 • ••

Inside California
800·262·1710

Continental U.S.
800·421·5500

SUPER DISKETTE SPECIAL
perfect for ISM, APple,
Kaypro, etC.
Ultra-high Quality diskettes trom a premium U.S.
manufacturer, certified to be absolutely error
tree tor one full year. Buy a bOX of ten this month
and we will include a plastic storage/library bOX

FREEl ~ JADE

Single-sided, double-density '34 '16.5

0

Double-sided, double-density '42 '19,'0
Bulk Diskettes as loW as _- '1.

'0

=

LIST

Diablo 630 40 CPS '2340
Tractor for 630 '250
Starwriter F-10 40 CPS '1895
Starwriter F-10 55 CPS '1995
Tractor for F-10 '250
Comrex CR-lie '599
Tractor for CR-lie '120
Keyboard for CR-lie '199
Sheet feeder for CR-lie '259
Juki 610018 CPS '599
Tractor for 6100 '149
NEC 3550 33 CPS '2250
Tractor for 3550 '265
Toshiba P1351 '1895
P1351 Tractor '195
P1351 Sheet Feeder '1095

JADE

'299.9'
'559.9'
'799.9"
'949.9'
'119.9'

'39.9'
'89.9'

JADE

'389.9"
'599.9"

'99.9'
'49.9'
'59.9'

'4.9'
'54.9'

'209.9'
'239.9'
'279.9 '

'429.9'
'599.9'
'399.9'
599.9'

'1099.9'
'1995.9'

'489.9'
'99.9'

'179.9'
'39.9'
'49.9'

'399.9'

EPSON P501 45 cps Thermal
EPSON RX-80 100 cps '269
EPSON RX-80F/T+ 100 cps '369
EPSON RX-100F/T 100cps __ '499
EPSON JX-80 160 cps Color _~ '799
EPSON FX-80FT+ 160 cps '599
EPSON FX-100F/Tt 160 cps __ '849
EPSON LQ-1500 200 cps '1495
EPSON/COMREX 420 cps '2495
EPSON HI-80 4 Pen Plotter '599
4K Serial Board RX/FX '149
NLQ Board for RX/FX '219
FX-80 Tractor '59
LQ-1500 Tractor '89
LQ-1500 Sheet Feeder '499

*FREE! Plug-n-Play option with
purchase of 92, 93 or 84

LIST

Okidata 92 Parallel '599
Okidata 93 Parallel FREE tractorl '995
2K Serial Board '120
IBM PC ROMS for 92 '59
IBM PC ROMS for 93 '69
Extra 82/93 Ribbon '9. 95

82/92 Tractor '89

120 CPS & 200 CPS OKIDATA
LIST

Okidata 82 Parallel/Serial '499
Okidata 83 Parallel/Serial '775
Okidata 84 Parallel 200 CPS __ '1395
Okidata 84 Serial 200 CPS __ '1495
2K Serial Board '150
IBM PC ROMS for 82/83 '49
IBM PC ROMS for 84 '99



® IJ{[ yperon §ottware

Specializing in innovative programming
tools.
• Complete documentation and

C-source provided (presently DOS only).
• Reasonable prices.
• High quality and good

performance.
Products currently available:
C Preprocessor. Features include

variables and expressions, loops,
and full macros. Price - $39.95.

General purpose editor. Line oriented
commands with a screen oriented
submode. Command window. Price
- $29.95

Order Irom:
HYPERON SOFTWARE

P.O. Box 3349
Costa Mesa, CA 92628

Enclose check or money order. California
residents add 6%.

OK - WRITERT,M.
LETTE R QUALITY

Enhancement for
Ok/data ML82A/83A
Dot Matrix Printers

• Easy to install
• Plug-in module
• Letter Quality: 30 cps
• Draft QualilY: 120 cps
• 10, 12, 17 cpi

• Full dot addressable graphics
• Front panel access to all features
• Proportional spacing, bold, double

width, underlining, self-test, etc.
• Serial and parallel interfaces retained
• HELP mode; Diagnostic HEX dump
• And many other featureso RAINBOW TECHNOLOGIES, INC.

17971-E Skypark Circle, Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 261·0228 Telex 386078

UK Distributor: X-DATA (0753) 72331

Your I.C. Connection
(213) 516-7018

DYNAMIC RAMS
4164·150NS 2.75

STATIC RAMS
2016p·1 (tOONS) 5.75
6116P-3 (150NS) 4.35

EPROMS
2716-450NS 3.30
2532-450NS 4.75

MANY OTHERS IN STOCK
CALL FOR SPECIAL PRICES

• Low, low prices
• Top Quality Parts
• Wide Selection

"':__ • Fast Delivery

INTERNATIONAL ,u s"

13760 Grammercy Place
Gardena, CA 90249

TLX: 664747 HYEXIM FAX: (213) 217·0363

Inquiry 392 Inquiry 394

INVENTORY CLEARANCE!
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY!

General
DataComm
Dial Modems
103J-L
300 bps,
full duplex. $99.00
113A 300 bps, full duplex. Reliable LSI
design. $149.00
212A 1200 bps full duplex synch or
asynch. 300 bps synch. $ 299.00
We also have quantities of 4800 and
9600 bps modems.
Call Toll Free 1-800-842·3672
General DataComm
Middlebury, CT 06762-1299
Add $5.00 shipping and handling
Conn. res. add sales tax.

~~P.E!1.8??~ :t?~ r~E. ~P!~e. ~
TM APPLE In your HiiIOd
AdYiiInCed BASIC programs, IntrO
duction into rNdline 11nlIU"9t,
FORTH, T,ps & Tricks (220 I»!Jl!$I.
Ordet-No. 178 _ I 12.95

now I 2.-

AlARI ~ctoiM Laf19Ul98
ProgrammIng
Order·No. 169 was I 9.95 nowl Z.··

Hackerbook lot tM ATARI
Order·No.172 wa,I 9.95nowIZ.-

Games for lhe AlARI
112~ lull of super games.
Qr...·No. 16Z Wiill I 7.95 now I 2.-

ATARI BASIC-L_ntng by Vllng
Order-No. 164 wal I 7.95 now I 2.-

EKh book hom thil..:t i. two 001...1 Buy all 12 000«1 tOt' only 119.951
Incredible _1l'1li- ~il your order today 1

29 Pr~ml fOf ttlt' C·64 BASIC in 60 Minute. -. day
Ordef-No. 55 WIS I 9.95 now J 2.·· O,def·No. 36 WlI I 7.95 now' 2.··

The Pfograms from the books are 1"0 ....Iilltbl. on did!.. Each did!. is I 9.95.

ELCOMP PUBLISHING, INC, ~""''''lHT, Mio-v CIrdw. '1154" Me
217.W..tFoothil181od.,UnltE c .. _._ ....... ,••.
Up4old, CA 11786 _.Z.OO .... _Io.SIti c...••.• 10._1
Ph_:(1U)985M17,T...: 2111 91 O""idoU.... :_.20.QOt......,""'..

BOOKS FOR THE

.C~~~~~E~&;-.
The Grelt Book of Gamel
46 pmes, 144 P9S
Order·No.18Z_19.95 nowIZ.-

More on the Sixtyfour
Machine l.¥19Jagr Ptogr~ 'Ot' the
8dvanced user.
Order·No. 183 Wiill I 9.95 now I 2.-

~chine Language Programming on
.... 0-64
Order-No. 184 Wiill I 12.95

now 1 2.-
Comrnodore-64 lune-up
H;wdware eXlJ'I"liOOI. 110 program·
ming, AID COOYenion.
Order·No. 185 walllZ.95

nowIZ.-

Small Business Programs f.the C·64
Order·No. 186 was I lZ.95

nowIZ.-

-lilllllllllllllllllllllllll
OIALER INO TED.

'549 00' F.O.B. SANTA ANA
"O\L1'OANIA RESIDENTS ADO 6"" SALES r"x

PC HORIZONS, INC.
1701 E. Edinger, Ste. A6, santa Ana, CA 92680

1714) 953-5396

Inquiry 270 Inquiry 391 Inquiry 39,

CPM IBM-PC
TRS-DOS XENIX

The Statistician

for more information
or write:

Ouant Systems
Box 628

Charleston, SC 29402
VISA·M/C Accepted

STAN~BYPOWER SUPPLY

E5)
.200WATTS

_." .10 ......TEBACKUPTlME
• BATTERY

INCLUDED
Fits most desIrop and portable computers.
Complete, just plug It in. 4-(3 prong) outlets
on back protecled by line filters. Neat, clean
appearance on desk. Don't risk damage or
data loss with POWER FAILURES.

MODEL~10

I!!.SA] $299* •
Units available tl 1()()() Watts

312-894-5322
SHEPHERD MARKETING

P.O. BOX 141338
SCHAUMBURG, IL 801M

'Add $7 each shipping & handling

• Multiple Regression • Survey Research
Stepwise • Nonparametrics
Ridge • x~ Plots
All Subsets • ANOIA
Backward Elimination • Random Sample

• Time Series Analysis • Data Base
• Descriptive Statistics • Search & sort
• Transformations • Hypothesis tests

Please call TOLL FREE
1-800-334-0854 (Ext. 814)

Q
Inquiry 295 Inquiry 393 Inquiry 317



.79

.85

.85

.99

.89

PRICE
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99
6.99

FREOUENCY
1.0000 MHz
1.8432 MHz
2.0000 MHz
4.0000 MHz
8.0000 MHz

10.0000 MHz
16.0000 MHz
18.4320 MHz
11.6608 MHz
20.0000 MHz
32.0000 MHz

VOLTAGE REGULATORS
7805T. .74 7905T. .84
78M05C . . .34 790ST. . . .84
7808T. .74 7912T. .84
7812T. .74 7915T. .84
7815T... .74 7924T. .84
78241. .74 7905K. 1.44
7805K. 1.34 791ZK. 1.44

~::~~::... :~: 7915K.. 1.44
7824K. . . .. 1.34 7924K. . . . . . . .. 1.44
78L05.. ..88 79LOS .78
78U2. .88 79L12..... .78
78U5 .. .....88 79L15 .. . .. .. .78
78H05K 9.90 LM323K 4.90
78H12K. . .. . .. 9.90 UA78S40 1.90

C,T=TO·220 K=TO-3
L=TO'92

ZIF SOCKETS

4 POSITION.
5 POSITION ..
6 POSITION
7 POSITION.
8 POSITION.

CRYSTAL CLOCK
OSCILLATORS

CRYSTALS
1.0000 MHz. . . 3.89 8.0000 MH, 2.69
1.8432 MHz 3.89 10.0000 MH, 2.69
2.0000 MHz 2.89 10.7388 MH, . . 2.89
2.0972 MHz 2.89 12.0000 MN, . . 2.69
2.4576 MNz 2.89 14.3182 MN' 2.69
3.2768 MHz 2.89 15.0000 MN, 2.69

:~~~~ ::: :::::m 18.0000 MN, 269
4.1143 MHz 2.89 17.4300 MN, 2.89
4.9160 MHz 2.89 18.0000 MN, 2.69
5.0000 MNz 2.69 18.4320 MH, 2.69
5.0699 MNz 2.89 19.6609 MH,.. 2.69
5.1850 MNz 2.89 20.0000 MH, 2.69
5.2429 MNz 2.69 22.1184 MN, 2.69
5.7143 MNz 2.89 32.0000 MN, 2.69
8.0000 MHz 2.89 38.0000 MH, 2.69
6.1440 MHz 2.89 48.0000 MH, 2.69
6.4000 MHz 2.89 49.4350 MN, 2.89
6.5536 MHz. . .. 2.89 49.8900 MH, 2.19

32.788 KHz 1.89

DIP SWITCHES

J,'\ ~U"
, 1

\'\ \\'\,\\

\ ri.. :, l\ ~ '<':e 1 ';<,

PART NO.
1.000
1.843
2.000
4.000
8.000

10.000
16.000
18.432
19.660
20.000
32.000

14 pin IIF . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5.45
'6 pin IIF . 5.45
24 pin IIF . 7.45
28 pin IIF . . 8.45
40 pin IIF . 10.45
ZIF = TEXTOOL (Zero Insertion Force)

IC SOCKETS
(1 to 99)

8,11 IT. .12 8,1..... .58
14,1. ST......14 14,,"........68
16 ,I. IT... .16 16,I.WW.... .68
18,1. ST... .. ..19 19,1 98
20 ,I. ST. .. .. ....28 20 ,II .. 1.04
22 ,I. ST 29 22 ,I. . . 1.34
24 ,I. ST. . 29 24 ,I. 1.44
28 ,I. IT. . . . . . .. .39 28 ,I. .. . 1.64
40 pl. ST. . . . . .48 40 ,10 ... I.U

ST = Soldertall WW = Wlrewrap

25.95
. . . . . . .. 59.95

6.90
7.90
6.90

... 28.95

... 38.95

... 19.95
........ 35.95

.... 23.95

2 MHZ
6502A 6.90
6522A 9.90
6532A 10.95
6545A 26.95
6551A 10.95

3 MHZ
65028 . 6.95

6860 . 6.95
6862 10.95
6875 .. 6.90
6880 2.20
6883 . . 21.95
68047.. .23.95
68488 18.95

1 MHZ
68800 . . 9.95
68802 21.25
66809E .28.95
68609. . . . . 28.95
68610. . 6.90
68821. .. 6.90
68845. .. ... . 18.95
68850. . 5.90

8088
8089
8155
8155·2 ..
8156
8185
8185-2
8741
8748
8755

8255-5 5.20
8257. . . 7.90
8257-5. . 8.90
8259. . 6.85
8259-5 7.45
8271. 75.00
8272 38.95
8274. 29.95
8275. 28.95
8279 8.90
8279·5 9.00
8282. . . 6.45
8283. 6.45
8284. . 4.95
8286. 6.45
8287. 6.45
8288 24.00
8289. . . . 13.95
8292. . . ... 16.95

1 MHZ
6502 . 4.90
6504 6.90
6505 6.90
6507 9.90
6520 4.30
6522 6.90
6532 9.90
6545 21.50
6551 10.85

66000 45.95
6600 . 2.75
6802 . 7.90
6808 . . 12.90
6809E 13.95
6809 10.95
6810 . 2.90
6820 .. 4.30
6821 2.75
6826 ..... 13.95
6840 . . . 11.95
6843 33.95
6844 24.95
6845 . . 11.95
6847 10.95
6850 . 3.20
6852 . 4.95

MICROPROCESSORS

8000
8031 5.75
8035 5.90
8039 5.75
INS-8060 16.95
INS-8073 .. 45.95
8080 3.90
8085 ... 4.75
8085A-2 . 10.95
8086 23.95
8087 159.95

2.5 ........ MHZ 4.0 MHZ
180·CPU . 2.95 180A-CPU .. 3.95
180-CTC .. 2.95 180A-CTC . 3.95
180·0ART . 8.95 180A·OART . 8.95
lIO-OMA 11.95 180A-OMA .. 8.95
180-P10 2.95 180A-P10 3.95
lBO·SIO/O . 10.95 180A-S10/0 . 11.95
180-SIO/1 10.95 180A-SlO/l .. 11.95
lBO-S10/2 10.95 180A-S10/2 .. 11.95
lBO-S10/9 .. 10.95 180A-S10/9 .. 11.95

6.0 MHZ
1808-CPU 8.95 ZILOG
lI08-CTC 8.95 16132 33.95
1809-P10 ..... 8.95 18671 38.95
1808-0ART .... 12.95

Z-80

6500

6800

8200
8202 23.95
8203 38.95
8205. . .. 3.45
8m.. . 1.75
8214 3.80
8216 1.70
8224. . . . 2.20
8226 1.75
8ZZ8. . . . 3.45
8237 18.95
8237-5 20.95
8238. . . .. 4.45
8243. . 3.95
8250. . 9.95
8251. 4.45
8253 6.90
8253-5 7.90
8255 4.45

........ 54.95

........ 33.95
.. 18.95

18.95
... 23.95
.. 25.95

6.95
6.95

2797
6843
8272
UP0765
M88876
M88877
1691
2143

8275 28.95
7220 38.95
Cm027 18.95
Cm037 . . . . 28.95
TMS991IA 36.95
OP8350 48.95

..lib m

CRT CONTROLLERS

• Erases 15 EPROMS In 20 minutes
• Plastic Enclosure

74LSoo
74UOO .23 74UI25 .48 74lS280 .58
74UOI .24 7411128 .48 74lS288 .54
74U02 .24 7411132 .58 74lS273 1.45
741103 .24 7411133 .58 7411275 3.30
741104 .23 74UI38 .38 74l127U .48
74lS05 .24 7411137 .98 7411280 1.95
74lS08 .27 7411138 .54 7411283 .88
741109 .28 74U139 .54 7411290 .88
741110 .24 74lS145 1.15 7411213 .88
74l11l .34 74lS147 2.45 7411295 .98
741112 .34 74U148 1.30 74U298 .88
74lS13 .44 74U151 .54 74lS299 1.70
74U14 .58 74U153 .54 74lS323 3.45
74lS15 .34 74U154 1.85 74lS324 1.70
741120 .24 74U155 .88 74lS352 115
74lS21 .28 74lS158 .68 74U353 1.25
74lS22 .24 74Um .64 74lS383 1.30
741126 .28 74U158 .58 74lS364 1.90
741127 .28 74U180 .68 74U365 .48
741128 .34 74U181 .64 74lU68 .48
74lS30 .24 74lS182 .88 7411387 .44
74U32 .28 74U183 .54 7411388 .44
74lS33 .54 74U184 .66 7411373 1.35
74U37 .34 74lS185 .U 7411374 1.35
74U38 .34 74U188 1.90 7411377 1.35
74lS40 .24 7411188 1.70 7411378 1.13
74lS42 .48 74U189 1.70 7411378 1.30
74lS47 .74 74U170 1.45 7411385 1.85
74lS48 .74 74U173 .88 7411386 .44
74lS49 .74 74lS174 .54 7411390 1.15
74lS51 .24 74U175 .54 7411313 1.15
74lS54 .28 74U181 2.10 7411395 1.15
74lS55 .28 74U189 8.90 74lS399 1.45
74lS63 1.20 74UIIO .88 7411424 2.90
74lS73 .38 74lS111 .88 7411447 .36
74U74 .34 74um .78 7411490 1.90
741175 .38 74U193 .78 7411824 3.95
741178 .38 74U194 .88 74lS540 2.15
741178 .48 74U195 .88 7411545 2.15
741183 .59 7411196 .76 7411888 1.65
741885 .88 7411197 .78 7411889 1.85
741888 .38 7411221 .88 7411870 1.45
741190 .54 74U240 .U 74U874 9.80
74llli .88 74U241 .98 74lS882 3.15
741192 .54 74U242 .98 74lS883 3.15
74LI13 .54 74U243 .98 74lS884 3.15
74lS95 .74 74lS244 1.25 74lS885 3.15
741196 .88 7411245 1.45 74lS888 2.35
74Lll07 .38 74U247 .74 74U889 3.15
74UI09 .38 74LI248 .98 7411783 23.95
7411112 .38 74U249 .98 81L1I5 1.45
74LI113 .38 74U251 .58 81L1I8 1.45
74lS114 .38 74L1253 .58 81U97 1.45
74L1122 .44 7411257 .58 81LS98 1.45
74LII23 .78 74L1258 .58 25L12521 2.75
74lS124 2.85 74L1259 2.70 25LS2589 4.20

DISC CONTROLLERS
1771 14.95
1791 21.95
1793 25.95
1795 .. 21.95
1797 .. 21.95
2791 .. 49.95
2793 49.95
2795 54.95

6845 11.95
68845 18.95
H0465051'. .. 11.95
6847 10.95
MCI372 6.90
68047 23.95

UV ERASERS
QUV-T8/1 $49.95

ECONOMY Model

STATIC RAMS
2101 256 I 4 (450..) 1.90
5101 256 I 4 (450,,) (emOl) 3.90
2102-1 1024 I I (450,,) .88
2102l-4 1024 I 1 (450,,) (lP) .98
2102l-2 1024 I 1 (250,,) (lP) 1.45
2111 256 I 4 (45001) 2.45
2112 256 I 4 (45001) 2.95
2114 1024 I 4 (450..) .99

I
2114-25 1024 I 4 (25001) 1.10
2114l-4 1024 I 4 145001) IlP) 1.20
2114l-3 1024 I 4 130001) (lP) 1.30
2114l-2 1024 I 4 1200011 (lP) 1.40
2125 1024 I 1 2.49
2147 4096 I 1 155"1 4.90
TMS4044-4 4096 I 1 145001) 3.45
TMS4044-3 4096 I 1 (30001) 3.95
TMS4044-2 4096 I 1 120001) 4.45
MK4118 1024 I 8 1250,,( 9.90
TMM2016-200 2048 I 1200..1 4.10
TMM2016-150 2048 I (150011 4.90
TMM2016-100 2048 I 1100..) 6.10
HM6116-4 2048 I (200..) (emOl) 4.70
HM6116-3 2048 I (15001) (em..) 4.90
HM6116·2 2048 I (12001) (emOl) 8.90
HM6116lP-4 2048 I (20001) lemOl) 5.90
HM6116lP-3 2048 I 115001) lemllllLP) 6.90
HM6116lP-2 2048 I 112001) (emIlIlLP) 9.95
1-6132 4096 I 1300011 101111) 33.95
HM6264P-15 8192 I 1150.., (,mil) 32.95
HM6264lP-15 8192 I (150011 (emil) 36.95
HM6264lP-12 8192 I (120011 (emOlI 46.95

lP=l.. P,.., 01111 = O'OII'SulI,

DYNAMIC RAMS
TMS4027 4096 I I (250,,) 1.95
UP0411 4096 I I (30001) 1.95
MM5280 4096 I I (30001) 1.95
MK4108 8192 I I (20001) 1.90
MM5298 8192 I 1 1250,,) 1.80
4116-200 16384 I 1 120001) .79
4116-150 16384 I 1 115001( 1.20
2118 16384 I I 1150011 (5'1 4.90
4164-250 65536 I I (250..) 2.99
4164-200 65536 I I (200.., (5.) 3.33
4164-150 65536 I I 1150..1(5.) 3.99
41256 (200011 29.95
41256 (150"1 39.95

5V = SingI' 5 v,n S,,,ly

EPROMS
1702 256 I (1U1) 4.45
2708 1024 I (450,,) 2.49
2758 1024 I (450,,) (5.) 5.90
2716 2048 I (45001) (5.) 2.95
2716-1 2048 I (35001) (5.) 5.90
TMS2516 2048 I (450..) (5.) 5.45
TMS2716 2048 I (450"1 6.95
TMS2532 4096 I (450,,) (5.) 5.90
2732 4096 I (450"1 (5'1 4.45
2732-250 4096 I 125001)15.) 8.90
2732-200 4096 I 1200..)15V) 10.95
2764 8192 I 145001) (5.) 6.45
2764-250 8192 I 1250")15.) 7.45
2764·200 8192 I 1 1200")15.) 16.45
TMS2564 8192 I 8 1450")15.) 12.95
2732A (35001) 4.45
MC68766 8192 I 8 (45001) 15.) 124 plnl 29.95
27128 16384 I 8 1250,,) 15.1 24.95

5. = Singl' 5 V,1l S,pply



$24.95

ROBOT KITS!
PEPPY

Reg. Power Supply
Model 4A/PS (99/4)

3 DC Outputs:
12V @ .4A, +5V @ 1.1 A

-5V @ .2A Hi~hly Filtered

~'~

''''~ 4... 6.95
\:

MV-916

2-way sensor detects noise or solid objects
in its path. When front sensor contacts an
obstacle or hears a loud noise (hand-clap),
Peppy automatically turns to the left.

Uses 2 AA and 1 9V battery (not included).

APPLE or IBM JQYSTICK

$29. 95

Compatible for either:

APPLE II and APPLE lie

OR

IBM-PC, JR., & IBM·XT

MULTIFUNCTION CARD

e Expendlble 10 512K
e Fully compltlble wll~ IBM loftware
• Fully cempltlble wll8 Mdllgnoltlc utilities
• Serlll Pert Anlilble

• I-Yeer Wlrrenly

$199.95

DISKETTES
51/4"

ATHANA
SS/SD 15.90
SS/DD 16.90
DS/DD 22.90

SOFT SECTOR with HU B RI NG

BULK 51/4" DISKETTES
(NO LABEL)

SS/DD 10for14.90
100 up 139.00

(Lifetime Warranty)

• 64K 10 384K RAM e Clock Cllendlr
e Pmllel Port e SOftw11'll Included
e Sirlil Port • I·Veer Werrenly

$249.95

MEMORY CARD

59.95

119.95

149.95

80 Column Apple 11+ 149.95
80 Column Apple liE 119.95
Z80 Apple 11+ .. .. . 89.00
Z80 Apple liE . . .. 89.00
16K Card .. ..... . .. .. 39.95
Cooling Fan............. 38.95
Power Supply........... 74.95
Joystick.. ..... . .. 29.95
RF Modulator. .. 13.95
Disk Drive 169.95
Controller Card 59.95
Paddles................... 7.95

•

• Shugart mechanism, made In U.S.A

• Directly replaces Apple Disk Ii
• Fully compatible With Apple Controller

or other Apple compatible controllers.

• One Year Warranty

FULL or Y2-Height
16K RAM Card - Apple 11+

e 2-Year Warr'!lnty

INNOVATORS IN MICRO· COMPUTER TI:CHNOLOCY

APPLE & IBM Compatible
DISK DRIVES

eo-Column card for Apple II series

a Video Soft Switch
a Inverse Video
a VIDEX's Vldeoterm compatible

VI EWMAX-80e
80-Column extended video card for

Appl, lie

a 64K RAM, expandable to 128K
a Double Hlgh'resolutlon circuit
a Compatible with Pascal & CP/M

VI EWMAX-80

Parallel printer card, Appla II series

a Centronics compatible
a Variable print widths
a Up to 5000 characters/second

PRINTMAX

SINGLE COLOR COLOR COOED

CONTACTS l' 10' l' 10"
10 .4& 4.30 .78 7.20
16 .&0 4.70 .9& 8.70
20 .60 &.60 1.1& 10.90
25 .70 6.&0 1.22 lUO
26 .70 6:&0 1.27 lUO
34 .93 8.&0 1.&& 14.40
40 1.27 11.&0 1.82 15.70
50 1.28 12.00 2.40 21.90

RESISTORS

;ontrolled by sound sensor and 1-channel
·Iectronic circuit. Use the whistle in this kit
nd Piper-Mouse follows your commands,
Jrning left or right, stopping and starting.
Jses 2 AA and 1 9V battery (not included).

V1V-915 $44.95
FUBBON CABLE

V4 WATT 5% CARBON FILM
ALL STANDARD VALUES

FROM 1 OHM-10MEGOHM
50 PCS 1.25
100 PCS 2.00
I ,000 PCS 15.00

Checkmate
Technology,

Inc.

~PPLE lie Special
~ x ten d e d 80-Col.

VIDEO CARD

$69. 95

* 64K to 128K *
4ULTIVIEW 80/160 249,00
10-160 columns with any monltorl

I Screens: 80x24, 80x32, 80x48,
96x24,132x~4,132x30,160x24

IOn-screen BOLD and Underline
, Reverse scrolling
, Easy·to·read Wide-engle mode
I Apple II and lie compatible
I Prompt lines
I Upper & lowercase letters

ROBOT KITS!
)IPER-MOUSE
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Here's a 50 characterper second plain paper, dot matrix printer that you can use with virtually
any home or office personal computer. It's built really tough to withstand heavy use. It's really
easy to use. And it even prints graphics. Price Slashed to $129.

By Drew Kaplan There's no more complicated pro- Ifthe program isn't running, type LPRINT
Complete your computer. Now you gramming required. And, inexpensive instead of PRINT in line 10.

can harness the full power of your com- data base programs are availible at any To you sophisticated programmers,
puter. From writing letters to listing pro- computer store. think how easy your life will be when you
grams, your computer will be incredibly PERMANENT RECORD can print out program lists that you can
more useful. If you have a modem, you're in for a study at length.

It uses plain paper and it's super reli- treat. You can access encyclopedias, And, you won't have to load a bunch of
able. It prints both upper and lower case stock market reports, and much more. disks to find a program when you print
characters. And, if you aren't using a When you sign on a service like Com out a menu for each of your disks.
printer with your computer, read on. puServe orThe Source, the world is quite LOOK AT ALL IT DOES

LISTING/INDEXES/LETTERS literally at your finger tips. AnadinseveralAugustcomputermaga-
AND MORE With a printer, you can get a 'hard zines listed a $149 thermal printer (that

Experience the thrill of actually writ- copy' of all the incoming information. needs expensive thermal paper) as the
ing your letters and reports on your com- You can get everything from SAT test lowest priced printer in the U.S.
puter. Now you'll be able to use all of simulations and 10 tests to loan amor- Imagine a 50 character per second,
your computer's word processing and tization schedu les. plain paper, full 80 column dot. matrix prin-
correcting capabilities to really explore AFRAID OF PROGRAMMING? ter with a built-in standard Centronics
your creative talents. You don't need to know the first thing Parallel Interface, slashed to just $129.

It's easy. Some of the new word pro- about programming to use this or any This printer handles plain old cheap
cessing programs are so 'user friendly' printer. But, if you've never typed in and standard fanfold pin feed computer paper
that you can learn to use them in just run a program, here's the easiest one I from 4.5" to 9.5" wide, with it's built- in
about 10 minutes. Change a line, change know. Turn on your computer. adjustable tractor pin feed drive.
a word, move a line. Just push a button. Commodore Owners, and Atari Owners, It's so powerful you can even use two-

Are data bases a four letter word? Not your computer, and most others will say part forms for a carbon copy. Plus, there's
on your life. Now you can use your com- 'Ready'. Just push Control and Reset on an impact control for print darkness.
puter to organize all your telephone num- an Apple. Then type the following: It understands and prints 116 upper
bers, your stocks, stamps, and recipes. 10 PRINT "OAK IS WONDERFUL" and lower case characters, numerals

If you're using your computerfor busi- 20 GOTO 10 and symbols. And that's not all.
ness, you can have a complete, instantly RUN You can even print Double Width char-
accessible file for each customer by name, You should type a carriage return at acters. And, look at this. This printer
what they bought, when, etc. the end of each line. Why 'not try this has full graphic capabilities with 480

A data base will let you find or organize program now? Next time. I'll tell you how dot horizontal resolution and 63 dot per
and print out any information you want, to get out of the program, and maybe inch vertical resolution. So, you can print
however you want, whenever you want. even discuss peeks and pokes. out your pictures, pie charts or graphs.

478 BY T E • MARCH 1985



It prints 10 characters to the inch, six
lines to the inch. In short, it's going to
make typewriters into dinosaurs. When
hooked to your computer, you'll never
have to retype anything again. If yciu find
an error, just make the correction and let
the computer retype your work for you.

The printer is made by C.ITOH/Leading
Edge in Japan. It's built to really take
heavy use. But in the unlikely event that
it should need service, there are approx
imately 400 service centers nation wide.

It takes standard long life inked rib
bon cassettes that are readily available
nation-wide. This is a printer that will
give you many years of continuous reli
able service and enjoyment.

AND NOW THE BAD NEWS
If you're the president of a large com

pany sending important business letters,
you may want a $1 000 daisy wheel prin
ter. But for most uses, dot matrix printers
are incredibly faster, and there isn't any
way to print out a graph or picture on a
daisy wheel printer.

But, there are two things you need to
know about this printer. First, it has about
the dumbest name I've ever seen. It's
built tough and rugged. So, they named
it The Gorilla Banana Printer.

Second, like many dot matrix printers,
the letters g, j, p, q, and yare level with
the other letters. Each letter is com
pletely and perfectly formed, but each
sits level with the rest of the alphabet.

Upper case letters and symbols are
unaffected. So, if you don't want letters
that look like they were printed by a
computer, this printer isn't for you.

But for most letters, term papers or
reports, programming and all the data
bases and information you'll get through
a modem, this printer is perfect.

COMPATIBLE COMPUTERS
Any Computer with a standard Centron

ics parallel port, such as: Apple, Frank
lin, IBM PC, TRSSO, Osborn, Atari, Com
modore VIC 20, Commodore 64, Kaypro,
and virtually any other personal com
puter. Plus, most briefcase portables.

FEAR OF INTERFACES?
Your computer is smart. But, it doesn't

know how to 'talk' to other devices. That's
why you need an interface.

An interface isn't just a cable. It's ac
tually an intelligent translator that lets
your computer talk to other equipment.

Usually the computer manufacturers
don't include the various interfaces when
you buy your computer, because they
don't know if you' II ever add peripherals
such as disk drives, printers or modems.

So, rather than sell you something
you don't need, you don't buy an inter
face untill you add onto your computer.

There are two types of printer inter
faces. The first allows you to do text
word processing. For 99% of computer
use, this is all that is needed. It trans
lates all the possible letters and punctu
ation known as ASCII. This printer under
stands 116 characters and symbols.

A second type of interface also allows
you to dump pictures or graphics from
your screen or memory. This is more
complicated because every dot must be
told where to go. This interface, or' driver
program' as it is called, is available in
two forms; built into an interface card, or
as a program on a disk which you use in

conjunction with any standard interface.
Either way, you'll have the printer op

erating in just a few minutes. And if you
already have a printer, the same Cen
tronics parallel interface and cable (about
85% of all printers are compatible) should
work with this printer.

I Wrth this printer you can .It.r your graphics •• you d••ir•. You
can print normal or rever••d (both shown above. reduc~ to fit in
this catalog) and you can even print double liz•.

WHY SO CHEAP
A new model will emerge soon with a

different name. Leading Edge had just
28,000 ofthese remarkable printers which
have been selling at discount for as little
as $199, left in stock.

DAK bought them all for cold hard
cash. And now we're offering them to
you for less than the original price we
were quoted as wholesale.

The printer is approximately 16%" wide,
9" deep and 7" tall. It's backed by Lead
ing Edge's standard limited warranty.

ADD PRINTING POWER TO
YOUR COMPUTER RISK FREE

Now you can really make use of your
computer. 50 characters per second print
ing on plain paper for just $129. Wow!

Now you can print out your programs,
your notes or your letters. If you're not
100% satisfied, simply return the printer
and any accessories in their original boxes
to OAK within 30 days for a refund.

To order your 50 Character Per Second
Dot Matrix, Plain Paper Printer with a
built-in Centronics Parallel Interface, risk
free with your credit card, call toll free,
or send your check for the breakthrough
close- out price of just $129 plus $8 for
postage and handling to OAK. Order No.
4101. CA res add 6% sales tax.

Special Note: Ifyol.ol need a serial prin
ter for a computer, such as the TRS80
Color Computer, order the identical prin
ter with a built-in Serial Interface for the
same price. Use Order No. 4102.

The Printer comes packaged with a
long life ribbon. Extra ribbons are avail
able at computer stores. OAK has them
for $4 each ($1 P&H) Order No. 4103.

Standard Centronics Interfaces foryour
computer are available at any computer
store. This Printer has its receiving inter-

face built in. You simply need one, com
plete with its cable, to plug into your
computer 'to send' information. Below
are our favorites for 5 of the most pop
ular computers.

For your Apple. We have Practical Per
ipherals' text interface for just $49 ($2
P&H) Order No. 9877. We have their
graphics capable interface for just $79
($2 P&H) Order No. 4104. If you already
have a Centronics Parallel Interface, we
have a graphics driver program on disk
for just $7 ($1 P&H) Order No. 4105.

For your IBM PC, you don't need an
interface. It's usually already built-in.
But, you do need a cable. We have a
cable, ready to connect this printer to
your computer, for just $19 ($2 P&H)
Order No. 9879. We have a graphics
driver program on disk for just $7 ($1
P&H) Order No. 4106.

For your Atari 800, 800XL, 400, or
600XL, we have a text interface for just
$69 ($2 P&H) Order No. 9881. We have
a graphics driver program on disk for
just$7 ($1 P&H) Order No. 4107.

For your Commodore VIC 20 or 64,
we have a text interface for just $39 ($2
P&H) Order No. 9883. We have a Gra
phics Interface for just $54 ($2 P&H)
Order No. 4108.

Special Bonus for Commodore 64
owners. We have a powerful word pro
cessing program with editing, including
changing a line, a word, or moving a line.
Once you've tried computer word pro
cessing, you'll never want to look at a
typewriter again.

Plus, we have a super data base pro
gram that lets you use 8 fields of infor
mation on up to 200 subjects at a time.
Then you can search for any part, sort
alphabetically or numerically and print
out an address book, a Iist of your stocks
or anything you can imagine. They're
both yours for just $5 ($1 P&H) with
purchase of the printer. Use Order No.
4122 for Disk. or Order No. 4123 for
Cassette.

For mostTRS 80 Computers, you don't
need an interface, just a cable. For the
Black and White Computers, we have a
Parallel Cable for just$18 ($2 P&H) Order
No. 9885. For the Color Computers we
have a Serial Cable (you need the Serial
Printer as well) for just $18 ($2 P&H)
Order No. 4109.

For briefcase-type portables. the Cen
tronics Interface is usually built-in. Just
stop by any computer store. All Cen
tronics Printers use the same cable at
the printer end, but you'll need a cable
that fits your particular computer's plug.

Get hard copy print-outs of your pro
grams or your graphics. Turn your com
puter into a powerful word processor.
Forget retyping ever again. For just $129
you can make your computer complete.

Apple, Atari. IBM PC. Franklin, Commodore VIC 20 & 64. TRSSO,
Osborn, and Kaypro. are regestered trademarks of Apple computer,
Atar' Inc., International Business Machine Corp.• Franklin Com
puter, Commodore Electronics Ltd., Radio Shack/Tandy, Osborn
Corp. and Kapro respectively.

~
DAK Depl.BY01 -

~ INDUSTRIES INCORPORATED

TOLL-FREE ORDER LINE
For credit card orders call 24 hours a day 7 days a week

CALL TOLL· FREE...1-800-325-0800
8200 Remmet Ave.. Canoga Park, CA 91304
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CONRAC
9" MONITOR

1$9
A CriSp display IS assured WIth the conrac 9 monItor ThIs umt features 12 volt only
operation. open frame construction, separate hIgh resolutIOn Video and most 01 all
Incomparable Conrac qualtty Documentation Includes schemallc and theory of
operation CON·9BW

Switching lA'
Supply ...

Power your single board system With one sup-

~~! J07~~ ~teF~OmS~I,tC:f~ e~~se~~~PJ'~mo~~~~t~
amps surge, - t2 volts at 0 5 amps. and a sec
ond +- t 2 volts at 2.0 amp output It IS Jumper
selectable for both 120 volt and 220 volt opera·
tlon UnitS measures approximately 6" by 8
ThiS board IS capable of supplying power for
two 5 '(4" Wlnchesters. a Single board computer along With a hard disk controller

:~~~I~~lfe~l:~~~eY1~~t~~ru:l~I~~~~kh~9~kr~rla~,~:~ed:~f~lr2$4995 thiS power

DigiGraphics

Multifunction Card
1179

:,'1"1 I I I I.JI ~. r.... • ~~a

'('( I I I I , '..;.. "" .t ~_ _-
- ~. :...-..., ·~r

I I I t I I 1 I I:... ..... -- _ II
--_.- ~-. 111. 11111111 -:. "":'~.k

These 6 7 Megabyte dnves are new Units recently re
leased by Ihe Shugart dIVISion of Xerox.
The Shugart 604 IS fUlly 506 Industry compatible. Each drive is tested before
shipmen! and IS supplied With a 90 day warranty. SHU·604

Compallble With most RadiO Shack Color C puter software The world famous Dragon
computer IS now available In the United States Manufac1ured by the Tano Corp under
license of the British Broadcasting Company The Dragon comes complete With 64K Byte 01
memory. senal modem port along With a Centromcs printer Interlace ThiS unique micro
computer features Motorola's advanced 6809E mIcroprocessor and comes standard With
MIcrosoft Color BaSIC, data base manager. and a complete word processing package The
computer outputs color compOsite VIdeo along With R.F. VideO that allows the unit to be used
In conjunction With any color teleVISion ThiS IS the Ideal tow cost computer to be used With
any dla,J up Information system such as the Source. Western UnIOn s ~asyLmk or any other
time share service
-'=~-=-=~--- _._-----

Shu~alt"·
604 WINCHESTER

It59
CTS-212AH
SGlMl<I2
SGL·MK1

mAO
'2OOll
'OJAO

31900
25900

7500
07900
moo
22900
27900

CHR232 199 00
PRY PI20Q 339 00
PAM PI 2008 27900
TEM SMt200 22900
USA-212A 439 00

12 389 00
59500

P 16q 00
U P 21900
U 2LP 35900
NOV·JCAT 11500

&

RefurnDII
PROMETHEUS SmIth Hif SellDu

ProModem 1200 DRAfJON
1119 1119

eaGLE
'89$'-

The Eagle IIE/2 Computer features a 12 non-glare green phosphor
CRT typewnter style keyboard With separate numeric cluster ThiS
unIt prOVides two 5 1/4" drives for a combIned storage capaCity of 780
K/Byte The computer contains a 4Mhz Z-80A. DMA disk Interface,
two RS-232C serla! pons. CenirorliCS pl"lnler Interface along With an
aUXIliary parallel pan
Software Included ConSiStS of ULTRACALC electrOniC spread sheet
SPELLBINDER word processor. CBASIC2. CP/M 2 2. and an exclu
sive Eagle menu driven utility package
These umts are all'factory new and are being oHered lar below their
suggested pnce at $2495 ThiS IS your opponunlly to purchase a
complete CP/M system lor only sa95

• art 149
ASCII KEYBOARD

-The Prometheus Premodem 1200 IS best value that we have seen In a
300/1200 baud modem, ThiS Hayes compatible mOdem features
completely unanended operallon. auto answer/auto dial and even
Includes redial number when busy Internal diagnostICs makes the
Promodem 1200 an easy modem to Inslall Help commands. reat time
clock and Internal speaker add to the ease of use olthts Unit
An optional processor accessory allows banery back up. extra mem
ory space lor stomg addItional phone numbers. messages receIVed
and can act as a transfer buHer when exchanging programs
The Alphanumenc display opllOn allows messages saved to be diS
played when they were receIved, dIagnostIc test results. numbers In
the directory. as well as modem status

MODEMS

California Digital has purchased over 3000 of these MICroswltch keyboards from
the General DynamiCS CorporatIon. 93 ASCII encOded Hall effect SWitches
Includes 8 function keys and 14 key numeriC cluster make thiS keyboard an
excellecl value at only $49. MIC-93GD We also have available a matching
General DynamiCs steeltnm panel $10

The Ampro llnle Board IS a Single board Z-80A microcomputer With on board 5 1
4

disk controller. 64K,btyes of memory two senal ports along With a Centrorncs
parallel printer port ThiS computer IS supphed wrth enhanced CP/M 2 2 With well
documented user manual APO·LB 1A

25900
23895
379 00
'9900
33900
47500
29900
41995
35995
47895

179500
179500
159900
99'00
45900
65900

176500
77500
02900
69500

112500
111500
49500

25900
"'00
39900
17900

149500
32900
39900
55900
92900
25900
.,900
'2900

117900
57900

1029 00
1129 00
35900
..900

698500
399500
579500

7895
11900
12895
13895
15895
8995
899'

15900
11900
'900

'95 00
53900
67500
71900
'9500

115900
76500
57500
75900
95000

'095 00

tIIEC-1401 X
BMC·9191
BMC·9191M
NEC-I203
NEC.JC1215
ZTH-ZI35
AMK·lOO
AMK-200
AMK-JOO
PAN-HXI2

L1B-Fl00
OUM 102
APX-OI25G
APX-OI75A
WYSSO
WYS-JOO
ZTH·Z29
TVI-91OP
TVI-925
TVI·950
TVI-970

BMC-12A
BMC-12EN
AMK-3OOG
AMK-JOOA
AMK310A
ZTH-I22
ZTH-ZI23
NEC-JB1201
NEC-JBI2fiO
CON BW9

Freeoom 100, spill screen_ detald\able k.eyboaId
Oume 102 green phosphol' lemunal
Ampex DIalogue 125 green saeen.
Ampex Olalouge 175 ambef screen Iwopage tunc keys
Wyse SO. 14 green phosphor
Wyse300, ElQhlcolordrSPIay SPlII$Creen
Zef'lIltl29 lefTTW'a' VTS2 compal ole delalch bit! keyOOard
Te\evloeo910PluS,bIod<mooe
Televtdeo 925. oelald'lable keyboarCl. 22IUOCII()n keys
TeleVldeo 950. graptllCcflar ,spill screen_ 22 rune
TelelfldeO 970. 14 green 132column. European

COLOR
NECJCI4010 Me<:\'um Hogh 13 RGB
BMCAU919IUColorcom VIOeOWIl\lsounCl
BMC 91911.4 RGBdeSqle<lIOt' use .... ,lnme IBM computes"
NECJCl203OM, RGBcoIotmQllllOt'
NEC JC1215co1ot compoSll
Zero ZVMI35 AGB & compos.le su'labielOt' IBM PC
AmOek Color I, 13 comPO$l1 VIdeo
Amdek Color II- 13 RGB I'll, resoluhon
Amdek Color Ill· ,13 RGB medIum resolulllOfl
Pnncelon HX 12 RGB IBM PC compal,[)fe

The NEG J(;-1401D IS a 13" medium/high resolulIOn RGB meMor
suitable lor use with the Sanyo MBC·550/555 or the IBM/PC The
manllor features a resolution of 400 dOls by 2·10 lines. Colors available
are Red, Green. Blue. Yellow. Cyan. Magf:nl.J. Black and White
These manllors are currently being used In apphcatlons lar more
critical than microcomputers.
The NEC monitor carnes the Lmon-Monroe label and was onglnally
scheduled for use In their Office althe Future eqUIpment A change
In Monroe's markellng strategy has made lhese units excess Inven
tory which were sold 10 California Olg,lal We afe offering lhese pnme
new' AGB montlors at a fraction of thelf onglnal cost Sanyo com

pallble NEC·1401/S, 18M/PIC Computer compatible NEC-1401/PC

MONITORS

PRINTERS

TERMINALS

MATRIX PRINTERS
Star GemIni-lOX 120 char/sec STA·GIOX
SlarGemlm-15X lOOctlarlsec 15 paper STA-G15X
Slar GefT'lIn' [)ella 10, 160Chaflsec STR-OlO
Star Coex 60FT IOClton & IraCIOt' VST-C80FT
ToshlbaP1351, 192ctlarlsec lellerQuallty TOSI351
Oludala 82A serial & paraJ1eI9' 1 paper OKI-82A
Okldata 92A parallellnlerface. 160 charlsec OKI-92A
Qkldata 83A & parallel 15 paper OKI-83A
O\l;ldala 84A & parallel 15 'paper OKI·B4A
EpsonRX-80IO 120Chal/sec EPS·RX80
Epson FXBO_ 10 l60char lsec with graptllJaJI EPS-FXBO
Epson FX 100 15 160 ctlal Isec Will'! graphlra" EPS·FXIOO
Epson lOl500. 15 corespondence quality EPS, LOl500

EpsonJX80Color prlnler ~~~;~B

~:~:=~~~~II~:~n~~,aJ ADX-9620B
PrOWrlter8510parallel9'l paper PRO-8510P
Prowfller II parallel 15 paper graphIcs PAO-2P
Oalaproducls B-600'3 band prUlIer 600 LPM DPS·B600

~~~:;~:~~~~~~~~~~7;:,r:w~~le ~i~:~
WORD PROCESSING PRINTERS

NEC7710 55c.'larlsecood senal Inlerface NEC·7710
NEC7730 55char sec_ pdt I Inlerface NEC-7730
NEC35SO popuIalpnrlklroesognedlorthetBM PC ~~g:=

~I~V~~~~1~4::'~~20p~~~~~a:r I SAD-EXPSOO
Silver Reed EXP551) 17Ct\arlsec par I Interface SAD·EXP5SO
[),ab'o63040C't'3r sec senal DBL-630
DIao60620,Dfcl>Of'!lOl'\3lspaong hOrl & ver1 tab 20cps DBL·620
Juk16100 18 char ,sec SPECIAL JUK-6Ioo
BrotherHAIA58I'oallr'llE!ftace BTH·HA1S
SlaIWnler FIOseflal 40Ctlar sec PAO·F10S
SlaIWnlerF10p.Ila!1eI40cnar sec PRO·FloP
Comre" CR2 5k bUtler proportoOfTal spaong par I CAX CR2P

\

NEe RGB ~4lMV) Ampro
COLOR #~7 Little Board

MONITOR 1119



$279.00
299.00
239.00

89.00

28.50

1

'27.50
1
23.80

27.7526.60
1
22.25

31.50 29.50,25.60
35.75,32.75129.75

22.95 21.75 20.75

19.95 18.75 17.85

Plastic library
case supplied

with all diskettes
purchased from

California Digital.

33.95'31.75129.15
31.95127.75!26.15
35.25.33.25128.75
40.75,38.75 32.25
45.50 !39.75 35.15

45.95143.25137.50
37.9536.75131.50
41.75137.50132.25
54.65 49.75 140.50
52.50148.75140.45

MMM·143/D

OYS-314D/20

MXL-FD2

• HOrizontal mount dualS" full he~ht drives.
• VertIcal mount dual lull helghla' drives.
• HOrizontal mount one full height Of two half height a".
• HOrizontal one full height or two hall height 5V.'·

EIGHT INCH DOUBLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

FIVE INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DENSITY

~~:: Each box 10 Boxes 100 Boxes
Slllleen

~~~I'g~~~~P~I:~~~~nuu~ec:~~~~t~~~~~~ln~~~t~~:s~;~~t~c~~~~~IIo~
your applicatIOn The follOWing stock disk drive encklsures are available
AII.nclude power supplies the S enclosures are supplied wIth exhaust fans

ENCLOSURES

EIGHT INCH SINGLE SIDED DOUBLE DEN.SITY

D/SKErrES It6.SIJ

CAL DIGITALm:m 16.50:14.9513.50

SCOTCH 555:m::~22.95;21.7520.75
VERBATIM

MEMOREX

MAXELL

DYSAN

SCOTCH MMM-140/0

M'EMOREX MRX-3062

VERBATIM VRB-3419000

DYSAN OYS·3140/1

SCOTCH MMM·14110

MEMOREX MRX·3090

VERBATIM VRB·341BOOO

DYSAN DYS·314D/10

MAXELL MXL-FOI

The Shugart 801 R has long been Ihe standard by which all
other e'ght inch disk drives have been judged. The 801 R has
histOrically been used by thousands of quality conscious
equipment manufacturers because of their extremely high
degree of reliability.
These units are current production, rack mountable LSI tech
nology, The drives are identical to drives currently sold by
distributors at $600.
California Digital has aqulred these NEW units as a result of
a change of marketing strategy olthe A. M. Jaquard Corpora
tion. This is the best value that has ever been offered on any
Shugart eight inch disk drive. SHU-8D. R

ShU~Brt

'IS9

Five Inch Single Sided Drives

One Two Ten

SHUGARTSA400Lfullheight 189 179 175
TANDON TM100·1 full height 99 95 79

Five Inch Double Sided Drives
TEAC FD55B half height 139 135 129
TEAC FI;)55F 96 TPI, half ht. 139 135 129
REMEX RFD480 213 ht. IBM/PC 39 39 35
CONTROL DATA 9409 PC 169 159 155
CONTROL DATA 9428 '12ht. 119 115 109
SHUGART SA455 Half Height 139 135 129
PANASONIC JA551/2N (455) 139 135 129
SHUGART SA465'12 Ht. 96TPI 239 229 219
TANDON 100-2 full height 169 165 169
TANDON 101·4 96TPlfull ht. 329 319 305
MITSUBISHI4851 half height 159 149 145
MITSUBISHI485396/TPI'12Ht.169 159 155
MITSUBISHI 4854 8" elec. 395 385 375
QUME 142 half height 219 205 199

Eight Inch Single SI

SHUGART801R 159 159 154
SIEMENSFDD100·8 129125119
TANDON 848E·1 Half Height 369 359 349

Eight Inch Double Sided Drives
SHUGARTSA851R 495 485 475
QUME 842 "QUME TRACK 8" 319 319 313
TANDON 848E·2 Half Height 459 447 435
REMEX RFD·4000 219 219 209
MITSUBISHI M2894·63 447 439 433
MITSUBISHI M2896·63 '12 Ht. 459 449 409

YfJlI' C"fJ/"

TE AICSSB SSF
,. 48TPI'96TPI

959
1493
1965

765
149
395
775

999
1589
1995

795
159
419
795

1-31 32... 100 ...
1.75 1.65 '.45
1.15 1.65 1.45
3.95 3.40 3.25

18.95 17.50 14.75
18.95 17..50 14.7~

39.00 35.00 29.00

411615005. 16K ICM-41161r,Q
411620005.16K IC....116200
416C1SOns.6CK ""refresh ICJl4..4164ISO
4125615Ons.2S6K ICM-41256150
4228 lor IBM/AT ICM-4128150
OP8409 dyrntmic controller teT-&409

STATIC MEMORY

DYNAMIC MEMORY

These Qume DT8/842 disk drives are NEW double
sided Units acquired from the excess inventory of a
major computer manufacturer.

Five Inch Winchester Hard Disk Drives
One Two

Upon request, all drives are supplied
with power connectors and manual

21102 200,..s. 11( SIaliC: ICM-,l102200 1.49 1.29 1.15
21L02 4SOn.. lK Sialic ICM-21L024SO 1.29 1.15 .99
21 1245Ons. 2Kstatic lCM·2112450 2.99 2." 2.15
2114 JOOns.1K It" ICM·2114300 '-95 1.85 1.75
4044TM5 4sons. 4K It 1 ICM-4044450 3.49 3~5 2.99
5257 300n•. 41( It 1 1CM-5257300 2.50 2~5 1.99
6116 P42OOns.2K. 8 1C~116200 3." 3." 3.70
61 16 P31SOns.2Ka' ICM-6116150 '.55 4.35 4.15

EPROMS
ICE-2708 .... 4.75 4.55
ICE·2716 '.50 425 3.97
ICE·2716TMS 7." 7.65 7.25
ICE-2132 '.50 3.75 3.55
ICE-2764 5.95 5.75 6.25
ICE·27128 18.95 16.75 15.25

FUJITSU M2235AS 27 Meg.
RODINE RO-208 53 Meg.
MAXTOR XT1065 65 Meg.
SHUGART 712 13 Meg. '12 Ht
SHUGART 604 6.7 Meg.
TANDON 502 10 Meg.
TANDON 503 19 Meg.

4164 g,~~o~c1,eli - '~i. II' "
I '_' III j'; . •



SUPER $500,000
Call Toll Free Now!

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

ORANGE MICRO
Grappler + , ,$ 115
Buffered Grappl'"+ ,i6K 8XP 64K •. 174
Mr. Chips for PC & XT, Par. Ser, Clock & Cal., 64K
Realworld IIF, BSR line IIF 389
TOSHIBA
Bi-Directional Tractor. ..$ 149
Font Disk for Down loading P1351 . , 48
MICROTEK
Dumpling GX (same as Grappler +). ,$ 75
Dumpling GX w/16K buffer 149
Dumpling GX wl32K buffer, 165
Additional Buffering 16K 16
FOURTH DIMENSION
Par. Card & Cable for Apple ,$ 45
OKIDATA
Plug and Play for IBM , .. $ 49
Okigraph I for 82A . 49
Okigraph I for 83A . 49
Tractor for 82A & 92, 55
JUKI
Bi·Directional Tractor $ 135
Serial Interface . . 65
BROTHER
Tractor for DX·15, .$ 99
Tractor for HR25 .. 129
Tractorfor HR35 , 129
Cut Sheet Feeder for DX15 ... 175
Cut Sheet Feeder for HR25135 , 199
Keyboard for DX15 165
STAR MICRONICS
Graphstar, Apple Interlace $ 69
Universal Atari 79
Universal Commadore . 59
SenallnterfaceCard. 59
CABLES
IBM PC to Parallel Printer. $ 18
Serial Cable. 18

•
J NOSURCHAAGE ~. . ,:"J FOR CREDIT CARDS ~ VISA J

We accept VISA, MasterCard, COD [w/deposlt),
Certified Checks or Wire Transfers, Minimum
Shipping Charge $4,00, Some items subject to
back order, California Res. add 6\-'2% Sales Tux.
All returns are subject to a 15 % restocking
charge and must be authorized by store manager
within 10 days. Prices subject to change without
notice, This Ad supersedes all others,

$ 229
275

$ 275
439
669

$ 309
399
399
335
515
549
529
549
929
499

1069

$ 257
342
369
549

$ 799

1249

.$ 629
839

,.$ 239
539
359
359
465
475
589
589
769
679
679
779
139

.... $ 449

. ... $ 249
259
349
369
365
359
349

Call for
lowest price

LEGEND
880,80 cps, FT & Graphics
1080, 120cpS,FT&Graphlcs ,

PRINTERS

BROTHER
HR25,25cps
HR35,36cps.

DYNAX
DX15XL By Brother, 20 cps, .... $ 379

JUKI
6100, L.Q, 18cpsw/proportional spc.. " .. $ 399
6300 Call

TOSHIBA
P1351 Dot Matrix, 192 cps, letter quality 100 cps, does
graphics. 3 in 1printer . $1229
P1340sameasabovebut 10"carr, , 689

PANASONIC
1091 wfTractor, 120cps, 1 yr. war.
1092,
1093. ,

OKIOATA
ML 182A, Repiaces82A "New"
ML83A, 15" Para. & Ser.
ML92P, 160cps, Carr, Quality.
ML921BM GraphlcsComp,
ML92S, 160cps, Carr. Quality,
ML92 Apple Mac, 2K Graphics.
ML93P, 160cps, Carr. Quality
ML931BM Graphics Camp..
ML93S, 160 cps, Carr, Quality,
ML84P, 200 cps.
ML841BM GraphiCS Camp,
ML84S, 200cps,
Okimate20 .

RITEMAN
Alleman Plus 120 cps wfTractor
R,leman Blue Plus 140 cps IBM
R,leman II 160cps, 8K mem, w/Trac .
Rlteman 15, 160cps.15"carr..

QUME
Letterpro 20P Prop. Spc. Enh Pmt
Sprint 1140 +, 2K, 40 cps,
132col. width

STAR MICRONICS
Gemini lOX, 10", 120cps.
GemlnIIOXPC(IBMCompal.)
Gemini 15X, 15", 120cps
Gemini 15X PC(IBM Compal.)
Delta 10, 10", 160cps
Delta 10 PC ,
Powertype, 18 cps Par & Ser .
SG 10, 120cps(instock) ,
SG 20, 120cps(in stOCk) , , , , '" ... "

C.ITOH
Prowriter85lOAP, 120cps .
Prowriter 8510 BC2, 120 cps
Prowrl ter 8510 SP, 180 cps ,
8510 BPI (IBM Compatible)
Prowriter 111550 P. 15" 120cps.
Prowriterll1550BCD, 15" 120cps
1550 BP(IBM Compatible)
1550SP, 180cps ,
Starwriter Fl0·40PU, 40cps
StarwriterAl0, 18cps,
Printmaster FIO·55PU, 55 cps

SWEETP
Si x Shooter 600

IF YOU SEE IT ADVERTISED FOR LESS,
CALL COMPI)TER CONNECTION FIRST

FOR LOWEST QUOTE!

GIVE US A CHANCE TO BEAT THE
COMPETITION'S ADVERTISED PRICE.

1063
79

.$ 895

Call
For

Current
Prtce
And

Stock

,$1545'
1699'
1575'
1795'
3495'

Call
Call

.$ 399
199
269
Call

... $ 239
315
309
135
319
229
36

" ,$1995
1699
2375
3995

.. $ 295
437

.... $ 329
419

20% to40%
OFF LIST
ALWAYS

SOFTWARE
LOTUS DEVELOPMENT CORP.
Lotus 1·2·3
Symphony,

ASHTON TATE
DBasell ,
DBaseli1 ,

MICROPRO INTERNATIONAL
ProPak (WS/M MISSIStar Index)
Option Pak (M/M, CIS, SiI)
Wordstar 2000 '
Wordstar 2000 + .

MICROSOFT
Soitcard (CP/M)
Microsoft Word .
Word w/Mouse
Mouse
PremIum Softcard tor liE
Softcard lor II & II +
Flight Simulator

COMPAQ
256K, w/2· 320K Drives
Desk Top Modell
Desk Top Model 2 .
Desk Top Model3

KAYPRO
Kayproll.
Kaypro IIX ,
Kaypro4 .
Kaypro 4188.
Kaypro 10
Kaypro 16

SANYO
MBC 550·2 wll 320K Drive & sftwr.
MBC 555·2 w/2 320K Drives &
more software.
Serial Port for Sanyo

TAVA
TAVA PC 1 Par, & 1 Ser. Ports, 128K, 2·320K Drives,
Color Card & Monitor ",$1499
TAVA XT same as above inC I. 10 meg Hd Disk, , ,$2495

PERSONAL SYSTEMS
APPLE
Apple liE Starter System Incl: Apple liE, Tilt Monitor. 1
Drive w/contoller, BOcal. card. Call
Apple Professional System Incl: Apple liE. 128K, Till
MonItor. Duo Disk. BOcol. card Call
Apple Ilc Call
Apple Ilc w/Monltor & Stand Call

IBM
IBM PC64K, 1Drive
IBM PC64K, 2 Drives.
IBM PC 128K, 1 Drive.
IBM PC 256K, 2 Drives
IBM XT, 10 Meg, Floppy & 128K
IBM AT Base
IBM AT Enhanced

• Call For Current IBM Prices



WAREHOUSE SALE
(800) 732-0304

449

..... $ 139
145
419
393
549
259

.. ......... $ 174
185
209
59

Drives For Apple & Franklin
RANA SYSTEMS
Elite I . . ... $ 199
Elitell 339
Elite III 389
Controller add. . . . . . . . . . . 85
MICRO-SCI
A·2 .
A.5C for IIc w/cable .
A.5 'I, height forIlE .
Controller Add

MOST ORDERS
SHIPPED

SAME DAY

DISK DRIVES
TANDON
TM1002forIBMPC. . .. $ 138
TM65·2, ';' Height, 320K. 189
TALL GRASS TECHNOLOGIES
12 Meg. HDwllnfegral20 Meg. Tape Backup ..... $2395
20 Meg. HD wllntegra 20 Meg. Tape Backup 2595
ALPHA OMEGA
10 Meg HD for IBM & Compo wlCont. Card
13 Month Warranty $ 845
TEAC
55BDoubleSlded360K.. ..$ 117 210r231
Quad Density. 189
EPSON
SD 521 DbllDbllor IBM. .. .. $ 149

DISPLAY MONITORS
QUADRAM
Amber chrome IBM compatible .......•...... $ 175
QUIMAX
PX4 Hi·Res(better than HX12) .
AMDEK
V300G $ 129
V300A 139
V31OAforIBMPC.......... 159
Color 1+. Composite 13" . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .. 279
Color II +, Hi·Res. 13"IIBM .....•.....•. __ • . 389
Color 300 _. . . 249
Color800. 415
Color 710 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 555
TAXAN
IBM Green Monochrome #121
IBM Amber Monochrome #122.
RGB IBM wlCable #420 ..
RGB Super HI-Res. #415.
RGB Super Hi-Res. #440 . . . . .
RGB/Comp. Med. Res. #210 .
PRINCETON GRAPHICS
HX-12 lor use with IBM PC $ 455
Max 12 Amber for IBM. 175
SR 12SuperHi-Res. 595
Scan Doubler .. 185

ACCESSORIES
8087 Math Chip $ 139
COMPUSERVE
Starter Kit Includes: Infoplex, Electronic Conferenc
lng, Professional Forums and Much More .. _. . $ 45

.$ 279
85

189

.$ 199
249
359

...$ 245
265
59
69
85

... $ 225
185
110

.... $ 24

.... $ 185

.... $ 245

. .... $ 529

..... $ 345
185

.. $ 389
349
389

.. $ 235
................... 265

329

ORDER LINE
(800] 732-0304

(Outside CaliforniaJ

[213] 635-2809
(Inside CaliforniaJ

Mon.-Fri. 7 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Saturday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

IBM PC ACCESSORIES
IBM
IBM Mono Card wlPrinter Port.
IBM Mono Monitor.
IBM Dos 2.1 .
IBM Dos 3.0 .
IBM Tech Ref. for PC. . . .

AST RESEARCH
Six Pak + w/64K.
Mega Plus II .
Monograph + .
PARADISE
Modular GraphicsCard ..........•......
ModuleA. . , .
Module B ..

PC PEACOCK
Color Graphics Card wlPar. Printer Port, Compat.
w/AlIlBM Software, 2 yr. war $ 219

64K MEMORY UPGRADE
64K (9 chips) 200 ns, 90 day war.

QUADRAM
Quad Color 1 Board .
Exp. Quadboard w/64K.
Quadlink 3000 Run Apple sftwr on IBM.

VUTEK
Vutek . CPS Board, RGB & Composite w/Par. & Ser.
Ports. 2 Yr. War. . $ 239

STB
Graphics + II. ..............•.•.... . .. $ 359

TECHMAR
Graphics Master.

PERSYST BOARD
Bob Hi·Res Display Adp $ 459

KEYTRONICS
KB5151

HERCULES
Monochrome Graphics Card
Color Card w/Printer Port.

ORCHID
Blossom .

MODEMS

DATA PLUS
384K Mem. Board w/OK. . ........•....... $ 139
XT Short Card, 384K Mem. . 195

MICROTEK
Monochrome Graphics Card Par & Ser $ 195
Color Graphics Card. 165

ANCHOR
Mark)Cll.
Volksmodem XII .........•.
MARK X 300 Baud .........•

HAYES MICRO
300 Baud Smart Modem ...............•.... $ 205
1200 Baud Smart Modem. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 449
1200 B for iBM PC. 379
2400 Baud Modem . . . . . . . . . . . . 645
Micro Modem liE . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . • . . 259
Chronograph. 189

BIZCOMP
Intelli Modem ST.
Intelli Modem XL wlVoice
Intelli Modem XT Short Mode .

PROMETHIUS
Promodem 1200. Call

.$ 139
80

165
75

.. $ 44

... $ 17

.$ 119
.... 245

.. ... $ 124

..... 139

CUSTOMER SERVICE:
[213] 635-5065

Mon.-Fri. 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.

MAIL ORDER & WAREHOUSE:
171 21 South Central, Unit L

Carson, California 90746

Inquiry 81

DISKETTES
PC DISKETTES
Sgl./Dbl. (Box of 10).. . ... $ 16
Dbl./Dbl. (Box of 10). . . . . . . . . . . 18
COMPUTER CONNECTION
SgI./Dbl.(Boxof10) $ 14
Dbl./Dbl. (Box of 10). . . . . . . . . . 16
Sgl./Dbl. wlDiskConlainer(10). 20
Dbl./Dbl. w/DiskContainer(10)........... 22
Bulk 50 & Up - Sgl./Dbl.. . 1.25 ea.
Bulk 50 & Up - Dbl./Dbl. 1.35 ea.

All Diskettes come w/5 Year Warranty

APPLE & FRANKLIN
ACCESSORIES

ACCESSORIES
Kensington System Saver $ 69
Fan for Apple II & liE w/surge 37

APPLE
Super Serial Card ....
Cont. Card w/Pro Dos
Monitorll ...............•...•.•.•.•..
80 Col. Card . . .

ASTAR
RF Modulator

KRAFT
Mark IV Joystick

MICRO-SCI
64K,80CoI.Card $ 65

ADVANCED LOGIC SYSTEMS
Z Engine 2.2 .
CPM/3.0 .
MICROMAX
Vlewmax 128K extended 80 col. card
for Apple liE .
80 Col. Card for Apple II & II + .





CALL US WITH YOUR LOWEST
ADVERTISED IBM P'RICE ••• WE

WILL MATCH IT PLUS PAY SHIPPING



IBM PC FLOPPY DISK SYSTEM
Basic system includes 256K, twa floppy drives 360K each,
drive controller and keyboard

IBM PC 10MB SYSTEM
Basic system includes 256K, one floppy drive, keyboard,
10MB Hard Disk with controller (boats from hard disk)

CALL FOR LATEST SYSTEM PRICES
We have nat given system prices due to continuous
changes in the PC market and our policy of having the
best prices and availability.

Choose from the widest seledion of enhancement
products for your IBM PC system at the best prices. Start
with the Basic system and configure it according to your
needs. All Hard Disk systems are available with 2 floppy
drives and Backup devices (highly recommended).

IBM PC 20MB SYSTEM
Basic system includes 256K, one floppy drive, keyboard,
20MB Hard Disk with controller (boots from hard disk)

IBM PC 30MB SYSTEM
Basic system includes 256K, one floppy drive, keyboard,
30MB Hard Disk with controller (boots from hard disk)

CALL US LAST WITH YOUR BEST QUOTES *PRICEWAR ** PRINTERS HARD DISKS/BACI<UP MODEMS

DISKEnES DSDD TOP BRAND Box of 10. . .$25

BIZCOMP Intellimadems Xl/XT/ST. . ..... CAll

8087 - JeHIP (Intel) . . $109

IBM's original PC Keyboard (NEW). . .. CAll

64K RAM Set of 9 chips 150/200 ns .$25

MULTI-DISPLAY CARDS

CABLE Parallel. . .$20 Serial.. . $25
Keyboard Ext, 6 It. $10 Smart Cable CAll

EVEREX Graphics Edge. . . Best Price Ever

IBM Floppy Drive Controller $109

NOVATION Access 123 Int. w/Crosstalk . $429
NEW Smart Cat Plus wlMITE sohware - 101. or Ext. $369
VENTEL HaH Card 1200 for short slot . . .. $419
POPCOM C-I OO/X-I 00 Best Price

AST Monograph Plus w/clock, PP &Serial $399

PERSYST BoB Board CAll

HERCULES MonoGraphics ... $309 Calor.
lI!!WW~!IIIII

TILT/Swivel Monitor Stand ."", .... , .CAll

COMPUTER ACCESSORIES
POWER DIRECTOR P2 $109 PI2 $149

STANDBY PWR SUPPLY w/surge protection
200 Watts .$279 300 Watts .$379 800 Watts .CAll

KEYTRONIC Deluxe Keyboard KB 515I $179

TOOL KIT 8 piece set in aconvenient pock $29

QUBIEKeyboardFF5151.$149

MICROCOM ERA-2 lnl. w/software $359

HAYES 1200 BInternal w/software . . $369
1200 Standalone wlo software. . $439
NEW 2400 Baud. . CAll

QUBIE Standalone .... $309 Internal . .. $279

PROMETHEUS PROMODEM 1200 Ext. . .$329
PROMODEM 1200B Internal w/sohware . . ... $299

MYLEX Mono/Color Graphics & printer port ... $449

PARADISE Modular Brd .. $299 Modules .. CAll
STB Graphics Plus II Best Price

TECMAR Graphics Master wlPC Paintbrush

AMPEX PC Megastore 20MB w/25MB stmrCALL

KAMERMAN Masterflight wllO, 20 or 30 M8 HD
and 10, 20 or 60 MB streamer tape backup w/controller cords,
5plug power control, surge protection and lock.
Call for BEST price for your RIGHT combination.

IBM's original PC Keyboard (NEW) ..... CAll

MAYNARD IOMBlWS-1 $849 IOMB/WS-2$969
30MB/WS-I A ... $1999 30MB/WS-2A .... $2099
MaynStream - Complete cartridge backup system .. CAll

TANDON 100-2 Full Ht - DSDD.

HAYES 1200B w/sft ... $369 1200 Ext ... $439

SYSGEN 10MB tape backup . . .... $799
OIC File - 45MB tape backup - Int/Ext. .. $11951$1295
10 MB120 MB Hard Disc wist reamer tape backup .. CAll

GENIE Fixed/Removable Systems. Entire line

HARD DISKS for IBM PC w/CONTROLLER
10MB $649 20 MB . . $999
40 MB $1399 80 MB. . CAll

TALL GRASS 20 MB w/20 MB Backup $2599
35 MB w/45 MB ... $3999 70 MB w/60 MB $5999
Controller . . .. $120 Cartridge. . . . . $35

QUBIE 10120 MB Internal or External . CALL

COMPANY POLICY, Min ordel $100. Prices & ovoi~blity ",bjed 10
monge. We ship UPS. ShiDOi,,*,,"~i~ charges VfJry. COD requires rosh, rooney
o<de<, ,osh", 0< Cl!f1ified medi only. Fo< odVonce paymenl, pieaIe coil hoi hi<
worlco<de< number. P"""",I & Compcmy d..oo toke 3 weeks 10 dear. No "funck.
10% reslodcing lee on retu,," (~moil credil .1l.Od hi< bam". No open out.
PO', or foreign orde<.. WIU CAllS: Please roll hot 10< worl<order number.

.E
NO SURCHARGE ON (00,VISA Of Me AND. 51>

8087 - JeHIP (Intel) . $109
AST SIXPAK with 64K (expands to 384K) . $249

HERCULES MonoGraphics .. $309 Color .. $159

JUKI6100 . . . . . $379 6300 . $679
PGSMAX-12 .$169 HX-12 $429

POPCOM C-I OO/X-I 00 Best Price

TECMAR Graphics Master wlPC Paintbrush $449

HARD DISK whant. 10 MB120 MB .. $649/$999
OKIDATA 92P .. $349 93P .. $549 84P $649

DIABLO 630 ECS/IBM .$1799

H-P Thinkjet Ink Jet Printer 150 CPS. . .. $429
LaserJet Laser Printer 300 CPS, serial. . .CAll

.... $699

EPSON RX-80. $'l29 FX- 80 + $389
RX-80FT + $279 FX-I 00 + .. $569

LO-l 500 Parallel . . . .. $1099 Serial $1199
LO-I 500 Trador/Cutsheet Feeder. .$50/$399
NEW JX-80 COLOR. .CAll

OKIDATA92P. .$349
93P. . .... $549 84P.. . $649
NEW OKIMATE 20 Color/182P .. . CAll

JUKI6100 (18 CPS) 13" wide. .. $379
JUKI6300 (40 CPS) 16" wide. .$679
TOSHIBA 1340 P/135 IP. .$699/$1199

TAXAN COMPOSIT 115 Grnll16 Amber
MONO 121 Gmll22 Amber (1 000x360) .
411 (510x260). . .$349 425 (640x262)
440 (720x400) ... $549 W/Persyst BoB Brd ... $969

WYSETerminalsWY-50. $519 WY-75 .$619

NETWORKING

PGS MAX-12 Amber-Monochrome (800x350)
HX-12 Hi-Res Color (690x240)

ORCHID TECH PCturbo 186 . .$799
PCnet Blossom, PCnet Plus Complete Line Besl Prices
IRMA/IRMALine/IRMAPrint. . $859/$929/$929
IRMALetle $299 IRMALine/IRMALetle Package $999

All TAXAN color monitors feature Green mode for WP.

AMDEK 300G/300A/31 OA (M) .. $139/$149/$169
COLOR 600 (640x240) .. $429 71 0 (720x480) .. CAll

IBM Monochrome. .$239 Color CAll

BROTHER HR-I 5 XL (20 CPS) . . $369
HR-25 (23 CPS) .... $599 HR-35 (36 CPS) $849
Trador/Sheet Feeder for HR-25/35 ... $119/$199
DM-5 (9 PIN). .. $199 DM-40 (24 PIN) ..... $999
DM-40 Cutsheet Feeders SF-50/SF-200 ... $1991$249

C. ITOH 85 IO-AP. .$309 85 IO-SP .. $489
8S1 O-SCP . . .. $589 1550 . . $519
1550-SP . . .. $689 1SS0-SCP. . $789
F-IO (40 CPS). .. $889 F-IO (55CPS) $1189

QUME LmERPRO 20P$429 SPRINT 1140 + $1299
SPRINT" 55 + $1499 "90 + .. CAll
INTERFACE MODULES Centronics/Serial/lBM Par ... $80

NEC P-2 . . $649 P-3 . . .. $899
2050 ... $699 3550. .$1299 8850 .$1699
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Monitor Mover
Gives Back the Desk

• Models to fit most CRrs
e Rotates 3600 on base
e Adjustable height
e Support tray swivels and tilts
• Holds up to 50 Ibs
• Clamp, screw and wall mountings

LiI'1R*IIIIIIIII
P.O. Box 8056

Grand Rapids, MI 49508
(616) 241-4040

The U.S. Department of Labor has a free
booklet that will help you answer these
questions and a lot ·more. Send for it today.
Write: Pensions, Consumer Information
Center, Pueblo, Colorado 81009

U.S. De""rtment 01 Lebor

age 65
years worked 40
retirement benelns 0

FEATURES:
64K Ram
Dual 5't." Floppy Disk Drive
(368.6K per drive)
9" Amber Graphic Monitor
Low Profile Keyboard
w/10 function keys
TeleWrite, TeleCale,
TeleChart CP/M

(800) 624·2001
(716) 325·5530:z.

TELEVIDEO TPC·1
PORTABLE COMPUTER

II!
LIST PRICE
=::!:1;:991i;<l!!;

Inquiry 145 Inquiry 210

AT

• AS232 Serial • Centronics ParaUel
• 8 Baud Aales • Handshake Signals
• Latched Outputs • Compact 3% x 4~ x lX

~fO~~ge~w~~~~U;J;rl~gr~;~~rh~~C:SH~~I~~~g~a~iet)gg
Series tonverters provide the mlSsjn~ link. Based on the

~:::S:e:~c?r~~I~~;~~~,o~crerh~~~~~k~~d~:,~~~~~~i~l~~
lransler elliciency. Oelailed documentalion allows
simplified Installallon. Order lhe Model 770 (Ser/Par) or
Model 775 (ParISer) Today!

Bullel Producls . only S89.95
Coming soon! 'iaerTrani1.5 Conn&C1o< option S10.OO

J -_."" CA Residents &% lu
27J.4.-C Johnson Ot. UPS SI'llDPlng 13.00
Post Office Bolt 3717

Venlura, California 93006

CALL (805) 658-7466 or 658-7467
• For FAST Delivery :::E

APPLE INTERFACE
CARD

ITL & CMOS Tester
Card Call
Z·80 Card S40.oo
80 Column Card 550.00

I.B.M. Adapter
Floppy Disk Control
Card 589.00
Color Grophie Card 5145.00
416K RAM 53. 75 ea.
534.51) 9 pes.
Compatible
Motherboard Call

PROM 8200 PROGRAMMER (FAST UNIVERSAL
lYPE EPROM & PROM PROGRAMMER) FOR
EPROM 2716-27256; 2516-25256
(NO ADAPTER NEEDED) FOR PROM 63xx, 745xx,
145xx, 18Sxx, 24Sxx, 28Sxx, 82Sxx, 87Sxx, INCLUDE
R5232 INTERFACE

ALL PHONES
CALL NOW (312) 280·7610

DIST. WANTED

HOFFMAN INT'L
600 N McClurg CT, STE. 309A

Chicago, Illinois 60611

Color Printer (l80/pes, 7 colors) 5695.00
Color Printer (4 colors) 5495.00

©1985

Our New On-Line
Computer Product Center

• PLACE YOUR ORDER
• ACCESS DATA-BASES
• BROVVSE OUR PRODUCT CATALOG
• SEND ELECTRONIC MAIL

MASTERBYTE COMPUTERS
OF NEW YORK

Premium Oua/ity Computers
and Computer Parts

SUITE 815 19 WEST 34TH STREET
NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10001

(212) 760-0340

for a password and a user name contact

a stride micro dealer

Inquiry 228 Inquiry 172 Inquiry 140

(800)235-4137

ScotcIi Diskettes LOW-COST STEPPING
MOTOR CONTROLLER

MAXWELL ELECTRONICS' NEW
SMC·102A IS A R~DV-TO-USE

STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER
THAT PROVIDES MANUAL OR
COMPUTER CONTROL OF UP TO
TWO STEPPING MOTORS.

• Manual control using front panel
speed _ direction controls or op-
lionsl JoVstick.

• ~~.l motor position display avail-

• Compuler control using built-in paral·
Iel bus or opllonsl RS-232C port.

• Power suppU•• and motor drives in·
eluded.

Prices for the SMC·102A start al 5495.
Other Slepplng Motor Controll,rs also
avaUable.

[lj). MAXWELL ELECT~ONICSINC.
P.O. BOX 582 MARTINSVILLE. NJ 08836
IlOO-922-0460 201-641.744'

Dealer Inquiries
Invited

Rely on Scotch· diskettes to keep your valu
able data safe. Dependable Scotch diskettes
are tested and guaranteed error-free. The low
abrasivity saves your read/write heads.
They're compatible with most diskette drives.

F~IPeuf'eJ1-
*4164.120/150/200 299

*.128K-150 for AT. . . . . . 1799

*256K-150 1399

2764.250 ..............•.•...... 575

6116-lP3 399

8087-3-6 11900

Apple Drives-half heights 15900

*Tandon/CDC full height drives 15600

*CDCfTeac half height drives 13400

*18M Portable Drives 15900

*10 Mb Hard Disk System 69900

*20-100 Mb Hark Disk Drives-Lowest Prices/Call
*Everex Magic Card 0-384 expansion .. 19900

*Everex Magic Card 0-384 expansion
w/64K RAM Populated 22900

*Everex Graphic Edge Color CArds 34900

*Drive Installation Kits Call

~da~r~af~lgpon8 Ig~l~ ~~~~~: ~~~;rg~~~~I~~an~~e. PO's
OUANTITY OISCOUNTS

3310 Wesl Main 51. Tampa, FL 33607
In FL and for info, call 813-875-0299

FOR ORDERS ONLY, 800-237-8910.1 I~ TELEX 330690

*IBM@ PC Compatible

Inquiry 275 Inquiry 272 Inquiry 390



1771 15.95

68000-8 39.95 8031 29.95 8202 24.95 1791 23.95

6800 2.95 8035 5.95 8203 39.95 1793 23.95

6802 7.95 8039 S.95 8205 3.50 1795 23.95

6803 19.95 INS-8060 17.95 8212 1.80 1797 23.95

6808 13.90 INS-8073 49.95 8214 3.85 2791 39.95

6809 8.95 8080 3.95 8216 1.75 2793 39.95

6809E 8.95 8085 4.95 8224 2.25 2795 39.95

6810 2.95 8085A-2 11.95 8226 1.80 2797 39.95

6820 4.35 8086 24.95 8228 3.49 6843 34.95

6821 2.95 8087 129.00 8237 13.95 8272 19.95

6828 14.95 8088 19.95 8237-5 15.95 UPD765 19.95

6840 12.95 8089 69.95 8238 4.49 MB8876 29.95

6843 34.95 8155 6.95 8243 4.45 MB8877 34.95

6844 25.95 8155-2 7.95 8250 10.95 1691 7.95

6845 12.95 8156 6.95 8251 3.95 2143 7.95

6847 11.95 8185 29.95 8251A 4.49
6850 3.25 8185-2 39.95 8253 6.95
6852 5.75 8741 29.95 8253-5 7.95
6860 7.95 8748 24.95 8255 4.49
6875 6.95 8749 39.95 8255-5 5.25
6880 2.25 8755 24.95 8257 7.95
6883 22.95 8257·5 8.95
68047 24.95 8259 6.90
68488 19.95 8259-5 7.50

8271 79.95
6800=1 MHz 8272 19.95

8274 39.95
10.95 8275 29.95
11.95 8279 6.95
11.95 8279-5 7.95
11.95 8282 6.50

5.95 8283 6.50
5.95 8284 5.50

19.95 8286 6.50
19.95 8287 6.50

5.95 8288 14.95
8289 49.95
8292 14.95

DYNAMIC RAMS

1.0MHz 7.95 8.0
1.8432 7.95 10.0
2.0 7.95 12.0
2.4576 7.95 15.0
2.5 7.95 16.0
4.0 7.95 18.432
5.0688 7.95 20.0
6.0 7.95 24.0
6.144 7.95

~
74LSOO

74LSOO .24 74LS189 8.95
74LS01 .25 74LS190 .89
74LS02 .25 74LS191 .89
74LS03 .25 74LS192 .79
74lS04 .24 74LS193 .79
74LS05 .25 74LS194 .69
74lS08 .28 74LS195 .69
74lS09 .29 74LS196 . .79
74LS10 .25 74LS197 .79
74lS11 .35 74LS221 .89
74LS12 .35 74LS240 .95
74LS13 .45 74LS241 .99
74lS14 .59 74LS242 .99
74LS1S .35 74LS243 .99
74lS20 .25 74LS244 1.29
74LS21 .29 74LS245 1.49
74LS22 .25 74lS247 .75
74LS26 .29 74LS248 .99
74lS27 .29 74LS249 .99
74LS28 .35 74LS251 .59
74lS30 .25 74lS253 .59
74lS32 .29 74LS257 .59
74LS33 .55 74LS258 .59
74lS37 .35 74lS259 2.75
74lS38 .35 74LS260 .59
74LS40 .25 74LS261 2.25
74lS42 .49 74lS266 .55
74lS47 .75 74LS273 1.49
74LS48 .75 74LS275 3.35
74LS49 .75 74lS279 .49
74LS51 .25 74LS280 1.98
74lS54 .29 74LS283 .69
74LS55 .29 74LS290 .89
74LS63 1.25 74lS293 .89
74LS73 .39 74LS295 .99
74LS74 .35 74lS298 .89
74lS75 .39 74LS299 1.75
74LS76 .39 74lS322 5.95
74lS78 .49 74LS323 3.50
74LS83 .60 74lS324 1.75
74LS85 .69 74LS348 2.50
74LS86 .39 74LS352 1.29
74lS90 .55 74lS353 1.29
74LS91 .89 74LS363 1.35
74lS92 .55 74lS364 1_95
74LS93 .55 74LS365 .49
74lS95 .75 74lS366 .49
74LS96 .89 74lS367 .45
74lS107 .39 74lS368 .45
74lS109 .39 74LS373 1.39
74lS112 .39 74lS374 1.39
74lS113 .39 74lS375 .95
74lS114 .39 74lS377 1.39
74LS122 .45 74lS378 1.18
74LS123 .79 74LS379 1.35
74LS124 2.90 74lS38S 3.90
74lS125 .49 74LS386 .45
74lS126 .49 74lS390 1.19
74LS132 .59 74lS393 1.19
74LS133 .59 74LS395 1.19
74LS136 .39 74lS396 1.89
74LS137 .99 74LS399 1.49
74LS138 .55 74LS424 3.95
74LS139 .55 74LS447 .95
74LS145 1.20 74LS490 1.95
74LS147 2.49 74LS540 1.95
74LS148 1.35 74LS541 1.95
74LS151 .55 74LS624 3.99
74LS153 .55 74LS640 2.20
74LS154 1.90 74LS645 2.20
74LS155 .69 74LS668 1.69
74LS156 .69 74LS669 1.89
74LS157 .65 74LS670 1.49
74lS158 .59 74LS674 14.95
74lS160 .69 74LS682 3.20
74lS161 .65 74LS683 3.20
74lS162 .69 74lS684 3.20
74lS163 .65 74lS685 3.20
74LS164 .69 74LS688 2.40
74lS165 .95 74LS689 3.20
74lS166 1.95 81lS95 1.49
74lS168 1.75 81 LS96 1.49
74LS169 1.75 25LS25184.13
74lS170 1.49 2SLS2521 2.80
74lS173 .69 25LS25383.74
74lS174 .55 25LS2569 2.80
74LS175 .55 26lS31 2.19
74LS181 2.15 26LS32 2.19

CRT
CONTROLLERS

12.95
19.95
11.95
24.95
15.95

6.95
29.95
39.95
19.95
34.95
39.95
49.95

CRYSTALS
32.768 KHz 1.95

1.0 MHz 3.95
1.8432 3.95
2.0 2.95
2.097152 2.95
2.4576 2.95
3.2768 2.95
3.579545 2.95
4.0 2.95
4.032 2.95
5.0 2.95
5.0688 2.95
5.185 2.95
5.7143 2.95
6.0 2.95
6.144 2.95
6.5536 2.95
8.0 2.95

10.0 2.95
10.738635 2.95
14.31818 2.95

15.0 2.95 I~••••••••••"16.0 2.95
17.430 2.95
18.0 2.95
18.432 2.95
20.0 2.95
22.1184 2.95
24.0 2.95
32.0 2.95

GENERATORS
BIT RATE

MC14411 11.95
BR1941 11.95
4702 12.95
CDM5016 16.95
COM8116 10.95
MM5307 10.95

FUNCTION
MC4024 3.95
lM566 1.49
XR2206 3.75
8038 3.95

1702 256x8 (1 us) 4.50
2708 1024x8 (45005) 3.95
2758 1024x8 (450ns)(5V) 5.95
2716·6 2048x8 (65005) 2.95
2716 2048x8 (450ns)(5V) 3.95
2716·1 2048x8 (350ns)(5V) 4.95
TMS2516 2048x8 (450nsj(5V) 4.95
TMS2716 2048x8 (45005) 7.95
TMS2532 4096x8 (450ns)(SV) 4.95
2732 4096x8 (450ns)(5V) 4.25
2732A-4 4096.8 (450ns)(SVj(21 V PGMj 4.95
2732A-35 4096x8 (350ns)(5Vj(21 V PGMj 4.95
2732A 4096x8 (250ns)(5V)(21 V PGM) 6.95
2732A-2 4096x8 (200ns)(SV)(21V PGM) 10.95
2764 8192x8 (450ns)(5V) 4.95
2764-250 8192x8 (2S0ns)(5V) 5.2S
2764-200 8192x8 (200ns)(SV) 8.95
TMS2564 8192x8 (450ns)(5V) 10.95
MCM68764 8192x8 (450ns)(5V)(24 pin) 24.95
MCM68766 8192.8 (3S0ns)(5V)j24 pin) 42.95
27128-45 16384x8 (450ns)(5VI 12.75
27128-30 16384x8 (300ns)(5V) 13.50
27128 16384x8 (250nsj(5VI 13.95

5V"'Single 5 Volt Supplv 21V PGM=Program at 21 Volts

****HIGH-TECH****
JiPD765 $19.95

FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER
* AS USED IN IBM PC* SUPPORTS UP TO FOUR 5'/'"

OR 8" DISK DRIVES
* SINGLE OR DOUBLE DENSITY,

SINGLE OR DOUBLE SIDED
* DMA OR NON-DMA OPERATION(250ns)

(200ns)
(300ns)
(300ns)
(300nsl
(300ns)
(200ns)
(250n5)
(300nsl
(250ns)
(200ns)
(150ns)
(120ns)
(150ns)(5v)
(200ns)
(200ns)(5v)
(150ns)(5v)
(120ns)(5v)
(200ns)(5vj
(200ns)(5V)
(150ns)(5vj 4.95
(150ns)(5V)(REFRESH) 8.95
(200ns)(5V) 8.95
(150ns)(5v) 9.95
(200ns)(5v) 13.95
(150nsl(5v) 14.95

REFRESH"'Pin 1 Refresh

(450ns) 1.95
(450nsHcmos) 3.95
(450ns) .89
(450ns)(LP) .99
(250nsHLP) 1.45
(45ns) 2.95
(450ns) 2.49
(450nsHLP) 2.95
(450ns) 2.99
(450ns) 8/9.95
(250ns) 8/10.95
(450ns)(LP) 8/12.95
(300ns/(LP) 8/13.45
(200ns)(LP) 8/13.95
(150ns)(LP) 8/19.95
(650ns)(cmos) 4.95
(200ns) 2.95
(55ns) 4.95
(70ns) 4.95
(450ns) 3.49
(300ns) 3.99
(200ns) 4.49
(200nsHLP) 4.95
(100ns) 3.95
(250ns) 9.95
(200ns) 3.25
(150ns) 3.75
(lOOns) 4.75
(200nsHcmos) 3.69
(150ns)(cmos) 3.95
(120ns)(cmos) 5.95
(200nsHcmos)(LP) 3.95
(150ns)(cmos)(LP) 4.25
(120ns)(cmos)(LP) 6.95
(250ns)(cmos) 9.95
(200ns) 6.95
(300ns)(Qstat) 34.95
(150ns)(cmos) 17.95
(150ns)(cmos)(LP) 19.95
(120ns)(cmos)(LP) 23.95

Ostat",Quasi·Static

TMS4027 4096xl
2107 4096xl
MM5280 4096xl
TMS4050 4096xl
UPD411 4096xl
TMS4060 4096xl
MK4108 8192xl
MM5298 8192xl
4116-300 16384xl
4116·250 16384xl
4116-200 16384xl
4116·150 16384.1
4116-120 16384xl
2118 16384xl
MK4332 32768xl
4164·200 65536x1
4164-150 65536xl
4164-120 65536.1
MCM6665 65536x1
TMS4164-20 65536xl
TMS4164-15 65536xl
4164-REFRESH 65536xl
TMS4416-20 16384x4
TMS4416-15 16384x4
41256·200 262144xl
41256-150 262144xl

5v"'Single 5 Volt SupplV

2101 256x4
5101 256x4
2102-1 1024x4
2102L·4 1024xl
2102L-2 1024xl
2125 1024xl
2111 256x4
2111L 256x4
2112 256x4
2114 1024x4
2114·25 1024x4
2114L·4 1024x4
2114L-3 1024x4
2114L-2 1024x4
2114L-15 1024x4
TC5514 1024x4
2141 4096xl
2147 4096xl
2148 1024x4
TMS4044-4 4096xl
TMS4044·3 4096xl
TMS4044-2 4096xl
TMS40L44-2 4096xl
UPD410 4096xl
MK4118 1024x8
TMM2016-200 2048x8
TMM2016-150 2048x8
TMM2016-100 2048x8
HM6116-4 2048.8
HM6116·3 2048x8
HM6116-2 2048x8
HM6116LP-4 2048x8
HM6116LP-3 2048.8
HM6116Lp·2 2048x8
TC5516 2048.8
TMS4016 2048x8
Z-6132 4096x8
HM6264P-15 8192x8
HM6264LP-15 8192x8
HM6264LP-12 8192x8

LP", Low power
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VOLTAGE
74$00 .32 745135 .89 745244 2.20 4000 .29 4532 1.95 A new family of high speed CMOS logic featuring REGULATORS74502 .35 74$138 .85 745251 .95 4001 .25 4538 1.95 the speed of low power Schonky (8ns typical gate prop'
74503 .35 745139 .85 745253 .95 4002 .25 4539 1.95 agation delay). combined with the advantages of CMOS: TO-220 CASE PACKAGE
74504 .35 74$140 .55 74$257 .95 4006 .89 4541 2.64 very low power consumption. superior noise immunity. 7805T .75 790ST
74505 .35 74$151 .95 74$258 .95 4007 .29 4543 1.19 and improved output drive. 7808T .75 7908T
74508 .35 745153 .95 745260 .79 4008 .95 4553 5.79 74HCOO 7812T .75 7912T
74509 .40 745157 .95 74$273 2.45 4009 .39 4555 .95 7815T .75 7915T
74510 .35 74$158 .95 745274 19.95 4010 .45 4556 .95 14HC: Operate at CMOS logic levels and are ideal 7824T .75 7924T
74511 .35 745161 1.95 745275 19.95 4011 .25 4558 2.45 for new. aU-CMOS designs

TO-3 CASE PACKAGE74515 .35 745162 1.95 745280 1.95 4012 .25 4560 4.25 74HCOO .59 74HC175 .99
74520 .35 745163 1.95 745283 3.29 4013 .38 4569 3.49 74HC02 .59 74HC193 1.25 7805K 1.39 7905K 1.49
74522 .35 745168 3.95 745287 1.90 4014 .79 4581 1.95 74HC04 .59 74HC194 1.04 7812K 1.39 7912K 1.49
74530 .35 745169 3.95 745288 1.90 4015 .39 4582 1.95 74HC08 .59 74HC195 1.09 7815K 1.39 7915K 1.49
74532 .40 745174 .95 745289 6.98 4016 .39 4584 .75 74HC10 .59 74HC238 1.35 7824K 1.39 7924K 1.49
74537 .88 745175 .95 745299 7.35 4017 .69 4585 .75 74HCll .59 74HC240 1.89

TO-92 CASE PACKAGE74538 .85 745180 11.95 745301 6.95 4018 .79 45151 12.95 74HC14 .79 74HC241 1.89
74540 .35 745181 3.95 745373 2.45 4019 .39 4702 12.95 74HC20 .59 74HC242 1.89 78105 .69 79105
7455.1 .35 745182 2.95 745374 2.45 4020 .75 4724 1.50 74HC27 .59 74HC243 1.89 78112 .69 79L12
74564 .40 745185 16.95 745381 7.95 4021 .79 74COO .35 74HC30 .59 74HC244 1.89 78115 .69 79L15
74565 .40 745188 1.95 745387 1.95 4022 .79 74C02 .35 74HC32 .69 74HC245 1.89 OTHER VOLTAGE REGS74574 .50 745189 6.95 745399 2.95 4023 .29 74C04 .35 74HC51 .59 74HC251 .89
74585 1.99 745194 1.49 745412 2.98 4024 .65 74C08 .35 74HC74 .75 74HC257 .85 78M05C 5volt '!lamp TO-220
74586 .50 745195 1.49 745470 6.95 4025 .29 74Cl0 .35 74HC75 .85 74HC259 1.39 LM323K 5volt 3amp TO-3
745112 .50 745196 1.49 745471 4.95 4026 1.65 74C14 .59 74HC85 1.35 74HC273 1.89 LM338K Adj. 5amp TO-J
745113 .50 745197 1.49 745472 4.95 4027 .45 74C20 .35 74HC86 .69 74HC299 4.99 78H05K 5volt 5amp TO-3
745114 .55 745201 6.95 745474 4.95 4028 .69 74C30 .35 74HC93 1.19 74HC367 .99 78H12K 12volt5amp TO-J
745124 2.75 745225 7.95 745570 2.95 4029 .79 74C32 .39 74HC125 1.19 74HC373 2.29 78P05K 5volt 10amp TO-3
745132 1.24 745226 3.99 745571 2.95 4030 .39 74C42 1.29 74HC132 1.19 74HC374 2.29 UA78540 FAIRCHILD OIP
745133 .45 745240 2.20 745573 9.95 4034 1.95 74C48 1.99 74HC138 .99 74HC393 1.39
745134 .50 745241 2.20 875181 16.25 4035 .85 74C73 .65 74HC139 .99 74HC4017 1.99

875185 16.95 4040 .75 74C74 .65 74HC151 .89 74HC4020 1.39
LINEAR4041 .75 74C76 .80 74HC153 .89 74HC4024 1.59

4042 .69 74C83 1.95 74HC154 2.49 74HC4040 1.39 LM301 .34 lM567 .89
4043 .85 74C85 1.95 74HC157 .89 74HC4049 .89 LM301H .79 NE570 3.95

7400 4044 .79 74C86 .39 74HC161 1.15 74HC4050 .89 lM307 .45 NE571 2.95
4046 .85 74C89 4.50 74HC164 1.25 74HC4060 1.29 LM308 .69 NE590 2.50

7400 .19 7483 .50 74172 5.95 4047 .95 74C90 1.19 74HC166 2.95 74HC4511 2.39 LM308H 1.15 NE592 .98
7401 .19 7485 .59 74173 .75 4048 .69 74C93 1.75 74HC174 .99 74HC4538 2.29 lM309H 1.95 LM709 .59
7402 .19 7486 .35 74174 .89 4049 .35 74C95 .99 74HCTOO lM309K 1.25 lM710 .75
7403 .19 7489 2.15 74175 .89 4050 .35 74C150 5.75 lM310 1.75 lM711 .79
7404 .19 7490 .35 74176 .89 4051 .79 74C151 2.25 74HCT: Direct. drop·in replacements for L5 TTLand lM311 .64 lM723 .49
7405 .25 7491 .40 74177 .75 4052 1.99 74C154 3.25 can be intermixed with 74lS in the same circuit. lM311H .89 lM723H .55
7406 .29 7492 .50 74178 1.15 4053 .79 74C157 1.75 74HCTOO .69 74HCT175 1.09 lM312H 1.75 LM733 .98
7407 .29 7493 .35 74179 1.75 4060 .89 74C160 1.19 74HCT02 .69 74HCT193 1.39 lM317K 3.95 LM741 .35
7408 .24 7494 .65 74180 .75 4066 .39 74C161 1.19 74HCT04 .69 74HCT194 1.19 lM317T 1.19 lM741N-14 .35
7409 .19 7495 .55 74181 2.25 4068 .39 74C162 1.19 74HCT08 .69 74HCT195 1.29 lMJ18 1.49 lM741H .40
7410 .19 7496 .70 74182 .75 4069 .29 74C163 1.19 74HCT10 .69 74HCT238 1.49 lM318H 1.59 lM747 .69
7411 .25 7497 2.75 74184 2.00 4070 .35 74C164 1.39 74HCT11 .69 74HCT240 2.19 lM319H 1.90 lM748 .59
7412 .30 74100 1.75 74185 2.00 4071 .29 74C165 2.00 74HCT14 .89 74HCT241 2.19 lM319 1.25 lMl014 1.19
7413 .35 74105 1.14 74189 2.99 4072 .29 74C173 .79 74HCT20 .69 74HCT242 2.19 LM320 5ee7900 lM1303 1.95
7414 .49 74107 .30 74190 1.15 4073 .29 74C174 1.19 74HCT27 .69 74HCT243 2.19 lM322 1.65 lM1310 1.49
7416 .25 74109 .45 74191 1.15 4075 .29 74C175 1.19 74HCT30 .69 74HCT244 2.19 lM323K 4.95 MC1330 1.69
7417 .25 74110 .45 74192 .79 4076 .79 74C192 1.49 74HCT32 .79 74HCT245 2.19 LM324 .59 MC1349 1.89
7420 .19 74111 .55 74193 .79 4077 .59 74C193 1.49 74HCT51 .69 74HCT251 1.09 lM329 .65 MC1350 1.19
7421 .35 74116 1.55 74194 .85 4078 .29 74C195 1.39 74HCT74 .85 74HCT257 .99 LM331 3.95 MC1358 1.69
7422 .35 74120 1.20 74195 .85 4081 .29 74C200 5.75 74HCT75 .95 74HCT259 1.59 LM334 1.19 MC1372 6.95
7423 .29 74121 .29 74196 .79 4082 .29 74C221 1.75 74HCT85 1.49 74HCT273 2.09 LM335 1.40 lM1414 1.59
7425 .29 74122 .45 74197 .75 4085 .95 74C244 2.25 74HCT86 .79 74HCT299 5.25 LM336 1.75 lM1458 .59
7426 .29 74123 .49 74198 1_35 4086 .95 74C373 2.45 74HCT93 1.29 74HCT367 1.09 LM337T 1.95 lM1488 .69
7427 .29 74125 .45 74199 1.35 4093 .49 74C374 2.45 74HCT125 1.29 74HCT373 2.49 LM337K 3.95 lM1489 .69
7428 .45 74126 .45 74221 1_35 4094 2.99 74C901 .39 74HCT132 1.29 74HCT374 2.49 LM338K 3.95 lM1496 .85
7430 .19 74128 .55 74246 1.35 4098 2.49 74C902 .85 74HCT138 1.15 74HCT393 1.59 lM339 .99 lM1558H 3.10
7432 .29 74132 .45 74247 1.25 4099 1.95 74C903 .85 74HCT139 1.15 74HCT4017 2.19 LM340 5ee7800 lM1800 2.37
7433 .45 74136 .50 74248 1.85 14409 12.95 74C905 10.95 74HCT151 1.05 74HCT4020 1.59 lM348 .99 lM1812 8.25
7437 .29 74141 .65 74249 1.95 14410 12.95 74C906 .95 74HCT153 1.05 74HCT4024 1.79 lM350K 4.95 lM1830 3.50
7438 .29 74142 2.95 74251 .75 14411 11.95 74C907 1.00 74HCT154 2.99 74HCT4040 1.59 lM350T 4.60 LM1871 5.49
7439 .79 74143 4.95 74259 2.25 14412 12.95 74C908 2.00 74HCT157 .99 74HCT4049 .99 lM358 .69 LM1872 5.49
7440 .19 74144 2.95 74265 1.35 14419 7.95 74C909 2.75 74HCT161 1.29 74HCT4050 .99 lM359 1.79 lM1877 3.52
7442 .49 74145 .60 74273 1.95 14433 14.95 74C910 9.95 74HCT164 1.39 74HCT4060 1.49 lM376 3.75 lM1889 1.95
7443 .65 74147 1.75 74276 1.25 4502 .95 74C911 8.95 74HCT166 3.05 74HCT4511 2.69 lM377 1.95 lM1896 1.75
7444 .69 74148 1.20 74278 3.11 4503 .65 74C912 8.95 74HCT174 1.09 74HCT4538 2.59 lM378 2.50 UlN2003 1.29
7445 .69 74150 1.35 74279 .75 4507 1.25 74C914 1.95 lM379 4.50 XR2206 3.75
7446 .69 74151 .55 74283 2.00 4508 1.95 74C915 1.19 lM380 .89 LM2877 2.05
7447 .69 74152 .65 74284 3.75 4510 .85 74C918 2.75 lM380N-8 1.10 lM2878 2.25
7448 .69 74153 .55 74285 3.75 4511 .85 74C920 17.95 oSPECTRONICS lM381 1.60 LM2900 .85
7450 .19 74154 1_25 74290 .95 4512 .85 74C921 15.95 lM382 1.60 LM2901 1.00
7451 .23 74155 .75 74293 .75 4514 1.25 74C922 4.49

CORPORATION lM383 1.95 MPQ2907 1.95
7453 .23 74156 .65 74298 .85 4515 1.79 74C923 4.95 lM384 1.95 LM2917 2.95
7454 .23 74157 .55 74351 2.25 4516 1.55 74C925 5.95 LM386 .89 lM3900 .59
7460 .23 74159 1.65 74365 .65 4518 .89 74C926 7.95 EPROM ERASERS LM387 1.40 lM3905 1.25
7470 .35 74160 .85 74366 .65 4519 .39 74C927 7.95 LM389 1.35 lM3909 .98
7472 .29 74161 .69 74367 .65 4520 .79 74C928 7.95 Capacity Intensity lM390 1.95 lM3911 2.25
7473 .34 74162 .85 74368 .65 4521 4.99 74C929 19.95 Timer Chip (uW/Cm') lM392 .69 lM3914 3.95
7474 .33 74163 .69 74376 2.20 4522 1.25 74C930 4.95 PE-14 9 8,000 S83.00 lM393 1.29 lM3915 3.95
7475 .45 74164 .85 74390 1.75 4526 1.25 80C95 .85 PE-14T 9 8.000 $119.00 LM394H 4.60 lM3916 3.95
7476 .35 74165 .85 74393 1.35 4527 1.95 80C96 .95 PE·24T 12 9,600 $175.00 LM399H 5.00 MC4024 3.95
7480 .59 74166 1.00 74425 3.15 4528 1.19 80C97 .95 PL-265T 30 9.600 $255.00 NE531 2.95 MC4044 4.50
7481 1.10 74167 2.96 74426 .85 4529 2.95 80C98 1.20 PR·125T 25 17,000 $349.00 NE555 .34 RC4136 1.25
7482 .95 74170 1.65 74490 2.55 4531 .95 PR-320T 42 17,000 $595.00 NE556 .65 RC4151 3.95

NE558 1.50 lM4250 1.75
NE564 2.95 lM4500 3.25

TRANSISTORS IC INTERFACE DATAAQC 9000 lM565 .99 RC4558 .69
LM566 1.49 lM13600 1.49

8T26 1.59 ADC0800 15.55 9304 .95 lM13700 1_45
2N918 .50 2N3772 1.85 SOCKETS 8T28 1.98 AOC0804 3.49 9316 1.00 H=TO-5 CAN, K=TO-3, T=TO-220
MPS918 .25 2N3903 .25 8T95 .89 AOC0809 4.49 9328 1.49 76477 3.95

RCA2N2102 .75 2N3904 .10
1-99 100 8T96 .89 ADC0816 14.95 9334 2.50 76488 5.95

2N2218 .50 2N3906 .10 BT97 .89 ADC0817 9.95 9368 3.95 76489 8.95 CA3023 2.75 CA3083
2N2218A .50 2N4122 .25 8 PIN 5T .13 .11 8T98 .89 ADC0831 8.95 9401 9.95 551-263 39.95 CA3039 1.29 CA3086
2N2219 .50 2N4123 .25 14 PIN 5T .15 .12 OMS131 2.95 DAC0800 4.49 9601 .75 AY3-8910 12.95 CA3046 1.25 CA3089
2N2219A .50 2N4249 .25 16 PIN 5T .17 .13 DP8304 2.29 DAC0806 1.95 9602 1.50 AY3·891212.95 CA3059 2.90 CA3096
2N2222 .25 2N4304 .75 18 PIN 5T .20 .18 058833 2.25 DAC0808 2.95 9637 2.95 MC3340 1.49 CA3060 2.90 CA3130
PN2222 .10 2N4401 .25 20 PIN ST .29 .27 0$8835 1.99 OAC1020 8.25 96502 1.95 SP1000 39.00 CA3065 1.75 CA3140
MPS2369 .25 2N4402 .25 22 PIN ST .30 .27 D58836 .99 DAC1021 7.95 CA3080 1.10 CA3146
2N2484 .25 2N4403 .25 24 PIN ST .30 .27 058837 1.65 DAC1022 5.95 CA3081 1.65 CA3160
2N2905 .50 2N4857 1.00 28 PIN 5T .40 .32 058838 1.30 MC1408L6 1.95 OPTO-ISOLATORS CA3082 1.65 CA3183
2N2907 .25 PN4916 .25 40 PIN ST .49 .39 MC1408l8 2.95 1.00 MCA-7 4.25 TIPN2907 .13 2N5086 .25 64 PIN 5T 4.25CAlL 1.10 MCA-255 1.752N3055 .79 PN5129 .25 .69 Il·1 1.25 4.20 75365
3055T .69 PN5139 .25 5T:::SOlDERTAll 1_65 75450
2N3393 .30 2N5209 .25 1.75 ILA-30 1.25

3.25 754511.25 IlQ·74 2.752N3414 .25 2N6028 .35 8 PIN WW .59 .49 1.25 Hl1C5 1.25 1.49 75452
2N3563 .40 2N6043 1.75 14 PIN WW .69 .52 1.00 Tll·111 1.00 1.49 75453
2N3565 .40 2N6045 1.75 16 PIN WW .69 .58 1.50 TIL-113 1.75 1.95 75454
PN3565 .25 MP5·A05 18 PIN WW .99 .90 1.95 75491
MP53638 .25 MP5-A06 20 PIN WW 1.09 .98 1.95 75492
MP53640 .25 MPS·A13 22 PIN WW 1.39 1.28 1.25 75493
PN3643 .25 MP5-A55 24 PIN WW 1.49 1.35 1.25 75494
PN3644 .25 MPU·131 28 PIN WW 1.69 1.49 BI FETMPS3704 .15 TIP29 40 PIN WW 1.99 1.80MP53706 .15 TIP31 .99 lF347

T1P32 WW=WIREWRAP .79 lF351
'1.19 LF353
2.19 lF355

.79 lF356
1.19 lF357
1.19 lF411
2.19 Lf412
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HIGH~Lllt:~~~E~~OLEDAUGATu'NW 1.30 1.80 2.10 2.40 2.50 2.90 3.15 3.70 5.40

35V
35V
35V
35V .85
35V 1.00

MONOLITHIC
50V .14 .1pl 50V
50V .15 .47pl 50V

DISC
50V .05 560 50V
50V .05 680 50V
50V -:05 820 50V
50V .05 .0011)f 50V
50V .05 .0015 50V
50V .05 .0022 50V
50V .05 .005 50V
50V .05 .01 50V
50V .05 .02 50V
50V .05 .05 50V
50V .05.1 12V

CAPACITORS
TANTALUM

15V .40 .47pf
15V .70 1.0
15V .80 2.2
15V 1.35 4.7
35V .40 10

DIFFUSED LEOS
1·99

JUMBO RED TPA .10
JUMBO GREEN TllA .18
JUMBO YELLOW Tll.4 .18
MOUNTING HOW T11.4 .10

MINI RED Tl .10
MINI GREEN T1 .18
MINI YELLOW Tl .18

RECT RED 2.5mm .25
RECT GREEN 2x5mm .30
ReCT YELLOW 2.5mm .30

ELECTROLYTIC
RADIAL AXIAL

1~f 25V .14 1~f SOV
2.2 3SV .15 4.7 16V
4.7 50V .15 10 16V
10 50V .15 10 50V
47 35V .18 22 16V
100 16V .18 47 50V
220 35V .20 100 15V
470 25V .30 100 35V
2200 16V .60 220 25V

COMPUTER
330 16V
550 16V

GRADE 1000 16V
2200 16V

44.000~f 30V 3.95 6000 16V

.01pl

.047pl

1.0~f

6.8
10
22
.22

.35

.35

.95
10/1.00
10/1.00

.25

.25
25/1.00

12/1.00 1•••I11111~~~~~"~~••~10/1.00
.25 LED DISPLAYS
:;~ HP5082-7760 CC .43"

1.39 MAN-72 CA .3"
1.95 MAN-74 CC .3"
2.25 FND-357(3591 CC .375"

.35 FND-500(5031 CC .5"
FND-507(5101 CA .5"
TlL-311 4.7 HEX W/LOGIC .270"

HEAT SINKS
SCREW ON
CLIP ON
SCREW ON
INSULATOR
INSULATOR

SWITCHES
SPOT MINI-TOGGLE ON-ON 1.25
OPOT MINI-TOGGLE ON-ON 1.50
OPOT MINI-TOGGLE ON-OFF-ON 1.75
SPST MINI-PUSHBUTTON N.O. .39
SPST MINI-PUSHBUTTON N.C. .39
BCD OUT 10 POSITION 6 PIN DIP 1.95

TO-220
TO-220
TO-3
TO-220
TO·3

EMI FILTER
• MAJOR MANUFACTURER~

: ~?T~ ~g~Tp BELOW . /'

S4.95

LINE CORDS
LC-2 2 CONDUCTOR 6 ft .39
LC·3 3 CONDUCTOR 6 ft .99
LC-HP 3 CONDUCTOR WITH STANDARD

FEMALE SOCKET 6 ft 1.49
LC-CIR CIGARETIE LIGHTER

PLUG WITH 6 ft COILED CORD 2.95

BYPASS CAPS
.01,.Jt DISC 100/$6.00
.0t,.Jt MONOLITHIC 100/512.00
.1 J1f DISC 100/68.00
.1,.Jt MONOLITHIC 100/$15.00

10pf
22
25
27
33

MUFFIN FANS 47
4.68" SQUARE 14.95 56
3" SQUARE 14.95 68

1~···1IIIII1III"1IIIII1III·••·"182100

RESISTORS 220
V. WATT 5% CARBON FILM
ALL STANDARD VALUES

FROM 1 OHM TO 10 MEG OHM
50 PIECES SAME VALUE .025

100 PIECES SAME VALUE .02
1000 PIECES SAME VALUE .015

8.95
8.95
7.95

.99 1.09 1.49

1.75 2.95

.99

VIDEO RF OUT

5V

$6.95

• PRESETTOCHANNElJ
• USE TO BUILD TV

COMPUTER INTERFACE
• 'S VOLT OPERATION

RF
MODULATOR
(ASTEC UM1 082)
QUANTITIES LIMITED

.99

CONTACTS

18 20 22 24 28 4

.99

RIBBON CABLE MALE
RIBBON CABLE FEMALE
SOLDER CUP MALE

$17.95
$3.25
$3.69

$13.95
$4.95
$4.25

.69

.99 1.69 1.89 1.89 1.99 2.49 2.99.99

$13.95
9/$24.95

.59

IOCEN36
IOCEN36 F
CEN36

.49

EDGECARD
DIP CONNECTORS

SWITCHES ~:~gg~ ~:~g~ ~:g~
4 POSITION .85 72 PIN ST 6.95

~ ~g~:i:g: :~~ ~~ ~::~ IBM PC ~:~~ DIODES
7 POSITION .95 50 PIN ST APPLE 4.95 lN751 5.1 VOLT ZENER
8 POSITION .95 44 PIN ST 2.95 lN759 12.0 VOLT ZENER
10 POSITION 1.29 44 PIN VIfW 4.95 lN4148 I1N914lSWITCHING

I~ lN4QOl 50PIV lAlN4004 4QOPIV RECTIFIER

36 PIN CENTRONICS ~~~~2 ~gg::~ ;.~A BRIDGE
KBP04 400PIV 1.SA BRIDGE
MDA801 50PIV 12A BRIDGE
MDA980-1 50PIV 12A BRIDGE
MDA980-2 lOOPIV 12A BRIDGE
VM48 DIP-BRIDGE

ICC••

5/1.00

ORDER BY

DIP CONNECTORS

FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE IDC CONNECTORS BELOW

DESCRIPTION

SPECIALS ENDS 4/30/85

COMPONENT CARRIES
(DIP HEADERS)

HARD TO FIND
"SNAPABLE" HEADERS

Can easily be snapped apart to make
any size header, all with .1" centers
1x40 STRAIGHT LEAD 1.99
1.40 RIGHT ANGLE 1.49
2.40 STRAIGHT LEAD 2.49
2.40 RIGHT ANGLE 2.99

D-SUBMINIATURE
DESCRIPTION ORDER BY

CONTACTS

9 15 25 37 50

MALE DBxxP 1.19 1.59 1.90 2.85 4.25 IOB37SSOLDER CUP FEMALE DBuS 1.50 1.85 2.25 3.90 5.25
RIGHT ANGLE MALE DBuPR 1.65 2.20 3.00 4.83

APC SOLDER FEMALE DBuSR 2.18 3.03 3.00 6.19 RMALE DBxxPWW 1.69 2.56 3.89 5.60
WIRE WRAP FEMALE DBxxSWW' 2.76 4.27 6.84 9.95 08375

MALE IDBuP 2.95 3.90 4.75 6.95
IDC RIBBON CABLE FEMALE IDBxxS 3.25 4.29 5.25 7.95

HOODS .8 .99 1.09 1.19

TEXTOOL ZERO INSERTION FORCE
SOCKETS AND RECEPTACLES

~~

MOUNTING HARDWARE-S1.00
FOR ORDERING INSTRUCTIONS SEE IDC CONNECTORS BELOW

DB25SR

14

4.95
8.25

LEVER CLAMP
ZIF SOCKET

CONTACTS

16 24
4. .75
4.95 5.95

WW RECEPTACLES
ZIF RECEPTACLE

28 40
7.75 9. 5
6.95 9.95

IDC CONNECTORS RIBBON CABLE
SINGLE COLORCONTACTS

DESCRIPTION ORDER BY
10 20 26 34 40 50

SOLDER HEADER IDHuS .82 1.29 1.68 2.20 2.58 3.24
RIGHT ANGLE SOLDER HEADER JOHuSR .8S 1.35 1.76 2.31
'NW HEADER IDHuW 1.86 2.98 3.84 4.50 5.
RIGHT ANGLE WW HEADER IDHuWR 2.05 3.28 4.22 4.45 4.
RIBBON HEADER SOCKET IOSxx .79 .99 1.39 1.59
RIBBON HEADER 10M•• ... 5.50 6.25 '.00 7 .
RIBBC N EDGE CARD IDExx 1.75 G

IDH20W

CONTACTS
l' 10' l' 10'

ORDERING INSTUCTIONS: INSERT THE NUMBER OF CONTACTS IN THE POSITION MARKED KX OF THE
·ORDER Br PART NUMBER LISTED. EXAMPLE: A 10 PIN RIGHT ANGLE HOLDER STYLE WOULD BE IDH10SR
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FR·4 EPOXY GLASS LAMINATE
WITH GOLD·PLATED EDGE·CARD FINGERS

BOTH CARDS HAVE SILK SCREENED LEGENDS
AND INCLUDES MOUNTING BRACKET
WITH +5V AND GROUND PLANE .... $27.95
AS ABOVE WITH DECODING CIRCUITRY 529.95

S-100
BARE· NO FOil PADS $15.15
HORIZONTAL BUS •.........••.. $21.80
VERTICAL 8US •.••.••••.•.•..• $21.80
SINGLE FOIL PADS PER HOLE .•.• $22.75

APPLE
BARE· NO FOil PADS $15.15
HORIZONTAL BUS •.•........•.• $2.75
SINGLE FOil PADS PER HOLE .•.•.. $21.80
FOR APPLE lie AUX SLOT $30.00

W5U·30/30M

r:~-; !i
~.i5 l ~
::: v
; ......
I.~

I::
t::

0

~0
INS-1416 INS·2428

8'· DISK DRIVE CABINETS
ALSOAVAILABLE·PLEASECAll

PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICIENT
AMOUNT FOR SHIPPING ON ABOVE ITEMS

CABINET #3 $89.95
* Fits two half height 5W'disk drives
* Complete with power supply, switch.

line cord. fuse and standard J)OV\Ier
connectors

CABINET #1 $29.95
• Fits one full height S'A"disk drive
- Color matches Apple

CABINET #2 $79.00
* Fits one full height 5'A"disk drive
* Complete with power suppty, switch.

line cord. fuse and standM-d power
connector

* Please specify Grey or Tan

WIRE DISPENSER
* WITH 50' ROLL OF WIRE
• BUILT IN PLUNGER CUTS WIRE
• BUILT IN STRIPPER STRIPES 1"
* REFILLABLE

WD·30 $6.50 WD·30TRI $9.50
Specify Blue, white. With 50' of each:

Yellow or Red Red, Blue and White

SOCKET·WRAP I.D.™
• SLIPS OVER WIRE WRAP PINS
_ IDENTIFIES PIN NUMBERS ON WRAP

SIDE OF BOARD
• CAN WRITE ON PLASTIC; SUCH AS Ie #

PINS PART# PCK. OF PRICE
8 IDWRAP08 10 1.95
14 IDWRAP 14 10 1.95
16 IDWRAP16 10 1.95
18 IDWRAP 18 5 1.95
20 IDWRAP 20 5 1.95
22 IDWRAP 22 5 1.95
24 IDWRAP 24 5 1.')5
28 IDWRAP 28 5 1.95
40 IDWRAP 40 5 1.95

PlEASE ORDER BY NUMBER OF
PACKAGES (PCK. OF)

OK INDUSTRIES
EX·1 IC EXTRACTION TOOL

• ONE PIECE METAL CONSTRUCTION
• EASILY EXTRACTS 8-24 PIN DEVICES
* lOW COST 52.19

BW-630 WIRE WRAP GUN
* BATTERY POWERED-USES 2 NI-CAD

C CELLS(NOT INCLUDED)
• POSITIVE INDEXING
• ANT'·DVERWRAP DEVICE $41.55

WSU·30 WIRE WRAP TOOLS
• WRAPS, STRIPS. AND UNWRAPS
* WSU-30M WRAPS AN EXTRA TURN OF

INSULATION

WSU·30 $8.84/WSU·30M $10.14

WIRE WRAP TERMINALS
WWT-1 SLOTTED 25/57.06
WWT·2 SINGLE SIDED 25/54.25
WWT-3 IC SOCKET 25/$7.06
WWT-4 DOUBLE SIDED 25/2.80
INS·1 INSERTION TOOL 53.64

EX·2 IC EXTRACTION TOOL
- EXTRACTS 24·40 PIN DEVICES
* HEAVY DUTY METAL CONSTRUCTION
- GROUND LUGS FOR MOS EXTRACTIONS
* EASY ONE HAND OPERATION '12.74

IC INSERTION TOOLS
INS·1416 for 14-16 pin IC's 55.15
MOS-1416 for 14-16 pin Ie's 510.92
MOS-2428 for 24·28 pin IC's 510.92
MOS·40 for 40 pin IC's '12.43
MOSseries insertion tools have metal constuction
and include grounding lug for CMOS applications.

MICROCOMPUTER
HARDWARE
HANDBOOK

FROM ELCOMP $14.95
0".,.800 pages of manufactur8f"s
data sheets on the most commonly
used IC'.

• TTL • 74, 74LS & 74F
-CMOS
* Voltage regulators
• Memory· RAM, ROM, EPROM
• CPU'S· 6800, 6500. l80,

8080. 8085 & 8086/8
* MPU Support & Interlace.

6800, 6500. l80. 8200, etc.

PS-ASTEC $19.95
* CAN POWER TWO 5W' FDDS
* +5V @2.5A. +12V @ 2A

-12V@ .1A
* +5V@SAIF +12V IS NOT USED
• 6.3" x 4.0" x 1.9"

SWITCHING
POWER SUPPLIES

PS·IBM $175.00
* FOR IBM PC-XT COMPATIBLE
* 130 WATTS
• +5V@15A, +12V @4.2A

·5V@.SA,-12V@.SA
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY

SA 400L 5W·t40
SA 460 5 '10. (81tJ

8'1)1
FD100·8 BY SIEMEN

FD200·S ~~/S~~MENS, H~~TIJ,.1:~~~~~
DS/OD

JFORMAT·2 $ 9.9J
SUPPORT FOR QUAD DENSITY DR E

FROM TALL TREE SYSTEMS
PLEASE INCLUDE SUFFICENT AMOUNT FOR SHIPPING ON ABOVE ITEMS

PS·A $49.95

~IIEJ
- .USE TO POWER APPLE TYPE

_. SYSTEMS
.; . • +SV@4A. +12V@2.5A
" ·5V@.SA.-1ZV@.SA

_ APPLE POWER CONNECTOR

PS-3 $39.95
- AS USED IN APPLE III

~
• +5V@4A, +12V@2.5A

-= ·5V@.25A.-12V@.30A,
..::--. -- - * 15.5" x 4.5" x 2"•.884LBS.

TRANSFORMERS
FRAME STYLE

12.6V AC 2 AMP 4.95
12.6V AC CT 2 AMP 5.95
12.6V AC CT 4 AMP 7.95
12.6V AC CT 8 AMP 10.95
2S.2V AC CT 2 AMP 7.95

PLUG CASE STYLE
12V AC 250ma 3.95
12V AC 500ma 4.95
12V AC 1 AMP 5.95
12V AC 2 AMP 6.95

DC ADAPTER
6,9. 12V DC SELECTABLE WITH

UNIVERAL ADAPTER 8.95

EXTENDER
CARDS

IBM 545.00
APPLE '45.00
MULTI BUS 586.00

1000

8.20
8.20
8.90
9.60

10.30
11.00
11.75
12.50
14.30
15.05
15.85
16.60
17.40
18.1S
18.95
19.70

IBM

QUANTITY
500

4.70
4.70
5.00
5.40
5.75
6.10
6.50
6.85
7.80
8.20
8.55
8.95
9.30
9.80

10.00
10.50

100

1.60
1.60
1.65
1.75
1.80
1.85
1.90
2.00
2.30
2.40
2.50
2.60
2.65
2.70
2.80
2.90

GENERAL PURPOSE
22/44 PIN EDGE-CARD (.156" SPACING)
BARE - NO FOIL PADS 4.5" )( 6.0" •..•. $9.45
VERTICAL BUS 4.5" x 6.0" ......•.• $13.95
SINGLE FOil PADS 4.5" x 6.0" $14.20
BARE· NO FOil PADS 4.5" x 9.0" $10.40
VERTICAL BUS 4.5" x 9.0" , , , , , , • , , $14.20
SINGLE FOIL PADS 4.5" x 9.0" ..... , $13.50

36172 PIN EDGE-CARD (.1" SPACING)
BARE· NO FOIL PADS 4.5" x 6.0" .. , , , $9.45
VERTICAL BUS 4.5" x 6.0" , , •..•... $13.25
SINGLE FOIL PADS 4.5" x 6.0" , , , , , , $14.20
BARE· NO FOIL PADS 4.5" x 9.0" , ... $10.40
VERTICAL BUS 4.5" x 9.0" . , , , , , , , , $14.20
SINGLE FOIL PADS 4.S" x 9.0" .. , , . , $15.15

IBM-PR2

.--- I I .Dl_
, : I I ' . -

. --~

WIRE WRAP WIRE
PRECUT AND STRIPPED

PRECUT ASSORTMENT
IN ASSORTED COLORS $27.50

100eo: 5.5", 6", 6.5", 7"
250ea: 2.5", 4.5", 5"
500ea: .3", 3.5". 4"

Note: 1 inch of insulation is stripped on
each end. A 3.5" wire has only 1 .5" of insu
lation.
LENGTH

(INCHES)

2.5
3
3.5
4
4.5
5
5.5
6
6.5
7
7.5
8
8.5
9
9.5
10

BARE GlASS BOARDS
NO EDGE·CARD FINGERS OR FOIL

P25x45 2.S'· x 4.5" $2.40
P4Sx6S 4.5" x 6.5" $4.70
P45x85 4.5" IC 8.S" $6.20
P4Sx170 4.5" x 17.0" 511.35
P85.170 8S' x 17.0" $18.95

$399.95
WITH PROBES

SPOOLS
$4.30 250 feet $7.25

'13.25 1000 feet 521.95
P1ease specify color:

Blue. Black, Yellow or Red

GE NICKEL-CADMIUM
RECHARGABLE BATTERIES
NI·CAD CHARGER PACKAGE

PRICE INCLUDES CHARGER (WAll PLUGI,
BATTERIES, & MODULAR BATTERY HOLDER

AAA CELLS QTY.2 511.71
AA CELLS QTY.2 511.71
C CEllS QTY.2 $13.21
D CELLS QTY.2 $13.21
9 VOLT QTY.1 513.21

BATTERIES ONLY
AAA CELLS PKG.2 56.07 pro
AA CELLS PKG. 1 $3.03 ea.
C CELLS PKG.1 $3.78 ea.
o CELLS PKG.1 53.78 ea.
9 VOLT PKG. 1 57.57 ea.

20 MHz DUAL TRACE
OSCILLOSCOPE

FROM
RAMSEY ELECTRONICS

UNSURPASSED QUALITY AT AN UNBEATABLE· PRICE

* BAND WIDTH· DC: DC TO 20MHz (-3db)
AC: 10Hz TO 20MHz 1-3dbl

* SWEEP TIME- 2 pSEC TO .5 SEC/DiV ON 20 RANGES
* VERT./HORZ. DEFLECTION: SmV TO 20V/DIV ON 20 RANGES
* COMPLETE MANUAL AND HIGH QUALITY

HOOK·ON PROBES INCLUDED
* INPUT IMPEDANCE: 1 MEG OHM
* TV VIDEO SYNC FILTER
* X, Y AND l AXIS OPERATION
* 110/220 VOLT SO/60Hz OPERATION
- COMPONENT TESTER
• lP CONSUMPTION-19 WATTS
• BUILT IN CALIBRATOR
• AUTOMATIC OR TRIGGERED TIME BASE

MULTIMETER PEN

AUTO RANGING, POLARITY & DECIMAL!
- LARGE 3'h DIGIT DISPLAy
* DATA HOLD SWITCH FREEZES READING
* FAST. AUDIBLE CONTINUITY TEST
* LOW BATTERY INDICATOR
* OVERLOAD PROTECTION ~~
* ONLY 1V," x 6'/." x :JA" ,.L.
• DCVDLTS.1mV-500V 'cor_
• AC VOLTS 1mV·SOOV
*.10HM·20MEGOHMS
* WEIGHS ONLY 2.3 OUNCES
* LOW PARTS COUNT·CUSTOM 80 PIN LSI INSURES RELIABILITY
• INCLUDES MANUAL. BATTERIES. SOFT CASE, 2 PROBE TIPS.

AND ALLIGATOR CLIP
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DISKETTE FILE

$8 I 5 IF PURCHASED
WITH 50 DISKETTES

• OR MORE

NASHUA DISKETTES
5%" SOFT SECTOR

DS/DD WITH HUB RINGS
BULK PACKAGED IN FACTORY SEALED BAGS
OF 50. INCLUDES DISKETTE SLEEVES AND
WRITE PROTECT TABS. IDEAL FOR SCHOOLS,
CLUBS, AND USERS GROUPS. THIS IS A
SPECIAL PURCHASE, SO QUANTITIES ARE
LIMITED. THERE IS A 5 YEAR WARRANTY.

$1.3gea. $1.4gea. $1.5gea.
OTY 250 OTY 100 OTY 50

NASHUA DISKETTES WERE JUDGED TO HAVE
THE HIGHEST POLISH AND RECORDED

AMPLITUDE OF ANY DISKETTES TESTED.
(SEE "COMPARING FLOPPY DISKS". BYTE 9/B4)

VERBATIM OATALIFE OISKETIES
SS/DD SOFT SECTOR 529.95
SS/DD 10 SECTOR HARD 529.95
DS/DD SOFT SECTOR 534.95

IBM COMPATIBLE
POWER SUPPLIES

130 WATT
$159.95

Xl COMPATIBLE
• +5V@ 15A, +12 @4.2A

-5 @ .5A, -12 @ .5A
• UPGRADE YOUR PC, POWERS HARD DISK
• POWER CABLES FOR 4 FDDs
• ONE YEAR WARRANTY
• SWITCH ON SIDE (FITS IBM CASE)

100 WATT
• SWIT'~!·'E~R
• FOR USE IN OTHER

IBM TYPE MACHINES
• AVAILABLE IN 100W

OR 130W VERSIONS
.90 DAY WARRANTY
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U·N·C·L·A·S·S·I·F·I·E·D A·D·S

WANTED: Benedictine monk seeks tax-deductible
donation of IBM Pc. minimum 256K to 512K RAM
with graphics capabilities, two 360K disk drives or
5- or 10-megabyte hard-disk drive, color monitor,
graphics tablet with pen, Brother Adam Kochlin,
OSB, St. John's Abbey. Collegeville, MN 56321. (612)
363-2875,

WANTED: Nonprofit organization seeks tax-deducti
ble donation of Apple or Apple-compatible with
printer for use by nonpartisan voter registration and
education campaign working in low-income and
minority communities. Delaware County Project
V.OT.E.. Chester YWCA, 7th and Sproul SIS" Chester,
PA 19013, (215)876-8226,

WANTED: Vocational instructor needs donation of
hardware (any brand) for inmates learning computer
use and repair. Richard Lamica, Adirondack Correc
tional Facility, POB 110, Ray Brook, NY 12977.

WANTED: Thx-deductible donations of computer and
peripherals for parish churchs communications and
administration. Rev. Mark Grimes, Saint Maurice
Church, 358 Glenbrook Rd" Stamford, cr 06906,

WANTED: Epson OX-IO users to join over 1000 mem
bers of the National Epson Users Group, Free sam
ple newsletter, NEUG, POB 1076, Lemont, PA 16851.

AVAILABLE: Apple Computer donates microcom
puter equipment to nonprofit organizations for net
working. send for guidelines, Apple Community Af
fairs, Apple Computer Inc" 20525 Mariani Ave, MiS
23-L. Cupertino, CA 95014,

FOR SALE: IBM PC floppy-drive controller: 595, New
Maynard SandStar floppy-drive controller for IBM
PC: 5185 (with c10ck/calendar module: 5215: module
alone: 530), Profit Systems Multigraph monochrome!
monochrome-graphics/color-graphics card for IBM
PC: 5385, All work perfectly. Michael Riggs, 825 7th
Ave" New York, NY 10019, (212) 794-1430 or
887-8467,

FOR SALE: New Epson MX-IOO printer, 100 cps:
5549, Epson FX-IOO, 160 cps 5849. Smith-Corona
TP-II letter-quality printer: 5349. David Wong, POB
406, Croton Falls, NY 10519, (212) 294-8087,

FOR SALE: Apple hardware and compatible com
puter. Will sell parts separately. Philip Ragaway. 430
South Fuller Ave, Los Angeles, CA 90036, (213)
939-8026,

WANTED: C64 peripherals and accessories, and in
formation exchange for our 300 members. The C64
Club, POB 2184, Manama, Bahrain.

AVAILABLE: CP/M and PC public-domain library disks
on a variety of topics and in a variety of formats.
Send SASE, I. Cramer, POB 28606, Columbus, OH
43228-0606.

WANTED: ROM expansion board, DD/DS, 40/80
track (Acorn-eompatiblel. light pen, and information.
M, Bourdon Bruno, 49/45 Boulevard Paul Verley,
59140 Dunkerque, France,

FOR SALE: Thndem 6530 multipage terminal. never
used. Cost 52500: sell for 518000r best offer. New
Media Graphics laserdisc interface. Cost 5425: sell
for 5300 or best offer. Xerox 5~-inch dual disk-drive
unit. Cost 5850: best offer, Gordon Jennings, 2562
East Glade, Mesa, AZ 85204, 1602) 892-0015,

WANTED: Commodore 64 or Apple lie-compatible
system, Indicate age, use, and condition, If you have
additional accessories, include list. Greg Hamel.
Rout~ 5, Box 162, Watertown, WI 53094,

FOR SALE: Diablo 630 API. letter quality, 40-cps,
parallel Centronics-compatible with bidirectional
tractor feed, extra daisy wheels, and cartridges. One
year old, mint condition, rarely used: 51600 firm
plus UPS, Wally Parker, 443 Ridgewood Ave, Glen
Ridge, NJ 07028, (201) 746-2381.

FOR SALE: BYTE, numbers I through 16 except 7,
9, and 10, Perfect condition: 565 or best offer. A.
Helfrick, RD I. Box 87, Boonton, NJ 07005,

WANTED: Information or correspondence with users
of OSI equipment about programs, clubs, hardware,
etc. I want to set up or join an OSI users group,
Wesley Kaplow, 88 Bleecker St. New York, NY 10012,
(2121460-7283

FOR SALE: Morrow MD2 computer, Ampex DI75 ter
minal with function keys and amber screen, Mannes
mann Thlly 160L matrix printer. Will sell all or part
for best offer, John Birck, 458 East 600 N, Orem,
UT 84057, (801) 224-4809,

FOR SALE: Gimix 6809 system, 120K RAM, dual

5~-inch DS/DD disks, dual 8-inch DD disks, four
serial ports, Phil Hughes, POB 7, Northgate Station,
Seattle, WA 98125-0007, (206) 367-8649

FOR SALE: Apple Silentype thermal printer with
manuals and paper, like new: 5150, Mike Kirk, 1205
Washington, Friona, TX 79035.

FOR SALE: 64K dual DS/DD North Star Horizon II
with 80-kilobaud terminal IViox video board, Key
'Ironics keyboard, and 12-inch Sanyo green monitor):
52000, PMMI modem card 5200 extra. Gary Case,
13031 599-0744,

WANTED: Unwanted or broken computers, disk
drives, printers, modems, plotters, Sue Barker. Apt.
E. 5690 Roche Dr" Columbus, OH 43229,

WANTED: Help designing a personal computer, In
terested in parallel processing of different micropro
cessors for software versatility, Access to a CAD
system would help, I have moderate understanding
of Intel processors/coprocessors, Lon Murchison, 7
Bell Place, Yonkers, NY 10701.

FOR SALE: TI 810 printer with extra features plus
IMSAI VDP-44 computer with 64K RAM, three 360K
drives, full set backup boards, All first-class condi
tion: 52500. Will sell separately, W. T. Rice, YTCO
POB 546, Wilmington, DE 19899, (302) 655-9168.

FOR SALE: New IBM PC monochrome display
adapter card: 5200. Morrow MD3 Micro Decision:
51200. Liberty Freedom 100 terminal: 5350, DEC
PDP-lIi03 BAil cabinet. H927D backplane, H780
power supply, and REV II boot terminator card:
5380 Charles B Wall, 533 Stratford Way, Clarksville,
TN 37043, (615) 552-2199,

WANTED: Apple II computer and peripherals, Can
pay plus shipping costs, New Jersey 1001 Show Foun
dation Inc" 12 Chestnut Place, Short Hills, NJ 07078,

FOR SALE: BYTE, July 1976 and October 1976 to
present (missing May 19781. Interface Age, January
1977 to present. Dr. Dobb's Journal. March 1976 to
August 1982. Kilobaud Microcomputing, January 1977
to present. Lifelines, June 1980 to present. Sell com
plete sets only to highest bidder. Dr. I, Williams, 902
Anderson Dr" Fredericksburg, VA 22405,

WANTED: Osborne 1 computers, tan case, working
or not. for parts scavenging to keep my 01 work
ing, Let me know what you have and what you want
for it. Loren Martindale, 1746 West 25th Lane, Yuma,
AZ 85364, (602) 344-1812,

FOR SALE: Maintenance manuals, heads, 46 printed
circuit boards, mostly new, for Memorex 630 hard
disk drive 550 plus shipping. Seymour Schatz, 631
Normandy Rd, Madeira Beach, FL 33708, (813)
393-2040 or 321-3232,

TRADE: My Heath H-89 with two disk drives, three
serial ports, printer, and manuals for your 8-inch or
larger Meade or Celestron telescope, Bob Kerns, 91 3
Wheaton Rd, Fredericksburg, VA 22401. (2021
355-2682 days, (703) 786-4377 evenings.

FOR SALE: Columbia ROM chips version 4.33 (set
of threel: 550, One Thndon DS/DD: 5135. Robert
Sacks, POB 935, Lilburn, GA 30247,

FOR SALE: DECwriter IV (LA34) with tractor feed:
5400, Allan Kenworthy, 6939 Keynote St. Long
Beach, CA 90808, (213) 429-4606.

WANTED: Persons to correspond with about the TI
99/4A, Bill Axsom, 661 Northwest 75th Terrace,
Plantation, FL 33317,

FOR SALE: Sharp PC-1500 pocket computer with
plotter/cassette interface, RS-232C parallel interface,
4K RAM module, all cables, HC adapters, and all
manuals. Excellent condition: 5275 or best offer,

UNCLASSIFIED ADS MUsr be noncommercial. from
readers who have computer equipment to buy, sell, or trade
on a onetime basis, All requests for donated computer
equipment must be from nonprofit organizations. Programs
to be exchanged must be written by the individual or be
in the public domain, Ads must be typed double-spaced,
contain 50 words or less, and include full name and ad
dress. This is a free service; ads are printed as space per
mits, BYTE reserves the right to reject any unclassified
ad that does not meet these criteria, When you submit
your ad (BYTE. Unclassified Ads, POB 372. Hancock,
NH 03449). allow at least four months for it to appear,

Contact Mike Weiblen, 4809 Calvert Rd" College
Park, MD 20740. (301) 864-3365,

FOR SALE: Ouality copper-clad circuit board, 3- to
5-inch width, 5- to 18-inch length. 250 square inches:
511. Shipped UPS, postage paid in U,S, Larry A.
Plutchak, 10506 Winrock Place, Thmpa, FL 33624,
(813) 969-3047,

FOR SALE: Commodore V1C-20 computer with all ac
cessories: 5300 or best offer. Chad Boroff, POB 129,
Dacono, CO 80514. (303) 833-2118,

WANTED: Hewlett-Packard 16C calculator with docu
mentation for under 550. Greg Hitchings. 2623 West
Artesia Blvd" Torrance, CA 90504, (213) 327-1060

FOR SALE: MPX-16 microcomputer. IBM-compatible.
256K memory. two Thndon DS/DD disk drives, Key
'Ironic keyboard, and Paradise multidisplay card.
53000 new, will accept reasonable offer, Brent
Bonewits, POB 2027, Columbus. I 47202

FOR SALE: "Tektronix 335 oscilloscope, 35 MHz, dual
trace, delayed time base. recently calibrated, in
cludes service manual: 51500 or best offer over
51000 Rich Pagnusat, 748 Berkley, Elmhurst. IL
60126, (312) 941-0739

FOR SALE: Heath H-IIA with 64K bytes of memory
(WH-II-32), dual 8-inch disk-drive system (H-27),
serial interface (H-II-51, video terminal (H-19),
arithmetic chip (H-II-6). and all documentation:
54000 or best offer, Dennis Page, 602 Laurel Lane,
Monrovia, CA 91016. (818) 354-4429 or 358-8854

FOR SALE: 8879 computer and 128K memory expan
sion, three video terminals (one remote), four
hyterms (one remote), one matrix printer. Will sell
complete system or parts. Originally 587,000: ask
ing 557,000 United Mortgage Service Corp., POB
23746. Oklahoma City, OK 73123, 1405) 722-8046,

WANTED: p-code expansion card for TI 99/4A.
Michael J, Donahue, 148 First Parish Rd" Scituate.
MA 02066.

FOR SALE: Back issues of BYTE. 1977 to present:
Creative Computing, 1979 to present. Send SASE for
list. Nathan Benechat. 37 Bluecoat. Irvine. CA 92714,

WANTED: Contact with anyone interested in APL and
its application to engineering projects. Dale A.
Thrasher. 267 Nassau Rd, Costa Mesa, CA 92626.
(7141 549-4136,

FOR SALE: Apple II + and single disk drive in ex
cellent condition: 51000 or best offer. Don Arcangel.
12063 Camino Valencia, Cerritos. CA 90701. (213)
865-0495 between 6 and 9 pm

WANTED: Fujitsu Micro 16s users to exchange hints,
ideas, and information, Stefan Friedli. Neuenegg
strasse 39, 3172 Niederwangen. Switzerland.

WANTED: Peripherals (especially a modeml for an HP
85 with tape drive. F Callahan, 14826 66th Ave. W.
Edmonds, WA 98020, (206) 745-5472

FOR SALE: 16K TRS-80 Model I. with monitor.
keyboard, cassette tape. power pack, and books:
5350. Dale Hutchinson, 10818 Brentway Dr"
Houston, TX 77070-3911. (7131469-2584,

WANTED: Technical information about the Incoterm
Data "Terminal. I would also like the boot tapes for
the cassette drives, lbdd Wiegand. RR #1. Box #100,
Thompsonville, IL 62890,

FOR SALE: Digital computer: system type CL8, serial
no, 6222, operating system COS-310, and version
8,00, DEC no, 3PA15, P/L 48. Also instruction
manual and document disk (word-processing
manual) EY-DGI21-SG-Q01. Any reasonable offer ac
cepted, Michael Bodri. 418 Kalmia St. Warminster,
PA 18974,12151674-3962,

FOR SALE: BYTE. 1980-83 complete: 530 per year:
1979 except February: 525: 1978, January, February.
and August through December: 515: 1977.
November and December: 55. Early volumes of
5-100 Microsystems. onComputing, BCS Update. Send
SASE for list. Louise Silver. 271 Florence Ave.. Ar
lington, MA 02174, (617) 643-2422,

FOR SALE: Epson MX-80 printer with graphics sup
port chips, reliable and in very good condition:
5240, Hayes Smartmodem, 300-bps, excellent con
dition: 5175. I will ship. Randy KahJe, 190 East
O'Keefe #18, Menlo Park, CA 94025, (4151326-8200.

FOR Si'oLE: Copper Mountain College has IBM
System/40 with two 8-inch drives, ADDS Regent 25
terminal. and TI Omni 800 printer, Complete to best
offer Friends of CMe. POB 1398. Joshua 'Iree, CA
92252,
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BYTE's ONGOING MONITOR Box

ARTlCLE# PAGE ARTICLE AUTHOR(S)

I 98 Ciarcia's Circuit Cellar: Build the
Touch-Tone Interactive Message System · .. Ciarcia

2 113 Factfinder . Markoff
3 119 Arithmetic on Your PC Rice
4 129 Build a Serial Card · . Kong Win

Chang
5 130 Two Flat-Display Technologies. .Shuford
6 141 Navigation: Putting the Microcomputer

to Work at Sea Rounds
7 151 A Unit-Conversion Algorithm .. Kahn
8 171 Build Your Dream Editor .............. McMahon
9 183 The Commodore 64 80-Column Terminal · . Field.

Richards.
Beenfeldt

10 193 The Kit Solution. . ..... Stump
II 207 Public-Domain Gems · .Markoff.

Shapiro
12 221 An XLiSP Tutorial . . . . . . . . Betz
13 240 Budget 3-D Graphics. · .Clune
14 247 The Altos 586 with the XEN IX

Development System. . ... Corson
15 256 The EC APC III .... Unger
16 267 Atari 800XL ............... Edwards
17 277 Dazzle Draw. . .............. Williams
18 283 The KoalaPad . · .Osgood
19 289 FriendlyWriter and FriendlySpelier · . Ryals
20 299 Tecmar's jrCaptain · . Hartwig
21 313 Computing at Chaos Manor:

On the Road: Hackercon and COMDEX · .. Pournelle
22 355 BYTE West Coast: Up to Date. . Markoff

Robinson,
Shapiro

23 363 BYTE U.K.: Multitasking FORTH. . Pountain
24 375 BYTE Japan: A Sampler. · .. Raike

WORTHY OF NOTE

The produc description of "The '!andy
1000' by BYTE senior technical editor
G ichael Vose is the winning article from
December. In second place is Steve Ciarcia's
'Build the Power 1/0 System." Richard S

Shuford, BYTE's special-projects editor, is
the author of An Introduction to Fiber
OptiCS, Part I:' which came in third. lerry
Pournelle, "Home Again" at Chaos Manor.
takes fourth in the lineup. And in fifth place
is Wayne Rash's review of "The Zenith Z-150
PC" Mr. Rash wins the first-place bonus of
$I00 because his was the first non-staff
written article to appear in the top five.
Therefore, the winner of the $50 second
place bonus is sixth: Kim Maxwell. author
of "High-Speed Dial-Up Modems."

APPLE GUIDE RESULTS

Writer Rob Moore and BYTE senior
technical editor Gregg Williams garnered
the most votes for "The Apple Story, Part I:
Early History" The $100 goes 0 Rob
Moore. Karen Cmar takes home $50 for her
second-prize article, "Appleworks: An
Integrated Office Product:· Eric Eldred wins
third prize for "Artistic Tools for the Apple
II Family:' Congratulations, authors.

BYTE ADVERTISING SALES STAFF:
). Peter Huestis, Advertising Sales Manager, 70 Main Street, Peterborough, NH 03458, tel. (603) 924-9281

International Advertising Sales Representatives:

NEW ENGLAND
'AE \lH VT MA RI
Paul McPherson Ir 1617) 262-1 160
McGraw-Hill PublicatIons
575 Boylston Street
Boston. MA 02116

ATLANTIC
NY NYC CT
Dick McGurk 12121 512-3588
Leah Goldman 12121 512-2096
McGraw-Hdl Publications
122 I Avenue of the Americac;
JUth Floor
New York "JY 10020

EAST
PA IEASTI I ISOUTH)
MD VA IVVA DE DC
Daniel Ferro 1215) 496-3833
'vtcGraw-HJlI PublicatIons
Three Parkway
Philadelphia PA 19102

\ lr Hans Csokor
Publrmedia
Relsnersrrasse 6\
A·IOn Vienna Austria

\o1rs Gum Gep er
\lcGraw-Hili Publishing Co
PO Box 2156
I3dt Yam. 59121 l;rael
86~ 561 321 39

.\IIr Frrtz Krusebecker
McGraw-Hill Publlshrng Co
Lreblgsrrasse \9
D-6000 Frankfurt Main I
West Germany
72 01 81
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SOUTHEAST
NC SC GA FL AL TN
Maggie M Dorvee 14041 252-0626
McGraw-Hill Publications
4 I 70 Ashford-Dunwoody Road
Suite 420
Atlanta GA 30319

MIDWEST
IL. MO KS lAND SO. MN. IVI NB
Bob Oenmead 13121 751-3740
McGraw-HIli Publications
Blair BUilding
645 Nort 1\.11chlgan Ave
Chicago IL 6061 I

GREAT LAKES, OHIO REGION
MI OH PA (ALLEGHENY) KY I
EASTERN CA ADA
\llke Klssebenh il13) 352-9760
\t1cGraw-HiII Publicauo s
4000 Town Cemer-Suite 770
Southfield MI 48075

\'Irs \IIana Sarmiento
Pedro Teixeira 8 Off 320
lberra Mart I
'Aadnd 4 Sparn
45 52 891

Mr Andrew Karnlg
Andrew Karnrg & Associates
Finnbodavagen
5-1 3 I 3 I Nacka Sweden
46-8-44 0005

Mr lean Christian Ads
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co
17 rue Georges Bizet
F 751 16 Paris
France
72033 42

SOUTHWEST, ROCKY MOUNTAIN
UT CO IVY OK TX AR MS LA
Dennis Riley 1214) 458-2400
McGraw-Hili Publications
Prestonwood Tower-Suite 907
5151 Beltlrne
Dallas. TX 75240

SOUTH PACIFIC
SOUTHERN CA AZ '1M. LAS VEGAS
lack Anderson 17141557-6292
McGraw-Hril Publications
300 I Red Hill Ave
Building =I-SUIte 222
Costa Mesa CA 92626

Karen Niles 1213/48()-5243. 487-1160
McGraw-Hili Publical10ns
JJJJ Wilshire Boulevard <'407
Los Angeles CA 900 I 0

,VIr Arthur SCheffer
McGraw-Hili Publr~hrng Co
34 Dover St
London WIX 3RA
England 01 493 1451

Mr savio Pesave to
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co
Via FlaVia Baracchmi I
20123 Milan Italy
8690656

Seavex Ltd
400 Orchard Road ~ I 0-0 I
Singapore 0923
Republic of Srngapore
Tel 734-9790
Telex RS35539 SEAVEX

NORTH PACIFIC
HI IVA OR ID MT NORTHERN CA
NV lexcept LAS VEGAS) IV CANADA
David !ern 1415) 362-4600
McGr3w-Hill Publications
425 Battery Street
San Francisco, CA 94 I I I

Bill McAfee 14151 964-0624
McGraw-Hill Publications
1000 Elwell Court-Suite 22 5
Palo Alto. CA 94303

WEST COAST SURPLUS
AND RETAIL ACCOUNTS
Tom Harvey (805) 964-8577
3463 State Street-Suite 256
Santa Barbara CA 93105

Post Card Mailings
National
Bradley Browne 16031 924-6166
BYTE Publications
70 Mam Street
Peterborough H 03458

Seavex Ltd
,03 Wilson House
19-27 Wynd am St
Cemral Hong Kong
Tel 5-260149
Telex 60904 SEVEX HX

Hire Morita
McGraw-Hili Publishing Co
Overseas Corp
Room 1528
Kasumigaseki Bldg
3-2-5 Kasumlgaseki.
Chlyoda-Ku
Tokyo 100. lapan
581 9811
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Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No.

1D GET FURTHER information on the products advertised in BYTE. either
pick up your touch-tone telephone and use TIPS or fill out the reader
service card. Either way full instructions are provided follOWing this reader
service index which is provided as an additional service by the publisher.
who assumes no liability for errors or omissions. ·Correspond directly
with company

397 2100 AD SOFTWARE 76. 77
2 800 SOFTWARE 357
3 A ST RESEARCH 19
4 A ST RESEARCH 19
5 AB COMPUTERS 405
6 ABC DATA PRODUCTS. 466
7 ACL INC 86
8 ACS INTL INC 301
9 ADDMASTER CORP 468

10 ADV COMP PROD 447
II ADV COMPUTER SYS 431
12 ADV SYS CONCEPTS. 78
13 ADVANCED LOG[C SYSTEMS 208
15 AFTEK BUSN MACH[NES 367
16 ALF PRODUCTS [NC 74
17 ALL ELECTRON[CS CORP 94
18 ALLIED M[CRO DEVICES 458
19 ALLOY COMPUTER PRODUCTS339
20 AMBER SYSTEMS 20. 21
21 AMBER SYSTEMS. 259
23 AMER[CAN M[CRO SYSTEMS 468

405 AMER[CAN RESEARCH CORP425
24 AMPEX CORP 328. 329
26 AMPRO COMPUTERS INC 356

ANTHRO CORP 140
28 APOLLO MARKETING 448

APPLE COMPUTER INC Cli. I
29 APPLIED I 460
30 APPLIED SOFTWARE TECH 229
31 APROPOS TECHNOLOGY 464
32 ARCTEC SYSTEMS 71
33 ART[FICIAL INT L RESRCHGRP460

383 ART[SOFT 93
384 ART[SOFT 93

35 ASHTON·TATE 150
379 AUSTIN SCIE TIFIC 342
380 AUSTIN SCIE 'TIFIC 342

37 AVERY LABEL. . .. 54
38 AVERY LABEL 54
39 AVIS RENTA-eAR SYSTEMS .. 387
40 AVOCET. . 246
41 B&B ELECTRONICS .. 406

B&C MICROSYSTEMS. . .408
42 BASFSYSTEMS. 121
43 BAY TECHNICAL ASSOC 23
44 B[NARY TECHNOLOGY 460
45 BLA[SE COMPUTING [NC 315
46 BORLAND [NTL .41
47 BORLAND [NTL 43
48 BORLAND [NTL 45
49 BORLAND [NTL 87
50 BOTTOM LINE. THE 421
51 BUEHLER SERVICES [NC 406

BYTE BACK ISSUES 452
BYTE BOOK CLUB. 385
BYTE PUBL INC 409
BYTE SUBSCRIBER NOTICE 433
BYTE SUBSCRIBER SERVICE 227

53 BYTEK COMP SYS CORP 422
C WARE/DESMET C 218
C·SYSTEMS 410

54 C ITOH DIG [TAL PRODUCTS 38
55 C ITOH DIGITAL PRODUCTS 38

CALIF DIGITAL .. 480. 481
CALIF MICRO COMPUTER 398

58 CANDELARIA IVORKS 408
59 CAPITAL EOUIPME T CORP 235
60 CDR SYSTEMS 458
61 CHIPS DIPS 402
62 CHIPSOFT I C .468
63 CHORUS DATA SYSTEMS 322
64 CHRISLIN INDUSTRIES I C 310
65 ClTIZE AMERICA 12. 13
66 CLEVELAND I ST[T OF ELECT353
67 CMA M[CRO COMP DIV 70
68 COASTLI E COMPUTER 459
70 COMMU [CATIO CABLE CO 458
71 COMPo COMPNTS. UNLTD. 295
72 COMP COMP TS UNLTD.296. 297
73 COMPETIT[VE EDGE. . .... 420

400 COMPLETE MANAGEMENT SYS.432
401 COMPLETE MANAGEMENT SYS.432

76 COMPUMAIL 486
77 COMPUSERVE 123

137 COMPUTRADE. . 90
78 COMPUTER AFFAIRS I C. 154
79 COMPUTER AFFA[RS I 'C. 464
80 COMPUTER CHA NEL 429

COMPUTER CHRONICLES. 288
81 COMPUTER CONNECTIO 482. 483
82 COMPUTER D[SCOUNT PROD 467
83 COMPUTER HUT OF N E 401
84 COMPUTER INNOVATIONS 334
85 COMPUTER INNOVATIONS. 336
86 COMPUTER MAIL ORDER204. 205
87 COMPUTER PARTS MART 402
88 COMPUTER PARTS MERCHANT449
89 COMPUTER PARTS MERCHANT449

COMPUTER WAREHOUSE 261
91 COMPUTERBANC 60
93 COMPUTERS AND MORE 323
94 COMPUTERS WHOLESALE .213
95 CONROY·LAPO[NTE. 148. 149
96 CONROY·LAPO[NTE 148. 149
97 CONROY·LAPOINTE 148. 149
98 CORVUS SYS [NC 185
99 COSMOS. 348

396 CROMEMCO 5
101 CUESTA SYSTEMS 332
102 CUSTOM COMP TECH 35
103 CUSTOM COMP TECH. 452
104 CUSTOM COMP TECH. 453
105 CYMA CORPORAT[O 382
106 CY MA CORPORAT[O 382

DAK INDUSTRIES .451
DAK INDUSTRIES. . .478.479

108 DATA EXCHA GE 460
109 DATA EXCHA GE 464
110 DATA GE ERAL CORP.. 126. 127
Ii I DATA SPEC. 420
112 DATA SPEC. .420
113 DATACOPY CORP 430
114 DATASOUTH COMPo CORP 340
115 D[GITAL PRODUCTS [NC 279

D[G[TAL RESEARCH COMP. .66
116 D[G[TALK INC . 26

DISCOUNT COMPUTER CENTERS403
393 D[SK 10CKEY 473
119 D[SKETTE CONNECT[ON 427
120 D[SKS N TH [NGS 402
121 D[SKS PLUS .460
122 D[SKWORLD' [NC 457
123 D[SPLAY TELECOMM 476.477
124 D[VERSIFIED COMPUTER SYS 460
125 DMA 206
126 DOKAY COMP PROD. [NC474. 475
127 DOW 10NES SOFTWARE 333
128 DOW 10NES SOFTWARE 370
129 DWIG HT CO [NC 402
389 DYNACOMP . 280
130 DYNA SYSTEMS 466
131 DYNAX INC 319
132 DYSAN CORP 61
133 EARTH COMPUTERS 466
134 EASTMAN KODAK CO. 56. 57
135 EASTMA KODAK CO 138. 139
117 ECOSOFT 318
136 EDUCATIONAL MICROCOMP 460
391 ELCOMP 473
138 ELEXOR I C 462

ELLIS COMPUTING INC . 69
139 E CHA TED FOREST. 464
381 ENTER COMPUTER 31

382 ENTER COMPUTER 31
141 EPSON AMER[CA. .377
142 ERICSSON COMPUTER CO 46. 47
143 EVER EX SYSTEMS. 82
144 EXSEL . 466
145 EXSEL 487
394 EXIM 473
146 EXPOTEK. 316
147 EXPRESS BUS[ E55 SOFTIVARE30
148 FAC[T AB 137
149 FARBIVARE . 468
150 FORTRON [NC 454
151 FORTRON. [NC 454
152 FOX & GELLER INC 358
153 FOX SOFTWARE [NC 464
154 FR[ENDLY COMPUTER 93
155 FUJ[TSU AMER[CA 200
156 FU[[TSU AMER[CA .201
395 GENERAL DATACOMM 473
157 GENERAL TECHNOLOGY 253
158 GENICOM . 344
159 G[FFORD COMP SYS. 210
160 GOLD H[LL COMPUTERS. 170
161 GOULD [NC 217
387 GREYIVOLF MARKET[NG .70
163 GTCO CORP 364
164 GTEK I C 84
165 H&E COMPUTRONICS 312
166 HADAX ELECTRONICS. .464
167 HARMONY VIDEO & COMP 92
168 HARMONY VIDEO & COMP 422
169 HAYES MICROCOMP PROD. 389
170 HERCULES COMPUTER TECH 25
171 HERMES PRECISA I TL . 347
172 HOFFMA INTL 487
174 HooLEO COMPANY 92
175 HOUSTO INSTRIBAUSCH&I.OMB337

HYPERON SOFTWARE. 473
177 [BM - IISC) SERVICES 177

IBM CORP. - INSERT .. 32A-D
178 IC5-INTERFACE CONTROL SYS.402
377 ILAR SYSTEMS 324
378 ILAR SYSTEMS . 324
180 INOVION CORP 304
181 INTEGRAND 320
183 INTELLIGENT DATA SYS [NC 351
373 INTERFACE INC 282
374 INTERFACE INC 282
370 INTERFACE TECH. CORP254. 255
185 IOMEGA 341
186 IOMEGA. 343
187 [OMEGA 345
188 [OMEGA 411
375 [TT [NFORMATION SYSTEMS 378
376 [TT [NFORMAT[ON SYSTEMS 378
190 [ADE COMP PROD 470.471
191 [ADE COMP PROD. 472
192 [AMECO ELECTRONICS 308. 309
193 IC SYSTEMS 369
194 [DR M[CRODEVICES INC 488.489
195 [DR MICRODEVICES INC 490. 491
196 IDR MICRODEV[CES I C 492
197 KADAK PRODUCTS 464
198 KEITHLEY/DAS. 59
199 KENSI GTO M[CROIVARE 51
201 KIMTRON CORP 118
202 KRUEGER TECH OLOGY. 456
203 LABORATORY [CROSYS 52

LA GLEY·STCLAIR . 52
204 LARK SOFTWARE. 146
205 LATTICE INC 366

206 LEADI G EDGE PROD 49
207 LEVEL I RESEARCH 462
208 LIFEBOAT ASSOC 372. 373
209 LINDE TECHNOLOGY INC 393
210 L1NTEK I C 487
211 L10 HEART PRESS 433
212 L1VI G V[DEOTEX 399
214 LOGICAL DEVICES 24
215 LOGICAL DEV[CES. 458
217 LOMAS DATA PRODUCTS 195
218 LYBEN COMP SYS 464
219 LYBEN COMP SYS 402
220 LYCO COMPUTER 423
221 MAGNUM PC 265
222 MANAGEMENT [NFO SOURCE419
223 MANNESMANN TALLY 354
224 MANX SOFTWARE SYS 53
225 MARK W[LLIAMS CO 75
226 MARVEL SOFTWARE 394
227 MARYMAC INDUSTR[ES 410
228 MASTERBYTE COMP OF NY 487
229 MATRIX COMMUN[CAT[ONS INC227
230 MAXELL DATA PRODUCTS 7
390 MAXWELL ELECTRON[CS 487
231 MAYNARD ELECTRONICS. 15
232 MEGATEL COMPUTER TECH 90
234 MERRITT COMP PRODUCTS 460
235 MFI ENTERPRISES INC 272
236 MICRAY ELECTRO ICS 164
237 MICRO AGE COMP STORES INC415
238 MICRO DESIGN INTL 199
239 MICRO MART INC 72. 73
240 MICRO PRODUCTS I C 463
241 MICROCOMP.lJTER ACCESSORIES287
242 MICROCOMP.lJTER ACCESSORIES287
243 MICROGRAFX 145

MICROMINT I C . 392
244 MICROPROCESSORS UNLTD 466

MICRORIM I C .360. 361
245 MICROSHOP. 448

MICROSOFT CORP. 28. 29
M[CROSOFT CORP .. 298
MICROSTAND ... 466

246 MICROSTUF I C 223
247 MICROTIME. 4
248 M[CROIVAY 244

56 M[CTRO ·78
249 M[DWEST M[CRO-PER[PHERALS 34
250 M[M[C SYSTEMS INC 302
251 M[NORITY H[TECH INDUSTR[ES 175
253 MOUNTA[N VIEW PRESS INC 165
254 MT[ SYSTEMS CORP 211
255 MULT[·TECH SYSTEMS 32
256 NATL PUBLIC DOMA[N SFTW 468
257 NAT[ONAL [NSTRUMENTS .50

74 NCDA 462
258 NEC HOME INFORMAT[ON SYS

62.63
NEC HOME ELECTR USA-INSERT

192A-D
259 NEC INFORMATION SYS . Clil
260 NESTAR SYSTEMS INC 362
261 NETIVORX INC 191
263 NICOLET PARATRONICS 18

NIGHTOIVL SOFTWARE 219
ORTH HILLS CORP 410

NORTH HILLS CORP 460
NR[ SCHOOLS ELECTR DIV 417

265 ORCHID TECHNOLOGY 293
266 ORION [NSTRUMENTS 286
267 ORYX SYSTEMS 380.381
268 ORYX SYSTEMS 380. 381
269 ORYX SYSTEMS 380. 381
270 PC HORIZONS 473
271 PC NETIVORK 274. 275
272 PACIFIC EXCHANGES

458. 462. 468. 487
273 PANASON[C SENIOR PARTNER 91
274 PARAGON COURSEWARE 462
275 PC PIPELINE 487
276 pes LIMITED 465
372 PER[TEK. 156
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Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No. Inquiry No. Page No.

277 PERMA POWER ELECfRONICS427 310 SATELLITE SO,T\\'ARIo 209 385 SUPER COMPUTER 116 357 VIASYN/COMPUPRO 182
278 PERSOFT INC 327 311 S,WOf' COMPUTERS 484. 485 386 SUPER COMPUTER 116 358 VIASYN COMPUPRO 159
279 PICK SYSTEMS 413 312 SCM CORP 374 398 SUPER COMPU'I ER 117 359 VIClDRY ENT TECHNOLOGY 85
280 PIPELINE COMPUTER 469 SCOTTSDALE SYSTEMS 64 399 SUPER COMPUTER 117 361 VIDEX 27
281 POCKEl TLCHNOLOGY 291 313 SEEOUA COMP CORP 8 336 SUPLRSOFT 161 VLM COMPUTER ELECTR 398
282 POLAROID CORP 88.89 314 SEITZ TECHNICIL PROD 458 337 SYNALTA SYSTE,\1S 466 362 WALLING COMPA'iY 464
284 POLAROID CORP 335 315 SEMIDISK SYSTL\lS 281 SYSGIo, I:\C 321 WANG LABS INC 306
285 PRECISION DATA PRODUCTS 406 316 SHAPE MAG:\ETRONICS 388 338 SYSTEMS \1.~~AGVI'iT ASSOC 237 WAREHOUSE DATA PRODUCfS325
286 PRI'iCEroN GRAPHIC SYS 36. 37 317 SHEPHERD \I.-\I<KETING 473 339 TAPE WORLD 398 402 WATERLOO DISTANCE EDU INC 67
287 PRIORITY ONE 445 SILICON SPICIAIIIIoS 397 340 TATUM LABS 462 365 WINTEK CORP 276
288 PR0GR,\MMERS SHOP 317 SILVER FOX 155 341 TAXAN CORP 234 366 WINTEK CORP 458
290 PROGRESSIVI MICRO DISTR 455 3i8 SLICER COMPUll.RS 214 342 TAXAN CORP 234 367 WORKMAN & ASSOCIATES 468
291 I'ROMETHEUS PRODUCTS 17 SOFTCRAFT 181 TEKTRONIX INC 215 388 WYSSWARE 279
292 PURPLE COMPUTING 468 SOFTLINE CORP 95 343 ll:LI.L1JYTE TECHNOLOGY INC 125 368 XEROX CORP 166. 167
293 OIC RESEARCH 266 319 50FT5TYLI I'iC 331 TELEVIDFO SYSTEMS 359 369 ZSTEM COMMUNICATIONS DIV 466
294 OUALITY PRINTERS 462 320 SOFTWARE SIoRI'ICES 468 TEXAS I"STRUMENTS II
295 OU.-\NT SYSTEMS 473 321 SOFTWARF SERVICES 466 140 TIGERTRO'lICS 487 • Correspond dlfeclly witll company
296 OUARK I'iCORPORATED 305 322 SOF-r\V,\RIo SOLUTIONS I'IC 231 TINNEY ROBERT GRAPHICS 426
297 OURIE 225 323 SOLA IoLECTRIC 55 371 roPEXPRFSS I.IMITED 16
299 RADIO SHACK elv 289 50LUT10f' SYSTEMS 326 344 roSHIBA A.\1ERICA INC 128
392 RAINBOW 473 324 SOLUTIO:\WARE CORP 458 345 TRABAND ASSOCIATES 94

300 RFLAX T1.C11NOLOGY 365 325 SOURCE TFl.ECOMP CORP 220 TRANS WORLD -\IRLINES 407
301 ROGERS LABS 54 326 SPECTRUM SOFTWARE 163 346 TRANSTECroR SYSTEMS INC 233
302 ROGERS LABS 54 327 SPERRY CORP 80.81 347 US ROBOTICS 391
303 ROLAND CORP 135 328 SPRUCE TECHNOLOGY CORP 300 348 UNISOURCIo 79
304 ROSE ELECTRONICS 458 329 STAR VlICRONICS 238. 239 350 UNLIMITED PROCESSING INC 307 iNTERNATIONAL ADVERTISING SECTiON

305 S-IOO DIV 696 CORP 461 330 5TARBUCK DATA CO 462 352 VECroR EI_EerR CO 18
306 5-100 DIV 696 CORP 461 331 STRIDIo MICRO 112 353 VECroR IUerR CO 330 500 AMERICAN BUYING & EXPORT64B

307 SAB-L1NK INC 462 332 SUMMIT SOI-IWARE TECHN INC203 354 VEN-TEL INC 147 501 CASIO COMPUTER CO 64A
308 SAFEWARE 408 333 SUNNY INT L 446 355 VERTEX SYSTEMS 68

309 St\Kt\TA 226 334 SUNTRONICS CO INC 446 356 VIA WEST 232 No domestic If1quincs DImsI'

S SUBSCRIBERS ONLY!
TIP Use BYTE's Telephone Inquiry Processing System

Using TIPS can bring product information as much as 10 days earlier.

SEND FOR YOUR 1)
SUBSCRIBER LD. CARD

If you are a new subscriber or have lost your 1.D. card, circle #1 on the Reader Service
Card. We will immediately send your pel'sonal TIPS subscriber card.

GET PREPARED 2) Write your Subscriber Number, as printed on your Subscriber 1.0. Card, in boxes in Step 5 below.
(Do not arlrl O's to fill in blank boxes)

3) Write numbers for information desired in boxe:i in Step 7b below.
(Do not add O's to fill in blank boxes.)

CALL TIPS 4)

ENTER YOUR 5)
SUBSCRIBER AND
ISSUE NUMBERS

6)

ENTER YOUR 7a)
INQUIRIES

b)

No\\" on a Thuch-Thne telephone dial: (413) ct42-2668 and wait for voice commands.

When TIPS says: "Enter Subscriber Number"
(Enter by pushing the numbel's and symbols [# or * enclosed in the boxes] on telephone pad
ignoring blank boxes)
Enter 0 DOD [l 0 0 0 [ID

When TIPS says "Enter magazine code & issue code"
Enter [lJ 00 l3J [@ lID []I]

When TIPS says "Enter (next) Inquiry Number"
Enter one inquiry selection from below (ignore blank boxes)

Repeat 7a as neerled (maximum 17 inquiry numbers)

End session by entering ~ 0 [ill [] []I] 00

Hang up after hearing final message
If ,-ou are a subscriber and need a"i,tance. call ((;03) 924-9281.

END SESSION 8)

9)

1. COD []I] []I]
2.000 []I] []I]
;~.CDn[][]OO

ct. 0 DO []I] []I]
v. DOD []I] []I]

6.000 [J!J []I] 10.0 DO []I] []I] 14.0 D 0 []I] []I]
7.00 0 []!J []I] 11. 0 DO []I] []I] 15.000 []I] []I]
8. n n n []I] []I] 12.0 [J 0 []I] []I] 16. [J D 0 []I] []I]
9. 0 C 0 []I] []I] 13. DOC []I] []I] 17. 0 0 0 []I] 00

If yOll an' not a "ub"criber fill Ollt tlw ""b,,cript ion c'lI"(l fOllnd in tbis i",,"e or. call BYTE Circulation 800-258-5485.
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models,just call NEC Inform
tion Systems at: 1-800

343-4419; in Massachu
setts call (617)264-8635.

Also available at:
Entre, 1-800-HI

ENTRE: Sears
Business Sys

tem Cen
ters, 1
800-228
2200;
and

Comput
erland
stores, (In

California)
1-800-321
1101; (Out
side Califor
nia) 1-800

423-3008.
Find out why

more and more
IBM PC users

are saying,
"NEC and me."

THE 8850 PLUGS RIGHT
INTO THE IBM PC.

CHANGE FORMS LENGTH
AT THE PRESS OF A BUTTON.

years without a failure is not unusual.
No wonder there are more Spinwriter
printers hooked up to IBM PC's than
any other letter-quality printer.
How to get up to speed.

For more information
on the Spinwriter 8850
or our two companion

Spinwriter
printers also
give you capa
bilities you won't
find on other prin
ters. Like a selection
of 80 different print
styles.

And, nine easily
installed forms han
dling options that
can accelerate your
printed output even
more. Spinwriter
printers also have
an enviable record
for reliability.

In fact, several

printer available for
the IBM® PC. It's
still one of the few
that works with all
IBM PC software,
as well as all other
popular packages.
You'll notice
even its
looks are
com
patible.

THE 8850
JOINS THE

HIGHLY-RELIABLE
SPINWRITER LINE

IILJIII

one at the touch
of a button. It also

has a unique control panel.
With large, legible alphanumeric
LED's to indicate the specific opera

ating status.
And make it
simple for
even an un-

UNIOUE LED DISPLAY TELLS familiar oper-
USER EVERYTHING FROM THE ator to use.

FACT THAT PAPER IS OUT And, of

course, the
8850 has all
the features,

TO THE FACT THE quality and
COVER IS OPEN reliability that

make a Spinwriter a Spinwriter.
The first choice of IBM PC
users.
The Spinwriter printer was the first
totally plug compatible letter-quality

Splnwflter IS a registered trademark of NEC Corp IBM,s a registered
trademark of International Business Machines Corp.

Inquiry 259

Introducing the
Spinwriter 8850.
Our newest, and fastest, Spinwriter®
printer operates at over 550 words
per-minute. And is extraordinarily
easy to operate.

For one thing the Spinwriter 8850
takes care of basic settings such as
pitch and forms length automatically.
Of course you can also change either

NO OTHER LETTER-QUALITY
PRINTER CAN TOUCH OUR
NEWSPINWRITER fOR SPEED
ANDEASE·
Of·USE.
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